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Preface

The importance of culture in understanding all aspects of human behavior is no longer
debated in contemporary psychology or in any other field of science that purports to
study human behavior. Culture is an important antecedent to and consequence of be-
havior, and it aids in facilitating and restricting behavior. As such, culture is a topic of
major relevance for students and professionals in all fields of complex human behav-
ior, theoretically sophisticated psychologists and other social scientists, and social and
behavioral scientists who have had the experience of living in or visiting other cultures
or those contemplating doing so in the future.
In psychology alone, the potential of culture to bring about fundamental and pro-

found revisions to psychological knowledge, theories, and principles is enormous.
Over the past few decades, the findings of many cross-cultural studies have challenged
in many ways traditional knowledge in mainstream psychology about psychological
processes thought to be true; each time the challenge has called for reconsideration of
psychological truth and a reconceptualization not only of theory construction, but also
of the process of knowledge creation. In short, cross-cultural psychology raises serious
and basic questions about the nature of science and scientific philosophy, and all of
psychology currently is trying to deal with these questions.
Indeed, these are exciting times in the evolution of cross-cultural psychology as a

field, discipline, and method of inquiry. The cross-cultural findings afford exciting
new challenges to psychological truth, the continued efforts of students and research-
ers of culture in dealing with and overcoming these challenges, and the resulting new
boundaries and state of knowledge about people and human functioning that ensues.
It is also exciting because of the uncertainty of what the future holds not only for
cross-cultural, but also mainstream, psychology as scientists and theorists deal with
extremely complex issues in understanding human behavior across increasing diver-
sity in thought, emotion, motivation, and all aspects of psychology.
This book conveys this excitement by capturing the evolution of cross-cultural psy-

chology across the history of work in this field like a snapshot in time. This book is
unique in being the only one of its kind that attempts to do so in this burgeoning, yet
important, area of psychological inquiry. While other books on cross-cultural psychol-
ogy exist, of course, this volume is the only one available that provides an account of
the current state of cross-cultural psychology across a wide range of topics that are well
representative at the highest scholarly level of the vast topic areas encompassed within
the discipline. Several important and unique characteristics of this book ensure that
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it portrays the excitement and evolution of cross-cultural psychology described here,
including the following:

• Selection of topic areas. All areas of study represented in the various chapters are
those most relevant to cross-cultural work, most exemplary of the work in the
entire field, and most representative of the evolution of cross-cultural method and
knowledge. They span a wide range of topics and paint a comprehensive scholarly
picture of the current state of cross-cultural psychology in the broadest strokes
possible.

• The authors. The authors of this volume represent a selection of some of the lead-
ing authors in the field of cross-cultural psychology; all represent the most ad-
vanced thinking and research in their respective areas.

• Excellent reviews of topic areas. Each chapter presents state-of-the-art reviews of
the theoretical and empirical literature in each of the topic areas selected; these
reviews stand alone as important contributions.

• Objective evaluation of the literature. Yet, each chapter author goes well beyond
just an encyclopedic-type review of the existing knowledge to objectively evaluate
the literature, including limitations to current theory and knowledge.

• A vision of the future. All chapter authors also go well beyond mere reviews and
evaluations of their fields theoretically and empirically in presenting their visions
of the future in their respective areas. They provide frank discussions about what
they believe is necessary to make their visions reality, and they outline work that
promises to guide researchers for the next decade or two.

Across all chapters and content, two major themes emerge early and are used repeat-
edly to focus each section and chapter of the book. These are

• A vision of the future as continued evolution of cross-cultural psychology, particu-
larly as it aids in the creation of a universal psychology that is applicable to all
people of the world regardless of cultural background; and

• How to achieve this vision in terms of changes, revisions, and improvements
necessary in method and/or concept that go far beyond the ways in which research
in psychology currently is conducted.

In its own way, each chapter addresses these two themes. The way in which it does
this is highlighted at the beginning of each chapter in an editor’s note, which ties the
chapter not only to the themes of the book, but also to the other chapters. In addition,
the book is divided into four parts, each including chapters that are grouped around
four major topic areas: foundations, basic psychological processes, personality, and
social behavior. Chapter introductions are provided at the beginning of each part. An
introductory chapter describing themajor themes of the book, as espoused by the chapter
authors, sets the stage for the entire volume, while a concluding epilogue reinforces
that message and issues a challenge to all future students of culture as well.
In all, this book represents what can be considered the collective wisdom of the

leading thinkers and researchers in the field of cross-cultural psychology with regard
to its current and future state. It not only provides an encyclopedic reference in each
topic area, but also goes well beyond such reviews in providing a vision of the future
and calling for fundamental revisions in the nature and scope of how we do research.
It captures the current zeitgeist of cross-cultural psychology at the highest scholarly
level in a consistent manner and tone and challenges our thinking and “doing” of
science. It is the only resource of its kind in the field of cross-cultural psychology.
This book is intended for serious students of culture and human behavior, including

social scientists in a variety of fields and disciplines, as well as advanced graduate
students in these respective fields. The writing level is fairly high, and the messages
clearly are intended to be relevant for those with sufficient theoretical and methodologi-
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cal sophistication. Yet, the message of the book is also applicable to all psychologists—
mainstream or cross-cultural—because all psychologists are cross-cultural in some way;
the only difference is in whether they are aware of the cultures being studied, and
whether this comparison is explicit or implicit in their work.
This book achieves its goals if future researchers and students of culture are encour-

aged to take up the difficult endeavors outlined here and discussed throughout, and if
all students of psychology and culture—researchers, teachers, administrators, therapists,
counselors, consultants, and others—gain a deeper sense of appreciation for the influ-
ence of culture in all aspects of our lives, and translate those influences into meaningful
ways of being and living.

San Francisco, California D. M.
July, 2000
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1
Introduction

DAVID MATSUMOTO

No topic is more compelling in contemporary from their current state in a monocultural psy-
chology of behavior fragments into a universalpsychology today than culture, and no other

topic has the potential to revise in fundamental psychology of the whole.
At the same time, this book describes theand profoundways almost everything we think

we know about people. The study of culture unique characteristics of cross-cultural psy-
chology as a specialized method of inquiry. Itin psychology has raised questions about the

nature of knowledge and psychological truth describes the nature of cross-cultural investiga-
tion and describes how and why cross-culturalderived from mainstream psychological re-

search based primarily onAmerican or western methods are useful for contemporary psychol-
ogy. It encompasses different approaches to un-European participants. The study of culture in

psychology, at the same time, has answered derstanding human behavior and argues for the
complementary integration of all such ap-some fundamental questions about some psy-

chological processes, especially their specific- proaches rather than the unique parceling and
fragmentation of approach that is typical of cur-ity of universality versus culture. Culture is to

human behavior as operating systems are to rent research method and theory. It seeks to
find new methods, often pushing us beyondsoftware, often invisible and unnoticed, yet

playing an extremely important role in devel- the limits of our comfort zone, to deal with
really difficult issues in understanding the trueopment and operation.

This book captures the current zeitgeist of complexity of human psychological processes.
In this brief chapter, I will introduce you tocross-cultural psychology and describes its

evolution as a discipline. It highlights the his- the concepts, issues, and arguments that you
will encounter in this book. I have categorizedtory of cross-cultural psychology from its foun-

dation through its earliest studies and pioneers. the main messages provided by all of the au-
thors around two central themes. The first in-It reports state-of-the-art literature reviews of

theoretical and empirical work across some of volves understanding the evolution of cross-
cultural psychology, recognizing not onlythemost pressing and relevant topic areas stud-

ied cross-culturally. And, it provides ideas and where it has been and where it is now, but also,
more importantly, where it wants to go. In thisvisions of the future and how cross-cultural

psychology can help transform mainstream sense, this book provides a collective vision
of where the field of cross-cultural psychologypsychological theories and research radically

3



4 INTRODUCTION

should go, and what it should be when it gets researchers hypothesize account for cultural
there. This vision sees the contribution of cross- differences when they occur. Called context
cultural psychology to the development of truly variables by some, contemporary cross-cultural
universal theories of psychological processes researchers now often include such variables
as the ultimate goal. in their designs and studies, actually testing
The second theme involves each author’s the degree to which such variables contribute

suggestions of how to achieve the goal of evolu- to cultural differences in the target variables of
tion embodied in the first vision. Of course, interest.
each author’s specific suggestions differ across At the same time, cross-cultural psycholo-
chapters because of differences in the needs gists have also become increasingly sensitive
and realities of each topic. Yet, on closer exam- to the use of psychological dimensions of cul-
ination, there is a commonality of message ture to explain cultural differences. These di-
across all chapters and topics. This common- mensions—such as individualism versus col-
ality suggests the necessity of fundamental lectivism—represent another level of the
changes in the way we do research in the future evolution of cross-cultural psychology as a sci-
if we are truly to achieve the goals of this vision. entific endeavor not only concerned with the
Here, I describe these two themes in more de- documentation of differences, but also con-
tail. cerned with the creation and testing of theories

about culture that explain why those differ-
ences occur in the first place. To this end, the
increased awareness and adoption of meaning-The Evolution of Cross-Cultural
ful dimensions of cultural variability, such asPsychology: Where Have We Been,
those of Hofstede, Triandis, or others, and theWhere Are We Now, and
development of measurement techniques forWhere Do We Want to Go? some of these dimensions have contributed in
meaningful ways to the transformation of cross-Cross-cultural psychology has evolved in an
cultural psychology.interesting and importantway over the past few
Some authors (e.g., van de Vijver, chapter 5decades. Early cross-cultural work was con-

of this volume) have referred to the evolutioncerned primarily with the documentation of
or transformation of cross-cultural psychologycultural differences in a variety of psychologi-
in terms of stages or epochs in the history ofcal processes. This work, of course, was very
the field. Thus, the period of time when cross-interesting and important as it highlighted time
cultural psychologists were concerned primar-and again the ways in which psychological the-
ily with the mere documentation of differencesories and models generated on the basis of
can be referred to as the first stage of cross-mainstream psychological research mainly in
cultural psychology. The transformation of the-the United States may not be applicable to peo-
ories and methods to attempt to explain cul-ple of other cultures. Although the earliest
tural differences through mediating contextcross-cultural work was often seen as an area
variables can be referred to as the second stagereserved for people with esoteric interests in
of cross-cultural psychology.We are in this sec-such matters as culture, over the years, the test-
ond stage of cross-cultural psychology as manying and documentation of cultural differences
cross-cultural studies are concerned with iden-in a wide variety of psychological processes
tifying the relevant, specific psychological vari-came to play an important role in the establish-
ables that account for cultural differences.ment of cross-cultural psychology as an area of
If these two great periods of study in cross-serious psychological inquiry.

cultural psychology canbedescribed as the firstIn the past decade or so, however, cross-
two stages of its evolution, then what is in storecultural psychologists have become increas-
for the third stage? The third stage of the evolu-ingly discontented with the mere documenta-
tion of cross-cultural psychology, the vision Ition of cultural differences. Indeed, they have
referred to above and to which most, if not all,come to recognize the theoretical and empirical
cross-cultural psychologists desire, is the cre-necessity of thinking about exactly what it is
ation of universal theories of psychological pro-about cultures that produces those differences
cesses. That is, the ultimate goal of cross-cul-and why. In this vein, an increasing number of
tural psychology today is not the creation ofwriters have argued for the replacement of the
“interesting” cross-cultural models of behaviorglobal, abstract concept of “culture” with spe-

cific, measurable psychological variables that applicable to people of “disparate” or “differ-
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ent” cultures, while other psychological mod- third stage of evolution—achieving the vision,
if you will—therefore requires not only theo-els and theories in mainstream psychology co-
ries, but also methods fundamentally distinctexist. Rather, it is the creation of truly universal
from the current ones.models of psychological processes and human

behavior that can be applied to all people of
all cultural backgrounds and can supplement

How Do We Achieve Thisand even supplant current mainstream theories
Vision? Methodological andand knowledge.
Conceptual Revisions inThe ultimate goal of cross-cultural psychol-

ogy, therefore, is for a comprehensive evalua- the Future
tion of the pancultural applicability of psycho-

Thus, cross-cultural psychology as a disciplinelogical theory and knowledge, for testing of the
and a method of inquiry is a work in progress,basic tenets of those theories and their hypothe-
and this book captures that work in progressses, and for the profound and fundamental revi-
like a snapshot in time. In this book, you willsion of mainstream theories of basic human
find reviews of cross-cultural theories and re-psychological processes. This evaluation, test-
search relevant to basic psychological pro-ing, and revision is indeed mandated not only
cesses, personality, and social behavior and toby the dynamically changing demographic
selected topics specific to each area. In addi-characteristics of the United States and other
tion, a few introductory chapters discuss majorcountries and the fluid environment in which
perspectives in the field as a whole, as well aswe all live, which undoubtedly has contributed
methodological issues specific to cross-culturalgreatly to the impact and importance of the
inquiries. The descriptions and distillations ofstudy of culture, but also by our understanding
the theoretical models described in each chap-of scientific philosophy and by the moral obli-
ter and the comprehensive and timely reviewsgations we accrue as a field because of our un-
in each area are indeed priceless and stand onderstanding of how knowledge in psychology
their own merit as the most up-to-date state-is applied each and every day to intervene in
ments regarding those respective areas today.people’s lives. That is, if we are to be true to
Yet, each of the authors in this book goesour field as a science, then we need to embrace

beyond themere reviewof the relevant theoreti-the questions about the logic of our science
cal and empirical literature. Indeed, they pro-that cross-cultural methods of inquiry afford
vide uswith their perspectives as towhat futureus. And, if we are to allow our findings, theo-
research and theory in their respective areasries, and methods to be used to intervene in
should look like. In this fashion, each of thepeople’s lives, in counseling and therapy, in
authors in this book provides a rare and uniqueorganizations, and in everyday life, then we as
opportunity for all students of culture not onlya field in toto must meet a higher standard in
to become acquainted with the relevant knowl-the applicability and generalizability of our
edge and facts of previous theories and re-findings and the duties we incur to achieve search, but also to understand how research

those standards. and theory need to be transformed if we are to
Thus, we look forward to the day when we help the field evolve to the third stage of its

can present theories of morality, development, development and ultimately to aid in the cre-
personality, cognition, emotion, motivation, ation of universal theories of psychology.
social behavior, and all topics of psychology Here, I have distilled what I believe are the
that are truly universal—that is, applicable to major issues that the authors in this volume
all people of all cultures. This anticipation rec- have identified as crucial to our further evolu-
ognizes the vast limitations to such theories tion of cross-cultural psychology. They are not
when research findings are based on partici- mutually exclusive of each other. It is hoped
pants who primarily represent a single culture that these extractions can serve as a guide to
or a limited number of cultures. This requires, help read, interpret, and evaluate the messages
therefore, future research on these topics to in- offered by the authors.
volve participants who represent a wide range
of disparate cultural backgrounds; the research 1. Understand culture better. Most authors
should be conducted in culturally sensitive and argue that our ability to create universal
appropriate ways and involve multiple meth- theories of psychological processes will
ods of data collection and analysis. The trans- depend, to some degree, on our ability

to improve our understanding of cultureformation of cross-cultural psychology into its
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itself. While the identification and adop- These variables include such issues as
the effects of the environment, politicaltion of cultural dimensions of psycholog-
structures, weather and climate, geogra-ical variability, asmentioned above, have
phy, and the like. Indeed, it is highly im-been useful to the field, there are a num-
probable that panculturally applicableber of other areas in which further theo-
theories of human behavior can be cre-retical work on culture is necessary. This
ated to the exclusion of such factors. Asincludes refining and redefining our un-
many authors in this volume suggest, cul-derstanding of context and examining its
ture, society, biology, and psychologyrelationship with culture and the need
need to come together for such theoriesto examine all aspects of cultural influ-
to be developed.ences, from culture as an antecedent of

5. Integrate nonmainstream theoretical per-behavior to culture as a result of behavior
spectives. American psychological theo-(thus, culture as an independent variable,
ries and theories published in English-as well as a dependent variable). We also
language journals and outlets continue toneed to further our understanding of the
dominate the creation of psychologicalrole of culture as either constraining or
theory.Manyother perspectives exist, yetinventing behavior.
are largely unknown or ignored by re-2. Integrate multiple, seemingly disparate
searchers because they are indigenous toapproaches to theory and method with
specific cultures or published innon–En-regard to culture.Most authors argue that
glish language outlets. Such ignorancethe approaches and perspectives of
may result because of arrogance, limitedvarious orientations inunderstanding the
language abilities, or a host of other fac-relationship between psychology and
tors, but must be overcome in the futureculture and studying it needs to be inte-
ifwe are to be able to incorporate a varietygrated for further evolution in the field
of theoretical perspectives in our work.to occur. These orientations include the

6. Integrate different and disparate meth-approaches characterized by cross-cul-
ods. To generate universal theories oftural psychology, cultural psychology,
psychology in the future, research needsindigenous psychology, and psychologi-
to proceed in fundamentally differentcal anthropology. While each of these
ways. Future research needs to integratefields is associatedwith different theoret-
different methods for qualitatively dif-ical approaches and different methods of ferent knowledge to be produced. These

inquiry, in the future they will be re- improvements include the incorpora-
quired to be integrated into a single, com- tion of both quantitative and qualitative
prehensive effort. methods into the study of psychological

3. Adopt a holistic approach to understand- processes across cultures and the contin-
ing psychological processes and their in- ued incorporation of context variables to
vestigation. Contemporary academicpsy- tease out the reasons why cultural differ-
chology has fragmented human behavior ences occur in the first place. Future re-
for the purpose of research so much that search will need to look at examining a
it is often difficult to tell the forest from wider range of individuals, not just uni-
the trees. It is time now for psychologists, versity students, across a wider range of
cross-cultural and mainstream alike, to cultures and across time in longitudinal
begin to adopt a holistic approach to or quasi-longitudinal approaches. Gone
understanding psychology and human are the days when a questionnaire was
behavior, to understand linkages across translated and imposed on students from
different theoretical perspectives of the different cultures and called “a cross-cul-
same process, and to integrate different tural study.”
psychological processes into a cohesive
whole. These six themes, while simple in concept,

4. Integrate cross-discipline variables. The require that future research be conducted in
creation of universal theories of psychol- fundamentally different ways than the current
ogy requires that we take into account mode. Heeding this advice from the authors
variables that psychologists typically have of this volume will result in research that is
relegated to other disciplines and ignored drastically different from and inherently more

difficult than what is customary. It will forcein psychological research and theory.
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us to think in ways we may not be ready or • To offer readers ideas about visions of the
future—what future theories and researchwilling to think. All in all, these notions lead

to qualitatively different ways of working— will need to look like if the field is to
continue in its evolution from merelyempirically and theoretically—fromwhat typi-

cally is done now. Yet, if we are to create and finding differences to documenting how
and why culture produces those differ-test truly universal theories that allow for pan-

cultural similarities, as well as culture-specific ences, and to the creation of universal psy-
chological theories; that is, in its journeyprocesses, this work should be done.
through the stages of evolution; and

• To offer readers ideas about how to con-
duct research in the future that will help

The Goals of This Book in the achievement of that vision and to
aid in the continuing evolution of cross-

This book, therefore, represents the collective cultural psychology.
wisdom of some well-known leaders and re-
searchers in cross-cultural psychology. This If, by reading this book, we can encourage
wisdom encompasses, as I mentioned, not only future researchers to take up these difficult en-
visions for the continued evolvement of cross- deavors and encourage all students of psychol-
cultural psychology, but also how it can get ogy and culture—researchers, teachers, admin-
there. The goals of this book, therefore, are de- istrators, therapists, counselors, consultants,
fined by the messages that each of the authors and others—to gain a deeper sense of apprecia-
have brought to bear. They are tion for the influence of culture in all aspects

of our lives and to translate those influences
into meaningful ways of being and living, then• To capture the current zeitgest of cross-

cultural psychology in its evolution; this book would have achieved its goals.
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Part I: Foundations

The first part of this book presents four chapters scription of and persuasive argument for the
that provide what I consider a necessary foun- integration and greater acceptance of the indig-
dation of knowledge for all students of culture enous psychologies approach. By pointing out
and psychology. The information provided limitations in the way in which science has tra-
here serves as a basis by which all other chap- ditionally been conducted in mainstream psy-
ters in the book can be read and understood as chology,Kimsuggests that indigenouspsycholo-
these works depict the theoretical or method- gies—with its focus on context, epistemology,
ological underpinnings that form the basis of and phenomenology—offers an alternative ap-
most cross-cultural work in the field. proach to understanding the relationship be-
In chapter 2, Adamopolous and Lonner be- tween culture and psychology, especially as

gin with a history of the field and the approach mutually constituted phenomena.
of cross-cultural psychology. By comparing and In chapter 5, vandeVijver provides an excel-
contrasting two seemingly differing approaches lent overview of the unique aspects of cross-
to the study of culture—cross-cultural and cul- cultural research. He describes in depth issues
tural psychology—they analyze how culture related to bias and equivalence and presents
can be viewed in relation to human behavior researchers with useful guidelines for the con-
to synthesize past and present research and the- duct of sound studies. He also argues for the
ory and to clarify future empirical and concep- integration of methodologies from seemingly
tual work, highlighting the crossroads at which disparate approaches, including cross-cultural
cross-cultural psychology currently stands. and cultural psychology, to provide researchers
In chapter 3, Triandis describes the deriva- with the vehicle to help cross-cultural psychol-

tion and utility of the construct known as in- ogy continue to evolve into a universal psy-
dividualism and collectivism to account for chology.
cultural differences in a wide variety of be- These chapters provide the conceptual and
haviors. He also argues for the integration of methodological framework by which the two
various approaches and methodologies to al- themes of this book—the vision of the evolution
low cross-cultural psychology to help main- of cross-cultural psychology to universal theo-
stream psychology evolve into a universal psy- ries of behavior andhow to achieve that vision—
chology. are reinforced and understood throughout the
In chapter 4, Kim provides an elegant de- rest of the volume.

9
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2
Culture and Psychology at a Crossroad

Historical Perspective and Theoretical Analysis

JOHN ADAMOPOULOS & WALTER J. LONNER

Cross-cultural psychology as a serious field of inquiry, a methodological approach,
and a clearinghouse for understanding the great diversity within which we live today
has come a long way from the days when cultural differences merely were observed
and reported. Cultural similarities and differences have been reported from a number
of different perspectives and empirical approaches and today proliferate the literature
across all areas of psychology, with their different theoretical orientations and empiri-
cal approaches. Students new and old to the study of culture in psychology easily
can find themselves lost in the "facts" of cross-cultural psychology; at this point in its
history, the study of culture and psychology needs clarity to make meaningful and
productive headway into the next two decades. This chapter provides that clarity and
sets the stage for understanding the complexity of culture and of culture-psychology
relationships presented in the remaining chapters of this book.
In this chapter, to demonstrate the current pivotal point in the history of the field,

Adamopoulos and Lonner present an excellent description of the development of
cross-cultural psychology and an analysis of its current challenges. In the first part of
their chapter, the authors describe the history of the cross-cultural psychology move-
ment, from its modest beginnings as a meeting of scholars interested in culture to its
diverse organizations, publication outlets, and topics that characterize the field today.
They correctly highlight the limitations in psychological knowledge from research
conducted in monocultural and otherwise limited settings, especially in terms of
their assumed generalizability for all people of all backgrounds. In their historical re-
view, Adamopoulos and Lonner also point out the ways in which cross-cultural psy-
chology can be viewed not necessarily as a separate “field” of study, but rather as a
special method of inquiry. In short, cross-cultural psychology can be understood not
only in terms of the contents of its inquiries, but also in terms of scientific philoso-
phy—the logic underlying the nature of science and the production of knowledge. As
such, cross-cultural psychology is as much about critical thinking as it is about cul-
ture per se.
In the second part of their chapter, Adamopoulos and Lonner present an insightful

analysis of the differences and similarities among seemingly different approaches that

11
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have become noteworthy of late; they compare and contrast cross-cultural psychology
with cultural psychology. This analysis is sorely needed in the field, and all students
of culture should become familiar with the distinctions made in this part of the chap-
ter. As the authors suggest, each approach has its strengths and weaknesses, advan-
tages and disadvantages. While personal preference for one’s underlying approach to
culture undoubtedly will influence how one interprets each approach, one cannot
help but think that there are more similarities in the two approaches than purported
differences in the search for the nature of mind that incorporates and produces cul-
ture, as well as psychology.
In the final part of their chapter, Adamopoulos and Lonner present their ideas con-

cerning a rapprochement between the issues raised by the cross-cultural and the cul-
tural psychology approaches; this rapprochement is not based on an effort to correct
the other’s limitations, but instead celebrates the strengths of each perspective within
the context of its own ontological premises and related methodological commitments.
To this end, the authors summarize an analysis of assumptions about culture in psy-
chological theory based on whether culture is viewed as antecedent or consequent to
human behavior and as enabling or restricting behavior. This viewpoint is useful not
only because it allows one to understand the different aspects of culture captured by
either the cross-cultural or the cultural psychology movement, but also because it
allows students of culture to stand back and see culture in its enormity, understand-
ing that culture serves all these functions and more. To the extent that students of
culture can appreciate the complexity of culture-psychology relations in these or any
other dimension for that matter, such an appreciation leads to fundamentally differ-
ent ways of understanding culture and thus profoundly different ways of studying it
in the next decade or two. As future researchers address the larger issues about the
basic nature of the relationship between culture and psychology—including defining
culture and psychology and where one ends and the other picks up—the analysis pre-
sented by Adamopoulos and Lonner promises to influence strongly this agenda, iden-
tifying the crossroads at which cross-cultural psychology now stands.

In this chapter, we present overviews of two Cross-Cultural Psychology in
major components that have contributed to the Brief Historical Perspective
general characteristics and current status of the
discipline of psychology and culture. The first A comprehensive inquiry into the history
component is a historical overview that pro- and development of cross-cultural psychology
vides primarily a brief look at the origins of should beginwith threemajor chapters (Jahoda,
cross-cultural psychology and explains how it 1980, 1990; Jahoda & Krewer, 1997; Klineberg,
can be understood today on the basis of several 1980), each of which traces the “beginnings”
background considerations and developments of psychological interest in cultures other than
that have taken place during the past 35 years. one’s own. Additional historical perspectivesThe second component addresses several theo-

and essentially pre-1980 cross-cultural psy-retical issues and criticisms of the two main
chology would be enriched by the six-volumebranches of the discipline, cultural and cross-
Handbook of Cross-Cultural Psychology (Trian-cultural psychology, while the third part deals
dis et al., 1980) and the enormous number ofwith the role that culture plays in psychology,
references of the 51 chapters that comprise theas well as with the role that we think it should
volumes. Further insight into the origins ofplay. Together, these constituent parts describe
cross-cultural psychology is provided by fourboth the nature of cross-cultural psychology
short pieces by Diaz-Guerrero, Jahoda, Price-and briefly take into consideration other orien-
Williams, and Triandis that appear in the pub-tations in psychology and neighboring disci-
lished proceedings of the 1998 Silver Jubileeplines in which the phenomenon of culture
Congress of the International Association forplays a central and indispensable role in help-
Cross-Cultural Psychology (Lonner, Dinnel, For-ing to explain human thought and behavior.
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gays, & Hayes, 1999). These four individuals used to characterize people who share a com-
mon heritage or destiny (such as ethnic group),are among a small number of scholars instru-

mental in starting the “modern” movement in the task would be rather easy. Despite the pre-
ponderance of research that has focused on rel-cross-cultural psychology.

Among themainpointsmade in these histor- atively healthy and wealthy white people from
industrialized societies as “subjects” in psy-ical snapshots and analyses is that the elusive

term culture and the phenomena it represents chological research, it is nearly certain that any
psychological topic one can imagine has beenhave been around for centuries, and that efforts

to use culture to help explain diversity in hu- involved somehow, and in varying degrees of
sophistication, in studies that included indi-man thought andbehavior are not new.Another

important strand of thoughtful reflection con- viduals from diverse cultural and psycholin-
guistic groups. This is especially true in suchtained in these perspectives is that a definition

of cross-cultural psychology with which every- areas as intelligence testing, the study of “na-
tional character” or “modal personality,” vari-one agrees has not been found and still remains

somewhat slippery. This problem has even ous ways to understand abnormal behavior,
and especially within the broad domain of so-stimulated some concern that the term might

appear too limited and constraining, therefore cial psychology, which claims a majority of
cross-cultural research.perhaps necessitating a change in what cross-

cultural psychologists call themselves (Lonner, However, with only a few notable excep-
tions, during the first two thirds of this century,1992). While definitional difficulties and alle-

giances likely will remain ongoing matters of there was no pattern or coherent program of
research to guide these excursions. Indeed,debate and discussion, and while some critics

will continue to question the importance or “sabbatical opportunism” and “jet-set research”
prevailed for years. This usually meant that anveracity of cross-cultural psychology, perhaps

the most important thing to keep in mind is inquisitive and energetic psychologist, typi-
cally from theUnited States or theUnited King-that “what cross-cultural psychology is called

is not nearly important as what it does—to en- domor their territorial and political extensions,
would travel to some exotic corner of the worldsure the broadest range of psychological topics

be explored within the broadest possible spec- during an academic leave that lasted a few
weeks to several months and inter alia “test”trum of ethnicity and culture and by diverse

methodologies” (Segall, Lonner, & Berry, 1998, someprinciple or examine some theory of inter-
est. Returning to the comforts of home, he (occa-p. 1102).

It is worth repeating that a comprehensive sionally she) characteristically would write a
report and submit it to some accommodating,review of the world’s psychological literature

during the past century will show that many if not enthusiastically welcoming, journal and
thus gain some notoriety in helping to expandpsychologists have been interested in culture,

ethnicity, or national origin as “determinants,” psychology’s vistas.
While such reports may have been interest-or at least as intervening variables (Lonner &

Adamopoulos, 1997), in explaining human ing at the time, there were few sustained efforts
to develop a strategy of systematic research.thought and behavior. Indeed, even the so-

called father of modern experimental psychol- Perhaps just as important, therewere few books
onmethodology or organizations of like-mindedogy, WilhelmWundt, could be called a pioneer

in this area because of his interest inVolkerpsy- people or other sources of support for such ef-
forts. Moreover, psychologists who engaged inchologie (Wundt, 1900–1920), as generously

witnessed by the 10 volumes he published un- cross-cultural efforts were viewed frequently
as rather odd creatures who tended to eschewder that title. Perhaps the first pioneer in ex-

ploring possible relationships between culture orthodox and routine academic pursuits while
living and working in the periphery or “lunaticand basic psychological processes was W. H.

R. Rivers (1901), of Cambridge University, who fringe” of the discipline. Years ago, the prevail-
ing opinion among academic psychologistswasled an expedition of both psychologists and

anthropologists to gather seminal data in the that culture as a respectable thing to study be-
longed to anthropologists. (That opinion is stillSouth Pacific and the east coast of India.

Considering all of psychology’s history, if held by some—especially those who may be-
lieve that psychology is a “natural” science,one wanted to find journal articles that to some

extent involved culture or other descriptors and therefore that “laws” of behavior transcend
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culture, just as laws of learning are often be- IACCP became an association of scholars, with
officers, a constitution, and all the other trap-lieved to be robust phylogenetically.)
pings of a full-fledged (albeit small) profes-The picture of cross-cultural research as iso-
sional organization. Jerome Bruner was its firstlated and disconnected changed radically in
president, and Dawson served as its first secre-the mid-to-late 1960s when several strands of
tary-general. Western Washington Universityrelatively independent efforts took place and
in Bellingham holds the copyright to the Jour-then converged. During that active period, the
nal of Cross-Cultural Psychology but permitsmodern era of cross-cultural psychology began.
IACCP to call it one of its “official” publica-The first noteworthy event was a meeting at
tions.the University of Nigeria in Ibadan during the
This convergence of events marked the firstChristmas and New Year period of 1965–1966.

time that cross-cultural psychologywas institu-Attracting about 100 primarily social psycholo-
tionalized and became official and sanctionedgists, the meeting was designed to serve as a
by a group of like-minded people. It instantlyforum in which various social psychological
became associated with the Journal of Cross-perspectives could be discussed with respect
Cultural Psychology, the Cross-Cultural Psy-to their cultural generalizability and their theo-
chology Bulletin, and the publication of the se-retical underpinnings.1
lected proceedings of the biennial congress ofThose in attendance also developed ways
IACCP. IACCP congresses have been held in 13to collaborate in the future. For instance, they
different countries; a recent meeting was theagreed to keep in touchwith each other through
Silver Jubilee Congress held in early Augustthe irregularly appearing Cross-Cultural Social
1998 at Western Washington University. ThePsychology Newsletter, with Harry Triandis
overview of the proceedings of that congressserving as its first editor. (The direct descen-
can be consulted for further background infor-dant of the newsletter is the quarterly Cross-
mation (Lonner et al., 1999). The site of theCultural Psychology Bulletin; William K. Ga-
most recent congress (July 2000) was Pultusk,brenya currently serves as editor.) JohnW. Berry
Poland.initiated a second activity that involved the
The events described above serve as an over-development of a directory of cross-cultural re-

view of the way cross psychology has devel-searchers. Originally containing a little more
oped at the organizational level. For this vol-than 100 entries and published in 1968 in the
ume, the more important part of this effort isInternational Journal of Psychology, the intent
how the enterprise can be understood at theof that directory was to encourage cooperation scientific and conceptual levels. These levels

and collaboration in various kinds of psycho- involve an assortment of methodological and
logical research across theworld. The directory epistemological matters in an attempt to expli-
was updated in 1970 and 1973 and twice in cate the connection of culture to human behav-
the 1980s; its most recent updating was done in ior. Our attention now turns to those considera-
1998. The third significant activity was the de- tions.
velopment in 1968 and 1969 and then the inau-
gural publication in 1970of the quarterly Journal

The Raison d’Être ofofCross-Cultural Psychology,withWalter J. Lon-
Cross-Cultural Psychologyner serving as its founding editor. In 1995, the

Journal of Cross-Cultural Psychology began bi- One could argue that there are many reasons
monthly publication; the year 2000 marks its why cross-cultural psychology is important.
31st year as the premier journal in the field. Whowould disagree, for instance, that learning
The three activities described above com- about other cultures is of great benefit to the

bined to form a catalyst in 1971–1972. At the learner if for no other reason that such knowl-
initiative of the late John L. M. B. Dawson, the edgemay prepare the individual for more effec-
inaugural meeting of the International Associa- tive intercultural interaction? Similarly, who
tion for Cross-Cultural Psychology (IACCP)was would argue that the exploration and under-
held in August 1972 at the University of Hong standing of other cultures or ethnicities is one
Kong, where Dawson was head of the Depart- of the hallmarks of an educated person? Study-
ment of Psychology. That meeting brought to- ing theworld beyond one’s borders (Cole, 1984)
gether about 110 psychologists (and a handful is important in its own right and provides in-
of anthropologists and psychiatrists) who knew sight into who we are, where we came from,
about each other’s work, but with few excep- and where we may be going. For cross-cultural

psychologists, however, the main and simpletions, had not yet met each other. At that time,
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reason for the origination and continuation of the advent of cross-cultural psychology. This
cross-cultural psychology has been to extend usually means going to cultures other than
the range of variation of psychological func- one’s own to investigate the robustness or gen-
tioning. eralizability of psychological findings thatmany,
Modern psychology is largely aWestern aca- in the absence of disconfirming or conflicting

demic affair that has basked in the glow of sci- evidence, consider to be true and invariant. Be-
entifically respectable research characterized cause the majority of psychological research
by the legacy of logical positivism. Berry, Poor- has been conducted in thehighly industrialized
tinga, and Pandey (1997) have used the acro- Western world byWestern psychologists, these
nym WASP (Western academic scientific psy- efforts quite frequently involve going to non-
chology) to describe this historical fact, not just Western and relatively unacculturated places.
for Western psychology, but also for psychol- However, formore general purposes, the defini-
ogy as practiced in the United States and Great tion of cross-cultural psychology provided by
Britain and their cultural and linguistic exten- Berry, Poortinga, Segall, and Dasen (1992) is
sions. Jahoda (1970) put the situation in color- useful and provisionally acceptable. They say
ful perspective when he commented on psy- that cross-cultural psychology is “the study of
chology’s constrained borders. He said that this similarities and differences in individual func-
narrowness reminds one tioning in various cultural and ethnic groups;

of the relationships between psychological
of Parson Thwackum in Tom Jones [Henry variables and sociocultural, ecological, andbio-
Fielding’s humorous 1749 novel about a logical variables; and of changes in these vari-
commoner being raised among the English ables” (p. 2).
nobility] who said, “When I mention reli- In the same book, Berry et al. (1992) outlined
gion, I mean the Christian religion; and not what generally is accepted as the standard (but
only the Christian religion, but the Protes- not the only) methodological protocol in cross-
tant religion, andnot only theProtestant reli- cultural psychology: the transfer, test, and dis-
gion but the Church of England.” This might covery procedure. This involves (a) selecting
well be suitably transposed as “When I men- some psychological principle, test, or model
tion a psychological subject, Imean a subject that has worked respectably well in the origi-from a western industrialized culture; and

nating culture, (b) “testing” what has been se-not only from a western industrialized cul-
lected in one or more other cultures (of course,ture, but an American; and not only an
this is synonymous with extending the rangeAmerican, but a college student.” No doubt
of variation) to see the extent to which it gener-this is unfair, reflecting as it does on the
alizes elsewhere, and (c) discovering factors oramount of work that has been done in the
elements in other cultures thatwere not presentUnited States. Nonetheless, the excessive
in the originating culture in which the psycho-concentration on such an odd (as far as hu-
logical concept was promulgated. This proce-manity at large is concerned) population
dure has most of the elements that characterizemakes one wonder about the range of appli-
“mainstream” psychology. What seems to becation of the “laws” experimentally derived
evident in the orthodox cross-cultural researchin this manner. (p. 2)
plan is that “other cultures” are treated as inde-
pendent variables (or quasi-independent vari-In short, the majority of what is known about
ables because cultures cannot be “manipu-the psychological functioning of human beings
lated,” which of course is the key element inhas come from a massive amount of research
the definition of a real independent variable),and theory that originated in the “highly psy-
a reduction or assumption that bothers somechologized”world, the “firstworld” of psychol-
people (see below). Thus, Mother Nature isogy (Moghaddam, 1987). Little is known psy-
viewed as a quintessential expert in experimen-chologically about vast portions of the rest of
tal design. The different experimental condi-the world.
tions or independent variables she has created
are called cultures or ethnic groups or are recog-The Standard Methodological
nized somehow as “different” from the peopleParadigm in Cross-Cultural from some other culture whose participation

Psychology was central to the original body of information.
In this standard, orthodox model, cross-cul-Extending the range of variation, as noted

above, is often given as the main reason for tural psychology can be viewed not as a field
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or separate discipline, but as a special method tures. Extensive discussion of themeasurement
of intelligence in other cultures was almostof inquiry. With that special method comes a

set of unique methodological circumstances or mandatory, largely because so much attention
had been given over the years to what consti-problems that require careful attention. For in-

stance, the selection of samples must be done tutes intelligence in general, let alone in spe-
cific, cultural contexts. There were many ef-carefully, and various problems associated with

equivalencemust be addressed. Ethical matters forts, essentially all failures, to find the Rosetta
stone in human abilities under the name of aalso require attention. Of course, those who

design and carry out everyday,mainstreampsy- “culture-free” test.
As noted above, in the majority of psycho-chological research must also be attentive to

problems associated with sample selection and metrically oriented research involving other
cultures, the devices used were developed inits implications, as well as the nature of the

tasks or conditions presented to participants. theWestern world. It was as if researchers were
saying, “Let’s see how well they do on our bagSo must they be concerned about ethics. In

cross-cultural research, however, the situation of tricks,”whichwould imply that “tricks” con-
stitute the standard against which the perfor-is usually much more complicated, time con-

suming, and controversial. We do not have mance of other people should be evaluated. Not
surprisingly, the same rationale exists today,space in this chapter to present all the details

associated with solid cross-cultural methodol- but with increased awareness, caution, and so-
phistication. For instance, in the area of person-ogy. However, if cross-cultural psychology is,

as some suggest (as discussed below), “nothing ality testing, there has been extensive use of the
NEO Personality Inventory (NEO-PI-R), whichmore” than an extension of the standard empiri-

cist/positivist inquiry, then the only substantial purports to measure the “Big Five” factors that
many believe to be, at least in part, culture-difference between the quests of psychological

orthodoxy and cross-cultural psychology to es- general characteristics. It is rather impressive
that the Big Five factors of personality appeartablish universals or regularities in human

thought and behavior are those special factors to be rather robust; however, existence of these
basic elements in one culture does not precludethat make this line of research rather challeng-

ing in the realm of methodology and logistics. the existence of one or more other culture-spe-
cific factors that cannot be detected by an essen-Much has been written over the years about

the methodological problems and difficulties tially “etic” device patterned after standard pa-
per-and-pencil tests (a procedure or format thatendemic in cross-cultural psychology (Berry et

al., 1997; Brislin, Lonner, & Thorndike, 1973; alone has origins in theWestern world). Others
have used the MMPI-2 (Minnesota MultiphasicLonner & Berry, 1986; Triandis et al., 1980; van

de Vijver & Leung, 1997). Personality Inventory-2) and its several ver-
sions, which appear in many languages. It mayAn overwhelming majority of cross-cultural

psychological research conducted since the be difficult to find a psychometric device that
has not been extended to other groups formid-1960s can be characterized as extending

the range of variation from the known and the primary purpose of determining the univer-
sality of the underlying psychological con-highly studied cultures to the unknown or little

studied cultures. Dusting off one of the first struct. A recent special issue of the Journal of
Cross-Cultural Psychology contains a wealth ofbooks dealing with cross-cultural methodology

(Brislin et al., 1973), we are reminded that a information aboutmeasuring personality cross-
culturally and includes interdisciplinary per-large part of that book (which reflected themain

research activities in the late 1960s and early spectives (Church & Lonner, 1998).
Also, starting in the mid-1960s (or continu-1970s) was devoted to an examination of this

“extending” function. One chapter focused on ing from the late 1940s and 1950s in a burst of
post–World War II enthusiasm for psychologymethodologies and problems associated with

the cross-cultural use of psychological tests de- and its promise to contribute to a better world)
were several other paradigms that guided a sub-signed to measure a wide range of human attri-

butes. Almost without exception, the tests, in- stantial amount of cross-cultural work. An ex-
ample is research on achievement motivation.ventories, and scales surveyed in that chapter

were devised by psychologists in the Western Based on one of the psychological needs that
Henry Murray believed all humans possessworld. Thus, for instance, there was a review

and discussion of the results of using the Cali- to some degree, various researchers, notably
McClelland (1961), sought to chart the naturefornia Psychological Inventory in other cul-
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and roots of the achievement motive and to to be one of the more popular and practical
areas of research (Berry & Sam, 1997).understand essential components of achieving
Also influential in the 1960s, with interestsocieties. There were even efforts to motivate

in it continuing today, was Piaget’s theory ofeconomic achievement in other societies through
cognitive development. The transportation oftechniques designed to stimulate and release
Piaget’s views to cultures other than his nativethe achievement motive (McClelland &Winter,
Switzerland is certainly one of the largest ex-1969).
tensions of psychological theory in the historyAnother example of a paradigm that re-
of the behavioral sciences, perhaps surpassedceived considerable attention cross-culturally
only by Freud’s views on human nature andwasWitkin’s theory of psychological differenti-
Pavlov’s contributions to the nature of learning.ation. That theory was a natural for extension
Piaget’s theory, which posits stages and rates ofto other cultures. In brief, it featured the differ-
cognitive development, literally begs for testingentiation hypothesis,which stated that various
in other cultures. The same can be said of Kohl-

psychosocial and biological conditions lead to berg’s theory of moral reasoning. An extension
different cognitive styles. The cognitive styles and elaboration of Piaget’s earlier theorizing on
central toWitkin’s ideas are field independence the moral development of children, consider-
and field dependence, both of which have able cross-cultural research featuring its meth-
characteristic modes of thinking and behaving. ods andhypotheses has contributed to the accu-
(This distinction presaged contemporary re- mulation of research on the human dilemma
search on individualism and collectivism.) of choosing right from wrong (Eckensberger &
Cognitive style researchwas a “hot” topic cross- Zimba, 1997).
culturally throughout the late 1960s and 1970s While cross-cultural research on achieve-

ment motivation and psychological differentia-(Witkin &Berry, 1975).Many efforts, led largely
tion largely has disappeared, research using Pia-by Berry, attempted to chart the nature and de-
get’s ideas is still common, as are studies onvelopmental trajectories of cognitive style as
modernism (currently under the general head-theywere shaped by different “ecologies.” Inci-
ing acculturation research). The basic method-dentally, Berry’s ecocultural model, widely
ological rationale has changed little, however.touted as a useful template to help guide re-
Research designs and hypotheses may be moresearch projects, got its start in cognitive style
sophisticated and enlightened currently, butresearch (Berry et al., 1992). Unfortunately,
the same general orientation has remained.with Witkin’s death in 1979 came a rapid de- Thus, interest has drifted into other paradigms,

cline of cross-cultural research using his ideas. such as cultural definitions of self (Markus
Interests shifted elsewhere as others entered & Kitayama, 1991), individualism-collectivism
the scene with their own perspectives. (Triandis, chapter 3 of this volume), basic hu-
A few other influential frameworks de- man values (Schwartz, 1994), work-related val-

scribed by Brislin et al. (1973) should be men- ues posited by Hofstede (1980), and sex-trait
tioned because of their early and continued in- stereotypes (Best & Williams, chapter 11 of this
fluence. One was the research of Triandis volume; Williams, Satterwaite, & Saiz, 1998).
(1972) on subjective culture; this research ex- In all these frameworks, the abiding question

concerns the issue of generalizability. Consid-amined the various ways in which human be-
ering these efforts collectively, hundreds ofings perceive the human-made part of the envi-
studies have extended the basic ideas andronment. (See Adamopoulos & Kashima, 1999,
methods to other cultures and societies in anfor historical perspectives and legacies of this
effort to find patterns and trends that makeextensive program of research.) Research on
sense. In addition to these popular paradigms,subjective culture used methodologies that
seemingly countless other investigations alsowere direct descendants of Charles Osgood’s
focused on distinctions between the commonmeasurement of metaphorical meaning, which
and the unique or between the universal andfeatured the semantic differential technique the relative.

and was also used extensively to explore possi-
ble universals in affective meaning (Osgood, The Search forMay, & Miron, 1975). Another was research on

Psychological Universals:modernism and its effects on people in various
A Valid Enterprise?stages of adjustment to other societies. Research

in that area has evolved into studies of accultur- Many cross-cultural psychologists believe that
a central goal of their efforts is to work towardation and adaptation to change and continues
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a basic understanding of the psychological netic continuity), systematic behavioral (laws
of learning or memory), those linked with hu-functioning of all human beings—that is, to
man language and with biology, and a categoryestablish a universal psychology. Antithetic to
termed cocktail party universals. This list mayradical relativism, the quest for universals re-
consist of things that are untestable in the strict-mains both an elusive and a valid goal for psy-
est sense of scientific canon, but neverthelesschology and anthropology (Brown, 1991). Ac-
exist (such as the inability to prove that mytually, in one sense cross-cultural psychology
level of joy or pain is exactly what you feel).can be characterized as a method used to help
It admittedly is difficult to put all humanus understand how and why cultural and eth-

behavior in tidy universal categories. Indeed,nic factors serve to mask, mediate, or modify
it may be somewhat futile—some would sayan otherwise common core of regularities in
pretentious—to think along pantheistic lines.human thought and behavior.
However, we submit that all psychologists,In an effort to make these efforts systematic,
mainstream or not, think in universalisticLonner (1980) suggested seven levels of psy-
terms. Those who are not particularly con-chological universals. The first two levels were
cerned about the “whys” of behavior seem toconcerned with true universals and variform
assume universality. Lectures in introductoryuniversals. An example of a true universal is
psychology classes never begin with, “Today,humanaggression. That humans are and always
we shall talk about [pick any topic]. However,have been aggressive is an undeniable fact sup-
I shall warn you that what I will say is onlyported by thehistorical record, especiallywhen
valid for white American people in their 20s."aggressive behavior can range from all-out war
But, those who align themselves with one orand genocide to the type of verbal sniping with
more of the cultural perspectives—whetherintent to injure that occurs amongmates, lovers,
cultural, cross-cultural, or psychological an-roommates, or politicians. In other words, the
thropology (see below)—in psychology seemtrue universal of aggression flourishes world-
to share an interest in explaining why peoplewide, but in varied form.
differ along human dimensions. The five-factorWe submit that themajority of research done
model of personality, various perspectives onin the name of any of the cultural orientations
morality and values, conceptions of self, per-is at least a search for variform universals, al-
spectives and models of human abilities, andthough researchers may not identify their ef-
a host of other theoretical dimensions are essen-forts as such. In this book, for instance, there
tially efforts to search for commonalities in hu-are numerous chapters written by productive man thought and behavior. But, these efforts

and insightful people whose purpose is to ex- include a ready willingness to try to explain
plain cultural variations in specific areas of be- variations. Cross-cultural psychology is not an
havior. The study of emotion, child develop- effort to rewrite psychology; rather, its intent
ment, moral development, social cognition, is to encourage and welcome a more expansive
values, gender, and so on all share that charac- and inclusive discipline.
teristic. The rationale or guidelines they use in
this effort often are called “theories” or “para-

A Plurality of Culturaldigms,” which of course are quite variable, but
Orientations in Psychologythe basic point is that strong assumptions or

conjectures are made about the essence of the It is important to recognize that what we have
human mind and how its interaction with cul- called orthodox cross-cultural psychology,
ture produces a wide range of behavior. This which consists of organizational and concep-
situation is reminiscent of the “onion skin” tual-methodological levels, is not the only psy-
analogy of culture, often used to emphasize that chological perspective in the quest to under-
it is difficult to understand the core of a culture. stand culture’s role in shaping andmaintaining
In this view, the essence of a culture (the true human behavior. It is also important to under-
universal) can be understood only if layer upon stand that the transfer-test-discover model ex-
layer is peeled off to expose increasingly deeper plained in Berry et al. (1992) is not the onlyway
and/or culture-specific variations of “psychic that cross-cultural psychologists conceptualize
unity.” and implement their research. While cross-cul-
Other universalistic aspirations discussed tural psychology in its early days may have

by Lonner (1980) were categorized as dia- espoused a fairly standard methodological pro-
chronic (e.g., things stay pretty much the same tocol, it has changed with the times. For in-

stance, the masthead policy of cross-culturalover time), ethologically oriented (phyloge-
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psychology’s flagship journal, the Journal of Above, we pointed out that cross-cultural
psychology should be defined primarily byCross-Cultural Psychology, in part specifies

that it is interested in publishing “papers that what it does and not by some facile definition.
We accord cultural psychology the same cour-focus on the interrelationship between culture

and psychological processes,” and that submit- tesy by saying that it, too, should be identified
by what it does and more precisely by how ittedmanuscripts “may report results from either

cross-cultural comparative research or results views relationships between the individual and
the individual’s culture. Miller (1997) com-from other types of research concerning the

ways in which culture (and related concepts mented that the core perspective of cultural
psychology is that culture and individual be-such as ethnicity) affect the thinking andbehav-

ior of individuals as well as how individual havior are inseparable components of the same
phenomenon.Miller notes that this perspectivethought and behavior define and reflect aspects

of culture.” contrasts with the tendency, particularly in ear-
ly work in cross-cultural psychology, for cul-In short, cross-cultural psychology is inter-

ested in how the interface between culture ture and psychology to be somewhat dichoto-
mized and understood as discrete phenomena,and psychology should be understood through

careful research. Currently, it is conceptually, with culture conceptualized and used as an in-
dependent variable that affects the dependentphilosophically, and methodologically plural-

istic. Several other approacheswithin the broad variable of individual behavior. Boesch (1991),
leader ofwhat has been called theSaarbrueckenfield of psychology also focus on culture as

an important and dynamic ingredient in both school of cultural psychology, is strongly criti-
cal of treating culture as an independent vari-theory and application. In at least three other

perspectives, the study of culture is a critical able and also of applying a positivist or natural
science template in efforts to understand peo-part of their identity and preferred research

strategies. Table 2.1 gives an overview of this ple fromother cultures. In an interesting article,
Boesch (1996)wrote aboutwhat he called cross-family of closely allied endeavors, which are

discussed briefly below. culturalpsychology’s seven“flaws,”which range
from the conceptual and methodological to the
philosophical. A special issue of the journal

Cultural Psychology Psychology and Culture (September 1997) was
The closest relative to cross-cultural psychol- devoted to Boesch’s ideas and to reflections of
ogy is cultural psychology. Here, we present others about his influence.
some of the characteristics of this orienta- As noted, cultural psychology is not a uni-
tion. In the second part, we discuss and con- fied field. Several of themore productive schol-
trast the differences between the two in sub- ars in the various cultural orientations have
stantial depth. Because cultural psychology has distinctive views of the differences between
no clear organizational and methodological cross-cultural psychology and cultural psy-
structure, it is somewhat difficult to pinpoint chology. For instance, Cole (1996) has deline-
where cross-cultural psychology ends and cul- ated the main characteristics of what he thinks
tural psychology begins. Moreover, while cross- constitute cultural psychology:
cultural psychology has an agenda with which
most of its adherents agree (basically, to ex- • It emphasizes mediated action in a con-

text.amine the cultural generalizability of psycho-
logical laws and theories using diverse meth- • It insists on the importance of the “genetic

method” understood broadly to includeodologies), those who identify with cultural
psychology do not seem to have a tidy defini- historical, ontogenetic, and microgenetic

levels of analysis.tion of their enterprise or a program of specific
goals that guides their efforts. However, it is • It seeks to ground its analysis in everyday

life events.unlikely that any of its adherents would be
bothered by its lack of a clear methodological • It assumes that mind emerges in the joint

mediated activity of people. Mind, then,or goal-directed identity. It may be correct to
say that cultural psychologists view themselves is in an important sense “co-constructed”

and distributed.and their efforts as broadly ecumenical in both
conceptualizing and conducting research or in • It assumes that individuals are active

agents in their own development, but dowriting essays or commentaries, which con-
cerns the centrality of culture in understanding not act in settings entirely of their own

choosing.the psychology of human beings.
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Table 2.1 Characteristics Associated with Major Perspectives in the Area of Psychology
and Culture

Basic Methodological Major Outlet for
Orientation Aims and or Conceptual Published

Perspective and Purpose Goals Problems Research

Cross-cultural To study similari- To develop a more Problems associ- Journal of Cross-Cul-
psychology ties and differences inclusive and uni- ated with func- tural Psychology: fo-

in psychological versal psychology; tional, conceptual, cuses on the relation-
functioning in vari- to compare, explic- and psychometric ship between culture
ous cultures and itly or implicitly, equivalence and and psychology from
ethnic groups; to thought and behav- with different lev- either cross-cultural
assess changes in ior in different cul- els of analysis (cul- comparative research
such functioning tures tures, communi- or from other research

ties, persons, on how culture affects
behaviors) the thinking and be-

havior of individuals
and how individual
thought and behavior
define culture

Cultural To advance the un- To understand Absence of a com- Culture and Psychol-
psychology derstanding of the how mind and cul- mon and widely ogy: addresses the cen-

person in a histori- tural define and accepted research trality of culture in un-
cal and sociocultur- constitute each orientation. Dif- derstanding human
al context other in specific fuse methodolo- beings: their identity,

contexts; to avoid gies ranging from social conduct, intra-
direct contrasts the qualitative/eth- and intersubjective ex-
across cultures, ex- nographic to the periences, emotions,
cept at times im- quantitative and semiotic creativ-
plicitly ity; includes formulat-

ing new conceptual-
izations of culture in
psychology

Psychological To study the rela- To contribute to Difficulty in using Ethos: deals with the
anthropology tionship between the description of a common scien- interrelationship be-

the individual and universal princi- tific language and tween the individual
the social milieu ples without a pri- epistemology and the social milieu
and the psychologi- ori assumption of acceptable to and between the psy-
cal and social dis- the existence of psychology chological disciplines
ciplines psychological and the social disci-

universals plines
Indigenous The psychological To encourage the Difficulty in avoid- Various national jour-
psychology study of individu- development of a ing already exist- nals

als in a specific psychology that ing psychological
cultural context by may be, but is not concepts, theories,
scholars in that necessarily, uni- and research and,
context and for the versal and that has therefore, diffi-
benefit of people meaning and appli- culty in determin-
in that context cation in a specific ing exactly what is

cultural or ethnic indigenous
context
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• It rejects cause-effect, stimulus-response, child development examination carried out un-
der the aegis of psychological anthropology.explanatory science in favor of a science

that emphasizes the emergent nature of Even if we had the space to do so in this limited
chapter,wewould notwant to attempt a criticalmind in activity and that acknowledges a

central role for interpretation in its ex- evaluation of this branch of anthropology. We
primarily want to point out that psychologicalplanatory network.

• It draws on methodologies from the hu- anthropologists have much to offer scholars in
neighboring fields, and that their efforts havemanities, as well as from the social and

biological sciences. (p. 104) informed numerous efforts in cross-cultural
psychology.
While not explicitly an association devoted

Psychological Anthropology to psychological anthropology, the Society for
The discipline of anthropology is the core of Cross-Cultural Research, which has met only
the cultural sciences. Having been around for in theUnitedStates, attractsmanywho strongly
at least as long as psychology, anthropology identify with this anthropological subfield. Two
is broadly the study of humankind, including journals, Ethos and Cross-Cultural Research,
humanorigins andvariations. Cultural scholars publish many articles by psychological anthro-
in other fields will benefit directly and indi- pologists. Finally, while it may not be entirely
rectly from the insights provided by a large appropriate to mention it in this context, the
number of gifted anthropologists. Like psychol- journal Transcultural Psychiatry (which began
ogy, the field of anthropology is subdivided in 1956 as the Transcultural Psychiatric Re-
into fairly discrete branches. One of these search Review) publishes articles and reviews
branches is psychological anthropology, a title that are consistent with psychological anthro-
first proposed by Hsu (1972) to replace the ear- pology. The last periodical is of primary inter-
lier subdiscipline of culture and personality. est to ethnopsychiatrists and others, including
One of its leading contemporary proponents many cross-cultural and cultural psychologists
defines psychological anthropology as “anthro- in the mental health field, who are interested
pological investigations that make use of psy- in understanding social and cultural deter-
chological concepts andmethods” (Bock, 1994, minants of psychopathology and psychosocial
p. ix). Bock insists that an anthropology “that treatment of mental disorders and conditions.
takes account of individuals must make use of The only organizational structures with which
ideas from neighboring disciplines” (p. ix), an it obviously is affiliated are the broad interna-
idea with which cross-cultural psychologists, tional psychiatric and clinical psychology com-
as well as cultural psychologists, would agree munities.
heartily. The field of psychological anthropol-
ogy is clearly and intentionally a hybrid ani-

Indigenous Psychologiesmal. A classic chapter written by psychologist
Donald T. Campbell and anthropologist Raoul Cross-cultural psychologists espouse method-

ological pluralism and an openness to variousNaroll (1972) argues that anthropology andpsy-
chology are mutually relevant methodologi- efforts that hope to explain both similarities

and differences in human thought and behav-cally, and serves well as both a methodological
and conceptual bridge between these two im- ior. Yet, perhaps because of the methods and

concepts it typically uses, this area of inquiry isportant fields.
Psychological anthropologists have made questioned by some and even vilified by others,

with some claiming that it is nothingmore thanmajor contributions to anthropology and have
guided cross-cultural efforts in psychology in im- Western conceptual and methodological he-

gemony pretentiously playing the game of sci-portant ways. The study of culture and dreams,
culture andmental illness, cognitive anthropol- entific reductionism using unsuspecting psy-

chological subjects as pawns. Harsh as thatogy, the development of children, innovations
in field research such as systematic observation characterization may sound, one can read anal-

yses of the cross-cultural psychological effortin naturalistic settings, andmany other orienta-
tions have proven immensely instructive to by individuals who represent either cultural

psychology or even mainstream psychologycross-cultural psychologists. The well-known
Six Cultures Project, spearheaded by Beatrice and can emerge with the impression that cross-

cultural psychology “doesn’t get it” and is anWhiting and her late husband John (Whiting &
Whiting, 1975), was basically a wide-ranging enterprise beset with “perilous problems” in a
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complex world populated by “moving cul- perspectives. Thus, the sum of indigenous psy-
chologies (that is, all that survive Procrusteantures” (Hermans & Kempen, 1998).

One such suspicious quarter is championed tests in other cultures conducted by, for, and
from within those cultures) is that elusive andby individuals who represent what its adher-

ents call indigenous psychologies or the indi- oft-cited goal of a universal psychology.
genization of psychology. The goal of this ap-
proach, according to its proponents, is not to Practical Applications of the
abandon science, objectivity, the experimental Various Approachesmethod, and a search for universals (character-

We have shown that there are at least four per-istics that they claim define cross-cultural psy-
spectives in psychology that share the view thatchology), but to provide amore rigorous science
an understanding of how culture affects thethat is grounded firmly in human understand-
thought andbehavior of individuals is criticallying (Kim, 1995, 1999; Kim, Park, & Park, 2000).
important. Other efforts should be mentionedInterestingly espoused and encouraged by both
in this context. These other efforts decidedly“militant” indigenously oriented researchers
tend to be “applied.” One of these areas is con-and “card-carrying” cross-cultural psychologists
cerned heavily with effective living and work-(Adair, 1992; Kim & Berry, 1993), this move-
ing abroad. Themasthead policy of the Interna-ment, if it can be called that, seems to have
tional Journal of Intercultural Relations, whichmuch in common with cultural psychology.
began publication in 1977, specifies in part thatConsider a current definition of the indige-
the fieldwithwhich it is involved is “dedicatednous psychologies approach:
to advancing knowledge and understanding of
theory, practice, and research in interculturalCulture is not viewed as a variable, quasi-
relations.” Landis and Wasilewski (1999) ex-independent variable, or category (e.g. indi-
plain that, “Intercultural research tends to fo-vidualistic or collectivistic), or a mere sum
cus on the penetration by a member of oneof individual characteristics. Culture is an
culture into another culture. It is thereforemoreemergent property of individuals interacting
dynamic than cross-cultural research" (p. 536).with their natural and human environment.
Research concerning such highly individualCulture is defined as a rubric of patterned
matters as adaptation to foreign travel, culturevariables . . . [and a] process definition of
shock, managerial success in other societies,culture [is that it] represents the collective
and effective cross-cultural communication isutilization of natural and human resources
common. There is also a strong training compo-to achieve desired outcomes. (Kim et al.,
nent is this area (Cushner & Brislin, 1996; Lan-2000, p. 67)
dis & Bhagat, 1996). These efforts and their ad-
herents have an organizational structure that isIt is hard to believe that cultural psychologists

would have difficulty with that definition; in- largely based in the United States and is led by
the International Association for Interculturaldeed, it is difficult to believe that any cross-

cultural psychologist would not nod his or her Research.
Another applied area concerns multicul-head in at least grudging approval. Perhaps the

only factor with which cultural psychologists tural counseling. Extensive and growing litera-
ture encompasses this area (e.g., Pedersen, Dra-may quarrel is that proponents of the indige-

nous approach freely usemany aspects ofmain- guns, Lonner, & Trimble, 1996). Largely aNorth
American enterprise, researchers and practi-stream psychology to search for meaningful

within-culture patterns of thought and behav- tioners in this domain are concerned with the
various issues and problems that emerge whenior. For instance, several researchers have used

fairly standard survey and questionnaire tech- cultural and ethnic differences between thera-
pist and client interfere with good therapeuticniques that are as commonas breathing inWest-

ern psychology in efforts to understand the effectiveness and progress.
This completes the brief historical tour ofnature and structure of personality (itself a

Western term) in other societies (e.g., Chung & cross-cultural psychology, a consideration of
its methods, and a survey of various orienta-Leung, 1998; Guanzon-Lapena, Church, Car-

lota, & Katigbak, 1998). Indeed, it has been ar- tions that give careful attention to culture as a
powerful factor in somehow shaping humangued (Kim & Berry, 1993) that the only way to

enter the pasture of a truly universal psychol- behavior. We now turn our attention to a more
comprehensive discussion of how the severalogy is through the gates of potentially multiple

paths patrolled and described by indigenous faces of cultural efforts interact with psycho-
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logical theory. We focus our attention on the [and] is a product of a complex interaction in-
volving genetic and experiential factors, withphilosophical, theoretical, and methodological

commitments that underlie the confrontation bothpresent andpast experienceweightedheav-
ily in its ultimate determination" (p. 25).between the two fundamental perspectives in

the area of psychology and culture: universal- Most positivist and empiricist (typically
mainstream) psychologists would feel comfort-ism (cross-cultural psychology) and relativism

(cultural psychology and social construc- able with this perspective. Consider, for in-
stance, the following statements, which ap-tionism).
peared in a relatively recent statement about
the status of modern scientific psychology by

Culture and Kimble (1989) and are basic tenets of a fairly
Psychological Theory traditional approach to scientific psychology:

“Individual behavior is the joint product of
more or less permanent underlying potentialsThe Two Faces of Culture
and more or less temporary internal and ex-and Psychology ternal conditions” (p. 493); and “Behavior is

In recent years, the conceptual confrontation determined by genetic endowment and envi-
between comparativism/universalism and rela- ronmental circumstances” (p. 491).While Kim-
tivism—or between cross-cultural psychology ble—widely known for his early work on learn-
on one hand and cultural psychology and vari- ing (e.g., Kimble, 1961)—and cross-cultural
ous social constructionist positions on the psychology appear to make strange bedfellows,
other—has intensified significantly (for de- statements of a similar nature have been made
tailed descriptions of this issue, see Lonner & by other theorists in 20th century psychology,
Adamopoulos, 1997, and Miller, 1997). Cross- including, for example, Lewin (1951), who like
cultural psychologists, using the mantle of sci- Segall et al. (1999), emphasized the role of pres-
entific orthodoxy, have been arguing for the ent and past experience in the explanation of
reemergence of psychic unity as an important behavior. Considering these similarities be-
goal of social science research (e.g., Berry, tween mainstream and cross-cultural psychol-
1997). In that vein, they have criticized main- ogy, it is not surprising that Shweder (1990),
stream psychology, which in its most benign a vociferous advocate of cultural psychology,
state ignores culture and in its worst argues for seemed to have such a strong reaction to the
an “acultural psychology” (e.g., Sell & Martin, whole enterprise of cross-cultural psychology.
1983). The latter is essentially the argument Even the language used by Kimble (1984,
that culture tends to hide fundamental truths 1989) and by cross-cultural psychologists to de-
about human nature that can only be uncovered scribe the differences between the two cultures
in the artificial world of the scientific experi- of psychology on the one hand and the differ-
ment. Psychic unity in such a context is to be ences between cultural and cross-cultural psy-
discovered in the tightly controlled and rigid chology on the other seems identical. In describ-
experimental designs (and minds, according to ingdivergentperspectives in general psychology,
some critics) of Western (especially North Kimble (1989) writes:
American) psychology. Cross-cultural psychol-
ogists have rightly criticized this approach for One group of psychologists sees the field in
the parochialism, ethnocentrism, and basic la- terms of scientific values and accepts the
ziness that it reflects. It is clearly bad science, concepts of objectivism, elementism, and
and the arguments for an acultural or mono- nomothetic lawfulness. The group opposed
cultural psychology, like the one mentioned sees psychology in terms of humanistic val-
above, are often indefensible. ues and accepts the concepts of intuition-
Instead, cross-cultural psychologists have ism, holism, and idiographic lawfulness.

proposed the adoption of classical scientific (p. 491)
methodology to investigate human behavior
comparatively. In that sense, the criticism by Poortinga and Pandey (1997) use very similar
Shweder (1990) that cross-cultural psychology words to describe the cultural/cross-cultural
is yet another branch of scientific psychology psychology debate:
is very much to the point. For example, Segall,
Dasen, Berry, and Poortinga (1999), in their in- The cultural orientations tend to be holistic

and idiographic, emphasizing the necessitytroduction to the ecocultural framework write:
“all human behavior is shaped by experience to make unique culture-characteristic pat-
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terns of behavior accessible to scientific ing conceptually between culture and the psy-
chological world. Miller (1997) has succinctlyanalysis and leaning toward various forms of

phenomenology in methodology. The cross- summarized these two approaches:
cultural orientations aremoremolecular and

The dominant stance within cultural psy-nomothetic, emphasizing the need to extend
chology is to view culture and psychologyexisting psychological theories to encom-
as mutually constitutive phenomena, i.e., aspass behavioral phenomena found in other
phenomena which make up each other orcultures. (pp. xxii–xiv)
are integral to each other. In such a view,

We may very well ask at this point if there is it is assumed that culture and individual
anythingwrongwith cross-cultural psychology behavior cannot be understood in isolation
taking a mainstream orientation. After all, a yet are also not reducible to each other. Such
number of eminent cross-cultural psycholo- a stance contrasts with the tendency particu-
gists have explicitly advocated just that kind of larly in earlywork in cross-cultural psychol-
perspective (see, for example, Poortinga’s 1990 ogy, for culture and psychology to be under-
presidential address to the International Asso- stood as discrete phenomena, with culture
ciation for Cross-Cultural Psychology). conceptualized as an independent variable
One of the problems, of course, is that cul- that impacts on the dependent variable of

ture, by necessity, can be viewed only in a very individual behavior. (p. 88)
limited fashion within this perspective. To the
extent that culture is some sort of mental con- This fundamental orientation of cultural psy-

chology, supported by the positions that socialstruct—and most psychologists tend to view it
that way—then it can most comfortably (if not constructionism (e.g., Gergen, 1985; Misra &

Gergen, 1993) advocates, has created a power-exclusively) be treated as an intervening vari-
able (as Kimble’s 1989 analysis correctly im- ful “relativist” alliance that challenges the do-

minion of cross-cultural psychology in the areaplies). This necessarily limits our conceptual-
izations of culture. It is not surprising that, in of psychology and culture. On their part, some

cross-cultural psychologists feel very uncom-the majority of cross-cultural psychological
theories Lonner and Adamopoulos (1997) re- fortable with the notion that culture and psy-

chology are to be treated as mutually constitu-viewed, culture is treated as a moderator or, oc-
casionally, a mediator variable—in other words, tive phenomena. Such an idea has a nice ring

to it and may sound like an admirable goal,as an intervening variable. While many psy-
chologistsmay be comfortablewith such a view but it is difficult to make it concrete within a

particular investigative context. We simply doof culture, cross-cultural psychology as a dis-
tinct discipline has not confronted this issue not have either the theoretical or the method-

ological sophistication—always in the classicalexplicitly. Also, we should note that an impor-
tant sequela to this perspective—one that is scientific tradition—to accomplish this type of

integration or to describe exactly how the twoimplicit, but very obvious, in Kimble’s (1989)
analysis—is that it is often difficult to think of classes of phenomena constitute each other.

Therefore, it is not surprising that some culturalintervening variables as causes or explanations.
As Lonner andAdamopoulos have pointed out, theorists (e.g., Shweder, 1996) have tried to

persuade us of the value of qualitative method-this results in the degradation of the status of
culture and makes it much easier to ignore in ologies and of the fundamental, ontological dif-

ferences between the qualitative and quantita-theory construction.
It is exactly on this point that cultural psy- tive traditions. According to this critique, the

two traditions differ, among other things, onchology and, more broadly, relativist orienta-
tions take a strong position. They rightly point the questions of the possibility of perceiving

and understanding reality and whether mean-out that culturemore often than not is delegated
to a secondary role in theorizing because, after ing can be a proper object of scientific explana-

tion.all, the clear goal of cross-cultural psychologi-
cal research is to establish universals and to Extending this line of thinking, it is possible

to argue that, since the study of culture is neces-highlight the importance of psychic unity.
Thus, traditional cross-cultural theory has been sarily—at least for psychology—the study of

meaning, it can never be accomplished exclu-accused or described (a) as just being another
branch of mainstream, logico-empirical psy- sively within the empirical/quantitative tradi-

tion. Thus, the notion that formal psychologicalchology (Shweder, 1990) and (b) as distinguish-
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structures and principles generated by a nomo- to keep in mind that, in the end, both perspec-
thetic science on the one hand and cultural tives and their variants make genuine contribu-
meanings on the other hand can be studied at tions that enrich psychology at least in an incre-
the same time and in the same context as phe- mental, if not holistic, fashion.
nomena that constitute each other may be at From an ideological perspective, it is diffi-
best a chimaera. cult to see an end to this intellectual conflict
The difficulty of dealing with culture and because there does not seem to be a solu-

psychology as constitutive phenomena can be tion—or even a viable compromise—to the
portrayedmore easilywithin the context of spe- conceptual and methodological dilemmas that
cific investigations. Miller (1997) suggests, for both sides face. In addition, the language that
instance, that thework ofMarkus andKitayama each side uses in identifying and describing its
(1991) on culture and self-construal is one that subject matter is often incompatible with the
follows the comparative approach while being language of the other.
totally compatible with cultural psychology. However, at the same time that this ideologi-
However, as Lonner and Adamopoulos (1997) cal division appears to be pulling the discipline
have pointed out, Markus and Kitayama very apart, there is amanifest change in the attitudes
clearly, though implicitly, appear to take a of many researchers in the area. Recent state-
moderator-variable approach to the study of ments by Triandis (1997) point to a softening
culture and the self. In other words, they tend of positions and the search for compromise.
to treat culture as an intervening variable, which Miller’s work (1994) self-consciously attempts
is perfectly compatible with the mainstream to bridge the divide between cultural and cross-
cross-cultural perspective. They state, for ex- cultural psychology. Perhaps most telling of
ample, that independent and interdependent this attitude shift, Shweder’s (1990) early rheto-
“self-schemata”—which are a “product” of cul- ric has changed substantially. For example, the
ture (product is their word)—influence most title of one of his recent publications with
psychological functions. This is classical psy- Much, Mahapatra, and Park (1997) is “The ‘Big
chological theorizing, and there is nothing Three’ ofMorality (Autonomy, Community, Di-
necessarily wrong with it. What is unclear,

vinity) and the ‘Big Three’ Explanations of Suf-however, is exactly how it is that culture and
fering.” In it, the authors outline a scheme thatpsychology are seen as constitutive phenomena
attempts to capture all major moral systems inin this case. Markus and Kitayama seem to dis-
the world. However one chooses to interprettinguishbetween antecedents andconsequences,
this scheme, the allusion to the universal per-and culture is placed squarely on the side of
sonality system that is so popular at this time inantecedents. The self-system is not defined in
personality psychology (e.g., McCrae & Costa,terms of culture, and culture is not essential in
1997; McCrae, Costa, del Pilar, Rolland, & Par-the formation of a self-schema (see Markus &
ker, 1998) is a powerful indicator of shiftingKitayama, 1991, note 3, for a number of other
attitudes. EvenGergen,workingwithin the con-factors that may contribute to the definition
straints of social constructionism, occasionallyof the self-schema). In the absence of such an
has adopted relatively conciliatory attitudes to-essential role that culture must play in the def-
ward cross-cultural psychology by at least ac-inition of an important psychological phe-
knowledging some of its contributions (e.g.,nomenon, it is difficult to see how culture and
Misra & Gergen, 1993).psychology can be thought to be mutually con-
If it is, in fact, the case that such a shiftingstitutive (for a complementary, though not

of attitudes is discernible on both sides, itidentical, analysis of the assumptions behind
should be instructive to explore the genesis ofthis work, see Matsumoto, 1999).
this change. As stated above, we cannot per-The basic conclusion one can reach here is
ceive a fundamental theoretical or methodolog-that the discomfort of traditionalists in cross-
ical innovation or breakthrough from eithercultural psychology with the positions advo-
side that has led to this point of softening atti-cated by cultural psychologists is understand-
tudes. Rather, this change may be due to theable and justifiable. Both sides make important
realization, on both sides, that there are impor-arguments, but neither side’s basic positions
tant, and at present insurmountable, problemsare immune to serious criticism. It really comes
with each perspective. Such a realization makesdown to a matter of preference, attitude, and

philosophical orientation. It is also important most theorists more humble and more accept-
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ing of different orientations—a bit less ethno- theories—are only to be seen as social
constructions, there has to be a mind thatcentric, so to speak.
constructs them. Therefore, the search for
this mind (the core goal of classical psy-Major Difficulties Facing
chological research) is fundamentally aEach Perspective sound, if very difficult, endeavor. There

Cultural psychology and constructionist ap- are, of course,manywell-knowncorollar-
proaches in general display at least three major ies to this fundamental problem for social
problematic features: constructionism, including the problem

of evaluating the outcome of the decon-
1. The absence of a consistent and wide- struction of social relations, public be-
ly applied methodology. Cultural psy- havior, and the like in the face ofmultiple
chology has had a rather ambivalent and equally plausible realities.
attitude regarding an appropriate meth-
odology—from the quantitative to the On the cross-cultural psychology side, there
ethnographic—because, as argued here, are also a number of conceptual difficulties.
it deals necessarily with multiple con- Since some of these are discussed extensively
ceptualizations of culture and with an above and seven flaws were identified by
ambiguous conception of the relation- Boesch (1996), only two important ideas are
ship between culture and psychology. mentioned briefly here:
Thus, psychologically trained research-
ers rely primarily on quantitative meth- 1. The dangers of conceptual rigidity. The

strong commitment by cross-culturalodologies, whilemany other social scien-
tists are advocating qualitative methods. psychologists to the logico-empirical ap-

proach has meant that culture has beenPerhaps both are useful—and certainly
both have strengths—but it is difficult to viewed primarily as an intervening (usu-

ally a moderator) variable. Within thismake a case against a competing orienta-
tion if one cannot stand firm on one’s perspective, however, as Kimble’s (1989)

analysis implies, it is difficult to give cul-own methodological ground.
2. Relativism reconsidered. The relativism ture the status of an explanation. Instead,

culture is relegated to the status of a de-implicit in both cultural psychology and
social constructionism makes very diffi- scriptor of a state of affairs. For example,

extensive descriptions of individualismcult the development of a language for
the description of subjectively defined and collectivism have appeared in the

cross-cultural literature over the past 10objects or states in any theoretical con-
text. Yet, this is essential for the develop- years in terms of attributional patterns,

social behavior, self-construal, emotions,ment of any theory that transcends even
the most modest cultural boundaries. Re- and the like (e.g., Triandis, 1993, 1995).

Many researchers, however, have takencent statements in cultural psychology
(Shweder, 1986) and in indigenous psy- such descriptions to imply that individu-

alism and collectivism are the causes ofchology (Sinha, 1997) make it clear that
such theories (i.e., theories that are appli- these patterns. Regardless of what re-

searchers may wish to be able to accom-cable cross-culturally) are desirable. The
question is how to construct them and plish, this general practice must be con-

demned: Individualism and collectivismtest them under the constraints of rela-
tivism. are these patterns—not the explanations

of the patterns. This places serious limita-3. Mindful construction of the social world.
Social constructionism, with its insis- tions on the type of theoretical work

cross-cultural psychologists can do andtence on describing psychological phe-
nomena as sociocultural constructions, on the usefulness of the construct of cul-

ture.naturally has to face another set of
very difficult problems, many of which 2. Methodological overconfidence. Regard-

less of what most psychologists choosehave been acknowledged recently even
by sympathizers (e.g., Burr, 1995). Put or want to believe, data-level compari-

sons in cross-cultural psychology are ex-rather simplistically, here is the basic
problem: If all social and psychological traordinarily difficult. Even a perfunc-

tory consideration of the Duhem-Quinephenomena—including psychological
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thesis on the weakness of individual formed or complemented by a cultural investi-
gation.hypothesis testingwill reveal that, partic-

ularly in cross-cultural research, the tran- We now turn our attention to the various
roles that culture can and does play in psycho-sition from theoretical constructs to mea-

sures and then to empirical observations logical theory, with an emphasis on future de-
velopments in the discipline.is fraught with problems. These prob-

lems, which usually involve the lack of
equivalence of concepts and measures

The Place of Culture inacross cultures, allow scientists to remain
loyal to their favorite theories in the face Psychological Theory
of contradictory evidence. Adamopoulos

As we implied, these are heady times for psy-(1988) commented on this problem more
chologists interested in the concept of culture.than 10 years ago, but there has been little
In fact, as psychology slowly, and perhaps evenchange yet in the practices of cross-cul-
painfully, rediscovers the concept of culturetural researchers. Even the discipline’s
and incorporates it into its theoretical reper-most cherished methodologies—like the
toire, one could argue that these are the best ofemic-etic approach articulated by Segall
times and the worst of times for the study ofet al. (1999) andmany others—is concep-
psychology and culture. The increased interesttually ambiguous enough to allow a great
in the area by mainstream psychologists isdeal of misunderstanding and abuse. For
matched easily by the fury of the debate be-example, the difference between an “im-
tween universalists and relativists, cross-cul-posed etic” and an “emic”—the importa-
tural psychologists and cultural psychologists,tion of an exogenous instrument to mea-
nativists and empiricists, and so on.sure (albeit with some modification) a
The most cursory review of developmentsconstruct in a different cultural con-

in the field over the past decade reveals sub-text—is not at all clear, and it often
stantial growth and the emergence of divergentcauses a great deal of confusion among
orientations. For example, and in addition toresearchers.
major perspectives like the ecocultural frame-
work (Berry et al., 1992) and individualism-
collectivism (Triandis, 1995), there appearedConclusion
new models, as well as extensions of earlier

The rapprochement between cultural and ones, that take a utilitarian or functionalist ap-
cross-cultural psychology will be successful to proach to culture (Adamopoulos, 1991, 1999;
the extent that the two disciplines complement Malpass, 1990), new versions of the evolution-
each other and cover each other’s major weak- ary approach (Buss, 1989), and a number of
nesses rather than attempt to supplant each what might be described as “contextualist” ap-
other. In particular, cultural psychology can proaches, which treat culture as a rich medium
make up for the limitations in cultural descrip- within which are embedded inextricably vari-
tion that seem to be an inherent problem in ous psychological processes and structures
cross-cultural psychology, while cross-cultural (e.g., Miller, 1994).
psychology can offer amore consistent and reli- As described above, in the majority of these
able—but by no means infallible—method- approaches, culture, however else construed,
ological approach to the study of culture and is conceptualized primarily as an antecedent
human behavior. Thus, such a rapprochement to individual behavior. This is most clearly
should have as its goal not a corrective effort the case within cross-cultural psychology, but
on the part of one perspective with regard to is also often implied in perspectives identified
the other perspective’s weaknesses, but rather with cultural psychology. Lonner and Adamo-
the celebration of the strengths of each perspec- poulos (1997) reviewedmany of the psycholog-
tive within the context of its ontological prem- ical approaches to culture by examining espe-
ises and related methodological commitments cially two characteristics of these approaches:
(see also Triandis, 1997). Boesch (1996) ex- the status or importance (primary or secondary)
pressed a similar view when he said that the of the construct of culture within each per-
relationship between cultural and cross-cul- spective and the type of influence (direct or
tural psychology is not one of either-or because indirect) that culture is assumed to have on
each is needed at appropriate places. Thus, a individual functioning. Four distinct perspec-

tives emerged from this analysis: (a) culturesolid cross-cultural study first should be in-
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construed as an independent variable (or set antecedent of human activity (see also Berry,
1999).of variables) that exerts a direct influence on

behavior; (b) culture construed as the general
context within which individual behavior is Culture as Constructionembedded; (c) culture conceptualized as a me-

Any human construction, including culture,diator variable, accounting for the manifest re-
can serve at least one of two main functions: Itlationships among other variables (e.g., person-
can help or enable further activity, or it canality traits) with behavior; and (d) culture
hinder or restrict it. In his philosophical analy-conceptualized as a moderator variable that al-
sis of rule-based behavior, Shwayder (1965)ters significantly the relationship between two
emphasized the distinction between enablingother variables of interest (e.g., a particular
and restrictive rules. Enabling rules permit hu-practice and an individual performance vari-
man beings to invent new ways of accomplish-able).
ing tasks (e.g., the rules of language), whereasIt turns out that most, if not all, cross-cul-
restrictive rules specify more precisely thetural perspectives can be classified within this
course of activity (e.g., the rules of a game).scheme. Such classification is not always easy
Adamopoulos (1994) has used this distinctionbecause so many theories and models in the
in work on the structure of situations and thearea do not make explicit assumptions about
conceptualization of social environments.culture. Often, however, they have to make im-
There are major differences among the vari-plicit assumptions. For example, by allowing

ous social sciences in themanner inwhich theyculture to alter theoretical relationships among
approach culture. For example, anthropologypsychological variables and behavior, a theory
and sociology have emphasized the enablingclearly treats culture as a moderator. Such as-
aspects of culture by stressing the importancesumptions make possible the classification of
of adaptation. On the other hand, psychology,the models within this framework (see the ex-
with its concern with individual freedom, hasample of self-construal mentioned in the sec-
implicitly stressed the restrictive aspects of cul-tion on the two faces of culture and psychology
ture. This may be something of an overgeneral-above).
ization, but it does not necessarily reflect aA significant implication of the analysis by
Western bias toward the importance of individ-Lonner and Adamopoulos (1997) is that most ual freedom. Why would Confucius (ca. 551–

cross-cultural theories treat culture as an ante- 479 B.C.) decry the “anarchy” of his days and
cedent to behavior—often even as a direct advocate that people return to the “old ways”
cause of behavior. Culture appears as a conse- and become more obedient toward their rulers
quence of human behavior (in the simplest if individual freedom was not an issue even at
case, as a dependent variable) only rarely in the that time in China?
cross-cultural literature. Yet, as with all other Despite this concern with individual free-
phenomena, if we are to understand culture, dom in psychology, it may at first appear rather
we should be able to go beyond mere descrip- surprising that the main theories of cross-cul-
tion: We should be able to explain it and per- tural psychology have taken a more anthropo-
haps even predict it in some form. For example, logical perspective and approached culture pri-
instead of discussing only the historical record marily as enabling invention. As Figure 2.1
on individualism and collectivism, as Triandis indicates, both the ecocultural framework and
(1995) has done so ably, cross-cultural psychol- the theories on individualism-collectivism ap-
ogists should try to predict their emergence and proach culture as an antecedent to behavior—
future manifestations, perhaps in the form of sometimes even as an independent variable, as
cultural institutions, interpersonal relations, in the case of the ecocultural framework—and
andmeaning systems.Unfortunately, very little as invention. For example, Segall et al. (1999)
of that has beendone to date (seeAdamopoulos, clearly refer to cultural adaptations to the ecol-
1999, for such an attempt). The basic argument ogy as “inventions” and treat them as determi-
presented here is that such lack of effort and nants of individual behavior. On the other
knowledge is based not only on the complexity hand, perhaps this approach should not be sur-
of the issue, but also on the focus of research prising. It may reflect a conscious attempt by
efforts almost exclusively on culture as an ante- cross-cultural psychologists to bring into main-
cedent to individual behavior. Yet, culture can stream psychology an alternative perspective
and should also be understood as the result of without disturbing the traditional interests in

social psychology in the situational determi-human activity, not only as the determinant or
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Figure 2.1 Assumptions about the Role of Culture in Psychological Theory

nants of behavior. Adamopoulos and Kashima it is mindful, indissociably embedded in the
meanings and resources that are its product,(1999) have pointed to similar practices in early

cross-cultural psychology as ameans of gaining yet also make it up” (p. 13). Thus, while he
does not talk about culture in terms of depen-mainstream acceptance for culture-based theo-

ries, like Triandis’s (1972) subjective culture dent and independent variables, he does admit
to an interpenetration of individual and cul-framework.

As Figure 2.1 suggests, there have been few tural processes in which each affects the con-
struction of the other.cases in cross-cultural psychology for which

culture was viewed primarily as restrictive. Misra and Gergen (1993), following a social
constructionist approach, have concentratedPoortinga’s (1990) definition of culture in terms

of constraints that limit the behavioral reper- on somewhat different features of culture. They
have focused on its manifestation as an ante-toire of an individual is a good example. Ada-

mopoulos (1991) has developed a model for cedent to behavior (broadly defined), but have
emphasized both the enabling and restrictivethe emergence of interpersonal structure that

assumes that the differentiation of constraints aspects of the function of culture.
The bottom right cell in Figure 2.1, whichon human interaction (e.g., the symbolic versus

material nature of a resource being exchanged) is only sparsely inhabited currently, may be-
come a focus of increased activity for cross-over time leads to the emergence of specific

meaning systems. cultural psychologists. Approaches compatible
with this particular classification would em-In general, social constructionist approaches

have included a wider array of the features of phasize the construction of culture and view it
as a human activity to be explained. At theculture outlined in Figure 2.1. Cultural psy-

chology, at least as advocated by Shweder same time, such approachesmay be compatible
with the classical focus of psychology on indi-(1990), construes culture as both antecedent to

and a consequence of individual activity. For vidual freedom and choice and may construe
behavior as an attempt to break through theexample, Shweder tells us that “it is the aim

of cultural psychology . . . to seek mind where constraints of culture.
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These ideas are not incongruous with cur- examination of culture as the outcome of hu-
man activity.rent practice in cross-cultural and cultural psy-
There have been other early research pro-chology.Consider, for example, Triandis’s (1995)

grams that have approached culture as the con-work on the constraints that the orientations
struction of enabling or restrictive rules. Among(syndromes) of individualism and collectivism
the most notable is the early work on referencegenerate for individual members of communi-
groups by Sherif and Sherif (1964), in whichties. Adamopoulos (1999) has extended his ear-
norms, social behavior (e.g., conformity), andlier work with interpersonal resources in a
sociocultural variables frequently were pre-more recent model that traces the differentia-
sented as components of complex psychosocialtion of social constraints to account for the
systems (groups). However, as in most cases,emergence of individualism and collectivism
the emphasis was mainly on individual behav-as cultural patterns. Similarly, Miller’s (1994)
ior as a dependent variable. Furthermore, thiswork on the construction of moral codes in
rich research tradition did not become an exem-different cultures points to the constraining
plar for future work in the area.role of the code of social responsibility on
Approaching culture as the consequence ofindividual behavior in India. Finally, Jahoda’s

individual activity, as Figure 2.1 implies, in-(n.d.) interesting reconceptualization of the
volves investigation of the processes throughstudy by Wassman and Dasen with the Yupno
which groups of individuals structure their per-implies the significant role of culture in con-
ceptions and expectations of the social environ-straining collective representations of the world
ment. Some of the questions that should guidefrom which specific individuals try to break
this alternative approach include the following:away. Along the same lines, the account by

Berry et al. (1992) of individual differences in
• What individual and interpersonal activ-the use of the Yupno counting system also
ity results in the formation of culturalpoints to the ability of individuals to escape
norms, values, and social relationshipsthe constraints of collective representation.
(among other rulelike constructs)?There aremany examples of the constraining

• What motivates the formation of theseor enabling role of culture. What is missing in
constructs?much of current work is the exploration of the • What goals do individuals members ofcauses of individual activity that results in cul-
cultures pursue in constructing theseturally constraining or enabling forms of social rules?

life. Early work on subjective culture by Trian- • What resources are utilized in the con-
dis (1972) held the promise and potential for struction of cultural rules?
such an exploration. Subjective culture, de- • What particular characteristics of social
fined as “a cultural group’s characteristic way interaction result in the formation of vari-
of perceiving its social environment” (p. 3), re- ous cultural patterns?
fers to the relationship between cultural vari- • What societal goals are accomplished
ables and cognitive structures and thus easily through the construction of restrictive
can accommodate a constructionist viewof cul- rules?
ture. In fact, much of the research reported in • What do societies gain by constructing
Triandis (1972) can be conceptualized as a rich rules (norms, roles, values) that enable,
analysis of the connotative meaning of the col- rather than constrain, future human ac-
lective constructions of societal groups (e.g., tivity?
norms, roles and social relationships, and val- • What is the role of time in the process of
ues). As suggested above, this work was used cultural construction?
later as the foundation for more traditionalist
research programs, forwhich cultural construc- Investigating such questions holds the
tions like values and norms were viewed as promise of developing cultural theories that are
determinants (antecedents) of individual deci- grounded more firmly in a context (e.g., ecol-
sionmaking and social behavior (see, for exam- ogy, resources). Furthermore, such theories are
ple, Davidson, Jaccard, Triandis, Morales, & more likely to incorporate explicitly temporal
Diaz-Guerrero, 1976; Triandis, 1980). This shift elements in describing long-term and historical
in perspective might have been necessary for processes (e.g., norm formation), an attribute
thiswork to become integrated intomainstream that is absent from most current theorizing in
psychology (Adamopoulos & Kashima, 1999), mainstreamand cross-cultural psychology (Ad-

amopoulos&Kashima, 1999). Finally, “culture-but it clearly steered research away from the
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3
Individualism and Collectivism

Past, Present, and Future

HARRY C. TRIANDIS

No construct has had a greater impact on contemporary cross-cultural psychology
than individualism and collectivism (IC). Students of culture have used it to under-
stand, explain, and predict cultural similarities and differences across a wide variety
of human behavior. Particularly in the last two decades, the IC construct has gained
widespread attention as arguably the most important dimension of psychological cul-
ture to have emerged in the literature.
In this chapter, Triandis, widely acknowledged to be one of the founding fathers

of the modern cross-cultural psychology movement and the leading proponent of the
IC construct, gives us insight into the construct in terms of its utility as an explana-
tory concept. He provides a historical perspective on the development and treatment
of the IC construct, including a personal account of how he became convinced of its
power. He reviews some of the current state of research on these constructs and dem-
onstrates the utility and applicability of IC to understand, explain, and predict cul-
tural similarities and differences in a wide range of psychological functioning. This
review is priceless and summarizes in a few short pages the wealth of information
amassed in this area of culture and psychology over a few decades.
At the same time, another message that can be gleaned from this review is that per-

haps the field has amassed enough “facts” about IC differences in human behavior.
The continued accumulation of similar types of studies—essentially examining cross-
national differences in behavior, with researchers making key assumptions about IC
differences underlying the countries tested—may be less important for the field now.
Indeed, what may be more important as we open the new century is a qualitative evo-
lution in our understanding of IC and the methods that we use to test it and other cul-
tural constructs.
In the second half of the chapter, Triandis helps us envision this evolution by pre-

senting his ideas about the theoretical framework for thinking about the IC construct.
By focusing on two cultural “syndromes”—complexity-simplicity and tightness-loose-
ness—Triandis reviews the basic tenets of his theory about the determinants of IC.
Recognizing that these ideas are yet to be tested formally, they provide future stu-
dents and researchers of culture with an important platform with which to test the
possible origins of IC as a cultural syndrome.
In discussing the measurement of the IC construct, Triandis compares and con-
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trasts the methodological differences associated with the two approaches to studying
culture, the cross-cultural approach and the cultural psychology approach. In sync
with the overall message of Adamopolous and Lonner in chapter 2, Triandis argues
that the methods of both need to be merged in future studies if IC, or any other cul-
tural construct for that matter, is truly to contribute to the development of a univer-
sal psychology, which should be the ultimate goal of cross-cultural and mainstream
psychologists alike. Methods in cultural psychology that focus on the development of
culture within a culture across time—an essentially emic approach—need to be
blended with the methods of cross-cultural psychology, with its focus on reliability,
validity, and avoidance of researcher bias, which is inherently an etic approach. To
the extent that such rapprochement, in the terms of Adamopolous and Lonner, is pos-
sible, they undoubtedly will contribute to the continued development and incorpora-
tion of cultural findings into mainstream psychological theories.
Triandis ends his chapter by issuing a challenge to all researchers—mainstream

and cultural—in noting that psychologists often ignore culture because it is a compli-
cation that makes their work more time consuming and difficult. Given that humans
may have an inherent tendency toward expending the least amount of effort possible
in an endeavor, Triandis suggests that psychologists will need to reject the principle
of least effort and its consequences if a universal psychology is to be created and de-
veloped. These challenges, not only in terms of methodology and scientific philoso-
phy, but also in terms of possible human nature, need to be addressed if cross-cul-
tural psychology, and the IC construct as well, will evolve in a qualitatively different
fashion to achieve its goal of realizing a universal psychology, a message consistent
with the rest of the book.

The constructs of individualism and collectiv- is seen as undesirable in many East Asian col-
lectivist cultures, where harmony within theismhave become very popular in cross-cultural

psychology (see M. H. Bond & Smith, 1996; in-group is a strong value, but is perfectly ac-
ceptable inMediterranean collectivist cultures.Smith & Bond, 1999) and are beginning to have

a large impact on social psychology. For exam- One of the more important attributes that
distinguishes different kinds of individualismple, Smith and Bond made much use of the

constructs in their social psychology text. and collectivism is the acceptance of a horizon-
tal or vertical perspective. Horizontal culturesCollectivist cultures emphasize the interde-

pendence of every human and some collectives emphasize equality; vertical cultures empha-
size hierarchy. Thus, horizontal individualism(e.g., family, tribe, nation). Individualist cul-

tures emphasize that people are independent (HI) is characterized by emphasis on “all people
are equal” but “each person is unique.” Verticalof their groups. The key ideas of the constructs

of individualism and collectivism, at least from individualism (VI) reflects both being distinct
and “the best” in relation to others, as well asmy perspective, were presented in Triandis

(1995). The constructs were defined by four being different from others. College students in
the United States are annoyed when an experi-attributes: the definition of the self as indepen-

dent (in individualism) or interdependent (in menter characterizes them as “average” (Wel-
don, 1984), suggesting that they see themselvescollectivism), the primacy of personal or in-

group goals, the primary emphasis on attitudes as better than average. That is a vertical individ-
ualist tendency. Horizontal collectivism (HC)or norms as the determinants of social behavior,

and the importance of exchange or communal is characterized by merging the self into the in-
group, but there is no suggestion that membersrelationships (Mills & Clark, 1982).

In addition, each individualist or collectivist of the in-group are different from each other in
status. Vertical collectivism (VC), on the otherculture is likely to have unique aspects. For

instance, Korean collectivism is not the same as hand, accepts hierarchy. In-group authorities
have more status than ordinary members of thethe collectivism of the Israeli kibbutz. Triandis

(1994) presented some 60 attributes that may in-group. VC especially emphasizes the sacri-
fice of the individual for the preservation of thedistinguish different kinds of collectivism. For

example, spirited argumentwithin the in-group in-group.
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The constructs are most important in under- etarian who eats meat.” Americans find this
standing the way culture, as a system of shared category impossible; one can either be a vege-
meanings (Triandis, 1994; Triandis, Bontempo, tarian or not a vegetarian. But, my Indian friend
Leung, & Hui, 1990), has an impact on percep- says, “I am a vegetarian, but when others eat
tion and behavior. meat, I eat meat.” Note the importance of the
This chapter begins with a personal account situation as a determinant of behavior and the

of why I became involved in the study of these tolerance of cognitive inconsistency in the case
constructs. Then, I cover some of the history of collectivists.
of the use of the constructs. Early in my career I felt that if cognitive
Next, I review some of the current state of dissonance theory does notmake sense in some

research on these constructs. I mention a theo- parts of Europe, it probably does notmake sense
retical framework for thinking about these con- in most parts of the world. Since I was dissatis-
structs, which at this time is relatively specula- fied with many of the findings of social psy-
tive because the empirical support for it is chology, I started studying other cultures. In
meager. Nevertheless, I present it because it the 1960s, I studied differences among Greece,
can provide a guide to future research on the India, Japan, and the United States (Triandis,
constructs. Of course, such future research will 1972). There were many scattered findings that
depend on how we measure the constructs, so needed a theoretical framework for integration.
I review problems of the measurement of the When I reviewed the manuscript of Hofstede’s
constructs. At that point, I review problems of (1980) book in 1978, I enthusiastically recom-
measurement. Next, I examine some major dif- mended its publication and saw the individual-
ferences in the way researchers deal with the ism-collectivism (IC) topic as the missing theo-
construct of culture in psychology. Especially retical framework.
important is the perspective of cultural psy- As I reviewed the literature about cultural
chology as opposed to cross-cultural psychol- differences even more broadly, it became ap-
ogy. I show that collectivism and individualism parent that IC had implications for understand-
have some relevance for understanding why ing many empirical findings (Triandis, 1988,
some psychologists prefer one methodology 1989, 1990, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996). It was also
and others another methodology for the study central for trainingpeople to interact effectively
of the relationship of culture and psychology. withmembers of other cultures (Bhawuk, 1998;
Next, I discuss some promising future re- Triandis, Brislin, & Hui, 1988). As discussed

search that uses the collectivism and individu- below, it may even explain the behavior of psy-
alist constructs. Finally, I speculate about the chologistswho study the relationship of culture
future of the study of culture and psychology, and psychology.
paying some attention to theway individualism
and collectivism will be implicated in such
studies.

History of the Constructs

The constructs have been used by political phi-Personal Involvement with
losophers for 300 years (see Triandis, 1995,the Constructs
chapter 2) and by social scientists for about a
century. The French sociologist DurkheimAs a social psychologist, I have been very con-
(1893/1984) distinguishedmechanical solidar-scious of the fact that almost all the data of
ity (similar to collectivism) from organic soli-social psychology come from individualist cul-
darity (similar to individualism). The first termtures. Yet, the overwhelming majority of hu-
referred to relationships that are based on com-mans live in collectivist cultures. I grew up in
mon bonds and obligations; the latter term re-Greece when it was a collectivist culture; thus,
ferred to relationships that are contractual.very often while I examined social psychology
Similarly, the terms Gemeinschaft (commu-studies, I had the reaction that this “does not
nity) andGesellschaft (society) in German soci-make sense in traditional Greece.” Subsequent
ology or relational versus individualistic valuecross-cultural work has shown, for instance,
orientation in anthropology have been used forthat emphasis on cognitive consistency is a
some time. There is evidence that individual-Western attribute, and people in Asia are not
ism emerged in England around the 12th cen-bothered verymuch by cognitive inconsistency
tury (see Triandis, 1995, chapter 2), although(Fiske, Kitayma, Markus, & Nisbett, 1998). For

example, an Indian friend says that he is a “veg- some have argued that it was already present
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among some of the ancient Greek philosophers with their children until they die”), small dis-
tance from in-groups (e.g., feeling honored(Skoyles, 1998).
when an in-group member is honored), andHofstede (1980) worked with the responses
high sociability and interdependence.of IBM employees (117,000 protocols), cover-
Later work has shown that self-reliance ising a wide variety of occupations and demo-

also very high among some collectivists, but itgraphic variables in 66 countries. He summed
has a different meaning: While individualiststhe responses of the subjects from each country
think of self-reliance as “being able to do myto several value items and conducted a factor
own thing,” collectivists think of self-relianceanalysis of the mean responses to each of the
as “not being a burden on my in-group.” Thus,value items based on a sample size of 40 (the
it is best not to include self-reliance in the con-number of countries with enough employees to
structs.provide stable means). He identified four fac-
A basic difference across cultures in the rela-tors in his study and called one of them Collec-

tionship of individuals to in-groups was em-tivism-Individualism. The other three factors,
phasized by Triandis, Bontempo, et al. (1988).Power Distance, Masculinity-Femininity, and
Collectivists usually have one or two in-groupsUncertainty Avoidance, have received rela-
and are deeply (intimately) interrelated totively little attention in the social science litera-
them; individualists have verymany in-groups,ture.
but their relationships to them are superficial,Note that Hofstede’s work (1980) was done
and they keep them only as long as “it pays toat the ecological or cultural level of analysis.
keep them,” so they drop in-groups as soon asThat is, he summed the responses ofNi individ-
“better” in-groups are identified. For example,uals in each culture to each of the n items of his
they work for one company, but if they get asurvey and obtained as many means as items in
better offer from the competitor of that com-each culture. Then, he factor analyzed the data
pany, they do not hesitate to join the competitoracross k = 40 cultures, that is, with 40 observa-
company. This aspect of the cultural constructtions per variable. The results indicated that
has been verified in several investigations (forcollectivismwas the opposite of individualism.
a review, see Earley & Gibson, 1998, p. 271).That conclusion is not obtained when we do

analyses at the individual level. Here, we corre-
late the n by n variables based on Ni observa- Current State of Research
tions per variable in k different within-culture on Constructsanalyses. Another possibility is to do a pancul-
tural factor analysis. In that case, the n times Triandis (1972) found that traditional Greeks
Ni observations per variable are used to obtain behave very differently toward their in-groups
the k by kmatrix of correlations, which is then (people who are concerned with my welfare)
factor analyzed. This solution has some techni- and out-groups (strangers). Americans, on the
cal problems, so Leung and Bond (1989) pro- other hand, do not behave so differently toward
posed a method, too complicated to discuss in-groups (people who are like me, especially
here, that does take care of some of these prob- in their attitudes and values) and their out-
lems. groups (strangers). This is probably a general
The within-culture analyses show that indi- pattern among collectivists and individualists.

vidualism and collectivism are not opposites. In fact, when collectivists meet another person,
They must be conceived as multidimensional the first thought they are likely to have is,
constructs. These analyses identified several “What is my relationship with that person?” If
psychological processes that are independent the relationship permits classification in the
of each other and yet correspond to individual- in-group, they are likely to behave very posi-
ism and collectivism (Hui, 1988; Hui & Trian- tively—cooperating, supporting, going out of
dis, 1986; Triandis et al., 1986; Triandis, Bon- their way to help. If the other person is classi-
tempo, Villareal, Asai, & Lucca, 1988; Triandis, fied as an out-group member, they are likely
Leung, Villareal, & Clack, 1985). Specifically, to be indifferent or even hostile. Such sharp
individualism is often related to competition, differentiation of in-group and out-group is not
self-reliance, emotional distance from in-groups, found among individualists. An example may
and hedonism; collectivism is often related to help. I noticed that when I called the office of
high family integrity (e.g., agreement with the a relative or friend in traditional Greece, the
statements “Children should not leave home secretary answered very harshly: “What do you

want?”As soon as I establishedmy relationshipuntil they get married” and “Parents should live
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with her boss, she switched to being very polite. respond to individualism and collectivism at
the cultural level, respectively.By contrast, American secretaries are polite no

matter who calls. Allocentric means a person who is paying
attention to other people. An example may beMeta-analyses of studies that have used the

Asch paradigm have shown that collectivism is useful. Triandis and Vassiliou (1972) asked
Greek and American personnel directors torelated to conformity (R. Bond & Smith, 1996).

Sacrifice for the in-group is also related to ac- judge the files of a set of applicants for a posi-
tion in an organization. The files manipulatedceptance of instructions by in-group authorities

and is correlated about .40 with right-wing au- systematically the letters of recommendation
in the file, as well as objective attributes of thethoritarianism (Triandis & Gelfand, 1998).

In addition, collectivist in-groups may be applicants. They found that Greek personnel
directors paid more attention to the letters oflarger than individualist in-groups. For exam-

ple, Sugimoto (1998) discusses when apologies recommendation than did American personnel
directors. In short, they were more allocentricare necessary in Japan and in the United States.

The Japanese apologize about the actions of than the Americans. Idiocentrics pay principal
attention to internal attributes, such as theirmany more people. For example, when three

Japanese terrorists massacred several passen- own beliefs, emotions, and the like rather than
to inputs from other people. Smith and Bondgers at Lod Airport in Israel, many Japanese

youth visited the Israeli embassy to apologize (1999) utilized this terminology in their text
and also provided exampleswhen results at thefor the incident, the president of the University

of Kyoto bowed low to apologize for the fact cultural level of analysis differed from results
at the individual level of analysis.that two of the terrorists had attended his uni-

versity, the Japanese minister of education The horizontal and vertical aspects of indi-
vidualism and collectivism of Triandis (1995)apologized for the shortcomings of the Japanese

educational system, the foreign minister of Ja- do have relationships with Hofstede’s work.
The vertical aspect is related conceptually topan spoke of the dishonor to the nation, and

the Japanese ambassador to Israel appeared on Hofstede’s (1980) power distance. Triandis
(1994) has discussed tight-loose societies. Thattelevision and burst into tears at the end of his

apology. construct is related conceptually to Hofstede’s
uncertainty avoidance.Individualist (e.g., American) in-groups are

narrower. Americans might apologize for their Triandis et al. (1986) replicated some of Hof-
stede’s results related to individualism and col-own actions and the actions of a spouse, child,

or pet, but rarely about the actions of unknown lectivism with 15 samples from different parts
of theworld. Others, such asM.H. Bond (1988),Americans. Of course, the U.S. government

apologizes when a member of the U.S. military working with the values of college students in
21 countries, have found factor-analytic resultscommits a crime, but the military are part of

the government. The form of the apology is also that were similar to those of Hofstede.
Triandis (1995) also suggested that HI, VI,different. Normally, American apologies are

personal, while Japanese apologies are rela- HC, and VC should be conceived as “tools” that
individuals utilize in different combinations,tional (e.g., “We have been friends for 20 years,

and this terrible thing happened that is totally depending on the situation. So, an individual
is likely to use all these tools, but across situa-inexcusable”).

Triandis (1995) argued that each society has tions, the individual may behave predomi-
nantly like a horizontal or vertical idiocentricits own type of predominant horizontal or verti-

cal individualism or collectivism. For instance, or allocentric.
The evidence that humans sample both col-Sweden has a horizontal individualist culture,

U.S. corporate culture is vertical individualist, lectivist and individualist cognitions can be
seen in certain studies. For instance, Vermathe culture of the Israeli kibbutz is horizontal

collectivist, and an Indian village culture is ver- and Triandis (1998) found that people in an
Indian sample selected HI responses 24% oftical collectivist.

Taking into account the fact that results ob- the time, HC responses 28% of the time, VI
responses 23% of the time, and VC responsestained at the cultural level of analysis are not

always consistent with results obtained at the 25% of the time, which contrasted with those
in an Illinois sample, who sampled HI 38%,individual level of analysis, Triandis et al.

(1985) introduced the terms idiocentric and al- HC 26%, VI 23%, and VC responses 13% of
the time. Clearly, the large differences were inlocentric for individual level analyses that cor-
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HI (Americans higher than the Indians) and VC emphasis on equality and hence on horizontal
relationships. Inequality creates stresses, envy,(Indians higher than Americans). Since large
and resentment. On the other hand, situationssamples were used in this study, even a 2%
that stress competition, or that require subordi-difference is reliable statistically, so that the
nation of the goals of most people to the goalsabove differences are extraordinarily reliable.
of an authority, result in vertical relations. Lim-In that study, which also presented data from
ited resources are more likely to result in verti-Australia, Japan, Hong Kong, Korea, Greece,
cal than in horizontal relationships.Germany, and the Netherlands, Germany had

the most individualistic profile (HI = 43%,
HC = 27%, VI = 20%, VC = 10%), while Hong

Differences betweenKong had the most collectivist profile (HI =
Idiocentrics and Allocentrics25%, HC = 36%, VI = 20%, VC = 19%). These

percentages are important because they tell us
A vast body of empirical research has devel-that a culture should not be characterized as
oped that shows differences between idiocen-individualist or collectivist. That kind of char-
trics and allocentrics. For example, the valuesacterization is simplistic. We need to examine
of allocentrics emphasize tradition and confor-the probabilities that different elements will be
mity, while the values of idiocentrics empha-sampled. Certainly, Germany is more individu-
size hedonism, stimulation, and self-directionalistic than Hong Kong, but even in Germany,
(Schwartz, 1990, 1992, 1994). At the cultural lev-people select collectivist cognitions 37% of the
el of analysis, the values contrast conservatismtime, and in Hong Kong, they select individual-
(e.g., national security, family security) withist cognitions 45% of the time.
autonomy (e.g., pleasure, creativity) (Schwartz,Situations are likely to shift these percent-
1994).ages. For example, when the in-group is under
Idiocentrics make internal attributions morethreat, most idiocentrics will activate allocen-

often than allocentrics, who tend tomake exter-tric cognitions. When the individual is alone,
nal attributions (Al-Zahrani & Kaplowitz, 1993;individualist cognitions are more likely. Trafi-
Morris & Peng, 1994; Na & Loftus, 1998; New-mow, Triandis, and Goto (1991) found that in-
man, 1993). Allocentrics use the context (thestructing individuals to think for 2 minutes
situation) when they make attributions moreaboutwhatmakes them the same as their family than do idiocentrics (Miller, 1984).

and friends results in responses that are more This even appears in the way people from
collectivist; instructing them to think for 2min- individualist and collectivist cultures view
utes of what makes them different from their treaties and inhow theynegotiate. TheChinese,
family and friends results in responses that are for instance, saw the treaty concerning Hong
more individualist. Collectivist responses are Kong’s status that had been signed by Britain
those that reflect “social content” when people and China in 1897 in a historical context, and
complete 20 sentences that begin with “I am thus they did not see it as valid because it was
. . .” For example, “I am an uncle” or “I am a imposed after Britain won the OpiumWar. Ob-
member of the Communist Party” are collectiv- viously, imposing opium on another country
ist responses. “I am kind” or “I am responsible” is immoral, so the treaty was not valid. The
are not collectivist responses since they do not British saw the treaty’s content only: A treaty
have obvious social or group (e.g., family) is a treaty. Context has nothing to do with it.
connotations. Illinois students of European Collectivists use action verbs (e.g., he offered
background, randomly assigned to the “think to help) rather than state verbs (e.g., he is help-
common” and “think different” instructions ful). This is because they prefer to use context
mentioned above, completed the “I am . . .” in their communications. Zwier (1997), in four
sentences with 23% and 7% social content, studies, obtained support for this cultural dif-
respectively. Illinois students with Chinese ference. She found that the accounts of events
names doing the same task provided 52% and given by Turkish and Dutch students showed
30% social responses, respectively, to the “I this difference. She analyzed the contents of
am . . .” task. In short, both the culture of the radio commentaries of Turkish andDutch radio
participants and the instructions were highly personalities and found the same difference.
significant factors in determining the percent- She asked Turkish and Dutch students to write
age of collectivist responses. a letter requesting a favor, and analyzed the
In social situations inwhich harmony, coop- content of letters. She examined the writing

of Turkish/Dutch bilingual individuals wheneration, and having fun are stressed, there is an
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writing in the two languages and again found Betancourt (1984) examined data from Hispanic
and non-Hispanic sample groups and found thatthe same pattern.

Individualist cultures have languages that the Hispanics, relative to the non-Hispanics,
anticipated higher probabilities of positive be-require the use of “I” and “you.” (Kashima &

Kashima, 1998). English is a good example. It haviors and lower probabilities of negative be-
haviors occurring in most social situations.would be difficult to write a letter in English

without the use of these words; collectivist cul- They called this the simpatia cultural script. A
personwhowants to be “simpatico” (agreeable,tures have languages that do not require their

use. Individualists are very positive about “me” pleasant, attractive, noncritical) would behave
that way.and “we,” while collectivists are sometimes

ambivalent about “me,” but very positive about In social perception, allocentrics are most
likely to perceive groups and their relation-“we” (Hetts, Sakuma, & Pelham, 1999).

Idiocentrics tend to have a very good opin- ships; idiocentrics are most likely to perceive
individuals. Thus, for example, during the Ko-ion of themselves and to be self-enhancing,

while allocentrics tend to bemodest (Kitayama, sovo crisis, Russian and Serbian television fo-
cused on the bombing and had no images of theMarkus, Matsumoto, & Narasakkunkit, 1997).

For example, when asked if they are “better refugees. Conversely, Western television had
much information about the refugees (individ-than average” on some desirable trait, 80% to

90% of idiocentrics indicate that they are better ual stories, etc.) and relatively little about the
confrontation of Serbia andNATO. In collectiv-than average, which is a mathematical impossi-

bility. Idiocentrics select goals that fit their per- ist cultures, people insult others by insulting
their in-group (e.g., “Your mother is a prosti-sonal needs, while allocentrics pay more atten-

tion to theneeds of others. Idiocentrics aremore tute”), while in individualist cultures, they in-
sult the person (e.g., “You are stupid”) (Semin&likely to display social loafing than allocentrics

(Earley, 1989). Social loafing is the phenome- Rubini, 1990).
Allocentrics in most cultures tend to be morenon that when n people work together, they do

not produce n times as much output. Some sensitive to social rejection, lower in unique-
ness, and higher in affiliation than idiocentrics.people let others do the work and free ride.

This is common among idiocentrics, but not These data were collected in Japan, Korea, and
the United States (Yamaguchi, Kuhlman, & Sug-among allocentricsworkingwith in-groupmem-

bers. Idiocentrics also work better alone than imori, 1995). Allocentrics are also more likely
to feel embarrassed (Singelis & Sharkey, 1995).with in-groupmembers (Earley, 1993) andwork

best if they have a choice inwhat activities they Research by Moskowitz, Suh, and Desaulniers
(1994) suggests that idiocentrics aremoredomi-will undertake (Iyengar & Lepper, 1999). On

the other hand, allocentrics work well if they nant than allocentrics, and allocentrics are
more agreeable than idiocentrics. Collectivistswork with in-group members and also if their

goals are set by respected members of their in- tend to change themselves to fit in rather than
try to change the environment, while individu-group. Idiocentrics aremotivated by individual

factors, while allocentrics are motivated by so- alists try to change the environment rather than
themselves (Diaz-Guerrero, 1979; Weisz, Roth-cial factors (Yu & Yang, 1994). Pearson and

Stephan (1998) reported that Brazilians were baum, & Blackburn, 1984). Collectivists usually
establish intimate and long-term relationshipsmore collectivist than Americans and ex-

pressed more concern for the outcomes of oth- (Verma, 1992). Individualists usually establish
nonintimate and short-term relationships.ers than did Americans, while Americans fo-

cused on their own outcomes. Brazilians, as When resources are distributed, they may
be distributed according to at least three princi-expected from theory, made more of a distinc-

tion between in-group and out-group in their ples: equality, need, or each person’s contribu-
tion (equity). The general finding is that, whennegotiations than did Americans. When mak-

ing judgments about morality, allocentrics see allocating in equal status situations, allocen-
trics who exchange with in-groupmembers usemore situations that require a person to help

another person than do idiocentrics (Miller, equality and need more often than equity, but
when they exchange with out-group members,1994).

Harmony is an important value amongmany they use equity. However, when the goal is to
maximizeproductivity, even allocentricswork-allocentrics. Thus, allocentrics expect social

situations to be pleasant and to have few nega- ingwith in-groupsuse equity (Chen, 1995).Chen,
Meindl, and Hui (1998) found that, in both thetive elements. Triandis, Marin, Lisansky, and
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United States and Hong Kong, when the goal Erez (1997) suggests that the principle of
equality will be used more in horizontal cul-was productivity or fairness, equity was used;
tures and equity more in vertical cultures. Inwhen the goal was interdependence and soli-
the case of horizontal cultures, profit sharing,darity, equality was used. In Hong Kong, the
gain sharing, low salary differentials, and fringemore allocentric the individual, the more
benefits will be stressed. In the case of verticalequality was used; in the United States, there
individualist cultures, employees will receivewas no relationship between allocentrism and
individual incentives, and high salary differen-preference for equality.
tials will be common. In horizontal collectivistOn the other hand, idiocentrics use equity in
cultures, equality of distribution of organiza-most exchanges. Leung (1997) reviewed several
tional rewards will be common. In the case ofempirical studies and concluded that, in gen-
vertical collectivism, those at the top will beeral, in equal status situations, equality is pre-
paid much better than those at the bottom, butferred in collectivist cultures and equity in in-
group-based rewards may be used. In general,dividualist cultures. Equality is associatedwith
individual rewards are appreciated more bysolidarity, harmony, and cohesion, so it fits the
idiocentrics than by allocentrics, and group re-values of collectivists. On the other hand, eq-
wards, such as profit sharing, are appreciateduity is compatible with productivity, competi-
more by allocentrics than by idiocentrics, buttion, and self-gain, so it fits the values of indi-
across many cultures rewarding both indi-vidualists.
vidual and group performance is optimal. ThisSome collectivists even show a generosity
was also the recent experience of China (Wang,rule when exchanging with in-group members.
1994).That is, they use equality evenwhen their input
Collectivists use indirect and face-savingor contribution is clearly higher than the contri-

communicationsmore than individualists (Holt-bution of other members. However, in the case
graves, 1997; Hu, 1944). Thismeans that E-mailof Chinese participants, the generosity rule ap-
will be less satisfying to collectivists since theyplied only when the reward to be divided was
will not have access to the context (gestures,fixed. When the reward was unlimited, there
eye contact, body placement, distance betweenwas a departure from the equality norm among
bodies). Horizontal individualists will E-mail

both Chinese and U.S. participants (Hui, Trian- individuals more than groups, while vertical
dis, & Yee, 1991). collectivists will E-mail groups more than indi-
Comparisons of individuals in Sweden and viduals. Horizontal individualists will send

the United States showed that the Swedes fol- their communications in any direction, while
lowed the equality norm more than the need vertical collectivists will send mostly vertical
norm and least often followed the equity norm communications.
(Toernblum, Jonsson, &Foa, 1985). Chen, Chen, Horizontal collectivists share information
and Meindl (1998) extrapolated from these ob- with in-group members, but do not communi-
servations and suggested that, in individualist cate with out-group members. That is very un-
cultures, equity-based reward allocation will desirable from the point of view of organiza-
be correlated positively with cooperation in tions since key pieces of information are not
both short- and long-term work relationships, available to some groups. Vertical collectivists
while in collectivist cultures, equity-based allo- limit the information they send to only some
cations will be correlated positively with coop- “important” people. Vertical collectivists can
eration in short-term relations, but equality- be abusive in their communications to low-sta-
based systems will be related positively to tus individuals and apparently can get away
cooperation in long-term work relations. These with such abuse (M. H. Bond, Wan, Leung, &
are very promising hypotheses that should be Giacalone, 1985). Bad news is sent to the top
tested. less often by vertical collectivists than by hori-
There is strong evidence that individualists zontal collectivists.

prefer individual rewards and collectivists pre- Lin (1997) points out that ambiguity in com-
fer group-based compensation practices (see munication can be very helpful in a vertical
Earley & Gibson, 1998, p. 284 for a review). collectivist culture such as China,where clarity
In horizontal collectivist cultures, egalitarian may result in sanctions. In short, one cannot
rewards are best; in vertical individualist cul- point out to an official that he is wrong! One
tures, allocations based on proportional contri- may do it very indirectly, but then there is the

possibility of retaliation. The Chinese, he indi-butions (equity) are most effective.
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cates, admire people who are frank, such as Triandis (1994) presented a theory about the
determinants of individualism and collectiv-Judge Bao (p. 369), but do not emulate them.

In short, East Asian collectivists are ex- ism: Collectivism is maximal in tight and sim-
ple cultures; individualism is maximal in com-pected to “read the other’s mind” during com-

munication, so that communication is quite in- plex and loose cultures. This theory has yet to
be tested empirically, although measurementsdirect and depends on hints, gestures, level and

tone of voice, body orientation, use of the eyes, of tightness are in progress so that it can be
tested in the near future.and distance between the bodies. For example,

in some collectivist cultures, serving tea and It is possible to discover cultural syndromes.
For example, ifwepresent an element of subjec-bananas means that the server disapproves of

something that the other person is proposing. tive culture to groups of people who speak a
particular language and ask them to make aSince bananas are not served with tea when

there is a good relationship, serving them with judgment (e.g., Is this value important?), if they
make this judgment as a group very quickly,tea has a definite indirect meaning.

By contrast, many individualists say what is say in less than 2 seconds, and if 90% of the
groups that we study do the same, then weon their mind, even if the consequence is that

the relationship is hurt. As a result, Chen et al. know that the judgment is shared widely, and
thus it is an element of culture (Triandis et al.,(1998) extrapolate that face-to-face communi-

cation will evoke higher levels of cooperation 1990). If many of these elements are organized
around a theme, such as the importance of thein collectivist cultures than in individualist

cultures, while mediated partial communica- individual (individualism) or the collective
(collectivism), then we have identified a cul-tion (e.g., via electronic, paper means) will

evoke higher levels of cooperation in individu- tural syndrome.
The theory also states that complexity isalist cultures than in collectivist cultures.

Leadership concepts are also quite different associated with affluence and the size of settle-
ments; tightness is associated with culturalin collectivist and individualist cultures. Col-

lectivists accept paternalism and emphasize homogeneity and activity interdependence.
Looseness is found in societies that are at thethe importance of the nurturance of the leader

(House, Wright, & Aditya, 1997; Sinha, 1980, intersection of many cultures (so that there are
two or more normative systems present, and1996). Individualists are often opposed to pa-

ternalism. Collectivists, at least in East Asia, the individual has to tolerate deviations from
any one normative system), or where popula-tend to seek harmony and avoid conflict within

the in-group. For example, Trubinsky, Ting- tion density is very low, so that what people
do many miles away does not affect the in-Toomey, and Lin (1991) compared Taiwanese

and U.S. respondents and found that, in con- group very much.
flict situations, the former were more likely
than the latter to use obliging, avoiding, integra-
ting, and compromising styles of conflict reso- Prevalence of the Constructs
lution as opposed to a confrontational style.

Individualism is found in affluent societies
(Hofstede, 1980), especially if there are several
normative systems (as happens at the intersec-Theoretical Perspectives
tion of many cultures or in some urban [Free-
man, submitted], multicultural, cosmopolitanTriandis (1994) identified three kinds of cul-

tural syndromes. A cultural syndrome is a societies), in which case the individual has to
decide whether to act according to one or an-shared pattern of beliefs, attitudes, self-defini-

tions, norms, roles, and values organized around other normative system. It is also high among
the upper classes and professionals in any soci-a theme. The first syndrome is complexity-sim-

plicity and contrasts information societies with ety (Freeman, submitted;Kohn, 1969;Marshall,
1997), among those who migrated (Gerganov,hunters and food gatherers. The second is tight-

ness-looseness. Tight societies havemanynorms Dilova, Petkova, & Paspalanova, 1996) or were
socially mobile, and among those who haveabout social behavior, and people are punished

severely when norms are disregarded. Loose been most exposed to mass media from the
United States (McBride, 1998). Content analy-societies have relatively few norms, and mem-

bers of the society tolerate deviations from ses of soap operas made in the United States
show that the major themes are individualist,norms. Individualism and collectivism is the

third cultural syndrome. and the focus is rarely on collectivist themes,
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such as doing one’s duty. Among nonliterate and complex. Triandis, Chan, Bhawuk, Iwao,
societies, individualism is relatively high among and Sinha (1995) discussed the problem of the
hunters and gatherers, for whom conformity is bandwidth versus the fidelity of the measure-
not especially functional, while collectivism is ment of constructs. If we measure a construct
common in agricultural societies, in which co- broadly, we have little fidelity (reliability). If
operation is highly functional. For instance, no we measure it narrowly, we have fidelity, but
individual can construct an irrigation system; a narrow construct, such as patriotism, fami-
harvesting requires the coordination of actions. lism, or coworker loyalty. There aremany theo-
Marshall (1997) found that social class pro- retically interesting relationships that can be

vided a stronger contrast than the difference investigated best with broad constructs. On the
between the cultures of Indonesia and New other hand, there are phenomena that can be
Zealand in determining the level of individual- studied best with one of the narrow constructs.
ism of his samples. We should not hesitate to adapt our measure-
Collectivism is found in minority groups in ments to the needs of the particular research

the United States (Gaines et al., 1997), in socie- problem.
ties that are relatively homogeneous (so that in- The measurement of tendencies toward in-
group norms can be accepted widely), where dividualism and collectivismhas used a varietypopulation density and job interdependence

of methods (Hui, 1988; Matsumoto, Weissman,are high (because they require the development
Preston, Brown, & Kupperbusch, 1997; Realo,of and adherence to many rules of behavior),
Allik, & Vadi, 1997; Rhee, Uleman, & Lee,in agricultural societies, among older members
1996; Singelis, 1994; Singelis, Triandis, Bha-of a society (Noricks et al., 1987), among those
wuk, & Gelfand, 1995; Triandis, Chen, & Chan,who are members of large families (because it
1998; Triandis & Gelfand, 1998; Wagner, 1995;is not possible for every member to do his or
Wagner & Moch, 1986; Yamaguchi, 1994). Anher own thing), and in groups that are quite
examination of some of these methods (appen-religious (Triandis & Singelis, 1998).
dix in Triandis, 1995) shows that more than 20Some critics have argued that individualism
methods have been used, and while the meth-is just another word for “modernity.” This view
ods are correlated, they often defined separateis incorrect. The essence of individualism is
factors in factor analyses (e.g., Triandis & Gel-the definition of the self as independent from

the group, the primacy of individual goals, the fand, 1998; Wagner, 1995).
emphasis on attitudes rather than norms, and In general, we should samplemanymethods
the computation of profits and losses as deter- and augment them with emic items from the
minants of social behaviors. The essence of mo- cultures we are investigating. Then, we should
dernity (Sack, 1973) is activism, rejection of do item analyses to drop items that do not per-
the white-collar syndrome, universalism, low form well and finally test for both convergent
integration with relatives, sense of personal and construct validity to determine which
trust and autonomy, rejection of the past, pref- methods are best for the particular samples.
erence for urban life, and family modernism. Factor analyses also are useful and can detect
While some of these elements overlap, there is both etic and emic factors. We can compare
much more difference than similarity between cultures only on the etic factors, but we can
the two constructs. Furthermore, modernity describe them using both emic and etic factors.
means the use of computers, faxes, shopping In analyzing data, we need to keep in mind
centers, and the like. There are societies that that results obtained from cultural (ecological)are modern (Saudi Arabia), but collectivistic;

and individual level analyses, as mentionedthere are societies that are individualistic (most
above, may be quite different. In addition, therehunting-and-gathering societies) and tradi-
are different perspectives in studying the rela-tional.
tionship of culture and psychology.
The perspective of cultural psychology em-

phasizes the intensive investigation of a phe-Measurement of
nomenon in one culture in which emic itemsthe Constructs
are used and ethnographic, qualitativemethods
are most useful. The perspective of cross-cul-The measurement of the constructs has been
tural psychology emphasizes the use of bothextremely difficult and is still unsatisfactory.
etic and emic items and quantitative methods.As Earley andGibson (1998, pp. 296–297) state,

the constructs are immensely rich, deep, subtle, The contrast is between description and under-
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standing on one hand versus explanation and cultures under investigation are distant from
prediction of the other hand. Western cultures. That is, as the languages (e.g.,
Cross-cultural psychology tends to be more Indo-European vs. phonetic), social structure

“individualistic” than cultural psychology, (e.g., monogamy vs. polygamy), politics, reli-
which tends to bemore “collectivist.” Themeth- gion, philosophic perspectives, economic con-
ods of cross-cultural psychology tend to bemore ditions, and aesthetic preferences differ, sup-
decontextualized (e.g., questionnaires with little port for the theories will diminish. Cultural
context, laboratory experiments) than the meth- syndromes are intervening variables that can
ods of cultural psychology. Cultural psychology help explainwhy the theories are not supported
uses ethnographic approaches, data collected in in other cultures.
“real-life situations,” and examines the context Similarly, the methods that can be used to
of many variables and their interactions. The test hypotheses dependon the cultural distance
studies of cultural psychology tend to be syn- between the culture of the researcher and the
thetic, holistic, and not deterministic, while culture under study. If the distance is large, the
those of cross-cultural psychology tend to be methods of cross-cultural psychology are not
analytic and deterministic. likely to be understandable to the participants.
Developmental psychologists find cultural Then, only ethnographic methods are possible.

psychology most helpful because they work Both perspectives are valuable. If one wants
with children and their psychological develop- description and understanding, the methods of
ment over time within one culture. They are cultural psychology are excellent; if one wants
interested in how the culture is internalized. prediction and explanation, one may try the
Social and organizational psychologists, on the methods of cross-cultural psychology. But, the
other hand, work with people who are already latter methods are simply not usable when
members of a culture. They look at their interac- there is a large cultural distance between the
tions. They describe and explain these interac- culture of the investigator and the culture under
tions using observations, experiments, content study. Ideally, we should use both kinds of
analyses, responses to questionnaires, and per- methods and look for consistencies in findings.
sonality inventories. They see culture “outside
the person” rather than “inside the person,”
while cultural psychologists see the culture in- Relation of the Individualism/
side the person, and culture and psychology Collectivism Constructs to
make each other up (Fiske et al., 1998). Psychological Theories
Wealready saw that there are allocentrics and

idiocentrics in all cultures, but there are more As mentioned above, most theories in psychol-
allocentrics in collectivist cultures. One specu- ogy were developed with regard to Western
lation is that cultural psychology will be more samples and have an individualistic bias. That
compatible with the perspectives of researchers means that theymay ormay not apply to collec-
from collectivist cultures or the views of allocen- tivist cultures. We can use the cultural syn-
trics from individualist cultures. Thus, even in dromes (Triandis, 1996) of collectivism, indi-distinguishing types of psychologists, we might vidualism, tightness, looseness, and verticalfind that the constructs we are discussing in this and horizontal relationships, among others, aschapter may have some relevance.

“bridges” between theWest and the rest. A the-The methods of cross-cultural psychology
ory that works well in the United States, whichcannot be used when the research participants
is an individualist, loose culture, may requireare not familiar with psychological methods.
substantial modification in a vertical, collectiv-On the other hand, ethnographic methods do
ist, tight culture.not have this limitation. Thus, in situations in

which there is a large difference between the
culture of the researcher and the culture of the Promising Research Areas
research participants (a situation with much
cultural distance), only the methods of cultural It is hoped that all psychology will become
psychology can be used. cultural. This is necessary if psychology will

not be parochial and will become universal. At
the same time, while some broad phenomenaCultural Distance
will be investigated by the methods of cultural
psychology, very narrow phenomena might beTheories that receive substantial support in the

West will receive less and less support as the submitted to laboratory investigations to deter-
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mine causality in an unambiguous way. Thus, rate the findings of cultural psychology in
mainstream psychological theories.the first quarter of the 21st century may well

be characterized by an examination of the as-
pects of psychology that are or are not valid in
those parts of the world where they have not Speculation
yet been studied. This is especially urgent in
social psychology, but is relevant, to some ex- The statements of the preceding section are in
tent, in all areas of psychology. part speculation, in part reflection on the need
Many of the empirical findings presented in for a universal psychology. The challenge is to

this chapter come from one study, done in two convince psychologists to undertake the work
or three cultures, using a specific set of meth- that is necessary for the development of a uni-

versal psychology. If the methods of culturalods, at one point in time. Much needs to be
psychology are used more widely and in con-done to replicate and check the generality of
junction with the methods of cross-culturalthese studies across situations, cultures, and
psychology, as suggested in the preceding sec-time periods and with different methods. It is
tion, I expect that mainstream psychologistsespecially important that data be collected in
will pay much attention to the results of cul-Africa since we expect most African cultures
tural psychology, and psychology will be onto be collectivist, butwe are not sure that results
its way toward the development of a universalobtained in East Asia will necessarily be repli-
psychology.cated in Africa.
However, I do have a concern. Humans areThe theory that collectivism is maximal in

universally lazy. This is very clear from thesimple and tight cultures and individualism is
universality of Zipf’s (1949) law. Zipf deter-maximal in complex and loose cultures needs
mined that, in all languages he investigatedto be tested. Michele Gelfand has developed a
(and he did look at a very large sample of lan-team that is measuring tightness and looseness
guages), the shorter words are most frequent,with multiple methods in several cultures. As
and as a word becomes frequent, it becomessoon as this work is completed, it will be possi-
shorter (e.g., television becomes TV). The uni-ble to test the theory. We already have several
versality of this finding suggests that the princi-methods for the measurement of individualism
ple of least effort is a cultural universal. Forand collectivism. We can use income as a mea-
psychologists, least effort means to complete asure of complexity. Thus, once we have meth-
study and then state: “What I found is an eternalods that measure tightness-looseness, we will
verity, applicable universally.” The principlebe ready to test the theory.
of least effort, then, leads psychologists to ig-More needs to be done in linking the cul-
nore culture because culture is a complicationtural, indigenous, and cross-cultural methods.
that makes their work more time consumingCross-cultural methods can only be used when
and difficult. However, to develop the kind ofthe research participants are familiar with psy-
universal psychology described above will re-chological methods. This limits the samples quire rejection of the principle of least effort

that can be studied. Yet, cross-culturalmethods and its consequences. Thus, the major question
can provide measures of reliability and validity of this field may well be, Can cultural psychol-
and avoid researcher biases. Cultural and indig- ogy develop if it is against human nature to
enous psychology do not have methods that develop it?
reject poor findings or findings that reflect re-
searcher biases. If the methods of cultural and
indigenous psychology are “calibrated” in sam- References
ples for which we can also use the methods of
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4
Culture, Science, and Indigenous Psychologies

An Integrated Analysis

UICHOL KIM

While cross-cultural psychological approaches to understanding human behavior gen-
erally have viewed culture as “affecting” behavior, this way of understanding the
world and generating knowledge may be culture bound. As many authors in this vol-
ume point out, different perspectives exist to understand the relationship between
culture and psychology, and while the cross-cultural perspective is certainly one of
them, other perspectives need to be recognized and utilized if we are to gain a true
appreciation of the relationship between culture and behavior.
In this chapter, Kim provides an elegant description and persuasive argument for

the perspective encompassed by the notion of indigenous psychologies. He points out
that the experimental approaches to psychology, rooted in a natural science tradition,
may have its roots within western European and American belief systems developed
at certain points in history. As such, they are rooted in particular worldview perspec-
tives, cultural frameworks, and epistemologies that influence the way in which we
think we want to understand behavior. As he points out, researchers thus may have
focused too much attention on getting the “right answers,” but have ignored the pro-
cess by which to get them.
In contrast, Kim argues for the integration of an approach characterized by the

term indigenous psychologies. In this framework, culture, language, philosophy, and
science are products of collective human effort, and the relationship between an indi-
vidual and a group needs to be viewed as a dynamic, interactive system of mutual in-
fluence. The indigenous psychologies approach emphasizes the understanding and
utilization of three key aspects: context, epistemology, and phenomenology. That is,
it focuses on the nature of the ecology within which individuals live and how they
adapt culturally to those ecological conditions; it focuses on the intersections of reli-
gion, culture, and science and how they form different epistemological systems in dif-
ferent cultural environments and milieus. It also focuses on the different meaning sys-
tems, emotions, and ways of being that are rooted in different phenomenological
systems associated with different cultural environments.
Kim suggests that current psychological knowledge, rooted in a western European

or American way of being and understanding, in fact may represent the psychology
of psychologists and not the psychology of the lay public. The indigenous psycholo-
gies approach represents a fundamental shift in scientific paradigm, from a positivis-
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tic conception of causality to a dynamic, transactional model of human functioning.
It advocates lifting external impositions of academic dissections of the world into ar-
bitrary packages (e.g., cognitions, emotions, and motivations) and instead advocates
the experience of a phenomenon as an insider of a culture. Kim is forceful in suggest-
ing that, while science is a product of collective human effort, we ought not become
victims or slaves of scientific myths borne in a single cultural framework.
Virtually all authors in this volume recognize the importance of the alternative

framework suggested by the indigenous psychologies approach and view not only its
recognition, but also greater acceptance and integration into mainstream research en-
deavors and theoretical developments, as vital to a greater understanding of the rela-
tionship between culture and behavior. As such, this chapter serves as an impor-
tant focal point for gaining a greater awareness of the focal underpinnings of the
approach.

Wilhelm Wundt is considered to be the father Within this approach, culture is deemed a su-
perficial contextual factor. It is considered un-of modern psychology (Boring, 1921/1950). In

establishing psychology as an independent sci- important since the underlying mechanism is
assumed to be universal (Shweder, 1991). Inentific discipline, he recognized two traditions

in science: Naturwissenschaften (the natural the second camp, Darwinian theory is used to
grade and rank cultures according to differentsciences tradition) and Geistewissenschaften

(the cultural sciences tradition; van Hoorn & stages of development or evolution (i.e., from
traditional to modern, from primitive to civi-Verhave, 1980). Although he was instrumental

in establishing the experimentalmethod inpsy- lized, and from backward to advanced). As a
result, culture was ignored as a topic of investi-chology, he recognized the limitation of the

experimental method and emphasized the im- gation until recent times.
Scholars representing the cultural approachportance ofVolkerpsychologie (translated as cul-

tural psychology; Danziger, 1979). He observed reject claims that current psychological theo-
ries are universal. They point out that manythat thinking is conditioned heavily by lan-

guage and customs and regardedVolkerpsycho- theories are ethnocentric, biased, and culture
bound (Azuma, 1984; Berry, 1980; Shweder,logie to be a “more important branch of psycho-

logical science which was destined to eclipse 1991). Often, researchers use their own cultures
implicitly as the standard by which other cul-experimental psychology” (Danziger, 1983, p.

307). In the later part of his life, he devoted his tures are judged. They argue that each culture
should be understood from its own frame oflife to the examination of sociocultural influ-

ences in psychological processes by writing 10 reference, including its own ecological, histori-
cal, philosophical, and religious context.volumes on Volkerpsychologie (1910–1920)

(Wundt, 1916). Echoing the criticisms of cultural psycholo-
gists, indigenous psychologies evolved aroundWhen psychology became established in

North America, psychologists adopted a top- the world as a reaction to unjustified claims of
universality (Kim & Berry, 1993: Sinha, 1997).down approach in search of abstract, universal

laws of human behavior, emulating natural sci- Although existing psychological theories and
concepts are assumed to be objective, valueences. Behaviorism emerged as the dominant

paradigm and provided the paradigmatic direc- free, and universal, in reality they are deeply
enmeshed with Euro-American values thattion,method, and substance. The subjectmatter

of psychology became tailored to fit into the champion rational, liberal, individualistic ideals
(Azuma,1984; Enriquez, 1993;Kim, 1995;Kim&narrow definition of science that espoused pos-

itivism and operationalism (Koch&Leary, 1985). Berry, 1993; Koch & Leary, 1985; Shweder,
1991). As such, they can be characterized asWith the entrenchment of behaviorism as the

dominant paradigm, influences from the cul- imposed or pseudoetics and not as true univer-
sals.tural sciences tradition were eliminated (Dan-

ziger, 1983; Kim, 1999). The indigenous psychologies approach rep-
resents an alternative scientific paradigm inWithin a short period, the diversity of meth-

ods, concepts, and theories that existed at the which the subjective human qualities and emer-
gent properties of culture are recognized as cen-early stages of development became reduced to

a narrow search for abstract behavioral laws. tral elements (Kim, Park, & Park, 1999). In this
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chapter, two scientific traditions, representing With the success of the natural sciences in
the experimental psychology and the indige- illuminating the workings of the physical and
nous psychologies approach, are outlined. In the biological worlds, scholars began to turn
the second section, analysis of culture is pro- their attention toward the human world. Both
vided using the indigenous psychologies ap- empiricists and rationalists argued that, similar
proach. In the final section, the content and to the physical world, there are objective causal
context of cultural development and transfor- laws operating in the social and psychological
mation are outlined in a comparison ofWestern world. In 1748, Julien Offray de la Mettrie pro-
culture with East Asian cultures. posed that human beings are like machines

(Leahey, 1987). Etienne Bonnot de Condillac
in 1754 argued that all thought forms are mere

Experimental Psychology and transformations of basic sensations (Leahey,
the Natural Sciences Tradition 1987). Thomas Brown in 1820 formulated the

laws of association, which laid out the basic
During the Enlightenment period in western processes of how sensations are combined to
Europe, strict adherence to religious sources produce complex ideas (Leahey, 1987). August
for understanding thenatural andhumanworld Comte argued that all societies are governed by
began to be challenged. Scientists discovered laws that could be discovered using scientific
that the physical world could be explained in methods (Allport, 1968). John StuartMill urged
terms of mechanical laws, and they did not the adoption and application of physical sci-
have to resort to intuitive, humanistic, or meta- ences methods to remedy the backward state
physical explanations. Rather than relying on of the human sciences, and he called this new
God for divine revelations, scholars realized science social physics (Lenzer, 1975).
that they could use their abilities to observe, Psychology, in its early period, was a hybrid
analyze, rationalize, and experiment to test, of philosophy and the natural sciences. More
challenge, and verify existing ideas. These abil- than several thousand years of philosophical
ities becamepowerful tools used to understand, debate in the West of how people sense, per-
explain, and manage the physical world. Thus, ceive, remember, feel, behave, and interact
the scientific revolution in western Europe now came under direct experimental scrutiny.
wrested the explanatory authority from reli- Early breakthroughs in experimental psychol-gious sources to their own ability to analyze,

ogy camewith the process of translatingmentalrationalize, observe, and experiment and paved
processes into physical terms, measuring them,a way for discovering scientific laws that are
and conducting experiments. The most notableuniversal and verifiable.
achievements were in psychophysics by E. H.The physical sciences (e.g., astronomy,
Weber and G. Fechner, in reaction time bychemistry, physics) were first to develop. New-
F. C. Donders, in sensory perception by H. vontonian physics provided a simple, elegant, and
Helmholtz, and in human memory by H. Ebb-mechanical description and explanation of the
inghaus (Leahey, 1987). Merz (1904/1965) de-physical world. Chemists discovered a list of
clared, “The marvellous properties of higherbasic elements and formulated the periodic ta-
creatures of the animal world which exhibitble. These elements served as building blocks
the phenomena of consciousness or of an innerfor understanding the structure and formation
experience . . . belong to the realm of naturalof complex objects.
science” (p. 468). Scholars were confident thatThe biological sciences were the next to de-
the content of the human consciousness and ofvelop. They began to provide physiological
the social world could be quantified and inves-blueprints of living organisms, as chemists did
tigated using the methods of the natural sci-with inanimate objects. Darwinian evolution-
ences.ary theory provided a major breakthrough in
Psychology was imported to North Americasupplying a theoretical framework for organiz-

by Wundt’s students, who transplanted experi-ing and explaining diverse life forms. It also
mental psychology in various universities. Thechallenged previously held assumptions about
version of psychology that became transplantedthe origin and nature of human beings. Human
and institutionalized in North America, how-beings could no longer be considered the mas-
ever, stood in sharp contrast to that whichter of nature, but part of nature. These advance-
Wundt advocated (Danziger, 1979). Wundt un-ments in the physical and biological sciences
equivocally stated that psychology must be re-paved the way for investigating the human

world. garded as a Geistewissenschaften and not as
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a Naturwissenschaften (van Hoorn & Verhave, as anxiety, motivation, or emotions) are in-
ferred as intervening variables. Culture as a1980). The cultural sciences tradition, however,
context variable was excluded from the re-was ignored inNorthAmerica (Danziger, 1979).
search design. Classical conditioning, operantBy emulating natural sciences, especially
conditioning, and the information processingNewtonian physics, experimental psycholo-
approach (e.g., Shepard, 1987) affirm the posi-gists hoped to discover universal laws of hu-
tivistic model of causality.man behavior that transcend individual, social,

cultural, temporal, and historical boundaries
(Sampson, 1978). Elementary empirical facts,

Cross-Cultural Psychologyonce discovered, could then serve as building
blocks for understanding complex human be-

Although the interest in cultural variationshavior. Experimental psychology hoped to de-
have fascinated many philosophers, traders,velop a “periodic table” of human behavior and
missionaries, and travelers, systematic docu-laws that govern the formation of complex be-
mentation of cultural differences was not initi-havior.
ated until the mid-19th century. PsychologicalBehaviorism provided a theoretical and
analysis of cross-cultural variation is a rela-methodological foundation for institutionaliz-
tively recent endeavor (Klineberg, 1980). Ining psychology as an independent, experi-
cross-cultural research, the primary goal hasmental science (Koch & Leary, 1985). First,
been the testing of the universality of existingbehaviorists eliminated subjective aspects of
psychological theories (Berry, 1980).psychology espoused by Wundt, such as intro-
Following the positivistic orientation, cross-spection and consciousness. Since conscious-

cultural psychology has been defined by itsness was deemed subjective, they chose behav-
comparative methodology rather than its con-ior as the basic unit of analysis. Second, by
tent (Berry, 1980; Triandis et al., 1980). Cross-eliminating consciousness and focusing on be-
cultural research has been carried out in vari-havior, the differentiation between animals and
ous area of psychology to test and verify thehuman beings was eliminated. By affirming the
universality of psychological theories, such ascontinuation of species, human action, phe-
in the areas of perception, cognition, develop-nomenology, and social context were sub-
ment, personality, social, and clinical psychol-sumed under the general study of behavior. ogy (Triandis et al., 1980). Within this ap-

Third, behaviorists assumed the existence of proach, three types of explanations have been
basic elementary behaviors that would serve advanced to account for observed cultural dif-
as the foundation for understanding complex ferences. In one camp, cultural differences are
human behavior. By assuming the existence of considered to be superficial contextual factors,
elementary units and the continuation of spe- and they are deemed unimportant since the
cies, experimentation in laboratories using ani- underlying mechanism is considered to be uni-
mals became justified. Fourth, explanation of versal (Shweder, 1991). In the second camp,
behavior was reduced to the physiological level, Darwinian theory is used to grade and rank
and psychological, social, and cultural level of cultures according to different stages of devel-
analysis were eliminated. Finally, results of opment or evolution (i.e., from traditional to
these laboratory studies would be generalized modern, from primitive to civilized, and from
to human behavior, and they would become backward to advanced).
the basis for explaining complex behavior and In the third camp, researchers became inter-
social systems (Hebb, 1974). ested in examining the influence of cultures on
In terms of causal explanation, experimental behavior (Berry, 1980; Berry, Poortinga, Segall,

psychology has adopted the positivistic model Dasen, 1992; Segall, Dasen, Berry, & Poortinga,
of causality (see Figure 4.1). In this model, the 1990). Consistent with the positivisitic model
goal of psychology is to discover the objective, of causality, culture has been defined as a qua-
abstract, and universal relationship between si-independent variable, and behavior is as
two observable entities, between an indepen- the dependent variable (Berry, 1980). Since re-
dent variable (Observable 1) and the dependent searchers cannot control culture like indepen-
variable (Observable 2). Aspects that are not dent variables in a laboratory setting, it was
directly observable (such as human conscious- considered to be a quasi-independent variable.
ness, agency, intentions, and goals) are consid- For cross-cultural comparisons, a researcher
ered “noise” and are eliminated from the re- typically selects cultures using the human rela-

tions area files (HRAF) orHofstede’s (1991) foursearch design. Psychological constructs (such
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Figure 4.1 Positivistic Model of Causality

cultural dimensions (e.g., individualism-col- culture and then culture is used to explain
them, researchers fall into a tautological trap.lectivism) and examines how cultures can be

used to explain behavioral differences across Since cultures cannot be observed and mea-
sured directly, psychologists cannot escapecultures.

Shweder (1991) points out that cross-cul- from the tautological trap within the positivis-
tic framework. The basic problem in psychol-tural psychology has occupied a marginal sta-

tus and continues to do so since it adheres to ogy and cross-cultural psychology is that the
subject matter of the discipline has been subju-the positivistic orientation:
gated to misconceived ideas about science. We
must recognize that the subject matter in psy-For one thing, cross-cultural psychology

offers no substantial challenge to the core chology is different from that of chemistry,
physics, and biology, and we must develop aof Platonic principle of general psychology

(the principle of psychic unity).Moreover, if science that is appropriate for psychology. A
century of psychological research has been dis-you are a general psychologist cum Platonist

(and a principled one at that) there is no appointing sincewe have limited our investiga-
tion to the objective, third-person analysis (Cron-theoretical benefit in learning more and

more about the quagmire of appearances— bach, 1975; Gibson, 1985; Koch & Leary, 1985).
Even scholars fromother disciplines (Boulding,the retarding effects of environment on the

development of the central processing mech- 1980; Burke, 1985), physicists (d’Espagnet,
1979; Holten, 1988), and philosophers (Harré,anism, the “noise” introduced by translation

or by differences in the understanding of the 1999; Wallner, 1999) advocate a move away
from the narrowconception of natural sciences.test situation or by cultural variations in the

norms regulating the asking and answering The indigenous psychologies approach advo-
cated here represents a shift in scientific para-of questions. Rather, if you are a general psy-

chologist, you will want to transcend those digm (Kim, 1999).
appearances and reach for the imagined ab-
stract forms and processes operating behind

Transactional Modelthe extrinsic crutches and restraints and dis-
tortions of this or that performance environ- of Science
ment. (pp. 85–86)

The central difference between natural and hu-
man sciences is that, in the human sciences,Second, there is also a logical flaw in selecting

cultures using the HRAF or Hofstede’s dimen- we are both the object and the subject of investi-
gation. The type of knowledge that can be ob-sions and then using culture as an explanatory

construct. The HRAF and Hofstede’s dimen- tained in the natural sciences is qualitatively
different from the knowledge thatwe canobtainsions were created conceptually based on be-

havioral and psychological data. Culture has in the human world. According to Giovanni
Battista Vico (in Berlin, 1976), in the physicalnot been measured directly. If psychological

and behavioral indicators are used to define world, we can obtain only objective, impartial,
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third-personknowledge. In thenatural sciences mal behavior using these concepts, but in the
humanworld, they are essential. Without these(e.g., physics, botany, and entomology), for ex-

ample, we can describe a table, a tree, and an information institutions that uphold justice,
ethics and law would not make any sense.ant; organize this information; and conduct ex-

periments; but we cannot ascertain phenome- Third, we can distinguish experiential know-
ledge (phenomenological, episodic, and proce-nological knowledge (i.e., what it is like to be

a table, a tree, or ant). In the human world, we dural knowledge) from analytical knowledge
(e.g., semantic and declarative knowledge). An-can ascertain impartial, third-person knowl-

edge, first-hand phenomenological knowledge alytical knowledge represents information based
on an objective, impartial, third-person analy-(“who I am”), and second-person knowledge

(“who you are”). In other words, unlike the sis, often associated with academic and scien-
tific understanding. Experiential knowledgephysical world, we can know and feel what it

is like to be a person, communicate this knowl- represents subjective, first-person knowledge
of the actor. For example, an adult, native speak-edge to others, and evaluate others as a third

person. Language, nonverbal cues, and works er of English can freely express thoughts in
English (i.e., procedural knowledge), but mayof art (such as novels, paintings, movies, and

music) are the media through which we com- not know the grammatical syntax or structure
of the spokenwords (i.e., semantic knowledge).municate our inner phenomenology, intention,

and goals. Although knowledge in the natural In other words, the person knows how to pro-
duce the sentences, but lacks the analyticalsciences is limited to objective, impartial, third-

person knowledge, in psychology, first-, sec- ability to describe how itwas done. Conversely,
a Korean may perform extremely well on anond-, and third-person knowledge can be ob-

tained (Kim, 1999). English grammar test, but may have difficulty
conversing in English. This is because theSecond, in the natural world, we do not

question the motives, intentions, and purpose
description of the grammar of a word is ofof inanimate objects or animal behavior. Such
no use in everyday life; only rarely do wean act would be considered irrational or an
pick up the use of a word by having its useexample of anthropomorphism or animism
described to us; and although we are trained(Berlin, 1976). In the human world, these ques-
or encouraged to master the use of the word,tions are central to understanding human ac-
we are not taught to describe it. (Ludwigtion. We ask:
Wittgenstein, in Budd, 1989, pp. 4–5)

Why do men act as they do . . . what mental
states or events (e.g., feelings or volitions) Wittgenstein noted: “The meaning of a word is

its use in the language” and not in the descrip-are followed by what acts, but also why,
why persons in this or that mental or emo- tion of theword (in Budd, 1989, p. 21). In every-

day life, a person may know how to performtional state are or are not likely to behave in
a given fashion, what is, or what would be, certain actions, but may lack the analytical

skills to describe how the actions are done. Asrational or desirable or right for them to do,
and how and why they decide between vari- Fuglesang (1984) points out:
ous courses of action. (Vico, in Berlin, 1976,

The farmer’s knowledge is experiential. . . .p. 22)
He uses his knowledge like his hoe. He is

In the case of the death of a person, we evaluate in a sense not mentally aware of it. He is his
the act of the perpetrator in terms of his or her knowledge. His knowledge is his self-image
intention (i.e., whether it was premeditated or and his self-confidence as a community
not) and agency (i.e., whether the person was member. (p. 42)
insane, under the influence of alcohol, or re-
sponsible for his or her behavior). We impose Analytical knowledge, like grammar, is taught

in school as a part of formal education, butdifferent punishment based on how we evalu-
ate his or her intention. The punishment for it is different from practical knowledge. For

example, a mother can raise a child effica-premeditated murder can be severe (such as
life imprisonment or capital punishment); it ciously, but she may lack the analytical ability

to describe how it was done. In contrast, a de-can be moderate for involuntary manslaughter
(5 to 10 years of imprisonment); and for self- velopmental psychologist can analyze and doc-

ument successful mothering skills, but maydefense, there may be no punishment. In the
natural world, it is meaningless to classify ani- lack the procedural skills in implementing this
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knowledge in raising his or her own children. self-efficacy (Causal Linkage 1). He found that
participants with higher self-efficacy were moreThe task of psychologists is to translate first-

person experiential knowledge into analytical likely to use efficient analytical ability, were
satisfied with their level of performance, andknowledge. This is done in various areas of our

lives: in movies, by film critics; in cooking, by had higher performance ratings (Causal Link-
age 2). The reverse was true for participantsfood critics; and in sports, by sports analyst or

commentators. It is well recognized that, al- who were given negative feedback. Thus, indi-
viduals’ performance can be elevated or de-though a movie critic cannot produce movies

and a sports commentator may not be able to pressed systematically by providing feedback
information that increases or decreases theirplay the game, they provide analytical informa-

tion that helps us better appreciate the movie self-efficacy. The rise or fall in self-efficacy can
be linked systematically to the subsequent riseor the game.

In contrast to the reactive model of human or fall in their performance.
In another study that used both within-functioning, a transaction model of causality

that focuses on the generative and proactive subject and between-subject design, Bandura,
Reese, and Adams (1982) were systematicallyaspects is provided as an alternative (see Figure

4.2). In this model, espoused by Bandura (1997), able to increase self-efficacy of people with
phobias about snakes. He had them observe athe unobservable human qualities (such as

agency, intention, meaning, and goals) are the model cope effectively with a snake. At this
phase, the self-efficacy belief of participants incentral concepts that link a situation on one

hand with behavior on the other. Bandura in- handling the snake was assessed through self-
report. They found that watching a model copevestigated the generative capability known as

self-efficacy to understand, predict, and man- effectively with the feared object increased the
participants’ self-efficacy (Causal Linkage 1).age behavior.Hedefines self-efficacy as “beliefs

in one’s capabilities to organize and execute The second phase involved the subjects ac-
tually handling the snake. Those individualsthe courses of action required to produce given

attainments” (p. 3). with higher self-efficacyweremore able to han-
dle the snake in subsequent trials (Causal Link-First, it is important to examine how an indi-

vidual perceives and interprets a particular age 2).
According to Bandura (1997), successfulevent or situation (Causal Linkage 1). This in-

formation can be obtained through self-report. performance of a task can reverse the flow of
causality. The successful performance can in-The second step involves assessing individu-

als’ performances based on their perception crease self-efficacy, which in turn can motivate
individuals to modify their environment or to(Causal Linkage 2). In a study of management

effectiveness with a group of graduate students seek more challenging goals. An opposite pat-
tern of results is found for failure experiences,of business, Bandura systematically elevated or

reduced their levels of self-efficacy by provid- which lowered self-efficacy, which in turn low-
ered the goal participants set for themselves.ing themwith preset feedback of howwell they

were performing compared to others. He found Successful mastery experiences could lead
to transformative changes in other aspects of athat the positive feedback increased their self-

efficacy, and negative feedback decreased their person’s life. For example, mastery of the snake

Figure 4.2 Transactional Model of Causality
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phobia reduced social timidity, increased ven- Analysis of Culture
turesomeness, boosted self-expressiveness, and
increased desires to overcome other fears, such Culture is an emergent property of individuals
as fear of public speaking for some of the partic- and groups interacting with their natural and
ipants. These results could not be explained human environment. Culture is defined as a
by stimulus generalizations or by the linear, rubric of patternedvariables. Touse an analogy,
additive model. The results could be explained painters use different colors to create theirwork
in terms of a transformation of people’s per- of art. The different colors are like the variables
sonal belief system—an emergent property not that operate within a particular culture. These
reducible to a single cause. colors are used to create certain forms and pat-
Another important aspect of the indigenous terns (such as a face, apple, or house). These

psychologies approach is the separation of dif- forms are then combined to convey a particular
ferent levels of analysis and understanding: ethos, providing an overall gestalt and coher-
physiological, psychological, and cultural. Al- ence. The quality of a painting cannot be re-
though all actions must have a physiological or duced to its constituent parts, such as wave-
neurological basis, the reduction of behavioral lengths of light. Like a painting, culture is an
explanations to the physiological level is a dif- emergent construct that provides meaning, co-
ferent explanation, rather than a causal expla- herence, and direction to its members. Like the
nation. For example, culture can be reduced to different colors artists use, people use available

natural and human resources to achieve theirindividual actions. All actions could be re-
duced to physiology and genetics. All genetics goals (such as solving subsistence and psycho-

logical needs). This is the process definition ofcould be reduced further to four basic atoms
(i.e., carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen, and oxygen), culture: Culture is the collective utilization of

natural and human resources to achieve de-which in turn can be reduced to the three basic
particles (i.e., electron, proton, and neutron). sired outcomes.

From the perspective of an outsider lookingThe important distinction between life and
death, for example, cannot be defined through in, culture is seen as affecting the way people

think, feel, and behave (Berry et al., 1992; Segallgenetics since the genetic makeup of a person
who has just died is the same as when he was et al., 1990). But, from an insider’s perspective,

culture is basic and natural. When children arealive. Harré and Gillet (1994) point out: “The
brain, for any individual human being, is the born, although they have the potential to learn

any language, they usually end up learning onerepository of meaning in that it serves as the
physical medium in which mental content is language. To most adults, the particular lan-

guage they speak is natural and basic, and otherrealized and plays a part in the discursive activ-
ities of individuals” (p. 81). Athletic, artistic, languages are incomprehensible, foreign, and

alien. With the aid of their language, they orga-and scientific feats cannot be reduced to physi-
ological, neurological, or genetics levels. nize their thoughts, communicate with others,

and construct their social and physical world.Finally, characteristics of collective entities
such as groups, societies, and cultures are emer- To use an analogy, computers consist of hard-

ware and software. Our physiology is like thegent properties that cannot be reduced to the
mere sum of individual characteristics or their hardware of a computer, and culture is like the

software. Depending on the type of softwarephysiology. Although it has been assumed tra-
ditionally that our physiology affects our psy- downloaded, computers operate very differ-

ently. The difference between a computer andchology in a simple, direct, and linear fashion,
Francis, Soma, and Fernald (1993) have docu- people is that human beings possess generative

and creative capability that computers do notmented, in a study of African teleost fish, that
the reverse is also true: Social status affects possess (Bandura, 1997;Harré, 1999;Kim, 1999).

Human physiology and genetics cannot ex-brain physiology and functioning. A similar
pattern of results was found at the individual plain human behavior and culture. Without

culture, human beings would be reduced toand group levels (Bandura, 1997) and in human
history (Chorover, 1980). Culture, language, basic instincts, and we would not be able to

think, feel, or behave the way we do. Culturephilosophy, and science are products of collec-
tive human effort. The relationship between an allows us to define who we are and what is

meaningful, communicate with others, andindividual and a group needs to be viewed as
a dynamic, interactive system of mutual influ- manage our physical and social environments.

It is through culture that we think, feel, behave,ence.
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and interact with reality (Shweder, 1991). Be- 4.3). First, culture and psychology need to be
understood in context, and the content of cul-cause we think through culture, it is difficult

to recognize our own culture. Culture provides tural variationsmust be examined. Cultural dif-
ferences arise partly due to variations in ecol-a framework for perceivingwhat is meaningful,

relevant, and salient. For a person born and ogy and human adaptation to it (Berry, 1976;
Kim, 1994). Researchers have documented a sys-raised in a particular culture, the person’s cul-

ture is natural. tematic relationship among ecology, culture,
socializationpractices, andpsychological func-Differences in cultures exist because we

have focused on and developed different as- tioning (Barry, Bacon, & Child, 1959; Berry,
1976; Berry et al., 1992; Kim, Triandis, Kagitci-pects of our environment and attached different

meanings and values to them. The difference, basi, Choi, & Yoon, 1994). For example, al-
though Canada and the United States are simi-for example, between a weed and a vegetable

is not determined by qualities inherent in a lar culturally and linguistically, Berry (1993)
articulates the need to develop indigenous Ca-plant (i.e., whether it is edible). It has to do

with our involvement with the plant (Shweder, nadian psychology based on its ecological con-
ditions (such as people living in isolated areas,1991). What is considered to be a weed in one

country (e.g., seaweed in France) is considered arctic and north temperate climates). Similarly,
Georgas (1993) documents how ecology affect-an important vegetable in another (e.g., Japan

and Korea). What is considered a pest in Korea ed the development and transformation of
Greek culture.(e.g., snails) is considered a delicacy in France.

Shweder notes that if a beautiful cabbage grew
in a rose garden, we would treat it as a weed

Ecology and Culturaland pluck it out. The cabbage is treated as a
weed since it was not our intention to grow a Adaptation
cabbage in a rose garden. Conversely, if a rose
grew in a cabbagepatch, it alsowould be treated Ecology refers to the total pattern of relation-

ships between life forms and their environmentas aweed. Thus, the distinction between a plant
and a weed includes the ideas of edibility, and includes the natural environment that hu-

mans share with other living organisms. Cli-meaningfulness, and intention.
To investigate a culture, the indigenous psy- matic and natural conditions (such as tempera-

ture, humidity, water supply, soil conditions,chologies approach emphasizes the need to ex-
amine three key aspects: (a) context, (b) episte- and terrain) all affect the existence of various

types of vegetation and life forms (Segall et al.,mology, and (c) phenomenology (see Figure

Figure 4.3 Knowledge and Culture
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1990). Early in human history, collective units of knowledge provide meaning, direction, and
coherence. Researchers have provided an ex-such as families, clans, and tribes developed
tensive review of the systematic relationshipstrategies to cope with, and adapt to, their par-
between epistemologies (e.g., Buddhism, Con-ticular ecology. A critical element of survival
fucianism, Communism, Hinduism, Islam, andrested on the availability of a food supply (Se-
liberalism) and how people conceive of them-gall et al., 1990), which was determined largely
selves, interactwith others, andmanage naturalby ecological conditions. Various collective re-
and human resources (Boski, 1993; Hwang,sponses appeared in reaction to the differing
1998; Kim, 1994; Sinha, 1997).ecological pressures. For example, people liv-

ing in mountainous areas, jungles, or deserts
had a limited food supply. When it was de-

Social and Cultural Changepleted, they had to move to another region in
search of a new food source. Hunting-and-gath-

Drastic alteration in the ecological context inering tribes subsisted bymovingwith or toward
western Europe began around the 18th century.the food supply.
From that time, human beings began to exertSome of these migratory tribes found land
greater control over their environment, therebywhere the soil was rich, the water was abun-
significantly altering the ecological balance.dant, and the terrain was flat. They used these
Numerous factors contributed to the change:favorable conditions to develop agriculture and
the rise of international trade and commerce,animal husbandry. With increased agricultural
the rise of city-states, rapid developments inefficiency and storage, people could depend
science and technology, greater agricultural ef-on the food produced from the land and from
ficiency, and industrialization. These changesanimals that they raised for a steady supply of
resulted in a movement away from subsistencefood. They no longer needed to migrate to find
economies (largely determined by ecology) toa new food source. The development of agricul-
market economies (created by human interven-ture and animal husbandry is a form of collec-
tion).tive human effort to manage and adapt to the
For example, people did not have to migrateenvironment.

to find new food sources or till the soil to haveMigratory tribeswho lived in jungles, moun-
dinner on the table. They did not have to storetains, and deserts needed a specific set of skills food for the winter. They did not have to sew

to survive in their hostile environments. Barry, to have clothing. They no longer needed their
Bacon, and Child (1959) found that, in migra- neighbors’ help in putting up a barn. Instead,
tory tribes, socialization practices emphasized people worked for wages. Money earned could
assertiveness, autonomy, achievement, and self- be used to buy necessary goods and services or
reliance. Adults inmigratory communities tend- deposited in a bank for future use. Money acted
ed to be individualistic, assertive, and venture- as an intermediary commodity that created the
some, and they viewed these characteristics as efficient movement of resources.
being adaptive to their ecology. In the agri- These changes drastically altered cultures
cultural communities, socialization practices and lifestyles in western Europe (Kim, 1994).
emphasized compliance, obedience, and re- With greater agricultural efficiency, many serfs
sponsibility. Adults in agricultural communi- and peasants were dislocated from their agri-
ties tended to be conscientious, compliant, and cultural communities. They congregated in the
conservative. Berry (1976) found that ecologi- newly formed cities in search of other forms of
cal context has a significant effect on type of subsistence. Industrial factories paid wages for
cultures that emerge, which in turn affect indi- their labor. The new types of work demanded
vidual functioning, namely, cognitive style. a different set of skills. People could no longer
Ecology, however, does not explain thewhole rely on the skills and knowledge that had been

of culture. People living in similar desert condi- passed down for generations. The work in-
tions do not develop identical cultures. For ex- volved acquiring new skills (such as working
ample, in Europe, wheat became the staple with machines) that could increase production
crop, and it was grown in dry fields. In Asia, and distribution.
rice is the staple crop, and it is grown in wet Socialization practices in the industrial ur-
fields. Cultures have also developed different ban centers contrasted sharply with those of
epistemologies (e.g., religions, philosophies, agricultural communities (Toennies, 1887/1963).
and science) to understand, predict, and man- In traditional agricultural communities, trust,

cooperation, and conservatism were importantage their environment. These organized bodies
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aspects of daily life. In these communities, so- prevalent in western Europe, were not in Rus-
sia. In Russia, the control of science and educa-cial intelligence was valued highly (Mundy-
tion was in the hands of the church. Theolo-Castle, 1974). In the urban setting, however,
gians conducted research and lectured ontechnological intelligence began to play a
psychological topics. The Russian brain re-prominent role (Mundy-Castle, 1974). In sub-
search in the 19th century was stimulated bysistence economies, the goal of socialization
the belief that the soul resided in the brain.was survival and subsistence. In the newly
Similarly, Boski (1993) points out that human-formed urban communities, socialization em-
istic values (a blend of Catholic and Marxistphasized the development of cognitive and lin-
humanism) had a strong influence on psycho-guistic skills that were necessary to acquire
logical research in Poland.greater wealth and profit.

Industrial urban settings were full of unre-
lated strangers. The relationship a person had

Epistemologywith an employer was contractual and not
based on any long-standing relationship of trust

In the Louvre museum in Paris, one can traceand obligation. Workers provided services, and
the development and transformation of West-they received a wage for their labor. The wages
ern cultures through the artwork. Inmost medi-that they received were fueled by the economic
eval paintings, Jesus, the Virgin Mary, or somelaw of supply and demand. When demand for
other holy person occupies the center of thelabor was low and supply was high, workers
picture, and commoners are in the peripherycould be underpaid and exploited. In the 19th
(see Figure 4.4). These paintings represent thecentury, many industrialists exploited their
Judeo-Christian belief and value system at thatemployees in search of greater profit. In these
time. God, as the Creator of the universe, repre-settings, there was no one to protect the rights
sents the Truth, Light, Beauty, and Goodnessof these unrelated individuals.
and thus occupies the center. Human beings,Collective action began to appear to protest
who are the created, are in the periphery.the working conditions and working relation-
In medieval paintings, people’s faces are notships. A new form of collectives emerged in

very expressive, except for to show reverencewestern Europe; it was defined by class (e.g.,
for Jesus and the Virgin Mary. A person’s innerruling class, merchant class, andworking class) world or individuality was not considered to

or by common interest (e.g., union). Members be important in medieval Christian cultures.
of the working class began to organize and To know the Truth, one had to seek the Will
lobby their interests through demonstrations of God. The Truth was revealed only through
and revolutions. These collective actions re- Him or through His revelations, through priests,
sulted in development of newpolitical philoso- the bible, or nature. Even music was created
phies and institutions in the 20th century, such especially for God. It was monotonic and di-
as democracy, fascism, and communism. rected toward heaven (e.g., Gregorian chants).
In western Europe, new collectives emerged The Renaissance in western Europe repre-

with the separation from collective entities sents a cultural revolution: a different way of
(such as family, community, clan, and religion). perceiving and understanding the physical, hu-
These new collectives were based on common man, and spiritual world. From the Renais-
interests, experiences, and goals. Cultures based sance, there was a shift in people’s perception
on this type of realignment have been labeled of reality. In the Louvre, one piece of artwork
individualistic (Hofstede, 1991). Cultures that attracts enormous attention, and it is an exam-
maintain familial and communal relatedness ple of this change of perception. Throughout
have been labeled collectivistic. This distinc- the day, people queue in front of the painting
tion represents an outsider’s analysis of cul- of Mona Lisa (La Giaconda) hoping to take a
tural differences. These differencesmust be put picture of the painting. Why does this artwork
in context in each culture by examining their attract so much attention even after 500 years?
corresponding epistemology and phenome- Mona Lisa was not a saint or gentry nor did
nology. she have extraordinary beauty (see Figure 4.5).
Lomov, Budilova, Koltsova, and Medvedev She was a plain-looking commoner. There is,

(1993) point out that the research topics in Rus- however, a strikingdifferencebetween thepaint-
sia are influenced by epistemological beliefs, ing of Mona Lisa and other medieval paintings.
although secularization, individualism, and the Compared to other traditional medieval paint-

ings, the relationship between figure and groundseparation of science and religion, which were
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Figure 4.4
Piero della Francesca. Madonna and
Child with Angels, Saints, and
Frederigo of Urbino. Pinacoteca di
Brera, Milan, Italy. Courtesy of
Alinari / Art Resource, NY

is reversed: She is the center of attention, and David by Michelangelo is an example of the
celebration of the beauty of the human bodythe landscape is in the background. A com-

moner occupies the center of the painting, and (see Figure 4.6).
she is the focus of the painting. Also, her ex-
pression shows inner emotions and individu-
ality. Religion, Culture, and Science
During the Renaissance, people began to dis-

cover the world around them and, more impor- René Descartes lived in a time during which
many conflicting ideas, doctrines, and beliefstant, themselves; these discoverieswere dormant

during the medieval period. People discovered emerged, and new discoveries were beingmade.
He was in turmoil due to these conflicting ideas.that individuals have the potential to discover

the truth without the aid of religious leaders or He decided to adopt a method of critical doubt
in which he rejected all ideas, doctrines, andthe bible or through divine revelation. They

realized that they had the capability to discover beliefs unless the truth was self-evident. He
found he could doubt virtually everything: tra-the Truth firsthand. Also, rather than viewing

human beings as sinful and the world as a for- ditions, customs, beliefs, and even his own per-
ception. Therewas, however, one thing he couldsaken place, human beings were considered to

be beautiful. In themedieval period, the human not doubt—his own existence. His fundamen-
tal question was, “How do I know I exist?” Hebody was the symbol of lust and sin, and so it

was kept covered. In contrast, the sculpture concluded that it is through rationality and rea-
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Figure 4.5
Leonardo da Vinci (1452–
1519). Mona Lisa (La
Giaconda). c. 1503. Oil
on panel, 97 × 53 cm.
Louvre, Paris, France.
Courtesy of Giraudon /
Art Resource, NY

son that he could know this with certainty. animals, is controlled by natural instincts. This
was evidenced to Descartes by the reflex arcThus, Descartes concluded, “Cogito, ergo sum”

(I think, therefore I am) (see Figure 4.7). that he discovered through experimentation. Hu-
man beings, however, are different from ani-Descartes found that, through rationality

and reason, he could understand not only him- mals becausewepossess rationality and reason.
Hewas able to develop theCartesian coordinateself, but also natural scientific laws and mathe-

matical truths. This type of understanding was system, which allows us to describe our physi-
cal world mathematically.considered impossible in the medieval period

because it was believed that only God could The philosophy anddiscoveries of Descartes
influenced the Judeo-Christian worldview. Hisknow and reveal the Truth. Furthermore, Des-

cartes concluded that rationality is a special ideas allowed the separation of science from
religion. Science studied the physical world,gift from God that allows us to know that God

exists. Peoplepossess rationality, throughwhich and religion dealt with the spiritual world. His
views created a duality of thought, dichotomi-we can understand ourselves, God, and scien-

tific and mathematical truths. zation of the world between mind and body,
good and bad, light and darkness, justice andRationality is what separates human beings

from animals. Descartes separated our bodies deceit, heaven and earth. Life came to be viewed
as a struggle between truth and light on onefrom the mind. Our body, like that of other
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Figure 4.6 Michelangelo Buonarroti. David (full, frontal view).
Accademia, Florence, Italy. Courtesy of Alinari/Art Resource, NY

hand and evil and darkness on the other (see Truth by himself instead of depending on some
arbitrary body. According to Descartes, otherFigure 4.8).

Modern Western movies, television dramas, people, authorities, and institutions cannot dic-
tate what is right and or wrong. Only you canand novels reflect this basic struggle between

good and evil and the triumph of the human know what is true with absolute certainty.
Western individualistic societies emphasize in-spirit to overcome evil (e.g., the movies Star

Wars and Titanic). Emotions, on the other hand, dividual uniqueness and the pursuit of their
unique identity, the Truth, and self-actualiza-were considered unreliable as they were linked

with the desires of the flesh, the body. Love tion.
Rationality became the pillar on which soci-was an emotion that could transcend rationality

and reason since love was the embodiment of ety was built and constructed. Liberal educa-
tion provides the necessary training to discoverGod.

The discovery of Descartes was a purely in- one’s rationality, with the belief that there is
just one Truth. Only those individuals who aredividualistic enterprise. He could determine



Figure 4.7
Descartes’ Discovery of
Self and Undeniable
Truths. Rodin, Auguste
(1840–1917). The Thinker.
Galleria d’Arte Moderna,
Venice, Italy. Courtesy of
Alinari / Art Resource, NY

Figure 4.8 Judeo-Christian Worldview
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considered rational are allowed to participate their needs. Laws and regulations are institu-
tionalized to protect individual rights; every-in societal decision making. For example, chil-

dren, the mentally insane, and criminals are one is able to assert these rights through the
legal system. The state is governed by electednot given the basic right to vote. Through demo-

cratic discussion, people can arrive at this Truth officials, whose role it is to protect individual
rights and the viability of public institutions.(see Figure 4.9). Based on this belief, laws and

social institutions are created. Individual rights are of prime importance, and
the collective good and harmony are consid-In the West, the liberal tradition focuses on

a rational individual’s rights to choose, define, ered secondary.
Descartes grew up in France during the Ageand search for self-fulfillment freely (Kim, 1994).

The content of self-fulfillment depends on the of Reason. If Descartes had been Chinese, Japa-
nese, or Korean, how would he have answeredgoals that individuals freely choose. The nature

of the goal can vary from one individual to an- the fundamental question of his existence? I
believe he would have answered as follows: “Iother and can range fromhedonistic fulfillment

to self-actualization. This freedom of choice is feel, therefore I am.” In contrast to Western em-
phasis on rationality, Confucianism focuses onguaranteed collectively by individual human

rights. At the interpersonal level, individuals emotions, which provide a basis of harmonious
familial and social relationships. In Asia, al-are considered to be discrete, autonomous, self-

sufficient, and respectful of the rights of others. though Western science and technology have
been adopted, traditional epistemological be-From a societal point of view, individuals

are considered to be abstract and universal enti- liefs coexist with, and have not been replaced
by, modernWestern epistemologies (Kim, 1994;ties. Their status and roles are not ascribed or

predetermined, but defined by their personal Sinha, 1997).
achievements (i.e., by their educational, occu-
pational, and economic achievements). They
interact with others usingmutually agreed upon East Asian Perspective
principles (such as equality, equity, noninter-
ference, and detachability) or throughmutually In East Asia, individualism and rationality are

viewed as being unstable, while relationshipsestablished contracts. Individuals with similar
goals are brought together into a group, and and emotional attachments are considered sta-

ble. This is not to say that individualism andthey remainwith the group as long as it satisfies

Figure 4.9
Individualistic Culture
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rationality do not exist. They do exist, but they
play a secondary role to relations and emotions.
In other words, relationships and emotions are
the focus, while individuals and rationality are
relegated to the background. Relational emo-
tions that bind and bond individuals together,
not the private and narcissistic emotions, are
emphasized.
In East Asian art, human beings are placed

in the context of the natural and social environ-
ment. Individuality that creates interpersonal
distance is not emphasized. In traditional land-
scape paintings, human beings are placed in
the context of nature (see Figure 4.10). The ex-
pressions of individuals cannot be seen as in
Western art. Human beings are considered to
be part of nature in Confucianism, Buddhism,
and Shamanistic epistemologies. In these phi-
losophies, harmony is themost important value
since it integrates human beings with nature,
spirits, and other individuals.

Confucianism
Confucius (551–479 B.C.) saw the universe and
all living things in it as a manifestation of a
unifying force called the Dao (translated as the
Truth, Unity, or the Way). Dao constitutes the
very essence, basis, andunit of life that perpetu-
ates order, goodness, and righteousness (Lew,
1977). Confucius, who was born in an agrarian
society, expounded hismoral and political phi-
losophy to maintain, propagate, and reify natu-
ral order.
Daomanifests itself in theharmonious oppo-

sition of yin and yang and in humans through
te (virtue). Virtue is a gift received fromHeaven
(Lew, 1977). It is through Virtue that a person
is able to know the Heavenly Truth, and it is
the “locus where Heaven and I meet” (Lew,
1977, p. 154). Virtue can be realized through

Figure 4.10 Tao-chi, called Shih-t ao.self-cultivation. It provides the fundamental
Mountain landscape after Huang Kung-wang.source of insight and strength to rule peacefully
Qing dynasty, reign of Kangxi, 1671. Ink, 86 ×and harmoniously within oneself, one’s family,
41 cm. Musée Guimet, Paris, France. Cour-one’s nation, and the world.
tesy of Giraudon/Art Resource, NYThere are two interrelated aspects of virtue:

ren (Human-heartedness) and yi (Rightness).
The basis of humanity and the individual
is Human-heartedness. Human-heartedness is done to yourself” (Analects, XII, 2). Mencius

noted thatwithoutHuman-heartedness, a personessentially relational. Confucius pointed out
three related aspects of Human-heartedness. could not be considered a human being: “When

you see a child drowning in a well, if you doFirst, it “consists of loving others” (Confucius,
1979, Analects, XII, 22). Second, “the man of not feel compassion, you are not human” (Men-

cius, II/A/6). Human-heartedness is an essentialren is one who, desiring to sustain himself, sus-
tains others, and desiring to develop himself, component of the self and relationships in Con-

fucian cultures. Individuals are born withdevelops others” (Analects, VI, 28). Third, one
should not do to others “what you do not wish Human-heartedness and experience Human-
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heartedness through their parents. In Figure parents and children (and also between spouses
and siblings) are not based on equality, but on4.11, the Confucian model of development is

outlined as an alternative to theWesternmodel. Human-heartedness and Rightness. Parents de-
mand love, reverence, obedience, and respectThe second concept, yi (Rightness), notes

that an individual is born into a particular fam- from children. Children expect love, wisdom,
and benevolence from parents. The parent-ily with a particular ascribed status. Rightness

articulates that individuals must perform and child relationship involves more than just two
individuals. Parents represent ancestors andfulfill their duties as defined by their particular

status and role. Confucius considered society the past, and children represent progeny and
the future.to be ordered hierarchically, necessitating that

people fulfill their duties: “Let the ruler be a Confucius considered society to be ordered
hierarchically and that each person has fenruler, the subject a subject, the father a father,

the son a son” (Analects, XII, 11). Fulfilling (portion or place) in life. Each fen has attached
roles, and each person must fulfill these roles.one’s given role as father,mother, elder brother,

teacher, or ruler is considered a moral impera- Duties and obligations of each fen are pre-
scribed by li (Propriety). Propriety articulatestive.

Human-heartedness and Rightness are con- expectations and duties of each individual ac-
cording to status and role. Social order andsidered two sides of the same coin. For exam-

ple, a virtuous father fulfills his duties because harmony are preserved when people observe
their place in society and fulfill required obliga-he loves his son, and he loves his son because

he is the father. Through Human-heartedness tions and duties.
The fourth concept is zhi (Knowledge). Know-and Rightness, individual family members are

linked inUnity (Dao). The primary relationship ledge allows us to understand the virtues of
Human-heartedness and Rightness and to fol-is the parent-child relationship, as defined by

xiao dao (Filial piety). Parents are the vehicles low these virtues. It is the basis of the develop-
ment of wisdom. The four concepts of Human-throughwhich theDao is transmitted andmani-

fested in their children. Relationships between heartedness, Rightness, Propriety, and Knowl-

Figure 4.11
Confucian Developmental Stages
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edge are the basis of Confucian morality. Like Confucian morality places priority on substan-
tive goals over individual self-interests. Eachthe two arms and two legs with which we are
individual has roles and a position in the fam-born, Human-heartedness, Rightness, Propri-
ily. The behavior of each role and position isety, and Knowledge exist from birth, but we
formalized in the Confucian code of behavior.need to cultivate anddevelop them.Knowledge
Within a family, the father is considered theis refined further and extended in school. In
symbolic head. As such, he holds the authorityschool, teachers affirm morality as the basis for
to represent the family and to speak and act onall thoughts, emotions, and behavior. Teachers
behalf of the family, but not against the family.are seen as extensions of the parents. They have
For example, property is the communal posses-a moral basis from which to provide children
sion of a family. Although the father has thewith education to develop Knowledge further.
right to dispose of the property, the other familyFinally, as children mature, they need to in-
members also have rights to the property. Interact with a wider range of people, including
the selling or leasing of family property, Leestrangers. As such, they need to develop xin
(1991) found that, in traditional China, family(Trust).
members other than the father or the eldest sonConfucius distinguished two competing
(such as other sons, daughters, or even grand-forces within the self: first-order desires (e.g.,
sons) also sign sales and lease contracts. Anmaterial and carnal desires) and second-order
arbitrary decision by the father generally is con-desires (i.e., virtues of Human-heartedness and
sidered uncustomary or an illegitimate act (Lee,Rightness). To be a virtuous person, one must
1991).overcome first-order desires and cultivate sec- A father has the authority, duty, and respon-

ond-order desires. An inferior person is gov- sibility of handling family property on behalf
erned by egocentrism, selfishness, narcissism, of the family and not for his own benefit. Thus,
and li (Profit). Confucius pointed out that a wisdom and benevolence are necessary to en-
superior person cultivates the virtues of Hu- sure that his decisions are not myopic or self-
man-heartedness and Rightness: “The superior serving. He must consider the long-term impli-
man comprehends Rightness; and the small cations of his decision for individual family
man comprehends Profit” (Analects, IV, 16). members, the family’s reputation, and the fami-
True freedom is obtained by overcoming first- ly’s position, ancestors, and progeny. The role
order desires through self-cultivation. Self-cul- of other family members is to obey and respect
tivation, coupled with care and nourishment his decisions. Rights and obligations in Confu-
received from significant others, is considered cianism are thus role attached, unequal, welfar-
the necessary and sufficient condition for de- istic, paternalistic, and situational (Lee, 1991)
velopment of a truly moral, virtuous, and free AlthoughConfucianismemphasizes emotions
person. and relationships, Confucian cultures have also
Confucius considered all individuals to be evolved in the modern era from the traditional

linked to others in a web of interrelatedness. agricultural communities to rapidly developing
The fundamental principle for governing rela- industrialized nations. Many people think that

East Asian societies have simply Westernized,tionships among individuals, family, society,
but the situation is much more complex. Al-the world, and beyond is best articulated in
though some aspects of Western cultures havehis piece, “Righteousness in the Heart” (in a
been adopted, the more significant changes in-chapter called the “Great Learning” in The
volve the transformation of Confucian culturesBookof Rites). Although he considered individ-
that now emphasize the future rather than theual morality to be central, the individual is still
past (Kim, 1998) (see Table 4.1).situated in a web of interpersonal and social

relationships. He states that
Limitations on Using
Confucianism to Explain

If there be righteousness in the heart, there
Behaviorwill be beauty in character,

If there be beauty in character, there will be It is tempting to use Confucian philosophy to
explain the behavior of the East Asians. Thereharmony in the home.

If there be harmony in the home, there will are four reasons why Confucianism cannot be
used in this way. First, Confucianism can bebe order in the nation.

If there be order in the nation, there will be used as a descriptive model, but it should not
be used as an explanatory model. Ideas articu-peace in the world.
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Table 4.1 Transformation of Values

Rural Urban

Agricultural Industrial
Past oriented Future oriented
Extended family Nuclear family
Ancestor Children
Status quo Change
Conservatism Progress
Harmony with nature Control environment
Formalism Pragmatism
Cooperation Competition
Wisdom acquired through exper- Analytical skills acquired through
ience formal education
Sex differentiation Equality

lated by Confucianism must be translated into and amae have very different denotations, psy-
chological analysis reveals a similar pattern ofpsychological concepts and then empirically

verified. Empirical verification is the feature results, capturing the essence of Human-heart-
edness (Kim, 1998; Kim & Yamaguchi, 1995).that distinguishes science from philosophy.

Second, there are blind spots and biases in Filial piety can be interpreted as an example
of Rightness (Kim, 1998). Although researchersall philosophical traditions. In Confucianism,

the father-son relationship is considered pri- examined the functionality of filial piety (such
as taking care of parents in their old age), allmary and the prototype for all relationships.

However, if we examine developmental re- children must fulfill the duties of filial piety
as a moral imperative. The East Asian conceptssearch in East Asia, the father-son relationship

turns out to be secondary, while the mother- of loyalty and duty may also capture the es-
sence of Rightness. Finally, the concept ofchild relationship is primary. In traditional East

Asian societies, fathers participated in social- “face” may be an example of Propriety (Choi,
Kim, & Kim, 1997).ization of children after the age of 3 or 4, which

is after mothers have socialized children with The final limitation of using a philosophical
text is that, within a particular culture, therebasic linguistic and social skills. Also, the em-

phasis on paternalism and sex-role differentia- are competing philosophies and worldviews.
For example, Buddhism outlines an alternativetion may have been functional in traditional

agrarian societies, but inmodern society, itmay conception of self, relations, and society in East
Asia. In addition, native religions (such as Sha-create social andorganizational problems (Kim,

1998). In families, schools, companies, and so- manism in Korea, Shintoism in Japan, and Dao-
ism in China) have influenced both Buddhismciety, paternalismmust be supported by mater-

nalism to achieve balance and harmony (Kim, and Confucianism. These three epistemologies
have mutually influenced each another and1988).

Third, the lay public may not be fully aware have been integrated and blended into a syn-
thetic form (Kim, 1998).of basic Confucian concepts such as Human-

heartedness, Rightness, Propriety, Knowledge, Confucian philosophy can be used as a start-
ing point for research, but not as the end point.and Trust. These are philosophical concepts

that are learned through formal schooling, but Confucian ideas can be used todevelop hypoth-
eses, constructs, and theories about human de-they are not psychological concepts. It is neces-

sary to translate these philosophical concepts velopment and relationships. Once these ideas
are developed, researchers need to test and ver-into psychological constructs and relate them

to everyday terminology. For example, in Ko- ify them empirically.
Although it is important to examine indige-rea, the concept of chong (defined as the “af-

fection and attachment for a person, place or nous text as a source of information, researchers
should not assume automatically that Chinesething”) may be the functional equivalent of Hu-

man-heartedness (Kim, 1998). In Japan, amae will follow the Confucian way, or that Hindu
Dharma automatically will explain the behav-(sweet indulgence) may be its functional equiv-

alent (Kim&Yamaguchi, 1995). Although chong ior of Indians. Although these indigenous texts
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were developed within a particular culture, The greatest variation across cultures exists
in the area of phenomenology. In a cross-cul-they could also be a form of imposition that

represents the interests of a particular religious tural study of child development, Azuma (1988)
provides a poignant example of a phenomenongroup (e.g., Brahman caste in India) or social

class (e.g., the ruling elite in East Asia). To use as viewed from within and from without. In
a collaborative study with Robert Hess, theythese texts, researchers must translate them

into psychological concepts or theories and studied the behavior of mothers in the United
States and Japan in regulating and discipliningthen empirically verify whether they influence

how people think, feel, and behave. Indigenous their children.When a child refused to eat vege-
tables, a Japanesemother responded, “All right,texts may be useful for developing an alterna-

tive descriptive framework, and theymay serve then, youdon’t have to eat it.” TheU.S. research
as a useful source of knowledge, but they may group coded the Japanese mother’s response as
not be able to explainwithin-culture variations. giving up after a mild attempt at persuasion.
Although we must be careful of cross-cul- The Japanese research group, in contrast, in-

tural impositions, we must also be wary of sisted that the responsewas a strong threat. The
within-culture impositions. Molding lay knowl- U.S. research group initially could not under-
edge into institutionalized psychological theo- stand and accept the Japanese interpretation
ries is an example of the external imposition. since the mother explicitly allowed the child
Heider (1958) suggested, “The ordinary person to do as he pleased. Azuma (1988) explained
has a great and profound understanding of him- that the purpose of the mother’s utterance was
self and of other people which, though unfor- to elicit guilt from the child: “It made the child
mulated or vaguely conceived, enables him to feel that mother was suffering, and implied a
interact in more or less adaptive ways” (p. 2). threat to terminate the close mother-child tie”
Based on Heider’s preliminary work, Julian (p. 4). Although mothers in the United States
Rotter developed his theory of locus of control, are encouraged to reason with the child and
and Bernard Weiner developed his attribution provide a rational explanation of their request,
theory. These theories, however, are far re- in East Asia, interpersonal distancing is used
moved from people’s conception about attribu- to socialize children (Azuma, 1986; Ho, 1986;
tion and control; more important, they possess Kim & Choi, 1994). A threat to terminate the
low internal and external validity (Bandura, closemother-child relationship could be viewed
1997; Park & Kim, 1999). The main problem as one of the most severe forms of punishment
with these approaches is that they have elimi- (Azuma, 1988).
nated the influence of context and agency, which According to Azuma (1988), the U.S. re-
are central to understanding people’s concep- searchers interpreted the concept of guilt very
tion of a control and belief system (Bandura, differently from the Japanese researchers. Con-
1997; Park & Kim, 1999). sistent with Western psychoanalytic and psy-
Kim, Park, and Park (2000) contend that cur- chological theories, the U.S. researchers viewed

rent psychological theories represent psycholo- the concept of guilt negatively: Guilt was pre-
gists’ conceptions, interpretations, and expla- sumed to be based on irrational beliefs, unreal-
nations rather than an accurate representation istic fear, or forbidden wishes. Extensive use
of human psychology. In other words, the cur- of guilt is believed to cause later developmental
rent psychological knowledge can be described problems in adolescence. In East Asia, it is con-
as the psychology of psychologists and not the sidered appropriate that children feel guilty to-
psychology of the lay public (Harre, 1999; Koch ward their parents for the devotion, indulgence,
& Leary, 1985). sacrifice, and affection that they receive from

them (Kim & Choi, 1994). Through the feeling
of indebtedness, children feel guilty since they
are unable to return the love, affection, and carePhenomenology
that their parents provided them. Guilt in East
Asia is viewed as an important interpersonalAs pointed out above, even native philosophy

can be an external imposition. It is important to emotion that promotes filial piety, achievement
motivation, and relational closeness.understand how the ideas contained in native

philosophies are understood, used, and modi- Finally, Azuma (1988) points out that the
U.S. method of discipline (i.e., enforcing adults’fied in everyday life. They need to become inte-

gratedwith the phenomenological lives of indi- rules for children: Eat your vegetables!) could
be considered cruel in Japan. In East Asia, chil-viduals.
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dren should not be punished for refusing to objectivity, experimental method, and a search
comply with adults’ rules that they do not un- for universals, but to create a science that is
derstand. Rather than punishing the child or grounded firmly in the descriptive understand-
reasoning with the child, the mother should ing of human beings. The goal is to create a
reveal her hurt feelings and disappointment to more rigorous, systematic, universal science
the child, especially since she is trying to do that can be verified theoretically and empiri-
what is best for the child. In East Asia, a mother cally rather than naively assumed.
should use her close emotional and relational Wemust be cautious of external impositions
bonds to convince the child to behave appro- that may distort our understanding of psycho-
priately (Azuma, 1986; Ho, 1986; Kim & Choi, logical phenomena. First, researchers in the
1994). Through the use of close relationship and field of psychology imposed the natural sci-
interpersonal bond emotions, the indulgent encesmodel to study human beings. In the rush
child is transformed into a compliant child. to become an independent and respected branch
Finally, as outlined by Tobin, Wu, and Da- of science, early psychologists tailored the psy-

vidson (1987), the indigenous psychologies ap- chological science to fit the natural science par-
proach encourages the use of the multivocal adigm (Kim, 1999). Although psychologists were
approach. In this approach, participants and able to achieve amodest degree ofmethodologi-
observers other than researchers are allowed to cal sophistication, psychological understand-
evaluate and interpret psychological phenom- ing became distorted.
ena. Tobin et al. (1987) found that the greatest The second imposition is the assumption of
variations across cultures appeared in the way the universality of psychological theories.With
people interpreted and evaluated people’s be- very little development, testing, and data,
havior. psychological theories are assumed to be uni-

versal. This assumption is particularly prob-
lematic since most theories are developed in

Conclusion the United States and tested mainly on univer-
sity students. In other words, theories that were

Traditionally, indigenous psychologies have tested on less than 1% of the total population
been often viewed as anthropological studies have been assumed to be universal. Enormous
of exotic people living in distant lands. The amounts of time and resources have beenapproach also has been identified as a political

wasted testing the universality of these theoriesvoice against the dominant groups and colonial
without seriously questioning their basic as-powers (Kim, 1995; Kim & Berry, 1993). The
sumptions, conceptualization, methodology,indigenous psychologies approach, however,
and scientific foundations. As a result, whenrepresents a fundamental shift in scientific par-
these theories are applied, within and espe-adigm, from a positivistic conception of causal-
cially outside the United States, results are ex-ity to a dynamic, transactional model of human
tremely disappointing (Kim, 1995).functioning.
Third, expert or professional knowledge hasThe indigenous psychologies approach is

been imposed on the lay public. In most cases,different from indigenization as advocated by
the predictive value of these theories is verySinha (1997). Indigenization involves modify-
low when compared to the natural sciences.ing and adapting existing theories, concepts,
Psychologists may have been premature in de-and methods to better fit a different culture or
veloping theories, concepts, andmethodswith-integrating Western theories with indigenous
out properly understanding the phenomenonphilosophies, such as Hinduism and Confu-
itself. Psychologists largely have failed to de-cianism (Sinha, 1997). While indigenization
scribe psychological phenomena from the in-represents an extension of the existing ap-
side, from the person experiencing it. Instead,proach, the indigenous psychologies approach
psychologists have dissected the world intorepresents an alternative scientific paradigm.
cognitions,motivations, attitudes, values, emo-Rather than emulating the natural sciences,
tions, and behavior, whereas in real life, thesethe indigenous psychologies approach recog-
elements are components of experience and notnizes that the subject matter of psychology is
the unit of experience. Perhaps the assumedfundamentallydifferent, complex, anddynamic.
expertise of the psychologists is a fabricationEpistemology, theories, concepts, and methods
rather than firmly based solid evidence sincemust correspond with the subject matter of
researchers have difficulties in predicting, ex-investigation. The goal of the indigenous psy-

chologies approach is not to abandon science, plaining, and modifying human behavior.
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The indigenous psychologies approach ad- mas have been performed over the past centu-
vocates lifting these external impositions and ries in many cultures and are loved throughout
advocates the experience of a phenomenon as the world. In a similar vein, the greatest thera-
an insider. Researchers may have focused too pist might have been Ludwig van Beethoven
much attention on getting the right answer and or Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, whose music is
ignored the process by which to get it. Along able to soothe frazzled nerves and the frustra-
the way, psychologists have discarded many tions of daily life. Walt Disney could be consid-
central constructs, such as agency, conscious- ered themost notable developmental psycholo-
ness, or intentions as the extraneous variable. gist. He was able to capture the hearts and
However, this is the “stuff” that makes human minds of the young and the young at heart. We
beings human. Psychologists have been fo- not may think of these people as psychologists,
cused on finding the basic components of be- but they have captured and reproduced human
havior, and we have not realized that behavior psychology on stage, film, tapes, or paper for
is an emergent property of cognition, emotions, many centuries and across different nations.
intention, and agency. We need to learn from them and to translate
Finally, the indigenouspsychologies approach their phenomenological knowledge into analyt-

emphasizes practical validity. Our knowledge ical forms.
should provide insights into the human world
and should have practical applications. Indige-
nous analysis should be both basic and applied. References
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5
The Evolution of Cross-Cultural Research Methods

FONS VAN DE VIJVER

As cross-cultural psychology has evolved as a discipline, new developments have oc-
curred not only in theory and concept, as discussed in all other chapters, but also in
empirical methods. These changes reflect more than minor adjustments to traditional
approaches to experimental psychology; indeed, these developments have brought
about an evolution in technique and method in cross-cultural research that has re-
sulted in fundamentally different and unique ways of conducting studies. Indeed,
while cross-cultural methods continue to be influenced by mainstream methodolo-
gies, they are being adapted and modified continually to incorporate new technolo-
gies and methodological innovations specific to cross-cultural inquiry.
In this chapter, van de Vijver provides an excellent overview of those methodologi-

cal issues unique to cross-cultural research. He describes the most characteristic dis-
tinguishing features of cross-cultural methods and discusses those methods in a his-
torical perspective. His comparison and contrast with the traditional experimental
approach in psychology is especially useful, and the reader will find an eloquent dis-
cussion of how the developers of cross-cultural methods first adopted mainstream ex-
perimental methods and then adapted them to fit the unique needs of cross-cultural
study, adjusting its methods as findings from cross-cultural research drove psycholog-
ical theories in fundamental ways.
In particular, van de Vijver’s treatment of issues relating to bias and equivalence—

acknowledged by many as the most pressing issues related to cross-cultural research
methods—is excellent. He not only reviews a definition of these terms, but also dis-
cusses in particular detail the possible sources of bias in cross-cultural research, as
well as how to deal with bias. His review of translation, methodological, and proce-
dural issues relating to multilingual studies is also informative and fascinating.
The reader will find tables that are particularly useful; they summarize typical

sources of bias and strategies for dealing with bias in cross-cultural research. These ta-
bles summarize more than adequately the expanded discussion of these same issues
in the text and serve as a handy reference guide for all cross-cultural researchers, ex-
perienced and not. Also useful is the Appendix, which provides 22 guidelines for
cross-cultural research; these guidelines were generated by the International Test
Commission and provide a fairly comprehensive list of suggestions and advice that
ensures the conduct of cross-cultural research of the highest quality.
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Van de Vijver’s main thrust is to examine how cross-cultural research methods
have evolved (“adjusted” in his terminology), adapting methods of mainstream psy-
chological experimentation to improve the suitability of extant methods in cross-cul-
tural inquiry. As the basic goal of cross-cultural inquiry has evolved from merely doc-
umenting cross-cultural differences to examining what it is about cultures that
produces those differences and why, it is only natural that the methods of inquiry to
address this changing goal also evolve in nature. This suggests that methods of cross-
cultural science, like the findings and knowledge produced by the field, are fluid and
dynamic, ever changing over time, reacting to while producing cutting edge findings
about the nature of cultural influences on behavior.
At the same time, van de Vijver suggests that these evolving methods of cross-cul-

tural psychology need to be incorporated with methods of cultural psychology—with
its focus on local surveys and in situ examinations of behavior—to evolve further
into a yet newer methodology. This new methodology will be one with a truly cul-
tural perspective and one that will be most able to help us produce a universal psy-
chology, which is the goal of students of culture and psychology. In this sense, van
de Vijver’s overall message is exactly the same as that of other authors in this part of
the book, and he provides us with the methodological clues as to how to achieve the
goals of rapprochement and evolution. As the ultimate goal of cross-cultural psychol-
ogy to aid in the creation of a universal psychology is a fundamentally different goal
for research than has been previously held, it necessitates further evolution in
method as well.

Researchmethods, a generic term for all aspects 3. What is the current “state of the art”?
What are current standards of good re-of study design and data analysis, have always
search practice in cross-cultural psy-been important in cross-cultural psychology. It
chology?has even been argued that cross-cultural psy-

4. What is the future of the field? What im-chology is primarily a method. This was proba-
portant developments can be expected tobly an accurate statement in the early days of
take place?cross-cultural psychology; both the theoretical

background and instruments in cross-cultural
studies were borrowed frommainstream,West-
ern psychology, and cross-cultural research Distinguishing Features of
elaborated on mainstream psychology by (and Cross-Cultural Research
only by) examining different samples. Much of

Methodsthis research critically reflected on the often
implicitly assumed universal validity of West-

Like all sciences, cross-cultural psychology isern theories and instruments. In the course of about making inferences. Input to these infer-
history, however, the cross-cultural field began ences usually comes from individuals from dif-
to develop its own array of empirical studies ferent cultural groups. In most studies, we are
and theories, such as the theory about the influ- not particularly interested in the specific sub-
ence of ecocultural style on psychological func- jects. It is also uncommon to find studies in
tioning (Berry, 1976) and models of cross-cul- which the contents of items are the focus of
tural differences and similarities in attitudes interest. Rather, samples and instruments stud-
andvalues (e.g., Hofstede, 1980; Schwartz, 1992). ied are mere carriers and are interesting only
Yet, throughout the history of cross-cultural inasmuch as they provide access to inferences
studies, methodological aspects have retained that transcend their boundaries. If properly com-
a prominent place. posed, samples have a well-described, mathe-
The present chapter sets out to address the matical link to the population from which they

following questions about cross-cultural re- are drawn. Particularly, in comparative survey
search methods: research, much attention is paid to sampling

schemes to ensure that the link between the
sample and the population of interest can be1. What are the distinguishing features of

cross-cultural research methods? fully exploited (Gabler &Haeder, in press; Kish,
1965). Analogously, items of an appropriately2. What is the history of the field?
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designed instrument can be considered to be ference is found between experimental and
control groups, we feel confident in concludingsamples of behaviors, attitudes, or other psy-

chological characteristics from an underlying that the experimental treatment had an impact
on the dependent variable of interest.psychological universe (e.g., a trait, ability, or

attitude), usually called the domain of general- Although developed for Western laboratory
research, true experiments have a panculturalization.

Inferential leaps from sample to population validity. An example of an experiment in a non-
Western context is provided by Shrestha, West,of interest and from test score todomainof gener-

alization cannot always be taken for granted. Bleichrodt, van de Vijver, and Hautvast (in
press), who were interested in the influence ofMany problems of cross-cultural research can

be seen as emanating from questionable infer- iodine and iron deficiency on mental develop-
ment. A group of primary school children inential leaps. Two kinds of incorrect inferences

are recurrent in cross-cultural research: They the Ntcheu district inMalawi, where goiter and
iron deficiency are endemic, was split random-canbe either incorrect or too broad.An example

of an incorrect inference would be when two ly into four treatment conditions: One treat-
ment group received iodine supplementation,groups show differences in social desirability

that are not taken into account in interpreting one received iron supplementation, one re-
ceived a combination, and one received a pla-score differences on some measure, such as a

personality or individualism-collectivism in- cebo. The children were allocated randomly,
and test administrators did not know to whichventory. Cross-cultural differences in the latter

may be overestimated or underestimated, de- treatment group any child belonged. For vari-
ous cognitive tests, such as fluency and vocabu-pending on the direction of the influence of

social desirability. Problems arising from over- lary, the scores of the iodine-supplemented
group was on average one standard deviationly broad generalizations abound in cross-cul-

tural psychology. We are often inclined to gen- above those of the placebo group; for iron,
smaller, though still significant, effects wereeralize scores obtained from a small sample of

university students to the population at large. found. By adhering to the rigor of the experi-
mental approach (e.g., a random assignment ofThe atypical nature of student samples is well

documented (e.g., their narrow range of age and subjects to experimental conditions, the pres-
ence of a placebo group, and the absence ofintelligence), but is infrequently taken into ac-

count (Smith & Bond, 1993). any information among the testers about the
supplementation the children received), the au-The methodological problems of cross-cul-

tural research are not unique and play in vari- thors felt confident that observed supplementa-
tion effects were valid and not due to unin-ous branches of psychology that study intact

groups, such as clinical, educational, and in- tended artifacts, such as accidental differences
in treatment groups.dustrial, and organizational psychology. How-

ever, the problems are often more prominent Although the example may well demon-
strate the global adequacy of true experimentsin cross-cultural research because of the nature

of culture (or ethnic group) as a variable of in cross-cultural psychology, its limitation
should be acknowledged: All four treatmentinterest. From a methodological perspective, it

is difficult to deal with culture as a variable. groups came from the same culture; hence, the
study was not culture comparative. The ques-Experimental studies are popular in psy-

chology. The “mother” of all research designs tion canbe askedwhether such true experimen-
tal designs apply to cross-cultural comparisons.is still the experiment in which subjects are

allocated randomly to experimental treatments The answer is negative; an experimenter cannot
assign subjects randomly to cultures. Like all(Campbell & Stanley, 1966; Cook & Campbell,

1979; Poortinga &Malpass, 1986). Several vari- intrinsic subject characteristics,membership of
a culture cannot be manipulated experimen-ations on the general design can be found,

such as the use of double-blind, placebo-con- tally.
The implications for a culture-comparativetrolled, and/or crossover conditions (Christen-

sen, 1997). The major advantage of the design methodology are severe; it implies that cultural
groups, unlike treatment groups in a true exper-is its strict control of ambient variables. Experi-

mental and control groups differ only in the iment, can and often will differ in many re-
spects. Score differences in different culturalexperimental treatment and are matched on all

other factors that are relevant to the experimen- groups may in principle be engendered by all
factors in which the samples differ, such astal outcome.When a statistically significant dif-
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age, gender, educational level, experience with broad summary label, encompassing hosts of
underlying differences, a central problem ofpsychological tests, motivation, and interest in
cross-cultural research is the exact delineationthe study. If the focus of a cross-cultural study
of the source of cross-cultural differences; frommerely is documentation of cross-cultural dif-
a methodological perspective, an important as-ferences, there may be no need to bother about
pect of doing cross-cultural research is dealingconfounding differences. If a producer of soft
with alternative explanations.drinks who introduces an existing drink in a

new country wants to know if the taste should
be adjusted, there may be little concern with

History of Research Methodsconfounding differences. The producer may be
in Cross-Cultural Psychologyless interested in comprehending the reason

for the taste difference across countries than in
The methodological roots of cross-cultural re-specific and valid information about the opti-
search are more situated in psychology than inmal level of sweetening and other taste-related
cultural anthropology, with its emphasis onaspects in the new country. In cross-cultural
the observation of in situ behavior (participa-psychology, our interest is often broader, and
tory observation), the use of informants as ex-the observation of differences only marks the
perts, and the reliance on qualitativemethodol-beginning of a search for their explanation.
ogy. The last are more frequently employed inEveryday explanations of cross-cultural dif-
cultural psychology (Cole, 1996; Greenfield,ferences are often based on a simple reasoning
1997a; Miller, 1997).scheme: If Japanese and American women be-
A major event in the methodology of psy-have differently, this is due to their difference

chology was the publication of Campbell andin cultural background. From a scientific per-
Stanley’s (1966) Experimental and Quasi-Ex-spective, this reasoning is not very revealing
perimental Designs for Research. It epitomizes(Lonner &Adamopoulos, 1997; Poortinga & van
the thinking on methodology current in thosede Vijver, 1987). Saying that a Japanese and
days. The true experiment, described in thean American woman behave in different ways
previous section, is seen as the “royal road” tobecause they belong to different cultures mere-
establish valid, replicable knowledge in psy-ly paraphrases these behavioral differences and
chology. The monograph has become highlythe existence of cross-cultural differences; it influential and has set the standard for psychol-

dodges the question of the source of these dif- ogy and for cross-cultural psychology. There
ferences. It is a bit like saying that my car does is an emphasis on internal validity and on iden-
not work because it is broken. However natural tifying and remedying threats of internal valid-
the reasoning may sound, a car mechanic will ity (e.g., carryover effects in pretest-posttest
not be able to help me until a more specific studies).
description of the problem can be given. Analo- The adoption of prevailing psychological
gously, a good explanation does not refer to methods gave an impetus to the emergence of
cultural background in toto, but explores more the field of cross-cultural research. One could
specific factors that may account for the differ- rely on well-established means of researching,
ence. analyzing, and reporting data. Unfortunately,
In attempts to explain cross-cultural differ- the reliance on psychological methods also had

ences, we often need to choose among a host of its problems. It has been repeatedly argued
available explanations. Theoretical andmethod- that, to some extent, the classical experimental
ological considerations may govern the choice. framework was a Procrustean bed for branches
As an example of the former, individualism- of psychology thatworkwith intact groups (i.e.,
collectivism is often used to explain patterns groups without random assignment), such as
of cross-cultural differences; observed score cross-cultural, educational, clinical, and orga-
differences are then placed in a broader theoret- nizational research.
ical framework. Amethodological rationale can The experimental frameworkmayworkwell
be based on the explicit measurement of con- when an experimenter wants to carry out an
structs that constitute rival explanations (e.g., experiment in different cultures; however, the
social desirability). framework may be of limited value when deal-
The problematic methodological nature of ing with culture as an experimental variable.

culture as a variable in cross-cultural research A good example can be found in the classical
has various ramifications that are explored in Neyman-Pearson framework that forms the ba-

sis of current hypothesis testing practice. If wethe next sections. Because culture is such a
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compare two means in a t test, we often choose (1979) Quasi-Experimentation is an extension
of Campbell and Stanley’s (1966) original workan alpha level of .05 or .01. A low value is
in a direction relevant to cross-cultural psy-chosen to ensure that observed differences that
chology. There is a discussion of causality inshow statistical significance are not due to ran-
nonexperimental research and validity threatsdom fluctuations, but reflect genuine differ-
and enhancement in quasi-experimental re-ences in population means. Now, suppose that
search. Second, advancements in statistics havea battery of cognitive tests has been adminis-
made it possible to analyze problems pre-tered to urban Anglo American children and
viously not tractable in cross-cultural researchilliterate rural children from Bangladesh. Dif-
(see p. 90, this volume).ferences in cognitive test scores of these groups

can be expected to be large because schooling
has been found to show a pervasive influence
on cognitive tests scores (e.g., Rogoff, 1981; van Current Standards in
de Vijver, 1997). A test of the null hypothesis of Cross-Cultural Research
no cultural differences is not a very meaningful
approach to examine these groups. It could

Bias and Equivalence:even be argued that the cultural distance of the
Definitions andcultures is so large that an observation of no

significant differences for any test of the battery Classifications
would be more informative than the finding of Suppose that a depression inventory has been
a significant difference. In general, a framework administered in two countries, and that the
of null hypothesis testing of no cultural differ- symptoms referred to in the inventory are both
ences may be useful for comparing closely re- somatic (e.g., loss of appetite, sleeplessness)
lated cultural groups, such as Dutch-speaking andpsychological (e.g., sadness, lack of interest
and French-speaking Belgians, but the frame- in other people). Furthermore, suppose that
work may be more a liability than an asset in somatization of problems is commonly encoun-
comparing groups that are highly divergent cul- tered in one of the cultures, and that psycholog-
turally. The implicit focus in the Neyman-Pear- ical symptoms are not seen as part of depres-
son framework on avoiding Type I errors (re- sion. A cross-cultural comparison of mean
jecting the null hypothesis when it is true) scores on the inventory has low validity. Be-
constitutes a questionable base for hypothesis cause of the different manifestations of depres-
testing in cross-cultural psychology. In sum, sion in the cultures, the question of which
the classical experimental paradigm needed to group shows more depressive symptoms is not
be adjusted to cater for the needs of cross-cul- easy to answer; it is definitely not solved by
tural researchers. carrying out a t test of the mean scores of the
Many publications on cross-cultural research two cultural groups.

methods exemplify this new “adjustment per- The two most essential concepts in cross-
spective.” The question of how we can apply cultural methodology, bias and equivalence
or adapt methods frommainstream psychology (Poortinga, 1989), can be illustrated on the basis
to make them suitable for use in cross-cultural of the example. Bias refers to the presence of
research runs like a thread throughvarious pub- nuisance factors that jeopardize the compara-
lications on cross-cultural research methodol- bility of scores across cultural groups. If scores
ogy, such as Brislin, Lonner, and Thorndike’s are biased, their psychological meaning is group
(1973) Cross-Cultural Research Methods; chap- dependent, and group differences in assess-
ters on methodology in Triandis and Berry’s ment outcome are to be accounted for, at least
(1980) first edition of the Handbook of Cross- to some extent, by auxiliary psychological con-
Cultural Psychology; Lonner and Berry’s (1986) structs or measurement artifacts.
Field Methods in Cross-Cultural Research; and The presence of bias has a bearing on the
van de Vijver and Leung’s (1997a, 1997b) chap- comparability of scores across cultures. The
ter and book. measurement implications of bias for compara-
In the last decades, considerable progress bility are addressed in the concept of equiva-

has beenmade in the “adjustment perspective.” lence. It refers to the comparability of test scores
First, cross-culturalists can draw on work by obtained in different cultural groups. Obvi-
others on the limited applicability of true ex- ously, bias and equivalence are related. It may
periments and the ubiquity of quasi-experimen- even be argued that they are mirror concepts:

Bias is then synonymous to nonequivalence;tal designs in psychology. Cook and Campbell’s
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conversely, equivalence refers to the absence differential item functioning. According to a
definition that is widely used in psychology,of bias. This practice is not followed here be-

cause, in the presentation of cross-cultural re- an item is biased if personswith the same stand-
ing on the underlying construct (e.g., they aresearch methodology, it is instructive to disen-

tangle sources of bias and their implications equally intelligent), but coming from different
cultural groups, do not have the same averagefor score comparability.

Following van de Vijver and Leung (1997a, score on the item. The score on the construct
is usually derived from the total test score. If1997b), three sources of bias in cross-cultural

research are distinguished. The first is called a geography test administered to pupils in Po-
land and Japan contains the item, “What is theconstruct bias; it occurs when the construct

measured is not identical across groups or capital of Poland?” Polish pupils can be ex-
pected to show higher scores on the item thanwhen behaviors that constitute the domain of

interest from which items are sampled are not Japanese students, even when pupils with the
same total test score are compared. The itemidentical across cultures, as illustrated in the

example of the depression study. An empirical is biased because it favors one cultural group
across all test score levels. If, in our depressionexample can be found in Ho’s (1996) work on

filial piety (psychological characteristics asso- example, somatic symptoms would be shared
by the cultural groups, while psychologicalciated with being a good son or daughter). The

Western conceptualization is more constricted problems are part of depression in only one
culture, an item bias analysis may identify thethan the Chinese, according to which children

are supposed to assume the role of caretaker of items about psychological problems as biased.
Of all bias types, item bias has been the mosttheir parents when the parents grow old and

are in need of help from others. Construct bias extensively studied; various psychometric tech-
niques are available to identify item bias (e.g.,precludes the cross-cultural measurement of a

construct with the samemeasure. An inventory Camilli & Shepard, 1994; Holland & Wainer,
1993).of filial piety based on the Chinese conceptual-

ization will cover aspects unrelated to the con- Four different types of equivalence are pro-
posed here (cf. van de Vijver & Leung, 1997a,cept amongWestern subjects, while a Western-

based inventory will leave important Chinese 1997b). The first type is labeled construct non-
equivalence. It amounts to comparing “applesaspects uncovered. Embretson (1983) coined

the related term construct underrepresentation and oranges” (e.g., the comparison of Chinese
and Western filial piety, discussed above).to refer to an insufficient sampling of all rele-

vant domains in an instrument. There is an Because there is no shared attribute, no compar-
ison can be made. The second is called struc-important difference between construct bias

and Embretson’s term; whereas construct un- tural (or functional) equivalence. An instru-
ment administered in different cultural groupsderrepresentation is a problem of short instru-

ments measuring broad concepts, which can shows structural equivalence if it measures the
same construct in these groups. Structuralusually be overcome by adding items from the

same domain, construct bias can only be reme- equivalence has been examined for various cog-
nitive tests (Jensen, 1980), Eysenck’s Personal-died by adding items from a new domain.

An important type of bias, called method ity Questionnaire (Barrett, Petrides, Eysenck, &
Eysenck, 1998), and the so-called five-factorbias, can result from sample incomparability,

instrument characteristics, tester and inter- model of personality (McCrae & Costa, 1997).
Structural equivalence does not presuppose theviewer effects, and the method (mode) of ad-

ministration. In general, method bias is a label use of identical instruments across cultures. A
depression measure may be based on differentfor all sources of bias that stem from aspects

described in the method section of empirical indicators in different cultural groups and still
show structural equivalence.papers. Examples are differential stimulus fa-

miliarity (in mental testing) and differential so- The third type of equivalence is calledmea-
surement unit equivalence. Instruments showcial desirability (in personality and survey re-

search). In the depression example, method this type of equivalence if their measurement
scales have the same units of measurement andbias could be induced by, among other things,

age, gender, self-disclosure, or social desirabil- a different origin (such as the Celsius and Kel-
vin scales in temperature measurement). Thisity to report mental health problems.

Finally, the last type of bias refers to anoma- type of equivalence assumes interval- or ratio-
level scores (with the same measurement unitslies at the item level; it is called item bias or
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in each culture). At first sight, it may seem tural groups (structural equivalence) than to
demonstrate numerical comparability acrossunnecessary or even counterproductive to de-
cultures (scalar equivalence). On the other hand,fine a level of equivalence with the same mea-
higher levels of equivalence allow formore pre-surement units but different origins. After all,
cise comparisons of scores across cultures.if we apply the same interval-level scale in dif-
Whereas only factor structures and nomologi-ferent groups, scoresmay be either fully compa-
cal networks (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955) can berable or fully incomparable (in the case of non-
compared in the case of structural equivalence,equivalence).
measurement unit and full-score scalar equiva-The need for the concept of measurement
lence allow for more fine-grained analyses ofunit equivalence may become clear by looking
cross-cultural similarities and difference. It isat the impact of differential social desirability
only in the case of full score equivalence thator stimulus familiarity on cross-cultural score
mean scores can be compared across culturesdifferences in more detail. Suppose that the
in t tests and analyses of (co)variance.Raven test has been administered to literate and

illiterate groups. It is not farfetched to assume
that cross-cultural differences in stimulus fa- Sources of Bias
miliarity will affect the scores. The literate sub-

Bias and equivalence are not inherent charac-jects are expected to show higher scores and to
teristics of an instrument, but arise in the appli-have a larger stimulus familiarity. At least some
cation of an instrument in at least two culturalof the observed score differences may have to
groups; they are characteristics of a cross-cul-be accounted for by differential stimulus famil-
tural comparison. Decisions on the level ofiarity, which will obscure real cross-cultural
equivalence and the presence or absence of biasdifferences. When the relative contribution of
should be empirically based. The plea for suchboth sources cannot be estimated, the interpre-
a validation should not be interpreted as a reli-tation of group comparisons of mean scores re-
ance on blind empiricism and the impossibilitymains ambiguous. A correction for differential
of implementing preventive measures in afamiliarity would be required to make the
study to minimize bias and maximize equiva-scores comparable. It may be noted that the
lence.Quite on the contrary, not all instrumentsbasic idea of score corrections that are needed
are equally susceptible to bias. For example,to make scores fully comparable is also applied
more structured test administrations are lessin covariance analysis, inwhich score compari- prone to bias than open-ended questions. Anal-

sons are made after the disturbing role of con- ogously, comparisons of closely related group
comitant factors (bias in the context of the pres- will be less susceptible to bias than compari-
ent chapter) is statistically controlled. sons of groups with widely different cultural
Only in the case of scalar (or full-score) backgrounds. To prevent bias, one will need

equivalence direct comparisons can be made; to have insight into its potential sources. The
it is the only type of equivalence that allows overview in Table 5.1 is based on a classifica-
for statistical tests that compare means (such tion by van de Vijver and Tanzer (1997; cf. van
as t tests and analyses of variance). This type de Vijver & Poortinga, 1997). The overview can
of equivalence assumes the same interval or only be tentative because bias sources are nu-
ratio scales across groups, and that the role of merous.
bias can be neglected safely. Conclusions about
which of the last two types of equivalence ap-

Construct Biasplies are often difficult to draw and can easily
create controversy. For example, racial differ- Construct bias can occur if cultural definitions
ences in intelligence test scores have been inter- of a construct do not completely coincide
preted as due to valid differences (scalar equiv- across groups. Ho’s (1996) work on filial piety
alence) and as reflecting measurement artifacts was mentioned above. Another example comes
(measurement unit equivalence). frompersonality research. Yang and Bond (1990)
Structural, measurement unit, and scalar presented American and indigenous Chinese

equivalence are hierarchically ordered. The person descriptors to a group of Taiwanese sub-
third presupposes the second, which presup- jects. Factor analyses showed differences in
poses the first. As a consequence, higher levels the Chinese and American factors. Similarly,
of equivalence are more difficult to establish. Cheung et al. (1996) found that the five-factor
It is easier to demonstrate that an instrument model of personality (McCrae & Costa, 1997)

that is Western based does not cover all aspectsmeasures the same construct in different cul-
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Table 5.1 Typical Sources for the Three Types of Bias in Cross-Cultural Assessment

Type of Bias Source of Bias

Construct bias Culture-specific definitions of the construct across cultures
Differential appropriateness of the behaviors associated with the construct (e.g., skills
do not belong to the repertoire of one of the cultural groups)
Poor sampling of all relevant behaviors (e.g., short instruments)
Incomplete coverage of all relevant aspects/facets of the construct (e.g., not all rele-
vant domains are sampled)

Method bias Differential familiarity with stimulus material
Differential familiarity with response procedures
Differential response styles (e.g., social desirability, extremity scoring, acquiescence)
Incomparability of samples (e.g., caused by differences in education, motivation)
Differences in environmental administration conditions, physical (e.g., recording de-
vices) or social (e.g., class size)
Ambiguous instructions for respondents and/or guidelines for administrators
Differential expertise of administrators
Tester/interviewer/observer effects (e.g., halo effects)
Communication problems between respondent and tester/interviewer (including in-
terpreter problems and taboo topics)

Item bias Poor item translation and/or ambiguous items
Nuisance factors (e.g., item may invoke additional traits or abilities)
Cultural specifics (e.g., incidental differences in connotative meaning and/or appro-
priateness of the item content)

Source: After van de Vijver & Tanzer, 1997.

deemed relevant byChinese to describe person- Studies in Zambia (Serpell, 1993) and Japan
(Azuma & Kashiwagi, 1987) also show that de-ality. In addition to theWestern factors of extra-

version, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neu- scriptions of an intelligent person go beyond
the school-oriented domain with which intelli-roticism (emotional stability), and openness,

two more Chinese factors were found: face and gence is commonly associated in the United
States and Europe, and that social aspects mayharmony.

Construct bias can also be caused by differ- be deemedmore relevant in non-Western coun-
tries. Kuo and Marsella (1977), who studiedential appropriateness of the behaviors associ-

atedwith the construct in thedifferent cultures. Machiavellianism in China and the United
States, have reported another example. A com-An example comes from research on intelli-

gence. Western intelligence tests tend to focus parison of factor analytic results clearly showed
country differences in behavioral referents as-on reasoning and logical thinking (such as the

Raven’s Progressive Matrices), while tests of sociated with the construct in both countries.
Finally, poor sampling of all the relevantacquired knowledge have typically been added

in large batteries (such as Vocabulary scales of behaviors indicative of the construct can give
rise to construct bias. Triandis (1978) com-the Wechsler scales). When Western individu-

als are asked which characteristics they associ- plained more than 20 years ago that our mea-
sures are often a poor sample of the compre-atewith an intelligent person, skilled reasoning

and knowing much are frequently mentioned. hensive constructs that we want to measure.
Embretson’s (1983) notion of construct under-In addition, social aspects of intelligence are

mentioned. These last aspects are even more representation refers to the same problem of
short tests that measure broad constructs. Pleasprominent in everyday conceptions of intelli-

gence in non-Western groups. Kokwet mothers to discontinue this practice tend to fall on deaf
ears. Poor sampling can also come from another(Kenya) said that an intelligent child knows its

place in the family and its expected behaviors, source. Some empirical studies of item bias
have reported such large proportions of itemslike proper ways of addressing other people.

An intelligent child is obedient and does not to be biased that their removal would lead to
constructunderrepresentation.VanLeest (1997a,create problems (Mundy-Castle, 1974, cited

in Segall, Dasen, Berry, & Poortinga, 1990). 1997b) found more than half of the items of a
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Dutch personality inventory to be biased in a ples of social environmental conditions are in-
dividual (vs. group) administration, amount ofcomparison of native and migrant job appli-

cants in the Netherlands. Similarly, in a cross- space between testees (in group testing), or
class size (in educational settings). Othercultural Rasch analysis of the Cattell Culture

Fair Intelligence Test between American and sources of administration bias are ambiguity in
the test instructions and/or testing guidelinesNigerian students,Nenty andDinero (1981) had

to remove 24 of 46 items because these items or a differential application of these instruc-
tions. To what extent the presence of the testeither did not fit the Rasch model or showed

cross-cultural bias. administrator or interviewer impinges on the
measurement outcome has been empirically
studied; regrettably, various studies apply in-

Method Bias adequate designs and do not cross (i.e., make
Sample bias is more likely to threaten cross- all combinations of) the cultures of testers and
cultural comparisons when the cultures exam- testees. In cognitive testing, the presence of the
ined differ in more respects; such a larger cul- tester is usually not very obtrusive (Jensen,
tural distance will often increase the number 1980). In survey research, there is more evi-
of alternative explanations for cross-cultural dence for interviewer effects (Singer & Presser,
differences to be considered. Recurrent rival 1989). Deference to the interviewer has been
explanations are cross-cultural differences in reported; subjects were more likely to display
social desirability and stimulus familiarity (test- positive attitudes to a particular cultural group
wiseness). The main problem with both social when they were interviewed by someone from
desirability and testwiseness is their relation- that group (e.g., Aquilino, 1994; Cotter, Co-
ship with a country’s affluence, often made op- hen, & Coulter, 1982; Reese, Danielson, Shoe-
erational as the country’s gross national prod- maker, Chang, & Hsu, 1986).
uct (per capita). Van Hemert, van de Vijver, A final source of administration bias is com-
Poortinga, and Georgas (in press) examined the munication problems between the respondent
relationship of Lie Scale scores (a scale of social and the tester/interviewer. For example, inter-
desirability that is part of the Eysenck Personal- ventions of interpreters may influence themea-
ity Questionnaire) and the gross national prod- surement outcome. Communication problems
uct. They found a highly significant negative are not restricted to working with translators.
correlation of −.70. More affluent countries Language problems may be a potent source of
tend to show lower scores on social desirability. bias when, as is not uncommon in cross-cul-
Similarly, Williams, Satterwhite, and Saiz tural studies, a test or interview is administered
(1998) asked students in 10 countries (Chile, in the second or third language of interviewers
China, Korea, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Portu- or respondents. Illustrations for miscommuni-
gal, Singapore, Turkey, and the United States) cations between native and nonnative speakers
to rate the favorability of 300 person-descrip- can be found in Gass and Varonis (1991).
tive terms. Favorability is probably closely re- Instrument bias is a common source of bias
lated to social desirability. A country average in cognitive tests. An interesting example comes
of the 300 items (which presumably reflects from Piswanger’s (1975) application of the Vi-
social desirability as the adjectives represent a ennese Matrices Test (Formann & Piswanger,
broad sample of both favorable and unfavorable 1979), a Raven-like figural inductive reasoning
descriptors) correlated −.66 with affluence. test, to Austrians and (Arabic-educated) Nige-
Subject recruitment procedures are another rian and Togolese high school students. The

potential source of sample bias in cognitive most striking findings were cross-cultural dif-
tests. Thus, the motivation to display one’s atti- ferences in the item difficulties related to iden-
tudes or abilities may depend on the amount tifying and applying rules in the horizontal di-
of previous exposure to psychological tests, the rection (i.e., left to right). This was interpreted
freedom whether to participate, and other out- in terms of the different directions in writing
come-relevant characteristics. Latin versus Arabic (the latter is written from
Administration bias can be caused by differ- right to left).

ences in the environmental administration con-
ditions, whether physical, technical, or social.

Item BiasFor example, when interviews are held in the
houses of respondents, physical conditions Item bias is commonly induced by poor item

translation, ambiguities in the original item, low(e.g., ambient noise, presence of others) are dif-
ficult to control in cross-cultural studies. Exam- familiarity/appropriateness of the item content
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in certain cultures, and influence of cultural bias cannot be considered as a real way of deal-
specifics, such as nuisance factors or connota- ing with it. The reason to mention it here is
tions associated with the item wording. Poor its popularity. Many cross-cultural studies are
item translation can be caused either by transla- reported in the literature in which there is no
tion errors or by “genuine” linguistic idiosyn- analysis of bias, and in which observed cross-
crasies. Even translations that are linguistically cultural differences are interpreted at face value.
correct may still have low quality from a psy- From a methodological perspective, this “hit-
chological point of view. A good example given and-run” approach is hardly defensible; it may
by Hambleton (1994, p. 235), is the test item, indeed be one of the determinants of the slow
“Where is a bird with webbed feet most likely theoretical progress in cross-cultural psychol-
to live?” which was part of a large international ogy. Second, bias can be seen as an indicator
study of educational achievement. Compared that an instrument is inadequate for cross-
to the overall pattern, the item turned out to be cultural comparison; once bias is observed, a
unexpectedly easy in Sweden. A back transla- researcher can decide to refrain from such com-
tion revealed why. The Swedish translation of parisons. Such an approach is prudent, although
the English “bird with webbed feet” was “bird highly restrictive. Bias may be unavoidable,
with swimming feet,” which provides a much particularly in the comparison of highly dissim-stronger clue to the solution than the English

ilar cultural groups (e.g., differential testwise-original item.
ness in comparing pupils from highly differentCultural specifics in content and/or conno-
educational systems). Third, bias can be seen astation of the item are a frequently observed
providing important clues about cross-culturalsource of item bias. The following example
differences. In this approach, bias defines cul-given by Szalay (1981) may serve as an illustra-
tural specifics, whereas instruments (or partstion of culture-specific connotations:
thereof) that do not show bias point to univer-
sals.The English word corruption corresponds
A comparison of biased and unbiased as-beyond a shadow of a doubt to the Korean

pects of an instrument yields important cluesword pup̌ae, but this does not ensure that
about cross-cultural differences. For instance,the cultural meanings of the two words are
Tanaka-Matsumi and Marsella (1976) askedthe same. Different cultural experiences
Japanese and American individuals to generateproduce different interpretations not shown

in conventional dictionaries. A systematic words associated with depression; the latter
comparison of the Korean and American group referredmore often to mood states, while
meanings of corruption shows that for both the former gave more somatic responses. It is
groups it involves negative, bad, improper quite likely that a bias analysis would have
behavior. An important difference is that in demonstrated structural equivalence for a few
theAmerican interpretation corruption is re- somatic symptoms and a lack of structural
jected on moral grounds; it is wrong and it equivalence for most other symptoms. The so-
is a crime. For Koreans corruption is not matic responses defined the common aspects,
morally wrong; it is only bad in the sense while the mood states were more culture spe-
that it interferes with the proper function of cific.
the government and social institutions; and Fourth, an attempt can be made to reduce
it is bad in its social consequences. (p. 141) bias. A well-known method to reduce method

bias is cultural decentering (Werner & Camp-
Item bias can also stem from idiomatic expres- bell, 1970) (see Table 5.2). Words and concepts
sions or words that translate poorly, such as

that are specific to one particular language orthe well-known German term Zeitgeist, which
culture are eliminated (e.g., Cortese & Smyth,has no one-to-one English translation, and the
1979). The approachmaywork best by combin-English word distress, which does not have an
ing the linguistic and cultural expertise of re-equivalent in many languages.
searchers of all cultures under study. Another
way of dealing with construct bias involves the

Dealing with Bias convergence approach: Instruments are inde-
pendently developed in different cultures (lan-There are various ways to deal with bias (cf.
guages), and all instruments are then translatedPoortinga & Van der Flier, 1988). A first option
and administered to subjects in all these cul-is to ignore bias. At first sight, it may seem

paradoxical to mention this option as ignoring tures (Campbell, 1986).
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Table 5.2 Strategies for Identifying and Dealing with Bias in Cross-Cultural Assessment

Type of Bias Strategies

Construct bias Decentering (i.e., simultaneously developing the same instrument in several cul-
tures)
Convergence approach (i.e., independent within-culture development of instru-
ments and subsequent cross-cultural administration of all instruments)

Construct bias and/or Use of informants with expertise in local culture and language
method bias Use bilingual subjects in the samples

Use of local surveys (e.g., content analyses of free-response questions)
Nonstandard instrument administration (e.g., “thinking aloud”)
Cross-cultural comparison of nomological networks (e.g., convergent/discrimi-
nant validity studies, monotrait-multimethod studies, connotation of key phrases)

Method bias Extensive training of administrators (e.g., increasing cultural sensitivity)
Detailed manual/protocol for administration, scoring, and interpretation
Detailed instructions (e.g., with sufficient number of examples and/or exercises)
Use of subject variables (e.g., educational background)
Use of collateral information (e.g., test-taking behavior or test attitudes)
Assessment of response styles
Use of test-retest, training, and/or intervention studies

Item bias Judgmental methods of item bias detection (e.g., linguistic and psychological
analysis)
Psychometric methods of item bias detection (e.g., Differential Item Functioning
analysis)
Error or distracter analysis

Source: After van de Vijver & Tanzer, 1997.

Some bias reduction techniques address a respond. The manual specifies a total testing
combination of construct and method bias. time of 25 minutes, which is sufficient for most
These often amount to working with nonstan- subjects in Austria (where the test was devel-
dard samples ormethods of data collection. For oped) to complete the task. This time limit was
example, local informants can be asked to judge lifted in the cross-cultural study to ensure that
the accuracy of an instrument, local surveys all subjects would have ample testing time. It
can beheld, or instruments can be administered was found that over 90% of the Austrians, but
in a nonstandard way to examine whether the only 55% of the Chileans, completed the test
questions-as-responded-to are the questions- in 25 minutes. The average test scores obtained
as-intended. The role of local informants iswell with an unlimited testing time did not differ
illustrated in a study by Brandt and Boucher significantly. Interestingly, scores were also
(1986), who were interested in the place of de- recorded after 25 minutes, and these showed
pression in emotion lexicons. These authors significant differences by country. The cross-
did not present a list of emotion terms, but cultural differences obtained under standardgathered these terms from local informants (in

instructions might have been significant, there-Australia, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Malaysia,
by incorrectly indicating that the groups dif-Puerto Rico, Sri Lanka, and the United States).
fered in inductive reasoning skills.A distinct depression cluster was found only
In some studies, itmaybepossible to involvein Japan, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, and the United

bilingual individuals. For example, Hocevar,States. For the other languages, depression-type
El-Zahhar, and Gombos (1989) administeredwords were predominantly subsumed by sad-
anxiety and arousability questionnaires to En-ness clusters.
glish-Hungarian bilingual individuals in bothThat a nonstandard administration can be
languages. Working with those who are bilin-useful is illustrated in a study by Broer (1996).
gual is often attractive, although the limitationsHewanted to administer the VienneseMatrices
should be acknowledged. Bilingual individualsTest (Formann & Piswanger; 1979) to freshmen
are usually not representative of the larger pop-in Chile and Austria. In a pilot study, it was

discovered that the Chileans took more time to ulation because they are often better educated
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and have been in more contact with other lan- from the second to the third session than did
the French pupils. Ombrédane, Robaye, andguages and cultures.

Extensive training of testers and the stan- Plumail (1956) have shown that, in some groups,
repeated test administrations can also affect thedardization of test administrations, to be speci-

fied in a test manual, is an important tool in relationship with external measures. The pre-
dictive validity of the Raven’s test score wasreducing method bias. When cultures are close

to each other, such a standardization may go a found to increase after repeated administration
in a group of illiterate Congolese mine workers.longway to prevent the emergence of unwanted

score differences. It is likely that the results of both studies are
due to learning processes that took place duringWhen the cultural distance between the

groups is large, extensive training and a detailed the testing, such as better task comprehension
and more acquaintance with the test and themanual may not suffice, and additional steps

need to be taken. Examples are the use of collat- testing procedure. In this line of reasoning, the
validity of the first test administration is chal-eral test information (such as test-taking behav-

ior or testing time in power tests) or the assess- lenged by sources of method bias.
The last type of approach to deal with biasment of outcome-relevant characteristics in

which cultures differ, such as the measurement focuses on item-level anomalies. Item bias is
usually assessed in either of two ways: judg-of educational background in mental testing or

the administration of a social desirability ques- mental (linguistic and/or psychological) and
psychometric. An example of a linguistic pro-tionnaire in personality or attitude measure-

ment. Poortinga and van de Vijver (1987) coined cedure can be found in Grill and Bartel (1977).
They examined the Grammatic Closure subtestthe term context variables for presumably out-

come-relevant characteristics of persons, sam- of the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities
for bias against speakers of nonstandard En-ples, and the test administration. By including

context variables in a study, it becomespossible glish. Error responses by American Black and
White children indicated that more than halfstatistically to check its influence in a covari-

ance or hierarchical regression analysis, even of the errors were accounted for by responses
that are appropriate in nonstandard English. Inwhen the cultural distance of groups is so large

that matching on these variables cannot be the last decades, dozens of statistical tech-
niques have been developed, and existing pro-achievedorwould yield samples that are highly

atypical of the populations from which they cedures have been modified to identify item
bias; examples are the Mantel-Haenszel proce-have been drawn.

As an example, Poortinga (in Poortinga & dure (Holland & Wainer, 1993), logistic regres-
sion (Rogers & Swaminathan, 1993), and itemvan de Vijver, 1987) examined the habitua-

tion of the orienting reflex among illiterate response theory (Hambleton & Swaminathan,
1985).Indian tribes and Dutch conscripts. The ampli-

tude of the skin conductance response, the de- Empirical studies of psychometric proce-
dures are numerous. Valencia, Rankin, and Liv-pendent variable,was significantly larger in the

Indian group. He hypothesized that intergroup ingston (1995) examined item bias of the Men-
tal Processing Scales and the Achievementdifferences in arousal could account for these

differences. Arousal was measured as sponta- Scale of the Kaufman Assessment Battery for
Children in a sample of Mexican and Europeanneous fluctuations in skin conductance re-

sponse in a control condition. Cross-cultural American pupils. Using a partial correlation
index (that controlled for age, sex, and ability),differences in habituation of the orienting re-

flex disappeared after statistically controlling the authors found 17 of 120 items of the first
scale and 58 of 92 items of the last scale to befor these fluctuations in a hierarchical regres-

sion analysis. biased. Obviously, it is questionable whether
the remaining 34 items will constitute an ap-Evidence on the presence of method bias

can also be collected from applications of test- propriate instrument that still measures the
same construct as the full scale. Ellis, Becker,retest, training, and intervention studies. Thus,

Nkaya, Huteau, and Bonnet (1994) adminis- and Kimmel (1993) studied the equivalence of
an English-language version of the Trier Per-tered Raven’s Standard Matrices three times to

sixth graders in France and Congo. Under un- sonality Inventory and the original German ver-
sion.Among the 120 items tested, 11 itemsweretimed conditions, score improvements were

similar for both groups, but under timed condi- found to be biased. A replication study with a
newU.S. sample showed that 6 of the 11 biasedtions, the Congolese pupils progressed more
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items againwere biased. This number is consid- Measurement unit equivalence is then the high-
est attainable level of equivalence. Analogous-erably higher than most studies of item bias
ly, if one addresses item bias, it will be impossi-would suggest.
ble to demonstrate that ameasure of filial piety,In my view, some tentative conclusions can
administered to subjects in the United Statesbe drawn from the numerous item bias studies.
and China, shows construct bias. By ignoringThe identification of sources of anomalies in
sources of bias at the level of the instrument,cross-cultural research at the item level is of
sample, administration, and the underlying con-obvious relevance, both theoretical and practi-
struct, it is difficult or even impossible to iden-cal, but its implementation has met with major
tify, among other things, cultural variations indifficulties. First, it is often difficult to compre-
everyday conceptualizations of a concept, dif-hend why an item is biased. Second, results of
ferential social desirability, differences in ad-different procedures for identifying bias often
ministration conditions, and sample incom-do not show the same results. Convergence of
parability; in short, a focus on item bias is anbias statistics has been studied from several
impediment to overcoming the Western biasperspectives. Some studies have addressed the
of many theories and instruments because itconvergence of findings across widely different
bypasses all global sources of bias.statistical techniques. Low-to-moderate corre-

lations between different methods have been
repeatedly reported, particularly in older stud- Multilingual Studies
ies (e.g., Devine & Raju, 1982; Ironson & Sub-

Cross-cultural research is often multilingual.koviak, 1979; Rudner, Getson, & Knight, 1980;
There is a clear trend in the literature toShepard, Camilli, & Averill, 1981). More recent
integrate linguistic, psychological, and meth-studies report more agreement, probably be-
odological considerations when producing in-cause there is now more insight in what are sta-
struments in multiple languages. It is widelytistically appropriate procedures (e.g., Huang,
accepted that the translation of psychologicalChurch, & Katigbak, 1997; Raju, Drasgow, &
instruments involves more than rendering textSlinde, 1993; Rogers & Swaminathan, 1993).
into another language (Bracken & Barona, 1991;Also, the stability of item bias statistics tends
Brislin, 1986;Geisinger, 1994;Hambleton, 1994).to be poor, in both test-retest studies and cross-
Recently, a set of recommended practices hasvalidations (e.g., Skaggs & Lissitz, 1992). Fi- been formulated by a group of psychologists

nally, a low correspondence of judgmental and with experience in test translations; these rec-
statistical procedures has been found (Engel- ommendations are reproduced in the Appen-
hard, Hansche, & Rutledge, 1990; Van Leest dix (see also Hambleton, 1994; van de Vijver &
1997a, 1997b). In sum, we hardly know what Hambleton, 1996). The integration of linguistic
kind of items can be expected to be biased, or and cultural considerations, as well as the ad-
as L. Bond (1993) put it: “Theories about why dress bias and equivalence, are expressed clear-
items behave differently across groups can be ly in these guidelines.
described only as primitive” (p. 278). It is not Two kinds of translation procedures can be
surprising that item bias studies have not pro- envisaged, depending onwhether a new instru-
duced guidelines for cross-cultural research. ment is developed for use in a multilingual
The focus on items as the sole source of bias context or whether an existing instrument is to

has led to a remarkable and regrettable one- be translated. The former is known as simulta-
sidedness in current thinking on and treatment neous development and the latter as successive
of bias. Empirical studies of bias tend to focus development. Simultaneous development is
exclusively on item bias, implicitly and incor- less likely to run into problems of bias and lack
rectly assuming that once this type of bias is of equivalence because there is much freedom
removed, all bias has been eliminated (e.g., in choosing stimulus material, thereby leaving
Thissen, Steinberg, & Gerrard, 1986). This line ample opportunity to disregard presumably sus-
of reasoning is based on a simplified view of pect stimulus material. The main reason to pay
bias sources in cross-cultural research and does much attention to successive development is
not do justice to construct and method bias. its frequent employment in cross-cultural re-
Particularly, method bias tends to have a global search; simultaneous developments are excep-
influence on the separate items of an instru- tional.
ment. Differential stimulus familiarity will of- In addition to issues like bias and equiva-
ten influence all items of a test, thereby leading lence that are common to all cross-cultural re-

search, there are methodological aspects thatto different origins of the scale across groups.
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are unique to multilingual studies. For exam- the assembly of a new instrument, is called for
(cf. Cheung et al., 1996).ple, a translation procedure has to be chosen.

There are two procedures that are often com- The level of equivalence that can be attained
in multilingual research depends on the trans-bined in practice. The first utilizes a transla-

tion–back translation design; back translations lation option chosen. Assembly, which amounts
to the composition of an entirely new instru-are used to examine the adequacy of the for-

ward translations (Werner & Campbell, 1970). ment, precludes measurement and full-score
equivalence. This restriction is less seriousA text is translated from a source into a target

language, followed by an independent transla- than may be thought. When designing an in-
strument with the aim to maximize its ecologi-tion of the target language into the source

language. Close similarity of the original and cal validity (an “emic” measure), analyses will
focus on establishing the instrument’s con-back-translated versions ascertains translation

adequacy. The procedure has been applied struct validity (i.e., Does the test measure what
it is supposed to measure?) and structuralwidely, and it can identify various kinds of

errors even when a researcher does not know equivalence by examining its nomological net-
work.the target language. A disadvantage of back

translations is their emphasis on literal transla- The statistical analysis of adaptations may
be more intricate. Strictly speaking, score com-tions, thereby possibly neglecting other issues,

such as readability and ease of comprehensibil- parisons in a t test and analysis of variance are
not allowed because the items are not identicality of the source text and applicability of the

item contents in the target culture. The last across cultures. Restricting the comparison to
the set of items shared across all cultural groupsproblems are more likely to be detected in the

second procedure, the committee approach. A is usually not attractive because it is at variance
with the basic idea underlying test adaptationstranslation is made by a group of people; rele-

vant areas of expertise are combined (such as that the common items do not cover the target
construct adequately. In the last decades, statis-cultural, linguistic, and psychological). The

major strength of the committee approach is its tical techniques have been developed that can
cater to partial dissimilarity of items withoutscope for active cooperation between persons

with different areas of translation-relevant do- challenging metric equivalence. If there is a
common set of items that measures the samemains of expertise.

The outcome of a translation process can latent trait in each cultural group, item response
theory allows for the cross-cultural comparisontake on one of three forms, depending on how

muchof the original is still retained in the trans- of item and person parameters (such as item
difficulties and personal ability levels), takinglated version (van de Vijver & Leung, 1997a,

1997b). The first is application (or adoption). into account the partial dissimilarity of stimuli
(e.g., Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985; Ham-It amounts to a close (often fairly literal) transla-

tion of an instrument into a target language, bleton, Swaminathan, & Rogers, 1991). Simi-
larly, structural equation models allow for test-implicitly assuming that no changes in the in-

strument are needed to avoid bias. These close ing the equality of factor structures even when
not all stimuli are identical across groupstranslations are by far the most common type.

The second option is adaptation. It amounts to (Byrne, Shavelson, & Muthén, 1989).
The statistical treatment of applications isthe literal translation of a part of the items,

changes in other items, and/or the creation of simple and straightforward. They are the only
type of translation in which scalar equivalencenew items. Adaptations are needed when the

application option would yield a biased instru- can be easily maintained, and t tests and analy-
ses of variance can be computed on total testment (e.g., the itemcontentsmaybe inappropri-

ate for the target culture). In current writings scores. The opportunity to carry out score com-
parisons is undoubtedly one of the main rea-on multilingual research, the need to adjust

instruments is so widely acknowledged that sons for the popularity of applications. It
should be acknowledged, however, that thisthe term adaptation has been proposed as the

generic term for translations. Finally, the adap- convenience has a high price: Applications re-
quire the absence of all types of bias. It is thetations of an instrument may be so compre-

hensive that, practically speaking, a new instru- researcher’s task to address the bias by examin-
ing the equivalence across the languages stud-ment is assembled. This third option is called

assembly. In particular, when construct bias ied and not, as often is done, to load this burden
on editors, reviewers, or readers.constitutes a real threat, a direct comparison,
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we have a physical problem, although weFuture Developments
know that medicine cannot cure all ail-
ments.Procrustes, a robber in famous Greek legends,

had an iron bed on which his victims had to
In my view, cross-cultural and cultural ap-lie. By hammering body parts or cutting off the

proaches are less antithetical than often as-legs of his victims he made them fit the bed’s
sumed (Jahoda, 1982). If we are interested inlength. His victims always died in the process.
a psychological construct, say friendliness inAccording to some authors, mainly in cultural
Libya and Japan, we could try to study the phe-psychology, Western tests and methodology do
nomenon “in situ” and we could attempt toessentially the same with cross-cultural differ-
apply a well-established Western instrumentences. For instance, Greenfield (1997b) argues
to Arabic subjects. Both approaches have theirthat ability tests are so context bound that at-
strengths andweaknesses, but itwould benaivetempts to transport them to other cultural con-
to argue that only one approach “works.”With-texts are futile and bound to fail. Similarly,
out a local survey and othermeans of collectingaccording toMiller (1997), a comparative frame-
information that typically are associated morework is unable to reveal the essence of cultural
with a cultural approach, it would be difficultphenomena. I agree that there is a problem of
to find sources of cultural bias, while withoutmisfit between the currently available and de-
a culture-comparative approach, it would besired tests and methodological tools. Yet, it is
too difficult to find any patterning of cross-an overstatement to argue that we should disre-
cultural differences in friendliness. Combininggard existing cross-cultural research and start
these approaches will advance our knowledgefrom scratch. Important reasons for attempting
of the relation of culture and the psyche. Theto retain and refine our comparative framework
major methodological task ahead of us is theare as follows:
change from an “adjustment perspective,” by
which we adopted and adjusted prevailing• Cross-cultural psychologists cannot close

their eyes for the globalization of the eco- methodologies, to a truly cultural perspective
that transcends the borders of a specific culturalnomic market and the implications for

their profession. There is an expanding context.
To argue that all methodological problemsmarket of test consumers who want to

compare scores across cultural groups, in cross-cultural psychology have been solved
would be a gross overstatement. Our methodol-such as in educational testing and selec-

tion in a multicultural group. Specialists ogy is still very much part of the experimental
paradigm, although as argued, experimentationin assessment and cross-cultural psychol-

ogists have a professional obligation (and in cross-cultural research is not common, and
the paradigm cannot deal in a fully adequatean economic interest) to support this pro-

cess with their knowledge. way with culture as an independent variable.
More developments in the adjustment perspec-• There is much evidence that the applica-

tion of Western or adapted instruments tive are still needed. Whereas in the past
methodological innovations were developed incan yield valuable insight into the uni-

versality and cultural specificity of psy- other branches of psychology and then im-
ported to cross-cultural psychology, itmaywellchological constructs (e.g., intelligence).

Studies of the patterning of cross-cultural be that in the future cross-culturalists may as-
sume a more proactive role. Due to the increas-differences are part and parcel of the psy-

chological enterprise, and it is difficult to ing popularity of cross-cultural studies, there
is an ever-expanding database of empiricalsee how we can advance when we shy

away from all comparative test usage. studies that can help to understand the size
and patterning of cross-cultural differences.• The achievement of theoretical and em-

pirical studies of bias and equivalence The number of studies that deal with cross-
cultural and ethnic differences has risen stead-cannot be dismissed simply asmisguided.

We now are well able to identify various ily in the last decade (van de Vijver & Lonner,
1995). Meta-analyses are used increasingly inproblems that arise in cross-cultural as-

sessment, and in many cases, there are cross-cultural psychology as a means of identi-
fying the patterning of cross-cultural differ-adequate remedies. It may be granted that

not allmethodological issues can be solved, ences (e.g., R. Bond & Smith, 1996; Georgas,
van de Vijver, & Berry, in press). Better compre-but this does not mean the approach is

meaningless. We go to see a doctor when hension of cross-cultural differences will make
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usmore aware of their nature andmay facilitate a higher level of knowledge of cross-cultural
researchmethodology. It can be assumed safelythe development a research methodology that
that authors, editors, and reviewers of cross-is better suited for examining intact groups.
cultural manuscripts will become more awareThe aims of cross-cultural psychology have
of issues of bias and equivalence, and that itbeen described by Berry, Poortinga, Segall, and
will become more difficult to publish researchDasen (1992) as (a) transporting Western theo-
reports that ignore these issues. There is a brightries, models, and methods to previously unex-
future ahead of us.plored cultures; (b) testing their applicability

in these cultural contexts; and (c) developing
a truly universal psychology that transcends

Appendixthe cultural boundaries of present mainstream
psychology. The aims show a temporal rela-

On the initiative of the International Test Com-tionship; the second aim assumes the realiza-
mission, a committee with members from vari-tion of the first, and the third assumes realiza-
ous international psychological associations hastion of the second.
formulated guidelines that specify recommend-Analogous triple aims can be used to sum- ed practices in test translations/adaptations.

marize the history of methodology of cross-cul- The 22 guidelines for carrying outmulticultural
tural research. In the initial stage, methodology studies are divided into four types: context
was borrowed from mainstream psychology. guidelines (general principles of test transla-
In the early days, that framework served its tions), development guidelines (more specific
purpose because cross-cultural psychologists recommendations on how to enhance equiv-
did not have to reinvent the “methodological alence), administration guidelines (to ensure
wheel.” However, it was soon realized that comparability of administration across language
methods and instruments developed with a versions), and documentation/score interpreta-
Western laboratory as the frame of reference tions guidelines (which describe aspects of the
might not be optimal in field research involving manual that are specific to instruments that are
non-Western subjects. In the second stage (and or will be translated).
this is our current level of development), ad-
justments have been made to improve the suit- Context Guidelinesability of extant methods. In a final stage, we
may see developments inmethodology and sta- 1. Effects of cultural differences,which are
tistics that are really tailor-made for cross-cul- not relevant or important to the main
tural research. It is unlikely, and even undesir- purposes of the study, should be mini-
able, that cross-culturalists do this on their mized to the extent possible.
own. Rather, accumulated experiences may be 2. The amount of overlap in the constructs
combined from various branches of psychology in the populations of interest should be
in regard to work with intact groups so that the assessed.
development of a new framework receivesmore
momentum. Development Guidelines
The development of an adjustment perspec-

tive is a long-term goal. Other developments 3. Instrument developers and publishers
are necessary before this distant perspective should ensure that the translation/adap-
comeswithin reach. At least two developments tation process takes full account of lin-
may be relevant in cross-cultural research meth- guistic and cultural differences among
odology in the near future. First, there will be the populations for whom the trans-
statistical innovations with a bearing on cross- lated/adapted versions of the instru-
cultural issues. An example is the development ment are intended.
of multilevel models in which individual and 4. Instrument developers and publishers
cultural differences are studied together (Bryk should provide evidence that the lan-
& Raudenbush, 1992;Muthén, 1994). The ques- guage use in the directions, rubrics, and
tion can then be addressed as to whether indi- items themselves, aswell as in the hand-
vidualism is the same concept at the individual book, are appropriate for all cultural and
and country levels. The second development language populations for whom the in-
will be the further dissemination of rules of strument is intended.
proper cross-cultural research. The increased 5. Instrument developers and publishers

should provide evidence that the choiceinterest in cross-cultural research will lead to
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of testing techniques, item formats, test tion procedures, and response modes
that can moderate the validity of the in-conventions, and procedures are famil-

iar to all intended populations. ferences drawn from the scores.
15. Those aspects of the environment that6. Instrument developers and publishers

should provide evidence that item con- influence the administration of an in-
strument should be made as similar astent and stimulus materials are familiar

to all intended populations. possible across populations for whom
the instrument is intended.7. Instrument developers and publishers

should implement systematic judgmen- 16. Instrument administration instructions
should be in the source and target lan-tal evidence, both linguistic and psy-

chological, to improve the accuracy of guages to minimize the influence of un-
wanted sources of variation across pop-the translation/adaptation process and

compile evidence on the equivalence of ulations.
17. The instrument manual should specifyall language versions.

8. Instrument developers and publishers all aspects of the instrument and its ad-
ministration that require scrutiny in theshould ensure that the data collection

design permits the use of appropriate application of the instrument in a new
cultural context.statistical techniques to establish item

equivalence between the different lan- 18. The administration should be unobtru-
sive and the administrator-examinee in-guage versions of the instrument.

9. Instrument developers and publishers teraction should be minimized. Explicit
rules that are described in the manualshould apply appropriate statistical tech-

niques to (1) establish the equivalence for the instrument should be followed.
of the different versions of the instru-
ment and (2) identify problematic com- Documentation/Score
ponents or aspects of the instrument Interpretations Guidelines
that may be inadequate to one or more
of the intended populations. 19. When an instrument is translated or

10. Instrument developers and publishers adapted for use in another population,
should provide information on the eval- documentation of the changes should
uation of validity in all target popula- be provided, along with evidence of the
tions for whom the translated/adapted equivalence.
versions are intended. 20. Score differences among samples of

11. Instrument developers and publishers populations administered the instru-
should provide statistical evidence of ment shouldNOT be taken at face value.
the equivalence of questions for all in- The researcher has the responsibility to
tended populations. substantiate the differences with other

12. Nonequivalent questions between ver- empirical evidence (emphasis in orig-
sions intended for different populations inal).
should not be used in preparing a com- 21. Comparisons across populations can
mon scale or in comparing these popula- only be made at the level of invariance
tions. However, they may be useful in that has been established for the scale
enhancing content validity of scores re- on which scores are reported.
ported for each population separately. 22. The instrument developer should pro-

vide specific information on the ways
in which the sociocultural and ecologi-Administration Guidelines cal contexts of the populations might
affect performance on the instrument,

13. Instrument developers and administra- and should suggest procedures to ac-
tors should try to anticipate the types count for these effects in the interpreta-
of problems that can be expected and tion of results.
take appropriate actions to remedy these
problems through the preparation of ap- References
propriate materials and instructions.
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Part II: Culture and Basic
Psychology Processes

This part of the book presents cross-cultural cognitive abilities. Using math abilities as a
work concerned with several basic human psy- platform, they offer a number of suggestions for
chological processes, including development, future work in the area, with each suggestion
cognition, morality, emotion, and gender. related to the central theme of integration of
These processes and issues play an important theory, method, concept, and discipline for
role in understanding all psychological aspects continued evolution of the field.
of human functioning and have been well stud- Perhaps no other topic is more central to the
ied cross-culturally for many years. meaning and definition of culture than moral-
In chapter 6, Gardiner identifies four emerg- ity; in chapter 9, Miller describes the limita-

ing themes in the contemporary literature on tions of current mainstream approaches with
cross-cultural human development and dis- respect to the incorporation of culture and re-
cusses how an evolution in knowledge and views in detail how current cross-cultural re-
method will aid in the ultimate creation of uni- search informs this area of inquiry. She argues
versal theories of human development. for the incorporation of culture in future inte-
In chapter 7, Mishra provides an up-to-date grative studies of morality along with self, per-

review of cross-cultural work in several areas sonhood, harm, and other topics across cross-
of cognition, including categorization, learning cultural and indigenous approaches.
andmemory, schooling and literacy, spatial cog- In chapter 10, Matsumoto describes cross-
nition, problem solving and verbal reasoning, cultural work in the area of human emotion,
and creativity. By discussing the complexity of first presenting this work in historical context
understanding the influences of multiple factors and then in relation to its contributions tomain-
on the process of cognitive development,Mishra stream psychology. He demonstrates how
argues for an integration of theory and method cross-cultural research on emotion judgments
across disciplines to obtain a more unified un- has evolved from merely documenting differ-
derstanding of cognition across cultures. ences to explaining why those differences oc-
In chapter 8, Schliemann and Carraher de- cur. In discussing future research areas, the im-

scribe cross-cultural work in the field of every- portance of integration is once again stressed
day cognition; they compare and contrast it as valuable to the continued development of
with more traditional approaches of studying knowledge in this area.
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In chapter 11, Best and Williams provide a for the development of adequate pancultural
theories of gender in the future.complete overview of cross-cultural research

in the area of gender; they include concepts on Each of these chapters describes in its
unique way how each respective area contrib-the individual adult level, relations between

males and females, gender differences in behav- utes to the vision of the evolution of cross-
cultural psychology to create universal theoriesiors, and theories that account for differences

on both the individual and cultural level. They of psychological processes and the path to
achieve them.As described in the introduction,suggest that the refinement of research, through

the incorporation ofmethods across disciplines the methodological revisions necessary for
each area to continue to evolve will requireand subfields and of theories that account for

the complexity of the factors that contribute to fundamental changes in thewaywedo research
in the future.gender in sociocultural context, is necessary



6
Culture, Context, and Development

HARRY W. GARDINER

Issues concerning human development are of concern to all psychologists and for years
have been a major focus of cross-cultural theorists and researchers in many disciplines.
Indeed, aside from examinations of social behavior, questions about the etiology of cul-
tural similarities and differences have plagued students of culture for decades. Fortu-
nately, this has resulted in a rich and expansive cross-cultural literature on develop-
ment in several fields, especially in anthropology, psychology, and sociology.
In this chapter, Gardiner presents an excellent overview of the field of cross-cul-

tural human development. After defining terms, he presents a historical overview of
the field and discusses its relationship to mainstream psychology. In observance of
the enormity of this area of study in cross-cultural psychology, he cites many other
useful resources for the reader to gain a greater understanding and appreciation of
the work conducted to date. He reviews a number of theoretical perspectives and
models and discusses the similarities and differences among anthropological, cross-
cultural, and cultural psychological approaches.
Of particular importance is Gardiner’s identification of emerging themes in the

study of developmental issues across cultures. One of these themes, for example, is
the emergence of the importance of contextual influences. As Gardiner argues force-
fully, it is difficult to think of any contemporary theory or study in cross-cultural or
mainstream psychology without dealing with the possible influence of context on be-
havior. While these ideas are not new, as Gardiner describes at the beginning of the
chapter, they are more important now because of the increasing frequency with
which they appear in contemporary literature.
Another important emerging theme is the application of work on cross-cultural hu-

man development to social policy issues. By citing numerous examples, particularly
the Turkish Early Enrichment Project established by Cigdem Kagitcibasi, Gardiner
deftly highlights how monocultural and monolithic research findings in traditional,
mainstream psychology cannot address the developmental needs of many vastly di-
verse populations around the globe and how studies of cross-cultural human develop-
ment are sorely needed to help create developmental programs to aid in the socializa-
tion and enculturation of these diverse populations.
A third emerging theme identified by Gardiner concerns cognitive development,

most notably the emerging importance of the work by the Soviet psychologist Vygot-
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sky. While definitely acknowledging the importance of the work of Piaget, whose
writings for decades have had a profound influence on mainstream psychological the-
ories of development, Vygotsky’s work is important because of the different view-
point it brings to development. In a similar vein, other alternative viewpoints of de-
velopment that originate from other cultural frameworks will also be useful in the
future.
In this light, the final theme identified by Gardiner—that of the indigenization of

developmental psychology—is also particularly important. Gardiner suggests, and
rightly so, that future knowledge about cross-cultural human development will be in-
fluenced profoundly by understanding development as it uniquely occurs in each spe-
cific and different cultural context. Of special interest are his ideas concerning the de-
velopment of multicultural awareness and identity, in which an individual moves
from cultural dependence to independence to multicultural interdependence. Given
the increasing globalization and localization of the world, such ideas are bound to be
radically important to future theories of human development.
Gardiner, like all other authors in this handbook, sees the creation of universal the-

ories of human development as the next stage in the evolution of cross-cultural psy-
chology. Like many authors, however, Gardiner also sees that considerable work is
necessary to achieve that realization. Such work involves not only theoretical devel-
opments and the uncovering of knowledge, models, and ways of thinking that may
not be well represented in mainstream developmental psychology, but also the adop-
tion of new research designs and methods that go beyond our current practices. In
particular, the evolution of method, including the use of triangulation approaches
and the integration of qualitative with quantitative methods, will be particularly im-
portant to the continued evolution of knowledge about cross-cultural human develop-
ment. In this fashion, Gardiner’s message about the need for an integration of cross-
cultural and cultural psychology, and their related methods and theories, is entirely
consonant with the message delivered by all other authors in this handbook and
is a necessary condition for the creation of future pancultural theories of human
development.

If asked to select just one word to describe the its relationship to thewider field of psychology,
present status of cross-cultural development evaluate its current status, and speculate its
and the direction it might be headed at the direction in the first decade or two of the 21st
beginning of the new millennium, that word century. This is a major challenge, and not ev-
would be contextualization or the view that eryone will agree with the decisions to include
behavior cannot be studied meaningfully or or exclude specific theories, perspectives, re-
fully understood independent of the (cultural) search findings, or topics of interest. In this
context in which it takes place. regard, we are in agreement with Berry, who
Contextualization and recognition of the im- said it well in his autobiography in Bond’s 1997

portant role played by cultural influences in book, Working at the Interface of Cultures:
development are by no means recent phenom-

My view is that the ecological perspec-ena. In part, their origins are firmly rooted in
tive is a continuing and evolving theme ina wide array of early theoretical orientations
thinking about the origins and functions ofand perspectives, including Mead’s symbolic
human diversity, and that a periodic attemptinteractionism (1934), Lewin’s field theory

(1951), and Bronfenbrenner’s ecological sys- to synthesise and organise such thoughts
tems approach (1975, 1979, 1989), to mention into frameworks is a useful exercise. (pp.
just a few.What is striking is the frequencywith 139–140)
which ideas associated with contextualization

If the reader goes away knowing more aboutand development are appearing in contempo-
cross-cultural development than before readingrary literature and the increasingly large num-
this chapter and is stimulated to seek additionalber of research studies and scholarly publica-
information, be critical of what is found, andtions being devoted to the topic.
engage in some integrative efforts, I will haveThe goal of this chapter is to discuss the

origins of cross-cultural development, consider accomplished one of my major goals.
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However, in 1986, Gustav Jahoda, a well-What Is Cross-Cultural
known and respected European psychologistDevelopment?
and early contributor to the developing disci-
pline, while criticizing the field for being “tooThe fields of cross-cultural psychology and de-
parochial in its orientation” (p. 418), also ex-velopmental psychology are remarkably di-
pressed optimism by pointing out that cross-verse, and those who contribute to each bring
cultural studies of human development hadwith them a variety of viewpoints, including
been increasing slowly but steadily. In the lastdifferent definitions of the fields (H. W. Gardi-
two decades, the pace has accelerated dramati-ner, Mutter, & Kosmitzki, 1998).
cally, and current evidence suggests we mayLet us begin by defining some of the princi-
be approaching the age of development. In thispal terms and concepts that appear in this chap-
chapter, an effort is made to show the progress,ter. First, the framework includes the definition
excitement, and promise of this increasinglyof cross-cultural psychology set forth by Berry,
important area of scientific interest and re-Poortinga, and Pandey (1997) in the recently
search.revised Handbook of Cross-Cultural Psychol-
As the field of cross-cultural psychology hasogy. They view it as “the systematic study of

evolved, research interests and concerns in therelationships between the cultural context of
area of development have undergone a numberhuman development and the behaviors that be-
of significant changes. Parke, Ornstein, Rieser,come established in the repertoire of individu-
and Zahn-Waxler (1994) have succinctly sum-als growing up in a particular culture” (p. x).
marized and discussed the changes in develop-This definition clearly emphasizes the impor-
mental focus over the past century. There weretance of the cultural context and focuses on
five major topics of interest 100 years ago: emo-cross-cultural psychology as a scientific en-
tional development, biological bases of behav-deavor, sharing with its sister disciplines the
ior, conscious and unconscious processes, cog-use of theories, scientific methodologies, statis-
nitive development, and the role of self intical procedures, and data analysis.
development. During the 1950s and 1960s, theSecond, humandevelopment can be thought
focus moved toward learning theory, experi-of as “changes in physical, psychological, and
mental child psychology, operant analysis ofsocial behavior as experienced by individuals
children’s behavior, infant sensory and percep-across the lifespan from conception to death”
tual development, and measurement of cogni-(H. W. Gardiner et al., 1998, p. 3).
tive understanding among preverbal infants.Finally, cross-cultural human development
Today, there is a revitalized interest in emo-refers to “cultural similarities and differences
tional development, children’s cognitive abili-in developmental processes and their outcomes
ties, biological bases of behavior, and socialas expressed by behavior in individuals and
relationships. According to the authors, thegroups” (H. W. Gardiner, 1999).
“most unanticipated theme is the continuing
discovery of the precocity of infants and young
children—not only cognitively but also so-

Culture and Development cially and emotionally” (p. 8).
Recently, Super and Harkness (1997), while

Traditionally, in efforts to understand human discussing cultural structuring in child devel-
behavior, developmental psychology was nei- opment, made the following important point:
ther cross cultural nor interdisciplinary in its
approach, while cross-cultural psychology failed An enduring theme in studies of child devel-
to be developmental in its approach. opment across cultures has been the idea of
The anthropologist Theodore Schwartz the environment as a communicative me-

(1981),writing nearly 20 years ago on the acqui- dium. In this metaphorical contextualiza-
sition of culture, asserted that “anthropologists tion, two systems—the individual and the
had ignored children in culture while develop- contextual—interact, each sending “mes-
mental psychologists had ignored culture in sages” that are assimilated into the other’s
children” (p. 4). Two years later, John Berry respective internal organizations. Histori-
(1983), a pioneering Canadian cross-cultural cally, cultural researchers, like early devel-
psychologist and researcher, stated that the dis- opmentalists, focused their attention on
cipline of cross-cultural psychology was “so messages from the environment to the child;
culture-bound and culture-blind . . . [that] . . . only more recently have cultural theorists,

following trends in developmental psychol-it should not be employed as it is” (p. 449).
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ogy, recognized the agency of the individual chology, cognitive psychology . . . [and that]
. . . topics in social psychology have beenand the bidirectionality of influence. (p. 8)
studied cross-culturallymore than any other
domain, followed by developmental psy-

Relationship to the Field chology. (p. 1105)
of Psychology

There are clearly links to other social sciences
An understanding of developmental processes as well, most notably anthropology and sociol-
(within a single culture or among several cul- ogy, as noted above. While sharing some com-
tures) is central to psychology’s basic goals monalties in concepts, methodologies, and
of describing, understanding, explaining, and approaches, research interests (e.g., family in-
predicting behavior. Looking at the titles of the fluences and socialization processes), the inter-
other chapters in this handbook, one immedi- face between psychology and anthropology has
ately notices the pivotal role development not always been a smooth one. The uneasiness
plays in helping us understand such diverse in this relationship was recognized by C. M.
behaviors as emotion, moral development, ab- Super (1981) nearly 20 years ago when, com-
normal psychology, social influence, and social menting on the deficiencies in comparative
cognition, as well as others. studies of infant development, he noted:
In a recent article, Segall, Lonner, and Berry

(1998) ask For the past few decades they . . . [anthro-
pology and psychology] . . . seem to have

Can it still be necessary, as we approach the withdrawn from the interface, especially
millennium (as measured on the Western, with regard to infancy, to tend to their own
Christian calendar), to advocate that all so- theories. Very few of the studies reviewed
cial scientists, psychologists especially, take here achieve, or even attempt, an integration
culture seriously into account when at- of infant care and development, on the one
tempting to understand human behavior? (p. hand, with functional and value characteris-
1101) tics of the larger culture, on the other. (p.

246–247)
Unfortunately, even with the remarkable prog-
ress that has been made, including inclusion

He followed up by pointing out that, “Successof increasing quantities of cultural material in
in this direction requires both sound ethno-introductory textbooks (Berk, 1998; Cole &
graphic knowledge of the culture as well as aCole, 1996; Sternberg, 1995; Wade & Tavris,
quantitative baseline of information about in-1996), the answer is yes. However, as pointed
fants daily lives” (p. 247). A similar plea wasout, the situation is vastly improved and only
made more recently by Weisner (1997) whencontinues to get better.
he asserted that ethnography is well suited forObviously, cross-cultural psychology and its
understanding human development and cul-subdiscipline of cross-cultural humandevelop-
ture, especially in situations when families,ment have long historical connections to gen-
and the communities in which they live, areeral psychology. Although, as Klineberg (1980)
trying to achieve their goals in “their culturalpointed out nearly two decades ago, “There is
world.”no specific date that can be identified with the
In an effort to explore the relationship be-onset of interest in cross-cultural comparisons”

tween psychology and anthropology, Jahoda(p. 34). Jahoda and Krewer (1997), in an essay
(1982), a psychologist with close ties to anthro-on the history of cross-cultural and cultural
pology and a deep appreciation and under-psychology, suggest some of its origins may
standing of each discipline’s history, wrote andate to the 17th century since “the dominant
interesting and entertaining volume, Psychol-perspective of enlightenment philosophy was
ogy and Anthropology: A Psychological Per-highly compatible with cross-cultural psychol-
spective. On the back cover of the book, it states:ogy’s model of man” (p. 11).

Segall et al. (1998) stress that, in the modern
Anthropologists have always been concernedera (since the 1960s):
with psychology, even if unwittingly. . . .
However, this interest has not been recipro-Research has focused on phenomena of fun-

damental importance in general psychology, cated by psychologists and psychology has,
in many respects, remained narrowly cul-with particular emphasis on abnormal psy-
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ture-bound, largely ignoring the wider per- search, there is a book by Shwalb and Shwalb
spectives provided by anthropology. (1996). The book consists of a collection of

retrospectives by noted senior investigators,
One can hope, as Piker (1998) does, that cross- known for their groundbreaking studies on Jap-
cultural psychology and psychological anthro- anese children; these are followed by reaction
pology will once again become friendly part- papers that present current findings by younger
ners and work toward the establishment of an researchers. Much of the book’s value lies in
empirically based understanding of human be- its discussion of the implications of the re-
havior within varying cultural contexts. Our search for the study of development across cul-
goal should be to seek out and nurture relevant tures; it should be of interest to those concerned
treads of common interest where they intersect with Japanese culture, as well as with human
between psychology and other disciplines. Such development. Future researchers are encour-
alliances can only enrich our understanding of aged to take a serious look at this work as a
human development and the critical role cul- possible model worthy of replication and ex-
ture plays in it. tension in a variety of different cultural set-

tings.
In addition, there is the recently revisedUnderstanding Culture and

three-volume Handbook of Cross-Cultural Psy-Development: Some Resources
chology (Berry et al., 1997),which contains sev-
eral chapters relevant to the study of cross-During the last 20 years, most notably within
cultural development, as well as the role ofthe past 5 years, social scientists have become
cross-cultural theory and methodology. Partic-increasingly aware of the significant contribu-
ular attention should be given to Volume 2,tions that cross-cultural research findings can
which is devoted to basic processes and humanmake to our understanding of human develop-
development. It includes an enormous amountment. For example, two reviews of recently
of material on such topics as the cultural struc-published developmental textbooks indicate
turing of child development, socialization andthat references to cross-cultural topics and
identity strategies, human development in cul-findings have become more frequent, although

there is still room for improvement (Best & ture across the lifespan, perception, cognitive
Ruther, 1994; H. W. Gardiner, 1996). development, language acquisition and bilin-
To summarize and evaluate an entire disci- gualism, emotion, and moral development.

pline, or even an important subfield within it, Other useful books include the Handbook
is amajor challenge. In a chapter with the broad of Parenting (Bornstein, 1995), Human Behav-
title of development, the task is impossible and ior in Global Perspective (Segall, Dasen, Berry,
would require a volume at least the size of the & Poortinga, 1999), Family and Human Devel-
present one. For this reason, the reference sec- opment acrossCultures (Kagitcibasi, 1996), and
tion at the close of this chapter is extensive and Lives across Cultures: Cross-Cultural Human
points readers to areas we either are unable Development (H. W. Gardiner, Mutter, & Kos-
to discuss adequately here or that others have mitzki, 1998). The last book, which emphasizes
covered so well that they should be consulted a contextual approach and a chronological-
as original sources. within-topics design, integrates basic develop-
For those interested in a more comprehen- mental principles and research findings withsive view of cross-cultural human develop-

concrete examples from scores of cultures toment, or for those wishing to explore particular
bring a cross-cultural dimension to the studytopics in greater depth, a number of specific
of human development across the lifespan. Itsuggestions aremade. Onemight begin by look-
also contains an extensive bibliography (overing at such classics as Two Worlds of Child-
830 references) with recommendations for fur-hood: U.S. and U.S.S.R. (Bronfenbrenner, 1970)
ther reading.and a series of volumes, Six Cultures (Whiting,
A number of journals with an interest in1963; Whiting & Edwards, 1988; Whiting &

cross-cultural and developmental psychologyWhiting, 1975).
topics also are available, including the JournalFor an extremely interesting and detailed
of Cross-Cultural Psychology, Internationallook at 50 years of cross-cultural research on
Journal of Behavioral Development, Interna-Japanese child rearing and socialization that
tional Journal of Psychology, Psychology andplaces current findings in historical context

and offers concrete suggestions for new re- Developing Societies, Culture and Psychology,
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Cross-Cultural Psychology Bulletin, Cross-Cul- functioning . . . have not resulted in a con-
sensus among qualified scientists, andtural Research, and World Psychology.

Finally, the Annual Review of Psychology why so many generalizations about the psy-
chological functioning of one particularhas published four reviews devoted to cross-

cultural psychology (Brislin, 1983; Kagitcibasi population (e.g. the contemporary secular-
izedWesternurbanwhitemiddle class) have& Berry, 1989; Segall, 1986; Triandis, Mal-

pass, & Davidson, 1973), one on cultural psy- not traveled well across sociocultural, his-
torical, and institutional fault lines. (pp.chology (Shweder & Sullivan, 1993), and one

on personality development in the social con- 497–498)
text (Hartup & van Lieshout, 1995).

Anyone interested in this approach should read
this review for an introduction to the concept,
its historical development, its contexts, andTheoretical Perspectives
several of its basic assumptions. Additional re-and Models
sources include writings by Cole (1996, 1998,
1999); Cole, Engestrom, and Vasquez (1997);At the present time, one of the major debates
D’Andrade and Strauss (1992); Goodnow,surrounding efforts to link culture and psychol-
Miller, and Kessel (1995); Jahoda (1992); Jessor,ogy, including development, centers on those
Colby, and Shweder (1996); Shweder (1991);theorists and researchers using the “cultural
Stigler, Shweder, and Herdt (1990); and others.psychology” approach and those who prefer
Another important contributor to this view-the “cross-cultural psychology” approach. Ac-

point, Cole (1998), in his book Cultural Psy-cording to J. G. Miller (1997), “The dominant
chology: A Once and Future Discipline, offersstance within cultural psychology is to view
both an introduction to cultural psychologyculture and psychology as mutually constitu-
and a carefully crafted synthesis of theory andtive phenomena, i.e. as phenomena which
empirical research that provides a stimulatingmake up each other or are integral to each
and thought-provoking account of what cul-other” (p. 88). Cross-cultural psychology, on
tural psychology is at the moment, what it hasthe other hand, according to Segall et al. (1998),
been in the past, and what it can be in the
future. He admiringly achieves one of themajorconsists mostly of diverse forms of compara-
goals set forth in this volume: integration oftive research (often explicitly and always at
cultural and historical ideas with the tradi-least implicitly) in order to discern the influ-
tional findings and approaches of psychology.ence of various cultural factors, many of
By doing so, he challenges readers to considerthem related to ethnicity, on those forms of
what theymight contribute to the field. Finally,development and behavior. In this compara-
Cole et al. (1997), in another valuable book,tive mode, culture is treated as comprising
assemble a collection of seminal articles thata set of independent or contextual variables
focus on the cultural and contextual founda-affecting various aspects of individual be-
tions of human development. These includehavior. Cross-cultural psychology typically
discussions of the nature of context, experi-seeks evidence of such effects. (p. 1102)
ments as contexts, culture-historical theories of
culture, and context and development and anOne of the foremost proponents of the cultural
analysis of classroom settings as contexts forpsychology approach to studying humandevel-
development.opment is Shweder. In an early review
Another model, the contextual-developmen-(Shweder & Sullivan, 1993), it was stated that

tal-functional approach, effectively illustrated
in the work of Kagitcibasi (1996), attempts toAn interdisciplinary subfield called “cul-

tural psychology” has begun to emerge at link family socialization and family dynamics
within varying sociocultural contexts to dis-the interface of anthropology, psychology,

and linguistics. The aim of cultural psychol- cover their functional (or causal) links with hu-
man development. This important work is dis-ogy is to examine ethnic and cultural sources

of psychological diversity in emotional and cussed further below.
While it is not possible, within the limits ofsomatic (health) functioning, self organiza-

tion, moral evaluation, social cognition, and this chapter, to unravel all of the threads that
weave their way through the cultural psychol-human development. Its goal is to under-

stand why so many apparently straightfor- ogy and cross-cultural psychology debate, it is
certainly an issue that will be with us in theward questions about human psychological
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next century, and one would do well to know Closely related, but (surprisingly) not cited
by Stevenson-Hinde (1998), is an earlier attemptas much as possible about it. Therefore, it is

recommended that readers consult the various by Darling and Steinberg (1993) at creating an
integrative model. Also focusing on parentingreferences mentioned above, as well as Saras-

wathi (1998), C. Super and Harkness (1997), style as context, their model makes use of two
traditional approaches to socialization (Baum-and Valsiner and Lawrence (1997). The possi-

bility that these divergent views may one day rind, 1967, 1971; Maccoby & Martin, 1983),
findings related to specific parenting practicesmerge, or at least find a way to coexist, is found

in a comment by Valsiner and Lawrence: and studies of global parent practices.
Finally, there is the recentwork of Zevalkink

(1997), which in the words of Stevenson-HindeThe two disciplines converge in their inter-
(1998), “provides a model for cross-cultural de-ests in the contextualization of the person’s
velopmental research on parenting” (p. 699).life course. Each carries with it the potential
Included in Zevalkink’s approach is (a) a focusfor treating person-cultural contextual inter-
on how a specific aspect of parenting relatesactions as central units of analysis for under-
to a particular child behavior (e.g., maternalstanding how lives change. (p. 83)
support and security of attachment), (b) careful
selection of assessmentmethods, (c) evaluationKagitcibasi (1996) expresses a similar senti-
of cultural contexts by a combination of meth-ment in her remark that
ods (e.g., participant observation and ethno-
graphic interviews), and (d) use of multipleI work from a cultural and cross-cultural
sampleswithin one culture to investigate socio-perspective. A cultural approach is presup-
economic differences, thereby helping to avoidposed by contextualism, and a cross-cultural
the frequent assumption that a group selectedapproach is required for the unambiguous
by the researcher is “typical” of a specific cul-interpretation of the observed cultural dif-
ture. The model is unquestionably worthy offerences. (p. 2)
future study, as is the framework proposed by
Stevenson-Hinde (1998).

Emerging Themes
Applications to Social

A review of the increasingly large (but not Policy Issuesentirely well-organized) body of literature in
In his presidential address to the Americancross-cultural human development points to
Psychological Association, G. A. Miller (1969)the emergence of several important themes.
urged members to “give psychology away.”While this is not an exhaustive and complete
After a century of developmental research andexamination, it does underscore some intrigu-
decades of gathering information on culturaling and significant areas of research worthy of
similarities and differences, I believe it is timefuture attention and investigation.
to “give cross-cultural psychology away” by
applying our findings to critical social policyContextual Influences issues.

As mentioned, studies of contextualization in A good beginning, aimed at integrating the-
development have increaseddramatically in re- ory and practice, has been made by Kagitcibasi
cent years and are likely to continue to do so through her establishment of the Turkish Early
in the next several years. For example, in a Enrichment Project for mothers and children
relatively brief, but noteworthy, commentary (1996). This pioneering effort, based on princi-
on parenting in different cultures, Steven- ples emerging from her nearly 20 years of re-
son-Hinde (1998), building on the work of search in both developmental and cross-cul-
Bornstein et al. (1998), proposed a framework tural psychology, has positively transformed
applicable to all parenting studies. Her model her country in ways that will be felt for decades
acknowledges the importance of the cultural to come. Critical of the dominant and wide-
context and permitsmore precisemeasurement spread Western view of human development,
and better understanding of maternal and/or Kagitcibasi points out that
paternal practices and styles of parenting. Any
researcher designing a study with a focus on Diffusion of the Western model may be so

pervasive as to promote the emergence ofcultural similarities and differences in parent-
ing would do well to look at this framework. the human/family model of independence,
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even though it is not necessitated by or even larly difficult circumstances,” that is, “children
traumatized by war, or natural and technologi-functional for the lifestyle in most specific

contexts in the world. (p. 97) cal disasters, and those living and working
without parents (street children)” (p. 379). The

Stressing the need for merging contextual the- authors’ attention to theoretical issues (cultural
ory with practical application, Kagitcibasi concerns in the definition of “difficult circum-
(1996) states that: “The weight of the evidence stances”), methodological issues (sampling), and
points to a contextual approach in early inter- researchers’ personal challenges (emotional
vention, particularly in adverse socioeconomic involvement) add significantly to our under-
conditions where there is less-than-adequate standing of this very serious problem. They
support for human development” (p. 184). She conclude that
goes on to describe the successful application

By bringing in all that is diverse amongof cross-cultural developmental findings to such
cultural variations in children’s suffering,critical issues as mother training, early child-
cross-cultural studies can contribute to de-hood intervention, and increased academic
fining what is universal about children’sachievement. The author’s success with Turk-
rights and, therefore, help to link the rightsishmothers provides amost welcome andmuch
of children mentioned in the . . . [1989 Con-needed model for those interested in the emerg-
vention on the Rights of the Child by theing trend toward contextualization inhumande-
United Nations] . . . to the reality of chil-velopment as well as the application of cross-
dren’s lives in diverse cultural situations.cultural findings to issues of social policy.
(p. 400)Another study that focuses on the applica-

tion of cross-cultural findings to a social issue,
One region of the world where psychologistsacculturative stress, is the work of Mishra,
have made the application of psychologicalSinha, and Berry (1996). The authors looked at
principles to societal problems a priority is Af-three tribal groups in India (the Oraon, Birhar,
rica. Durojaiye (1987, 1993), a pioneer in Afri-and Asur) that differed in settlement and
can cross-cultural psychology, has stated that,occupation patterns. Following extensive in-
“There is a serious effort to make psychologyvestigation of cultural lifestyles, patterns of so-
an indigenous discipline useful to national de-cialization, cognitive behavior, and accultura-
velopment” (1987, pp. 34–45). A similar con-tion attitudes and experiences, they introduced
clusion was reached by Mundy-Castle (1993)strategies for reducing acculturative stress and
in his analysis of the psychological effects ofproviding better psychological adaptation.
rapid modernization among people living inBefore bringing this section to a close, atten-
African communities. The same is true of Nsa-tion is directed to two chapters in the new edi- menang’s (1992) studies of human develop-tion of the Handbook of Cross-Cultural Psy- ment in the African context and his proposalschology (Berry et al., 1997), which are highly for improving family life and child-rearing

applicable and provide a link among theory, practices bymaking practical use of indigenous
research, and policy issues. Serpell and Hatano findings.
(1997), in a discussion of education, schooling, It is hoped, as we look to the future, there
and literacy, effectively demonstrate how cul- will be many more situations in which we can
ture affects human behavior by integrating en- truly “give cross-cultural psychology away”
culturation and socialization, educational and by applying cultural findings to important real-
pedagogical processes, literacy and cognition, world problems. In some parts of the world,
formal and informal schooling, and adaptation particularly developing countries, the link
to cross-cultural contact. Their comprehensive among theory, research, and application is a
historical and theoretical overviews provide a major concern because, as Saraswathi (1998)
useful foundation for understanding the latest points out, resources are scarce, and there is a
findings in these areas. In addition, it makes strong emphasis on accountability, notably in
“an extremely important contribution to educa- terms of social relevance and problem-solving
tion, for it is almost certain that the citizens of orientation.
the next generationwill live in aworld inwhich
diverse cultures interact with ever greater in- Cognitive Development:tensity” (Serpell & Hatano, 1997, p. 371).

Piaget versus VygotskyIn the last chapter, Aptekar and Stocklin
(1997) discuss the challenges of dealing with a One of the most researched areas in develop-

ment has been that of cognition, especially de-worldwide issue, namely, “children in particu-
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velopment in young children. For most of the or guidance, emphasizes Vygotsky’s view that
social influences significantly contribute tolast 40 years, cognitive studies in psychology

and cross-cultural psychology have been domi- children’s development of cognitive abilities
(Vygotsky, 1978).nated by the theories and ideas of the Swiss

psychologist Jean Piaget (Dasen, 1972, 1975, Some argue that the zone of proximal devel-
opment is not well defined and is incapable1977; Dasen & Jahoda, 1986; Piaget, 1954, 1972;

Zigler & Gilman, 1998). of being measured adequately (Paris & Cross,
1988), while others suggest parts of the theoryTo Piaget, cognitive development is a dy-

namic process that results from an individual’s have been lost or misunderstood in translation
and, as a result, are incomplete (Nicolopoulou,ability to adapt thinking to the needs and de-

mands of a changing environment. There is no 1993). Still, Vygotsky’s theory represents an im-
portant contribution to cross-cultural develop-question that Piaget’s theory and the thousands

of studies it has produced have made a signifi- ment and is one that is receiving increased at-
tention among many developmentalists (Rieber,cant contribution to our understanding of this

important topic (for an extensive list of reviews 1998).
of Piagetian research, seeH.W.Gardiner, 1994).
His delineation of the periods of sensorimotor,

Indigenization ofpreoperations, concrete operations, and formal
Developmental Psychologyoperations are awell-knownpart of our psycho-

logical terminology. As H. W. Gardiner et al. Kim (1990) defines indigenous psychology as
(1998) have pointed out,

a psychological knowledge that is native,Whatever one’s position is regardingPiaget’s
that is not transported from another region,theory, it continues to have considerable in-
and that is designed for its people. . . . It ex-fluence on contemporary research and prac-
amines a phenomenon in a particular socio-tice and has . . . been applied to the study
cultural context and examines how thisof cognitive development in large numbers
context affects, shapes, and guides psycho-of cultures throughout the world—with var-
logical description, explanation, and appli-ying success. (p. 83)
cation. (p. 145)

For a review of the most common criticisms of
In other words, its goal is to identify behaviorPiaget’s theory and reasons for defending his
as it is understood and experienced by peopleclaims, see a 1996 article by Lourenco and Ma-
within their own unique cultural contextchado.
(Bond, 1996). For more on this topic, see KimWhile Piaget viewed cognitive development
and Berry’s 1993 book, in which they discussas an individual accomplishment shaped, in
native psychologies in Russia, Mexico, India,part, by environmental factors, he devoted little
Greece, Korea, and elsewhere. Rather than frag-attention to the social or cultural context. This
menting psychology, these authors suggestbecame the focus of another, often overlooked,
such an approach actually may lead to the pos-pioneer in cognitive development, the Soviet
sibility of a universal psychology—a primarypsychologist Lev Semyonovich Vygotsky.
goal of cross-cultural and cultural psychology.Vygotsky’s writings (1978, 1986), like those
Sinha, writing in the Handbook of Cross-of Piaget, were inaccessible for many years to

Cultural Psychology (1997), devotes consider-large numbers of monolingual psychologists
able attention to indigenous psychology andbecause he wrote in his native language, and
the indigenization of developmental psychol-his output was limited due to his death at a
ogy in different regions of the world. As onerelatively young age. Nevertheless, his view
example, he cites thework ofNsamenang (1992),that cognitive development is the result of
who emphasizes the need for understandinginteractions between cultural and historical
developmental research in context and pro-factors was an important contribution. He sug-
vides a framework for the contextualization ofgested the process involved threemajor compo-
child rearing and human development in Westnents: the use of language, the role played by
Africa. For Nsamenang, the African life cycle,culture, and a child’s zone of proximal develop-
unlike the conventional Western stages (prena-ment (ZPD) (Kozulin, 1990). The ZPD, or differ-
tal, infancy, childhood, etc.) consists of theence between what a child can achieve inde-
spiritual selfhood (conception to naming of apendently and what his or her potential level

of cognitive developmentmight be if given help child), social selfhood (naming to death), and
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ancestral selfhood (the period following biolog- character. For example, Kohlberg’s model of
moral development has been indigenized byical death). As Sinha points out,

including the notion of the “golden mean”Rather than the psychological tradition of
(behaving in the way the majority of peoplehypothesis-testing using pre-structured in-
do in society) and “good will” (the virtue ofstruments to measure planned samples of
complying with nature). The Chinese modelbehavior, Nsamenang argues for an ethno-
emphasizes Ch’ing (human affection or sen-graphic approach that is open-ended, per-
timent) more than Li (reason, or rationality),sonally involved, and improvising. (p. 144)
and the Confucian values of jen (love, hu-
man-heartedness, benevolence, and sympa-In his review of Nsamenang’s book, Serpell thy), filial piety, group solidarity, collectiv-(1994) gives the unique approach high praise ism and humanity. (p. 146)and says that its

As for the role of culture, Wang (1993) reports
resonance with cultural preoccupations ex- that more studies are being conducted with an
pressed by parents in many African socie- eye on the Chinese cultural context and has
ties, where social responsibility is valued pointed out that “Chinese cultural traditions
above personal autonomy and intellectual play important roles in current psychological
alacrity, suggests that it will bewell received research and applications, and in the interpre-
in the emerging field of African psychology. tation of results” (p. 109).
(pp. 18–19) According to Sinha (1997), developmental

psychology in India adopted a cultural perspec-
tive and indigenization approach about 20The indigenous approach also plays a major

role in Chinawhere developmental psychology years ago. Especially popular among develop-
mentalists are the “psychocultural analysis”receives a great deal of attention, especially in

terms of family environment, children’s social technique of Whiting and Whiting (1975), the
ecocultural framework of Berry (1976), the eco-and personality development, and aging (Wang,

1993). Since the 1980s, the Chinese have car- logical systems approach of Bronfenbrenner
(1989), and the developmental niche conceptried out a number of truly large-scale research

projects, including one by Liu (1982) in which of Super and Harkness (1997).
In addition to the emerging research areasmore than 50 developmental psychologists

from 12 cities investigated cognitive develop- discussed in detail above, there are others
worth noting (even briefly) for which culturement among thousands of children 5–16 years

old. In 1990, Zhu published findings from a 7- and development are bound to intersect in the
future. For example, as more intercultural mar-year series of cross-sectional and longitudinal

studies of children and adolescents in which riages occur in the world, greater attention will
be directed toward understanding child rearingmore than 200 psychologists from 50 institu-

tions gathered systematic data from 23 prov- in bicultural settings (Eldering, 1995), as well
as the unique problems and adaptability strate-inces on such aspects of development as mem-

ory, perception, language, thinking, emotion, gies of bicultural children. The trend toward
de-Westernization of psychology, particularlypersonality, mathematical ability, and moral

sense. Because China is a large country with in the area of development, will continue at
an accelerated pace, with increased attention56 national groups, psychological development

of minority children has been given special at- given to studies that emphasize cultural tradi-
tions, values, and indigenous behaviors (Pan-tention. Zhang and Zuo (1990), in a comparison

of problem-solving strategies among children dey, Sinha, & Bhawuk, 1996). Increasingly so-
phisticated studies of family structure acrossfrom theHanmajority group and severalminor-

ity groups, found few differences. But, as Wang larger samples of cultures (Georgas et al., 1997)
will result in the development of measurement(1993) reports, “It was suggested that regional,

social, and cultural factors playmore important devices that will more easily “cross cultures,”
thereby helping better explain variability be-roles than nationality in children’s cognitive

and social developments” (p. 99). tween psychological variables and adding to
the explanatory power of cross-cultural psy-Sinha (1997) reports that, although many

Western theories, particularly those of Piaget chology.
As life expectancy increases in many partsand Kohlberg, have an influence, studies are

increasingly taking on a distinctive Chinese of the world, more attention will be given to
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problemsof ethnicity, aging, andmental health, wider array of cultural settings and develop-
mental experiences includingand meeting these challenges should be made

easier when placed within the context of the
(1) International students studying in a vari-emerging frameworks proposedbyPadgett (1995).
ety of cultural settings, (2) Native Ameri-Along these lines, we believe therewill bemore
cans,manyofwhomhave traditionallygrownintergenerational comparisons of the longitudi-
up experiencing biculturalism as an integralnal type conducted by Schneewind and Rup-
part of their ecological system, (3) individu-pert (1998) in their 20-year study of develop-
als engaged in cross-cultural marriage andmental, familial, and generational relationships
childrearing, who need to combine andamong members of over 200 German families.
blend their diverse parental belief systems,According to Little (1999):
ecological experiences, and understanding
of cultures in order to raise children to haveA particular strength of the work, which

places it in the forefront of familial develop- an appreciation for their bicultural identi-
ties, and (4) expatriates living and workingmental psychology is the wealth of intra-

familial relationships that following parents in other countries. (H. W. Gardiner et al.,
1998, p. 272)and their offspring provides. . . . Another

strength . . . is that it addresses and convinc- Finally, there are those who would like
to see the field move in totally new direc-ingly integrates vast topics of inquiry, from

sociology to personality and all within the tions. For example, Hermans and Kempen
(1998), in a very provocative article, pointcontext of familial development. (p. 42)
out that

Many of the developmental topics mentioned
The accelerating process of globalizationabove are related in part to and influenced by
and the increasing interconnections be-aspects of one’s cultural identity, defined as
tween cultures involve an unprecedented“an individual’s awareness and appreciation of
challenge to contemporary psychology. Inhis or her heritage and values and the affective
apparent contrast to these trends, academicimportance that he places on psychological
mainstream conceptions continue to workmembership in a particular group” (H. W. Gar-
in a tradition of cultural dichotomies (e.g.,diner et al., 1998, p. 266). In a series of research
individualistic vs. collectivistic, indepen-papers, H. Gardiner and Mutter (1992) and H.
dent vs. interdependent), reflecting a classi-W. Gardiner andMutter (1992, 1993, 1994) pro-
ficatory approach to culture and self. (p.posed a model for developing multicultural
1111)awareness and identity that is rooted firmly

within the cultural context approach. They sug-
They comment on three developments thatgest that
challenge this approach, including the emer-
gence of a heterogeneous global system, cul-An individual moves from cultural depen-
tural connections leading to “hybridization,”dence,where anunderstanding and appreci-
and increasing cultural complexity. They con-ation for one’s own culture have been formed
clude that, “By elaborating on these challenges,as part of his or her unique developmental
a basic assumption of cross-cultural psychol-niche, to cultural independence, where she
ogy is questioned: culture as geographically lo-steps outside the ecological setting of her
calized” (p. 1111).culture to engage in new cross-cultural expe-
A more controversial idea has been pre-riences, to multicultural interdependence,

sented in Burman’s (1994) call for “deconstruc-where she shares with her native culture
ting developmental psychology.” She arguesnew ways and experiences of viewing the
that contemporary developmental psychologyworld and by so doing influences the ecolog-
holds itself to very limiting, constraining, andical settings that make up the native culture.
indefensible positions regarding the universal-(p. 270)
ity of development and the significance of the
individual, and there is too great an emphasisThe model has recently been refined and ex-

panded to include supporting data on identity on individualism, which diverts attention from
serious issues related to child-rearing practices.formation among bicultural and monocultural

German andAmerican subjects (H.W. Gardiner In a comprehensive review, Forrester (1999)
suggests that developmentalists will probablyet al., 1997). As the authors point out, much

can be gained by extending this model to a ignore her ideas, which in his view, will be
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unfortunate because it “demonstrates how de- administered in as consistent a manner as
possible, enhance comparability but are use-velopmental psychology can become theoreti-

cally self-reflexive and much more sensitive to ful only when preliminary determination of
the appropriate range and categories of re-the social and cultural practices which consti-

tute the discipline” (p. 308). sponses are accompanied by ethnographic
observations and interviews. (p. 227)

A study using a triangulation design will haveThoughts on Future Directions
several distinct advantages over those that do

As we near the close of our discussion and look not and will allow for interaction between the
to the future, several critical and challenging qualitative and quantitative components, mak-
questions emerge. What types of cross-cultural ing modifications during the research process
developmental studies should be conducted in easier. As Fielding and Fielding (1986) point
the future? How similar or different should out, “Qualitative work can assist quantitative
these be to current research? In what ways will work in providing a theoretical framework, val-
these studies contribute to our understanding idating survey data, interpreting statistical rela-
of human development and the ever-changing tionships and deciphering puzzling responses”
and increasingly complex world in which (p. 27). In addition, “selecting survey items to
people will live? What implications will future construct indices, and offering case study illus-
research findings have for the construction of trations . . . can . . . [help] . . . identify individ-
new developmental theories, and how will uals for qualitative study and todelineate repre-
these new theories affect the design of even sentative and unrepresentative cases” (p. 27).
newer studies? As we place greater emphasis on links be-
In the preceding section of this chapter, I tween cultural contexts and individual behav-

made some preliminary suggestions that lead ior, as well as increase efforts to bridge the gap
to a possible road map for future research. In between theories andmethods, researcherswill
addition to these ideas, I would like to draw continue to be confronted by a central question
attention to some other approaches that might underlying cross-cultural developmental re-
assist in answering the questions just raised. search: Which behaviors are indigenous or cul-
For example, researchers conducting devel- ture-specific and which are universal? The

opmental studies in the nextmillennium should more carefully designed research we conduct,
seriously consider making greater use of trian- the closer we may one day come to answering
gulation design (use of multiple concepts and this question. In the words of Kagitcibasi and
methods to study a single phenomenon). A good Berry (1989):
example is found in a recent cross-cultural study
of child development in Jamaica (Dreher & As cross-cultural psychologists pay more at-
Hayes, 1993). Specifically, this research con- tention to the macro characteristics of the
sisted of an ethnographic study of marijuana sociocultural context, ecology, or social struc-
use among rural Jamaican women and stan- ture and identify their linkages with micro
dardized clinical evaluations of the develop- (individual behavioral) variables, they will
ment and health status of their children. Com- be in a better position to establish which
menting on the relevance of this approach for characteristics are culture-specific, which
making cross-cultural comparisons and the show communality in several sociocultural
contributions it can make to understanding contexts, and which are universal human
complex behaviors, the authors state: phenomena. (p. 520)

Thus themethodological combination of eth- Some insight and direction might come from
nography and standardized instruments is looking into the recent past and a series of six
not just a matter of coming at the same ques- articles published in a special section of a 1992
tion from qualitative and quantitative per- issue ofDevelopmental Psychology and consid-
spectives. Rather, it is an essential feature of ered by Harkness (1992) to represent “the state
cross-cultural research . . . ethnography tells of the art in cross-cultural research on child
uswhat questions to ask andhow to ask them. development” at the beginning of the 1990s. In
The open-ended inquiries commonly associ- evaluating this work, she states that:
ated with ethnography, however, may sacri-
fice comparabilitywhen answers fall into dif- The articles document some of the diverse

environments of child development, exploreferent domains. Standardized instruments,
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questions of universality and cultural varia- where, when, and why cultural differences or
convergences may occur” (p. 588). At the sametion in mothers’ and children’s behavior,

and attempt to delineate causal relation- time, Eysenck (1995), the well-known British
psychologist, has taken the position thatships among culture, parental behavior, and

developmentaloutcomes.Acommonstrength
of the research is the collection of quantita- Psychology is split along a number of fault

lines. . . . Such a science needs concepts,tive developmental data using familiar meth-
ods fromWestern-based research. However, theories, and measuring instruments which

are as universal as possible; otherwise ourmost of the reports lack systematic informa-
tion on relevant aspects of the cultural set- empirical findings will remain incapable of

generalization beyond the narrow confinesting, making interpretation of results prob-
lematic. Further progress in the field will of a particular nation or state. Psychology

cannot be American, or Japanese, or African;require integration of methods for the study
of the child and the cultural context for de- it must be universal. We can and must

achieve greater unification through seekingvelopment. (p. 622)
Although I am unable to provide defini- greater cross-cultural coherence. (p. 26)

tive answers to the questions raised above
I agree with Cole and Cole (1996) when they(some of youmay do that in the years ahead),
state:I look forward to cross-cultural research ef-

forts that focus on developmental compari-
We are gratified that the concern with cul-sons (similarities and differences) within
tural diversity has found a growing placecultural contexts that attempt to combine,
in the study of child development, but wein part, the ethnographic approaches of the
believe the urgency of understanding andanthropologist, the psychological theories
appreciating the role of cultural diversity inand methodologies of the psychologist, and
human development is even greater todaythe social policy concerns of the sociologist.
than ever before. (p. xxii)In addition to highly creative andpioneering

studies aimed at breaking new ground, I
It should be even more so in the years ahead.would like to see more attention given to
In the end, as Segall et al. (1998), have noted,clarifying, modifying, and extending exist-

“When all psychology finally takes into ac-ing knowledge and theories through careful
count the effects of culture on human behavior(and well-designed) replication of previous
(and vice versa), terms like cross-cultural andfindings. This is a frequently ignored (and
cultural psychology will become unnecessary”often unappreciated) undertaking in which
(p. 1101). At that point, all psychology will bemany findings may or may not be confirmed
truly cultural.when viewed within sociocultural settings
I believe the time has come to take this vastother than the ones in which they were con-

body of accumulating information and moreducted originally.
effectively apply it in ways that will improveIn these future efforts, we should con-
the lives of all people living together on thissider how our findings can be “given away”
planet—and truly usher in the age of develop-in ways that will improve and enrich the
ment.lives of those who now live or will live in
The sentiment expressed in the closing linesthis increasingly complex, but continuously

of the 1998 book by H. W. Gardiner et al. oninterdependent, world. Our shared contri-
cross-cultural human development bear repeat-butions to improved cultural understanding
ing here:can be a hallmark of the next millennium.

Ahead of us lie tremendous challenges
and opportunities. Speculating about whereEpilogue
our cross-cultural journey will take us next

The first years of the new millennium will be is difficult. Wherever we go, it is certain to
witness to an exciting period of growth (and, be an interesting and exciting adventure.
perhaps controversy) in cross-cultural psychol- Perhaps some of you will be the pioneer
ogy as a discipline and human development as theorists and researchers who take us to the
a significant part of it. As Smith (1995) has next point on this journey. (p. 274)
noted, “The past decade has seen substantial
progress in the formulation of theories as to I, for one, eagerly look forward to that day.
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7
Cognition across Cultures

R. C. MISHRA

One basic psychological process that has been well studied in mainstream and cross-
cultural psychology is cognition, which is defined here as that group of processes by
which individuals obtain and utilize knowledge of objects in their environment. The
study of cognition and cognitive processes across cultures is especially informative
because they inform us about how the environment and other sociocultural factors
help to shape, mold, and transform the way we process, think, and act in the world.
In this chapter, Mishra provides an excellent overall review of cross-cultural stud-

ies on a variety of cognitive processes. He begins by distilling the main issues that
have characterized research in this area for decades, as well as by describing the dif-
ferences between the nativist and empiricist approaches to understanding cognitive
development. Mishra’s analysis of these issues, particularly concerning the rapproche-
ment between contrasting viewpoints, and the realization that cognitive processes are
universal to all, but that cultures shape the nature and direction of their develop-
ment, is especially useful.
Mishra also delineates and describes four major theoretical approaches to under-

standing the relationship between cognition and culture. These include the view-
point of general intelligence, genetic epistemology, specific skills, and cognitive
styles. As Mishra suggests, these approaches are not necessarily associated with differ-
ences or disagreement in how they see the role of culture in cognition; rather, their
differences lie in how they prefer to approach culture, cognition, and the relationship
between the two. They also lead to different ways of conducting research.
The bulk of the remainder of the chapter provides a state-of-the-art review of

cross-cultural research in various areas of cognition, including categorization, learn-
ing and memory, schooling and literacy, spatial cognition, problem solving and ver-
bal reasoning, and creativity. Mishra skillfully describes research that has docu-
mented important cultural differences in each of these processes and that has begun
to elucidate the nature of the reasons and bases underlying these differences. In par-
ticular, the complex interaction among cognition, environment, lifestyle, formal edu-
cational systems, and other factors suggests that understanding the influence of cul-
ture on cognitive development is not an easy task. As some cognitive processes
develop as a result of long-term adaptation to environment and ecocultural settings,
other cognitive processes develop in the course of adaptation to the new challenges
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of an ever-changing world. As such, disentangling the factors that contribute to this
complexity is an undaunting task, and one that will require fundamentally different
approaches to theory, as well as research, in the future. Indeed, Mishra argues for the
adoption of alternative methods for designing studies to restructure our knowledge in
this area and the integration of the approaches offered by studies of everyday cogni-
tion and cultural and indigenous psychologies. In the end, Mishra argues that differ-
ent perspectives need to come together to present a more unified approach to under-
standing the relationship between culture and cognition in the future, a message that
is consonant with the theme throughout this book.

This chapter attempts to examine the influence Empiricist Approach
of culture on cognition. Cognition refers to those
processes by which individuals obtain and uti- Research on cognitive development demon-
lize knowledge of objects in their environment. strates the influence of nativists and empiri-
It includes processes like recognition, labeling, cists. The nativists believe that all perceptual
analysis, categorization, thinking, reasoning, and and cognitive phenomena are inborn, and these
planning. The study of these processes has at- phenomena do not require any active construc-
tracted not only psychologists and educators, tion by the organism. The empiricists, on the
but also child development personnel and pol- other hand, believe that organisms’ response to
icy planners. Consequently, a substantial body various environmental stimuli is determined
of knowledge has been accumulated through by experience and learning.
research on cognitive processes (see Altarriba, The empiricist theories have been central to
1993; R. C. Mishra, 1997). cross-cultural studies of cognition; hence, these

have been constructed in severalways. The the-
ory of “transactional functionalism” (Bruns-Main Issues
wik, 1956) is most frequently utilized in cross-
cultural studies of cognition. It places emphasisCross-cultural studies of cognition seem to be
on the adaptive value of interactions and main-concerned with three main questions raised by
tains that cognition helps individuals to copeBerry andDasen (1974). These relate to (a) qual-
with demands that their environments placeitative differences in cognitive processes of dif-
on them. The approach has been used to explainferent cultural groups, (b) quantitative differ-
the cognitive characteristics of several culturalences in cognitive processes among different
groups (Berry, 1966, 1976; Berry et al., 1986;cultural groups, and (c) the characteristics of
R. C. Mishra, Sinha, & Berry, 1996).development of cognitive operations and their
There have been attempts for rapproche-organization in different cultural groups. Cross-

ment between these contrasting viewpoints. Acultural psychology has an interesting history
widely shared view in cross-cultural psychol-of research on these questions (see Jahoda &
ogy today is that cognitive processes are univer-Krewer, 1997, and Segall, Dasen, Berry, & Poor-
sal (shared by all populations). However, totinga, 1999, for a detailed discussion of histori-
understand the nature and direction of devel-cal developments).
opment of these processes, it is necessary toIn general, the research has rejected the no-
analyze the day-to-day situations inwhich thesetion of “superiority-inferiority” on the part of
processes find expression in an individual’sdifferent cultural groups. It suggests that people
life. Studies suggest that different societies holdin different cultures perceive and organize their
different meanings of cognitive competenceworlds in many different ways. Cross-cultural
(Berry, 1984;Berry&Bennett, 1991;Dasen, 1984;psychologists try to understand and interpret
Serpell, 1989; Wober, 1974) and consider dif-differences in cognitive behavior of individuals
ferent behaviors as “valuable” for their mem-or groups in terms of “culturally shaped expe-
bers. We find evidence in many societies aboutriences.” No value, status, or hierarchy is as-
the existence of cognitive goals that sharplysigned either to cognitive behaviors or to indi-
differ from those valued in Western societies.viduals and groups. This position stands in
Thus, for any valid assessment of cognitive pro-sharp contrast to the one held by psychologists
cesses, it is essential to understand (a) the eco-who still attempt ranking of (racial/ethnic)

groups according to cognitive ability. logical context of people, (b) the cognitive goals
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that are set for children in a given culture, and have greater opportunity to develop the central
processor and will exhibit greater intelligence(c) the manner in which these are transmitted

to children. (Carroll, 1983; Sternberg, 1985).
Cross-cultural studies of intelligence haveThese analyses are also essential for the eval-

uation of an individual’s progress with respect demonstrated more specialized factors besides
the g factor (Burg &Belmont, 1990; Irvine, 1979;to cognitive development. The knowledge of a

cognitive goal can tell us about the progress Vernon, 1969). Vernon proposed a hierarchical
model of intelligence. He called on Hebb’s dis-one has made in that direction. Research indi-

cates that cultures do vary in placing value on tinction between Intelligence A (genetic equip-
ment) and Intelligence B (potentiality developedcertain cognitive behaviors. For example, in

some societies, “holistic” problem solving based through interactionwith cultural environment)
and then introduced the notion of Intelligenceon “deliberation” is greatly valued, whereas in

other societies, “analytic” problem solving C (performance on a particular test) as an im-
portant component. The distinction betweenbased on “quick” individual decisions is val-

ued. The individuals’ cognitive development Intelligence B and Intelligence C allows cross-
cultural psychologists to examine the role ofin these societies is likely to proceed in differ-

ent directions. culture. Because Intelligence B is not properly
assumed by the tests, Intelligence C does notAll theoretical approaches that attempt to

study cognitive development across cultures represent the actual competence of an individ-
ual of a given culture. Several cultural factorsfocus on these issues. The following section

describes these approaches. Research guided (e.g., language, item content, and motivation)
also contribute to individuals’ performance onby each theoretical position is also discussed

briefly. tests (Sternberg, 1994). Hence, it is extremely
difficult to draw inference about an individu-
al’s intelligence simply based on test scores.
Some recent publications tend to claim aTheoretical Approaches

genetic basis for intelligence (Herrnstein &
Murray, 1994; Rushton, 1995). Based on someFour theoretical approaches have been adopted
superficial characteristics (e.g., skin color, hairto understand the relationship between culture
texture) of populations, Rushton claims a ge-and cognition (Berry, Poortinga, Segall, & Dasen,
netic basis of individual, as well as group,1992). These are the approaches of general in-
differences in intelligence test scores. Such in-telligence, genetic epistemology, specific skills,
terpretations imply the notion of “deficit,”and cognitive styles. These approaches differ
whereas the cultural viewpoint emphasizes thefrom each other on three major issues: (a) con-
notion of “difference.” McShane and Berryceptualization of ecocultural contexts, (b) orga-
(1988) have critically examined these notions.nization of cognitive performances, and (c) the
They argued that performance differences mayexistence of central cognitive processors.
be linked to a variety of factors, such as poverty,
nutrition, health, or cultural disorganization.General Intelligence Irvine (1983) indicates that, in the Third World

The general intelligence approach is one of the countries, these factors play an important role
earliest approaches to the study of cognition. in determining performance on tests. Ceci
It is based on the idea of a unitary cognitive (1994) has indicated that “years of schooling”
competence, called general ability, which is re- alone account for significant variation in intel-
flected by positive correlation among perfor- ligence test scores in many studies. To make
mances on a number of cognitive tasks (e.g., any valid inference about intelligence, there-
verbal, spatial, numerical). A central cognitive fore, control of these factors is essential.
processor, called the “g” factor (Spearman,
1927), is held responsible for varying levels of

Genetic Epistemologyintelligence across individuals. Sociocultural
background factors, such as economic pursuits The genetic epistemology approach deals with

developmental processes that unfold in a chro-and cultural and educational experiences, are
believed to form a cluster. A large cluster repre- nological sequence. In this approach, it is held

that performances are patterned on various cog-sents an enriched environment, whereas a small
cluster represents a deprived one. It is also be- nitive tasks. According to Piaget’s view, the

cognitive development passes through four dis-lieved that an individual who has an enriched
sociocultural or experiential background will tinct stages (sensorimotor, preoperational, con-
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crete operational, and formal operational). Al- people do not participate in formal schooling,
the evidence for the existence of formal opera-though Piaget provided age ranges for these

stages, he recognized that the exact age atwhich tional thinking is not consistent even among
the schooled subjects. Keats (1985) workeda particular child enters a specified stage could

be significantly affected by the child’s physical, with Australian, Malay, Indian, and Chinese
students and found formal operational thinkingcognitive, or cultural experiences (Piaget, 1974).

The influence of cultural factors has been stud- to bepresent in some subjectswithin all groups,
but not in all subjects within any group. A pro-ied particularly at the concrete and formal oper-

ational stages of development (Dasen & Heron, portionality training session brought improve-
ment in the performance of all groups. This1981; Gardiner, Mutter, & Kosmitzki, 1998).

Studies dealing with development at the con- suggested that differences among groups were
largely at the “performance” level.crete operational stage have generally focused

on the development of conservation. In an early Tapé’s study (1987) brings out the impor-
tance of using culturally appropriate situationswork, Dasen (1972) reviewed cross-cultural

findings on conservation task performance and with nonschooled subjects for the study of for-
mal operational thinking. Saxe (1981) workedsorted results into four categories:
with Ponam islanders, who use a system of

1. Cultural groups in which conservation child naming in which daughters are given a
appears at about the same time as it does name according to their birth order in relation
in American and European children (e.g., to their female siblings. The same rule is used in
Nigerians, Zambians, Hong Kong chil- naming sons, but using another series of names.
dren, Iranian and Australian aborigines) Saxe developed a task of formal operational

2. Groups in which conservation generally thinkingusing the familiar rules of naming boys
develops earlier (e.g., Asians) and girls. The participants were asked to con-

3. Groups in which conservation appears 2 struct hypothetical families in accordance with
to 6 years later (e.g., Africans, Americans the rules of naming. Given this situation, the
and Europeans of low socioeconomic participants were able to resolve questions per-
status) taining to each sex or both sexes, suggesting that

4. Groups in which some individuals fail they did possess the ability to carry out formal
to engage in concrete operations even operational thinking.
after reaching adolescence (e.g., Algeri- Piagetian theory has been reconstructed by in-
ans, Nepalese, Amazon Indians, and Sen- tegrating both structural and contextual aspects.
egalese) These “neo-Piagetian theories” (Case, 1985; De-

metriou, Efklides, & Platsidou, 1993; Fischer,
A large body of cross-cultural data provides 1980; Pascual-Leone, 1970) focus on the invari-

us with convincing evidence that (a) the struc- ance of structure across situations, but insist
tures or operations underlying the preopera- on the necessity for the inclusion of situational
tional period are universal, and (b) the func- variables. Dasen and de Ribaupierre (1987)
tioning of these structures and the rate at which have examined the potential of these theories
this might take place are strongly influenced for accommodating cultural and individual dif-
by factors operating within one’s culture. Nyiti ferences. They found none of them to be ade-
(1982) concludes that “while children in differ- quate as they are not tested enough cross-cul-
ent cultures may have to deal with different turally.
realities, they all apply the same operations or
processes of thought” (p. 165). However, some

Specific Skillslater studies revealed the existence of supple-
mentary stages in the sequence described by The specific skills approach originally was

proposed in experimental anthropology (Cole,Piaget. Saxe (1981, 1982) found evidence for
this in a study of the development of number Gay, Glick, & Sharp, 1971) and does not hold

to the existence of a general or central proces-concepts among the Oksapmin of Papua New
Guinea, who use a number system based on the sor. The emphasis is on the study of the re-

lationship between a particular feature of thenames of body parts.
With respect to formal operational thinking, ecocultural context (e.g., an experience) and a

specific cognitive performance (e.g., classifica-some researchers have expressed the view that
individuals in many societies fail to achieve tion of stimuli). It suggests that “cultural differ-

ences in cognition reside more in the situationsthis characteristic of thought (Shea, 1985). Al-
though this is more true for societies in which to which particular cognitive processes are ap-
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plied than in the existence of a process in one cil-paper, sand, wire, and hand positioning)
was examined (R. C. Mishra & Tripathi, 1996).cultural group and its absence in another” (Cole
The advocates of this approachhave realizedet al., 1971, p. 233). Thus, the approach admits

some of its difficulties. A major problem is “itsthe relationship of cognitive performance with
failure to account for generality in human be-ecocultural features of groups without involv-
havior” (Laboratory of Comparative Humaning a central processor to mediate the effect of
Cognition, 1983, p. 331).With respect to perfor-culture on cognition.
mance, it is now felt that “skills and knowledgeStudies carried out with Kpelle farmers in
acquired in one setting often do appear in otherLiberia on estimation of the quantity of rice
settings under recognizably appropriate cir-(Gay & Cole, 1967) provide major support to
cumstances” (p. 331). In a relatively recent for-the above conclusion. The Kpelle are upland
mulation, Cole (1992) has proposed the conceptrice farmers who often sell surplus rice as a
of “modularity.” He maintains that psychologi-way to supplement their meager income. They
cal processes are domain specific, but considersstore rice in buckets, tin cans, and bags and
different domains as modules, which are intri-use a standardminimal measure for rice, called
cately related to cultural contexts and have in-kopi (a tin can). This is often used to estimate
puts that are fed into a central processor thatthe amount of rice in day-to-day exchange. The
operates on them. With respect to cultural con-Kpelle adults and childrenwere comparedwith
text, Cole (1997) admitsAmerican working class adults and school-

children for their accuracy in estimating differ-
There is no doubt that culture is patterned,ent amounts of rice. It was found that Kpelle
but there is also no doubt that it is far fromadults were extremely accurate at this task, av-
uniform and that its patterning is experi-eraging only 1% or 2% error compared to the
enced in local, face-to-face interactions thatAmerican adults, who overestimated one of the
are locally constrained. . . . Consequently,amounts by 100%. This accuracy is not re-
anyone interested in the question of cultureflected by Kpelle farmers in other situations.
and cognition must be concerned with theStudies on free recall of the Kpelle (Cole et al.,
effective units of culture vis a vismind: They1971), on conservation of mass among children
are to be located somewhere between theof Mexican potters (Price-Williams, Gordon, &
“perfectly patterned whole” and the “ran-Ramirez, 1969), on pattern reproduction among
dom collection of artifacts.” (p. 250)Zambian and Scottish children (Serpell, 1979),

and on understanding of “profit” among Scot-
In a retrospective assessment of his theoreticaltish and Zimbabwean children (Jahoda, 1983)
position, Cole (1996) acknowledged, “Whatalso tend to support the notion of “specificity”
we did not have was a systematic way of think-in cognitive processes. ing about the relation between the psychic real-

Similar evidence was obtained in a study of ity we created through our research practices
the effect of Vai, Liberia, literacy on cognitive and the psychological reality of people in their
performance (Scribner & Cole, 1981). Vai liter- everyday practices” (p. 97). Research using the
acy influenced only some specific test perfor- “sociohistorical approach” (Vygotsky, 1978) and
mances (e.g., descriptive communications and “everyday cognition” approach (Schliemann &
grammatical judgments). Such a limited role of Carraher, chapter 8, this volume; Schliemann,
literacy was explained in terms of its “re- Carraher, & Ceci, 1997) is an attempt to over-
stricted” use in the community. come some of these difficulties.
Berry and Bennett (1991) studied the Cree

of Northern Ontario in Canada, where the use
Cognitive Stylesof literacy is not so restricted as in the Vai. The

effect of literacy was evident only for rotation The cognitive styles approach was articulated
and spatial tasks, that is, the tasks that involved by Ferguson (1956), who argued that “cultural
cognitive operations essential for the use of the factors prescribe what shall be learned and at
script. However, the analysis revealed positive what age; consequently different cultural envi-
intercorrelation among all test scores, suggest- ronments lead to the development of different
ing a definite patterning in the data. Patterning patterns of ability” (p. 156). Thus, those who
in performance has also been reported in an- use this approach look for interrelationships
other study, in which the effect of a particular (patterns) in cognitive performances and postu-
cultural experience (weaving) on reproduction late that different patterns of abilities tend to

develop in different ecocultural settings, de-of patterns through different media (e.g., pen-
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pending on the demands placed on an individ- Gbanu sample the emphasis was toward inter-
dependence. However, the socialization vari-ual’s life.

Among various cognitive styles, the field de- ables did not relate stronglywith cognitive (FD-
FI) style of children. On the other hand, bothpendent–field independent (FD-FI) style has

received substantial attention in research (Wit- test and contact acculturation significantly in-
fluenced test performance in the predicted di-kin & Goodenough, 1981). Cross-cultural stud-

ies of FD-FI cognitive style have largely been rection.
In a more recent study, R. C. Mishra et al.pursued in an ecocultural framework proposed

by Berry (1966, 1976, 1987). In this framework, (1996) studied parents and children of the
Birhor (nomadic hunters-gatherer group), Asurecology and acculturation are perceived as two

major set of “input” variables, and the culture (recent settlers pursuing a mixed economy of
hunting-gathering and agriculture), and Oraonof groups and behavior of individuals are con-

sidered “adaptive to the demands placed on (long-standing agriculturists) tribal cultural
groups in the state of Bihar in India. In eachindividuals and groups in their respective eco-

logical settings.” Witkin and Berry (1975) and cultural group, variations among subjects were
obtained with respect to a number of variablesBerry (1981, 1991) have presented comprehen-

sive reviews of cross-cultural studies of FD-FI of contact and test acculturation. Socialization
emphases (towards compliance or assertion) ofstyle. Findings generally suggest that the cogni-

tive style of individuals and groups can be pre- the groups were also assessed through a combi-
nation of observation, interview and testing.dicted from knowledge of their ecocultural and

acculturation characteristics (Berry, 1976, 1981). The findings supported the notion of cognitive
styles, and itwas possible to predict these stylesThe study of FD-FI cognitive style, using the

ecocultural framework, has generated consider- on the basis of ecocultural and acculturational
characteristics of the groups. Parent- or child-able interest among researchers for decades.

D. Sinha (1979, 1980) studied children of no- reported socialization emphases turned out as
weak predictors of children’s cognitive style,madic hunting-gathering, transitional, and long-

standing agricultural groups of tribal and other while variables like parental helping and feed-
back (extracted from factor analysis) couldcultures. Hunters and gatherers were found to

bepsychologicallymoredifferentiated (FI) than reliably predict cognitive style in the expected
direction. Almost similar results have been ob-agriculturists. Hill ecology supported by cer-

tain cultural practices of the Brahmin group tained in another study carried out with chil-
dren of hunting-gathering, agricultural, andwas found to reinforce the process of differenti-

ation among Nepalese children (D. Sinha & wage-earning samples of the Tharu culture in
the Himalayan region of India (K. Mishra,Shrestha, 1992). Schooling, urbanization, and

industrialization have also been found to pro- 1998).
R. C.Mishra (1996) studied unschooled chil-mote differentiation among Santhal children

(G. Sinha, 1988). dren of the Birjia cultural group in Bihar (India)
using Story-Pictorial EFT (Embedded FiguresBerry et el. (1986) studied male and female

children and adults of the Biaka (Pygmy hunt- Test) and Indo-African EFT as measures of cog-
nitive style. Distances traveled by childreners and gatherers), the Bangandu (mainly agri-

culturist, but with some hunting and gather- daily away from home (either in the forest or
within the village) and their self-directed activ-ing), and the Gbanu (full-fledged agriculturist)

cultural groups of central Africa, using eight itieswere assessed. In general, childrenmoving
into the forests traveled longer distances andmeasures of differentiation in the cognitive do-

main and three in the social domain. Data ob- engaged in more self-directed activities than
those moving in the village surroundings. Thetained from parent and neighbor interviews,

child ratings, and observation of parent-child childrenwhomoved in the forest scored signifi-
cantly higher on both the measures of cognitiveinteraction on a specially designed task were

used to assess the nature of child socialization. style than the village children, which was at-
tributed to high differentiation demands placedAcculturation was assessed at both the subjec-

tive and objective levels. on children in the forest settings.
Thus, studies that adopt a cognitive styleFindings on the cognitive tests offered sup-

port to the notion of cognitive style. Socializa- approach reveal that the effect of culture on
cognition cannot be explored simply by observ-tion emphases were toward making children

independent and self-reliant in both the Biaka ing the performance of various cultural groups
on certain cognitive tasks. An analysis of theand the Bangandu samples, whereas in the
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cultural life of groups, the behavioral compe- Recent studies provide support for a weak
tencies required in their cultural settings, and linguistic effect on color categorization. Davies
the way in which they are nurtured in the and Corbett (1997) studied speakers of English,
course of individual development is essential. Russian, and Setswana languages, which differ
Differences exemplified in these approaches in their number of basic color terms and in how

point to the various ways in which the relation- the blue-green region is categorized. A set of
ship between culture and cognition can be ad- 65 colors was given to subjects for sorting into
dressed in empirical research. As we can see, groups so that the members of the groups looked
there is no disagreement on the role of culture similar to each other. Contrary to the expecta-
in cognition. The difference among approaches tion, the findings revealed considerable simi-
lies in how they prefer to approach culture, larity among the patterns of choice of the three
cognition, and the relationship between the samples. At the same time, there were also sig-
two. nificant differences among the samples. For ex-

ample, Setswana speakers (who have a single
basic term for blue and green) were more likely
to group blue colors with green colors than ei-Influence of Culture on
ther English or Russian speakers. On the otherCognitive Processes
hand, Russian speakers (who have two basic
color terms for blue) were no more likely thanIn this section, we discuss some studies of cog-
English speakers to group light and dark bluenitive processes to examine how and to what
separately. There were also structural differ-extent the cultural factors can influence them.
ences in grouping among the samples. For ex-
ample, the samples differed in the level of con-
sensus in grouping, the number of groupsCategorization
formed, and the distribution of the number ofOur perception gives us very diverse knowl-
colors placed in a group.edge of the surroundingworld. To organize and

retain this knowledge, some kind of categoriza-
tion becomes essential. Do people from differ- Classification of Plants
ent cultures use different principles of category and Animalsformation, or are the principles the same every-

Ethnobiology is a discipline in which folk clas-where? Cross-cultural research on the categori-
sification systems of plants and animals arezation of colors and objects provides us with
examined. It provides some interesting datasome interesting results.
about the categorization behavior of people.
Berlin’s (1992) book, Ethnobiological Classifi-

Color Coding and cation, deals with some of the crucial issues.
Categorization Blount and Schwanenflugel (1993) discussed

some of this work at length. The main issueEarly studies pertaining to color codability
relates to the categorical distinctions that mem-(Whorf, 1956) had demonstrated that people
bers of traditional societies make among spe-in different societies did not have the same
cies of plants and animals. A commonsensearray of color terms to partition the color spec-
approach would suggest that plants and ani-trum. Berlin and Kay (1969) argued that, if the
mals, which are most important to a society inphilosophy underlying color perception is uni-
terms of its survival, are the most likely objectsversal, then there should be agreement on “fo-
of discrimination and naming. Contrary to thiscal points” for color among those who speak
notion, Berlin (1992) claims that the structuraldifferent languages in spite of variations in
and typological consistencies in the classifica-color vocabulary. Berlin and Kay (1969), how-
tion system of traditional people “can best beever, noted an evolutionary progression in
explained in terms of human beings’ similarcolor terms in the sense that culturally simpler
perceptual and largely unconscious apprecia-societies tended to have fewer basic color terms
tion of the natural affinities among groupingsthan culturally complex (e.g., large-scale, in-
of plants and animals in their environment” (p.dustrial) societies.MacLaury’s (1991)work also
XI). The basic point is that the natural worlddemonstrates the effect of ecocultural factors
impinges on all human beings in a commonon color coding. A comprehensive discussion
way, and that they all perceive it in highly simi-of color-naming studies has been presented by

Russell, Deregowski, and Kinnear (1997). lar ways.
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If this claim is correct, then the question is: were correlated positively (.64); however, dif-
ferences between themwere evident for catego-Where do cultural influences find a place in

the systemsof classification andnomenclature? ries like “bird” and “fruit.” On the other hand,
Lin and Schwanenflugel (1995) indicate thatBerlin argues that they appear at the “subgen-

eric” level, which is largely associated with cross-cultural variations in category structure
tend to increase as cultures become more dis-domesticated species of plants and animals.

This means that the increased importance of tinct from each other. These findings suggest
that differences in categorization and labelinganimals and plants in a society’s life will lead

to subgeneric conceptual distinctions. of categories are relative to the cultural experi-
ences of individuals or groups.Cross-cultural comparisons suggest consid-

erable variation in categories at the level of
“life-form.” The economic importance of plants

Sorting of Objectsand species is reported as the most significant
Another way to study categorization is to dis-factor in determining categorization by people.
cover how people place various objects inDifferences associated with factors like gender,
groups. Such studies have often used a “sort-age, and division of labor in the knowledge of
ing” procedure. Because categories are definedcategories and nomenclature provide impor-
here by shared attributes, the procedure is alsotant evidence of cultural influence on classifi-
called equivalence sorting (Segall et al., 1999).cation (Berlin, 1992) as long as these factors
Both “constrained” and “free” sorting proce-account for differential familiarity of people
dures have beenused to explore thedimensionswith stimuli as a result of their participation
along which differences in categorization canin different settings.
be evaluated. These include taxonomic, func-Lopez, Atran, Coley,Medin, andSmith (1997)
tional, perceptual, and structural categoriza-compared industrialized American and tradi-
tions. Cultural groups have been found to varytional Itzaj-Mayan, Guatemala cultural groups
in the preferred dimensions of classification,to examine potential universal and cultural fea-
the ease or difficulty of changing dimensionstures of folk biological taxonomies and induc-
of categorization, the generality of fineness in-tions. The findings revealed that the American
volved in their sorts, and the verbalization ofand theMayan groups built taxonomies of local
the dimensions used in sorting (Rogoff, 1981).mammal species that were comparable inmany
R. C. Mishra et al. (1996) studied the catego-ways. On the other hand, there was also evi-

rization behavior of Birhor, Asur, and Oraondence for differences in folk biological taxon-
tribal groups of Bihar (India). Subjects wereomy based largely on the greater weighting of
presented 29 familiar and locally salient objectsecological factors by the Mayans. These find-
that were expected to belong to six familiarings suggest that there is a universal ability to
categories. A free-sorting procedure was used.construct taxonomies of living kinds and to use
The performance was assessed on a number ofthose taxonomies in reasoning. What varies is
measures, such as number of categories pro-the knowledge that members of different cul-
duced, number of categories conforming to thetures bring to the process, indicating that there
expected categories, number of subcategories,are different paths to the same destination.
nature of groupings (conceptual, functional,
perceptual, idiosyncratic), and the shifts in the

Prototypes basis of grouping over trials. The findings re-
vealed that Birhors generally sorted objects inPrototypes have largely been studied by psy-

chologists. The approach is mainly based on fewer categories and produced fewer subcate-
gories than the Asur and Oraon did. Contact“prototypicality analysis.” In this approach,

people from different societies are asked to rate acculturation of groups did not influence the
overall production of categories, conformingthe goodness of an item as an example of a

specific category term (e.g., how good “rabbit” categories, and subcategories. The pattern of
results did not change in the regrouping of ob-is as an example of the category “animal”).

Studies provide evidence for some culture-spe- jects. All the groups sorted objects predomi-
nantly on a functional basis, but Asur and Or-cific and some universal patterns in categoriza-

tion systems. Schwanenflugel and Rey (1986) aon children did this more frequently. The
effect of acculturation was significant with re-compared the prototypical judgments of mono-

lingual Spanish- and English-speaking groups spect to conceptual grouping for theOraon chil-
dren alone, indicating that other groupingsliving in Florida. The typicality ratings of the

two groups over a large number of categories were less under the influence of acculturation.
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Wassmann and Dasen (1994) studied clas- English. In general, Ghanaian students recalled
stories better than American students, evensification among the Yupno of Papua New

Guinea, whose worldview classifies everything though English was not their first language.
into “hot” and “cold.” This highly abstract
dimension is not detectable by any visible fea-

Memory for Storiestures. Hence, only experts (sorcerers) can ma-
Some studies have tried to test the effect ofnipulate these states. A sorting task was devel-
culture on memory by introducing the elementoped that consisted of 19 objects that could be
of “cultural knowledge” in stories. Reynold,clearly classified as either hot or cold, but could
Taylor, Steffensen, Shirley, andAnderson (1982)also be classified according to other criteria such
compared Black and White American studentsas color, form, function, or taxonomy. It was
using a story about an incident, which couldfound that only the sorcerers used the catego-
be interpreted as either a “fight” or a ritualisticries hot and cold explicitly. The other older
game called “sounding.”They found thatWhiteadults used them implicitly through function.
students interpreted the incident as a fight,Although schooling induced sorting by color,
whereas Black students interpreted it as achildren in general (schooled or unschooled)
sounding game. These interpretations wereused it as the basis of sorting. As criteria for
consistent with their own cultural knowledge.classification of objects, form was never used,
Steffensen and Calker (1982) studied Ameri-and taxonomy was used very seldom.

can and Australian Aboriginal women’s recallThese findings disregard the notion held
of stories about a sick child who was treatedabout the inability of some cultural groups to
byWesternmedicine in one story and by nativecarry out abstract thinking. Differential famil-
medicine in another. The findings revealed thatiarity is not the only explanation. Dasen (1984)
women had better recall of stories that wereargues that groups can categorize objects even
consistent with their cultural knowledge. Com-if they are not familiar with them. Further, they
parison of American and Brazilian (Harris,can categorize familiar stimuli in very different
Schoen, & Lee, 1986), as well as American andways, depending on their specific experiences
Mexican (Harris, Schoen, &Hensley, 1992), cul-with those stimuli and the cultural appropriate-
tural groups have provided similar results.ness of the technique used to assess the catego-
Other studies indicate relatively few differ-rization behavior (Wassmann, 1993). The evi-

ences in the amount or pattern of story recall,dence suggests that different cultural groups
suggesting that story structure is a “culturalhave similar capacity for information pro-
universal.” The classical work of Cole et al.cessing.
(1971) among the Kpelle of Liberia brings out
the importance of story context in memory.Learning and Memory Cole and colleagues were interested in assess-

Learning andmemory are very important cogni- ing if the Kpelle were able to recall in categori-
tive processes that deal with acquisition and cal clusters words presented in a random order.
retention of information. Several decades ago, It was found that the subjects were able to dem-
Bartlett (1932) argued that memory skills in onstrate clustering only when the words were
preliterate societies developed differently from presented in the context of stories, a cultural
those in literate societies. The difference was practice to which the subjects were exposed in
explained on the ground that daily life in non- day-to-day life.
literate societies places a high premium on re-
membering even those details that are a matter

Other Aspects of Memoryof written record in literate societies. Individu-
als in literate societies may have lost memory The effect of cultural pressures can operate in

many other ways to influence memory of indi-skills because of a lack of practice associated
with greater reliance on written records (e.g., viduals. R. C. Mishra and Singh (1992) studied

children of the Asur cultural group in India.telephonedirectories) or other kinds ofmemory
banks (e.g., computers). There is some evidence The Asur manage life without lamps or other

sources of light during nights. It was arguedto show that people reared in societies with
strong oral traditions have a strong memory that such a life would place great demand on

individuals to put things in “fixed” places andcapacity. Ross and Millsom (1970) compared
Ghanaian (oral tradition) and American (writ- to remember them. Children’s memory for “lo-

cations” and “pairs” of pictures under inten-ten tradition) university students for the recall
of themes contained in stories read aloud in tional and incidental learning conditions was
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assessed. All children showed greater recall ac- port the claim. The effect of Quranic literacy
curacy for location than pair of pictures even has been particularly analyzed. Wagner (1993)
under an incidental learning condition. worked with Muslim children in Morocco us-
Cultural practices can also predispose peo- ing a variety of memory tasks. The Quranic

ple to learn certain kinds of material efficiently students demonstrated better remembering than
and to employ organizational strategies quite nonschooled children did, but almost at the
easily. R. C. Mishra and Shukla (1999) com- same level as themodern school children.How-
pared recall and clustering of Tharu children ever, they were found to rely on “rote” learning
in India with those of other cultural groups. (Scribner & Cole, 1978, 1981). Reliance on rote
Tharu is a tribal cultural group with music that memorization in the pedagogy of a modern Is-
is characterized by a dominant emphasis on lamic school is held as an important reason for
rhythm. A word list characterized by phonetic the use of this strategy in test situations.
similarity of items was given to children for With respect to the effect of schooling, stud-
learning and recall. It was argued that phonetic ies have compared the learning and memory of
similarity among items would generate rhym- children attending different qualities of school
ing and encourage easy encoding by the Tharu (e.g., good or poor, high -facility or low-facility
children of the items into clusters. The findings schools) or different types of school (e.g., tradi-
supported the prediction. While Tharu chil- tional or Western type). Good schools are char-
dren did not employ much clustering on other acterized by enough space for students and
tasks (e.g., conceptually related list of items), staff; transportation; adequate facilities for sports,
they used it on the phonetic task to the same games, and recreational activities; library and
extent as the other groups did. reading room; trained teachers; and use of new

teaching technology (R. C. Mishra & Gupta,
1978; D. Sinha, 1977). Ordinary schools are lessSchooling and Literacy
equipped with these facilities. Such a contrast

Cross-cultural studies have quite often reported in schools can be easily observed in countries
schooling as an important determinant of like India, where many primary schools do notcognitive test performance. Rogoff (1981) pre-

have even the most basic facilities, like black-sented a detailed review of these studies. The
board, chalk, and erasers (R. C. Mishra, 1999).effect of schooling (more particularly, of liter-
Agrawal and Mishra (1983) compared wordacy) has been interpreted in four different ways

learning and recall of children attending better(Segall et al., 1999):
and ordinary schools in Varanasi (India). Find-
ings revealed that, compared to children from1. Schooling produces new cognitive pro-
better schools, the children from an ordinarycesses.
school took more trials to learn the task and2. Schooling promotes the application of
exhibited less clustering in recall. A. Mishraexisting processes to a large array of con-
(1992) studied recall and organization (cluster-texts, includingnewandunfamiliar ones.
ing) of words among children from good and3. Schooling produces only superficial ef-
ordinary schools by manipulating the contextfects that result from positive test-taking
of item presentation. The overall recall and or-attitudes and ease in test situations.
ganization scores of children from ordinary4. Schooling generates effects that are likely
schools were lower than those from the betterto show up only in school-like experi-
schools under bothuncued and cued recall con-mental studies.
ditions. When the same items were presented
in the context of familiar stories, differencesBecause literacy is typically attained with
in recall and organization scores of childrenschooling, it is generally difficult to separate
from good and ordinary schools disappeared.their effects. Scribner and Cole (1981) have dis-
The ability for random and categorical recalltinguished between two kinds of effect of liter-
was clearly demonstrated by both the schoolacy on individuals. One relates to the growth
groups, and they could use it with a high degreeof mind as a function of assimilation of knowl-
of flexibility, depending on the demand of theedge and information that is transmitted by
situation.written texts. Another relates to the content of
Studies in which learning strategies of chil-thought and the processes of thinking.

dren attending traditional schools have beenGoody (1968) has made very strong asser-
compared with those of children attendingtions about the effect of literacy on cognitive

functioning, but empirical studies do not sup- Western-type schools (R. C. Mishra, 1988; R. C.
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Mishra &Agrawal, in press;Wagner, 1978, 1983, Recent studies of spatial cognition focus on
the use of language to describe space. Taylor1993; Wagner & Spratt, 1987) indicate that rote
and Tversky (1996) indicate that theorists oflearning is the dominant learning strategy of
spatial language have distinguished three kindschildren attending traditional school. When an
of reference frames, depending on their origins:organizational strategy is employed, the “basis”
(a) deictic or viewer centered, (b) intrinsic orrather than the “level” of organization charac-
object centered, and (c) extrinsic or environ-terize their differences. R. C. Mishra (1988)
ment centered. These three frames correspondfound that Sanskrit school children tended to
to Levinson’s (1996) distinction among relative,organize the list items according to the “im-
intrinsic, and absolute frames that seems to haveportance of objects.” On the other hand, the
gainedwide acceptance. Levinson’s (1996)workorganization of children attending Western-
suggests that different language communitiestype schools was based on the “importance of
preferentially use different reference frames.events.”
Wassmann and Dasen (1998) explored theThese studies exemplify the role of cultural

intricacies of the Balinese geocentric spatialfactors in learning andmemory. They point out
orientation system, its adaptation to topologicalthat not only cultural salience of objects, events,
and historical contexts, its uses in everydayand practices, but also many school-based ex-
language and behavior, and its influence on theperiences can account for different outcomes
encoding of spatial relationships in memoryfor individual’s learning and memory.
tasks. The findings suggested that, while most
Balinese used the absolute frame of reference

Spatial Cognition provided by their language and culture, a rela-
tive (egocentric) encoding was also used. How-Spatial cognition refers to a process through
ever, the flexibility with which the Balinesewhich individuals gain knowledge of objects
could switch from one encoding to the otherand events situated in or linked to space (Gau-
increased with age. This study provided evi-vain, 1993; R. C. Mishra, 1997). Cross-cultural
dence for moderate linguistic relativity.studies of spatial cognition largely focused on
Niraula (1998) studied the development ofhow people describe space. Picture description

spatial cognition in rural and urban Nepaleseand route description tasks have often been
children of the Newar cultural group. With in-used in these studies. In a study with British
crease in child’s age, she found a clear switchand Iranian preschool children, Spencer and
from relative to absolute encoding. ChildrenDarvizeh (1983) reported that the Iranian chil-
who appeared to be psychologically more dif-dren gave more detailed accounts of the site
ferentiated (on the story-Pictorial EFT) tendedalong a route, but less directional information,
to use the absolute frame of encodingmore oftenthan theBritish children. Similarity in the child
than those who were less differentiated. Differ-and adult ways of communicating spatial infor-
ences in absolute or relative encoding due tomation in each culture suggested that commu-
rural or urban upbringing were not significant.nicative competence about space is a culturally
Dasen, Mishra, and Niraula (1999) recentlypatterned skill. This competence is greatly fa-

studied village and city children 4 to 14 yearscilitated by certain cultural artifacts such as
old in Varanasi (India) and in Dolakha (Nepal).paper-pencil or maps.
While village children encoded spatial infor-Frake (1980) carried out a classical study of
mation predominantly in an absolute frame,spatial orientation in two cultures. He analyzed
city children used a variety of frames (also in-the use of absolute directions (e.g., east, west, cluding the absolute one) in spatial encoding,south, north) and contingent directions (e.g., although both groups speak a common lan-

right, left, forward, behind) in Southeast Asia guage (i.e., Hindi). In Nepal, on the other hand,
and California. His findings revealed that cul- a preference for the “uphill-downhill” geocen-
tures differ in the use of directional terms, and tric frame is most commonly used for spatial
that terms such as south or north are not the encoding. Whether these orientation systems
veridical descriptions of the world; instead, influence children’s performance on cognitive
they are concepts held by people within a par- tasks seems to be doubtful.
ticular cultural framework. For example, in
Southeast Asia, south is often used to refer to Problem Solving and“seaward” rather than “landward” and virtu-

Verbal Reasoningally never for true south; in California, the Pa-
cific Ocean is said to be to the west, although Problem solving represents a very important

domain of human cognitive functioning. Math-this is not always true.
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ematical problem solving has been particularly an emphasis on analysis, school education pro-
motes a theoretic orientation to syllogisms. Theaddressed in cross-cultural studies.Asweknow,
nature of syllogisms is another factor to influ-in all cultures, people do some sort of mathe-
ence reasoning process. In a study in India,matics; however, in Eastern cultures,where cal-
Dash and Das (1987) found that schooled chil-culators or computers are not commonly used,
dren performed better on “conjunctive” typegreat emphasis is placed on the development
syllogisms (e.g., A horse and dog always moveof numerical skills. Hence, it is not surpris-
together. The dog is moving in the jungle now.ing that students from these cultures perform
What is the dog doing?). The unschooled chil-better on mathematical achievement measures.
dren performed better on syllogisms of theGeary, Fan, and Bow-Thomas (1992) compared
“contrary-to-experience” type (e.g., If the horsethe performance of Chinese and American chil-
is well fed, it cannot work well. Rama Babu’sdren on problems of simple addition and found
horse is well fed today. Can it work well to-that Chinese children correctly solved three
day?). These results suggest that nonschooledtimes more problems than American children,
children can also grasp the logical truths in theand they also did it with greater speed. Chinese
same manner as the schooled children do. Thechildren used direct retrieval and decomposi-
difference lies only with respect to the contexttion strategies, whereas American children de-
in which reasoning is carried out.pended mainly on counting. The excellence of

Chinese children was attributed to the involve-
ment of parents and teacherswith children dur- Creativity
ing the course ofmastery of the basicmathemat-

Creativity is one of the most valued cognitiveical skills.
processes; it ismeasured by the originality, flexi-A distinction has beenmade between formal
bility, and fluency of ideas or products. Unfortu-and informalmathematical thinking. Davis and
nately, this process has been little studied cross-Ginsburg (1993) compared the performance of
culturally, but studies do bring out the role ofAfrican, American, and Korean children. On
environmental supports (Stein, 1991) and eco-informal mathematical problems, little differ-
logical context in the development of creativityence in their performancewas noted. On formal
(Harrington, 1990). Children’s relationship withmathematical problems, on the other hand, the
parents, including their supports and stimula-Korean children performed better than the tion, tend to influence creativity (Simonton,

other groups. It was argued that classroom in- 1987).
struction and parental training given to Korean Colligan (1983) has done a classical study on
children during the school years was responsi- the role of cultural pressures and socialization
ble for their excellent performance on formal practices in the development of musical cre-
mathematical problems. ativity. The Samoan, Balinese, Japanese, and
Syllogistic reasoning problems have been Omaha Indian cultures were studied. In the

used for the analysis of cross-cultural differ- Samoan and Balinese cultures, the dancers are
ences in some studies. These problems are con- encouraged to recognize their individuality (as
cerned with logical (necessary) truths that are a person in Samoa and as a member of a group
different from empirical (contingent) truths. in Bali); hence, in these cultures, the dancers
Logical truths require comprehension and in- develop unique individual dancing styleswith-
ference. Empirical truths are learned from one’s in the basic framework of the art prescribed by
experiences or from the testimony of others. their respective societies. On the other hand,
Luria (1976) did the classical work on syllogis- the Japanese and Omaha Indian cultures do not
tic reasoning.He found that even illiterate peas- sanction innovation and originality. Hence, the
ants inUzbekistanwere able to grasp the empir- dancing style in these cultures has remained
ical truths, but they failed to grasp the logical relatively unchanged.
truths. Encouraging children to participate in cer-
Scribner (1979) has made a distinction be- tain games, such as “make believe,” can foster

tween “theoretic” and “empiric” answers. The creativity (Segall et al., 1999). Creative thinking
theoretic answers are based on information among children can also be promoted by role-
contained in the problem, whereas the empiric playing (Dasen, 1988). The extent to which
answers are based on information external to such games and play activities form part of the
the problem. Scribner and Cole (1981) found socialization process of children in any culture
that schooling contributed significantly to syl- can predict the influence of culture on cre-

ativity.logistic reasoning. This indicates that, through
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8
Everyday Cognition

Where Culture, Psychology, and Education
Come Together

ANALÚCIA D. SCHLIEMANN & DAVID W. CARRAHER

The study of cognition across cultures is informed not only by work in topic areas
that would be considered “traditional” cognition, but also by a burgeoning field of in-
quiry known as everyday cognition. Everyday cognition refers to the cognitive skills
developed in everyday activities, especially those unrelated to formal schooling.
Known under different denominations over the years, studies of everyday cognition
have spanned many topics across many cultures, including navigation skills, tailor-
ing, weaving, horse racing betting, and the like.
In this chapter, Schliemann and Carraher provide an excellent overview of the

field of everyday cognition, first comparing and contrasting it with studies of tradi-
tional cognitive skills. They successfully argue that studies of cognition that are lim-
ited to laboratory or testing situations, often involving abstract skills learned in for-
mal educational systems, may not show a complete picture of cognitive abilities,
especially across cultures. They provide a historical context with which to under-
stand the emergence of the field of study of everyday cognition, drawing on sources
not only in cross-cultural psychology, but also in anthropology, education, and politi-
cal science.
While the field of everyday cognition spans a number of different cognitive abili-

ties, in this chapter, Schliemann and Carraher highlight issues related to one specific
domain that has been studied: everyday and school mathematics. By reviewing nu-
merous studies from various disciplines, they document how people of different cul-
tures can develop considerable mathematical skills through their everyday life, often
without the supposed benefit of formal education. At the same time, however, Schlie-
mann and Carraher discuss objectively the strengths and weaknesses of mathematics
learned in everyday life, as well as its relevance. By asking different questions, Schlie-
mann and Carraher deftly refocus concerns about everyday mathematics versus
school-based mathematics learning from an emphasis on antagonistic competition be-
tween the two approaches to potentialities that arise because of the simultaneous
complementation of them.
In looking toward the future, Schliemann and Carraher raise a number of impor-

tant issues that need to be addressed for this area of cross-cultural psychology to con-
tinue to evolve. They suggest, for instance, that new theoretical approaches concern-
ing the nature of knowledge, cognition, intelligence, and cognitive development need
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to be created, especially those that integrate individual cognitive skills and ecological
and sociocultural factors. New theoretical frameworks bring with them multiple re-
search paths and methodologies, especially those that move away from viewing cogni-
tion as an individual, decontextualized process and instead toward a focus on socio-
cultural practices as mediators of cognitive development. These practices include
language, cultural tools, and conventional symbolic systems in shaping and transform-
ing mental processes.
Schliemann and Carraher also argue that future theoretical and empirical work

needs to redefine context, pointing out that contexts are not just constituted by their
physical properties, but involve cultural meanings and interpretations. In particular,
their ideas concerning the redefinition of the time frameworks of cognitive develop-
ment studied and the term they call situated generalization, which refers to the ten-
sion between abstract and concrete processes, deserve special attention.
A message that Schliemann and Carraher deliver throughout their chapter, espe-

cially in the section describing future work, concerns the issue of integration—of
new theoretical and empirical approaches; of qualitative, quantitative, ethnographic
methods and open-ended interviews with traditional studies of cognition; of view-
points from anthropology, sociology, psychology, history, and education; and of work
involving both school and everyday life, especially concerning the possible synergy
created by their interaction. They argue that this integration is necessary if cross-cul-
tural work in this area of psychology will continue to evolve from a field that merely
documents interesting and sometimes exotic differences to one that truly captures the
rich diversity of cognitive development in multiple contexts. In this vein, their mes-
sage concerning the integration of theory and method from disparate sources as being
vital to the continued evolution of the field is entirely consonant with that given by
all authors in this volume.

Studies of cognition reveal that peoplemay per- exert significant influence on their thinking. If
learning out of school were simply a matter offormwell on reasoning tasks in natural settings

despite the fact that they fail to solve what ap- getting a head start on formal learning, it might
not seem so important. But, again and again,pear to be similar tasks in laboratory or testing

settings. This has led some researchers to ques- developmental psychologists have noted sub-
stantial differences in the quality of children’stion traditional views of cognitive abilities as

free from the situations in which they are used. thinking at different stages of development.
Children given “the same” task will consis-To account for such disparities and to give a

broader account of cognitive development, re- tently construe the issues in diverse ways. In
essence, developmental research over the pastsearchers have drawn attention to the role of

symbolic systems, cultural practices, and his- decades has undermined the empiricist prem-
ise that knowledge proceeds through unmedi-torical events in shaping people’s reasoning

and behavior. The field of everyday cognition ated observation of reality and through the pas-
sive assimilation of information provided byaims at understanding how cognitive abilities

emerge in cultural milieus and draw their char- others. By drawing attention to the details of
children’s interpretive processes, researchersacter from their social origins.

Everyday cognition research has benefited have highlighted the extent to which learning
takes place in noneducational settings and de-from an unwitting alliance of diverse research

and theoretical views about how knowledge pends on the outcomes of the children’s efforts
to comprehend.develops. Although the Piagetian opus does not

generally draw attention to sociocultural fac- Investigations by Cole and his associates
constituted an influential landmark in the shifttors in cognitive development, it nonetheless

provides a wealth of empirical and theoretical from the use of standardized interviews and
tests toward the analysis of cognition in every-findings on children’s “spontaneous” develop-

ment. This work and, more generally, that of day contexts. Their studies of cognitive devel-
opment among the Kpelle in Africa (Cole, Gay,developmental psychologists has identified an

impressive spectrum of concepts and topics in Glick, & Sharp, 1971; Gay & Cole, 1967) repre-
sent a systematic effort to identify practical ac-which children make progress before schools
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tivities that could serve as models for cognitive weaving, shopping, betting on horse racing,
weight watching, work in a dairy plant, carpen-tasks or as opportunities for a more appropri-
try, house building, cooking, lottery betting,ate assessment of cognitive skills. Their work
fishing, market selling, and so on. They haveopened up new pathways for researching hu-
raised new issues, such as the following: Whatman cognition across cultures and inspired
kind of understanding develops in everydaynew theoretical and methodological ways of
activities? How does the knowledge developedlooking at knowledge development in everyday
through everydayworking activities differ fromcontexts. Through the work of Cole and his
the knowledge acquired in schools through for-associates, the Soviet sociohistorical tradition
mal explicit instruction? How does everydaybecame a major theoretical influence in the
knowledge interact with school experience?study of cognition and cognitive development.
Does absence of school instruction limit theThe sociohistorical tradition establishedbyLeon-
development of knowledge in everyday set-tiev (1981), Luria (1976), and Vygotsky (1978)
tings? How specific is knowledge acquired inviews the development of human psychologi-
everyday activities? How is it related to perfor-cal processes as “determined by humanity’s
mance on psychological tests? How do studieshistorically-developing, culturally mediated,
of everyday cognitionhelp clarify issues relatedpractical activity” (Cole, 1988, pp. 137–138).
to intelligence, learning, or transfer? How doThis approach constitutes the core of many re-
culture, cultural tools, cultural symbolic sys-cent studies of human knowledge in everyday
tems, and social interactions relate to knowl-contexts.
edge development?Within the experimental psychological tra-
In the following sections,wedescribe empir-dition, Neisser (1967, 1976, 1982) appears as a

ical studies of everyday cognition that helpedmajor influence, urging psychologists to study
clarify someof these questions.We first providecognition in everyday contexts and lamenting
a brief account of studies on cognitive perfor-psychology’s silence on questions related to
mance in laboratory settings versus perfor-cognition in everyday life. Neisser and a new
mance in everyday settings. We then considergeneration of cognitivists promulgated a view
the diverse areas researchers have studied inthat embedded cognition in a larger framework,
the last decades. Then, by focusing mainly onincluding the contexts in which cognitive pro-
mathematical knowledge in out-of-school, out-cesses take place and the individual’s knowl-
of-laboratory contexts of individuals with re-edge and feelings about these processes.
stricted school experience, we contrast every-Similar developments occurred in the area
day and school knowledge and discuss theof cross-cultural psychology, as emic and eco-
generality, the strengths, and the limitationscultural approaches to cross-cultural psychol-
of knowledge developed in specific everydayogy such as that of Berry (1976) began to appear.
settings. Finally, we consider some impli-Variables intimately linked to everyday activi-
cations of studies of everyday cognition for cog-ties became the object of cross-cultural studies.
nitive and psychological theories, researchIn the last decades, we have seen the develop-
methodology, and education. A more detailedment of a large number of cross-cultural studies
review of everyday cognition studies by Schlie-that contrast the everyday knowledge of ordi-
mann, Carraher, and Ceci (1997) and severalnary people to school, expert, or scientific
edited volumes and chapters on everyday cog-knowledge (see Berry, Dasen, & Saraswathi, nition among schooled subjects (see Chaiklin

1997; Dasen & Bossel-Lagos, 1989; and Segall, & Lave, 1993; Detterman & Sternberg, 1993;
Dasen, Berry, & Poortinga, 1999). Harris, 1990; Rogoff & Lave, 1984; Sternberg &
Now, under different denominations, such Wagner, 1986; Voss, Perkins, & Segal, 1991) will

as indigenous cognition (Berry, 1993), ethno- complement and expand this review.
mathematics (D’Ambrosio, 1985), practical in-
telligence (Sternberg & Wagner, 1986), situated
cognition (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989),

Cognition in the Laboratorycognition in context (Laboratory of Compara-
versus Cognition in Everydaytive Human Cognition, 1983), socially shared

cognition (Resnick, Levine, & Teasley, 1991), Contexts
or everyday cognition (Rogoff & Lave, 1984),
everyday cognition has become a field of study Even Piaget recognized the importance of con-
in itself. Researchers have investigated sub- texts and of one’s previous experiences when

he stated (Piaget, 1972) that carpenters, lock-jects as varied as navigation skills, tailoring,
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smiths, and mechanics with limited formal ed- spective taking tasks demonstrate logical rea-
ucation,whomay fail in school-oriented formal soning when the same questions are phrased in
operations tasks, mightwell display formal rea- more natural and meaningful ways (see, among
soning in tasks related to their field of experi- others, Donaldson, 1978; Light, Buckingham, &
ence. Although maintaining the belief that for- Robbins, 1979;McGarrigle & Donaldson, 1974).
mal operations are logically independent of the Microlevel cognitive strategies, such as the tem-
reality content to which they are applied, he poral calibration of one’s psychological clock
admitted, “It is best to test the young person in (Ceci &Bronfenbrenner, 1985),multicausal rea-
a field that is relevant to his career and inter- soning (Ceci & Bronfenbrenner; see Ceci, 1990,
ests” (p. 1). 1993) and syllogistic reasoning (Dias & Harris,
Glick (1981) describes an interesting exam- 1988) are also strongly affected by contexts.

ple of the role of cultural contexts and values on The above studies call into question cogni-
the display of cognitive abilities. The example tive analysis that relies exclusively on perfor-
comes from the 1971 studies of Cole et al. with mance in laboratory settings. Researchers have
the Kpelle tribe in Liberia. They constructed a been aware for the last few decades that, to
list of objects that could be categorized as foods, understand cognition and learning better, we
clothes, tools, and eating utensils and asked need studies of cognition in everyday settings.
unschooled Kpelle adults to “put together the Attempts to understand cognition in every-
ones that go together.” In contrast to schooled day contexts are found in anthropological stud-
Western subjects, the Kpelle adults did not use ies. Outstanding examples are given by Hutch-
overarching categories (tools, foods, etc.), but ins in the analysis of inferences in the everyday
tended to employ functional categories, stating, discourse of the Trobriand Islanders (1980) and
for instance, “The knife and the orange go to- description of Micronesian navigation skills
gether because the knife cuts the orange.” One (1983). Data from these studies challenged con-
of the interviewees, who consistently provided clusions reached by previous anthropological
“low-level functional” answers, volunteered studies by showing use of logical reasoning
the observation that his way of classifying the among unschooled people in the everyday ac-
objects reflected how a “wise person”would do tivities of traditional societies.
it. When the interviewer asked how a “stupid” Within psychology, studies of child devel-
person would classify the objects, the inter- opment in the sociocultural context such as
viewee answered that a stupid person would those of Rogoff (1990) and Saxe (1991) focus
group them according to general classes (tools, on children’s everyday activities as a source offoods, and so forth). This answer suggests that

cognitive development. Also, as pointed out byhe could classify familiar items according to
Hatano (1990), studies of conceptual develop-Western standards of intelligence, but that it
ment and change show that, independent ofmade more sense to him to use the kind of
school instruction, children develop a fairlygroups that functions in natural settings. As
rich body of knowledge about scientific topicsCole (1988) concludes:
through their everyday experiences in the
world. Examples of these are the studies ofCultural differences in cognition reside
Carey (1985), Gelman (1979), Hughes (1986),more in the contexts within which cognitive
Inagaki (1990), Inagaki and Hatano (1987), Res-processes manifest themselves than in the
nick (1986), and Vosniadou (1991) and Piaget’sexistence of a particular process (such as
analysis of children’s understanding of logico-logical memory or theoretical responses to
mathematical and scientific concepts.syllogisms) in one culture and its absence
A few studies, in different cultures, focusedin another. (p. 147)

on everyday memory. Cole et al. (1971) demon-
strated that, although failing in free recall tasks,Ceci and Liker’s (1986) study of academic ver-
Liberian Kpelle subjects used categorizationsus nonacademic intelligence illustrates well
and benefited from it in tasks for which itemsthe contextual nature of reasoning perfor-
to be memorized were inserted in a story thatmance. They found that racetrack handicap-
provided reason for categorization. Neisser’spers’ levels of reasoning complexity in handi-
work on everyday memory includes the analy-capping tasks are not correlated with IQ scores.
sis of the testimony produced by John Dean, aCognitive development studies also show the
defendant in the American Watergate scandaleffect of contexts on the display of cognitive
in 1974 (Neisser, 1981), of children’s recollec-abilities. Children who fail in the traditional

Piagetian conservation, class inclusion, or per- tions of the Challenger space shuttle disaster
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in 1987, and of adults’ recollections of their The first studies of everyday mathematics
earliest childhood experiences (Usher & Neis- by Cole et al. (1971) shows measurement as a
ser, 1993). commonmathematical activity in the everyday
Through a combination of anthropological life of groups with limited access to school in-

and psychological approaches,Wassmann (1993) struction. Kpelle rice farmers measure the vol-
andWassmann and Dasen (1994) looked at cat- ume of amounts of rice as part of their everyday
egorization in the everyday activities of the work; they become very skilled in estimating
Yupno of Papua New Guinea. They found that the volume of rice amounts and perform better
most members of the Yupno population know than American students in volume estimation
about use of the “hot,” “cool,” and “cold” cate- tasks (Gay & Cole, 1967). The Oksapmin people
gories to describe everything in the Yupno of Papua New Guinea use their own system for
world. However, only sorcerers are allowed to measuring thedepths of string bagswidely used
manipulate these categories. As a consequence, in their culture (Saxe & Moylan, 1982). Un-
members of the population used the categoriza- schooled farmers in northeastern and southern
tion system in everyday contexts, but only sor- Brazil use a nonstandard system of measures
cerers explicitly used the categories in sorting and formulas to calculate the areas of plots of
tasks proposed by the researchers. land (Abreu & Carraher, 1989; Acioly, 1994;
Everyday syllogistic reasoning was exam- Grando, 1988). In addition toWesternmeasures

ined by Luria (1976) in relation to educational for reckoning time such as hours and minutes,
experience, by Hutchins (1979) in the context illiterate, semiliterate, and literate adults in In-
of everyday discourse, by Scribner (1977) with dia use movements of the sun, the moon, or
illiterate Kpelle farmers in Liberia, and by Dias stars and devices based on shadows or on finely
(1987) with Brazilian bricklayers and engi- calibrated water containers (Saraswathi, 1988,
neers. A general conclusion of studies in this 1989). Their use of different measuring systems
area is that schooled subjects use a theoretical is context oriented: They use standard units
approach to syllogistic problems and draw con- when working with heights, depths, distances,
clusions from the information in the premises, short lengths, and area, but prefer to use body
while unschooled subjects tend to adopt an em- measures or nonspecific descriptions when
pirical approach and refuse to reason about un- asked to measure medium lengths, girth or pe-
known facts or to reach conclusions contrary rimeter, diameter, incline, and rainfall. Shortly
to the facts. after the metric system was introduced in Ne-
The above studies cover a rich variety of pal, Ueno and Saito (1994) documented market

content areas and, as such, provide general sup- sellers’ invented rules for measuring and for
port for the idea that knowledge develops in converting between the old volume-basedmea-
everyday settings, and that cognitive perfor- suring system and the government-imposed
mance is associated closely with the everyday weight-based metric system.
meaning of the tasks. However, if we want to Despite certain limitations due to the ap-
have a better understanding of the characteris- proximate nature of the calculations, the sys-
tics of everyday knowledge, we need to focus tems of measurement developed in everyday
on the multiple facets of everyday knowledge activities allow unschooled individuals to ob-
in one specific area. Themany studies on every- tain meaningful, and often more adequate, an-
daymathematics reviewed next can offer deeper swers than those provided by students. For ex-
insights into the nature of everyday cognition. ample, experienced Brazilian carpenters with

limited schooling develop better approaches to
deal with measurement and computation of
volume than carpenter apprentices enrolled inEveryday Mathematics and
mathematical classes meant to teach them howSchool Mathematics
to compute area and volume (Schliemann, 1985).
Similarly, when compared to students, theMost of the available research on everyday cog-
American dairy workers studied by Scribnernition focuses on mathematical understanding
(1984, 1986) showed more flexible and effort-and use of mathematical procedures at work,
saving strategies.mainly in areas concerned with measurement,
Concerning geometry, Zaslavsky (1973)geometry, and arithmetic (see reviews by D. W.

showed that geometrical concepts are usedCarraher, 1991; Nunes, 1992; Nunes, Schlie-
widely in the design of African geometrical pat-mann, & Carraher, 1993; and Schliemann et al.,

1997). terns. In Mozambique, fishermen, house build-
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ers, and basket weavers, who have no access We next discuss the differences between
schoolmathematics and everydaymathematicsto the procedures and representations of school

mathematics, use geometrical concepts and and the generality, strengths, and limitations
of mathematical understanding developed inpatterns at work (Gerdes, 1986, 1988a, 1988b).

Harris (1987, 1988) showed geometrical reason- specific everyday contexts. A more detailed
discussion of the same issues is provided bying emerging from the activities of women do-

ing needlework orworkingwith textiles at home Schliemann (1995) and by D. W. Carraher and
Schliemann (in press).and in factories. As documented by Millroy

(1992), South African carpenters extensively
use geometrical concepts such as congruence,

Strengths and Limitations ofsymmetry, and straight and parallel lines in
Everyday Mathematicstheir everyday work.

Arithmetic has been the most widely ana- Comparisons of street sellers’ mathematical
lyzed area of knowledge in everyday cognition abilities across contexts show that, while at
studies. The available results on the develop- work they usually provide correct answers to
ment and uses of arithmetic in everyday set- mathematical problems, the same is not true
tings help clarify general issues related to cog- when they are asked to solve problems at school
nition, cognitive development, and education. or in school-like situations. It was argued by T.
Some of the questions concern the specificity N. Carraher, Carraher, and Schliemann (1987)
of everyday knowledge and the characteristics, that differences in performance across situa-
the scope, and the limitations of everyday tions could be explained by the use of different
knowledge as opposed to knowledgedeveloped procedures. At work, or in worklike situations,
as a result of school instruction. oral procedures are the preferred strategy, fre-
Lave (1977; see also Reed & Lave, 1979) quently leading to correct answers. At school,

showed that, instead of the symbolic manipu- or in school-like situations, written procedures
lation taught in schools, Liberian tailors use are preferred and frequently lead to wrong re-
mental procedures based on manipulation of sults. These findings suggest that the quality
quantities to solve arithmetic problems atwork. and effectiveness of mathematical reasoning
These everyday procedures ensure that no big depend on the nature of the representations
mistakes with serious practical consequences employed.
will occur. Street sellers andotherworkerswith Street vendors seem to develop the basic
restricted school experience show understand- logical abilities needed for solving arithmetic
ing and use of the properties of the decimal problems in their work settings; their difficul-
system when they deal with addition and sub- ties with school arithmetic seem to be related
traction problems in the context of commercial to the mastery of particular symbolic systems
activities (T. N. Carraher, 1985; T. N. Carraher, adopted by schools. Given the emphasis on
Carraher, & Schliemann, 1982, 1985; Saxe, 1991; fixed steps to manipulate numbers in the so-
Schliemann & Acioly, 1989; Schliemann, San- lution of any problem, school algorithms set
tos, & Canuto, 1993). meaning aside. In contrast, arithmetic oral strat-
Street sellers repeated addition strategies to egies developed at work preserve meaning

find the price of many items from the price of throughout the solution of problems, thus avoid-
ing nonsense errors.one item reveal understanding that two vari-

ables (namely, price and number of items to be Analyses of the general characteristics of
mathematical knowledge in everyday settingssold) are related proportionally (Schliemann &

Carraher, 1992). Use of proportional reasoning consistently point to meaning as the most im-
portant and relevant aspect in everyday prob-by individuals with restricted school experi-

encewas also found in thework of construction lem solving. Moreover, everyday computation
strategies may become flexible and understoodforemen (T. N. Carraher, 1986), fishermen (Schlie-

mann & Nunes, 1990), and cooks (Schliemann as part of a general logico-mathematical struc-
ture that could fit problems in different con-&Magalhães, 1990;McMurchy-Pilkington,1995).

Besides measurement, geometry, and arith- texts, as Schliemann and Nunes (1990) show
in a study of the mathematics of fishermen inmetic, everyday mathematics can also encom-

pass other content areas, as exemplified by the northeastern Brazil. Schliemann and Magal-
hães (1990; see also Schliemann & Carraher,studies of Schliemann (1988) and Schliemann

and Acioly (1989) on use of permutations and 1992) provided further evidence of the general-
ity of the everyday strategies for solving propor-probability by lottery bookies in Brazil.
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tionality problems in their study of female variable remains independent of the other, and
parallel transformations that maintain the pro-cooks enrolled in an adult literacy program.
portional relationship are carried out on bothEveryday knowledge seems to be general
of them. In the school-oriented functional ap-enough to allow people to address new prob-
proach, the focus is on the ratio between thelems with strategies they develop in specific
starting values of the two variables, which iseveryday situations. However, questions may
then applied to the final pair to find themissingbe raised concerning the scope of everyday
value. Exclusive use of the scalar approachmaymathematics, especially if one considers the
set limits to street sellers’ problem-solving abil-wider variety of mathematical situations that
ity when the relation between price and num-could be dealt with in schools as compared to
ber of items (the functional relation) is easier towhat people naturally encounter in everyday
work out than the relation between the startingsettings. It would be misleading to suggest that
and the ending quantities (the scalar relation).people’s everyday understanding of mathemat-
While schoolchildren most often focus on theics rivals in anyway that of a professionalmath-
functional relation, street sellers continue toematician. In view of the available research
use the scalar strategy, even when this requiresdata,we have to acknowledge themathematical
cumbersome computations (Schliemann & Car-character of everydaymathematicswhile recog-
raher, 1992).nizing, at the same time, its limitations.
A study on negative numbers by T. N. Car-In fact, it seems that the same cultural and

raher (1990) also reveals the constraints im-social environments that foster construction of
posed by everyday solutions to mathematicalmathematical understanding also constrain and
problems. She found that, from their everydaylimit the kind of knowledge children and adults
experience with money, schooled and un-will come to develop. Understanding of the
schooled subjects were able to solve problemscommutative law for multiplication is a case
involving the addition of directed numbers byin point. Petitto andGinsburg (1982) found that
marking the negative numbers as losses ornonschooled Dioula tailors and cloth mer-
debts. When asked to use the written notation,chants in Liberiawould solve a problem involv-
however, they showed difficulties due to lacking 100 × 6 by adding 100 six times, but did
of correspondence between their everydaynot accept that the same result would apply for
methods and school procedural steps for deal-the computation of 6 × 100. Schliemann, Ara-
ing with directed numbers.ujo, Cassundé,Macedo, andNicéas (1994) found
Given the strengths and limitations of every-similar results among young street sellers with day mathematics, a natural question immedi-

restricted school experience in Brazil. Partici- ately raised concerns its relevance to mathe-
pants in this study computed the price of many matics education. We tried to answer this
items, given the price of one item, by repeatedly question in more detail elsewhere (D. W. Car-
adding the number referring to price as many raher & Schliemann, in press). In the next sec-
times as the number denoting the amount of tion, we provide a brief account of our views.
items to be sold. When given problems for
which use of commutativity would represent

Relevance of Everydaya substantial economy in terms of computation
Mathematicssteps (e.g., find the price of 50 items at $3.00

per item), they did not accept adding the num- If mathematical ideas acquire meaning by vir-
ber of items as many times as the price of tue of their ties to everyday situations, then
each one to find the total price. Moreover, how can students come to understand complex
when compared to schoolchildren who re- concepts that are not used in everyday activities
ceived instruction on multiplication, it was and have very little relation to daily experi-
only at a later age that street sellers accepted ence? Should mathematical knowledge always
using commutativity to solve multiplication be tied directly to everyday contexts?
problems. Everyday activities such as farming, com-
Another limitation concerns use of scalar merce, and astronomy played a fundamental

versus functional approaches to solve propor- role in the emergence and development of
tionality problems. Street sellers’ procedures to mathematics as a scientific field (Kline, 1962).
compute the price of many items from the price But, just as a student’s understanding of mathe-
of a few fall into what Vergnaud (1988) de- matics is not the sum of his or her former every-
scribes as the scalar approach for missing value day experiences, the field of mathematics can-

not be reduced to the circumstances that gaveproportionality problems. In this case, each
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rise to its emergence. Once knowledge assumes cognitive development and prior understand-
higher forms, it tends to become relatively au- ings with sociocultural analysis. Building on
tonomous from its origins. This is true for the the “Soviet” sociohistorical tradition, Wertsch
individual learner, as well as for the scientific (1991) proposed that individuals create their
community, that receives, as a legacy from for- environments and themselves through the ac-
mer generations, the symbolic tools for formu- tions they undertake. Cole (1988) brought into
lating and thinking about problems. As we discussion the principles of the sociohistorical
stressed elsewhere (Schliemann, Carraher, & psychology, reinterpreting results of cross-cul-
Ceci, 1997), scientific and mathematical rea- tural research and emphasizing the importance
soning are always indebted to their origins in of social, historical, political, and economical
human activity without becoming enslaved changes for the organization and development
to it. of human activity and modes of cognitive func-
Participation in everyday simulated activi- tioning.

ties such as buying and selling may help stu- Conceptions of cognition as an individual’s
dents establish links between their previous general ability have been replaced by notions
experiences and intuitions and the topics such as situated cognition (Brown et al., 1989;
learned in school. But, it would be a mistake Lave, 1988), shared cognition (Resnick, 1987;
to suggest to educators that participation in Resnick et al., 1991), or distributed cognition
simulated everyday activities in schools is the (Hutchins, 1993). Cognitive development and
main resource theyhave to promotemeaningful learning are now described in terms of the cre-
learning of mathematics (see Schliemann, 1995, ation of communities of practice through legiti-
and D. W. Carraher & Schliemann, in press). mate peripheral participation (Lave & Wenger,
First, one can establish rich links to out-of- 1991), apprenticeship through guided partici-
school activities throughdiscussionwithout re- pation (Rogoff, 1990), or social construction of
enacting the activities in the classroom. In addi- responses (Perret-Clermont, Perret, & Bell, 1991).
tion, children require a range of new activities The variety of proposed theoretical ap-
that will enrich and complement their out-of- proaches point to multiple research paths. As
school experience. Schools should provide ac- researchers moved away from views of cogni-
cess to new symbolic systems and representa- tion as an individual decontextualized process,
tions essential for establishing links between they focused on sociocultural practices and the
concepts and situations that would otherwise role of mediators such as language, cultural
remain unrelated. To achieve this, educators tools, and conventional symbolic systems inneed to create situations in which symbolic

shaping and transforming mental processes.representations become tools for achieving
These new approaches, however, are still fargoals that are different from and probably no
from accounting for how cultural tools and so-less complex than everyday goals.
cial processes interact with individual reason-
ing processes to allow cognitive development

Everyday Cognition: and learning to occur.
New Views on Research, Research and theoretical views of culture
Theory, and Application and cognition need to find room for contexts

that are not simply physical settings or socialThe findings of everyday cognition studies call
structures towhich the learner is passively sub-for new theoretical approaches concerning the
mitted. Contexts are not just constituted bynature of knowledge, cognition, intelligence,
their physical properties, but involve issues ofand cognitive development. Drawing on Fergu-
meaning and interpretation. Contexts can beson’s (1956) analysis, Irvine and Berry (1988)
insinuated, imagined, alluded to, created onand Berry (1987) proposed that cognitive abili-
the fly, or carefully constructed over long peri-ties develop in response to ecological demands,
ods of time.which are in turnmodified by skill acquisition.
Since the development of knowledge takesCeci (1990, 1993) proposes to replace the no-

considerable time, we may arrive at differenttion of a general, singular, inherited intelli-
conclusions about the role of cultural practicesgence by a contextual model of intelligence in
in the emergence of knowledge depending onwhich the potential for intellectual achieve-
the time framework adopted. If we focus onment develops as a result of one’s experience in
the time period when children are taught, forspecific contexts. Rogoff (1990) and Saxe (1991)
instance, to “do” division and measurement,designedmodels for cognitive development that

attempt to reconcile the notion of individual the knowledge acquired in one set of situations
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may appear isolated from and irrelevant to the account the activities and tools to which chil-
dren have access as they participate in instruc-knowledge acquired in another set of situa-
tional activities.tions. One thus leans toward a strict situated
Concerning educational applications, every-cognition type of analysis. If, on the other hand,

day cognition research shows that failure inone scans a much wider period of time, knowl-
school or in formal tests does not imply inabil-edge acquired in one type of situation may ulti-
ity to understand. In the case of mathematicalmately make substantial contributions in other
knowledge, children and adults appear to un-domains.
derstand and use with flexibility some of theFurthermore, we should be skeptical of at-
mathematical properties they seem not to com-tempts to classify concepts as contextualized
prehend in school. These properties and rela-or decontextualized, as abstract or concrete, as
tions, of course, are represented in very differ-formal or informal, as specific or general, or
ent ways across the two contexts. Mastery ofas everyday or school concepts as if these
mathematical concepts and relations in schoolwere inherent properties of the concepts. Con-
depend intimately on the appropriation of cul-crete knowledge acquired in everyday, familiar,
turally developed symbolic systems that havespecific situations may ultimately play a fun-
their own peculiar structure, conventions, anddamental role in the development of formal
logic. Thus, the questions educators and psy-abstract school knowledge. General, abstract
chologists must face are not those referringconcepts are powerful not by their detachment
to the development of general psychologicalfrom particular instances and situations, but by
structures and stages, but rather the questiontheir usefulness in explaining and illuminating
of what sorts of activity are likely to promoteawide range of particular phenomena (Cassirer,
meaningful appropriation of new symbolic sys-1923). The abstract thus is bound inextricably
tems.to the concrete. We have coined the expression

situated generalization (D. W. Carraher, Nemir-
ovsky, & Schliemann, 1995; D. W. Carraher &

ConclusionsSchliemann, 1998) to capture this tension.
Since methods and techniques are not iso-

When the expression everyday cognition firstlated from theoretical, educational, and social
appeared, it seemed to designate an area of re-concerns, the findings of everyday cognition search. However, with time, it has become clear

studies also affected research methods in psy- that it represents rather a set of attitudes and
chology and in education.Qualitativemethods, methodological bents toward knowledge, rea-
ethnographic methods, and open-ended inter- soning, and learning. Researchers who identify
views are now part of the psychological and with the area share the premise that learning
educational research tradition. The traditional and thinking develop in social contexts and
boundaries among anthropology, sociology, bear the marks of culture. In the early part of
psychology, andhistory are becoming less strict this century, such ideas might have seemed
in the search to understand how symbol sys- strange to students of mental processes. In the
tems that are part of one’s cultural legacy are present zeitgeist, one would be hard-pressed to
appropriated and adapted to group and individ- find researchers who would not endorse such
ual needs. Most of all, as culture becomes a ideas. No longer do researchers and educators
central part of cognitive studies, the boundaries wonder whether culture exerts an influence on
between psychology and education tend to dis- one’s thinking.
appear as researchers and educators try to un- But, discourse at this level of generality is
derstand how children develop and learn as bound to leave one with the mistaken impres-
they participate in in-school and out-of-school sion that we now understand the secrets of cog-
activities. Cognitive psychology’s emphasis on nitive development. Nothing could be further
abilities of individuals has provided research- from the truth. Consider the relationship of
ers with disappointingly few insights into the schools to everyday cognition. Schools are part
nature and use of goals in classrooms and how of children’s everyday social reality. They in-
they differ from goals in out-of-school situa- volve cultural practices. They bring children
tions. This is an area open for studies that will into contact with awide set of symbolic tools—
contribute to better educational approaches specialized uses of language, tables, writing
and to deeper theoretical insights into the na- systems, and registers. Researchers of everyday
ture of cognitive processes.We need to develop cognition have often fostered the notion that

schools somehow were artificial settings incognitive studies in school settings, taking into
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Keitel, P. Damerow, A. Bishop, & P. Gerdeswhich pallid and meaningless sorts of knowl-
(Eds.), Mathematics, education and societyedge were being foisted on students. It is true
(Science and Technology Education Documentthat people, children included, often have diffi-
Series No. 35, pp. 68–70). Paris: United Na-culty understanding how knowledge as pre-
tions Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Or-sented in school relates to life out of school, but
ganization.researchers cannot dismiss schools and what

Acioly, N. (1994). La juste mesure: Une étude destakes place in them as lying outside the domain
competences mathématiques des travailleursof everyday cognition.
de la canne a sucre du Nordeste du BrésilOnce we recognize that schools fall into the
dans le domaine de la mesure. Unpublisheddomain of natural settings, we see that the task
doctoral dissertation, Université René Des-before us is very great. There is a small (but
cartes, Paris.growing) body of research about how children

Berry, J. W. (1976). Human ecology and cognitivereconcile knowledge developed out of school
styles: Comparative studies in cultural andwith knowledge developed in school. How
psychological adaptation. New York: Sage/does algebraic notationdiffer fromandyet draw
Halsted/Wiley.on natural language? How does learning about

Berry, J. W. (1987). The comparative study of cogni-variables draw on what children have learned
tive abilities. In S. H. Irvine & S. E. Newstead

about relations among quantities in the physi- (Eds.), Intelligence and cognition: Contempo-
cal world? How does sharing goods provide a rary frames of reference (pp. 393–420). Dor-
basis for learning about fractions? How do (or drecht, The Netherlands: Nijhoff.
howmight) the concepts of credit and debt play Berry, J. W. (1993). Indigenous cognition: A concep-
a role in learning about directed numbers? How tual analysis and an empirical example. In J.
do children’s experiences of motion and force Wassmann & P. Dasen (Eds.), Alltagwissen: Les
set the stage for learning physics and themathe- savoirs quotidiens—Everyday cognition. 11.
matics of calculus? Does thinking ever become Kolloquium (1990) der Schweizerischen Aka-
autonomous of physical situations? If scientists demie der Geistes- und Sozialwissenschaften
project themselves onto graphical representa- (pp. 139–156). Freiburg: Universitatsverlag.
tions as they interpret them—imagining what Berry, J. W., Dasen, P. R., & Saraswathi, T. S. (Eds.).
happens as one traverses a graphical space— (1997). Handbook of cross-cultural psychol-
what does this mean, if anything, for how we ogy: Vol. 2. Basic processes and develop-
teach students about graphs? When we note mental psychology (2nd ed.). Boston: Allyn &
that children naturally think in certain ways— Bacon.
“naturally” meaning, in this case, without Brown, J. S., Collins, A., & Duguid, P. (1989). Situ-
specific instruction in school—should educa- ated cognition and the culture of learning. Ed-
tors themselves begin to adopt the children’s ucational Researcher, 18(1), 32–42.
thinking in their examples? For example, if Carey, S. (1985). Conceptual change in childhood.
children naturally approach addition and sub- Cambridge: MIT Press.

Carraher, D. W. (1991). Mathematics in and out oftraction problems by breaking up quantities in
school: A selective review of studies from Bra-convenient ways and then regrouping them to
zil. In M. Harris (Ed.), Schools, mathematicsfind answers, should mathematics instructors
and work (pp. 169–201). London: Falmerspend a lot of time encouraging them to do
Press.just that? Would it not be better if educators

Carraher, D. W., Nemirovsky, R., & Schliemann,invested their energies in devising tasks to help
A. D. (1995). Situated Generalization. In L.children learnmathematics that theywouldnot
Meira & D. Carraher (Eds.), Proceedings of thediscover on their own? (According to the same
19th International Conference for the Psychol-logic,we donot bother teaching babies towalk.)
ogy of Mathematics Education (Vol. 1, p. 234).Because we focused here on mathematical
Recife, Brazil: Program Committee of the 19ththinking, we have failed to deal with most of
PME Conference.what qualifies as cognition. We suspect that an

Carraher, D. W., & Schliemann, A. D. (1998, April).everyday cognition that focused, let us say, on
The transfer dilemma. Symposium presenta-history and social sciences would pose issues
tion at the Annual Meeting of the Americanof quite a different sort. Rather, we leave this
Educational Research Association, San Diego,as an issue for others.
CA.
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Culture and Moral Development

JOAN G. MILLER

No topic is more central to an understanding of culture than perhaps morality. In-
deed, it is often difficult to delineate where culture ends and morality begins as cul-
ture and morality share an intricate and intimate relationship. In fact, an argument
could be (and has been) made that much of culture’s contents and the goals of encul-
turation are to ensure the inscription of culture-specific processes and understanding
of morality, justice, and fairness in the individual.
In this chapter, Miller provides us with a comprehensive and excellent overview

of the literature in the area of culture and morality. She begins by describing the ma-
jor mainstream approaches to moral development, including the cognitive develop-
mental perspectives of Piaget and Kohlberg, the distinct domain perspective of Tu-
riel, and the morality of caring perspective of Gilligan. Miller is deft at not only
describing in detail the basic tenets of each of the approaches, but also cleverly evalu-
ating each in terms of empirical and theoretical limitations. As Miller notes, each of
the three approaches downplays the impact of cultural meanings and practices,
shares the assumption that morality is self-constructed in the context of everyday
socialization experiences, and assumes fundamentally the same forms in all cultural
settings.
Miller then goes beyond the mainstream approaches in discussing cultural ap-

proaches to moral development. Focusing on three key issues—culturally inclusive
definitions of morality, the nature of cultural meanings, and the cultural grounding of
developmental processes—Miller describes key empirical findings in the cross-cul-
tural literature that demonstrate the close interrelationship between culture and mo-
rality. The evidence reviewed spans all areas of morality research, including judg-
ments of justice morality, moralities of community and interpersonal relationships,
and moralities related to divinity and spirituality and demonstrates convincingly that
cultural meanings and practices affect the application of moral codes in everyday situ-
ations and also produce qualitative differences in moral reasoning.
Using this review as a platform, Miller argues convincingly for a future research

agenda that is well characterized by an integration with other psychological pro-
cesses, an incorporation of areas of morality previously ignored by mainstream re-
search, and a longitudinal approach to understanding the process of moral develop-
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ment during enculturation. She argues, for example, for the need to understand better
the relationship between self and morality, especially in the process of enculturation
and in non-Western cultures. She also argues for more work in the areas of person-
hood and harm, in the relationship between culture and context, and in the area of
power. Her comments about culture and context are appropriate not only in the area
of morality, but also throughout all topic areas covered in this volume. She also ar-
gues for the inclusion of examinations of indigenous approaches to understanding
morality and to investigations of the motivational forces of existing cultural systems.
Miller’s comments regarding future theoretical and empirical work are consonant

with the theme espoused throughout this volume concerning the need for theoretical
integration across disciplines and topic areas and for empirical refinement and evolu-
tion of technique that involves the incorporation and rapprochement of qualitative
and quantitative approaches; of mainstream, cultural, cross-cultural, and indigenous
approaches; and of longitudinal approaches. While this type of research is undoubt-
edly and fundamentally more difficult than that which is currently conducted, the ar-
guments to engage in such endeavors are quite convincingly clear.

Morality represents one of the most central, yet then, that questions about the relativity of mo-
challenging, areas of psychological investiga- rality are raised most centrally since morality
tion. Its centrality stems from its pervasive im- is not identified exclusively with normative
portance in psychological functioning, with conformity.
moral beliefs closely linked to the development The chapter is organized in three parts. In
of self. In turn, its challenge lies in the central the first section, examination is undertaken of
questions that are raised by the study of moral- themainstreamapproaches that havedominated
ity not only regarding issues of universalism psychologicalwork onmoral development,with
versus relativism, but also regarding the nature particular attention given to the theoretical as-
of individual agency and the development of sumptions that are made in these approaches
self. The existence of systems of morality is uni- that support their universalistic claims. The
versal, with all known cultural groups identify- second section reviews culturally grounded ap-
ing behaviors that are considered to be moral in proaches to morality, highlighting respects in
the sense of being regarded as based on criteria which they give greater weight to culture in
of perceived right/wrong. Specificmoral beliefs defining morality and in explaining the nature
and morally relevant behaviors, however, vary of everyday moral judgment. Finally, the third
markedlywithin and between cultural commu- section of the chapter identifies directions for
nities and across historical cohorts. Key ques- future theory and research. It is concluded that
tions arise in determining the degree to which there is a need to integrate cultural considera-
this variation may be considered fundamental tions centrally into psychological research on
andwhat it implies regarding the processes un- morality, while developing approaches that are
derlying the development ofmoral understand- more dynamic, ecologically sensitive, and close-
ings. ly linked to the development of self in cultural
This chapter examines the role of culture in context.

the development of morality (for other recent
cross-cultural reviews of psychological research
on morality, see, e.g., Eckensberger & Zimba,

Mainstream Approaches to1997; Edwards, 1994; J. R. Snarey, 1985; J.
Snarey & Keljo, 1991). Focus centers on moral Moral Development
reasoning rather than on the broader topic of

In the following discussion, the focus centersprosocial behavior.Within this tradition of psy-
on the core assumptions and central empiricalchological inquiry, morality tends to be under-
findings associated with the mainstream per-stood as a domain that is based on a perceived
spectives on moral development. Considerationnatural law rather than on social consensus or
is given to the conceptual and methodologicalpersonal preference. For example, slavery may
contributions of these approaches and to thebe considered as a violation of morality even
ways in which each maintains a universalisticthough it is widely practiced and condoned

within a society. It is in this research tradition, emphasis in the face of observable cultural vari-
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ation in individuals’ reasoning about moral is- Extending and elaborating the approach to
morality of Piaget while retaining its cognitivesues.
developmental assumptions, Kohlberg formu-
lated a justice model of morality that had broad

Cognitive Developmental appeal and widespread impact (Kohlberg, 1969,
Perspectives 1971, 1981, 1984). Kohlberg’s theory offered a

sharp breakwith the behaviorist and psychody-In one of the earliest approaches to the develop-
namic approaches that haddominatedpreviousment of moral reasoning, Piaget formulated a
psychological work onmorality (e.g., Aronfreed,two-stage model of moral development (Piaget,
1968; Freud, 1930) anddrewa sharpdistinction1932). It was argued that, with increasing age,
between morality and social convention. Be-children’s viewpoints change from an undiffer-
haviorist and psychodynamic models defineentiated conception of morality centered on
morality in terms of societal standards of rightobjective responsibility or heteronomy to a con-
or wrong, which are internalized by individu-ception of morality centered on subjective re-
als.Within the Kohlbergian tradition, this stancesponsibility or autonomy. This developmental
was seen as problematic for its passive view ofchange is illustrated in the responses of chil-
the agent, whowas portrayed as merely absorb-dren to the widely used Piagetian research vi-
ing the understandings current in the socialgnette that portrays an agent either intention-
context. Perhaps most seriously, the psychoan-ally causing minor harm (e.g., breaking a single
alytic and behaviorist approaches were criti-dish) or unintentionally causing more serious
cized for treating morality in culturally relativeharm (e.g., accidentally causing several dishes
terms, as merely reflecting what is normativeto break). In focusing exclusively on the magni-
in a given cultural context. The Kohlbergiantude of objective consequences, young children
model presented a powerful alternative to thesetypically judge the second act to represent a
viewpoints.greater violation than the first. In contrast, in
In the Kohlbergian framework, the individ-focusing on the subjective property of inten-

ual is portrayed as deducing principles oftionality, older children typically judge the first
morality in a spontaneous self-constructiveact to represent the more serious violation. Par-
process rather than passively absorbing the un-allel types of shifts from a heteronomous to an
derstandings of his or her society. Morality isautonomous orientation were documented by
defined in terms of a natural law (i.e., an objec-Piaget in the domains of games, with young
tive standard that transcends societal norms).children proceeding from a view of the rules
Drawing on the Kantian notion of the categori-of games as fixed to a view that they represent
cal imperative, it is argued that a behavior issocial creations. These developmental shifts are
moral only if itmeets the formal criteria of beingexplained in terms of socialization processes,
universally applicable, prescriptive, and capa-with young children assumed to construct a
ble of being applied in an impartial and imper-heteronomous morality from their hierarchi-
sonal manner. This type of stance was seen ascally structured experiences with adult social-
realizable in terms of a morality of justice andization agents and later an autonomous mo-
individual rights, in which an individual’srality from their egalitarian interactions with
moral worth is treated as intrinsic and as unre-peers.

Whereas research utilizing Piagetian proce- lated to the individual’s social position, affec-
tive ties, or personal characteristics (Rawls,dures has supported the universality of these

age trends (Eckensberger & Zimba, 1997), the 1971). Importantly, in such a view, role-based
social expectations are judged to lack moralPiagetian approach itself has been subject to

criticism on both methodological and concep- status in that they are viewed as based exclu-
sively on normative standards rather than ontual grounds. It has been noted that Piagetian

vignettes confound intentionsandconsequences, moral criteria.
The Kohlbergian model charts a six-stage de-with negative intentions always linked to seri-

ous consequences, and positive intentions al- velopmental sequence in terms of three broad
levels (Carter, 1980). These include (a) a pre-ways linked tominor consequences. The Piage-

tian approach has also been seen as limited conventional level, focused on avoiding pun-
ishment (Stage 1) and on instrumental exchangebecause of its failure to differentiate fully be-

tween conventional and moral rule under- (Stage 2); (b) a conventional level, focused on
fulfilling social role expectations (Stage 3) andstandings (e.g., between rules involving games

versus rules involving harm). on upholding the social order and rule of law
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(Stage 4); and (c) a postconventional level, fo- mas paired with a set of potential justification
responses. Utilizing both rating and rankingcused on general individual rights that have

been agreed upon by thewhole society (Stage 5) procedures, subjects are asked to indicate which
responses reflect their moral outlooks.and on self-chosen ethical principles of justice,

human rights, and respect for the dignity of in- While initiated in Kohlberg’s doctoral dis-
sertation research among middle-class Ameri-dividual human beings (Stage 6). The first two

levels are based on subjective preferences, ei- canmales (Kohlberg, 1958), researchon theKohl-
bergian model of moral judgment was quicklyther those of individuals at the preconventional

level or those held within societies or social broadened to include not only women, but also
a range of different cultural and subculturalgroups at the conventional level. In turn, at

the postconventional level, reasoning is seen populations. Over time, there was also the re-
lease of a standardized scoringmanual (Colby&as achieving a moral stance, in that it is as-

sumed that it is only at this level that judgments Kohlberg, 1987), as well as minor shifts in the
theory. The final versions of the model, for ex-are based on objective standards, which are

grounded neither in social consensus nor in ample, included content distinctions between
values (e.g., truth, life, etc.) and elements (e.g.,self-serving individual preferences.

In Kohlbergian research, moral judgment is respect for oneself, dignity, autonomy, etc.), as
well as between soft or heteronomous and hardassessed in terms of open-ended responses given

to hypothetical moral dilemmas (Colby & Kohl- or autonomous substages (Kohlberg, Levine, &
Hewer, 1994). These changes had an impact onberg, 1987). In the most well known of these

scenarios, the Heinz dilemma, for example, a the methods of scoring Kohlbergian protocols;
however, they had little impact on the cross-husband is portrayed as stealing medicine from

a greedy druggist to save the life of his dying cultural trends observed in Kohlbergian re-
search and did not challenge the fundamentalwife, with respondents asked to evaluate the

moral adequacy of Heinz’s behavior. Subjects’ assumptions made in the theory about the uni-
versality of a morality of justice.responses are then categorized in terms of their

level of moral stage development. Thus, for ex- What has been striking about research in the
Kohlbergian tradition is not only the findingsample, a subject who defended the husband’s

actions by citing the woman’s right to life of marked cultural skewing in observed levels
of moral development, but also the tendencywould be scored as reasoning at the postcon-

ventional level, the highest level ofmoralmatu- of cognitive developmental researchers to view
this variation as compatible with their claimsrity in the Kohlbergian scheme. In contrast, a

subject who defended the husband’s actions in about the universality of a morality of justice
and individual rights. For example, Kohlbergterms of his role-related obligations to his wife

would be scored as reasoning only at the con- (1969) observed, in some of his earliest re-
search, that postconventional levels of moralventional level, a premoral stage of develop-

ment according to Kohlbergian criteria. judgment are linked to Westernization, urban-
ization, and socioeconomic status and tend toWhereas a strength of the Kohlbergianmeth-

odology is in allowing subjects to formulate their be absent altogether among village populations.
Later research confirmed these findings, whilereasoning about moral issues in open-ended

ways, the methodology has been criticized for revealing, with refined coding schemes, that
the observed incidence of postconventionalplacing great demands on verbal fluency. The

vignettes also have been considered limited in moral reasoning was even less common than
first believed. For example, in a review of 45assessing hypothetical, rather than real-life,

reasoning, and in tapping issues that, in many culturally diverse samples, J. R. Snarey (1985)
observed that only approximately 6% of re-cases, are somewhat removed from everyday

concerns. To address at least some of these sponses reflect a mixture of postconventional
and conventional concerns (Stages 4 and 5),methodological issues, a program of contempo-

rary work on moral judgment was undertaken with only 2% or less of responses worldwide
tending to be purely postconventional. Higherby Rest and his colleagues on the Defining Is-

sues Test, a measure that reduced linguistic stage responses occurredprincipally inmiddle-
class Western urban populations, with mem-demands by turning the task into a recognition

rather than a recall procedure (Rest, 1979, 1986; bers of traditional folk societies, such as in
Kenya and New Guinea, failing to use eitherRest, Narvaez, Bebeau, & Thoma, 1999). The De-

fining Issues Test presents subjects with abbre- Stage 4/5 or Stage 5 reasoning. Similar trends
have been observed in a recently completedviated versions of theKohlbergianmoral dilem-
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review of over 400 Defining Issues Test studies they acknowledged that morality encompasses
the positive duties of interpersonal responsive-conducted over a 25-year period (Rest et al.,
ness to family and friends and not only the1999), with moral judgment showing a positive
negative duties of avoiding harm and infringe-relationship to education, urbanization, and
ment on the rights of others. However, theyWesternization. Evidence of this type ledmany
continued to view each of these aspects of mo-contemporary cultural critics of Kohlberg to
rality in universal terms.charge that the scheme is culturally bound and

reflects a modern Western liberal cultural per-
spective (Simpson, 1974). It was argued that the Distinct Domain Perspective
model embodies a secular outlook that neglects

Complexity was introduced into the Kohlber-religious bases of morality and that fails to take
gian cognitive developmental stage model ofinto account contrasting cultural views of per-
moral judgment by the distinct domain ap-sonhood, such as viewpoints that accord value
proach of Turiel and associates (L. Nucci, 1981;to all life, not just all human life (Vasudev &
L. P. Nucci & Turiel, 1978; Smetana, 1983; Tu-Hummel, 1987).
riel, 1980, 1983, 1998a). While retaining theHowever, rather than accepting the validity
universalism of Kohlbergian theory and its as-of these charges, Kohlberg and his associates
sumption that justice and individual rightsregarded the cross-cultural results as highly
form the core content of morality, the distinctcompatible with their theoretical claims (Kohl-
domain perspective made contrasting claimsberg, 1969, 1971). Embracing the philosophical
regarding the self-constructive processes en-dictum that no inference can be drawn from
tailed in moral judgment and adopted a meth-“is to ought,” the observed cross-cultural distri-
odology for assessing moral reasoning that hasbutions of moral responses were not seen as
yielded contrasting findings regarding its cross-having any implications for how morality is to
cultural and developmental distribution.be defined. Furthermore, findings that levels of
In contrast to the Kolbergian emphasis onmoral judgment are related to education and to

logical deduction, the distinct domain perspec-socioeconomic status were regarded as to be
tive stresses the role of social interaction in theexpected given the sophisticated levels of judg-
construction of morality. Morality is viewedment assumed to be required for higher levels
as inductively derived, based on individualsof moral judgment (Kohlberg, 1971; Rest et al., observing the intrinsic consequences of actions

1999). (Turiel, 1983). Actions that lead to harm or that
Notably, the only major revision made by infringe on another’s rights are seen as moral,

Kohlbergian researchers in their theoretical such as the act of arbitrarily assaulting another
framework in response to cross-cultural critics person or of taking another person’s belongings
was not in reaction to these findings of marked without permission. In contrast, it is assumed
cross-cultural variability in moral judgment or that other types of social behaviors, such as
to the charges of cultural bias in the Kohlber- dress codes, represent social conventions in
gian scheme, but in response to charges byGilli- that the behaviors serve to facilitate social coor-
gan and colleagues that a focus on justice and dination and do not involve matters of justice
individual rights led to the neglect of concerns or harm. Finally, it is assumed that a domain
with caring (Gilligan, 1977, 1982). In response of personal choice and prudence exists that is
to this insight, Kohlberg and colleagues in later based exclusively on the individual’s subjec-
years acknowledged thatmorality encompasses tive preferences and does not involve either
not only justice concerns, but also interper- moral issues of justice and harm or conven-
sonal responsiveness (Colby & Kohlberg, 1987). tional concerns of social coordination (L. Nucci,
Within the Kohlbergian framework, however, 1981; L. Nucci & Lee, 1993). For example, the
such positive responsibilities of caring were decision about whom to select as a friend tends
viewed as lacking the full moral force of justice to be regarded as a personal matter in that it
obligations in that they are considered as dis- is seen as based solely on considerations of
cretionary and as applying only to in-group re- personal taste and liking.
lationships rather than universally. In embrac- Methodologically, research within the dis-
ing in this way Gilligan’s argument about the tinct domain tradition focuses assessment on
role of caring in morality, Kohlberg and his an individual’s intuitive understandings. It is
colleagues, it may be seen, did not abandon assumed that, just as individuals may be com-
their universalistic stance. Broadening their petent speakers of their languages without nec-

essarily being fully aware of or able to articulateoriginal claims about the scope of morality,
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its grammar, young children are capable of dis- Whereas studies utilizing clear-cut vignette
situations provide evidence to suggest that, intinguishing between different types of social
all cultures, individuals show considerablerules even if they are not able to justify their
agreement on the types of content issues with-judgments in as sophisticated a way as adults.
in each domain, research that has utilized lessResearch in the distinct domain tradition typi-
prototypic situations reveals marked culturalcally proceeds by presenting individuals with
and subcultural variation in domain categoriza-short vignettes that portray breach situations
tion. For example, it has been found that certaininvolving violations of justice and individual
issues that are seen as involving matters of per-rights in cases designed to tap moral issues,
sonal choice by secular American populationsviolations of social customs in cases designed
(e.g., whether or not to eat beef) are categorizedto tap social conventional issues, and agents
as moral violations by orthodox Hindu Indianacting on their personal preferences in cases
populations (Shweder, Mahapatra, & Miller,designed to tappersonal choice concerns. Crite-
1987).rion probes are administered to assess such is-
Within the distinct domain approach, how-sues as whether the behavior is judged to be

ever, this type of cultural variation is inter-alterable, culturally relative, and legitimately
preted as fully compatible with the assumptionregulated. Thus, for example, a child would be
that the content of morality is universal. It isconsidered to view a behavior in moral terms
argued that what appears to be a cultural differ-if the child considered the behavior as legiti-
ence in moral outlook is merely a cultural dif-mately subject to social regulation (e.g., indi-
ference in background knowledge (Wainryb,cated that it would be all right to have a rule
1991). For example, in judging that it is im-regarding the behavior) and as nonculturally
moral to eat beef, Indians are seen as maintain-relative (e.g., indicated that it would not be
ing a morality of harm. They are viewed asall right to have a different rule regarding the
differing fromAmericans only in their assump-behavior in another social setting).
tions that a cow is a sacred object deserving ofJust as the Kohlbergian procedures produced
protection from harm and not in their moralfindings that were congruent with the then-
assumption that harm should be avoided. Indominant stage view of cognition of Piagetian
this type of interpretive stance, then, the posi-theory, the criterion probe methodology is pro-
tion is taken that background epistemologicalducing findings that are congruent with con-
knowledge presuppositions (e.g., assumptionstemporary models of cognitive development,
about the existence of a spiritual world of sa-which have views of children as highly compe- cred objects) should be held constant or par-

tent cognitively (Kuhn & Siegler, 1998). Thus, celed out in appraising the cultural universality
for example, studies have shown that even chil- of morality. These cultural knowledge pre-
dren as young as 2 years old are able to discrimi- suppositions are treated as matters of fact, with
natemorality from social convention (Smetana, validity that can be ascertained rationally,
1981; Smetana & Braeges, 1990), with this abil- rather than as more arbitrary matters of value.
ity evident in diverse cultural populations (Song,
Smetana, & Kim, 1994). Findings of this type

Morality of Caringchallenge cognitive developmental claims that
Perspectivemorality emerges only late in development.

Rather, the conclusion is drawn that the ability The morality of caring perspective of Gilligan
to distinguish among morality, social conven- and colleagues presented a major conceptual
tion, and personal choice is available at young challenge to both the cognitive developmental
ages. However, whereas work in the distinct and distinct domain frameworks in terms of a
domain tradition makes contrasting claims re- new vision regarding the content of morality,
garding the developmental emergence of moral the processes underlying its development, and
judgment compared to the Kohlbergian per- the impact of gender on its form (Gilligan, 1977,
spective, it retains its universalism. The con- 1982; Gilligan & Wiggins, 1987). Gilligan ar-
clusion is drawn that the content of morality gued that morality needs to be viewed as ex-
centers in all cultures around issues of justice tending to issues of caring and interpersonal
and individual rights, and that role expecta- responsiveness. Challenging the assumption
tions and religious issues represent social con- that justice forms the exclusive content of mo-
ventional and not moral concerns—a conclu- rality, Gilligan maintained that caring repre-
sion fundamentally similar to that reached sents an integral aspect of morality. In contrast

to the cognitive emphasis of the Kohlbergianwithin the Kohlbergian model.
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and distinct domain perspectives, Gilligan ar- ment, two stories about morality recur in
human experience. (p. 281)gued for the need to understand the develop-

ment of morality in terms of the affectively
based development of self—a process that was

Most research from a morality of caring per-seen as gender-related.
spective has focused on gender differences inDrawing on psychodynamic and attachment
moral judgment. Whereas there was initial sup-formulations (e.g., Ainsworth, 1978; Bowlby,
port for the claim that males emphasize justice1969–1980; Chodorow, 1978), Gilligan located
and females emphasize caring, recent evidencethe roots of morality in terms of the develop-
indicates that moral reasoning tends not to bement of self in early socialization experiences.
gender related (Thomas, 1986; Walker, 1984,In naturally identifying with their mothers and
1991). Rather, it appears that gender-relatedin having experiences in family interaction that
variation in moral reasoning arises primarilyemphasize interpersonal responsiveness, girls
from differences in education, occupation, orare seen as developing a connected self and an
discourse style or from the types of issues underassociated morality of caring (Gilligan & Wig-
consideration (e.g., abortion) rather than fromgins, 1987). In contrast, in identifyingwith their
gender differences in moral outlook per se.fathers, boys are seen as developing an auton-
While rejecting the claim that moral reason-omous self and an associated morality of jus-

ing is gender related,mainstreampsychologicaltice.
theorists, however, continue to embrace Gilli-Methodologically, work from a morality of
gan’s assertion about the existence of amoralitycaring perspective taps moral reasoning as it is
of caring. The conclusion is drawn that caringreflected in individuals’ narrative assessments
represents an important aspect of morality forof their personal experiences (Brown, Tappan,
both males and females, with such a moralityGilligan, Miller, & Argyris, 1989). Qualitative
assuming the same form in all cultural contexts.methodologies are employed that involve mul-
Interestingly, then, whereas themorality of car-tiple interpretive readings of text to distinguish
ing perspective of Gilligan has succeeded inbetween voices of care and of justice expressed
broadening contemporary understandings re-in individuals’ open-ended responses.
garding the scope ofmorality, it remains withinIn its attention to gender-related variation
a universalistic framework.in individuals’ sense of self and moral outlook,

the morality of caring approach accords greater
weight to cultural considerations than do either
the cognitive developmental or distinct domain Summary
perspectives. Strikingly, however, little or no

Workwithin themainstreampsychological the-weight is given to cultural meanings and prac-
ories of moral development has shown thattices that structure self-related experiences and
concerns with justice, individual rights, andoutlooks. Rather, the claim is made that, where-
welfare are central tomorality. Cognitive devel-as cultures vary in their everyday socialization
opmental research indicates that a reflectivepractices, they all embody the same patterns of
understanding of justice morality arises late instructural inequalities associated with gender
development and is associated with Western-and thus would all lead to fundamentally the
ization and socioeconomic development, where-same forms of self and of morality. Gilligan and
as researchwithin the distinct domain traditionWiggins make this argument for the universal-
establishes that the ability to distinguish, onity of the moralities of justice and of caring:
formal grounds, among issues of morality, con-
vention, and personal choice is available earlyThe different dynamics of early childhood
in development. In turn, work from a moralityinequality and attachment lay the ground-
of caring viewpoint establishes that the contentwork for two moral visions—one of justice
of morality extends to interpersonal responsi-and one of care. . . . Although the nature of
bilities rather than being limited to matters ofthe attachment between child and parent var-
justice. Downplaying the impact of culturalies across individual andcultural settings and
meanings and practices, the three positions,although inequality can be heightened or
however, share the assumptions that moralitymuted by familial or societal arrangements,
is self-constructed in the context of everydayall people are born into a situation of in-
socialization experiences, and that it assumesequality andno child survives in the absence
fundamentally the same forms in all culturalof adult connection. Since everyone is vul-

nerable both to oppression and to abandon- settings.
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include general distinctions that define differ-Cultural Approaches to
ent domains of thought (Turiel, 1983) and ab-Moral Development
stract conceptions of harm, personhood, and the
like that are relevant to the application of moralAs has been seen, a striking feature of the main-
standards (Shweder et al., 1987). For example,stream psychological theories of moral devel-
from the present type of cultural perspective,opment is that their assumptions that moral
it would not be assumed that vegetarianismorientations assume universal forms is not
invariably represents a matter of personal pref-called into question by evidence of cultural
erence. Rather, it would be recognized thatvariation in moral judgment and in everyday
whether individuals consider eating meat acultural practices. This suggests that giving
moral versus a nonmoral issue depends, in part,greater weight to cultural considerations in the-
on their culturally based assumptions about theories of moral development requires not only
nature of personhood and of harm (e.g., whetherobtaining evidence regarding cultural variation
harm includes nonhuman animals, etc.). Thein moral judgment and behavior, but also in-
present type of stance leads to a position interpreting this evidence in more culturally
which the determination that someone is rea-grounded ways. It may be seen that this is the
soning morally is based on his or her attitudetype of position taken in recent cultural ap-
toward the issue in question (e.g., whether theyproaches. Such approaches maintain contrast-
consider it important, non–rule contingent,ing assumptions regardinghow todefinemoral-
etc.) and not on the specific nature of the con-ity, the nature of cultural systems, and the
tent issues involved.impact of culture on development than those

maintainedwithin themainstream approaches.
Below, brief consideration is given first to these Nature of Cultural Meanings
contrasting assumptions, followed by an exam-

From the perspective of recent cultural ap-ination of empirical evidence that documents
proaches, it is also regarded as limited to evalu-the impact of culture on moral reasoning.
ate cultural differences in moral judgment only
after controlling for cultural variation in knowl-
edge presuppositions and associated practices.Key Assumptions
Such a stance assumes that knowledge presup-
positions are fully rational in nature and mayCulturally Inclusive
be evaluated comparatively according to theirDefinitions of Morality
relative adequacy. However, many of the epis-

Cultural perspectives emphasize the impor- temological premises entailed in moral judg-
tance of defining morality in ways that accom- ment are nonrational in nature, and thus their
modate cultural variation. The argument ismade relative adequacy cannot be adjudicated through
that there has been a tendency in the main- observation of experience (Shweder, 1984). For
stream psychological theories operationally to example, no advances in science will make it
define morality in terms of criteria that, in fact, possible to determinewhen life begins and thus
reflect culturally specific presuppositions. This to appraise in absolute terms the moral ade-
process is seen as occurring, for example, in quacy of abortion.
the stance takenwithin themainstreampsycho- Furthermore, from the perspective of recent
logical theories of excluding religion from the cultural approaches, attempts to hold cultural
domain of morality and of assuming that role- beliefs and practices constant while appraising
based concerns lack moral force. Such a stance, cultural differences in moral values are viewed
it is argued, leads to these approaches treating as obscuring the phenomena of interest. They
many issues as not fully moral by definition are seen, in effect, as evaluating cultural differ-
that individuals from non-Western cultures ences only after holding constant integral as-
identify as part of their morality. pects of culture. For example, from this type
Challenging what is regarded as the cultur- of analytic stance, a devout Christian who re-

ally biased nature of the content-based defini- garded sex beforemarriage as an immoral viola-
tions of morality adopted in the dominant psy- tion of God’s law and an atheist who regarded
chological theories, recent cultural viewpoints sex beforemarriage as a personal decisionwould
emphasize the importance of recognizing the be seen as sharing the same moral outlook with
open relationship that exists between the for- the only difference being their other-worldly
mal criteria that define a moral outlook and the beliefs about the existence of God. Efforts of

this type, it is argued, yield evidence of highlycontent of systems of morality. Formal criteria
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abstract commonalities in moral outlook, but In this regard, Harkness and colleagues (Hark-
tend to gloss over important content differences ness, Edwards, & Super, 1981), for example,
in everyday moral judgment. The argument is found that the moral leaders of a Kipsigis com-
made, however, that it is at the level of local munity in Kenya typically score at Stage 3 on
understandings and practices that experience Kohlbergian measures, whereas a sample of
is lived and moral outlook is formed, not at a nonleaders, who were matched for age, educa-
purely abstract analytical level of highly gen- tion, wealth, and religionwith the leaders, tend
eral and somewhat vacuous commonalities. only to score at Stage 2. They assume that

whereas the concrete individual perspective on
morality embodied in Stage 2 is most relevantCultural Grounding of
to the everyday concerns of the nonleaders inDevelopmental Processes this community, for the moral leaders, it is im-

Finally, recent cultural approaches challenge portant to cultivate the perspective of the inter-
the emphasis on the autonomous construction personal systems orientation of Stage 3. More
of morality in the mainstream psychological generally, cultural theorists maintain that the
viewpoints. Like themainstream psychological understanding of social structure entailed in
viewpoints, cultural approaches maintain that Stages 4 and higher on the Kohlbergian scheme
individuals actively contribute meanings to ex- has relevance primarily in contexts that are
perience. However, they assume that this type closely tied to state or national governments—a
of active self-constructive process is always finding that may explain, at least in part, the
grounded, in part, in culturally based presup- association observed cross-culturally between
positions. To the extent that moral develop- higher levels of Kohlbergian moral stage devel-
ment reflects, in part, the development of self opment and processes of modernization (Ed-
in cultural variable settings, such development wards, 1975, 1978, 1994; J. R. Snarey, 1985).
then is anticipated to be culturally variable as Cross-cultural work has also documented
well. that, even in cases in which individuals from

different cultures agree on the moral status of
justice concepts, their application of these con-Key Empirical Findings cepts in everyday situations may differ, de-
pending on other moral values that they hold.This section presents a select overview of em-
Thus, it has been shown, for example, thatpirical studies that have been conducted by
Hindu Indians tend to give greater priority tocultural theorists. The empirical evidence re-
interpersonal responsibilities relative to com-viewed highlights not only respects in which
peting justice obligations than do Europeancultural meanings and practices affect the ap-
Americans because of their contrasting viewsplication of moral codes in everyday situations,
of such responsibilities (Miller &Bersoff, 1992).but also their qualitative impact on the nature
In particular, whereas Americans tend to con-of these codes.
sider interpersonal responsibilities as discre-
tionary commitments, Indians tend to accord

Cultural Variability in them the same obligatorymoral status as justice
Justice Morality issues. Similar cross-cultural differences have

been observed in research that contrasts theWork by cognitive developmental and distinct
moral judgments of Chinese and Icelandic chil-domain theorists has demonstrated that a con-
dren (Keller, Edelstein, Fang, & Fang, 1998).cern with justice exists universally. However,
When reasoning about moral dilemmas, Chi-even with this universality, culture is found to
nese children tend to give greater priority toinfluence when justice concepts are applied.
altruistic and relationship concerns, and Ice-Such variation, it may be seen, reflects the con-
landic children give greater priority to contrac-trasting adaptive demands of different cultural
tual and self-interested considerations.settings, the relative priority of competing
Judgments of moral accountability representmoral obligations, as well as culturally based

another area in which cross-cultural differ-theories of the self and associated practices.
ences obtain, even in cases in which individu-Cross-cultural evidence indicates, for exam-
als from different cultures agree on the moralple, that the findings of marked skewing in lev-
status of the issues involved. In maintainingels of Kohlbergian moral stage development re-
more contextually oriented views of the agent,flect, at least in part, the contrasting relevance

of justice concepts in different social settings. individuals from cultures that emphasize rela-
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tional as compared with individualistic beliefs cultivation of which ensure a harmonious
and practices show a greater tendency to con- moral order. Central to this outlook is the con-
sider behavior as under the control of situa- cept of jen, an affectively grounded concept
tional influences and are less prone to hold that encompasses such ideas as love, benevo-
agents morally accountable for them. Thus, for lence, and filial piety. The impact of this type
example, Hindu Indians have been found more of stance on moral judgment is illustrated, for
frequently than European Americans to ab- example, in the reaction of a Chinese under-
solve agents of moral accountability for justice graduate to the Kohlbergian “Joe” dilemma, in-
breaches performed under the agent’s emotional volving a father who demanded that his son
duress, immaturity, or other potentially extenu- give him money that the son had earned and
ating situational factors (Bersoff &Miller, 1993; had beenpreviously promised by the father that
Miller & Luthar, 1989). Similarly, greater em- he could use for camp. Rather than view this
phasis on contextual sensitivity is found in as a situation involving a breach of contract,
moral codes grounded in Confucian cultural Chinese subjects emphasized the son’s filial
traditions as compared with those grounded in duty to his father, which they saw as requiring
Judeo-Christian cultural traditions (Dien, 1982). that the son meet his father’s demands. As a
This is reflected, for example, in a tendency to Chinese undergraduate argued: “He [the son]
stress reconciliation rather than conflict resolu- should once again work hard to earn money
tion in dispute settlement. and give the money to his father. Although his
Finally, as noted briefly in discussion of the father is not right, but because of filial piety, I

distinct domain viewpoint, cultural differences think he should give the money to his father”
in everyday justice reasoning may occur be- (Ma, 1997, p. 99).
cause of culturally based variation in the con- Related types of interpersonally oriented
tent assumptions that individuals make in de- moral stances have been documented in a range
termining the applicability of particular justice of other cultural communities. Work on Hindu
concepts. These cultural differences in back- Indian populations, for example, highlights the
ground premises may lead to marked variation centrality to morality of dharma, a concept that
in everyday moral judgment, with individuals denotes simultaneously inherent disposition
from different cultural communities disagree- or nature, code for conduct, and natural law.
ing in their assessments of such issues as which Within such a cultural system, role-related re-
entities are assumed to have rights and to be sponsibilities to meet the needs of others are
entitled to protection fromharmor even regard- treated as matters that possess full moral forceing what, in fact, constitutes harm. For exam-

rather than as forms of superogratory justiceple, in maintaining a greater cultural emphasis
expectations or of social conventions (Miller,on hierarchy, orthodox Hindu Indian popula-
1994). Importantly, this type of moral outlooktions consider it as morally justifiable to accord
embraces the idea of the unity of all life, extend-unequal privileges to females relative to males
ing to promoting the welfare of nonhuman ani-(Shweder et al., 1987).
mals as well (Vasudev, 1994; Vasudev & Hum-
mel, 1987).

Moralities of Community A related, but somewhat contrasting orienta-
tion, may be seen in Buddhist cultural tradi-Compelling evidence for the need to give
tions, based on such cultural premises as Duk-greater weight to cultural considerations in
kha, or a view of life as suffering and of negativemoral development may be seen in work on
karma as accumulating through transgressionsmoralities of community. This research identi-
(A. Huebner & Garrod, 1991; A. M. Huebner &fies types of postconventional moral outlooks
Garrod, 1993). From such a perspective, therethat are not taken into account in the main-
is assumed to be a moral imperative to act tostream theories of moral development.
eliminate the suffering of others, whether hu-Work in various Chinese cultural popula-
man or nonhuman, and to overcome the effectstions, for example, points to the contrasting
of negative accumulated karma. Closely linkedpremises that underliemoral outlooks grounded
orientations are also observed in the affiliativein Confucian and Taoist thought as contrasted
concern for the social ideal and emphasis onwith in the Judeo-Christian outlook assumed
harmony displayed by adult subjects from Cra-in the Kohlbergian framework (Dien, 1982; Ma,
cow, Poland (Niemczynski, Czyzowska, Pour-1988, 1989, 1992, 1997). Within these cultural
kos, & Mirski, 1988), in the emphasis on a statetraditions, humans are viewed as possessing

innate moral tendencies, the preservation and of harmony with others among the Maisin peo-
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ple of Papua New Guinea (Tietjen & Walker, spond to the needs of others. As 11-year-old
“Amy” argues:1985), and in the moral concern with helping

others in the community reported among Black
If you have a responsibility with someoneCaribs of British Hondura (Gorsuch & Barnes,
else, then you should keep it to a certain1973), as well as among Nigerian Igbo subjects
extent, but to the extent that it is really going(Okonkwo, 1997).
to hurt you or stop you from doing some-The cross-cultural evidence on moralities of
thing that you really, really want, then Icommunity point out serious cultural biases in
think maybe you should put yourself first.the cognitive development and distinct domain
(Gilligan, 1982, p. 35)models, with their linkage of morality exclu-

sively to justice and individual rights and their
The individualistic tenor of the morality of car-treatment of role-based obligations exclusively
ing is also reflected in the emphasis placed onin conventional terms. As J. Snarey and Keljo
the need to act in a way that is autonomous(1991) conclude, in arguing for the existence
from conventional role definitions. Embrac-of a Gemeinschaft voice of community that re-
ing such a stance, college student “Claire” de-mains untapped within the Kohlbergian frame-
scribes how she has rejected societal role defi-work:
nitions and begun to act more autonomously
in developing a morality of caring:There are legitimate forms of conventional

and postconventional reasoning that seem
I am not necessarily the type of girlfriend Ito be missing from the current theory and
should be or that I’ve been perceived as, andscoring manual. Moreover, these forms of
I’m not necessarily the type of daughter thatreasoning seem to be consonant with and
I’ve been perceived as. You grow up to findeven characteristic ofGemeinschaft. (p. 418)
yourself in the way other people see you,
and it’s very hard, all of a sudden, to start

Whereas there are many important differences separating this and start realizing that really
between culturally based interpersonal morali- nobody else canmake these decisions. (Gilli-
ties that reflect a Gemeinschaft orientation, cer- gan, 1982, p. 52)
tainwidely shared characteristics of these types
of moral stance can be identified. Such orienta- Finally, the individualistic tenor of the moral-
tions, itmay be seen, tend to embody an organic ity of caring is evident in its eschewing of self-
perspective on self, society, and morality. With- sacrifice and promotion of individuality. As
in this type of communal orientation, role-re- Gilligan describes Claire’s adoption of such a
lated expectations and cultural traditions are stance as she develops a mature morality of
experienced as approximations of the nature of caring outlook:
being or of a perceived natural law rather than
asmere societal constructions. Persons are seen She has come to observe “faults” in her
as naturally part of the social whole, with their mother, whom she perceives as endlessly
satisfaction perceived as closely linked to the giving, “because she doesn’t care if she hurts
well-being of the community. herself in doing it. . . . . Measured against a
A key question arises concerning the extent standard of care, Claire’s ideal of self-sacri-

to which the types of Gemeinschaft communal fice gives way to a vision of “a family where
orientations identified in various non-Western everyone is encouraged to become an indi-
cultural settings relate to the morality of caring vidual and at the same time everybody helps
framework identified by Gilligan. Gilligan por- others and receives help from them.” (Gilli-
trayed themorality of caring as universal. How- gan, 1982, p. 54)
ever, as discussed above, her approach down-
plays respects in which culture has an impact In sum, whereas Gilligan never explicitly linked
on the development of interpersonal morality. the form of themorality of caring to the individ-
A closer reading ofmorality of caring responses ualistic assumptions of middle-class European
illustrates respects in which the type of moral- American culture, this type of outlook is evi-
ity of caring responses identified by Gilligan dent in the morality of caring responses in her
embody a somewhat individualistic approach data, with informants emphasizing choice, re-
to caring. One individualistic aspect of this mo- jecting role obligations as the basis for moral
rality, for example, is in the weight given to commitments, and stressing the need to avoid

the loss of individuality entailed in stances thatindividual choice in deciding whether to re-
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appear to involve giving priority to the require- would experience in being responsive to her
husband’s welfare and fulfilling her duty as aments of the social whole.

Whereas the individualismof themorality of wife: “She will have the satisfaction of having
fulfilled her duty. She helped her husband dur-caring orientation is thus reflected in the open-

ended caring responses cited by Gilligan, more ing difficulty. If difficulties and happiness are
both viewed as equal, only then will the familydirect evidence that the morality of caring out-

look differs qualitatively from the types of life be smooth” (Miller & Bersoff, 1995, p. 275).
In contrast, considering such behavior as acommunal outlooks maintained in many col-

lectivist cultures is found in a program of com- matter for personal decisionmaking rather than
one of morality, an American focused on theparative studies undertaken of middle-class

European American and Hindu Indian popula- dissatisfaction that she expected that the wife
would experience in giving insufficient atten-tions (Miller, 1994). This research demonstrates
tion to her personal desires: “She is acting outthat, whereas European Americans tend to ap-
of obligation—not other reasons like love. Sheproach morality as freely given commitments
has a sense of duty but little satisfaction for heror matters of personal choice, Hindu Indians
ownhappiness” (Miller &Bersoff, 1995, p. 275).tend to view interpersonal responsibilities as
In sum, cultural research in this area indi-matters of moral duty that extend across a

cates that there appear to bemultiple culturallybroader range of need and role situations. Com-
based moralities of caring that differ qualita-pared with Hindu Indians, European Ameri-
tively in significantways. In particular, the typecans also give greater weight to individual
of morality of caring orientation found amongtastes and interests in assessing interpersonal
middle -class European American populationsresponsibilities. Thus, they tend to treat re-
is one in which interpersonal responsibilitiessponsibilities to meet the needs of family
tend to be approached not only in voluntaristicand friends as dependent on personal affinity
terms as freely given rather than socially con-and liking for them, whereas Hindu Indians
strained commitments, but also as somewhattend to treat such responsibilities as dependent
delimited in scope in order not to override theon more immutable role based obligations
agent’s personal preferences or to place too(Miller & Bersoff, 1998).
many constraints on an individual’s freedomFor example, whereas European Americans
of choice. In contrast, whereas there is less em-tend tomaintain that a person has less responsi-
phasis on individual autonomy among Hindubility to be responsive to a brother’s needs if
Indians than in the European American case,they personally share few common tastes and
there tends to be amore robust sense of commu-interests with the brother and thus do not enjoy
nity within in-group relationships, with inter-each other’s company than if they share many
personal responsibilities to family and friendscommon tastes and interests and enjoy being
regarded as both broader in scope and less con-together. In contrast, Hindu Indians tend to
tingent on personal preferences.maintain that a person’s responsibility to a

brother is unaffected by such nonmoral self-
serving considerations. Furthermore, Hindu In-

Moralities of Divinitydians consider it morally required, rather than
beyond the scope of morality, to give priority Just as role-based responsibilities have tended

to be approached exclusively as conventional,to the needs of others in the face of personal
hardship or sacrifice, and they show a greater rather than moral, concerns within the main-

stream psychological theories of moral devel-tendency than is shown by European Ameri-
cans to experience satisfaction in such cases opment, religious or spiritual orientations have

tended also to be understood exclusively as(Miller & Bersoff, 1995).
These cultural differences are illustrated, for matters of convention. Research, however, is

increasingly highlighting the importance of re-example, in prototypic responses to a situation
that was presented to informants; the situation ligious and spiritual orientations to morality.

In an in-depth qualitative study of moral exem-involved a wife who remains married to her
husband after he is severely injured in a motor- plars, Colby and Damon (1992), for example,

found that their respondents had deep spiritualcycle accident and becomes depressed and in-
active for the rest of his life. Regarding the commitments onwhich theydrew in grounding

their moral behaviors as social activists or hu-wife’s behavior as both morally required and
as highly desirable, a Hindu Indian informant manitarians (see also Walker, Pitts, Hennig, &

Matsuba, 1995).noted the satisfaction that she expected thewife
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Research conducted in various African cul- Evidence for moralities of divinity that ex-
tend beyond justice andwelfare have been doc-tures documents that religious and spiritual
umented in other cultural populations, includ-orientations are related integrally tomoral judg-
ing groups from modern Western societies.ment through their link with individuals’ epis-
Haidt and colleagues (Haidt, Koller, & Dias,temological presuppositions. Nigerians (Igbo),
1993) demonstrated, for example, that lowerfor example, ground their responses toKohlber-
class Brazilian children, as well as lower classgian moral dilemmas on what they regard as
African American children, tend to treat inthe revealed truth of a superior or divine being
moral terms certain disgusting or disrespectfulrather than on a secular outlook (Okonkwo,
actions, such as eating one’s dog, even while1997). In a related finding, themoral judgments
viewing actions of this type as harmless. Theof Algerian respondents to Kohlbergian dilem-
importance of an orthodox worldview to thismas have been found to be based on a belief in
type of moral stance has been documented inGod as the creator and supreme authority of
interviews conducted with both fundamental-the universe (Bouhmama, 1984).
ist and progressivist U.S. Baptists (Jensen,One of the important insights of cultural re-
1997). Reflecting their assumption that humanssearch in this area is to document that morality
relate to each other and to the divine in termsmay be grounded in spiritually based issues of a hierarchically structured order, fundamen-

that are orthogonal to concerns with justice or talist Baptist informants consider divorce a sac-
of community (Shweder, Much, Mahapatra, & rilege, with negative repercussions for the after-
Park, 1997). Shweder and Much (1987), for ex- life. As one informant reasoned:
ample, provide evidence that informants from
an orthodox Hindu temple community justify Divorce to me means [that] you slap God
their judgments that it is wrong for the husband in the face. In other words, you bring re-
to steal in the Heinz dilemma by reference to proach upon God. Because Jesus Christ and
the negative consequences in suffering and the church are a form of marriage. What we
spiritual degradation. Notably, their arguments are saying by divorce is that the bride goes
in such cases frequently make no mention of away from the husband. Think about what
considerations of justice, individual rights, or that means. That means that we could lose
welfare. Condemning stealing as a violation of salvation. [Divorce] breaks down the very
dharma, the Hindu Indian informants regard essence of our religion and that’s why I think

divorce is shameful. (Jensen, 1997, p. 342)the act of stealing as resulting in spiritual degra-
dation and automatic suffering, in cycles of fu-

Within these spiritual perspectives, the episte-ture rebirths (for related analysis of Buddhist
mological premises not only differ markedlyunderstandings of dharma and related moral
from the secular premises assumed in themain-concepts, see Huebner & Garrod, 1991). These
stream theories of moral development, but alsotypes of noncultural presuppositions, it is doc-
are integrally linked with moral prescriptionsumented, inform orthodox Hindu Indians’
regarding right behavior.moral reasoning about a wide range of every-

day social practices, resulting in moral assess-
ments markedly different from those observed Summary
among secular Western populations, with their

Cultural meanings and practices have beencontrasting epistemological presuppositions. shown to have a qualitative impact on moral
Thus, it is shown, for example, that orthodox reasoning. Culture has been found to influence
Hindu populations tend to consider it a moral the relevance of justice concepts, the weighting
violation for a wife to eat with her husband’s of justice issues in solving moral dilemmas, as
elder brother or for a widow to eat fish, with well as judgments of moral accountability. In
their reasoning influenced by such spiritually regard to interpersonalmorality, evidence points
based epistemological premises and arguments to the existence of culturally groundedpostcon-
as that “the husband is a moving god and ventional moralities of community that differ
should be treated with comparable respect,” qualitatively from each other and from the type
and that the “the body is a temple with a spirit of individually oriented approach to commu-
dwelling in it. Therefore the sanctity of the tem- nity embodied in the morality of caring frame-
plemust be preserved. Therefore impure things work of Gilligan. Finally, concerningmoralities
must be kept out of and away from the body” of divinity, cultural research highlights the role

of spiritual epistemological presuppositions in(Shweder et al., 1987, pp. 76–77).
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moral judgment, with such presuppositions of filial piety and of dharma. Challenges also
providing a grounding for moral judgment be- exist in understanding the enculturation of
yond considerations of either justice orwelfare. nonrational aspects of cultural meanings and

practices, the validity of which is relatively im-
pervious to disproof by empirical evidence, yet

Future Directions which may have a central impact on moral rea-
soning, such as concepts of karma or of an after-

In this section, consideration is given to future life.
directions for theory and research in examining In terms of developingmore dynamic under-
cultural influences on moral development. At- standing of enculturation, greater attention needs
tention is paid to the need to further under- to be paid to the varied cultural tools and every-
standings of enculturation, as well as to take day practices that serve to embody and sustain
greater account of cultural influences on the cultural meanings. Thus, for example, it is im-
development of self. Consideration is also given portant to examineways inwhich culturalmes-
to the importance of developing dynamic views sages are communicated in media, through au-
of culture that give greater weight to power thorities in the culture, as well as in everyday
relations,while at the same time remaining sen- social routines, such as sleeping arrangements
sitive to cultural variation in views of self and (e.g., Harkness, Super, & Keefer, 1992; Shweder,
moral outlook. Jensen, &Goldstein, 1995). The complexity and

subtlety of cultural messages also must be ac-
corded greater consideration, with recognitionCultural Influences on Self
given that certain practices may promote a par-and Morality
ticular cultural message explicitly, while em-

Greater attention needs to be paid to under- bodying a contradictory cultural message on an
standing theprocesses of enculturation through implicit level.
which culture has an impact on the develop- More generally, it is critical to extend the
ment of self and morality. Research has shown, examination of work on morality to issues of
for example, that children come to gain an un- culture and the development of self. For exam-
derstanding of social rules, in part, through the ple, recent research shows that, for Puerto Ri-
responses of socialization agents to different canmothers, the developmental goals of havingtypes of everyday behavior. Thus, for example,

a child who is loving and who shows properin a serious of studies conducted both in school
respect are more salient than are the goals, em-and free play situations, it has been shown that
phasized amongmiddle-class EuropeanAmeri-responses given to moral transgressions typi-
can mothers, of having a child who is able tocally focus on the hurtful or unjust conse-
balance autonomy with relatedness (Harwood,quences of the acts, whereas responses given to
Miller, & Irizarry, 1995). In other examples, ittransgressions of school regulations or of other
has been found that toughening up a child togeneral conventions typically focus on rules or
confront what is perceived to be a relativelynormative expectations (L. Nucci, 1982; L. P.
harsh world is stressed in the socialization prac-Nucci &Nucci, 1982; L. P. Nucci &Turiel, 1978;
tices of various lower class European AmericanL. Nucci & Weber, 1995). Sociolinguistic re-
communities (Kusserow, 1999), whereas devel-search likewise documents that transgressions
oping a child with an adjustable nature andof different types of social rules tend to be ex-
sense of social responsibility are emphasizedcused in contrasting ways, for example, with
in various Asian and African cultural settingsmoral breaches eliciting talk concerning what
(Harkness & Super, 1996; Miller & Bersoff,was done and conventions eliciting references
1995). A challenge exists in linking these alter-to conditions and rule formulations (Much &
native normative developmental end points toShweder, 1978).
lay conceptions of morally exemplary behaviorWhereas some research of this type has been
and of what is meant by morality itself.undertaken in non-Western cultural settings
It is also important to bring a cultural per-(e.g., Edward, 1987), there remains a need for

spective to bear in exploring the various waysmore research to be conducted outside themid-
in which personhood and harm are defined.dle-class European-American settings that, to
For example, research has demonstrated thatdate, have received most attention. In these ef-
American and Brazilian children treat issues offorts, it is important to tap a wider range of
harming the environment in moral terms (Kahn,issues, including ones that may be culturally

specific, such as the central cultural concepts 1996, 1998, 1999) These types of responses are
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justified by reference both to anthropocentric (Miller, 1997a). The present considerations then
concerns, which focus on protecting human also imply that it ismisguided to treat a concern
welfare, and to biocentric concerns,which treat with social role obligations as evidence of col-
nature as having intrinsic values, rights, or a lectivism or a concern with issues of self and
teleology. Work of this type valuably can be autonomy as evidence of individualism. Rath-
extended through consideration of the pro- er, as illustrated in the research reviewed in
cesses of enculturation that promote moral out- this chapter, concerns that may be considered
looks on environmentalism, such as changing universal at a relatively abstract level are fre-
cultural awareness and new laws, as well as by quently instantiated in culturally variable forms.
exploring the development of moral concep- Thus, it was seen, for example, that all cultures
tions of the natural order in cultural communi- are concerned with issues of community while
ties that emphasize orthodox religious out- embodying culturally variable stances toward
looks. communitarian moralities, just as all cultures

are concerned with personal choice while dif-
fering in the weight that it is given in everydayCulture, Context, and Power
moral judgment.

In future work on culture and moral develop- An additional important direction for future
ment, effort should also be made to understand research is to give greater weight to power rela-
cultures in more process-oriented ways that re- tions. To date, studies of moral development
late to indigenous conceptual viewpoints and have been conductedprimarilywith elite popu-
that recognize the heterogeneous nature of cul- lations. Little attention has been directed to
tural understandings (Greenfield, 1997; Miller, examining the perspectives of women or of mi-
1997b). In this regard, greater attention needs nority subgroups, who have limited power or
to be given to variation that obtains both be- who may be the targets of racism or of other
tween and within cultural communities. It must oppressive social policies. However, as recog-
be recognized that cultures exist not only as nized in recent work by social domain theorists
shared representations, but also include behav- (e.g., Turiel, 1998a, 1998b), as well in post-
ioral and material aspects such as customs, ev- structuralist anthropological viewpoints (e.g.,
eryday routines, patterns of discourse, and arti- Abu-Lughod, 1993; Clifford, 1998), cultural prac-
facts. tices frequently constitute instruments of domi-While highlighting the need to go beyond

nation, with groups in subordinate positionsstereotypical conceptions of culture, however,
maintaining a perspective on social practicesit is equally important to avoid stances that
that contrasts with that of privileged groups.assume that there is so little homogeneity to
For example, in this regard, research has docu-cultural meanings and practices that culture
mented that Druze women in Israel are moreadds no additional force to explanation once
prone to consider the power relationships be-contextual variation is taken into account.
tween males and females in the family as mor-Adopting the last position, for example, theo-
ally unfair than are Druze men (Turiel & Wain-rists from the distinct domain perspective have
ryb, 1998; Wainryb & Turiel, 1994). Valuably,concluded that cultural influences can be
in futurework in this tradition, it will be impor-treated as fundamentally the same as contex-
tant to consider a broader range of issues andtual influences (Turiel, 1998a; Wainryb & Tu-
cultural subgroups, aswell as to trace the devel-riel, 1995). They also have interpreted findings
opmental emergence of children’s awareness ofthat persons from collectivist cultures are con-
issues of social injustice within more diversecerned with issues of self and autonomy, and
cultural settings.that persons from individualistic cultures are
Another challenge for work on the presentconcerned with social role obligations as evi-

concerns is to integrate attention to issues ofdence against the idea that qualitative differ-
power more fully with cultural views of theences exist in cultural views of self and associ-
self. A concern exists that at times the catego-ated psychological processes. Challenging such
ries brought to bear in examining power rela-conclusions, the present argument stresses the
tions fail to take into account local culturalimportance of recognizing that cultural and
outlooks. Thus, for example, although a con-contextual considerations are interdependent
cern with individual rights exists universally,in explanation. Cultural effects, it must be rec-
such a construct, in certain cases, may be lessognized, are always contextually dependent,
relevant to family relations in certain culturaljust as contextual influences depend on the cul-

turally based meanings accorded to contexts communities than is the case among European
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Americans. InmanyAsian andAfrican cultural to develop more dynamic understandings of
the nature of enculturation as well as to exam-settings, for example, family relations tend to

be conceptualized primarily as hierarchically ine new questions related to cultural variation
in the self. Cultural systems also must be ap-structured welfare units in which members are

mutually interdependent and not primarily as proached in ways that are sensitive to indige-
associations of equal and separate individuals nous outlooks and to the affective force of cul-
with competing claims. Both in the phrasing tural institutions and symbols, while research
of research questions and in interpretation of continues to focus on bringing a concern with
the meaning of findings, studies that assess power relations into studies of moral develop-
power dynamics in the former cultural commu- ment.
nities then may need to be attentive to respects
in which individuals conceptualize family in-
teraction in terms of patron/client relationships Conclusionrather than in terms of the freedoms and rights
of discrete individuals. As is the case with cultural work in other areas
Whereas it is important to give greater atten- of psychology, cultural research on moral de-

tion in future research to respects in which velopment remains in a peripheral position inindividuals in all cultures may challenge the the field, with many mainstream investigatorssocial order, this issue needs to be approached
downplaying its importance. Still, there arein ways that take into account the motivational
signs of increasing interchange across researchforce of existing cultural systems. It must be
traditions as, moving into a post-Piagetian andrecognized that dissent is frequently directed
post-Kohlbergian phase of inquiry, investiga-at relatively superficial or overt aspects of cul-
tions of morality, self, and culture are proceed-tural practices,withmore fundamental cultural
ing in ways that are ecologically sensitivecommitments remaining unchallenged. This
and theoretically rich.Overcoming theparochi-type of stance was uncovered, for example, in
alism of some of the early theoretical models,a recent ethnographic study of everyday social-
research in this area is uncovering qualitativeization practices within an orthodox Hindu
cultural variation in moral outlooks that speakBrahmin family (Much, 1997). Against the
to common concerns with justice, community,wishes of both his parents and the cultural be-
and spiritual issues. Investigators are alsoliefs of his community, the adolescent son in
working to formulate approaches to culture thatthe family temporarily stopped wearing his Sa-
are dynamic and nuanced and that attend tocred Thread. The son’s breach of his duty as a
issues of power, affect, and cultural practices.Brahmin to wear this holy symbol reflected his
Far from leading either to an extreme relativismrebellion against the orthodox Hindu view of
or to a view of individuals as merely passivelysuch behavior as morally required. It expressed
conforming to existing understandings, re-his conviction that wearing the Sacred Thread,
search on culture and moral development isin fact, represents only an unimportant matter
pointing the way for understanding moral out-of social convention that identifies him to oth-
looks as involving individuals acting in waysers as amember of the Brahmin caste. Although
that are simultaneously highly agentic even asquestioning the authority of both his parents
they also are influenced by cultural meaningsand of his community in this way, the son,
and practices.however, remained accepting of deeper com-

mitments of his culture. His challenge to the
social order was conducted within the frame
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10
Culture and Emotion

DAVID MATSUMOTO

Emotions are a central part of our lives and, as such, have been the focus of much
cross-cultural research in psychology. Indeed, the work documenting the universal ba-
sis of a set of facial expressions of emotion, reviewed in this chapter, arguably serves
as one of the most influential findings in the history of cross-cultural psychology to
date. Emotions give key clues to understanding cognition, motivation, and people in
general and in that role are a rich and diverse area of cross-cultural inquiry.
In this chapter, Matsumoto provides an overview of the cross-cultural work con-

ducted in this area. Beginning with a description of the study of emotion and culture
in historical perspective, he discusses especially the relevance and importance of this
line of work for contemporary psychology. Indeed, this line is noteworthy as almost
all contemporary research on emotion in mainstream psychology has its roots in the
cross-cultural work documenting expression universality.
Matsumoto then presents a brief overview of cross-cultural work on various facets

of emotion, including expression, antecedents, appraisal, subjective experience, emo-
tion concepts, and its physiological correlates. This review amply demonstrates that
all aspects of emotion were well studied across cultures over the past two decades
and have produced a plethora of new findings.
The bulk of the review presented in this chapter focuses on work related to the rec-

ognition and judgment of emotion across cultures, indeed, because it is the most
well-studied area of culture and emotion. Matsumoto presents in detail much of the
cultural similarities and differences reported in the cross-cultural literature on this as-
pect of emotions. In particular, he highlights the way in which the most recent stud-
ies of cultural differences in judgments (of intensity) have attempted not only to docu-
ment the existence of cultural differences, but also to test multiple hypotheses about
why those differences occur; he does this through the incorporation of the assess-
ment of cultural dimensions of variability in the research. These methodological
changes agree with the evolution of theory and method in cross-cultural psychology
discussed in the introduction to this book, and throughout this volume, as studies be-
gin to replace the global, abstract concept of culture with well-defined, measurable
constructs that can be tested in terms of their contribution to cultural differences.
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The chapter ends with a detailed discussion of four areas of possible future re-
search on culture and emotion. A strong element of the message in this section is one
of integration—of the need to incorporate issues of context in research and theory in
culture and emotion and of the need to link judgments of emotion with other psycho-
logical processes. As Matsumoto suggests, many areas of study in psychology are frag-
mented from other areas; consequently, we know relatively less about how judgments
on emotion function in concert with other psychological processes within a total, in-
tegrated, synthesized, living person than we do about judgments on emotion obtained
in a vacuum in an artificial laboratory setting. While laboratory experiments of
course are valuable, we need to put Humpty Dumpty back together again. As cross-
cultural research in this and other areas continues to evolve and integrate other top-
ics, methods, and disciplines, it promises to play a major role in putting those pieces
of life that have been fragmented by academia back together again.

Emotions are arguably some of the most impor- phers and other thinkers for centuries. Indeed,
tant aspects of our lives, andpsychologists, phi- emotions played a large role in the thinking
losophers, and social scientists for many years and writing of Aristotle and Socrates (Russell,
have been concerned with them. Emotions give 1994) andwere alsowell represented in the third
meaning to life, serve as important motivators century Sanskrit text Rasadhyaya (Shweder &
for our behaviors, and color our thoughts and Haidt, 2000). Emotion was also central to many
cognitions. They are, indeed, the basic psycho- thinkers who were influential to modern psy-
logical fuel for growth, development, and ac- chology, such as Freud, Darwin, Erikson, Pia-
tion. get, Bowlby, and many others.
In this chapter, I review some of the major Most modern day studies of emotion and

cross-cultural research that has been conducted culture, however, find their roots in the work
on emotion. I begin with an overview of the of Darwin. One reason for this was that Darwin
study of emotion and culture in a historical inspired work on the expression of emotion
perspective and discuss the impact of this re- and, as such, offered scientists a platform with
search on contemporary psychology. Then, I which to measure emotions objectively, going
present a very brief review of a wide range of beyond basic self-report, which psychologists
cross-cultural studies on emotion, spanning tend to consider unreliable. Darwin’s thesis,
emotional expression, perception, experience, summarized in hiswork,The Expression of Emo-
antecedents, appraisal, physiology, and the tion in Man and Animals (Darwin, 1872/1998),
concepts and definitions of emotion. I then fo- suggested that emotions and their expressions
cus on one area of study—cross-cultural re- have evolved across species and are evolu-
search on emotion judgments—and provide a tionarily adaptive, biologically innate, and uni-
much more in-depth review of this area, high- versal across all human and even nonhuman
lighting what is known to date. Using this as a primates. According to Darwin, all humans, re-
platform, I then provide four suggestions for gardless of race or culture, possess the ability
future research in this area before concluding to express emotions in exactly the same ways,
the chapter. My goal is not only to provide the primarily through their faces.
reader with a detailed review of this area of Darwin’s work, while influential and pro-
psychology, but also to encourage scientists to vocative, was not without criticism. One main
get out of their boxes when thinking about this, issue raised about his ideas, for example, was
and other, areas of research. the lack of hard evidence that supported his

claims. Indeed,many of Darwin’s original ideas
were supported only through his own observa-

Emotion and Culture in tions and descriptions of emotional expression
Historical Perspective: in humans and other animals. Albeit done in

painstakingdetail, suchdescriptionswouldnotTheir Impact on
be accepted as scientific proof for his universal-Contemporary Psychology
ity thesis.
Between the time of Darwin’s original writ-Emotion and culture have been objects of study

ing and the 1960s, a handful of scientists at-and fascination by not only contemporary psy-
chologists in recent history, but also by philoso- tempted to address this gap in our knowledge
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by conducting more formalized and systematic Friesen, 1972). These are culturally prescribed
rules, learned early in life, that dictate the man-research on the issue. In fact, only a total of

seven studies appeared in the literature during agement and modification of the universal ex-
pressions, depending on social circumstance.this time. These studies, however, were meth-

odologically flawed in a number of ways, so The existence of these display rules was dem-
onstrated empirically in Ekman and Friesen’sthat unequivocal data speaking to the issue of

the possible universality of emotional expres- (Ekman, 1972) study of American and Japanese
participants viewing stressful films alone andsion did not emerge (reviewed in Ekman, Frie-

sen, & Ellsworth, 1972). in the presence of an experimenter.When alone,
they displayed the same expressions of disgust,It was not until the mid-1960s when psy-

chologist Sylvan Tomkins, a pioneer inmodern anger, fear, and sadness. Whenwith the experi-
menter, however, there were dramatic differ-studies of human emotion, joined forces inde-

pendently with Ekman and Izard to conduct ences.While the Americans tended to continue
to show their negative feelings, many Japanesewhat has become known today as the universal-

ity studies. These researchers conducted stud- invariably smiled to conceal their negative feel-
ings. Ekman and Friesen reckoned that culturalies in many cultures and obtained judgments

of faces thought to express emotions pancultur- display rules in the Japanese culture were oper-
ating that prevented the free expression of nega-ally (see Ekman, 1973, and C. Izard, 1971, for

reviews). The findings from these studies dem- tive emotions in thepresence of another person.
Today, the existence of both universality andonstrated the existence of six universal expres-

sions—anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, cultural display rules is well accepted in main-
stream psychology (see also Fridlund’s 1997and surprise—as judges all around the world

agreed on the emotion that was portrayed in view of display rules).
The discovery of the universal basis for emo-the faces.

Yet, the judgment studies in literate cultures tional expression has had an enormous impact
on contemporary psychology as expressionsconducted by Ekman and Izard were not the

only evidence that came to bear on the question provided an objective and reliable signal of
emotion. Using universality as a platform, bothof emotion universality. Ekman and his col-

league Friesen also conducted studies that Ekman and Izard developed methods of mea-
suring facial behaviors validly and reliably. Indemonstrated that judgments of members of

preliterate cultures were also consistent with particular, Ekman and Friesen’s (1978) Facial
Action Coding System (FACS) is widely recog-the notion of universality, as were judgments

of expressions posed by members of preliterate nized as the most comprehensive tool to ana-
lyze facial movements. It involves the identifi-cultures (see Ekman, 1973, for a review). They

also showed that the expressions that spontane- cation of the appearance changes associated
with over 40 separate and functionally inde-ously occurred in reaction to emotion-eliciting

films were universal (Ekman, 1972). Moreover, pendent anatomical units that can move in the
face at any one time. Using it, researchers canother scientists have shown that the same ex-

pressions occur in nonhuman primates and code the muscles involved in any facial expres-
sion, along with their timing characteristicscongenitally blind individuals (Charlesworth &

Kreutzer, 1973; Ekman, 1973) and correspond (onset, apex, offset), intensity, and laterality.
The development of techniques like FACS,to similarities in emotion taxonomies in differ-

ent languages around the world (Romney, along with the theoretical contributions of uni-
versal emotions, has led to a plethora of newBoyd, Moore, Batchelder, & Brazill, 1996; Rom-

ney, Moore, & Rusch, 1997). And, since the research, theories, and applications in psychol-
ogy in the past 30 years. Notions concerningoriginal universality studies in the late 1960s,

many studies have replicated the universal rec- the universality of emotion and facial measure-
ment techniques have made enormous contri-ognition of these expressions (see below and

reviews in Ekman, 1982). Thus, the universal butions to studies in all areas of psychology,
particularly social, personality, and develop-basis for emotional expression is no longer de-

bated in contemporary psychology and is con- mental psychology. Studies using facial expres-
sions of emotion as markers have addressedsidered a pancultural aspect of psychological

functioning. decades-old questions concerning the role and
function of physiology in emotion; we nowWe also know, however, that people modify

their expressions on the basis of cultural dis- know that each of the universal emotions is
associated with a distinct and unique physio-play rules (Ekman, 1972; Ekman&Friesen, 1969;
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logical pattern in response (Ekman, Levenson, & More recent research has gone beyond the
Friesen, 1983). Studies involving faces and emo- mere documentation of cultural differences to
tions have also made substantial contributions test the degree to which cultural dimensions
to a number of areas of psychology, with appli- such as individualism and collectivism (IC) ac-
cations in clinical, forensic, industrial, and or- count for differences among the United States,
ganizational psychology. An increasing num- Japan, Korea, and Russia in display rules (Mat-
ber of universities are offering programs that sumoto, Takeuchi, Andayani, Kouznetsova, &
specialize in the study of emotion, and funding Krupp, 1998); in this study, the IC dimension
sources are increasing to provide specialized accounted for about 30% of the between-coun-
training to pre- and postdoctoral candidates to try variation in display rules. Other research
develop further research in the area. All of this has also documented cross-cultural differences
has been made possible through the contribu- in expression among five European countries
tions of the original cross-cultural research on (Edelmann et al., 1987).
emotional expressions. A number of studies of the past decade have

also examined the antecedents of emotions across
cultures. Ledmainly by a large-scale study con-

The Breadth of Cross-Cultural ducted by Scherer and colleagues, over 3,000
Research on Emotion participants in 37 countries described a situa-

tion or event in which they experienced each
The original universality studies not only had of the universal emotions (Scherer & Wallbott,
a considerable impact on mainstream, contem- 1994; Scherer, Wallbott, & Summerfield, 1983).
porary psychology, but also served as an impor- Trained raters coded the situations described
tant platform for continued work investigating by participants into general categories such as
the relation between culture and emotion. As good news and bad news, temporary and per-
mentioned above, for example, many studies manent separation, success or failure in achieve-
since Ekman and Izard’s original research have ment situations, and the like. No culture-spe-
tested the recognition of emotion in facial ex- cific antecedent categorywas necessary to code
pressions across cultures, replicating the uni- the data, indicating that all categories of events
versality findings. As one can see from the generally occurred in all cultures to produce
listing and summary of studies investigating each of the emotions studied. These studies andemotion recognition across cultures, there is

others (e.g., Boucher & Brandt, 1981; Brandt &considerable evidence for the universality of
Boucher, 1985; Buunk & Hupka, 1987; Galati &the set of six emotional expressions originally
Sciaky, 1995; R. I. Levy, 1973) have reportedreported by Ekman and Izard (see Table 10.1).
evidence of considerable cross-cultural similar-But, other aspects of emotion have also re-
ity in emotion antecedents. To be sure, cross-ceived considerable attention. For instance, a
cultural differences in the differential usage ofnumber of recent cross-cultural studies have
emotion antecedent categories have also beenexamined cultural differences in emotional ex-
reported (Scherer, Matsumoto, Wallbott, & Ku-pression and cultural display rules.Waxer (1985),
doh, 1988; see also reviewbyMesquita& Frijda,for example, examinedAmerican andCanadian
1992).cultural differences in spontaneous emotional
Closely related to the issue of emotion ante-expressions of participants in television game

cedents is the topic of emotion appraisal, andshows and found that Americans tended to be
a number of studies have examined culturaljudged as more expressive than the Canadians
similarities and differences in this aspect ofdespite no differences in actual behaviors. Mat-
emotion as well. Perhaps the largest cross-sumoto and colleagues examined cultural dis-
cultural study on emotion appraisal processesplay rule differences between Japan and the
is Scherer et al.’s large-scale study reportedUnited States (Matsumoto, 1990) and among
in Scherer (1997a, 1997b). After describingthe United States, Poland, and Hungary (Biehl,
situations in which they experienced one ofMatsumoto, & Kasri, in press), suggesting that
seven emotions, respondents answered a seriescultural display rules differ systematically ac-
of questions designed to assess their apprais-cording to individualistic versus collectivistic
als of the events, including questions concern-differences in the meaning of relationships of
ing novelty-expectation, intrinsic pleasantness,the self with the in-group and the self with the
goal conduciveness, fairness, coping potential,out-group. Matsumoto (1993) also tested differ-
norms, and self-ideals. Two studies reportingences in cultural display rules among four eth-

nic groups within the United States. the analyses of these data (Scherer, 1997a, 1997b)



Table 10.1 Contemporary Cross-Cultural Studies that Examine the Recognition of Universal
Facial Expressions of Emotion

Citation Judge Cultures Stimuli Judgment Task Major Findings

Biehl, et al., 1997 Hungarians, Poles, 56 expressions from Forced-choice emo- For all expressions,
Japanese, Suma- Matsumoto and Ek- tion categories judges selected the in-
trans, Americans, man (1988) tended emotion cate-
and Vietnamese gory at well above

chance levels
Bormann-Kishkel, Germans 4, 5, and 6 Seven Ekman and Matching with emo- 4-year-olds correctly
Hildebrand- years old and adults Friesen (1976) pho- tion category identified six emotions
Pascher, Stegbauer, tos and two photos above chance levels;
1990 from Bullock and 5-year-olds correctly

Russell (1984) identified seven emo-
tions above chance lev-
els; 6-year-olds and uni-
versity students
correctly identified all
emotions tested

Boucher and Americans and 25 American photos Forced-choice emo- Across all photos,
Carlson, 1980 Malays meeting Ekman cri- tion categories judges selected the in-

teria and 42 photos tended emotion cate-
of Malays with ap- gory at well above
proximate criteria chance levels

Chan, 1985 Hong Kong Chinese 9 photos from Izard Forced-choice emo- Judges selected the in-
(1977) tion categories tended emotion cate-

gory at well above
chance levels for all six
universal emotions, as
well as interest and
shame

Ducci, Arcuri, W/ Ethiopian high 28 photos from Ek- Forced-choice emo- Judges selected the in-
Georgies, and Sine- school students man and Friesen tion categories tended emotion cate-
shaw, 1982 (1976) (seven) gory at well above

chance levels for each
of the six universal
emotions

Ekman et al., 1987 College students 18 photos from Ek- Forced-choice emo- All judges selected the
from Estonia, Ger- man and Friesen tion categories and intended emotion cate-
many, Greece, Hong (1976) multiple scalar rat- gory at well above
Kong, Italy, Japan, ings of emotion ca- chance levels and gave
Scotland, Sumatra, tegories the intended emotion
Turkey, and the category the highest in-
United States tensity rating

Haidt and Keltner, Americans and East Universal emotions Free-response and For all universal expres-
1999 Indians based on Ekman cri- forced-choice emo- sions except contempt

teria and other ex- tion categories judged by Americans,
pressions judges selected the in-

tended emotion cate-
gory above chance lev-
els; similar findings
obtained using free re-
sponse

Kirouac and Dore, French-speaking 110 photos from Ek- Forced-choice emo- Judges selected the in-
1982 Quebec individuals man and Friesen tion categories tended emotion cate-

(1976) gory at well above
chance levels for all
universal emotions

(continued)
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Citation Judge Cultures Stimuli Judgment Task Major Findings

Kirouac and Dore, French-speaking stu- 96 photos from Ek- Forced-choice emo- Judges selected the
1983 dents in Quebec man and Friesen tion categories emotion category in-

(1976) tended by the expres-
sions well above
chance levels for all
emotions

Kirouac and Dore, French-speaking in- 96 photos from Ek- Forced-choice emo- Judges selected the
1985 dividuals in Quebec man and Friesen tion categories emotion category in-

(1976) tended by the expres-
sions well above
chance levels for all
emotions

Leung and Singh, Hong Kong Chinese 24 photos from Ek- Matching with emo- Percentage of judges
1998 children man and Friesen tion-associated matching the expres-

(195) stories sion with the emotion
intended in the stories
was well above chance
levels for all six emo-
tions tested

McAndrew (1986) Americans and 30 photos from Ek- Forced choice of six At 800 milliseconds, all
Malays man and Friesen emotion categories judges selected the in-

(1975) presented ta- tended emotion cate-
chistoscopically at gory well above chance
10 exposure times levels

Mandal, Saha, and Indians Photos from Ekman Forced-choice emo- For all six universal
Palchoudhury, 1986 and Friesen (1976) tion categories in emotions, the percent-

Procedure 1, multi- age of judges selecting
ple scalar ratings of the intended emotion
emotion categories category (Procedure 1)
in Procedure 2 or giving the intended

emotion the highest in-
tensity rating (Proce-
dure 2) was well above
chance levels

Markham and Chinese and Austra- 18 photos from Ek- Situation discrimi- Children from both cul-
Wang, 1996 lian children man and Friesen nation task and a sit- tures recognized the six

(1976) and 18 Chi- uational inference universal emotions
nese facial expres- task above chance levels
sions developed by
Wang and Meng
(1986)

Matsumoto, 1990 Americans and 14 expressions from Forced-choice emo- Judges selected the in-
Japanese Matsumoto and Ek- tion categories tended emotion cate-

man (1988) gory at well above
chance levels

Matsumoto, 1992a Americans and 56 expressions from Forced-choice emo- Judges selected the in-
Japanese Matsumoto and Ek- tion categories tended emotion cate-

man (1988) gory at well above
chance levels

Matsumoto and Americans and 56 expressions from Forced-choice emo- Judges selected the in-
Assar, 1992 Indians Matsumoto and tion categories tended emotion cate-

Ekman (1988) gory at well above
chance levels

Matsumoto and Americans and 56 expressions from Multiple scalar rat- Judges gave the highest
Ekman, 1989 Japanese Matsumoto and Ek- ings on emotion ca- intensity rating to the

man (1988) tegories intended emotion cate-
gory for all universal
emotions except one

176
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Citation Judge Cultures Stimuli Judgment Task Major Findings

Matsumoto, Kasri, Americans and 56 expressions from Forced-choice emo- Judges selected the in-
et al. 1999 Japanese Matsumoto and Ek- tion categories tended emotion cate-

man (1988) gory at well above
chance levels

Mazurski and Bond, Australians 110 photos from Ek- Forced-choice emo- Judges selected the in-
1993, Experiment 2 man and Friesen tion categories tended emotion cate-

(1976) gory for all universal
emotions well above
chance levels

Mehta, Ward, and Maori and Pakeha Maori and Pakeha Forced-choice from All emotions and neu-
Strongman, 1992 individuals poses of seven emo- 11 emotion categ- tral expressions were

tions and a neutral ories recognized accurately at
(coded by Ekman above chance levels
and Friesen’s FACS)

Russell, Suzuki, and Canadians, Greeks, 7 slides from Matsu- Open-ended emo- For all emotions except
Ishida, 1993 and Japanese moto and Ekman tion categories contempt, the propor-

(1988) tion of judges produc-
ing the intended emo-
tion category was
substantially greater
than chance levels

Toner and Gates, Australians 110 slides from Ek- Six emotion catego- Overall, judges selected
1985 man and Friesen ries and neutral the intended emotion

(1976) term well above chance
levels for all emotions

Wallbott, 1991 Germans 28 slides from Ek- Scalar ratings of The proportion of
man and Friesen seven emotion categ- judges rating the in-
(1976) ories tended emotion cate-

gory most intense was
well above chance lev-
els for each of the seven
emotions tested

Wolfgang and South and Central Wolfgang Interracial Forced-choice emo- Overall, judges in all
Cohen, 1988 Americans, Canadi- Facial Expressions tion categories four groups selected the

ans, Israelis, and Test (produced ac- intended emotion term
Ethiopians cording to Ekman well above chance lev-

and Friesen criteria) els for all emotions
Yik, Meng, and English-speaking Ca- 13 still photographs Freely produced Judges in all three
Russell, 1998 nadians, Cantonese- of facial expressions emotion categories groups produced the in-

speaking Hong Kong of babies tended emotion cate-
Chinese, and Japa- gory for happy photos,
nese-speaking but not for any of the
Japanese five other emotions

Yik and Russell, English-speaking Ca- Six photos from Ek- 10 emotion catego- Judges in all three
1999 nadians, Cantonese- man and Friesen ries statements groups selected the in-

speaking Hong Kong (1976), one photo tended emotion cate-
Chinese, and Japa- from Matsumoto gory significantly above
nese-speaking and Ekman (1988) chance levels
Japanese

Note. The inclusion criteria used in assembling these studies were as follows: (1) The study must have used full-face
presentations of emotion with no distortion, using Ekman and Friesen or Izard related stimuli or other stimuli provided
there was a methodological check on the validity of the expressions to portray emotions. (2) The study must have included
data from at least one non-U.S. sample; no within-country ethnic difference studies were included. (3) The study must
have reported data for which recognition levels can be compared against chance. (4) The judges must not have been men-
tally impaired.
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indicated that, while differences existed be- in the location of emotions, and in the meaning
of emotions to people, interpersonal relation-tween both emotions and countries, the differ-
ships, and behavior (see review by Russell,ences according to country were much small-
1991b). While these notions have been useder than the differences according to emotion.
to argue against the concept of universality inThat is, thereweremuchmore cultural similari-
emotional expression, again, I do not believeties in emotion appraisal processes than there
that these are mutually exclusive. Universalitywere cultural differences. Cultural similarities
in a small set of emotional expressions, andin emotion appraisal processes have also been
their underlying feeling states, can coexist withreported by Roseman, Dhawan, Rettek, Nadidu,
substantial cultural differences in the linguisticand Thapa (1995) and by Mauro, Sato, and
coding of emotion via language across cultures.Tucker (1992). Cultural differences were also
A final, relatively new but equally importantreported in each of these studies; Roseman et al.

area of cross-cultural research on emotion con-(1995), in fact, suggest that cultural similarities
cerns the influence of culture on human physi-may occur on more “primitive” dimensions of
ology during emotional reactions. The specific-appraisal, while cultural differences may occur
ity of physiological response in emotion is aon more “complex” dimensions.
topic that has been debated widely in psychol-Scherer et al.’s large-scale studies have also
ogy for decades, with views varying as extreme-been the most comprehensive to examine cul-
ly on the one hand to suggest that physiologicaltural influences on subjective emotional expe-
responses are not necessary at all (e.g.,Mandler,rience (Scherer & Wallbott, 1994; Scherer et
1984) and, on the other hand, to associate eachal., 1983). In their study, participants provided
emotion with a specific physiological responseself-report data concerning subjective feeling
pattern (e.g., James, 1890). Using universal fa-states (e.g., intensity, duration, etc.), physiolog-
cial expressions asmarkers, Ekman et al. (1983)ical symptoms, and behavioral reactions (e.g.,
found the first systematic evidence for a dis-nonverbal behaviors, verbal utterances, etc.).
tinct autonomic response for each of the sixWhile cultural differences existed, the differ-
emotions tested in a sample of American parti-ences among the emotions were much larger
cipants. Levenson and colleagues have sincethan the differences between cultures; that is,
extended these findings to include individualsemotions appeared to share a more or less uni-
from other groups, including Chinese Ameri-versal experiential base across cultures (see
cans and the Minangkabau of Sumatra (Leven-reviews in Scherer &Wallbott, 1994;Wallbott &
son, Ekman, Heider, & Friesen, 1992; Tsai &Scherer, 1986). To be sure, a number of writers Levenson, 1997). Future research in this area

take a more “functionalist” approach to de- promises to extend this line of inquiry further,
scribing emotional experience, suggesting that investigating also the possibility of specific pat-
emotion is a set of “socially shared scripts” terning of central nervous system activity.
composed of physiological, behavioral, and sub- As seen from this very quick review, cross-
jective components that develop as individuals cultural studies on emotion have spanned a
are enculturated (e.g., Kitayama&Markus, 1994, wide range of topics and have contributed im-
1995;Markus &Kitayama, 1991; Shweder, 1993; portant information to the literature on this as-
Wierzbicka, 1994). Such a view argues against pect of human functioning. In the next section,
notions of universality in experiential basis as I focus more specifically on a review of cross-
emotions have to be as distinct as each culture cultural studies of the recognition and judg-
is different. In reality, however, I do not view ment of emotional expressions as it is arguably
these approaches as mutually exclusive. the most well-studied area of culture and emo-
The topic of cultural similarities and differ- tion, producing many new and exciting find-

ences in the concept of emotion has also re- ings over the past two decades.
ceived considerable attention in the literature.
A number of writers, for instance, have sug-
gested that there are substantial differences in Recognition and Judgments of
the concept and definition of emotion across Emotion across Cultures
cultures, and that some cultures have no con-
cept of emotion as we do in the American En- Even within this area of research, there is a
glish language (R. I. Levy, 1973, 1983; Lutz, wide range of studies, many differing in the
1983; Russell, 1991b). Cultures also apparently nature of the stimuli that are used as a basis to
differ in the kinds of feeling states and words make emotion judgments. A number of studies,

for example, have examined the recognition ofthey use to describe and categorize emotions,
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emotion in voice and vocal cues (e.g., Albas, pressions and emotion. I thendiscuss the impli-
cations of these findings for future empiricalMcCluskey, & Albas, 1976; Beier & Zautra,
and theoretical work on emotion and emotion1972; Guidetti, 1991; Hatta & Nachshon, 1988;
judgments, giving researchers and students ofMatsumoto & Kishimoto, 1983; McCluskey &
emotion new ideas for unique and innovativeAlbas, 1981; McCluskey, Albas, Niemi, Cuevas,
research on emotion in the future.& Ferrer, 1975; Van Bezooijen, Otto, & Heenan,

1983). In general, these studies have demon-
strated that emotions can be recognized to a Cultural Similarities in
considerable degree in vocal cues and charac- Emotion Judgments
teristics, although it is often difficult to distin-
guish specific and discrete emotional states via Other Universal Expressions
voice. A handful of other studies has also exam-

Although I mentioned above that the originalined cultural differences in judgments of body
universal expressions included six emotions,postures (e.g., Kudoh & Matsumoto, 1985; Mat-
these included only those that both Ekman andsumoto & Kudoh, 1987; Sogon & Masutani,
Izard had agreed were universal. In fact, Izard1989); these studies have indicated that emo-
(1971, 1978) also suggested that several othertional states can be inferred to somedegree from
expressions were universal, including interest-body postures, although discriminations finer
excitement and shame-humiliation. Some con-than gross dimensions of pleasantness-un-
troversy, however, existed as to whether thesepleasantness or approach-avoidance are diffi-
were actually facial expressions or were morecult to make.
reflective of head position or gaze direction. InBy far, the greatest bulk of research in this
fact, the studies reviewed in Table 10.1 werearea has been conducted using facial expres-
not equivocal in their support for the universal-sions of emotion as stimuli. Given the original
ity of expressions other than the six describedfindings of emotion universality based on facial
above.expressions and thewealth of evidence summa-
In the last decade, however, a number ofrized inTable 10.1 that subsequently replicated

studies have reported the existence of a sevenththem, it is no wonder that cross-cultural re-
universal facial expression of emotion: con-search on emotion recognition continues to be
tempt. Initial evidence from 10 countries, in-dominated by research on the face. Facial ex- cluding West Sumatra (Ekman & Friesen, 1986;

pressions offer many advantages over other Ekman & Heider, 1988), was later replicated by
channels of study. First, years of research on Matsumoto (1992b) in 4 countries, 3 of which
the face provide more than ample basis for con- were different from Ekman and Friesen’s origi-
ducting new studies and extending previous nal 10. This finding received considerable at-
findings. Second, the notion of universality of- tention and criticism (C. E. Izard & Haynes,
fers theorists and researchers alike a conceptual 1988; Russell, 1991a, 1991c). Russell (1991a,
basis by which to understand cultural similari- 1991c), for example, suggested that the context
ties and differences in facial expressions. Third, in which the expression was shown influenced
the face can display discrete emotional states, results in favor of universality. In his study, the
providing specific information about people contempt expression was more often labeled
that can be studied from the viewpoint of moti- either disgust or sadness when shown either
vation, as well as communication. Fourth, de- alone or after showing a representing disgust
velopments such as Ekman andFriesen’s (1978) or sad (Russell, 1991a). Ekman, O’Sullivan, and
FACS, described above, have shown the face Matsumoto (1991a, 1991b), however, reana-
to be one of the most complex and intricate lyzed their data and found no effect of context.
signal systems available, lending itself to rich Biehl et al. (1997) also tested and found no ef-
and productive areas of study. fects for other methodological confounds, and
In the remainder of this chapter, I review Rosenberg and Ekman (1995) suggested that

the major findings in the area of culture and people understand the emotional connotations
emotion judgments involving facial expres- of the expression even if they do not freely
sions, describing first studies that show how produce an emotion label for it.
countries and cultures are similar to, and then A recent study by Haidt and Keltner (1999)
how they are also different from, each other also raises the possibility of a universal ex-
when judging emotions. Collectively, they give pression of embarrassment. These researchers
us further insights to the biological and envi- showed American and Indian judges such an

expression, which involved a smile, a lip press,ronmental processes that underlie facial ex-
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a gaze and head movement down, and a face Fernandez-Dols & Ruiz-Belda, 1997; Russell,
1997). Others, however, have argued that ex-touch. Judges gave both a free-response and a

forced-choice selection of emotion categories. pressions and experience are intimately linked
with each other, but need not always be cou-Both methods produced cross-cultural agree-

ment that was well above chance levels and pled (Rosenberg & Ekman, 1994; see also the
was comparable to the data obtained for the literature on the facial feedback hypothesis, re-
other universal emotions. viewed by Matsumoto, 1987; Winton, 1986).

The data from Matsumoto, Kasri, et al. (1999)
clearly support notions of linkage.Relative Intensity Ratings

When comparing expressions, people of differ-
ent countries agree on which is more strongly Second Mode of Response in
expressed. Ekman et al. (1987) compared inten- Emotion Recognition
sity ratings between paired expressions of the

People of different countries agree on the sec-same emotion across 10 countries and found
ondary emotions portrayed in an expression.that, 92% of the time, the 10 countries in their
Observers in the 1987 study of Ekman et al.study agreed on which was more intense. Mat-
judged not only which emotion was portrayedsumoto and Ekman (1989) extended this find-
in the faces, but also the intensity of each ofing by including comparisons across different
seven emotion categories. This task, therefore,poser types, including Caucasian and Japanese
allowed observers to report multiple emotionsposers. Looking separately for each emotion,
or no emotion instead of being forced to selectwithin country across gender and then within
an emotion to describe the face.While previousgender across country, Americans and Japanese
studies showed universality in the first modeagreed on which photo was more intense 80%
of response, countries may have differed inof the time. These findings suggest that cultures
which emotion is next most prevalent. Analy-judge emotions on a similar basis, despite dif-
ses supported cross-national agreement. For ev-ferences in facial physiognomy, morphology,
ery country in the 1987 study of Ekman et al.,poser race, poser sex, or culturally prescribed
the secondary emotion for the disgust expres-rules governing the expression and perception
sions was contempt, and for fear expressions,of faces.
it was surprise. For anger, the second mode
varied depending on the photo, with disgust,

Association between surprise, and contempt as the second responses.
Perceived Expression Matsumoto and Ekman (1989) and Biehl et al.
Intensity and Inferences (1997) replicated these findings, suggesting
about Subjective Experience pancultural agreement in the multiple mean-

ings derived from universal faces. This agree-There is a strong, positive relationship between
ment may exist because of overlap in thehowstrongly judges rate an expression andhow
semantics of the emotion categories, in anteced-much they believe the poser is feeling it.
ents and elicitors of emotion, or in the facialMatsumoto, Kasri, and Kooken (1999) showed
configurations themselves.Japanese and American observers 56 expres-

sions posed by Japanese and Caucasians. The
observers judged what emotion the poser was Perceived Expressivityexpressing and then the strength of both the

People of different countries have similar ste-external display and internal experience. Cor-
reotypes about the expressivity of other coun-relations between the two intensity ratings
tries (Pittam, Gallois, Iwawaki, & Kroonenberg,were computed twice, first across observers
1995). In the study of Pittam et al., Australianseparately for each expression and second
and Japanese subjects completed a question-across expressions for each observer. The corre-
naire regarding overall level of expressivity oflations for both were high and positive for both
Australians and Japanese. The Japanese werecountries and all expressions, suggesting com-
rated as less expressive than the Australians bymonality in that linkage across culture. This
judges of both countries, indicating that peoplelink is a topic of considerable importance in
of different countries believe that there are dif-contemporary theories of emotion. Some au-
ferences in intensity of emotion expression,thors have claimed that the linkage between
and that they agree about who is more or lessexpression and experience is unfounded (e.g.,
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expressive. A study by Waxer (1985) described of emotion may indeed be universal, the meth-
above also speaks to this point. ods that we have used to study them, including

the use of emotion terms as response alterna-
tives in judgment tasks, are bound by the cul-Cultural Differences in
ture in which those terms arise and cannot pos-Emotion Judgments sibly be universal.
These concerns have been addressed by aEmotion Recognition number of writers. Ekman (1994b) and C. E.

Although the original universality research Izard (1994), for example, both point out that
showed that subjects recognized emotions at Russell’s (1994) article paid selective attention
rates well over chance, no study ever reported to those studies that helped to support his the-
perfect cross-national agreement. Matsumoto sis and failed to cite studies that controlled for
(1992a) formally tested Japanese and American the various flaws that he raised. His thesis was
judgments of emotion categories and found also flawed in that he used criticisms about
that recognition rates ranged from 64% to 99%. only one of several types of evidence for univer-
Americans were better at recognizing anger, sality to argue against the entire basis of univer-
disgust, fear, and sadness than the Japanese, sality, and he failed to mention studies on non-
but accuracy rates did not differ for happiness human primates and with infants and the
or surprise. These differences were consistent congenitally blind, all of which strongly sup-
with data reported in earlier universality stud- port the universality notion. A recent study by
ies. And, in fact, many of the studies listed in Geen (1992), for example, reported that rhesus
Table 10.1, while presenting recognition data monkeys reared in isolation showed “more or
at well above chance levels, also report statisti- less normal-appearing facial expressions” (p.
cally significant differences in absolute levels 277) when they were later placed with other
of agreement across cultures. Thus, while the monkeys. Hauser (1993) found evidence that,
universal expressions are recognized at levels in rhesus monkeys as in humans, emotion ex-
considerably higher than chance and at high pression is lateralized in the right hemisphere
agreement across cultures, cultures also differ of the brain. In a review of studies conducted
in the absolute level of agreement. with blind children, Charlesworth and Kreu-
Some writers have used cross-national dif- tzer (1973) concluded that spontaneous expres-ferences in emotion recognition to argue against

sions of blind children did not differ from theuniversality, criticizing the methodology used
expressions of sighted children who had beenin judgment studies (Russell, 1991b, 1994, 1995),
exposed to visual examples of expressions forinterpretations (Russell, 1994), and the use of
their entire lives. And, Rosenberg and Ekmanlanguage-specific terms for facial expressions
(1995) presented data to suggest that, evenof emotion (Wierzbicka, 1995). Russell (1994),
though judges cannot produce a discrete emo-for example, raised several criticisms of the
tion category label that corresponds to the onemethods employed, including the nature and
intended by the researchers, they often under-presentation of the stimuli and the response
stand the emotional connotations of the expres-format. He reanalyzed judgment data across a
sion in the manner intended.number of studies, separating studies by meth-
Wierzbicka’s thesis is also not without criti-od and also employing a Western/non-Western

cism. Winegar (1995) is somewhat critical ofdistinction to demonstrate that the methods
Wierzbicka’s conceptual primitives as they areemployed may have biased responses in favor
also constrained by culture and suggests thatof Western cultures.
one cannot ever avoid cultural specificity inWierzbicka (1995) suggested that reference
studying psychological phenomena, and thatto emotions should not be in terms of the six
even if we could agree on the universality of(or seven) basic emotions because they are lan-
evaluation, we would not be able to avoidguage-specific terms. Alternatively, she sug-
the effect of culture in our theory building.gests that we should only speak of universals in
VanGeert (1995) agrees that there is a need forterms of “conceptual primitives.” For example,
a coding procedure for universal emotions sim-she suggests that, when a person is recognizing
ilar to Wierzbicka’s conceptual primitives, anda smile of happiness, he or she is reading the
that we need a more precise measure, one inface as, “I think: Something good is happening,
which each universal has a “specific physicalI feel something goodbecause of this.”Her posi-
definition” (p. 265). He presents three dimen-tion, therefore, is that while facial expressions
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sions on which universals can be named and of the influence of dimensions of culture on
emotion judgments, a view that has receivedorganized. In one, he suggests a distinction be-

tweenwhat he calls “experiential” and “techni- support from research described below.
cal” universals. He believes that

Cross-National Differences in
Emotions are experiential universals, that is, Emotion Recognition Rates
all people are in principle able to entertain

and Cultural Dimensionsa set of similar subjective experiences called
To broaden the base of cultural dimensions thatthe universal emotions. But the only way to
could explain cross-national differences inrefer to such shared emotions is by means
agreement levels, Matsumoto (1989) selectedof a technical language. (p. 206)
recognition data from 15 cultures reported in
four studies and ranked each country on Hof-Finally, recent research demonstrating pancul-

tural universality in emotion taxonomies chal- stede’s dimensions (1980). These included pow-
er distance (PD), the degree to which differenceslenge Wierzbicka’s assumption that emotion

language cannot possibly be universal. in power are maintained by culture; uncertain-
ty avoidance (UA), the degree to which a cul-One important point to remember is that uni-

versality and cultural relativity are not mutu- ture develops institutions and rituals to deal
with the anxiety created by uncertainty; indi-ally exclusive; the perception of emotion can

be both universal and culture specific, depend- vidualism (IN), the degree to which a culture
encourages the sacrificing of group goals foring on the aspect of perception being discussed.

Elsewhere (Yrizarry,Matsumoto,&WilsonCohn, the individual; and masculinity (MA), the de-
gree to which a culture emphasizes sex differ-1998),wehave suggested at least five sources that

would produce cultural differences in emotion ences (Hofstede, 1980, 1983). The dimensions
were then correlated with recognition accura-perception even though the expression being

judged may be universal. They include (a) se- cy levels. The results supported the claim that
Americans (individualistic culture) are bettermantic overlap in the linguistic categories and

mental concepts related to emotion that are at recognizing negative emotions than Japanese
(collectivistic culture).used in the judgment process, (b) overlapping

facial components in the expressions, (c) cogni- Differences in emotion perception as a func-
tion of culture were also found in ametanalysistive overlap in events and experiences related

to emotion, (d) personality biases in social cog- (Schimmack, 1996). Individualismwas a better
predictor of recognition of happiness than eth-nition, and (e) culture. Future research needs

to tease out the separate and interactive effects nicity (operationalized as Caucasian/non-Cau-
casian), supporting the notion that sociocultu-of all of these sources on the nature of the judg-

ment process. ral dimensions account for differences in the
perception of emotion. They also support theInstead of challenging the basis of univer-

sality, in fact, several studies have attempted notion that people of different cultures learn
ways of perception management via culturalto uncover possible explanations for cross-

national differences in judgments of emotion decoding rules.
Biehl et al. (1997) also reported cross-na-categories. For instance, Matsumoto (1992a)

suggested that the differences in recognition tional differences in agreement (and in inten-
sity ratings). These differences could not berates are due to cultural differences in socially

learned rules about how emotions could be rec- explained adequately according to a Western/
non-Western dichotomy, a division consistentognized. Specifically, cultural differences be-

tween Japan and the United States in the allow- with regional/country and racial/ethnic ap-
proaches tomaking culture operational. Rather,ance for individuality or conformity may have

contributed to their findings. In Japan, emo- Biehl et al. discussed these differences in terms
of possible underlying sociopsychological vari-tions that threaten group harmony and confor-

mitymay be discouraged. Therefore, a Japanese ables (i.e., those postulated by Hofstede in 1980
and 1983) and the dimensional approach toperson would be careful not to show negative

emotions and would have a tendency not to culture advanced by Matsumoto (1989, 1990).
Theoretical explanations and further testing ofrecognize these expressions in others. In con-

trast, the United States, a country that encour- the relationship between culture and recogni-
tion should define culture according to mean-ages individuality, would encourage both the

expression and perception of negative emo- ingful sociopsychological dimensions above
and beyond country, region, race, or ethnicity.tions. Such a view allows for the examination
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rules. Since then, a number of studies have rep-Attributions of Personality licated the existence of cultural differences in
Based on Smiles intensity ratings (e.g., Biehl et al., 1997; Matsu-

moto, 1990).The smile is a common signal for greeting, for
Matsumoto’s (1989) study described aboveacknowledgment, or for showing acceptance. It

also investigated the relationship between Hof-is also employed to mask emotions, and cul-
stede’s (1980) dimensions of culture and emo-tures may differ in the use of smiles for this
tion intensity ratings. Two important findingspurpose. This was the case in Friesen’s (1972)
emerged. First, there was a negative correlationstudy, in which Japanese and American men
between PD and intensity ratings of anger, fear,watched disgusting video clips with an experi-
and sadness, suggesting that cultures that em-menter in the room. The Japanese men used
phasize status differences rate these emotionssmiles to cover up their negative expressions
less intensely. Secondly, INwas correlated pos-much more often than the American men (Ek-
itively with intensity ratings of anger and fear;man, 1972; Friesen, 1972).
individualistic cultures gave higher ratings.To investigate further the meaning of those
These results suggest that understanding di-differences, Matsumoto and Kudoh (1993) ob-
mensions of culture could be a key to explain-tained ratings from Japanese and Americans on
ing cross-national differences in the perceptionsmiling versus nonsmiling (i.e., neutral) faces
of negative emotions.with regard to intelligence, attractiveness, and

sociability. Americans rated smiling facesmore
Ethnic Differences inintelligent than neutral faces; the Japanese,

however, did not.Americans and Japanese both Intensity Ratings
found smiling faces more sociable than neutral Matsumoto (1993) examined ethnic differences
faces, but for the Americans, the difference was in affect intensity, emotion judgments, display
greater. These differences suggest that cultural rule attitudes, and self-reported emotional ex-
display rules cause Japanese and Americans to pression among four ethnic groups in theUnited
attribute different meanings to the smile and States. African Americans perceived anger more
serve as a good explanation for perceivedmajor intensely than Asian Americans and perceived
differences in communication styles across cul- disgust more intensely than Caucasian Ameri-
tures. cans and Asian Americans; Hispanic Ameri-

cans perceived Caucasian faces more intense-
ly than did Caucasian Americans and AsianAttributions of Intensity
Americans; and African Americans perceived

The 1987 study of Ekman et al. of 10 countries female expressions more intensely than did
was the first to document cross-national differ- Asian Americans. These findings compel us to
ences in the intensity attributed to the facial reevaluate the way we conceptualize culture,
expressions. Although overall recognition data and they stress the importance of psycholog-
supported universality, Asians gave signifi- ically meaningful dimensions of culture that
cantly lower intensity ratings on happiness, are independent of ethnicity or country. Most
surprise, and fear. These data suggested that cross-cultural research assumes that a person
the judges were acting according to culturally living in a country is a member of its primary
learned rules about how to perceive expres- culture. The finding of differences within an
sions, especially given the fact that all posers American sample (which is nearly always the
were Caucasian. But, it could also be that the comparisongroup in cross-cultural studies) clear-
Asians rated the Caucasian posers less in- ly demonstrates otherwise, and we are urged to
tensely out of politeness or ignorance. consider meaningful psychological dimensions
To address this question, Matsumoto and (e.g., individualism-collectivism, status differ-

Ekman developed a stimulus set comprised of entiation) to explain cultural and individual
Asian and Caucasian posers (Matsumoto & Ek- differences in emotion expression and percep-
man, 1988) and presented them to judges in the tion.
United States and Japan (Matsumoto & Ekman,
1989). For all but one emotion,Americans rated Inferences about Emotional
the expressions more intensely than the Japa- Experiences Underlyingnese, regardless of the race of the poser. Because

Facial Expressions of Emotionthe differences were not specific to the poser,
Matsumoto and Ekman (1989) interpreted the Although cultures differ in their intensity rat-

ings of external display, it was unclear as todifferences as a function of cultural decoding
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whether they also differ in their inferences about icans see a strong expression, however, they
know that there is a display rule to exaggerateunderlying experience and, if so, whether these
one’s feelings; thus, they compensate for thisdifferences were similar to judgments of exter-
display rule by inferring less emotion felt.nal display. Matsumoto, Kasri, et al. (1999)

tested this notion by comparing American and
Japanese judgments in which separate ratings Contribution of Cultural Dimensions
were obtained for expression intensity and in- to Cross-National Differences
ferred subjective experience. Americans rated in Emotion Judgmentsexternal display more intensely than the Japa-

Most cross-cultural work in this area, as wellnese, replicating previous findings. The Japa-
as others, has really been cross national, withnese, however, rated internal experience more
culture made operational by country. Althoughintensely than Americans. Within-country anal-
this approach is standard practice, it limits ouryses indicated no significant differences between
ability to interpret differences when observed.the two ratings for the Japanese. Americans,
That is, when culture is made operational byhowever, consistently rated external display
country and differences are found, they canmore intensely than subjective experience.
only be interpreted by making assumptionsThese findings were totally unexpected. Pre-
about the nature of cultural differences under-viously, we suggested that American-Japanese
lying the countries because culture was neverdifferences occurred because the Japanese sup-
actually measured in the study. Recently, how-pressed their intensity ratings, as they do their
ever, several writers have called for a moveexpressions. Contrarily, however, it was the
away from such practices and toward researchAmericans who exaggerated their external dis-
that “unpackages” the culture effects on psycho-play ratings relative to subjective experience,
logical variables (e.g., Bond & Tedeschi, chapternot the Japanese who suppressed.
16, this volume; Poortinga, van de Vijver, Joe, &A recent study by Matsumoto, Consolacion,
van de Koppel, 1987; van de Vijver & Leung,et al. (1999) has extended these findings. In the
1997). Unpackaging refers to the identificationstudy described immediately above, observers
of specific, psychological dimensions of cul-viewed expressions portrayed at 100% in-
ture that may account for between-country dif-tensity. In Matsumoto, Consolacion, et al.,
ferences in the variable of interest, their in-however, American and Japanese judges saw clusion and measurement, and the statistical

expressions at 0%, 50%, 100%, and 125% in- estimation of the degree to which they actually
tensities. The data for the 100% and 125% ex- account for between-country differences. Thus,
pressions replicated the previous findings; specific, measurable dimensions of culture on
Americans rated external display significantly the psychological level replace the global, non-
higher than internal experience, while there specific construct we know as culture.
were nodifferences for the Japanese.Also, there When such dimensions are included and
were no differences between external and inter- actually measured in research, they allow re-
nal ratings for either Americans or Japanese on searchers to demonstrate empirically that parti-
0% expressions,whichwere expected.On 50% cipants differ (or not) on these constructs, elim-
expressions, however, the findings were in- inating theneed to assume so. Researchers need
triguing. While there was no difference between not rely on impression, anecdote, or stereotype
external and internal ratings for the Americans, in interpreting differences asmeasurement pro-
the Japanese rated internal experience higher vides a methodological check on intended cul-
than external display. Matsumoto, Consola- tural operations. Measurement also allows for
cion, et al. interpreted these findings as suggest- an assessment of the relationship between cul-
ing that, for weaker expressions, Japanese may ture and the dependent variables by quanti-
assume that a display rule is operating andmay tatively assessing the degree to which cul-
thus infer more emotion being felt than is actu- ture contributes to between-country differences.
ally displayed. When Americans see a weak Thus, researchers can ask not only whether
expression, however, there need not be any constructs such as IC contribute to cross-na-
such assumption; thus, they interpret the same tional differences, but also how much. The in-
amount of emotion felt as expressed. For strong clusion of these types of measures in future
expressions, Japanesemay assume that the con- cross-cultural studies is a necessary evolution
text was such that the expression was justified; in the field if researcherswish to specify exactly
thus, they infer a level of emotion felt that is what about culture produces differences and

why.commensuratewithwhat is shown.WhenAmer-
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The study of Matsumoto, Consolacion et al. to Ekman and Friesen’s neurocultural theory of
expression to describe howcultural similarities(1999) was unique in that not only were judg-

ments of faces obtained, but also data from the and differences in emotion perception or judg-
ment can be obtained. This mechanism impliesrespondents were obtained that assessed indi-

vidual-level differences in two major cultural that judgments of emotion are affected by (a) a
facial affect recognition program that is innateconstructs—IC and status differentiation (SD).

IC has been used to explain many cross-national and universal (similar to Ekman and Friesen’s
facial affect program) and (b) culture-specificand cross-cultural differences in behavior and

is arguably the most well-known, well-studied, decoding rules that intensify, deintensify, mask,
or qualify the perception (cf. Buck, 1984).and important dimension of culture that exists

today (Triandis, 1994, 1995). Individualistic cul- When we perceive emotions in others, the ex-
pression is recognized through a process analo-tures tend to emphasize the individual, fostering

uniqueness, separateness, autonomy, and indi- gous to template matching with the universal
facial prototypes of emotion. Before a judgmentviduality. Collectivistic cultures value in-groups

over individuality and foster harmony, cohe- is rendered, however, that stimulus is also
joined by learned rules about perceiving suchsion, and cooperation. SD refers to the degree

to which cultures differentiate their behaviors expressions in others. Themost recent research
suggests that these rules may differ accordingtoward others on the basis of the status differ-

ences that exist between them and their inter- to stable sociocultural dimensions such as IC
and SD. This mechanism may be as basic toactants. Some cultures make large differentia-

tions on the basis of status, affording people of emotion communication across cultures as Ek-
man and Friesen’s original neurocultural the-higher status more power; others make smaller

differentiations, treating people more or less ory of expression.
the same regardless of status differences. Like
IC, how cultures differentiate and use status and

A Research Agenda on Culturepower has been shown to be a major dimension
of cultural variability (Hofstede, 1983, 1984). and Emotion Judgments for
To investigate the contribution of IC and SD the Future

to the cross-national differences in emotion
judgments reported above, Matsumoto, Conso- Many of the findings described above lend
lacion, et al. (1999) compared separately the themselves neatly to research questions that
effect sizes associated with the differences be- should be addressed. For instance, the five sug-
tween external and internal ratings for Ameri- gestions of Yrizarry et al. (1998) for the possible
cans and Japanese between analyses with and reasons why cultural differences in agreement
without the IC and SD ratings as covariates levels in emotion recognition judgment data
(these same procedures were used to examine occur should be examined, and the contribu-
the contribution of IC to cross-national differ- tion of each of those, and other, sources should
ences in display rules reported in Matsumoto be elucidated. Future research can examine fur-
et al., 1998). These analyses indicated that ap- ther the social meanings of facial expressions
proximately 90% of the variance in the rating of emotion and differences in those meanings
differences was accounted for by these two cul- across cultures. And, new studies on ratings of
tural variables. Subsequent follow-up analyses intensity across different cultures are needed
further indicated that IC may contribute inde- to extend those previous findings beyond com-
pendent variance to this prediction. Thus, this parisons of the United States and Japan.
study was the first to demonstrate empirically In the remainder of this section, I explore a
that the differences between Americans and number of other areas, however, that I hope
Japanese on judgments of external and internal serve as a platform for new areas of research in
intensity may be almost entirely accounted for this area of psychology. These, of course, are
by cultural differences in IC and SD between not all encompassing; instead, they highlight
the two cultures. some of what I consider are pressing theoretical

and empirical needs in the very near future that
go beyondmere extensions of the existingwork.Summary

The evidence available to date suggests that
The Search for Other Universalsperception can have both universal and cul-

ture-specific elements. Elsewhere (Matsumoto, As mentioned, the fact that the six emotions—
anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and1996), I have suggested a mechanism similar
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surprise—were documented originally as uni- tures differ in these judgments. Such research
is needed. In addition, most research to dateversal, then later as contempt, and then perhaps

as embarrassment does not preclude the possi- has utilized static poses of expressions pre-
sented via photograph or slide. Future researchbility of the existence of other universal expres-

sions. Ekman (1994a) suggests that 12 other will need to employ the use of more spontane-
ously occurring expressions in fluid and dy-emotions, including amusement, awe, content-

ment, embarrassment, excitement, guilt, inter- namically occurring contexts. The availability
of computer and video technology now makesest, pride in achievement, relief, satisfaction,

sensory pleasure, and shame, are strong candi- these potentials much more of a realistic possi-
bility than in the past.dates for universality. These, and other, candi-

dates should be examined in the future. Albeit Of special consideration also are the possi-
ble changes to the nature of the judges typicallynot conclusive, initial data that support univer-

sality are relatively easy to obtain through judg- involved in judgment research. Like so many
other areas of psychology, the overwhelmingment studies across a wide range of cultures.

If other emotions are found to be universally majority of judges who have participated in
emotion judgment studies have been collegeexpressed and recognized, that finding would

have a profound impact on theories of emotion, students. Future studies need to examine the
judgment of emotion across ages, occupations,notions of evolution, theories of social learning,

social cognition, communication, andmany re- social economic status, ethnicity, and a host of
other demographic variables as well.search endeavors on emotion.

The Need to Investigate the The Need to
Boundaries of Emotion Incorporate Context
Judgments Perhaps themost pressing need for future cross-

cultural research on emotion judgments is theTo date, the bulk (although not, of course, all)
of cross-cultural research has examined cross- need to incorporate context into the judgment

process. Indeed, the bulk of the studies con-cultural similarities and differences in emotion
recognition, presenting college student judges ducted to date have presented stimuli to judges

in a rather artificial environment, oftenwithoutwith full-face displays of emotion and asking
them to select an emotion category they feel context information or manipulation. The de-

gree to which judgments obtained in this fash-represents the emotion displayed (Table 10.1).
While this type of study has had its place in ion is indicative of judgments made across dif-

ferent contexts and cultural differences in thesethe area, future studies need to give strong con-
sideration to modifying the parameters of this differentials is an empirical question that is yet

to be addressed systematically in research.Howresearch to examine the boundaries of the judg-
ments. do judgments differ according to differences in

whom one is with, the place of the event, theFor example, studies involving intensity rat-
ings conducted in the past 10 years have pro- target of the emotion, the time of day, and the

like?vided a wealth of new information about cul-
tural similarities and differences that was not The issue of context is not merely an empiri-

cal one; it raises important theoretical ques-available through the forced-choice method of
emotion category selection. In the future, simi- tions about the very nature of culture. Many

writers in cross-cultural psychology (e.g., au-lar modifications to the type of judgment made
will extend the current literature in important thors of this volume) view culture as a con-

glomeration of attitudes, values, beliefs, andways. Judgments of behavioral intentions or un-
derlying personality traits, for instance, would behaviors across a wide variety of contexts. To

the extent that enculturation occurs originallyhelp to tease out the social and personal mean-
ings of emotional expressions in communica- through context-specific learning that is gener-

alized across contexts over time, culture is con-tion.
Future studies also need to give strong con- text. In this sense, the considerable influence

of culture on emotion judgments (and on othersideration to modifications to the nature of the
stimuli used in research. Because almost all of psychological processes, for thatmatter) cannot

be gauged comprehensively without incor-the cross-cultural research conducted to date
has used full-face presentations of emotions, porating judgments across multiple contexts.

While judgments of expressions given out ofwe have little knowledge of how people inter-
pret blends or partial expressions and how cul- context may be important to establishing uni-
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versality, judgments of expressions embedded rules, emotional expression, stereotype and cat-
within context are necessary to investigate cul- egory formation, person perception, social cog-
tural influences on the judgment process. nition, brain function, and the like.While some
Indeed, the field has made some headway studies have examined the relationship be-

regarding this important question. A number tween expressing and perceiving emotions in
of studies have investigated the effects of the the same individuals within the United States
context of the judge, generally manipulating (e.g., Lanzetta & Kleck, 1970; P. K. Levy, 1964;
what was shown to the judge prior to the judg- Zuckerman, Hall, DeFrank, & Rosenthal, 1976;
ment on a target face (e.g., Biehl et al., 1997; Zuckerman, Larrance, Hall, DeFrank, & Rosen-
Russell, 1991a, 1991c; Russell & Fehr, 1987; thal, 1979), for instance, I know of no research
Tanaka-Matsumi, Attivissimo, Nelson, &D’Urso, in which this relationship is examined cross-
1995; Thayer, 1980a, 1980b). Other studies culturally. Also, given the large role that emo-
have examined the effect of the context of the tion judgment processes should play in person
poser on the judgment, manipulating informa- perception, studies that examine the relation-
tion about the context in which the expression ship between emotion judgments and other
is occurring (e.g., Carroll & Russell, 1996; Fer- judgments, especially as related to intercultural
nandez-Dols,Wallbott, & Sanchez, 1991; Knud- interaction (e.g., stereotyping, etc.), should besen & Muzekari, 1983; Munn, 1940; Muzekari,

investigated across cultures.Knudsen, & Evans, 1986; Nakamura, Buck, &
Of particular interest in the future are stud-Kenny, 1990; Spignesi & Shor, 1981; Wallbott,

ies that examine the brain correlates of emotion1988a, 1988b). In general, these studies have
recognition. If emotional expressions are uni-shown that context has some degree of influ-
versal, they imply the existence during recogni-ence, but the exact nature of this influence is
tion tasks of brain processes that are also con-not known.
stant across cultures. This research is yet to beOne of the major limitations of previous re-
done. The investigation of the brain correlatessearch on context and emotion judgments has
of face recognition has a long history in neuro-been the lack of a systematic manipulation of
science (e.g., Bruyer, 1979; Levine, Banich, &the specific parameters of context that may
Koch-Weser, 1988; Ley & Bryden, 1979), andinfluence judgments—the who, what, when,
recent research has indicated the existence ofwhere, why, and how of context. One of the

reasons why this limitation exists is because areas of the brain that are specific to recognizing
researchers have not been careful to define and faces (Bruce & Humphreys, 1994; Farah, 1996;
delineate these context parameters and to in- Nachson, 1995). Other new studies also suggest
vestigate systematicallywhich of these aremost that the recognition of facial expressions of
important to emotion judgments. This research emotion may also be localized further (e.g.,
is necessary as its findings will guide which Streit et al., 1999). The merging of this line
context parameters are most important to in- of study with the knowledge and methods of
clude in future comprehensive studies that will universal facial expressions may extend this
systematically vary context to examine its ef- knowledge even further.
fects on judgments. These studies will then Tying research on emotion judgments with
lend themselves to cross-cultural work, allow- other areas of psychology is important concep-
ing scientists to examinewhether the same con- tually as well. Many areas of study in psychol-
text parameters have the same meanings in dif- ogy are fragmented from each other. Conse-
ferent cultures, as well as the same or different quently, we know relatively much less aboutinfluences on the judgment process.

how a process such as emotion judgments func-
tions in concert with other psychological pro-

The Need to Link Judgments cesses within a total, integrated, synthesized,
with Other Psychological living person than we do about emotion judg-
Processes ments obtained in an artificial vacuum. Some-

where, somehow,weneed toputHumptyDump-Cross-cultural research on emotion judgments
ty back together again. As the process of emo-to date has basically explored emotion judg-
tion judgments is a basic and important one, itments in a vacuum, studying them to the exclu-
most logically has ties tomanyother psycholog-sion of other psychological processes in the
ical processes. We need to flesh out these tiessame study. Future research will need to incor-
and examine cultural similarities and differ-porate emotion judgments in combination with

other psychological processes, such as display ences in them in the future.
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and the differential and relative contributionSummary of emotion and other factors in social interac-
Of course, there are many other ideas that are tion. In particular, the role of emotion and its
worthy of strong consideration for future re- perception in intercultural adjustment and ad-
search. I offer these not only as my suggestions aptation is now being examined systematically,
for future research, but also as an encourage- and preliminary evidence suggests that they are
ment to all students of culture and emotion to key to successful living, working, and playing
get outside the box we often paint ourselves across different cultural milieus (e.g., Bennett,
into when we do a lot of research in one area 1993; Gudykunst et al., 1996; Matsumoto, Le-
of psychology. By doing so, we will raise, and Roux, et al., 1999). Future research will also
address, important questions about those areas, examine the contributions of folk psychology
and linkages of those areas with others, that we and other theories ofmind that can aid in devel-
wouldhave never been able to ifwemerely kept oping more comprehensive theories of display
our noses too close to theproverbial grindstone. and decoding rules than are available today.

Emotion is one of the most exciting areas
of study in psychology and is central to our

Conclusion understanding of people around the world.
While we share emotions with nonhuman pri-

Cross-cultural research over the past 30 years mates and other primitive relatives, it is our
and more has been pivotal in demonstrating most endearing human quality, and future re-
the universality and culture specificity of the search will undoubtedly capture its place in
expression and perception of emotion. These our lives even better than we can today. Cross-
studies have had an enormous impact not only cultural research in the future will certainly
in the area of emotion, but also on psychology play a leading role toward this end.
in general as the pancultural expression and
perception of emotion has come to be consid-
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11
Gender and Culture

DEBORAH L. BEST & JOHN E. WILLIAMS

All cultures of the world must deal with the division of labor between the sexes, and
exactly how they do this has been the topic of much research and debate. Like culture,
the awareness and recognition of sex and gender differences, and of course similarities,
have played a prominent role in the development of contemporary knowledge in psy-
chology. This recognition is complemented by an abundance of studies in cross-cul-
tural psychology and anthropology that have been concerned with the relationship be-
tween culture and gender, which forms the basis for much of the work reviewed here.
In this chapter, Best and Williams provide a comprehensive overview of the cur-

rent state-of-the-art knowledge that exists concerning culture and gender. After first
defining key terms, they describe research that examines gender at the individual
adult level, including their own and others’ research on sex role ideology, gender ste-
reotypes, and self-concept. They go on to describe research on relations between
women and men, including mate preferences, love and intimacy, harassment and
rape, and work-related values. Using these findings as a platform, they discuss differ-
ent factors that may contribute to the development of differences between genders, in-
cluding biological determinism, sociobiological factors, sexual dimorphism, cultural
influences, and socialization practices.
Best and Williams also review contemporary research that has examined gender

differences in four psychological constructs: nurturance, aggression, proximity to
adults, and self-esteem. They then present an excellent and detailed analysis of fac-
tors that contribute to the development of differences on the cultural level, including
gender roles and stereotypes, theories of gender-related learning, and cultural prac-
tices that influence the behaviors of males and females. Their discussion of the inter-
play of social, psychological, cultural, political, historical, and economic forces re-
veals the depth and complexity of gender differences across cultures.
Given the vast number of areas in which gender has been studied and the rather

complex relationship between multiple factors that contributes to its ontogeny, how
can future research help develop models that will improve our understanding of how
qualitative differences in the lives of males and females occur? Best and Williams sug-
gest that improvements in our theories and methods for studying gender and culture
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need to occur. In particular, previous simplistic theories of gender will need to be-
come multifactorial, recognizing the complexities of gender and the factors that influ-
ence it across cultures in various sociocultural systems. The incorporation of new
and old methods of inquiry from other subfields of psychology, such as the five-fac-
tor model from personality research and the semantic differential in psychocultural
linguistics, may also be important to broadening our understanding of culture and
gender. Refining and improving our understanding of culture itself promises to be a
key to improving our understanding of cultural influences on gender, especially in re-
lation to the continued contextualization of culture and psychology. And, the exami-
nation of gender-related concepts across time and age in longitudinal studies will
need to be given strong consideration.
The suggestions of Best and Williams for future research and theory strike a con-

stant chord with the messages of the other authors of this volume. The integration of
theories and methods from other branches of psychology is important to begin to put
the fragmented pieces of psychology back together as a whole. Integration is not lim-
ited to other branches of psychology; indeed, Best and Williams suggest that anthro-
pologists and psychologists must learn more from each other, a message that is also
consistent with the message of many others in this volume. Future research will need
to be fundamentally different from the past, including bridges between cultural and
cross-cultural psychology, if it is to help knowledge in this area of culture and psy-
chology to continue to evolve in a progressive fashion. Although Best and Williams
suggest that it is reasonable to think in terms of a pancultural model of culture and
gender, they also recognize the lack of adequate pancultural theories in the area, and
the surprising fact that much gender-related cross-cultural work is not theory driven.
The ideas presented here, however, promise to alleviate that concern.

One of the more striking variations observed view themselves and one another, as well as
the way they should and do interact. Beforewhen traveling in different countries is that
reviewing the literature, some basic gender-some societies emphasize the differences be-
related terms are defined to avoid conceptualtween women and men, while other societies
confusion.show less interest in such diversity. Highlight-

ing sex differences leads to the expectation that
gender must be an important determinant of
human behavior. However, it is essential to re- Definitions of Gender-Related
member that, anatomically and physiological- Concepts
ly, human males and females are much more
similar than different. Consequently, they are • Sex refers to the anatomical and physio-
mostly interchangeable with regard to social logical differences between males and fe-
roles and behaviors, with childbearing being the males and the implication of those differ-
fundamental exception. As recent cross-cultural ences in procreation.
research related to gender is reviewed, the read- • Gender is also used to distinguish the
er may be surprised to see how little difference male and female members of the human
gender makes when considered against the species, butwith emphasis on social, rather
broad background of variability in psychologi- than biological, factors.
cal characteristics across cultural groups. • Gender roles refer to the social roles, in-
This chapter concerns gender in the cross- cluding familial, occupational, and recre-

cultural context; it extends from the individual ational activities, that men and women
to the cultural level and examines topics such occupy with differential frequency.
as gender roles and stereotypes, relationships • Sex role ideology designates beliefs con-
between men and women, the roles of biology cerning appropriate relationships between
and socialization, and theories of gender role the genders and varies along a dimension
development. The focus is on the general areas ranging from a traditional, male-dominant
of developmental, personality, and social psy- or antifemale view to amodern or egalitar-

ian view.chology that deal with how males and females
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• Gender stereotypes refer to the psycholog- taposes traditional andmodern ideologies.When
ical traits and behaviors that are believed male and female Indian and American univer-
to occur with differential frequency in the sity students were asked what qualities women
two gender groups (i.e., men are more “ag- in their culture should and should not possess,
gressive,” women are more “emotional”). Indianstudents expressedmore traditionalviews
Stereotypes provide support for tradition- than American students. Women in both groups
al sex role assignments and may serve as were more modern, or liberal, than were men
socialization models for children. (Agarwal, Lester, & Dhawan, 1992; Rao & Rao,

• Masculinity/femininity (M/F) represents 1985). University women with nontraditional
the degree to which men andwomen have sex role attitudes came from nuclear families,
incorporated traits into their self-percep- had educated mothers, and were in profession-
tions that are considered in their culture al or career-oriented disciplines (Ghadially &
to be “womanlike” or “manlike.” Kazi, 1979).

Similarly, education andprofessionalmana-
With these definitions in mind, the discus- gerial work are strong predictors of sex role at-

sion now turns to the individual and the role titudes for both Japanese and Americanwomen
of gender in the cross-cultural context. Cross-

(Suzuki, 1991). American women with jobs, nocultural studies of gender are concerned with
matter what sort, hadmore egalitarian attitudesboth the degree to which psychological pro-
than womenwithout jobs. In contrast, Japanesecesses and behaviors are relatively invariant
women with career-oriented professional jobsacross cultures and how they vary systemati-
were more egalitarian than all other women,cally with cultural influences.
with or without jobs.
Gibbons, Stiles, and Shkodriani (1991) capi-

talized on a unique research opportunity andGender at the Individual
studied attitudes toward gender and family rolesAdult Level
among adolescents from 46 different coun-
tries attending schools in the Netherlands.

Sex Role Ideology Countries of origin were grouped into two cate-
In virtually all human groups, women have gories based on Hofstede’s cultural values: the
greater responsibility for “domestic” activities, wealthier, more individualistic countries and
while men have greater responsibility for “ex- the less wealthy, more collectivistic countries.
ternal” activities. These pancultural similari- Students from the second group of countries
ties originate, primarily, in the biological differ- had more traditional attitudes than students
ences between the sexes, particularly the fact from the first group of countries, and girls gen-
that women bear and, in most societies, nurse erally responded less traditionally than boys.
the offspring (Williams & Best, 1990b). How- In a number of sex role ideology studies,
ever, recently in many societies these socially Americans served as a reference group and
assigned duties are being shared, with men en- were usually found to be more liberal, suggest-
gaging in more domestic activities and women ing that Americans may be unusual in this re-
in more external, particularly economic, activi- spect. However, Williams and Best (1990b) did
ties. The gender division of labor is reviewed not find this to be true in their 14-country study
below, while here the beliefs and attitudes of sex role ideology with university students.about appropriate role behaviors for the two

The most modern ideologies were found in Eu-sexes are discussed.
ropean countries (the Netherlands, Germany,Most researchers classify sex role ideologies
Finland, England, Italy). The United States wasalong a continuum ranging from traditional to
in the middle of the distribution, and the mostmodern. Traditional ideologies assert that men
traditional ideologies were found in Africanare more “important” than women, and that
and Asian countries (Nigeria, Pakistan, India,it is proper for men to control and dominate
Japan, Malaysia). Generally, women had morewomen. In contrast, modern ideologies repre-
modern views thanmen, but not in all countriessent amore egalitarian view, sometimes labeled
(e.g., Malaysia and Pakistan). However, therea feminist position, in which women and men
was high correspondence between men’s andare equally important, and dominance of one
women’s scores in a given country. Overall, thegender over the other is rejected.
effect of culture was greater than the effect ofSex roles have been studied extensively in

India, where contemporary Indian culture jux- gender.
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Before concluding that observed variations tially. A third scoring system based on 15 psy-
chological needs revealed that, across all coun-between countries are due to cultural factors,
tries, dominance, autonomy, aggression, exhi-the variations must be shown to relate to cul-
bition, and achievement were associated withtural comparison variables. Williams and Best
men, while nurturance, succorance, deference,(1990b) found a substantial relationship be-
and abasement were associated with wom-tween men’s and women’s sex role ideology
en. A recent reanalysis of the stereotype data inand economic-social development; that is, sex
terms of the Five-Factor Model of personalityrole ideology tended to be more modern in
revealed that the pancultural male stereotypemore developed countries. Sex role ideology
was higher in extraversion, conscientiousness,also was more modern in more heavily Chris-
emotional stability, and openness, while the fe-tian countries, in more urbanized countries,
male stereotype was higher only in agreeable-and in countries in the higher latitudes.
ness (Williams, Satterwhite, & Best, 1999).
Within these general similarities, there was

Gender Stereotypes also variation between countries. For example,
strength and activity differences between maleRelated to sex role ideology, and often used
and female stereotypes were greater in socio-as justifications for those beliefs, are gender
economically less-developed countries, in coun-stereotypes, the psychological traits believed
tries where literacy was low, and in countriesto be more characteristic of one gender than
where the percentage of women attending thethe other. In their research, Williams and Best
universitywas low. Perhaps economic and edu-(1990a) presented the 300 person-descriptive
cational advancement are accompanied by a re-adjectives from the Adjective Checklist (ACL;
duction in the tendency to viewmenas strongerGough & Heilbrun, 1980) to university students
and more active than women. However, thein 27 countries and asked them to indicate
effects were merely reduced—not eliminated.whether, in their culture, each adjective was
The high degree of cross-cultural similarityassociated more frequently with men, associ-

in gender stereotypes leads to the conclusionated more frequently with women, or not dif-
that the psychological characteristics differen-ferentially associated by gender. There was
tially associated with men and women followsubstantial agreement across all 27 countries
a pancultural model, with cultural factors pro-concerning the psychological characteristics
ducingminor variations around general themesdifferentially associated with men and with
(see Williams & Best, 1990a, pp. 241–244, forwomen. Male and female stereotypes differed
a more detailed description of such a model).most in the Netherlands, Finland, Norway, and
In brief, Williams and Best’s model proposesGermany and least in Scotland, Bolivia, and
that biological differences set the stage (e.g.,Venezuela. Stereotypes of men and women dif-
females bear children, males have greater phys-fered more in Protestant than in Catholic coun-
ical strength) and lead to a division of labor,tries, in more developed countries, and in
noted above, with women responsible for childcountries where Hofstede’s male work-related
care and other domestic activities and men forvalues were relatively high in individualism
hunting (providing) and protection. Gender ste-(Williams & Best, 1990a, appendix D).
reotypes evolved to support this division ofIn each country, the high-agreement male
labor. Stereotypes contend that each gender hasand female stereotype items were scored using
or can develop characteristics congruent withan affective meaning scoring system, and in all
the assigned role. Once established, stereotypescountries, the male stereotype items were more serve as socialization models that encourageactive and stronger than the female stereotype boys to become independent and adventurous

items. Interestingly, there was no pancultural and girls to become nurturant and affiliative.
effect for favorability, with the male stereotype Thus, the model demonstrates how people in
being more positive in some countries (e.g., Ja- widely different cultures come to associate one
pan, South Africa, Nigeria) and the female ste- set of characteristics with men and another set
reotype in others (e.g., Italy, Peru, Australia). withwomenwith onlyminor variations around
Using a second scoring system (Transactional these central themes.
Analysis Ego States) indicated that, in all coun-
tries, the Critical Parent and Adult ego states Masculinity/Femininity ofwere more characteristic of men, while the

Self-ConceptsNurturing Parent and Adapted Child ego states
were more characteristic of women; the Free Manlike or womanlike are the essential mean-

ings of the paired concepts ofmasculinity/femi-Child ego state was not associated differen-
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ninity (M/F). A person might be masculine or lated with cultural comparison variables. For
example, the differences in the self-concepts offeminine in a variety of ways, including dress,
men and women were less in more developedmannerisms, or tone of voice. Here, the defini-
countries, when women were employed out-tion is restricted to self-concepts and the degree
side the home,whenwomen constituted a largeto which they incorporate traits that are associ-
percentage of the university population, andated differentially with women or men. Within
where a relatively modern sex role ideologythis restricted concept of masculinity/feminin-
prevailed.ity, researchers have used different measure-
Thus, an interesting paradox occurs. Whenment techniques. Some have used self-descrip-

using the masculinity-femininity scoring sys-tive questionnaire items (Gough, 1952), some
tem, which seems methodologically superioranalyze only socially desirable characteristics
due to its reliance on culture-specific defini-(Bem, 1974; Spence & Helmreich, 1978), and
tions, there is scant evidence of cross-culturalothers examine gender-associated characteris-
variation and greater evidence of panculturaltics without reference to social desirability
similarity in definitions of masculinity/femi-(Williams & Best, 1990b).
ninity. On the other hand,when using the affec-Regarding measurement, cross-cultural stud-
tive meaning scoring system, which is basedies of masculinity/femininity should address
on ratings by persons in the United States andemic or culture-specific considerations. Prob-
may be culturally biased, there are a numberlems arise when amasculinity/femininity scale
of robust relationships with cultural compari-(e.g., Spence & Helmreich, 1978) developed in
son variables. This paradox cannot be resolvedone country, often the United States, is trans-
easily.lated into another language and administered

to persons in other cultures. Scores are inter-
preted as if they represent comparative degrees

Relations between Womenof masculinity/femininity in the different cul-
and Mentures, and there is little emic consideration.

Cross-culturally, some items in translated scales
This section reviews cross-cultural studies deal-may be inappropriate due to content, whereas
ing with the relationships between men andothers may be poorly translated.
women. Readers interested in cross-culturalWilliams and Best (1990b) employed cul-
variations in human sexual behavior are re-ture-specific measures of masculinity/feminin-
ferred toD. L. Davis andWhitten (1987),Hatfieldity in a study with university students in 14
and Rapson (1993, 1995), and Reiss (1986).countries. Each participant described himself/

herself and his/her ideal self using the 300 ACL
adjectives, and these descriptions were scored Mate Preferences
relative to the local gender stereotypes deter- The most extensive investigation of mate pref-
mined in an earlier study (Williams & Best, erences was conducted by Buss and associates
1990a). Men in all countries were found to be (Buss, 1989, 1990; Buss et al., 1990), who gath-
more masculine than women, hardly a surpris- ered data from 37 samples totaling over 10,000
ing result. In contrast, for the ideal self, both respondents from 33 countries. Buss and co-
gender groups wished to be “more masculine” workers note that, although social scientists of-
than they thought they were. ten assume that mate preferences are highly
While some cultural variation in self-con- culture bound and arbitrary, their findings are

ceptswas found, therewere no substantial asso- contrary.
ciations with cultural comparison variables, On two similar lists of potentialmate charac-
such as economic/social development. Across teristics, Buss asked participants to indicate
cultural groups, relative to their own culture’s their preferences by rating or ranking the items.
definition of femininity and masculinity, there The most striking finding was the remarkable
was no evidence that women in some societies degree of agreement in preference for mate
were more feminine than women in others, or characteristics between men and women. Both
that men in some societies were more mascu- genders ranked “kind and understanding” first,
line than men in others. “intelligent” second, “exciting personality” third,
In contrast, when self-concepts were exam- “healthy” fourth, and “religious” last. Despite

ined in terms of affective meaning scores, there the overall gender similarity, women generally
were substantial differences across countries in valued good earning capacity in a potential

mate slightly more than did men, whereas menself and ideal self-concepts, and these corre-
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generally valued physical appearance slightly in marriage, but individualism makes realiza-
tion of these outcomes difficult. In contrast,more than did women, providing modest sup-

port for sociobiological views (e.g., Wilson, collectivism fosters a receptiveness to intimacy,
but intimacy is likely to be diffused across a1975).

Conversely, cultural differences were found network of family relationships. Broude (1987)
suggests that intimacy is likely to occur whenfor virtually every item, and on some items,

there was great variation across cultures. The individuals haveno social support outsidemar-
riage.greatest cultural effect occurred for chastity,

with northern European groups viewing it as Buunk and Hupka (1987) surveyed over
2,000 students from seven industrialized na-largely unimportant, while groups from China,

India, and Iran placed great emphasis on it. tions (Hungary, Ireland, Mexico, the Nether-
lands, the formerSovietUnion, theUnitedStates,Men valued chastity in a prospectivematemore

than did women. Yugoslavia) with regard to behaviors that elicit
jealousy. Within a general picture of cross-cul-Buss et al. (1990) concluded that there were

substantial commonalities among all samples, tural similarities, there were some interesting
differences. Flirting inYugoslavia evokes amoresuggesting substantial unity in human mate

preferences that may be regarded as “species negative response than in any other country,
but kissing and sexual fantasies elicit the leasttypical.” On the other hand, no sample was

exactly like any other sample—each displayed negative reactions. In the Netherlands, sexual
fantasies are less accepted than in any othersomeuniqueness in the ordering ofmate prefer-

ence characteristics, reflecting modest degrees country, but kissing, dancing, and hugging
arouse less jealousy than in most other coun-of cultural variation.
tries. Culture seems to play a critical role in
the interpretation of cross-gender close rela-Romantic Love and Intimacy tionships.

As with mate preferences, romantic love and
intimacy are assumed to be influenced by cul-

Harassment and Rapeture. Generally, romantic love is valued highly
in less-traditional cultures with few strong ex- Among the few cross-cultural studies of male

harassment and hostility toward women is atended family ties and is less valued in cultures
in which strong family ties reinforce the rela- study by Kauppinen-Toropainen and Gruber

(1993), who examined professional and bluetionship between marriage partners. For exam-
ple, Japanese university students value roman- collar women in the United States, Scandina-

via, and the former Soviet Union. Americanstic love less than do West German students,
with the value placed by American students reported the most woman-unfriendly experi-

ences. Scandinavians had fewer job-related orbetween the other two societies (Simmons,
Kolke, &Shimizu, 1986). ComparedwithSwed- psychological problems, more autonomy, and

betterwork environments thanAmericans. For-ish young adults,American young adults differ-
entiate love and sex more strongly (Foa et al., mer Soviet professionals reported more un-

friendly experiences than workers, but less1987).
Interestingly, Vaidyanathan and Naidoo than their peers in other regions.

Rozeé (1993), in a random sample of 35(1990/1991) found that Asian Indian immi-
grants to Canada show generational changes in world societies from the Standard Cross Cul-

tural Sample, found rape occurs in all societies.attitudes toward love and marriage. Although
63% of first-generation immigrants had ar- Generally, respondents blamed both criminal

and victim less than do Americans, emphasiz-ranged marriages, a large proportion of them
believed that “love marriages” were an option ing instead the circumstances surrounding the

offense (L’Armand, Pepitone, & Shanmugam,for their offspring.More than 70%of the second
generationwantedmore freedom inmate selec- 1981).

The most comprehensive cross-culturaltion and believed that love should precedemar-
riage. study of attitudes toward rape victims was con-

ductedwith university students in 15 countriesDion and Dion (1993) examined the con-
cepts of love and intimacy in individualistic by a network of researchers led by Ward from

Singapore (Ward, 1995). Relatively favorable(Canada, UnitedStates) and collectivistic (China,
India, Japan) countries and reported some para- attitudes toward rape victimswere found in the

United Kingdom, Germany, and New Zealand,doxical findings. Individualistic societies em-
phasize romantic love and personal fulfillment while relatively unfavorable attitudes were
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found in Turkey, Mexico, Zimbabwe, India, stede’s power distance scores, they are unre-
lated to his MAS scores.and, particularly, Malaysia. Attitudes toward

rape victims mirror attitudes toward women
more generally, with more favorable attitudes
in countries with more modern sex role ideolo- Developmental Influences
gies and less favorable attitudes in countries

Having seen the influence of gender on the be-with a lower percentage of female labor force
havior and relationships of adults, it is naturalparticipation and lower literacy rates.
to wonder about the development of gender-
related beliefs and behaviors and the role ofMasculine Work-Related
biological and cultural influences across on-

Values togeny.
In the area of more general values, Hofstede
(1980) compared work-related values in 40 Biological Determinism
countries using attitude survey data collected

Researchers studying gender differences in be-from thousands of employees of IBM, a large,
havior often cite similarities across cultures asmultinational, high-technology business orga-
support for the role of genes and hormones,nization.One scale derived fromHofstede’s fac-
implying complete genetic or biological deter-tor analysis concerned the extent to which val-
minism. Biological determinism assumes thatues of assertiveness, money, and things prevail
any biological influence or bias always leads toin a society rather than the values of nurtur-
an irreversible sex difference, making biologyance, quality of life, and people.While the scale
both the necessary and sufficient cause of sexmight have easily been named Materialism,
differences. Biology is neither. The long-stand-Hofstede named the scale Masculinity (MAS)
ing nature-nurture controversywithin develop-because male employees assign greater weight
mental psychology has shown that biology doesto the first set of values, whereas females assign
not cause behavior, and that such thinking isgreater weight to the second set. Calling the
quite naive.scale Masculinity leads to the expectation that
Sex chromosomes or sex hormones are nei-variations on these values might be associated

ther necessary nor sufficient to cause behaviors;with cross-country variations in other gender-
they simply change the probability of occur-related concepts, such as those discussed
rence of certain behaviors (Hoyenga &Hoyenga,above.
1993; Stewart, 1988). The gene-behavior path-Hofstede computed a MAS index for each of
way is bidirectional (Gottlieb, 1983), and some-the 40 countries in his study. The five countries
what like people inherit genes, they may “in-with the highest MAS indices were Japan, Aus-
herit” environments by living close to parentstria, Venezuela, Italy, and Switzerland; the five
and family.countries with the lowest MAS indices were

Sweden, Norway, Netherlands, Denmark, and
Finland. Hofstede (1980) made extensive com- Sociobiology, Evolutionary
parisons among country MAS scores with data Psychology, Economic
from other sources and found a large number

Anthropologyof interesting relationships. For example, in
countries with highMAS, there is greater belief Looking at the interplay between biology and

environment, sociobiologists (e.g., Daly & Wil-in independent decision making as opposed to
group decision making, stronger achievement son, 1978; Wilson, 1975), evolutionary psy-

chologists (e.g., Buss, 1990; Nisbett, 1990), andmotivation, and higher job stress, and work is
more central in people’s lives. economic anthropologists (Fry, 1987) suggest

that somebehavioralmechanismshave evolvedWhile it is clear that the MAS dimension is
a significant one, the appropriateness of desig- in response to selection pressures. Diversity

in gender roles reflects the fact that differentnating this value system as Masculinity re-
mains somewhat doubtful. Best and Williams circumstances trigger different behavioral re-

sponses, each of which are biologically pre-(1994; 1998) found no relationship between the
cross-country variations in their sex stereo- pared.

Gilmore (1990) proposes that the male ma-types and masculinity/femininity scores and
the cross-country variations in Hofstede’s MAS cho behavior pattern is an adaptation to ex-

treme risk associated with economic necessi-scores. Likewise, Ward (1995) notes that, while
attitude toward rape scores covary with Hof- ties. The dramatic difference in gender roles
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between two South Pacific islands, Truk and 1961). The first of these differences is related
to the greater physical strength and staminaTahiti, illustrate Gilmore’s hypothesis. Trukese

males are competitive, violent fighters and are of the male and seem to be related to the longer
growth period of boys and thehormonal changessexually promiscuous, while females are ex-

pected to be submissive and protected by the that appear after age 8 (Ember, 1981). However,
these differences only holdwithin populations,men. In contrast, Tahitian men are not inter-

ested inmaterial pursuits or in competition and not between, and they apply only to group
means, not individual comparisons (Munroe &are expected to be passive and submissive,

while the women are generally known to be Munroe, 1975/1994).Manywomen are stronger
and more active than many men.sexually active. Gilmore (1990) accounts for

these variations by the dramatic difference in
obtaining food. Tahitians fish in a protected Cultural Influenceslagoon where there is little risk, and fish are

Even though biological factors may impose pre-plentiful. Trukese must fish in the open ocean
dispositions and restrictions on development,with the genuine possibility of not returning
sociocultural factors are important determi-after a day at sea. Thus, the macho style may
nants of development (Best & Williams, 1993;be an adaptation to danger that encourages
Munroe & Munroe, 1975/1994; Rogoff, Gau-Trukese men to face great peril.
vain, & Ellis, 1984). Culture has profound ef-While some notions of sociobiology are con-
fects on behavior, prescribing how babies aresistent with the interactive view of nature and
delivered, how children are socialized, hownurture, the theory has been criticized onmany
children are dressed,what is considered intelli-levels (Gould & Lewontin, 1979). Indeed, many
gent behavior, what tasks children are taught,of its assumptions are not supported by empiri-
and what roles adult men and women willcal data (Travis & Yeager, 1991).
adopt. The scope and progression of the chil-
dren’s behaviors, even behaviors that are con-

Sexual Dimorphism sidered biologically determined, are governed
by culture. Cultural universals in gender differ-While biology is not destiny, biological influ-

ences are certainly important contributors to ences are often explained by similarities in so-
cialization practices, while cultural differencesthe development of gender differences. The

term biological is often used to refer to genes, are attributed to differences in socialization.
One of the best known, although often ques-in this case, sex chromosomes, but biological

should also include the influence of an organ- tioned, examples of cultural diversity in gen-
der-related behaviors is Margaret Mead’s clas-ism’s prenatal and postnatal environments, and

often the activities in those environments are sic study of three tribes in New Guinea (Mead,
1935). Mead reported that, from a Westernculturally determined. For example, lengths of

sleep bouts are modified by culturally deter- viewpoint, these societies created men and
women who are both masculine and femininemined demands on mothers’ time, and the

course of sitting and walking by infants are in- and who reversed the usual gender roles.
The pervasive nature of sex differences influenced by culturally defined child care prac-

tices (Super & Harkness, 1982). behaviors was poignantly illustrated in the Is-
raeli kibbutz, established in the 1920s, whereCompared with females, at birth males are

larger and have a higher activity level (Eaton & there was a deliberate attempt to develop egali-
tarian societies (Rosner, 1967; Snarey & Son,Enns, 1986), higher basal metabolism, more

muscle development, and higher pain thresh- 1986; Spiro, 1956). Initially, there was no sex-
ual division of labor. Both women and menold (Rosenberg & Sutton-Smith, 1972). During

the preadolescent years (ages 3–10), there are worked in the fields, drove tractors, andworked
in the kitchen and in the laundry. However, asfew gender differences in morphology or hor-

monal states, but those that are observed are time went by and the birth rate increased, it
was soon discovered that women could not un-consistent with the sexual dimorphism that is

found later (Tanner, 1961, 1970). dertake many of the physical tasks of which
men were capable. Women soon found them-By adulthood, males attain greater height,

have a more massive skeleton, higher muscle- selves in the same roles from which they were
supposed to have been emancipated—cooking,to-fat ratio, higher blood oxygen capacity, more

body hair, and different primary and secondary cleaning, laundering, teaching, caring for chil-
dren. The kibbutz attempts at equitable divi-sex characteristics (D’Andrade, 1966; Tanner,
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sion of labor seemed to have little effect on the Whiting & Edwards, 1973), which examined
children. Carlsson and Barnes (1986) found no aggression, nurturance, responsibility, and help
cultural or sex differences between kibbutz- and attention-seeking behaviors of children aged
raised children and Swedish children regard- 3 to11years inOkinawa,Mexico, thePhilippines,
ing how they conceptualized typical female India, Kenya, and theUnited States. Fewer gen-
and male sex role behaviors or in their sex- der differences were found in the three samples
typed self-attributions. (the United States, the Philippines, Kenya) in

which both boys and girls cared for younger
siblings and performed household chores. InSocialization of Boys
contrast, more differences were found in theand Girls samples (India, Mexico, Okinawa) in which

For boys and girls, many behavioral differences boys and girls were treated dissimilarly, and
are attributed to differences in socialization. girls were asked to assume more responsibility
Barry, Bacon, and Child (1957) examined so- for siblings and household tasks. Indeed, the
cialization practices in over 100 societies and fewest gender differences were found in the
found that boys are generally raised to achieve American sample, in which neither girls nor
and to be self-reliant and independent, while boys were assigned many child care or house-
girls are raised to be nurturant, responsible, and hold tasks.
obedient. However, Hendrix and Johnson (1985) Bradley (1993) examined children’s labor in
reanalyzed these data and did not replicate the 91 Standard Cross-Cultural Sample cultures
male-female difference in socialization. In- (Murdock & White, 1969) and found that chil-
deed, the instrumental-expressive components dren less than 6 years of age perform little work,
were not polar opposites, but were orthogonal, whereas children more than 10 years old per-
unrelated dimensions with similar emphases form work much like that of same-gender
in the training of boys and girls. adults. Both boys and girls do women’s work
In their metanalysis, Lytton and Romney (e.g., fetching water) more frequently than

(1991) found that, in 158 North American stud- men’s (e.g., hunting), and children tend to do
ies of socialization, the only significant effect work that adults consider demeaning or un-
was for the encouragement of sex-typed behav- skilled. Women monitor children’s labor that
iors. In the 17 additional studies from other socializes them and helps the mother. Along
Western countries, there was a significant sex with providing care in parents’ old age, chil-
difference for physical punishment, with boys dren’s labor is one of the important benefits of
receiving a greater portion than girls. Differen- having children.
tial treatment of boys and girls decreased with
age, particularly for disciplinary strictness and
encouragement of sex-typed activities. Caretaking
Overall, these socialization findings suggest

Weisner and Gallimore (1977) analyzed datathat there may be subtle differences in the ways
from 186 societies and found that mothers, fe-that boys and girls are treated by parents. In
male adult relatives, and female children areresearch, these differences are only occasion-
the primary caretakers of infants. However,ally significant, perhaps due to the categories
when those infants reach early childhood, re-used to quantify behaviors. Even if parents do
sponsibilities are shared among both sex peernot differentiate between daughters and sons
groups. Sibling caretakers are a predominantdue to biological differences or preexisting
source of socialization in societies in which 2-preferences, the same parental treatment may
to 4-year-olds spend more than 70% of everyaffect girls and boys differently.
day with their child nurses. Mothers in such
societies spend much of their time in produc-

Task Assignment tive activities and are not devoted exclusively
tomothering (Greenfield, 1981;Mintern&Lam-Examination of children’s learning environ-
bert, 1964), although children in all culturesments in various cultural groups yields a better
see mothers as responsible for children.understanding of how cultural differences in
Indeed, in 20% of 80 cultures surveyedsocialization processes affect children’s devel-

(Katz & Konner, 1981; West & Konner, 1976),opment. Learning environments were investi-
fathers were rarely or never near their infants.gated in the Six Culture Study (Edwards &
Father-infant relationships were close in onlyWhiting, 1974; Minturn & Lambert, 1964; E.
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4%of the cultures, but evenwhen close, fathers ify political ties. Collective rituals are more
common for boys than girls and are foundmorespent only 14% of their time with their infants

and gave only 6% of the actual caregiving. In frequently in warrior societies, which empha-
size gender differences in men’s and women’smost societies, play characterized paternal in-

teractions with children (R. L. Munroe & Mun- activities (Edwards, 1992). Although Western
education has begun to change initiation rites,roe, 1994).

Absence of a father has been associated with vestiges remain.
violent or hypermasculine behaviors (Katz &
Konner, 1981; Segall, 1988; B. B.Whiting, 1965). EducationWhen fathers are absent for extended periods

Educational settings also greatly influence chil-of time due to war (Stolz, 1954) or lengthy sea
dren’s behaviors. Observations of fifth gradersvoyages (Gronseth, 1957; Lynn & Sawrey, 1959),
in Japan and in the United States indicate thattheir sons display effeminate overt behaviors,
teachers in both countries paid more attentionhigh levels of dependence, excessive fantasy
to boys, particularly negative attention, and theaggression, as well as some overly masculine
greater attention was not attributable to off-taskbehaviors.
or bad behavior (Hamilton, Blumenfeld, Akoh,Fathers also pay less attention to female off-
& Miura, 1991).spring than to males and encourage sex-typed
Parental beliefs about academic performanceactivitiesmore thanmothers (Lytton&Romney,

can also have profound impact on children’s1991). Mothers are equally important as care-
achievements. Serpell (1993) found that educa-takers of sons and daughters, but fathers tend
tion was considered more important for Zam-to be more important as caretakers of sons
bian boys than girls, and fathers assumed re-(Rohner&Rohner, 1982).Mackey observed par-
sponsibility for arranging schooling even thoughents and children in public places in 10 differ-
mothers were primarily responsible for childent cultures and found that girls were more
care. In China, Japan, and the United States,often in groupswith no adult males, while boys
mothers expect boys to be better atmathematicswere frequently found in all-male groups; these
and for girls to be better at reading (Lummis &differences intensified with age (Mackey, 1985;
Stevenson, 1990), although both sexes performMackey & Day, 1979).
equally well in some aspects of both disci-
plines.

Peers

Throughout childhood and adolescence, peers
play an important role in socialization. Peer Gender Differences in Male
influence increases as children grow older, and Female Behaviors
helping to structure the transition between child-
hood and adulthood (Edwards, 1992). Together, biological and cultural influences
Analysis of peer interactions of children 2 lead to differences in the behaviors of males

to 10 years old from the Six Culture Study and and females. Four areas of cross-cultural gender
six additional samples (Edwards, 1992; Ed- differences have been found and are reviewed
wards & Whiting, 1993) showed a cross-cultur- briefly: nurturance, aggression, proximity to
ally universal and robust tendency for same adults, and self-esteem.
gender preference to emerge after age 2. Bymid-
dle childhood, gender segregation is found fre-

Nurturancequently. Edwards speculates that same-gender
attractionmay bemotivated by a desire for self- In the Six Culture Study, Edwards andWhiting

(1980) found that between ages 5 and 12 years,discovery, making same gender agemates the
best mirrors. Agemates resemble the child in gender differences in nurturance were most

consistent in behavior directed to infants andabilities and activity preferences, but they also
provide the greatest opportunity for competi- toddlers rather than in behavior directed to-

wardmothers and older children. Since infantstion and conflict.
Adolescent initiation rites found in many elicit more nurturant behavior than do older

children, girls, who spent more time with in-cultures are designed to detach the initiate from
the family; to socialize them to culturally ap- fants, demonstrated more nurturance than

boys, who were not engaged in as much infantpropriate sexuality, dominance, and aggres-
sion; to create peer group loyalty; and to solid- interaction.
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Barry, Bacon, and Child (1957) found that, amined the development of prosocial motiva-
compared with boys, girls were socialized to tion in schoolchildren fromWest Germany, Po-
be more nurturant (82% of cultures), obedient land, Italy, and the United States. By age 12,
(35% of cultures), and responsible (61% of cul- but not before, girls demonstrated more mature
tures). Boys, on the other hand, were socialized motives in their responses to hypothetical situ-
to bemore achieving (87%of cultures) and self- ations, which provided opportunity for proso-
reliant (85% of cultures) than girls. In 108 cul- cial action.
tures, Welch, Page, and Martin (1981) found
more pressure for boys to conform to their roles
than girls, who also had greater role variability. Proximity to Adults

and Activity
Aggression Observing the play of children 5 to 7 years old

in eight cultures (Australian Aboriginal, Bal-Cross-cultural studies of prepubertal children
inese, Ceylonese, Japanese, Kikuyu, Navajo,have consistently shown that boys have higher
Punjabi, Taiwanese), Freedman (1976) foundlevelsof aggression, competitiveness,dominance
that boys ran in larger groups, covered moreseeking, and rough-and-tumble play than do
physical space, and did more physical and un-girls (Ember, 1981; Freedman & DeBoer, 1979;
predictable activities,while girlswere involvedStrube, 1981). Examining data from the Six Cul-
inmore conversations and gameswith repeatedture Study and additional African samples,
activities. Girls are usually found closer to homeB. B. Whiting and Edwards (1988) found sex
(Draper, 1975; R. L. Munroe & Munroe, 1971;differences in aggression anddominance, but un-
B. Whiting & Edwards, 1973). Task assignmentlike their earlier findings, aggression did not de-
(B. Whiting & Edwards, 1973) and behavioralcrease with age and was more physical among
preferences may contribute to these gender dif-the oldest boys. Omark, Omark, and Edelman’s
ferences (Draper, 1975). Boys tend to interact(1975) playground observations in Ethiopia,
more with other boys, while girls tend to inter-Switzerland, and theUnited States showed that

boys were more aggressive than girls, and Blur- act more with adults (Blurton Jones & Konner,
ton-Jones and Konner’s (1973) study had simi- 1973;Omark et al., 1975; B.Whiting &Edwards,
lar findings in four !Kung bush people villages 1973).
and in London. In their observations in four Children’s drawings reflect a gender segre-
nonindustrial cultures, Munroe and colleagues gation similar to that in play, with boys draw-
(R. L. Munroe, Hulefeld, Rodgers, Tomeo, & ing more pictures of boys and girls of girls
Yamazaki, 2000) found more frequent aggres- (Freedman, 1976). Perhaps reflecting gender
sion in boys than girls. While both boys and differences in what children like, boys in nine
girls segregated by sex, aggregation by sex was cultures drew more vehicles, monsters, and
associated most strongly with episodes of ag- pictures with violent themes than did girls,
gression by boys. who drew more flowers.
The Six Culture Study indicated that moth-

ers generally react similarly to aggression by
boys and girls, but there was some evidence of Self-Esteem
differential aggression training in Okinawa and

Although gender role attributions are similar,the United States, which suggested that fathers
girls seem less satisfied with being girls thanmay play an important role in socializing ag-
boys are with being boys (Burns & Homel,gression in boys (Minturn & Lambert, 1964).
1986), and boys perceive themselves to bemoreAcceptance of aggression is similar for males
competent than girls (van Dongen-Melman,and females inwestern European countries, but
Koot, & Verhulst, 1993). However, the dissatis-there are gender differences in the forms of ag-
faction of girls is not consistently manifestedgressive acts. Males initially are more re-
in lower self-esteem (Calhoun & Sethi, 1986).strained, but when they act, they are more vio-
Compared with boys, adolescent girls in Nepal,lent (Ramirez, 1993), while females are more
the Philippines, and Australia had lower opin-emotional and use shouting and verbal attacks
ions of their physical and mathematical abili-(Burbank, 1987).
ties, but girls in Australia and Nigeria felt moreMoving to the other end of the spectrum,
competent in reading (Watkins&Akande, 1992;Boehnke and colleagues (Boehnke, Silbereisen,
Watkins, Lam, & Regmi, 1991). Nigerian boysEisenberg, Reykowski, & Palmonari, 1989) ex-
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believed they were more intelligent than did plateau in the junior high years. African Ameri-
can children’s scores increased with age, butgirls (Olowu, 1985).

In sum, differences between boys and girls were lower than those of the European Ameri-
can children, perhaps reflecting subculturalin nurturance, aggression, and mobility are ro-

bust and consistently found across cultures variation in stereotype knowledge.
(Ember, 1981), while self-esteem differences
are less consistent. Culture shapes the social Cross-Cultural Findingsbehaviors of children by selecting the company

Williams, Best, and colleagues (1990a) admin-they keep and the activities that engage their
istered the SSM II to 5-, 8-, and 11-year-olds intime. Such experiences can maximize, mini-
25 countries. Across all countries, the percent-mize, or even eliminate gender differences in
age of stereotyped responses rose from aroundsocial behaviors.
60% at age 5 to around 70% at age 8. Strong,
aggressive, cruel, coarse, and adventurouswere
consistently associated with men at both ageGender Roles and Stereotypes
levels, and weak, appreciative, softhearted, gen-
tle, andmeekwere consistently associatedwithWithin the context of cultural stereotypes about

male-femaledifferences, gender roles andknowl- women.
Bothmale and female scoreswere unusuallyedge develop. Research in the United States

indicates that, as early as 2 years of age, chil- high in Pakistan and relatively high in New
Zealand and England. Scores were atypicallydren stereotype objects as masculine or femi-

nine (Thompson, 1975; Weinraub et al., 1984), low in Brazil, Taiwan, Germany, and France.
Although there was variation among countriesand by 3 to 4 years of age, children use stereo-

typic labels accurately with toys, activities, and in the rate of learning, therewas a general devel-
opmental pattern in which the acquisition ofoccupations (Edelbrook&Sugawara, 1978; Gut-

tentag & Longfellow, 1977). stereotypes begins prior to age 5, accelerates
during the early school years, and is completedSimilar gender stereotyping of toys is found

in Africa, where girls play with dolls, and boys during the adolescent years.
Boys and girls learned the stereotypes at theconstruct vehicles and weapons (Bloch & Ad-

ler, 1994). By age 4 to 5 years, Sri Lankan village same rate, although there was a tendency for
male stereotype traits to be learned somewhatchildren demonstrate gender differences in

play similar to those found with British chil- earlier than female traits. In 17 of the 24 coun-
tries studied, male stereotype items were betterdren (Prosser, Hutt, Hutt, Mahindadasa, &

Goonetilleke, 1986). Boys exhibit more nega- known than female items. Germany was the
only country where there was a clear tendencytive behaviors and more fantasy object play,

while girls display more fantasy person play. for the female stereotype to be better known
than the male. In contrast, female stereotypeEven though cultural factors determine the con-

tent of children’s play, the form of only a few items were learned earlier than male items in
Latin/Catholic cultures (Brazil, Chile, Portugal,behaviors seem to be culturally specific.
Venezuela), where the adult-defined female
stereotype is more positive than themale (Neto,Development of Sex-Trait
Williams, & Widner, 1991; Tarrier & Gomes,

Stereotypes 1981).
In predominantly Muslim countries, 5-year-Research in the United States indicates that

children acquire knowledge of sex-trait stereo- olds associate traits with the two sexes in a
more highly differentiated manner, and theytypes somewhat later than stereotypic knowl-

edge of toys and occupations (Best et al., 1977; learn the stereotypes, particularly the male
items, at an earlier age than in non-MuslimReis & Wright, 1982; Williams & Best, 1990a).

Using the Sex Stereotype Measure (SSM) to as- countries. Children in predominantly Christian
countries are slower in their initial learningsess children’s knowledge of adult-defined ste-

reotypes, research conducted with European of the stereotypes, perhaps reflecting the less-
differentiated nature of the adult stereotypes,American children revealed a consistent pat-

tern of increasing knowledge fromkindergarten particularly in Catholic countries.
Using a combined measure of traits andthrough high school, similar to a typical learn-

ing curve. The most dramatic increases in ste- roles, Albert and Porter (1986) examined the
gender stereotypes of 4- to 6-year-olds in thereotype knowledge occurred in the early ele-

mentary school years, with scores reaching a United States and South Africa and found ster-
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eotyping increased with age. South African toy choices, and other differential treatment of
boys and girls. Research in the United Stateschildren stereotyped the male role more than

did U.S. children, but there were no country has shown same-sex and opposite-sex parents
react differently to their children, with fathersdifferences for the female role. South African

children from liberal Christian and Jewish showingmore differential behavior (Maccoby&
Jacklin, 1974). Interestingly, the few studiesbackgrounds stereotyped less than children

frommore conservative religious groups. In the conducted in other countries (Bronstein, 1984,
1986; Lamb, Frodi, Hwang, Frodi, & Steinberg,United States, religious background was not a

factor. 1982; Russell & Russell, 1987; Sagi, Lamb, Sho-
ham, Dvir, & Lewkowicz, 1985) do not showLooking at older children (11 to 18 years of

age), Intons-Peterson (1988) found that Swe- differential treatment of boys and girls.
Best and colleagues (Best, House, Barnard,dish children attributed more instrumental

qualities to women than did American chil- & Spicker, 1991) observed parents and their
preschool children in public parks and play-dren. Gender stereotypes were more similar in

Sweden than in the United States, perhaps re- grounds in France, Germany, and Italy and
found that parent-child interactions variedflecting Swedish cultural philosophy. Surpris-

ingly, in Sweden, ideal occupational choices across both gender and country. Italian and
French parents and childrenweremore interac-did not overlap; young Swedish women were

interested in service occupations, such as flight tive than German parent-child dyads, and
French and Italian children showed and sharedattendant, hospital worker, and nanny, and

young Swedish men were interested in busi- more objects with their fathers than mothers,
with the pattern reversed for German children.ness occupations. In contrast, ideal occupa-

tions for the sexes overlapped in the United These interactional differences may be related
to the cultural differences in sex stereotypeStates, with both groups listing doctor/dentist/

attorney and business executive as their top learning noted above. Perhaps female charac-
teristics are learned earlier by German childrenchoices. Considering the similarities found

across diverse countries and the differing mea- as a result of greater interaction with mothers
than fathers, a pattern that was not found insures used, sex stereotypes appeared to be uni-

versal, with culture modifying the rate of learn- the other countries.
While there is substantial cross-cultural evi-ing and minor aspects of content. These

findings are consistent with the general pan- dence that social forces play an important part
in gender role learning, social learning by itselfcultural model of gender stereotypes discussed

above and suggest that pancultural stereotypes does not provide a sufficient explanation. Dif-
ferential treatment of boys and girls variescould be considered to be variform universals

(Lonner, 1980). greatly across cultures and is not consistently
tied to differential behavior (Bronstein, 1984;
Lamb et al., 1982; Russell & Russell, 1987).
Tasks assigned to children, as well as role mod-Cross-Cultural Theories of
els in the larger culture, provide opportunitiesGender-Related Learning
for them to learn differential roles and behav-
iors. The salient aspects of culture that contrib-Most theories of gender role learning empha-
ute to children’s gender role learning and be-size gender information readily available in the
haviors should be systematically addressed.culture even though the theories were devised

primarily in theUnited States.1 Each theory can
be adapted to explain cross-cultural patterns of Cognitive Developmental
development. Theory

The other prominent theory of gender role
Social Learning Theories learning, cognitive developmental theory (Kohl-

berg, 1966; Ruble, 1987), emphasizes the role ofSocial learning theories (Bandura, 1969; Bus-
sey & Bandura, 1984; Mischel, 1970) consider external forces on children’s developing gender

role orientation. The impact of these factors,sex role development to be the result of cumula-
tive experience. Parents, teachers, peers, and however, is governed by the child’s emerging

cognitive structures. Children progress throughother socialization agents shape children’s gen-
der-related behaviors through reinforcement stages in acquiring gender knowledge, and their

level of understanding structures their experi-and punishment of gender-appropriate and in-
appropriate behaviors, modeling, expectations, ences.
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Slaby and Frey (1975) identified four stages ma theory assumes that the primacy of the gen-
der concept within a particular culture servesin the development of American children’s un-

derstanding of gender. Initially, children do not as a basis for organizing information (Jacklin,
1989), although there is little evidence for thisdistinguish between the sexes, but by the sec-

ond stage, they begin to use gender categories assumption fromcultures other than theUnited
States.based on superficial physical characteristics.

In the last two stages, achieved by age 41⁄2 to 5
years, children understand that gender is stable
across time and is consistent. Cultural Practices that
In testing cognitive developmental theory, Influence Behaviors of

R. H. Munroe, Shimmin, and Munroe (1984) Males and Females
expected to find cultural differences in progres-
sion through the gender stages related to the This section examines broader cultural influ-
degree to which societies emphasize distinc- ences on gender mentioned briefly in sections
tions between males and females. Contrary to of the chapter above: the status of women, gen-
expectation, these culture-specific predictions der division of labor, religious beliefs and val-
were not supported. Children in the sex-differ- ues, economic factors, and political participa-
entiating cultures, Kenya and Nepal, did not tion.
attain gender classification at an earlier age
than did children in Belize and Samoa. In fact,

Status of WomenKenyan children reached this stage at an older
age than did Samoan children, and Nepalese Ethnographic evidence suggests that women’s
children did not differ from the other groups. “status” is multidimensional and includes eco-
As predicted, the later stages that depend on nomic indicators, power, autonomy, prestige,
cognitive structural factors showed little varia- and ideological dimensions (Mukhopadhyay
tion across cultures. R. H. Munroe and Munroe & Higgins, 1988; Quinn, 1977). Proposed de-
(1982) suggest that gender understanding de- terminants of the asymmetry in status between
velops slowly in cultures in which young chil- men and women include women’s reproduc-
dren have little contact with male figures, such tive roles, secondary sexual characteristics,
as more traditional cultures inwhich child care greater male aggression and strength, sexual di-
is almost completely a maternal responsibility. vision of labor, complexity of the society (Berry,
Bussey (1983) has found that gender con- 1976; Ember, 1981), socialization, education,

stancy is not an important antecedent for the and religious beliefs.
development of sex-typed behaviors. For boys,
there is a two-process model, acceptance of Gender Division of Labormasculine behavior and rejection of feminine

What is considered masculine and femininebehavior; there is a one-process model for girls,
may be culturally variable, but the literatureacceptance of same-sex behavior without rejec-
suggests two possible cultural universals: Totion of other-sex behavior. Hence, it is accept-
some degree, every society assigns traits andable for young girls to be “tomboys,” but not
tasks on the basis of gender (R. L. Munroe &for boys to be “sissies.”
Munroe, 1975/1994); in no society is the statusTaken as a whole, these findings indicate
of women superior to that of men, while thethe dominant contribution of cognitive devel-
reverse is quite common (Hoyenga & Hoyenga,opmental factors and the concomitantly small
1993;PopulationCrisisCommittee, 1988;Whyte,contribution of culture-specific factors in the
1978). D’Andrade (1966) analyzed ethnograph-development of gender concepts.
ic records of jobs and tasks in 244 different
societies and found that men were involved

Gender Schema Theory with hunting, metal work, weaponmaking, and
travel further from home, while women wereRecently, a variant of cognitive developmental

theory and social learning theory has evolved, responsible for cooking and food preparation,
carrying water, caring for clothing, and makinggender schema theory (Bem, 1981; Liben & Sig-

norella, 1980, 1987; Signorella, Bigler, & Liben, things used in the home. Women participated
in subsistence activities consistent with child-1993). A schema is a set of ideas used for orga-

nizing information, filtering new information, rearing responsibilities (Brown, 1970; Segal,
1983), and men had major responsibilities foranddirecting cognitive processing.Gender sche-
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child rearing in only 10% of the 80 cultures and Robinson (1991) found that well-educated
people and women with employed husbandsexamined (Katz & Konner, 1981).
were less favorable toward efforts to reduceDecreases in infant mortality and fertility
gender inequality than were less-educated peo-have reduced the proportion of women’s life-
ple or women without a male wage earner.span spent in rearing children. Indeed, technol-

ogy has made it possible to separate childbear-
ing fromchild rearing (Huber, 1986), permitting

Religious Beliefs and Valueswomen to participate in the labor force outside
the home. Paid employment, however, does not Religious beliefs and culturally based views

of family honor also influence views of womenprovide a full picture of women’s economic
and their working outside the home (Rapoport,contributions to the family (Dixon, 1978).
Lomski-Feder, & Masalia, 1989). Latin Amer-Looking at trends across 56 countries from
ica and the Middle East share many ideals of1960 to 1980, Jacobs and Lim (1992) found
personal and family honor that link the manli-women experienced a decline in occupational
ness of men (machismo, muruwwa) with theopportunities and greater segregation. Surpris-
sexual purity of women (vergüenza, ’ird) andingly, measures of modernization, such as per
influence roles and the division of labor in thecapita gross national product and women’s ed-
family (Youssef, 1974). In both cultures, thereucation, were related positively to sex segrega-
is strong resentment against married womention, but as expected, women’s labor force
participating in the labor force, and if they doparticipation and fertility rate were related in-
work, they must have few public contacts withversely. Compared with men, women remain
men. Despite similar levels of economic devel-economically disadvantaged and are paid less
opment, female participation in the labor forcethan their male counterparts (Ottaway & Bhat-
is strikingly higher in LatinAmerica than in thenagar, 1988). Women prefer traditionally fe-
Middle East. The powerful male-based familymale jobs and those that offer the greatest possi-
kinship structure in the Middle East tightlybilities for contact with other people, while
controls women’s labor force participation, butmen prefer jobs with the highest income and
the power of male kin has been diffused inthe greatest possibilities for promotion (Los- Latin American by the central role of priests

cocco &Kalleberg, 1988;Mullet, Neto, & Henry, (Youssef, 1974). However, education leading
1992). to prestigious positions overcomes barriers for
Even in societies in which women have women in both cultures.

moved actively into the labor force, there has
not been a commensurate reduction in their
household duties (Population Crisis Commit- Economic Factors
tee, 1988). In the United States, Switzerland, Economic factors appear to influence gender-
Sweden, Canada, Italy, Poland, and Romania, related cultural practices. Bride price is a form
the overwhelming majority of household work of compensation for the loss of a daughter’s
is performedbywomen, regardless of the extent economic contributions to her family (Heath,
of their occupational demands (Calasanti & Bai- 1958) and is found more frequently when her
ley, 1991; Charles & Höpflinger, 1992; Lupri, contributions are substantial. Dowry accompa-
1983; Vianello et al., 1990; Wright, Shire, nies the bride when her economic contribu-
Hwang, Dolan, & Baxter, 1992). Presence of tions to her family are relatively small.
children and larger homes are associated with Cronk (1993) theorized that when parents
less male participation in domestic chores. have high socioeconomic status, males are fa-
However, in all countries, blue collar workers vored, but when parents have low status, fe-
hold more traditional views of the sexual divi- males are favored. For example, the Mukogodo
sion of labor, which suggests that more egalitar- inKenya are at the bottomof the regional hierar-
ian views emerge with increases in education chy of wealth, prestige, and ultimately marital
and social class (Vianello et al., 1990). and reproductive opportunities. Due to their
Gender inequity, however, does not com- low status, it is hard for the Mukogodo men

pletely disappearwith greater job opportunities to find wives because they do not have bride
for women or with greater education. In four wealth to pay for a bride. Becausemen can have
western countries (theUnitedStates, Great Brit- as many wives as they can afford, women are
ain, West Germany, and Austria), N. J. Davis always in short supply, so Mukogodo women
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easily find husbands, often among their wealth- (Peterson&Runyan, 1993). However, cross-cul-
tural studies do not support this dichotomy,ier and higher status neighbors.

Economic conditions also may influence sex- with women actively working and in public
life outside the home, and men more involvedbiased parental investment in children. Among

the Mukogodo, the birth ratio of males to fe- with their families (Vianello et al., 1990).
Indeed, Gibbons and colleagues (Gibbons etmales is typical, but the 1986 census recorded

98 girls and 66 boys under 4 years of age. While al., 1991, 1993) have shown that adolescents
in a variety of cultures conceptualize the femalethere is no evidence of male infanticide, it is

likely that the higher death rate for boys is due gender role to encompass both homemaking
and employment outside the home. Adoles-to favoritism shown toward girls. Compared

with sons, daughters are breast-fed longer, are cents’ images of women reflect the change in
conditions and attitudes towardwomenaroundgenerally well fed, and visit the doctor more

often. Parents investmore in offspringwhopro- the world.
vide the greater economic or reproductive suc-
cess (Trivers & Willard, 1973).
Among the nomadic Kanjar of Pakistan and Questions and Challenges

northern India, women provide more than half
for the Futureof the incomeofmost families, dominating pub-

lic life and private affairs (Cronk, 1993). Bride
The question of sex differences has fascinatedwealth payments are high, and it is easy to see
social scientists for decades, andwith the grow-why the birth of a girl is greeted with fanfare,
ing interest in culture, it seems safe to assumebut boys are greeted with little interest.
that questions regarding the joint effects ofThese cultural practices contrast sharply
these variables will continue to intrigue re-with those found in other traditional parts of
searchers. In spite of the fact that males andthe world (e.g., India, China, Turkey, Korea),
females are biologically more similar than dif-where boys are highly valued by their families
ferent, persons in traditional or modern, indus-and their births lead to great rejoicing (Kagitci-
trialized societies can expect to live qualita-basi, 1982). Female infanticide (Krishnaswamy,
tively different lives based on whether they are1988), wife beating (Flavia, 1988), and bride
male or female. Consequently, psychologistsburning (Ghadially & Kumar, 1988) are cultural
will continue to explore the reasons for thesepractices that attest to the lack of concern for
differences both within and between cultures.women in some traditional Indian cultures.

Preference for boys continues to be strong in
the United States (Oakley, 1980; Pooler, 1991) Theories and Methods for
and in non-Western countries (Hammer, 1970), Studying Gendereven though many of the religious traditions

Future research concerning the interface of gen-and economic circumstances that created the
der and culture will need cogent theories andpreference for sons no longer apply to contem-
new methodologies to examine the complexi-porary culture.
ties of gender in various sociocultural systems.
In the United States, recent theories addressingFemale Political masculine and feminine attributes have be-

Participation come multifactorial (Ashmore, 1990; Spence,
1993), and empirical research has supportedCross-culturally, men are more involved in po-
such an approach by showing little or no rela-litical activities and wield greater power than
tionship between different aspects of genderwomen (Ember, 1981;Masters, 1989; Ross, 1985,
(Twenge, 1999). At present, the multifactorial1986). In a sample of 90 preindustrial societies,
approach has not been examined in other cul-women were found to have more political
tural groups to see how the relationships be-involvement when there was high internal con-
tween various aspects of gender, such as per-flict and violence within a society and low ex-
sonality traits, occupational choices, leisureternal warfare (Ross, 1986).
activities, and personal and social relation-The long-standing stereotyped dichotomy of
ships, may be influenced by culture.public/male versus private/female suggests
A promising new method in personality as-that men are in the public eye and active in

sessment may provide a valid way to examinebusiness, politics, and culture, while women
gender-related concepts across cultural groups.stay at home and care for home and family
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TheFiveFactorModel of personality (McCrae& ing such classifications, culture can be treated
Costa, 1990, 1997) proposes that most signifi- as an overarching explanatory framework for a
cant variation in human personality can be ex- number of phenomena or as a set of values,
plained by five “super traits”: extraversion, norms, or beliefs. In either case, culture is as-
agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional sumed to have direct or indirect effects on be-
stability, andopenness to experience.Themodel havior (Lonner & Adamopoulos, 1997).
has been applied successfully in a variety of Classifications systems have been criticized
other societies (Church & Lonner, 1998) and for being too general and failing to consider
recently was used to study sex stereotypes in situational variables. For example, a personmay
27 countries (Williams et al., 1999; Williams, behave individualistically in some situations
Satterwhite, Best, & Inman, 2000). Indeed, the (e.g., at work) and collectivistically in others
model could be used to examine other gender- (e.g., with family), which demonstrates the im-
related concepts, such as self and ideal self portance of the situation. Matsumoto and col-
descriptions of men andwomen, ideal wife and leagues (Matsumoto,Weissman, Preston, Brown,
husband, or father and mother. Using a method & Kupperbusch, 1997) have responded to this
from general personality research to study gen- objection by combining the examination of cul-
der concepts provides links with existing the- ture and situation, evaluating an individual’s
ory and permits comparisons across different behaviors relative to individualism/collectiv-
studies and across different conceptual do- ism in four different social contexts. Similar
mains. refinements in defining culture are needed to
Another method with wide applicability understand better how culture and specific cul-

across conceptual areas that has been used in tural practices may influence behavior.
23 language/cultural groups is the semantic dif-
ferential devised by Osgood and associates (Os-
good, May, & Miron, 1975; Osgood, Suci, & Developmental Questions
Tannenbaum, 1957). This procedure assesses Future studies of gender concepts across cul-
affective or connotative meaning associated tural groups should address how social rela-
with a particular “target” (e.g., person, concept, tionships and behaviors changewith age. In the
event, object) and yields scores on evaluation United States, Maccoby (1990) reports that, by
(favorability), potency (strength), and activity. 33 months of age, boys were unresponsive to
Finally, the Adjective Checklist (Gough & the vocal prohibitions of female partners. She

Heilbrun, 1980), a collection of 300 person-de- speculates that girls find it aversive to interactscriptive adjectives that has been translated
with unresponsive partners, so they avoidinto more than 20 languages, was used by Wil-
them. This leads to same-sex playmate prefer-liams and Best (1990a, 1990b) in the research
ences, a finding that has been demonstrateddescribed above.2 Thismethod has broad appli-
across a variety of cultural groups (R. L.Munroecability for cross-cultural comparison of gender
et al., 2000). However, the reasons for such pref-concepts.
erences have not been examined in a cross-
cultural context.

Evaluating Cultural Effects Furthermore, Maccoby (1990) reports that
male social groups are more concerned withIndividual cultures, like individual persons,
dominance and competitiveness, and boys fre-are unique—no two are exactly alike. Beyond
quently use threats, commands, and boasts ofdescription or ad hoc speculation, conven-
authority. Girls, in contrast, are more likely totional science does not deal well with unique-
express agreement and to pause to give theirness, focusing instead on commonalities, such
partner a chance to speak. Maccoby speculatesas systems of classification. To study the effects
that familial processes have been given tooof culture as an antecedent or independent vari-
much credit or blame for the relational aspectsable, researchers have categorized societies in
of sex typing, and she emphasizes the impor-a number of ways. For example, societies have
tance of peer group influences. The range ofbeen classified according to residence patterns
variation anddiversity in familial andpeer rela-(e.g., patrilocal, neolocal), cultural values (e.g.,
tionships seen across cultural groups providesindividualism-collectivism by Hofstede, 1980;
an exceptional opportunity for examining gen-autonomy-conservation, hierarchy-mastery by
der-related social development. Cross-culturalSchwartz, 1990), and interpersonal relations
researchers have only begun to explore these(e.g., horizontal-vertical by Triandis, 1995). Us-
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social and behavioral issues with children in Notes
other societies.

1. Although psychoanalytic theory was quite in-
fluential in early studies of cross-cultural gender dif-
ferences (see Burton & Whiting, 1961; Freud, 1939;
Mead, 1949; Munroe & Munroe, 1994; R. L. Munroe,Conclusions
Munroe, &Whiting, 1981), it has received little recent
attention and is not reviewed in this chapter.

In view of the amount and variety of material 2. Inquiries regarding ACL translations should be
reviewed in this chapter, any final observations sent to Deborah L. Best, Department of Psychology,
must be very general. Most striking is the cen- Box 7778, Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem,
tral finding that pancultural similarities in sex NC 27109 or best@wfu.edu.
and gender greatly outweigh cultural differ-
ences. Indeed, the manner in which male-fe-
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Part III: Culture and Personality

This section of the book presents four chapters ference and suggest the need for an integration
that address basic issues broadly classified un- of approach and method in the future if re-
der the topic of personality. In reality, however, search in this area is to continue to evolve.
many of the issues discussed in these chapters In chapter 14, Tanaka-Matsumi provides a
cut across sections, including discussions of comprehensive review of the cross-cultural lit-
many basic psychological processes, as well as erature on mental disorders and a discussion
social issues. Thus, the reader is cautioned not of this area of study in a historical perspective.
to attempt to pigeonhole or characterize these By illustrating findings from both etic and emic
chapters (or any in this volume, for that matter) approaches in the literature, as well as discuss-
as being relevant for any single, isolated topic ing the advantages and disadvantages of each,
area in psychology. she argues for an integration of both approaches
In chapter 12, Yamaguchi presents a unique in concept, theory, and method for future re-

and insightful analysis of the issue of control, search. She also argues for culture to be put into
greatly expanding its utility and scope for use context and made operational to help cross-
in cultures in which autonomy and primary, cultural work in this line of inquiry to continue
direct, personal control may not be the pre- to evolve and transition.
ferred mode of control. In reconceptualizing In chapter 15, Lee andSue discuss themono-
the issue of control, Yamaguchi suggests that cultural nature of traditional approaches in
differing cultural values may lead to differen- clinical psychology against the growing aware-
tial usage of control strategies, each leading to ness of the importance of culture in assessment,
their own sense of psychological well-being. psychopathology, and treatment. Their review
The implications of these ideas to innovations of issues surrounding testing and treatment is
in future theory and research on personality particularly unique, and they argue for integra-
across cultures and to the creation of a pancul- tion and rapprochement across approaches and
tural psychology are enormous. disciplines for future work in this area to con-
In chapter 13, Peng, Ames, and Knowles de- tinue to expound on the important and perva-

scribe three major theoretical approaches that sive nature of cultural influences in clinical
have informed and guided cross-cultural re- psychology.
search on human inference, and they provide Once again, these chapters provide excellent
a comprehensive review of research in the area. presentations of the vision of the continued
They propose an integrated model that synthe- evolution of cross-cultural psychology and the
sizes all three approaches into a single, univer- methodological revisions and improvements
sal model of cultural influences on human in- that are necessary to achieve that vision.
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12
Culture and Control Orientations

SUSUMU YAMAGUCHI

How individuals exercise control over themselves, others, and their environments in
their daily lives is an issue that strikes at the heart of individual psychology. Indeed,
as described in this chapter, research from mainstream psychology has amply demon-
strated that personal, primary control over self-related outcomes is related intimately
to autonomy, individuality, self-concept, and self-esteem. Control processes are cen-
tral to self-construals and are closely related to core social and cultural values we all
have that serve as guiding principles in our lives.
In this chapter, Yamaguchi presents an excellent analysis of the issue of control.

He takes us far beyond the simple notions of control typically presented in main-
stream psychology by outlining not only direct, personal control (which is the type
of control typically discussed in mainstream psychology), but also three other types
of control agents: indirect, proxy, and collective control. Yamaguchi suggests that
these other types of control agents are more prevalent in cultures that value interper-
sonal harmony over autonomy and individual agency and suggests that core cultural
values encourage the development and use of differential control strategies as individ-
uals attempt to master and adapt to their environments.
Yamaguchi also describes two different types of control targets—primary and sec-

ondary—and four subtypes for each. As he describes, in primary control, the target of
control is existing external realities in one’s physical and social environment. In sec-
ondary control, however, the target of control is oneself. Previous authors have
claimed that East Asians attempt primary control less and secondary control more
than do Americans. According to Yamaguchi, however, while this analysis is theoreti-
cally clear, the existing research does not support these claims. Instead, Yamaguchi
presents a reconceptualization of these concepts and suggests that primary control
would have functional primacy over secondary control only when an individual’s bio-
logical needs are urgent or in a culture in which psychological well-being depends
largely on a sense of autonomy. In particular, Yamaguchi’s second illustration depicts
how differing roads to psychological well-being may exist in different cultures, each
with its own set of paths.
Needless to say, the analysis presented here by Yamaguchi is unique, intriguing,

and insightful. In presenting his ideas and models, Yamaguchi is essentially arguing
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for a reconceptualization of major psychological concepts such as self-esteem, self-
concept, and self-construals within a multicultural model. He specifies different
paths to essentially being, depending on the cultural context and core psychological
values that are associated with those contexts, and demonstrates how individuals can
move on one or more paths, depending on culture and values. This reconceptualiza-
tion has major implications for redefining and recasting all research related to self
and well-being across cultures, including, but not limited to, such topics as self-
enhancement and self-efficacy. While couched in the framework of East-West distinc-
tions, the models and ideas presented are applicable across cultures.
Yamaguchi’s ideas also have multiple important ramifications for innovations in

future empirical work. Testing ideas concerning collective self-efficacy, for example,
would require designing ways of creating and measuring collective action and deal-
ing with collective influences on individual data, for which current psychological
methods and data analytic techniques fall far short. His ideas also force us to reexam-
ine definitions of autonomy, well-being, and self-efficacy and, as such, may bring
about necessary changes in the conduct of research on these constructs as well.
As Yamaguchi states, the two paths that he uses as examples in his important sec-

ond illustration are not incompatible or mutually exclusive. As such, they bring with
them the possibility that these paths, and others, coexist simultaneously in each indi-
vidual, and people use the multiple paths differentially according to context and cul-
ture. If true, this would signify a major revision in our understanding of self and
personality across cultures and would be a major step toward the creation of a pan-
cultural psychology that resonates with the major theme of this volume.

At fifteen, I set my heart on learning. can affect the way that individuals adjust their
relationship with the environment.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

At seventy, I followed my heart’s desire Before proceeding to the details of the cul-
tural effects on the control orientations of indi-without overstepping the line.

(Confucius/Lau, Analects, 1979, p. 63) viduals, we digress briefly to verify that East
Asians actually prescribe to harmony with the
environment to a greater extent than autonomy,It is aConfucian ideal that individuals cannatu-
whereas the reverse is true with Westerners.rally fit well with the environment. Confucian-

ism views humans as integral parts of an or-
derly universe who have an innate moral sense
to maintain harmony. According to this view, Harmony versus Autonomy
mature individuals such as Confucius can live a
comfortable life without experiencing conflicts At the value level, Schwartz (1992) demon-
between their inner demands or wishes and strated in his value survey that social harmony
the external world, thus representing the Asian (i.e., conformity, security, and tradition) is val-
value of maintaining harmony with the world. ued higher in a communal society like Taiwan
In U.S. culture, an individual’s independence than in a contractual society like New Zealand.
and self-sufficiencyhave been valued to a great- On the other hand, the value of mastery, de-
er extent than harmony with the environment fined as “active mastery of the social environ-
(Sampson, 1977, 1988). In the U.S. value sys- ment through self-assertion” (Schwartz, 1994,
tem, individuals attempt to acquire an ability to p. 103), is valued more highly in the United
keep important societal and material resources States than in East Asian countries. Kwan,
under their control so they can verify and enjoy Bond, andSingelis (1997) showed that relation-
their independence and self-sufficiency. Thus, ship harmony is a more important determinant
an ideal relationship between the self and the of college student’s self-esteem in Hong Kong
environment in the United States would take a than in the United States.
quite different form from that which Confucian Not only do people in East Asia endorse har-
philosophywouldpreach (Kim, 1994; Triandis, mony, the maintenance of harmony serves as
1994). Hence, the main purpose of this chapter an important guiding principle in their daily
is to understand how these differences in the lives, such as teaching, filial piety, advertise-

ments, discussions, and conflict resolutions.core values between the United States and Asia
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Shigaki (1983) found that the most important bargaining could reduce animosity between
disputants and preferred those procedures to avalue among Japanese nursery school teachers
greater extent than American adults.is to foster harmonious relationships. Sung (1994)
The foregoing brief review indicates that acompared filial motivation among Korean and

core value in East Asia is the maintenance ofAmerican caregivers of elderly relatives. For
harmony rather than autonomy. Although theKoreans, family harmonywas an importantmo-
maintenance of both interpersonal harmonytivation for caregiving to elderly relatives,
and autonomy must be important in any cul-whereas it was not mentioned by Americans.
ture, when the two values come into conflict,Han and Shavitt (1994) found that magazine
East Asians tend to value harmony more thanadvertisements in the United States appealed
autonomy. The main thrust of this chapter,to individual benefits and preferences, whereas
therefore, is to understand control orientationsin Korea, advertisements appealed to in-group
among people, such as East Asians, who valuebenefits, harmony, and family integrity. They
a harmonious relationship with the social andalso demonstrated in a follow-up experiment
physical environment in contrast with thosethat ads emphasizing family or in-group bene-
who value autonomy to a greater extent thanfits were less persuasive in the United States
harmony, like North Americans.than in Korea.
More specifically, I focus on how the twoPrunty, Klopf, and Ishi (1990a,b) found that

cultural values affect individuals’ choice re-Japanese university students were less argu-
garding who acts as an agent of control andmentative, valued group harmony, and shunned
what they attempt to change. As to the agentcontroversy more than their American counter-
of control, it does not have to be the self. It canparts. According to Trubisky, Ting-Toomey,
be another person or a collective ofwhich one isand Lin (1991), Taiwanese students prefer to
a member. For example, individuals can repairresolve a conflict within an in-group by “oblig-
their car in three different ways, depending oning (e.g., going along with the suggestions of
who does the job. First, one can fix the car bythe group member),” “avoiding (e.g., staying
himself or herself. Second, one can bring it toaway from disagreement with the group mem-
a car dealer and ask them to fix it. Third, oneber),” “integrating (e.g., integrating ideas with
can repair it collectively with family membersthe groupmember or coming upwith a decision
or friends. In the following sections, I arguejointly),” and “compromising (e.g., trying to
that one’s choice of agent is affected by the twofind a middle course to resolve an impasse)”
cultural values that I discussed above. The targetcompared to American students. of control is also affected by cultural values. Peo-

Leung and Lind (1986) also showed that un- ple’s target of control can be either themselves
dergraduates in the United States preferred the or the environment (Rothbaum, Weisz, & Sny-
adversary procedure to the nonadversary pro- der, 1982). Researchers have claimed that East
cedure in conflict resolution, whereas such a Asians attempt to change themselves rather than
difference was not found for Chinese under- the environment, whereas Westerners attempt
graduates. Similarly,Ohbuchi, Fukushima, and to influence existing realities (e.g.,Weisz, Roth-
Tedeschi (1999) asked American and Japanese baum, & Blackburn, 1984). I conceptually ana-
college students to recall an experience of con- lyze the contentions of Rothbaum and Weisz
flict and rate the episode on dimensions such and review relevant literature. Then, an agenda
as goal orientation, goal attainment, and tactics for future research is presented.
in their attempts at conflict resolution. Japanese
students tended to avoid a confrontation with
the other party, whereas American students Concept of Control
tended to assert their request strongly. They
found further that the most important goal for Although control appears a very simple con-
the Japanese students was to maintain a posi- cept, there has not been a consensus among
tive relationship with the other party, whereas researchers regarding its definition (for a re-
restoration of fairness was the most important view, see Skinner, 1996). For example, it is
goal for the American students. Leung (1988) defined cognitively by Thompson (1981) as the
showed that Hong Kong Chinese tended to pur- belief that one has at one’s disposal a response
sue a conflict less than Americans when a po- that can influence the aversiveness of an event
tential disputant is an in-group member. Leung (p. 89), whereas Skinner, Chapman, and Baltes
(1987) further demonstrated that Hong Kong (1988) defined control as the extent to which

an agent can produce desired outcomes (p. 118).adults tended to perceive that mediation and
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As Skinner (1996) concluded after a compre- tance of self-efficacy, which can be attained by
hensive review of the control-related con- successful direct personal control and can serve
structs, the prototype of control is personal con- as the basis for one’s sense of autonomy. White
trol, in which the agent of control is the self. (1959) argued that people have an effectance
Thus, most researchers in this area may mean motivation, which is satisfied by production of
personal control when they simply refer to con- effective changes in the environment. His theory
trol. However, because the agent of control is posits that individuals attempt to be agentic to-
not limited to the self, the prototypicality of ward the environment, and when they are suc-
personal control may reflect a cultural value cessful as an agent, they can feel satisfaction,
that personal control is more desirable than a process that is called a feeling of efficacy.
other types of control due to its facilitative ef- Bandura (1977) advanced this line of thought
fect on one’s autonomy. Therefore, I simply and argued that expectation of self-efficacy af-
mean “causing an intended event” (Weisz et fects one’s coping behavior. If one has confi-
al., 1984, p. 958)when I refer to control because dence in his or her self-efficacy, he or she will
this definition is free of cultural values. initiate and persist in coping behavior and con-

sequently attain autonomy. More generally,
one’s beliefs in self-efficacy, which is defined

Agent of Control as “people’s beliefs about their capabilities to
exercise control over events that affect their

An agent of control, in the present context, re- lives” (Bandura, 1989, p. 1175), determines sub-
fers to a person or a collective who can cause sequent motivation, affect, and action (Ban-
a particular outcome. As such, the agent can dura, 1989). In the cognitive domain, beliefs in
be the self, powerful other(s), or a collective self-efficacy lead one to set a higher goal and
such as a group or organization. I discuss how commit oneself in the attainment of that goal
considerations about autonomy and harmony (e.g., Wood and Bandura, 1989). Motivation-would affect one’s choice of the agent.

ally, the belief in self-efficacy leads one to put
more effort in one’s enterprise (e.g., Bandura &

Personal Control Cervone, 1983), whereas in terms of emotion,
those with high belief in self-efficacy feel less

Direct Personal Control anxious in a stressful situation (e.g., Averill,
1973). Furthermore, Langer and Rodin (LangerPeople who value autonomy are assumed to
& Rodin, 1976; Rodin & Langer, 1977) demon-prefer personal control, in which the self acts
strated that a feeling of control even can con-as an agent. Individuals would especially feel
tribute to longevity. In their field study at athemselves more self-efficacious when their
nursing home, mortality was found to be loweragency is made explicit, thus allowing them to
among aged residents who had been given thefeel their autonomy to a greater extent than
freedom tomake choices and the responsibilityotherwise. I refer to this type of control as direct
of taking care of a plant relative to those whopersonal control, as contrasted with indirect
had not been given such choices and responsi-personal control, in which one’s agency is hid-
bility.den or played down (Table 12.1).
Not only do people bolster beliefs in theirPrevious theoretical and empirical research

in North America has emphasized the impor- ability to control in response to successful con-

Table 12.1 Agency in Control Strategies and Their Likely Effect on Autonomy and
Interpersonal Harmony

Effect on Autonomy and Harmony

Control Strategies Agency Autonomy Harmony

Personal control
Direct The self acts as an agent explicitly Positive Neutral or negative
Indirect The self’s agency is hidden Negative Positive

Proxy control Someone else acts as an agent Negative Positive
Collective control A collective acts as an agent Negative Positive
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trol of an event, but also they hold an unwar- sing a song!” For a moment, the disciple is
proud, taking his master’s statement at itsranted belief that they can control chance

events in some circumstances. Langer (1975) face value, but soon he becomes aware of
the true meaning of the message. (p. 972)showed that people perceive an illusion of con-

trol over chance events, which are uncontrolla-
In this episode, the rakugo master pretendedble by definition. In one of her experiments,
that he was not acting as an agent, although headult male and female office workers were
actually attempted to stop his disciple fromasked if theywished to purchase a lottery ticket
singing. He hid his real intention and “praised”costing $1, by which the winner could earn
how well his disciple was singing. The rakugo$50. After having agreed to enter the lottery,
master’s indirect attempt to stop his discipleparticipants in the choice condition were al-
from singing has the merit of maintaining theirlowed to select the ticket that they wanted,
close relationship by letting him become awarewhereas the other participants in the no-choice
of it by himself. The disciple was not forced tocondition were not given such a choice. On the
stop his singing and thus could maintain hismorning of the lottery drawing, the participants
face.were asked if they would like to sell their ticket
The prevalence of such an attempt at indi-to someone who wanted to get into the lottery.

rect control is suggested by Muramoto and Ya-The mean price the participants named was
maguchi (1997) with some empirical evidence.$8.67 in the choice condition, and it was only
We found that Japanese attempt to enhance self-$1.96 in the no-choice condition. This result
evaluation indirectly by group serving attribu-indicates that participants in the choice condi-
tions. In the previous research, it is well knowntion had an illusion of control that they could
that people make self-serving attributions inchoose the winning lottery ticket.
which they attribute success to their ability andGiven the compelling theoretical reasons
attribute failure to an external cause, such asand overwhelming empirical evidence indicat-
luck or task difficulty (Bradley, 1978; Miller &ing the prevalence of direct personal control
Ross, 1975), to attain positive self-evaluation.attempts, there remains little room for question-
Muramoto and Yamaguchi found that Jap-ing a strong orientation among Westerners to-

anese make self-effacing attributions aboutward direct personal control of the environ-
their performance, whereas they make group-ment. Indeed, as noted above, personal control
enhancing attributions for their group’s perfor-of one’s physical and social environment is
mance. This result indicates that Japanese dothought to be a prototype of control (Skinner,
not always make self-effacing attributions.1996). When it comes to East Asians, however,
Rather, the result can be interpreted as an at-the story becomes more complicated due to the
tempt to raise their self-evaluation indirectlyimportance of interpersonal harmony.
by praising their in-group, while maintaining
harmonious relationships with others by self-

Indirect Personal Control effacing attribution.
Direct personal control attempts often cause As social identity theory (Tajfel, 1982) pos-
interpersonal confrontations, which East Asians its, evaluation of one’s in-group affects his or
attempt to avoid (Ohbuchi et al., 1999; Trubin- her social identity, which is defined as “that
sky et al., 1991). For this reason, people who part of an individual’s self-concept that derives
value interpersonal harmony would prefer in- from the individual’s knowledge of his or her
direct personal control to direct personal con- membership in a social group (or groups) to-
trol when direct personal control of the envi- gether with the value and emotional signifi-
ronment is undesirable, but there is still a need cance attached to that membership” (p. 255).
or wish to control the environment. In indirect Because social identity is equivalent to one’s
personal control, individuals hide or play “self-conception as a group member” (Abrams
down their agency by pretending that they are & Hogg, 1990), one can enhance one’s self-eval-
not acting as an agent while they are actually uation by favorable evaluations of one’s in-
doing so. Kojima (1984) provided an excellent group. In this way, individuals can raise one’s
example of this kind of control attempt: self-evaluation without disrupting group har-

mony.
Consistent with this interpretation, Mura-Suppose that a rakugo (comic story) master

is annoyed by his disciple, who is singing a moto and Yamaguchi (1999) have found that
Japanese participants tend to evaluate their per-song too loudly. Instead of issuing a direct

reprimand to stop it, he says, “Howwell you sonal contribution to group success as equal to
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or greater than that of the average group mem- would tend to choose indirect personal control
in the fear that direct personal control attemptsber, although they may not express this self-
may cause interpersonal confrontations. Forevaluation to their in-group members. This
those who value autonomy, on the other hand,finding suggests that Japanese attempt to en-
indirect personal control would not be an at-hance self-esteem, albeit indirectly. This result
tractive choice because it is not conducive toalso indicates that Japanese pretend that they
their sense of autonomy even when it is imple-are not acting as an agent, although in actuality
mented successfully. It becomes their choice,they are acting agentically to enhance their self-
however, when direct personal control is un-esteem. If one can assume that the cost of direct
available. Lopez and Little (1996) reported thatpersonal control of self-evaluation is high, as
dependent children of U.S. military personnelsuggested byprevious research, then onewould
in Germany tended to use indirect coping strat-understand why Japanese indirectly attempt to
egies (i.e., indirect control attempts) when theyenhance or protect their self-esteem. When it
were faced with uncontrollable events.comes to group performance, one’s agency is

diluted among in-groupmembers; thus, attribu-
tion of group success is less agentic than attri- Proxy Control
bution of personal performance.Muramoto and

When exercise of personal control is neitherYamaguchi’s findings indicate that Japanese do
readily available nor encouraged, one mightstrive for higher self-evaluation, but through
well relinquish his or her direct control attemptsanother route in which one’s agency is played
and seek “security in proxy control” (Bandura,down; thus, disruption of interpersonal har-
1982, p. 142). Proxy control means control bymony is less likely. It is quite conceivable that,
someone else for the benefit of the person (Ta-in Japanese culture, one’s need for higher self-
ble 12.1).evaluation is masked by an even stronger need
For example, in third-party interventions,for maintenance of harmony and is fulfilled

intermediaries are called in to regulate interper-indirectly through group enhancement rather
sonal relationships between partieswith poten-than self-enhancement.
tial or actual conflict of interests. With the helpSelf-effacing attribution for one’s performance
of those intermediaries, people can gain a de-is not limited to Japanese. Researchers have
sired outcomewithout acting agentically. In thismaintained that humility is a norm in Chinese sense, those people are thought to use proxy

societies as well (for a review, see Leung, 1996). control in third-party interventions.As the fore-
Farh, Dobbins, and Cheng (1991) have found, going analysis of the reluctance of East Asians
in line with Muramoto and Yamaguchi (1997), to use direct personal control suggests, third-
that Chinese employees in Taiwan rated their party interventions would be preferred to a
job performance less favorably than their super- greater extent in East Asia than in the West.
visors did. In addition, Wan and Bond (1982) Indeed, according to Bian andAng’s (1997) sur-
found that such self-effacing tendencies among vey of 1,008 Chinese workers and 512 workers
Chinese disappeared in a public situation as in Singapore, when a worker changes his or her
far as luck is concerned, suggesting that the job, intermediaries play an important role by
self-effacing attribution is an impression man- bridging the job changers and their new em-
agement tactic. ployer.
This empirical evidence suggests, despite re- Proxy control is essential for survival of

cent arguments by Heine and his colleagues for those who are in a weaker position and thus
lower self-concept among Japanese relative to are unable to change their environment to their
North Americans (Heine, Lehman, Markus, & liking. Because they do not have enough skills,
Kitayama, 1999;Heine, Takata,& Lehman, 2000), knowledge, and power to bring about their de-
that expressed low self-concept among Japa- sired outcome or avoid an undesired outcome
nese and Chinese needs to be taken with res- in the environment, they cannot afford a means
ervations. They may just be following the hu- to control their environment other than proxy
mility norm prevalent in their societies and control. Thus, it would be of paramount impor-
attempting to heighten their self-evaluation in- tance for those in a weaker position, such as
directly by showing that they are competent children and subordinates in an organization,
enough to understand and follow the cultural to develop an ability to locate powerful others
norm. who can be induced to act in their benefit. For
The previous research suggests, as a whole, example, parents are powerful personswho can

bring about a desired outcome for children.that those who value interpersonal harmony
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Thus, a child would ask his or her parents to go an opportunity to acquire requisite skills
(Bandura, 1982). A resulting low self-efficacybuy him or her an expensive toy. Likewise, a

subordinatemay ask his or her boss to negotiate may well foster dependence on proxy control,
which further reduces opportunities to buildwith the chief executive officer of the company

for a promotion. In those situations, peoplewho the skills needed for efficacious action (Ban-
dura, 1997, p. 17). Thus, as far as one subscribesseek proxy control are unable to exercise direct

personal control. The child cannot afford to to the value of autonomy, proxy control is defi-
nitely undesirable because of its deterioratingbuy expensive goods, and the subordinate does

not have a chance to negotiate with the chief effect on one’s autonomy.
However, if one gives priority to mainte-executive officer regarding his or her promo-

tion. Thus, they need to use proxy control if nance of harmony, a bright side of proxy con-
trol, including Amae, will emerge: Proxy con-they wish to bring about a desired outcome in

their environment. trol canhave a beneficial effect on interpersonal
relationships. If the benefactor successfullyPrevalence of proxy control in Asian con-

texts is reflected in a Japanese indigenous con- handles the situation for the requester’s benefit,
it will foster a feeling of trust on the benefactors.cept, Amae, which has been suggested by a

Japanese psychoanalyst, Doi (1977), to be a key The benefactor would also be able to feel that
he or she is valued and trusted by the requesterconcept to understanding the Japanese mental-

ity. In everyday use, Amae involves a person’s because the requester relinquished control and
asked the benefactor for a favor.behavior that is not necessarily acceptable (Ta-

ketomo, 1986). More precisely, individuals can Even in terms of self-efficacy, proxy control
may not necessarily be detrimental. It can fosterpresume that their inappropriate behavior

would be accepted by their counterpart if they a feeling of self-efficacy in managing interper-
sonal relationships because proxy control en-are in a close relationship with the counterpart.

This presumption is called Amae among the tails social skills to locate a powerful other and
induce the person to work on behalf of the re-Japanese (Yamaguchi, 1999).

For example, the child may expect his or quester. In this sense, proxy control should be
distinguished frommere relinquishment of con-her parents to buy an expensive toy because

the parents love the child. The subordinate in trol. It can be conceived as a control attempt in
which the real agent (i.e., self) is hidden. In proxya company, who wishes to be promoted, may

expect his or her superior to accept a request for control, individuals know what they want, and
they often use well-developed social skills topromotion because they have been in a friendly

relationship, although the subordinate may not induce a potential benefactor to work on their
behalf. For this reason, the situation is typicallydeserve promotion. In those examples, the re-

quests are normally perceived as inappropriate under the requester’s control rather than that
of the benefactor. By using proxy control, indi-by the counterparts. Nevertheless, the request-

ers or solicitors are attempting to get what they viduals may get even what they normally can-
not afford when they attempt personal control,desire through a powerful other, such as par-

ents, husband, or superordinate, because the as in the case of Amae.
Indeed, Kim and Yamaguchi (2001) havecounterparts are in a close relationship with

them. It is important to note here that Amae found that Japanese understand the double-
edged sword nature of Amae: a detrimental ef-typically involves a close relationship, such as

with a close friend or a child-parent or hus- fect on autonomy and a facilitative effect on
interpersonal relationship.We askedmore thanband-wife type of relationship. In close rela-

tionships, even inappropriate behaviors are of- 1,000 Japanese, including junior high, senior
high, and college students, as well as adults,ten accepted, albeit within some limits. Thus,

Amae among Japanese can be considered an to answer questions about Amae in an open-
ended questionnaire. The results indicated, asattempt at proxy control, in which a benefactor

accepts an inappropriate behavior or request expected, that Japanese acknowledge bothposi-
tive and negative aspects of Amae and conse-thatwould hardly be accepted in other relation-

ships. quently have an ambivalent attitude toward it.
Japanese respondents associated positive feel-Obviously, Amae or other types of proxy

control will not foster the sense of self-efficacy ings with Amae, such as like/love, acceptance,
or trust, as well as negative feelings such asin attaining the goal of control. Individuals in a

proxy control situation have to relinquish their dependency, unpleasantness, selfishness, or
childishness. The respondents also answereddirect control over the environment and for-
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that, in allowing Amae, there are positive as- nese do not claim personal responsibility for
pects, such as a closer relationship and recipro- their successful performance in a group. People
cal benefit, as well as negative aspects, such can maintain harmony among in-group mem-
as immaturity and trouble for the provider of bers by sharing responsibilities for the outcome
benefit. regardless of its valence.
The Japanese respondents accepted Amae Not only are groups perceived as agents,

only in certain situations. As Taketomo (1986) but also East Asians have a belief that they are
maintained, Amae would be welcome and ac- more efficacious as a collective than as a person
cepted only when both interactants agree. That (Earley, 1989, 1993). Earley (1989) askedmana-
is, acceptability of Amae would depend on gerial trainees from the United States and the
closeness of the interpersonal relationship and People’s Republic of China to work on an addi-
context in which Amae is made. Amae appears tive task (Steiner, 1972), such aswritingmemos
to be a useful way to control individuals’ physi- and making priorities for client interviews. He
cal and social environments, at least in Japan. predicted and found that social loafing (i.e.,
Successfully implemented, Amae will enable reduced effort in a collective task as compared
powerless individuals to change their envi- with an individualized task) appeared among
ronment while maintaining interpersonal har- individualistic Americans, as shown by Latané,mony.

Williams, and Harkins (1979), whereas it did
not appear among collectivistic Chinese. It was

Collective Control also found that the Chinese participants worked
harder in a group than when working alone,In addition to indirect personal control and
especially in settings with high shared respon-proxy control, there is another type of control
sibility in which the participants were given athat does not come into conflict with interper-
specified group goal. He interpreted the resultssonal harmony. In collective control, one at-
as indicating that Chinese give priority to grouptempts to control the environment as a member
goals and collective action rather than theirof a group or collective, which serves as an
self-interests, whereas the reverse would be theagent of control. Thus, members do not have
case with Americans.to worry about maintenance of interpersonal

harmony among in-group members because Earley (1993) advanced this line of interpre-
they share the goal of control (Table 12.1). tation and further demonstrated that nonoccur-
In East Asia, the unit of survival has been a rence of social loafing among Chinese is related

group or collective rather than isolated individ- to an individual’s perceived group efficacy,
uals or nuclear families (Triandis, 1994). As the which is defined as a person’s expectation
unit of survival, groups or collectives may well about a group’s capability. In this experiment,
be autonomous agents. Indeed, Menon, Morris, managers from the United States and China
Chiu, and Hong (1999) argue that East Asians were asked to perform simulated managerial
perceive collectives as autonomous. They dem- activities as in Earley’s 1989 study under one
onstrated, consistent with their argument, that of three conditions of groupmembership: alone,
East Asians tend to attribute the cause of vari- in-group, or out-group. In the in-group and out-
ous events more readily to group properties group conditions, the participants were led to
rather than personal properties. Chinese in believe that they were working with either in-
Hong Kong attributed the cause of organiza- group members or out-group members. For thetional scandals to group properties rather than

Chinese participants, performance was signifi-individual properties, whereas their American
cantly higher in the in-group condition than incounterparts showed the reverse tendencies.
the out-group or alone condition, whereas forIn collective control, responsibility, as well
the American participants, performance wasas agency, will be diffused among actors (La-
significantly higher in the alone condition thantane & Darley, 1970). If everyone in a collective
in the other two conditions. Corresponding tois responsible for the outcome to the same ex-
the result on performance, the Chinese partici-tent, no one will have to take responsibility for
pants perceived group efficacy in the in-groupa negative outcome personally. Although no
condition was higher than that of the Americanone can claim responsibility for a positive
participants. Hence, the results suggest that theoutcome either, it would be exactly what East
Chinese participants worked harder in the in-Asians prefer. Muramoto and Yamaguchi (1997)
group condition because they have a belief inshowed that Japanese prefer to attribute success

to their group members, indicating that Japa- group efficacy.
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Such beliefs in collective efficacy may well ber of a four-person group with the other three
participants in the other rooms. An experi-lead people to create an illusion of collective

control among them. Yamaguchi (1998) hypoth- menter explained that each of the fourmembers
of the group would draw one lottery ticket. Itesized that Japanesewould tend to estimate risk

unjustifiably lower in a collective setting than was explained both in the alone and group con-
ditions that the participant’s assignment to thewhen they are alone. In the first experiment,

Japanese female participantswere asked to esti- conditions would be determined by the sum
of the four numbers given on the four lotterymate a risk level in fictitious situations de-

scribed in a vignette with a varied number of tickets. That is, the experimental situation was
controlled so that in both the alone and grouprisk companions who are exposed to the same

risk source. For example, the participants were conditions the chance level of getting into the
unpleasant condition was the same. The par-asked to estimate the probability of getting can-

cer assuming that they were drinking water ticipants in the alone condition drew four tick-
ets alone, whereas the participants in the groupcontaminated with carcinogens either alone or

with a small number or a large number of risk condition were led to believe that each of the
fourmemberswould draw one lottery ticket. Ascompanions. As the reader should be aware by

now, there is absolutely no normative ground in Yamaguchi (1998), there was no normative
ground for the participants to believe that theto expect that the number of risk companions

affects the probability that one gets cancer. Nev- sum of the four digits would be affected by
who drew the lottery tickets. The dependentertheless, the participants estimated that the

risk level would be lower with more risk com- variable was the participant’s estimate of the
likelihood that they would eventually be as-panions. In the second study, the finding was

successfully replicated in a laboratory setting signed to the unpleasant condition and have to
take a bitter drink.in which participants were exposed to a real

risk of electric shocks. This group diffusion ef- The results indicated, as expected, that the
Japanese participants in the group conditionfect of risk perception has been replicated in

Hong Kong using essentially the same vignettes estimated their likelihood of being assigned to
the unpleasant condition was lower than those(Amy & Leung, 1998).

Yamaguchi, Gelfand, Mizuno, and Zemba in the alone condition, whereas the reverse ten-
dencywas the casewithAmericanmale partici-(1997) examinedmoredirectly if Japanese over-

estimate their collective efficacy and Ameri- pants. TheAmerican female participants showed
the same tendency as their Japanese counter-cans, especially males, overestimate self-effi-

cacy. We predicted that Japanese hold a belief parts: They overestimated their collective effi-
cacy relative to their self-efficacy.that their collective control is more efficacious

than their personal control, whereas Ameri- Although the result for the American fe-
males may appear perplexing, it can be ex-cans, especiallymales,wouldhold the opposite

belief, that their personal control is more effica- plained in terms of the value to which Ameri-
can females subscribe. Gilligan (1993) arguedcious than their collective control.

In the experiment, participants were told that females in theUnited States value interper-
sonal relatedness to a greater extent thanmales,that the experiment was concerned with the

effect of an unpleasant experience on the subse- and they are less psychologically separated from
others comparedwith Americanmales. Consis-quent taskperformance.Ostensibly for this pur-

pose, the participantswere told that theywould tent with Gilligan’s argument, Beutel and Mar-
ini (1995) reported that, amongU.S. high schoolbe assigned either to a control condition or to

an unpleasant experience condition, depend- seniors between 1977 and 1991, female respon-
dents were more likely than male respondentsing on the result of lottery drawings. It was

explained that they would be asked to take a to express concern and responsibility for the
well-being of others and less likely than malebitter drink in theunpleasant experience condi-

tion, whereas they would not have to take the respondents to accept materialism and compe-
tition. It is conceivable, therefore, that femalesdrink in the control condition.

Actually, there were two conditions: alone in the United States are more like East Asians
in the sense that they value maintenance ofand group. In the alone condition, each partici-

pant was asked to draw four lottery tickets, on interpersonal relationships and care for others.
Such orientations may well lead American fe-each of which a one-digit number was given.

In the group condition, on the other hand, the males to foster general beliefs in collective effi-
cacy. The issue of gender difference in controlparticipant was told that he or she was a mem-
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orientations is discussed again in the final sec- tonomy, whereas the lower route is preferred
among people who tend to value interpersonaltion.
harmony more than individual autonomy.Developmentally, a sense of self-efficacy is

fostered in one’s socialization process (Bandura,
1989, 1997). When a baby is born, the baby

Target of Controldoes not have any sense of self-efficacy. Infants
gradually develop a sense of self-efficacy based

Individuals in any culture need to adjust theiron the contingency between their behavior and
relationship with the physical and social envi-outcome. Because the contingency between be-
ronments for their physiological and psycho-havior and its outcome is often influenced by
logical well-being. In doing so, individuals at-parents, teachers, or other powerful adults,
tempt to change either the physical and socialone’s sense of self-efficacy is thought to be in-
environments or themselves. Rothbaum et al.fluenced by the cultural milieus in which he
(1982) and Weisz et al. (1984) proposed an im-or she is raised. If the contingency between
portant distinction between the two kinds ofinfants behavior and outcome is constructed or
control attempt,primary control and secondaryemphasized as in the United States, they will
control. In primary control, the target of controlgrow up with a high sense of self-efficacy. On
is existing external realities in one’s physical

the other hand, if adults stress and construct a and social environments. Individuals attempt
contingency between collective behavior and to “enhance their rewards by influencing exist-
outcome, children will develop a relatively ing realities (e.g., other people, circumstances,
stronger sense of collective efficacy (i.e., that symptoms, or behavior problems)” by means of
collectives are more efficacious in influencing “personal agency, dominance, or even aggres-
the environment). Once established, this sense sion” (Weisz et al., 1984, p. 955). In secondary
of collective efficacy would function as a self- control, on the other hand, the target of control
fulfilling prophecy. Thus, Chinese tend to be- is oneself. Individuals attempt to “enhance
lieve in collective efficacy and put more effort their rewards by accommodating to existing re-
in collective settings than when alone (Earley, alities andmaximizing satisfaction or goodness
1993), which makes the collective more effica- of fit with things as they are without changing
cious than the individual. the existing realities” (Weisz et al., 1984, p. 955).
In sum, it appears quite reasonable for East By extending the meaning of control to in-

clude secondary control, they made a seminalAsians to prefer collective control to personal
contribution to the advancement of conceptualcontrol for at least three reasons. First, in collec-
and empirical research in this area. Specifi-tive control, individuals are not perceived as
cally, in the present context, they applied thean agent, and thus they can avoid interpersonal
distinction to cultural differences in controlconflicts. Second, they hold a self-fulfilling be-
orientations.Weisz et al. (1984) argued that pri-lief that a collective effort is more efficacious
mary control plays an important role in every-than that of individuals. Third, collective con-
day life in theUnitedStates,whereas secondarytrol can facilitate interpersonal harmony with
control does so in Japan. As to the differencesin-group members because their personal goals
in control orientations in the East and West,are compatible with the group goals.
the arguments of Weisz et al. (1984) suggestAs to the agency of control, three possibili-
that (a) East Asianswould attempt primary con-ties were suggested in addition to direct per-
trol to a lesser extent because they perceivesonal control, which has been claimed to be
primary control as both less feasible and lessimportant inWestern cultural milieus. As sum- desirable than do Americans, and (b) East

marized in Figure 12.1, emphasis on the main- Asians would attempt to exert secondary con-
tenance of interpersonal harmony would lead trol to a greater extent than do Americans. In
individuals to adopt the lower route through the following sections, available evidence is
indirect personal control, proxy control, and examined after the meaning of the two kinds
collective control strategies. On the other hand, of control is elaborated.
emphasis on autonomywould encourage one to
adopt the upper route through direct personal

Primary Controlcontrol strategies. Previous research and pres-
ent discussions suggest that the upper route According to Rothbaum et al. (1982), both pri-
is more prevalent among people who value au- mary and secondary control includes four types
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Figure 12.1 Relationship between Value and Control Strategies

of control: predictive, illusory, vicarious, and control refers to attempts at understanding
problems to solve or master them.interpretive (Table 12.2). In predictive primary

control, individuals attempt to predict events In discussing primary control, it should be
noted that proxy control, or vicarious primaryso that they will succeed at them. An example

of this type of control would be to predict the control in the terminology of Rothbaum et al.
(1982), is included in the original classificationnext move that one’s opponent will make in a

chess game. By predicting the opponent’s move of primary control attempts (Rothbaum et al.,
1982). Proxy control is unique in that the agentcorrectly, one will have a better chance to beat

the opponent. In illusory primary control, indi- is some powerful other(s) rather than oneself.
Because proxy control is detrimental for devel-viduals attempt to control an uncontrollable

event like an event determined by chance. The opment of skills required for personal control
and thuswould neither be valued nor preferredsuperstitious behavior of gamblers would be

included in this category. A gambler may con- in the United States (Bandura, 1997), the argu-
ment of Weisz et al. (1984) that primary controltinue to wear a dirty hat that he or she wore

10 years ago at the time of a big winning bet is more prevalent in the United States than
in Japan appears logically untenable. Indeed,in the belief that the hat brings good fortune.

Vicarious primary control is equivalent to proxy available empirical evidence indicates that the
suggestion of Weisz et al. (1984) face a seriouscontrol in that it includes an attempt tomanipu-

late powerful others. Last, interpretive primary problem when examined empirically.

Table 12.2 Primary Control Strategies

Strategy Example

Predictive Predict an opponent’s move to win a game
Vicarious (proxy) Manipulate a powerful other to obtain something
Illusory Gambler’s superstitious behavior
Interpretive Understand a problem to solve it
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By using their scale of primary and second- were following the social norms of appro-
priate outward behavior towards adultsary control, Seginer, Trommsdorff, and Essau

(1993) compared control beliefs of Malaysian whilemaintaining goals that involved just as
much primary control as those of Americanstudentswith those ofNorthAmerican andGer-

man students. Their Malaysian sample consist- youth. (p. 816)
ed mostly of Iban and Malay students, whose

Nakamura and Flammer (1998) compared con-religions emphasize the importance of harmo-
trol orientations of Swiss students and Japanesenious interpersonal relationships (Seginer et
students. When it comes to active problem-sol-al., 1993). Thus, their Malaysian participants
ving strategies, which can be classified as inter-are thought to endorse the value of harmonious
pretive primary control, Swiss students had arelationships. Their result did not provide sup-
higher orientation than their Japanese counter-port for the suggestion of Weisz et al. (1984).
parts. This result indicates that, in a specificIn terms of total primary control beliefs, con-
primary control strategy such as interpretivetrary to the expectation of the researchers, Ma-
primary control, Japanese are less inclined tolaysians scored higher than Germans, and no
use primary control relative to Westerners.difference was found between Malaysians and
Overall, previous empirical research is scarceNorth Americans. Furthermore, it was found

and has not demonstrated that Japanese or Eastthat the Malaysian students scored higher than
Asians are motivated to use primary control inboth the North American and German students
general to a lesser extent relative to Americanson the vicarious primary control (i.e., proxy
or Westerners. Although undoubtedly culturalcontrol) dimension. This result indicates, as the
milieus affect individuals’ choice of controlforegoing discussion suggests, that Malaysians
strategies, we should not ignore the fact thattend to control the environment through some-
individuals in any culture need to pursue con-one else (proxy control) rather than directly.
trol over the environment for their subsistence.In one ofWeisz’s empirical studies, McCarty
Hence, it is not surprising that the concept ofet al. (1999) compared stress coping strategies
primary control cannot appropriately differen-of 6- to 14-year-olds in Thailand and the United
tiate control orientations in the East and West.States. Because the Thai child is taught from
Differences in primary control orientations inan early age not to “disturb their personal equi-
the East andWest would not reside in its preva-librium by expressing one’s own feelings or
lence in one culture relative to others, but inwishes overtly” (p. 810), the results from Thai
the type of agents and ways individuals canchildren are thought to be suggestive of East
afford or prefer in their respective cultural mi-Asian coping strategies. Regarding primary
lieu, as suggested in previous sections.control, they found no difference between chil-
The claim of Weisz et al. (1984) would bedren in the two cultures. One important result

most appropriately taken as suggesting the rela-again was that Thai children reported more
tive prevalence of direct personal control of thethan twice asmuch covert (i.e., indirect) coping
environment in the United States rather thanas their American counterparts. This result
primary control in general. Although this inter-indicates that Thai children exert indirect per-
pretation of the argument of Weisz et al. is in-sonal control rather than giving up their influ-
consistent with their original definition of pri-ence on the realities, as Japanese students en-
mary control, subsequent researchers appear tohance self-evaluation indirectly (Muramoto &
have adopted it already. For example, whenYamaguchi, 1999). Such results led McCarty et
Heckhausen and Shultz (1995) characterizedal. (1999) to conclude
primary control as involving “direct action on
the environment” (p. 285), they undoubtedlyThai youngsters weremore likely thanAmer-

icans to use covert coping methods when departed from the original definition of Roth-
baum et al. (1982) by excluding vicarious pri-interacting with adults, but they were not

more likely than Americans, in these situa- mary control and illusory primary control.
Heckhausen and Shultz essentially meant per-tions, to adopt secondary control goals or to

relinquish control. In other words, it would sonal control of the environment by primary
control.not be correct to assume that the deferent,

subtle, indirect forms of coping employed A more viable hypothesis, therefore, would
be that direct personal control of the environ-by Thai youth in these situations imply a

lack of investment in exerting influence or ment is more prevalent in theWest than in East
Asia. That is, Westerners would prefer to exertcausing events to turn out as they wish. A

more accurate view may be that Thai youth direct personal control much more than East
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Asianswhen the target of control is the environ- As to illusory secondary control, the defini-
ment. This hypothesis is discussed in more de- tions of Rothbaum et al. (1982) and Weisz et
tail below. al. (1984) are not consistent. In Rothbaum et

al., this type of controlwasdefined as a person’s
attempt to align themselves with the force ofSecondary Control
chance so that they may share in the control

The second component of the arguments of exerted by that powerful force (p. 17). Accord-
Weisz et al. (1984) was that secondary control ing to this definition, the control target was
would bemore prevalent in East Asian cultures once again one’s sense of self-efficacy as in
relative to American culture. To examine the vicarious secondary control.On the other hand,
validity of this hypothesis appropriately, it is illusory secondary controlwas defined byWeisz
again essential that we take a closer look at et al. as an individual’s attempts to associate
the nature of secondary control. Weisz et al. or get into synchrony with chance to enhance
suggested four kinds of secondary control as in comfort with and acceptance of one’s fate (p.
primary control (Table 12.3). 957). According to this new definition, the tar-
Predictive secondary control refers to the ac- get of control is one’s feelings associated with

curate prediction of events and conditions so acceptance of his or her fate. For example, a
that one can control their psychological impact dying cancer patient may accept his or her fate
on the self. For example, one may attempt to and stop fighting against it. By doing so, the
knowhowadentistwill treat his or her decayed patient will be able to control emotions, suchtooth before visiting the dentist to reduce the

as fear of death, and restore his or her peace ofnegative impact of the treatment. In this case,
mind. If illusory secondary control refers to thisthe target of control is fear or other negative
type of coping, it would be more appropriatelyfeelings that may accompany a dental treat-
termed accommodative secondary control be-ment. Generally, the target of predictive sec-
cause it does not involve any illusion aboutondary control is the psychological impact of
control, and most likely the goal of control isexternal events.
to restore one’s peace of mind.In vicarious secondary control, on the other
Finally, in interpretive secondary control,hand, individuals attempt to gain a feeling of

individuals attempt to derive a meaning or pur-self-efficacy by aligning with powerful others
pose from existing realities and thereby en-or groups who can make accomplishments that
hance their satisfaction with those realities. Anthe individual cannot afford. In this type of
extreme case of such control would be an at-control, the target is one’s feeling of self-effi-
tempt by a Japanese Zen priest named Kaisencacy. A good example of this type of control is
in the medieval period. When he was executedprovided by Cialdini et al. (1976). They demon-
by fire, he reportedly uttered, “If you train yourstrated that college students tend to show their
mind to disregard agony, you will find evenassociations with successful others. In one of
fire cool.” In more ordinary life, when wemaketheir experiments, college students were found
a mistake or fail at something, we would at-towear school-identifying apparel after the vic-
tempt to derive a meaning from the mistake ortory of the football team. By basking in reflected
failure and justify it. For example, a studentglory (BIRGing), the college students could fos-
who failed a final exam may think, “It is allter a sense of self-efficacy, albeit illusory. This
right that I did not get credit for the course. Itype of control can be considered proxy control
have learned a lot in the class anyway.” Thus,of internal states, in this case, a feeling of self-

efficacy. in interpretive secondary control, the target of

Table 12.3 Target in Secondary Control Strategies

Strategy Target

Predictive Psychological impact of external events
Vicarious (proxy) One’s feeling of self-efficacy
Illusory One’s feeling of self-efficacy (Rothbaum et al., 1982)

One’s feelings associated with acceptance of fate (Weisz et al., 1984)
Interpretive Psychological impact of one’s experience
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control is the psychological impact of one’s ex- (1984) between primary and secondary control
is conceptually clear, this dichotomy cannotperience.
be readily applicable to cultural differences inThe extant empirical evidence on cultural
control orientations. As we have seen, theirdifferences in secondary control is again scarce,
claim that “primary control is more valued andand the results are mixed. Seginer et al. (1993)
prevalent in theUnitedStates,whereas in Japanfound that secondary control beliefs are stron-
secondary control has been more central in ev-ger among Malaysian adolescents than German
eryday life” (p. 955), cannot be sustained con-or North American adolescents. In Nakamura
ceptually or empirically. It is not primary con-andFlammer’s (1998) comparison betweenprob-
trol per se that is valued in the United States.lem-solving strategies of Swiss and Japanese
Nor is it secondary control per se that is valuedstudents, reinterpretation strategies, which can
in Japan particularly or East Asia in general.be classified as interpretive secondary control,
Primary and secondary control need to be dis-were found more often among Japanese stu-
tinguished from cultural values.dents than Swiss students. However, McCarty

et al. (1999) did not find any consistent second-
ary control attempts among Thai youths com- Primacy of Primary Control
pared to American youths. or Secondary Control
In an attempt to compare control orienta-

The present review has implications for recenttions directly among Americans and Japanese,
debates on the primacy of primary control overMorling (2000) asked questions of participants
secondary control (Gould, 1999; Heckhausenin aerobics classes in Japan and the United
& Shultz, 1995, 1999). Heckhausen and ShultzStates. Being asked what they would do in a
(1995) argued in their theory of lifetime devel-class when the moves get too difficult, both
opment that primary control has functional pri-Japanese and American participants answered
macy over secondary control. Because the tar-that they were most likely to try harder to keep
get of primary control is one’s environment,upwith the instructor. Because the author oper-
they maintained that “it enables individuals toationally defined this response as the measure
shape their environment to fit their particularof their secondary control attempt, the result
needs and developmental potential” (p. 286).indicates that secondary control was dominant
On the other hand, they argued, the adaptivein the aerobics class in both cultures. The sec- value of secondary control is limited to its com-

ond most reported response, however, was pensatory function (Heckhausen &Shultz, 1995).
more frequently primary control (i.e., to change When people experience a threat to self-esteem
themove to something they like) amongAmeri- or self-efficacy due to failed or unavailable pri-
cans than Japanese. mary control, secondary control is assumed to
In all, the previous research on cultural dif- ameliorate thenegativity of this threat and “pre-

ferences in secondary control strategies pro- serve and rekindle the individual’s motiva-
vides mixed results and thus does not allow us tional resources for maintaining and enhancing
to draw any conclusion. Perhaps the concep- primary control in the future” (Heckhausen &
tual ambiguity of secondary control and result- Shultz, 1995, p. 286). According to their view,
ing diversity in its operationalization are re- “the primacy of primary control is invariant
sponsible for the mixed results. Because the across cultures and historical time” (p. 286).
specific target in the four types of secondary Before we discuss their claim for the pri-
control is diverse (see Table 12.3), we need to macy of primary control, it would be appro-
examine which cognitive or emotional compo- priate to remind the reader that Heckhausen
nent of the self individuals would wish to con- and Shultz (1995) characterized primary con-
trol in each culture. For example, in the case trol as involving “direct action on the environ-
of vicarious secondary control, one is not moti- ment” (p. 285). That is, they did not include
vated to accommodate the self to the existing proxy control, in which someone else attempts
realities. In this type of control, the goal is sup- to control the environment. Thus, they essen-
posed to be to maintain one’s sense of self- tially argued for the primacy of direct primary
efficacy and to continue to believe that he or control over secondary control rather than pri-
she has a capability to influence the reality. macy of primary control in general.
Such a control strategy would be more pre- More recently, Gould (1999) criticizes Heck-
ferred by those who value autonomy. hausen and Shultz (1995), arguing that they
Although the distinction of Weisz et al. constructed their theory largely in biologically
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driven terms (p. 600) and ignored cultural per- subscribe to the value of harmonious relation-
ships with the environment, which will be ar-spectives. Obviously, control over the environ-

ment is essential for human survival. Hence, guably facilitated by secondary control. Indeed,
in Korea, Kim and Park (1998) developed a scaleone can legitimately advance an argument that

primary control is indispensable for human tomeasure the sense of self-efficacy inmaintain-
ing interpersonal relations and social harmonysubsistence. It does not follow, however, that

direct primary control is more adaptive than based on Bandura’s (1997) conceptualization.
They found that their Relational Efficacy andsecondary control in any cultures or in any

situations. Gould and my foregoing analysis Social Harmony Efficacy Scale is correlated pos-
itively with life satisfaction and negatively cor-suggest that secondary control can be more

adaptive than direct personal control of the en- related with stress among Korean high school
students. It is important that psychological well-vironment (which Heckhausen & Shultz, 1995,

meant by primary control) in East Asia for at being can be gained without the risk of direct
confrontations by using secondary control. Thus,least two reasons. First, secondary control can

contribute to the advancement of individual’s in a culture in which people value harmonious
interpersonal relationships, secondary controlmental and biological strength. For example,

Chang, Chua, and Toh (1997) have found that can be more adaptive if immediate biological
needs are not at issue.the tendency to use secondary control is associ-

ated with lower test anxiety among those in Probably the most important assumption in
the theory of Heckhausen and Shultz (1995)Singapore. It is quite conceivable that success-

ful control of one’s emotions would be associ- is that psychological well-being is dependent
solely on one’s sense of autonomy, which isated with lower test anxiety. In addition, when

individuals have some specific goal, they would closely related to his or her sense of self-effica-
cy and self-esteem. Although they did not stateattempt to improve their abilities to catch up

with the standard set by an expert. American this explicitly, it appears at least to the present
author that their argument makes use of an as-and Japanese participants in an aerobics class,

who attempted to catch upwith their instructor sumption that is shared by many Western re-
searchers. If a theorist stipulates the indispensa-(Morling, 2000),must have improved their abil-

ity in aerobics over those who exerted primary bility of the sense of autonomy for psychological
well-being, it would follow that one’s psycho-control and moved to a lower level class that

matched their present ability of aerobics. Un- logical well-being can be enhanced only in
response to one’s direct and personal controldoubtedly, results of secondary control such as

improved ability, resilient personality, mental attempt, which had brought about desired out-
comes in the environment. On the other hand,stamina, and increased physical strength, would

be beneficial for one’s adaptation in the future. if a theorist assumes only that a sense of suc-
cessful adaptation is enough for one’s psycho-Second, secondary control would also make

a contribution to the advancement of psycho- logical well-being, any primary or secondary
control strategies can be claimed to bring aboutlogical well-being by fostering a sense of self-

efficacy in terms of controlling oneself and one’s psychological well-being.
Figure 12.2 illustrates the two alternativemaintaining interpersonal harmony. When in-

dividuals have successfully controlled their routes to psychological well-being. The upper
route describes a route that would be chosen byinternal state, such as their desires or emo-

tions, it may well foster a sense of self-efficacy those who value autonomy. Alternatively, the
lower route describes a route to psychologicalin terms of controlling oneself, which would

heighten one’s psychological well-being. In ad- well-being through a strategy of successful adap-
tation that does not require autonomy.The lowerdition, if one can maintain harmonious rela-

tionships with the environment as a result of route does not entail changes in one’s environ-
ment for increased psychological well-being, al-successful secondary control, the sense of self-

efficacy in maintaining harmony will also be though it does not exclude primary control. As
far as direct personal control attempts do notfostered and thus would advance the person’s

sense of psychological well-being. That is, an disrupt harmony, individuals who value har-
mony would exert such attempts. For example,individual’s psychological well-being can be

heightened by the sense of self-efficacy in self- they will not hesitate to open a window in their
room when they feel hot, although they maycontrol and maintenance of harmonious rela-

tionships with the environment, as far as they hesitate to do so when they are not alone in
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Figure 12.2 Two Alternative Routes to Psychological Well-Being

the room and are uncertain about how others Agency and Targetfeel about the room temperature.
of ControlPrimary control would have functional pri-

macy over secondary control only when an in- I have suggested in this chapter that we need
dividual’s biological needs are urgent or when to broaden our framework beyond the now-
they are in a culture in which their psychologi- popular primary-secondary control distinction
cal well-being depends largely on their sense so it can incorporate control orientations of
of autonomy, which can be bolstered by their thosewhovalueharmonymore than autonomy.
capability in exerting direct and personal con- One of my suggestions is that indirect personal
trol over the environment. On the other hand, control, proxy control, and collective control
when an individual’s biological needs are not strategies are available and actually used in
urgent or they are in a culture in which their place of direct personal control when individu-
psychologicalwell-being is determinedprimar- als attempt to control the environment. Based
ily by their ability to fitwell in the environment, on the foregoing discussions, one can predict
secondary control would be able to heighten cross-cultural, as well as individual, differ-one’s psychologicalwell-being if the individual

ences in the choice of control strategies: (a) Eastvalues harmony with the environment.
Asians, who tend to value harmony more than
autonomy, would use control strategies other
than direct personal control, which in turnFuture Agenda for
would be preferred to a greater extent by NorthEmpirical Research
Americans, who tend to value autonomy rela-
tive to interpersonal harmony; (b) the more in-Admittedly, this chapter has raised more ques-
dividuals value interpersonal harmony relativetions than it has answered. The lack or scarcity
to autonomy, the more they would tend to useof empirical evidence in this area, however,
control strategies other than direct personalshould not be taken as indicating that the area
control. These predictions suggest an interest-is infertile and does not deserve empirical re-
ing possibility that the apparent cross-culturalsearch.On the contrary,many important empir-
and gender differences in control orientationsical questions await ourmerited research atten-
can be reduced to individual differences in sub-tions. Some of these questions are highlighted

in the following section. scribed values.
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The effect of each control strategy on one’s The existence of the other kinds of self-effi-
cacy remains a question for future research assense of autonomy and interpersonal harmony

would be invariant across cultures. That is, the well. In addition to self-efficacy in self-control
and managing interpersonal relationships, onelikely effect of successful control attempts pre-

sented in Table 12.1 would be applicable to might wonder if collective efficacy means col-
lective self-efficacy, which may mean self-effi-any culture, as well as the effect of secondary

control. In any culture, successfully imple- cacy in collectively controlling events. It would
also be challenging to design empirical researchmented indirect personal control, proxy con-

trol, and collective control would contribute to answer this question.
The relationship between various types ofto the maintenance of interpersonal harmony.

This possibilitywoulddeserve future empirical self-efficacy and autonomy is another issue that
needs to be examined. It is quite conceivableattention as well.

We would also need to identify targets of that one’s self-efficacy bolstered by direct per-
sonal control can promote his or her sense ofsecondary control in future research so we can

understand the motivations underlying sec- autonomy. However, how about the effect of
the other types of self-efficacy on one’s senseondary control attempts. Depending on the sit-

uation, one’s control attempts would be tar- of autonomy? For example, if one has a sense of
self-efficacy in maintaining interpersonal har-geted at different aspects of an individual’s

cognition or emotions. For example, if one is mony, does it mean that he or she can feel
autonomous? Because autonomy means thatmotivated to heighten his or her sense of self-

efficacy, he or she may well attempt to do so one is not being controlled by others and can
make an independent judgment, it remains un-vicariously, as shown in the BIRGing phenome-

non. This type of secondary control needs to certain if mere capability to maintain interper-
sonal harmony makes a person free from influ-be differentiated from other types of secondary

control attempts, whichmay be aimed at restor- ence of others.
ing one’s peace of mind.

Motivations Underlying
Control AttemptsSelf-Efficacy and Autonomy

It is evident that direct personal control can The foregoing discussions suggest that control
attempts, in both the East and the West, wouldfoster a sense of self-efficacy. That is, direct

personal control will certainly foster one’s be- be affected by considerations other than a mere
desire to control the environment or the self.lief that he or she is capable of exercising con-

trol over important life events. However, the As shown in Figure 12.2, in the lower route
to psychological well-being, individuals wouldeffect of other types of control on one’s sense

of self-efficacy is not so clear. I have suggested be motivated to maintain harmony with the
environment while they adjust their relation-that a specific sense of self-efficacy can be fos-

tered by other types of control: self-efficacy in ships with the social and physical environ-
ments. On the other hand, in the upper route,managing interpersonal relationships (proxy

control), self-efficacy in self-control (secondary psychological well-being would entail a sense
of autonomy. In both routes, it is assumed thatcontrol), and self-efficacy in maintaining har-

mony (secondary control). Because indirect individuals are motivated to attain psychologi-
cal well-being in addition to the immediate tar-personal control, proxy control, and collective

control are thought to be conducive to themain- get of control (i.e., of the self or the environ-
ment). Interesting predictions might be derivedtenance of harmony, they may also foster a

sense of self-efficacy in maintaining harmony. from this model.
First, the model suggests that a sense of au-One might ask if these specific senses of self-

efficacy are the same as the kind of self-efficacy tonomy is not a requirement for one’s psycho-
logical well-being as far as one takes the lowerbolstered by direct personal control. As to the

sense of self-efficacy in maintaining interper- route of Figure 12.2. Although autonomy may
constitute an essential ingredient of adaptationsonal harmony, Kim, Park, and Kwak (1998)

have developed a scale and found that it is in the West, this model suggests that one can
attain psychological well-being without it. Forpositively correlatedwith life satisfaction. This

result indicates that it makes sense to discuss people who take the lower route, a harmonious
relationship with the environment is assumedself-efficacy in relation to maintaining har-

mony, although its relationship to one’s general to be more important than the sense of auton-
omy. Thus, it is plausible that one’s self-con-self-efficacy has yet to be explored empirically.
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cept is affected by one’s ability in attaining har- subscribe to harmony are suggested. The gen-
eral conclusion of this chapter is that a broadermonious relationships rather than autonomy.

If so, one’s self-esteem may be determined by perspectivewould benecessary for comprehen-
sive understandingof control orientations acrosshis or her ability to keep harmonious relation-

ships with the environment rather than a capa- cultures. The model illustrated in Figure 12.2
is a first step toward this end.bility to change the environment.

Second, desirability of behavior would de-
pend on the route that one chooses. If one takes

Notethe upper route of Figure 12.2, one would need
to achieve control of the environment person-
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Culture and Human Inference

Perspectives from Three Traditions

KAIPING PENG, DANIEL R. AMES, & ERIC D. KNOWLES

Human inference—that is, the ability to make judgments—is a basic psychological
process that cuts across areas of study in psychology, from perception and cognition
through social behavior and reasoning. It is an area that has been well studied not
only in mainstream psychology in the United States, but also across many other cul-
tures of the world, by psychologists, anthropologists, and philosophers alike.
In this chapter, Peng, Ames, and Knowles provide a comprehensive review of the

cross-cultural literature on human inference. They first describe three major perspec-
tives that have provided much of the impetus for the work conducted to date—the
value, self, and theory tradition. In particular, they describe the basic tenets of each
tradition and highlight their contributions to the conduct of research and theoretical
understanding of human inference.
A major part of their chapter presents a state-of-the-art review of the cross-cultural

research in specific domains of inference, including domains in inductive reasoning,
as well as deductive and formal reasoning. Their review of these areas is superb and
draws attention to the major findings in the field, which cut across cognitive, person-
ality, and social psychology.
The major contribution of the work of Peng et al., however, is their attempt to inte-

grate the three major perspectives into a single, synthesized model of cultural influ-
ence on human inference. They point out, and correctly so, that mainstream psychol-
ogy is too quick to latch on to single viewpoints, examining psychological processes
solely from those single viewpoints to the exclusion of other views of the same pro-
cess. One is quickly reminded from their points here about the story of different peo-
ple viewing a different part of the same elephant or of the Humpty Dumpty story as
described in a previous chapter in this book. Peng et al. also point out that such an
exclusive focus on single perspectives of psychological phenomena runs the danger
of becoming fragmented into more pieces, further shattering the whole into more un-
identifiable parts.
Instead, Peng et al. distill an integrated theory of cultural influences on human in-

ference, suggesting the ways in which the value, self, and theory traditions may all
be true and all work together in a collectively efficient manner to influence human in-
ference. While they describe for the reader different traditions of thought among West-
ern linear thought, logical determinism, and Eastern holism and contradiction and
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how these influence human inference, at the same time they provide an important les-
son about cultural influences on theory construction as they employ a framework of
holism and synthesis to a field that is fragmented. In this way, there are two lessons
to be learned from their approach, one concerning the content of their work (i.e.,
about their model of human inference) and the other concerning their method of the-
ory construction.
Given their synthesized view of human inference, Peng et al. suggest clearly that

the most important challenge for future study in this area concerns the need for meth-
odologies that are meaningful at both psychological and cultural levels, that are both
tractable and precise, while at the same time nuanced and sensitive. They call for a
rapprochement between the methods and theories of cross-cultural and cultural psy-
chology, at the same time espousing the guiding methodological principles of main-
stream research, including concerns for objectivity, validity, generalization, and
causal explanation. Their call for rapprochement and integration among theories,
methods, and approaches, including quantitative and qualitative ones, strikes a chord
similar to the message provided by many other authors in this volume and is neces-
sary if cross-cultural psychology will be able to continue to evolve in the creation of
universal models of psychological processes, as Peng et al. have proposed, and to test
them adequately.

Two decades ago, American social psycholo- superficial variety in content. A variety of em-
pirical studies on culture and inference, mostlygists Nisbett and Ross (1980) published their
works completed in the past decade, is utilizednow classic book, Human Inference, a broad
to illustrate the cultural characteristics ofsurvey of how judgments, particularly about
human inference. But, before reviewing this ev-the social world, unfold from evidence and rea-
idence, we examine three prominent psycho-soning. D’Andrade, a notable cognitive anthro-
logical approaches to studying culture: thepologist, read the book and pronounced it a
well-established value and self traditions and“good ethnography.” The authors were dis-
the emerging theory tradition. Each has a dis-mayed: They thought they hadwritten a univer-
tinct way of conceiving culture and makes dif-sal account of inference and cognition, describ-
ferent kinds of claims about the relationshiping social judgment processes in a relatively
between culture and inference. Our brief intro-timeless and culture-free way. Most of their
duction of these traditions lays the groundworkcolleagues at the time agreed. However, in the
for an overview of psychological research find-ensuing 20 years, cultural psychology has blos-
ings. After recounting the findings, we returnsomed, some of it pursued by Nisbett and Ross.
to the traditions and propose an integrated wayThe accumulating evidence on cultural differ-
for thinking about the rich and wide-rangingences in inference is clear, andNisbett andRoss
connections between culture and human infer-now agree that their original work amounts to
ence.something of an ethnographic study of infer-

ence in a single culture, the United States (see
Nisbett, Peng, Choi, & Norenzayan, in press).
What has happened in the past two decades Perspectives on Culture and

that changed the minds of these and other psy- Human Inference
chologists studying human judgment, leading
them to believe previous efforts on human in- It is no great exaggeration to suggest that the
ference are useful, but culturally bound? What biggest challenge to culture-oriented scholars
has cultural psychology revealed about the role of human inference is the issue of the indepen-
of culture in human inference? In this chapter, dent variable, “What is culture?” Wide-ranging
we review an ongoing revolution that examines answers are available from ahost of disciplines,
the cultural nature of judgment and thinking. variously including shared meaning systems,
Evidence suggests that so-called basic pro- cultural personality or ethos, practices andhab-
cesses such as attribution and categorization its, institutions and social structures, artifacts
do not play out in the same ways among all and tools, and everything that takes place in

human psychological life and interaction be-human groups—and the differences go beyond
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yond what is dictated by our genes. However, approach has been pursued by a number of other
for psychological researchers to gain traction scholars, including Schwartz (1991; Schwartz
on the issue of human inference, they must and Sagiv, 1995), who argues that 10 important
“unpack” culture and adopt a position on how values (such as tradition, security, power, and
to define and reflect culture in their work (Ames stimulation) form a universal structure across
& Peng, 1999b; Betancourt & Lopez, 1993; Roh- two dimensions: openness to change/conserva-
ner, 1984; Whiting, 1976). tion and self-transcendence/self-enhancement.
There is likely no single best definition of According to Schwartz, any given culture has

culture orway of studying the effects of culture. an identifiable position in this value space that
Rather, research psychologists highlight vari- allows it to be compared with other cultures.
ous aspects of culture, adopting inevitably im- A number of scholars have examined cross-
perfect, but workable, assumptions about what cultural differences in inference and judgment
culture is. In psychological work related to hu- by focusing on particular value dimensions.
man inference, there have been two dominant Shweder (1995), for instance, explored the
traditions over the last 20 years: one that ar- value of spiritual purity among Hindu Indians.
ranges cultures by their distinct value systems Meanwhile, Leung (1997) examined how East
and one that contrasts cultures in terms of their Asian harmony values affect justice percep-
conceptions of selfhood. More recently, an- tions and decisions, such as reward allocation.
other tradition has emerged that describes cul- However, the most widespread research pro-
tures in terms of a variety of widely shared gram in the value tradition has focused on one
implicit folk theories. We review each of these of the dimensions identified by Hofstede: indi-
perspectives in turn, but note that they have vidualism-collectivism. This dimension reflects
many assumptions and techniques in common; an orientation toward one’s own needs and im-
individual scholars—and even individual stud- pulses (individualism) or toward the needs and
ies—may draw on several or all of these ap- dictates of one’s social groups, such as families
proaches. and communities (collectivism).

Individualism-collectivismhas drawn a great
deal of attention from cross-cultural research-Value Tradition ers, and some observers see it as the most over-
arching theory of cultural psychology (Trian-Many people who have traveled or lived out-
dis, 1995). Scholars have made this dimensionside their home country have a sense that peo-
operational at both the country level (assigningple in other cultures possess values different
“individualism scores” to countries) and at thefrom their own. In some way, these values
individual level (with studies gauging indi-could be taken as defining culture itself, and
vidual participants’ values). Most often, Eastsystematic differences in values—especially in
Asians are seen as more collectivist, whilea small collection of “core” values—could be
North Americans and Europeans are viewed asseen as providing some structure for thinking
individualist.about cultural differences. This, broadly, is the
How does the value tradition prepare us toapproach advocated by a large number of cul-

think about cultural differences in inference?tural psychologists (e.g., P. B. Smith & Bond,
Three main points emerge. First, in frequently1999, p. 69).
highlighting individualism-collectivism as aA pioneering figure from these ranks is Hof-
central dimension, the value approach drawsstede (1980), who some 20 years ago compiled
our attention to inferences that concern judg-an almost unparalleled data set: He adminis-
ments about groups and about how individualstered a survey of values to nearly 120,000 IBM
relate to groups. If a main source of culturalemployees in 40 countries. Hofstede factor ana-
differences occurs in the attitudes of memberslyzed the data at the country level (as a proxy
about their groups and group relations, wefor culture) and found four dimensions, which
would expect to find considerable accompany-he labeled power distance (willingness to toler-
ing cultural variance in inferences related toate differences in power and authority), indi-
groups and membership.vidualism (versus collectivism; orientation to-
Second, and more broadly, the value tradi-ward individual or group),masculinity (versus

tion underscores the importance of prescriptivefemininity; the former stressing achievement
stances in construal and judgment. Scholarsand material success, the latter stressing har-
in this tradition do not simply make causalmony and caring), and uncertainty avoidance

(willingness to tolerate ambiguity). Hofstede’s claims about values that affect other values and
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choices (such as claims about a general stance ers; self-identity is more diffused socially across
important others rather than strictly boundedof individualism that affects a narrow attitude

toward wanting to take credit for some good with the individual. There is an obvious simi-
larity between these self-concepts and individ-outcomes). Rather, claims are made that con-

nect values to inferences and resulting beliefs ualism-collectivism. However, it is worth not-
ing the descriptive, as well as the prescriptive,(e.g., between individualism and the belief that

a single person is the cause for a good perfor- nature of these positions. We might crudely
characterize the slogan of collectivism as “Mymance). What is the connection between these

prescriptive and descriptive stances? How do in-group is important,” while an interdepen-
dent self might be described as “My in-groupnorms shape inferences from evidence? The

value tradition draws attention to such ques- is who I am.”
A host of research by Markus and Kitayamations.

A third, and related, consideration prompted (e.g., 1991),Heine andLehman (e.g., 1995, 1997),
Singelis (e.g., 1994), andothers has explored thisby the values approach is a pragmatic or func-

tionalist one:What are the consequences of cer- cultural dimension of selfhood. Other scholar-
ship on culture and self has emerged as well,tain inferences in, for example, a collectivist

culture? If collectivism describes a system of including Shweder’s (1995) description of di-
vinity in selfhood amongHindu Indians; in thisnorms, those norms comprise an important part

of the environment inwhich inferencesmust be case, self is not so much distributed socially
across other persons (aswith an interdependent“lived out.” Thus, the value approach prompts

consideration of how inferences are shaped by self), but distributed spiritually across reincar-
nations and all living things.the consequences they might entail in particu-

lar cultural contexts. We return to this issue of What guidance does the self tradition pro-
vide regarding cultural differences in humanconsequences, as well as to the issue of pre-

scription-description, in our concluding analy- inference? Two major considerations emerge.
First, understanding the social network thatsis of the three traditions.
could potentially be implicated in a perceiver’s
self-concept becomes critical. A perceiver’s at-
tention to others in this network may be drivenSelf Tradition
by his or her self-concept; the self-concept

Beginning a century ago with James (1890), the would likely also affect how others in this net-
construct of “self” has been widely regarded by work are treated in judgments. Second, high-
scholars as playing a key role in much psycho- lighting the self-concept encourages us to ex-
logical functioning (see Markus & Cross, 1990, pand our view of the domains of inference in
for a review). Although James and many of his which self-construal matters. In other words,
Western intellectual heirs have voiced the ca- the impact of self-concept can be found in do-
veat that the selfmaybe experienceddifferently mains beyond self-judgment. Cognitive disso-
in various cultural systems, there has been little nance, for instance, might seem unrelated to
psychological research on this issue until re- the self, but Heine and Lehman (1997) argue
cently. Is self a cultural concept? A chorus of that Japanese experience less dissonance than
researchers answers “Yes” and suggests it is Canadians because of how they understand so-
perhaps the most important cultural concept. cial contexts and the self.
Contemporary thinking about culture and

self has been led by Markus and Kitayama
(1991), who suggest not only that the psychol- Theory Tradition
ogy of self varies across cultures, but also that
self-conceptions may be at the very heart of The traditions of value and self have attracted

many cultural psychologists over the last 20what culture is. Markus, Kitayama, and others
have described culturally driven ways of “be- years. These perspectives have revealed many

insights and continue to do so. However, aning” a self, focusing specifically on two types
of self: independent and interdependent. An increasing amount of cultural scholarship is

not based on a person’s notions of self or valueindependent construal of self, prevalent in the
West, is characterized by a sense of autonomy, systems, but on various folk theories and beliefs

shared by a culture’s members. There is no sin-of being relatively distinct from others. In con-
trast, the interdependent construal of self, prev- gle theme of content (like “individualism”) that

unifies this emerging tradition, but rather therealent in Asia, is characterized by an emphasis
on the interrelatedness of the individual to oth- is an inclination to identify and measure im-
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plicit folk theories at a rather specific level—a theories to capture the differences between in-
dividuals (e.g., Dweck, 1996); some develop-level, moreover, that ties directly into inference
mental psychologists, meanwhile, describe theand judgment. Work in this tradition does not
course of cognitive development in terms ofattempt to measure culture in its entirety, but
theory adoption and use (e.g., Gopnik & Melt-rather selects particular domains and attempts
zoff, 1997). At the culture level, the theory ap-to describe judgments by culturally driven be-
proach offers dynamic models for describingliefs.
how widespread beliefs are transmitted, flour-Members of a culture share a variety of wide-
ish, and fade—and for what kinds of beliefsspread stances that scholars have described in
might be likely to prosper (Boyer, 1993; Mos-terms of cultural models (Holland & Quinn,
covici, 1984; Sperber, 1990; Strauss & Quinn,1987); cosmologies (Douglas, 1982); social rep-
1997). The implicit theory approach also lendsresentations (Moscovici, 1984; Wagner, 1997);
itself readily to cultural differences within acultural representations (Boyer, 1993; Sperber,
given geographic region, such as within a1990); naiveontologies andepistemologies (Ames
country.& Peng, 1999b; Peng & Nisbett, 1999); and folk
A second contribution is that the theory ap-psychologies, biologies, sociologies, and physics

proach points toward comparatively precise(e.g., Ames, 1999; Atran, 1990; Fiske, 1992; Lil-
models of culturally influenced psychologicallard, 1998; Peng & Knowles, 2000; Vosniadou,
process. Culture is made operational at a repre-1994).
sentational level as a knowledge structure (aOne way of describing these stances is to
folk theory) that supports and guides inference.consider them implicit theories (Dweck, Chiu,
As Ames and Peng (1999b) note, implicit theo-& Hong, 1995; Vallacher &Wegner, 1987) about
ries can play a direct role in inferences, withthe world that persons in particular communi-
perceivers invoking a theory to go beyond theties have in common to varying degrees. The
information given (e.g., use of a stereotype inparticular theories studied vary widely. Chiu,
which a target’s gender yields an inferenceHong, and Dweck (1997), for instance, exam-
about their aggressive tendencies). Theoriesined implicit theories about personality change:
can also play a management role in inference,Americans tend to assume considerable con-
guiding how evidence and other theories arestancy in personality, while Hong Kong Chi-
recruited and used (Ames & Peng, 1999b). Fornese often expectmalleability. Elsewhere, Ames
instance, an epistemological theory about theand Peng (1999a) showed that, compared to
value of contextual evidence does not itselfAmericans, Chinese are guidedbymoreholistic
yield a conclusion, but can guide a perceiver’stheories of impression evidence in getting to
attention toward certain aspects of the environ-know a target person. The research of Menon,
ment. The effect of culture no doubt can beMorris, Chiu, and Hong (1999) suggests that
seen working at both these levels.Americans’ theories of groups lead them to as-

sign less causality and responsibility at the
group level,while Chinese, led bydifferent theo-
ries, are more willing to make such attributions. Cultural Research on
Given this variety of topics, the theory ap- Human Inference

proach to culture is identifiable by a common
set of assumptions and methodologies—stances These three traditions take different approaches
largely shared with the emerging implicit theo- to studying culture and human inference. What
riesperspective inpsychology ingeneral (Dweck, does each reveal about cultural differences in
1996;Wegner &Vallacher, 1977). Some of these inference? Can they be integrated into some
assumptions are shared with scholarship in the overarching framework? Are they somehow at
self and value traditions, but the theory tradi- oddswith one another—and is onemoreprefer-
tion seems distinct in its specificity of con- able than the others? Before we answer these
structs and variety of domains. questions, we proceed first by reviewing evi-
What distinct insights does the theory tradi- dence for cultural differences. We organize our

tion offer regarding culture and the psychology review around twomajor domains of inference:
of inference? Two novel points emerge. First, induction and deduction. Here, we are con-
the implicit theory approach offers compelling cernedwith findings rather than traditions, and
ways for describing variance across persons we include as much relevant empirical work
and groups and change across time. Personality as possible. After this review of findings, we

return to the issue of the three traditions and,psychologists are increasingly using implicit
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based on the evidence, search for an overarch- at all andmade predictions about future covari-
ation that were based on the covariation theying framework.
had actually seen.

Inductive Reasoning
Causal Attribution

As a working definition, we take induction to
Covariation judgment is undeniably importantbe the human ability to reach useful generaliza-
to human survival; very often, however, peopletions based on limited experience and informa-
are not satisfied by merely estimating the mag-tion. These generalizations come in multiple
nitude of associations between environmentalforms, ranging from the apprehension of corre-
phenomena. People typically go further, assign-lations between phenomena in the environ-
ing phenomena to their presumed causes. Layment to the attribution of causes for physical
causal analysis—or causal attribution—hasand social events, and from the inference of
been one of the most thoroughly studied areasa target person’s personality traits and mental
in psychology. Below,we review evidence that,states to the formation and use of categories. In
in both the social and physical domains, peo-this section, we argue that culture plays a role
ple’s attributions are influenced by culture.in each of these types of inductive inference.

Social Domain The last two decades have seen
Covariation Judgment a growing acknowledgment that culture guides

people’s attributions for social phenomena (i.e.,Since the birth of behaviorism, psychologists
have viewed the ability to perceive covariations the social behavior of others). Prior to this rec-

ognition, however, psychologists often assumedbetween environmental stimuli accurately as a
fundamental type of human inference (Alloy & that the findings of studies conducted in West-

ern settings would generalize across cultures.Tabachnik, 1984). Perhaps because the pro-
cesses that rely on covariation judgment (e.g., One of most widely reported findings in (West-

ern) attribution research is that people tend toclassical conditioning) are seen as so basic to
human cognition, psychologists have only re- see behavior as a product of the actor’s dispo-

sitions, while ignoring important situationalcently begun investigating the influence of cul-
ture on people’s ability to detect and evaluate causes of behavior.

In an early demonstration of dispositionalassociations. In one of the few studies to ad-
dress this issue, Ji, Peng, and Nisbett (1999) ex- bias, Jones and Harris (1967) asked perceivers

to infer a target’s attitude on a controversialamined covariation judgment among Chinese
and Americans. Reasoning that the dialectical political topic based on an essay written by the

target. Participants were also given informationepistemology ofAsianswouldmake them espe-
cially sensitive to relations between stimuli, about situational determinants of the target’s

behavior that suggested against the usefulnessthese researchers predicted that Asians would
exceed Americans in their ability to evaluate of the speech in ascertaining the target’s true

attitude—specifically, that the target had beenthe magnitude of associations between stimuli.
Chinese and American participants were shown required to write the essay by an authority fig-

ure. Despite having information about thepairs of arbitrary figures on a computer screen;
particular stimuli were correlated to varying power of the situation, most participants were

willing to infer a behavior-correspondent atti-degrees, and participants were asked to judge
the degree of association. tude.

After this and other classic demonstrations,The results provide preliminary evidence
for the influence of culture on covariation de- confidence in the universality of dispositional

bias ran high—so high, in fact, that psycholo-tection.Chineseweremore confident thanAmer-
icans about their covariation judgments, and gists dubbed the bias the “fundamental attribu-

tion error” (Ross, 1977). The assumption of uni-their confidence judgments were better cali-
brated with the actual degree of covariation be- versality is reflected in theoretical accounts of

attribution, which portray dispositional infer-tween figures. In addition, American partici-
pants showed a strong primacy effect, making ence as the product of gestalt (Heider, 1958;

Jones, 1990) or ecological (Baron & Misovich,predictions about future covariations that were
more influenced by the first pairings they had 1993) perceptual processes presumed to be sim-

ilar across cultures.seen than by the overall degree of covariation
to which they had been exposed. In contrast, Work by Miller (1984) first suggested that

the fundamental attribution error might notChinese participants showed no primacy effect
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be so fundamental. She found that, whereas can participants, did not underutilize con-
sensus information (i.e., information about theAmericans explained the behavior of others
behavior of other people) whenmaking attribu-predominantly in terms of traits (e.g., reckless-
tions—information that logically should beness or kindness), Hindu Indians explained
used to gauge the power of situational factors.comparable behaviors in terms of social roles,
Likewise,Norenzayan, Choi, andNisbett (1999)obligations, the physical environment, andother
found that Korean participants were more re-contextual factors. This finding calls into ques-
sponsive to contextual factors when makingtion the universality of dispositional bias and,
predictions about how people in general wouldby extension, attribution theories that link dis-
behave in a given situation and, much morepositional inference to universal perceptual
than American participants, made use of theirmechanisms. Miller’s work instead suggested
beliefs about situational power when predict-that attributions for social events are largely the
ing the behavior of a particular individual.product of culturally instilled belief systems
Choi and Nisbett (1998) duplicated the basicthat stress the importance of either disposi-

conditions of the Jones andHarris (1967) study,tional or situational factors in producing social
adding a condition in which, before makingbehavior. Numerous researchers have extended
judgments about the target’s attitude, partici-Miller’s (1984) basic finding—in which Asians
pants were required to write an essay and werefocus more on situational factors in explaining
allowed no choice about which side to take. Itbehavior than do Westerners—to a wide range
was made clear to participants that the targetof cultures and social phenomena. While we
had been through the same procedure the parti-cannot present an exhaustive review of cross-
cipants had. Participants were then asked tocultural attribution research (see Choi, Nisbett,
judge the target’s true attitude. The American& Norenzayan, 1999, for a more extensive treat-
participants in this condition made inferencesment), we survey some representative studies
about the target’s attitude that were as strongbelow.
as those made by participants in the standardAmerican explanations for events such as
no-choice condition. Korean participants, inmass murders were shown by Morris and Peng
contrast, made much less extreme inferences.(1994; see alsoMorris, Nisbett, & Peng, 1995) to
Thus, Korean participants, presumably by vir-focus almost entirely on the presumed mental
tue of seeing the role that the situation playedinstability and other negative dispositions of
in their own behavior, recognized the power ofthemurderers,whereasChinese accounts of the
the context and made attributions about otherssame events referred more to situational and
accordingly. Similar results were obtained bysocietal factors. The researchers then replicated
Kitayama and Masuda (1997) in Japan. Thesethis cultural difference using visual stimuli that
researchers duplicated the procedure of Gil-depicted animal movements. Participants were
bert and Jones (1986), in which participantspresented with cartoon displays of a target fish
were paired with a confederate and told one ofmoving relative to the school in a variety of
them would be randomly assigned to read anways. Each pattern of movement was ambigu-
essay written by a third person. After the con-ous in that themovement of the target fish could
federate was chosen to read the essay, Ameri-be attributed to dispositional causes (e.g., the
can observers assumed that the target individ-fish is a leader) or situational causes (e.g., the
ual actually held the position advocated in thefish is being chased by the school). As expected,
speech. Although Masuda and Kitayama foundChinese participants were more likely to see
strong attitude inferences in line with thethe behavior of the individual fish as being pro-
speech for Japanese subjects in the standard no-duced by situational factors than were Ameri-
choice condition, they foundnone at allwhen itcans.
was made clear that the target individual wasOther researchers have documented cultural simply reading an essay written by someone

diversity in attributions for more mundane, ev- else.
eryday events. For instance, F. Lee, Hallahan,
and Herzog (1996) found that sports editorial
writers in Hong Kong focused on situational Physical Domain Unlike attributions for so-
explanations of sports events, whereas Ameri- cial phenomena, relatively little research has
can sports writers were more likely to prefer examined the influence of culture on lay expla-
explanations that involved the dispositions of nations for physical events. Nonetheless, there
individual team members. Choi et al. (1999) is reason to believe that folk theories of physical

causality differ between Western and Asianfound that Korean participants, unlike Ameri-
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cultures, and that these differences may lead to findings in two areas of person perception: im-
pression formation and the inference of mentalculturally divergent interpretations of physical

phenomena. Many scholars have argued that states.
Asian folk physics is relational and dialectical,
stressing conceptions of “field” and “force over Impression Formation What kinds of impres-
distance” (Capra, 1975; Needham, 1954, 1962; sions do we form about persons? One theme
Zukav, 1980). On the other hand, Western folk that emerges is the willingness to see personal
physics is seen as preferring internal and dis- qualities as fixed and enduring or malleable
positional causes, explaining physical phe- and changing (Dweck, 1996). This difference
nomena in terms of “the nature of the object seems to map well onto the cultural dimension
concerned” rather than the relation of objects of independent and interdependent selves: The
to the environment (Lewin, 1935, p. 28). Peng former notion features a more fixed self, the
and Knowles (2000) presented evidence that latter describes a changeable, context-based self.
this difference in intellectual tradition may af- This connection was pursued by C. Y. Chiu,
fect everyday interpretations of physical events. Hong, and Dweck (1997) in their comparison
These researchers presented Chinese and Amer- of dispositional judgments by American and
ican individuals with physical interactions in- Hong Kong perceivers. As the literature on the
volving “force-over-distance” causality resem- self would predict, these researchers found a
bling hydrodynamic, aerodynamic, or magnetic main effect of culture: American perceivers
phenomena. In explaining these events, Chinese were more willing than Hong Kong perceivers
participantsweremore likely to refer to the field, to ascribe fixed, enduring traits to targets.
whereas Americans were more likely to refer Dweck, Chiu, and Hong (1995) also measured
solely to factors internal to the object. The re- the individual theories of the perceivers about
searchers concluded that development within the nature of dispositions: A high score on their
Asian cultures instilled individuals with a rela- dispositionalism scale indicated a belief in
tional, field-oriented folk physics, while West- fixed, unchanging traits. There was a culture
ern cultures instilled their memberswith amore difference in dispositionalism,withAmericans
dispositional, analytic folk physics (also see Peng scoring higher. Following in the theory tradi-
& Nisbett, 1996). tion, Dweck and colleagues demonstrated that

this implicit theory of dispositionalism medi-
ated the effect of culture on perceivers’ traitPerson Perception
judgments.Our inferences about other persons are crucial
It appears that perceivers in the East mayto our everyday lives.We frequently and fluidly

be less oriented toward making ascriptions ofmake judgments about those around us: what
dispositions to targets. Are there also differ-they’re like, how they’re feeling, what they
ences in the kinds of evidence that are soughtwant. These judgments are certainly related to
out and used in forming impressions? Researchattribution, but differ in an important way:
by Ames and Peng (1999a) suggests there are.Whereas attribution concerns assigning cause
Following from cultural research on self, dispo-and responsibility to events, person perception
sitionalism, and dialecticism, Ames and Pengconcerns assigning qualities to persons. For in-
proposed that Americans would be more fo-stance, if Beth’s new assistant Andrew acts
cused on evidence directly from or about aaggressively toward her, Beth might consider
target (e.g., a self-description), while Chineseattributing the behavior to Andrew’s disposi-
would be more focused on contextual evidencetional aggression or to some other event that
(e.g., a description of the target by a friend,made Andrew angry—a case of both attribution
a description of the target’s friend). Across aand person perception. However, if Beth is de-
variety of studies, just such a pattern emerged.ciding whether or not to ask Charles to be her
Americans expressed greater preference for tar-new assistant and gets letters of recommenda-
get-focused evidence and made greater use oftion from Charles’ teachers and former employ-
target self-descriptions in their evaluations ofers and also interviews Charles, integrating this
targets.information to form a judgment is more a case

of person perception (“solving for a person”)
than attribution (“solving for an event”). Inference of Mental States How is it that we

know what others are thinking, feeling, andNot surprisingly, person perception infer-
ences take on different forms in different cul- wanting? Recent work suggests that mental

state epistemologies may differ by culture.tures. Here, we only briefly review selected
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Knowles and Ames (1999) suggested thatWest- or primenumber”)? In otherwords,whatmakes
ern cultures stress a “norm of authenticity” some categories hang together or cohere? In her
such that a person’s external actions and dis- recent review of category coherence research,
plays should be consistent with their internal Malt (1995) noted a shift in psychologists’ think-
attitudes. “Saying what’s on your mind” and ing concerning the source of category coher-
“straight talk” are sought-after qualities in the ence. Early psychological work tended to sup-
West. Eastern cultures, meanwhile, may view pose that structure inherent in the environment
such displays as impolite and potentially bi- determines which categories people will form.
zarre. The role of hosts in many Asian coun- Most notably, Rosch and colleagues (Rosch &
tries, for instance, is to intuit a guest’s unspoken Mervis, 1975; Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, &
needs, while guests are often expected to defer Boyes-Braem, 1976) argued that perceptible
and not betray self-centered desires. features in the world are not distributed ran-
Knowles and Ames (1999) collected initial domly across entities, but rather occur in clus-

evidence documenting such an epistemic dif- ters—for instance, “fur,” “four legged,” and
ference in the United States and China. When “barks” tend to occur together. People take ad-
asked how important various pieces of evi- vantage of this environmental structure by
dence are in determining what someone is grouping entities that share clusters of features
thinking, Americans, on average, rate “what into categories; for instance, entities in which
they say” as more important than “what they fur, four legged, and barks cooccur are grouped
do not say,” while Chinese show the reverse into the category “dog.” While it is true that
preference. The same pattern holds for deter- the human perceptual system must place con-
mining what someone is feeling or wanting. straints on which feature correlations people
Mental state epistemology in the West may be notice (Murphy & Medin, 1985), the work of
as simple as listening: It is not uncommon to Rosch and colleagues emphasizes the role of
wish targets disclosed less about their beliefs, environmental structure in determining cate-
desires, intentions, and so forth. Readingminds gory coherence. A corollary of this view is that,
in the East, however, may take other routes, to the extent the human perceptual system is
such as nonverbal behavior. the same everywhere, classification systems

will be relatively impervious to the influence
Categorization of higher level cognitive structures—such as

those instilled by culture.Categorization is one of the most ubiquitous
More recent work, while not denying theand important human mental activities and

role of environmental structure in lending co-provides efficiency in memory and enables
herence to taxonomic categories like “dog” andcommunication. Moreover, categories aid sur-
“fern,” points to the contribution of high-levelvival by allowing us to make educated guesses
cognitive structures in determining coherenceabout the unseen properties of categorized ob-
of nontaxonomic categories. Barsalou (1983,jects (“That rustling behind the bush must be
1985) drew attention to a class of categories thatJohnny’s new pit bull. I bet it has a bad tem-
could not exist simply by virtue of theirper.”). Categorization is one of the most well-
mapping onto environmental structures suchstudied areas of psychology, as well as the
as correlations between perceptible features.closely allied field of cognitive anthropology.
Specifically, “goal-based” categories are coher-Researchers have distinguished between three
ent because their members serve a commonrelated questions. First, where do categories get
goal; for example, pencils and calculators, de-their structure (the question of category coher-
spite sharing few features, could both beence)? Second, how and when do people use

categories to make inductions about unseen grouped into the category “things used to take
properties of objects (the question of category to a math exam.” Goal-based categories are
use)? Finally, how do individuals acquire new highly susceptible to cultural influence since
categories (the question of category learning)? cultures undeniably shape the goals adopted
There is growing evidence that culture is part by theirmembers. To illustrate, things to take to
of the answer to each of these questions. a math exam is a coherent category for Western

youths, but not for members of preliterate
societies, whose members lack the goal of tak-Category Coherence Of all the infinitelymany
ing math exams.ways one could divide the world, why do peo-
Work in cognitive anthropology and cross-ple show a decided preference for some cate-

gories (e.g., “dog”) and not others (e.g., “apple cultural psychology suggests that culture even
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plays a role in the coherence of taxonomic cate- Category-Based Induction In addition to orga-
nizing the world for purposes of memory andgories. Malt (1995) reviewed a number of eth-
communication, categories serve the vital func-nobiological studies that indicated that the de-
tion of allowing people to go “beyond the infor-gree to which a society subcategorizes a plant
mation given.” Once an object has been catego-or animal domain corresponds in part to the
rized, category membership may be used as thecultural importance of that domain. Folk cate-
basis for inferences about the object’s unseengorizers direct their attention disproportion-
or invisible properties; this process is referredately to domains of the most practical impor-
to as category-based induction. For instance,tance to their culture (e.g., edible plants and
knowing that an animal is a mammal allowsdomesticated or dangerous animals) and as a
one to infer that it probably bears live youngresult create narrower subordinate categories
and regulates its own body temperature.within those domains. This finding parallels
Work by Choi, Nisbett, and Smith (1997)psychological evidence that individuals with a

suggests that category representations are lesshistory of allocating a disproportionate amount
chronically accessible for Koreans than forof attention to a particular domain—for in-
Americans and thus are less readily used instance, birdwatchers or dog aficionados—may
category-based induction. In keeping with pre-develop “expertise” in that domain. Experts
vious research on category-based induction (e.g.,create more subdivisions within their domain
Osherson, Smith, Wilkie, López, and Shafir,of expertise than do nonexperts and categorize
1990), Choi and colleagues made operationa-within thedomainmore quickly (Tanaka&Tay-
lized category-based induction using a prem-lor, 1991). In sum, culture may affect the de-
ise-conclusion format. For instance, individu-ployment of attention to different taxonomic
als might be presented with the followingdomains, lending coherence to increasingly
argument:subordinate categories.

Other anthropological and psychological re-
Hippos have ulnar arteries.search suggests that culture influences category
Hamsters have ulnar arteries.coherence not only by directing attention, but . . . . . . . . . . .

also by changing the kinds of features used to Dogs have ulnar arteries.
bind categories together. López, Atran, Coley,
Medin, and Smith (1997) found that, while Participants are then asked the extent to which
Americans tended to categorize animals on the they believe the conclusion given the premises.
basis of size and ferocity, Itzaj-Mayan animal In the above example, participants might use
categories were based largely on relational— the premises to infer that mammals have ulnar
specifically, ecological—features, such as habi- arteries and thus place great confidence in the
tat and food consumption. Likewise, Atran and conclusion. The researchers increased category
Medin (1997) found that Itzaj-Mayan infor- salience by mentioning the category in the con-
mants grouped arboreal mammals partly ac- clusion (that is, participants made an inference
cording to the nature of their interactions with about “mammals” rather than dogs). This ma-
plants. nipulation had no effect on Americans, but in-
Experimental research suggests that such a creased the degree to whichKoreans performed

relational style of categorization plays an im- category-based induction. This suggests that
portant role in Chinese culture. In 1972, L.-H. categories have a lower chronic accessibility
Chiu showed Chinese and American children for Koreans and are thus more susceptible to
sets of three pictures drawn from various do- priming.
mains and asked them to pick the two that went
together. The dominant style of categorization Category Learning There is evidence that cul-
for Chinese children was “relational-contex- ture may influence the processes through
tual.” For instance, shown a picture of a man, which people acquire new categories. Noren-
a woman, and a child, Chinese children were zayan, Nisbett, Smith, and Kim (2000), adopt-
likely to group the woman and child together ing a procedure used by Allen and Brooks
because “the mother takes care of the baby.” In (1991), presented East Asians and Americans
contrast, American children were more likely with cartoon extraterrestrial creatures, indicat-
to group objects on the basis on isolable proper- ing some were from Venus and some were from
ties, such as age (e.g., grouping the man and Saturn. One group of participants was asked to
woman together because “they are both grown- examine a series of creatures andmake guesses,

with feedback, about the category towhich eachups”).
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belonged. Other participants went through a necessity (e.g., given that all donuts have holes,
if X is a donut, then it must have a hole). Bymore formal, rule-based category-learning pro-

cedure. In this condition, participantswere told formal reasoning, we mean to broaden our
scope somewhat to include a variety of judg-to pay attention to five different properties of

the animals and were told that if the animal ments based on propositions or highly distilled
arguments. Here, we note selected cultural re-had any three of these properties, it was from

Venus; otherwise, it was fromSaturn. Although search on syllogistic reasoning and dialectical
reasoning, particularly in the domain of think-Asian and American participants performed

equally well at the exemplar-based categoriza- ing about contradiction. Historically, it was of-
ten assumed that such abilities were univer-tion task, the response times of Asian partici-

pants were slower in the rule-based condition. sal—or at least took on a single form such that
cultural differences could be ascribed to per-Most telling, when presented with an animal

that met the formal criteria for a certain cate- formance or intellectual differences (see Cole,
1996). However, a host of scholars have revealedgory, but more closely resembled animals in the

other category—thus placing rule-based and ex- culture-specific concepts and approaches, dif-
ferences that seemmuchmore reflective of fun-emplar-based criteria in conflict—Asians made

more classification errors than did Americans. damental epistemologies and cultural assump-
tions than individual competence.

The Category of Self The idea of “self” being
a category like “mammal” or “hammer” may Syllogistic Reasoning
seem peculiar at first glance, but after consider-

Russian psychologist Luria (1931) was an earlying cultural differences, seeing self as a cultur-
explorer of syllogistic reasoning and culture.ally varying category becomes something of an
In his studies in remote areas of Russia, partici-obligation. Considerable research attention has
pants were given what most Western scholarsbeen directed at how perceivers in the West
would view as a straightforward task of deduc-and East describe themselves. The results re-
tion. Participants were told that all bears in theveal several themes, most notably that per-
North are white, and that a particular villageceivers in theWest see the self asmore bounded
was in the North. Participants were then askedand concrete, while perceivers in the East see
the color of the bears in the village. Most failedthe self as more socially diffused, changeable,
to answer the question—and many questionedand context bound. In 1998, A. P. Fiske, Kita-
the basic premises of the task, suggesting, foryama, Markus, and Nisbett reviewed much of
instance, that the researcher go to the villagethe relevant research and showed that Ameri-
and find out firsthand.cans are more likely to describe themselves in
Cole (1996) replicated part of Luria’s (1931)abstract, fixed ways (e.g., using trait terms such

work in Africa and similarly found that manyas “friendly”), while Koreans, Japanese, and
participants did not engage the question at theChinese are more likely to refer to social roles
theoretical level. Participants were given prem-and other people (e.g., “I am Jane’s friend”).
ises such as, “If Juan and Jose drink a lot ofElsewhere, Shweder (1995) explored theHindu
beer, the mayor of the town gets angry,” and,Indian self-concept. Whereas Americans ap-
“Juan and Jose are drinking a lot of beer now.”pear to possess an independent view of self,
In this case, participants were asked to judgeand Southeast Asians seem to see the self as
if the mayor was angry with Juan and Jose.more socially distributed, Shweder argued that
Someparticipants treated the question theoreti-the Indian notion of self invokes notions of
cally, but many others saw it as an empiricaldivinity. With beliefs in reincarnation, karma,
issue and gave answers such as, “No, so manyand the interconnectedness of all living things,
men drink beer, why should the major getthe category of self comes to include multiple
angry?”lifetimes and life forms.
A century ago, such supposed “deficits” of

reasoning might have been seen as evidence ofDeduction and
lack of intelligence and cultural development.

Formal Reasoning Now, most scholars would agree that such per-
formance is not a deficit, but rather highlightsIn this section, we review findings about

the role of culture in deduction and formal rea- distinct cultural models of reasoning (D’An-
drade, 1995). Indeed, Luria (1931) and Colesoning. Deduction has a rather well-accepted

meaning:moving from information that is given (1996) came to stress practical, everyday activ-
ity and cultural artifacts as central to culture-to information that follows with certainty or
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specific reasoning: It may be useless, and per- Following various philosophers and histori-
ans of the East andWest (Liu, 1974; Lloyd, 1990;haps harmful, to presume that abstract Western
Needham, 1954, 1962; Zhang & Chen, 1991),tasks such as syllogistic reasoning are the gold
Peng and Nisbett (1999) argued that a differentstandard of reasoning and deductive ability.
approach obtains in Eastern folk thinking: aD’Andrade (1995) suggested that reasoning
dialectical epistemology. This folk dialecticismrelies on learned cultural models (such as infer-
differs from the rarified (“dialectical”) philo-ence rules) and may also incorporate physical
sophies of Hegel and Marx in that these ap-cultural artifacts (like an abacus). Using theWa-
proaches often assume or insist on some orig-son task, a widely employed puzzle that puta-
inal contradiction or opposition that is thentively tests logical reasoning,D’Andrade showed
resolved; the Eastern folk dialectical epistemol-that successful performance depends over-
ogy Peng andNisbett describe accepts and evenwhelmingly on how the puzzle is framed in
embraces contradiction rather than attemptingterms of everyday knowledge and ordinary do-
to “fix” or resolve it.mains. Framed as an abstract issue in a “label
Peng and Nisbett (1999) described three as-factory,” participants do poorly; framed as a

sumptions that underpin theEasterndialecticalquestion about the drinking age, participants
epistemology. First, the principle of changeexcel. Such real-world grounding has similar
suggests that reality is a dynamic process; some-effects across a variety of syllogistic and other
thing need not be identical with itself becausekinds of reasoning tasks (D’Andrade, 1995).
reality is fluid and changing. Second, the prin-
ciple of contradiction notes that, since change

Dialectical Reasoning is constant, contradiction is constant; the very
nature of the world is such that old and new,While few people share the logician’s ability
good and bad, exist at the same time in theand enthusiasm for formal reasoning, it is
same object or event. Third, the principle oftempting to characterize most everyday think-
holism holds that, since change and contradic-ers as broadly adhering to some core tenets of
tion are constant, nothing in human life or na-argument that have been mobilized since Aris-
ture is isolated and independent; rather, alltotle’s time—for instance, the “law of noncon-
things are related, and attempts to isolate ele-tradiction,” which implies that no statement
ments of a larger whole can only be misleading.can be both true and false. However, Peng and
Peng and Nisbett (1999) claimed that theseNisbett (Peng, 1997; Peng & Nisbett, 1999) have

sets of assumptions form two kinds of folk epis-shown that such a characterization might best
temologies: a dialectical epistemology that isbe limited to Western thinkers; East Asians,
more widespread in the East and a more linear/they argue, subscribe to a different epistemol-
logical epistemology that is more widespreadogy, with different rules for constructing argu-
in theWest. Of course, elements fromeach epis-ments and making judgments. This work high-
temology are shared bymany or all cultures, butlights the fact that deductive and other kinds of
the comparative prevalence of these implicitreasoning hinge on underlying epistemological
theories suggests cross-cultural studies mightassumptions about what knowledge and truth
reveal how culture-specific epistemologies af-are and how one can know them—assumptions
fect inference. We turn now to evidence onthat can vary by culture.
culture and dialectical thinking.Peng and Nisbett (1999) describe Western

reasoning as embracing three core laws. The
law of identity (A = A) denotes that everything Folk Wisdom on Dialectical Thinking Peng
must be identical with itself. The law of the and Nisbett (1999) examined folk knowledge
excludedmiddle (A is either B or not-B) implies as embodied in books of proverbs. They found
that any statement is either true or false; there that dialectical proverbs that pose a contradic-
are no half-truths. The law of noncontradiction tion or assertion of instability (e.g., “Too hum-
(A is not equal to not-A) proposes that no state- ble is half-proud”) were more common among
ment can be both true and false. On their face, Chinese proverbs than among English ones.
such notions seem to fit with a variety of West- When nondialectical (e.g., “Half a loaf is bet-
ern psychological phenomena, such as naive ter than none”) and dialectical proverbs were
realism (e.g., Ross &Ward, 1996) and essential- selected from among Chinese and English
ism (e.g., Gelman & Medin, 1993), as well as a proverbs equally and given to Chinese and
seeming abhorrence of vacillation and false- American undergraduates to evaluate, Chinese

participants had a greater preference for thehood.
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dialectical proverbs than did American partici- other hand, might be inclined to embrace both
propositions, finding them each to have merit.pants. The same pattern of preference emerged

with Yiddish proverbs, stimuli equally unfa- In one study, Peng andNisbett (1999) presented
participants eitherwith oneproposition orwithmiliar to both Chinese and Americans.
two propositions that were seemingly contra-
dictory. For instance, one proposition used was,Dialectical Resolution of Social Contradictions
“Adevelopmental psychologist studied adoles-Peng and Nisbett (1999) presented Chinese and
cent children and asserted that those childrenAmerican students with a variety of contradic-
who were less dependent on their parents andtions drawn from everyday life. For example,
had weaker family ties were generally moreparticipants were asked to analyze conflicts be-
mature.” In some cases, this was paired with atween mothers and their daughters and be-
second, apparently contradictory statement: “Atween having fun and going to school. Ameri-
social psychologist studied young adults andcan responses tended to come down clearly in
asserted that those who feel close to their fami-favor of one side or the other (e.g., mothers
lies have more satisfying social relationships.”should respect their daughters’ independence).
Participants read one, the other, or both of theseChinese responses were more likely to find a
and then rated the plausibility of the statementsmiddle way that attributed fault to both sides
they read.and attempted to reconcile the contradiction
Across five issues, Chinese and American(e.g., both the mothers and the daughters failed

participants agreed on which of the two state-to understand each other).
ments offered was more plausible (i.e., a main
effect of statement). However, when reading

DialecticismandPreferredArgument Form In the statements in pairs, Americans found the
a study examining argument preferences, Peng predominantly plausible statement even more
(1997) gave Chinese andAmerican participants plausible than when reading it alone: They bol-
two different types of arguments—a logic-based stered their belief in the plausible statement
one refuting contradiction and a dialectical that it was presented alongwith a contradiction
one—for several issues. In one case, partici- (cf. Lord, Ross, & Lepper, 1979). In contrast,
pants read arguments against Aristotle’s propo- Chinese participants expressed lower plausi-
sition that a heavier object falls to the ground bility ratings for the predominant statement
first. The logical argument summarized Gali- when it was paired with a contradiction, seem-
leo’s famous thought experiment: If a heavy ingly compromising between the two perspec-
object is joined to a lighter one, they now have tives.
a weight greater than the lighter object alone
and hence should fall faster; on the other hand,
extending Aristotle’s view, the lighter object Conclusions
should act as a brake and therefore the com-
bined object should fall more slowly. Since Two decades ago, cognitive anthropologist Ed-
these entailments form a contradiction, it is win Hutchins, like Nisbett and Ross, published
possible to reject the original proposal that a book. His was titled Culture and Inference
objects of a different weight fall at different (1980), and it contains a careful ethnography
speeds. The dialectical argument, meanwhile, of reasoning among the Trobriand Islanders.
was based on a holistic approach to the prob- Hutchins was working against arguments that
lem: SinceAristotle isolated objects frompossi- the Trobrianders and other such cultures lacked
ble surrounding factors (e.g., wind, weather, concepts of causality and logic (D. D. Lee, 1940,
and height), the proposition must be wrong. 1949). Thus, Hutchins, ironically enough, was
For several such issues, Chinese expressed a making something of a universalist argument:
greater preference for the dialectical arguments, Sophisticated inferences are not the kind of
whileAmericanswere drawn to the linear, logi- thing that only members of “civilized” cultures
cal arguments. can do. However, in the process of showing

that complex reasoning, such asmodus tollens
and plausible inference, existed among the Tro-Tolerance of Apparent Contradiction One of

the strongest implications of the notion that brianders, Hutchins also delivered important
conclusions about the ways in which infer-Westerners adhere to a logical analysis of prob-

lems is that,whenpresentedwith contradictory ences differ across cultures: Reasoning, he con-
cluded, is inseparably intertwined with cul-propositions, they should be inclined to reject

one in favor of the other. Easterners, on the tural models. What is universal is our capacity
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to infer and judge, but this is always and only Americans tend to prefer information directly
done in light of cultural models (see D’An- from that person, while Chinese are compara-
drade, 1995). tively more interested in others’ views of the
Over the last 20 years, cultural psychologists target and information about the target’s con-

have done much to qualify, interpret, and ex- text. Further, Americans seem to expect that
pand on the ideas of both Nisbett and Ross and mental states are more readily inferred by a
Hutchins. Those in cultural psychology know person’s own statements; Chinese seem to base
much now about how inference unfolds in dif- inferences of mental states more heavily on
ferent ways in various cultures—and they are other, unspoken cues.
poised to learn even more. The differences re- In the realmof categorization, culture shapes
viewed in this chapter defy simple summation, category coherence by directing attention to
but the highlights deserve to be recounted brief- culturally important phenomena; as the priori-
ly. After doing so, we consider cultural differ- ties of cultures differ, so do their categories.
ences in inference in light of the value, self, Further, Asians seem more likely than Ameri-
and theory traditions. cans to categorize things by their relations, such

as social obligations, rather than isolable fea-
tures. Compared toAmericans, Asiansmay alsoLessons on Cultural
be less attuned to categories in their inferencesDifferences
and category learning. These findings are per-

Findings on cultural differences in inference haps more intriguing in light of cultural re-
can be grouped into two broad categories: in- search on the category of self. Considerableduction and deduction.

scholarship shows that Asian concepts of self
aremore socially diffused and context and rela-

Induction tionship bound, while American concepts of
self are more concrete and abstract.Covariation detection is a basic form of induc-

tion: Given evidence of the cooccurrence of var-
ious events and features, how and when do

Deductionperceivers infer a connection? Research that
focuses on the holistic, dialectical epistemol- Given premises in some logical relation, do
ogy associated with Chinese culture shows that people in all cultures draw the same inference?
Chinese may be more attuned to relations Studies of culture and syllogistic reasoning sug-
among stimuli in a field: They show fewer pri- gest that this question needs to be reconsidered.
macy effects than Americans, and compared to Namely, what count as premises and logical
Americans, their confidence in judging covaria- relations depends on the culture-specific mod-
tion tracks better with their actual accuracy. els. Within a culture, framing logical questions
Attribution has enjoyed considerable atten- with ordinary knowledge rather than abstrac-

tion from cultural researchers, in part because tions has a massive difference on performance.
of the compelling differences that emerge. In

It seems safe to conclude that people in allthe domain of social attribution, scholars have
cultures are capable of making complex infer-repeatedly shown that Americans tend to iso-
ences, but each culture does so within its ownlate single individuals as causes, while Asians
models.and other collectivists comparatively stress sit-
Cultural studies have also highlighted diver-uations and groups as causes. Similarly, in the

sity in basic epistemologies of what counts asphysical domain, Chinese are more likely to
evidence and the nature of truth—and differ-highlight the role of the field in explanations,
ences in epistemology give rise to different styleswhereas Americans tend to focus on the inter-
of reasoning and deduction. Chinese appear tonal properties of objects.
share a dialectical epistemology that stressesCultural differences emerge in judgments
the changing nature of reality and the enduringabout persons as well, including inferences
presence of contradiction. This stands in con-about their personalities and their mental
trast to a Western linear epistemology built onstates. Americans appear to share a disposition-
notions of truth, identity, and noncontradic-alist folk theory, such that they see individuals
tion. As a result, some scholars argue, Chineseas having stable, internal, enduring disposi-
prefer to seek a compromise in the face of con-tions, whereas Asians are more likely to see
tradiction, whereas Americans pursuemore ex-persons as changeable and context bound. Like-

wise, in forming impressions of a target person, clusionary forms of truth and resolution.
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In short, implicit theories may play some-The Three Traditions:
thing of a mediating role between values andRelation to Culture
the concept of self on the one hand and infer-and Inference
ences on the other. Values and concepts of self

In the beginning of this chapter, we reviewed mayhave amore removed, distal effect on infer-
three perspectives for approaching culture: the ences, but a more proximal impact on beliefs.
value tradition, the self tradition, and the the- This mediating model may seem complete, but
ory tradition. The value tradition, for instance, it fails to address a final important question:
has shown that individualists tend to isolate What are inferences for? As S. T. Fiske (1992)
single persons as causes. The self tradition, for and others have observed, thinking is always
example, has revealed that the category of self for something; we would add that what think-
differs substantially across cultures. And, the ing is for differs across cultures. Why is it, for
theory tradition can be seen in work on the role instance, that people judge causes? On occa-

sion, it might be a private act, meant to beof culturally bound epistemologies in reason-
shared with no one. More often, though, suching. Each tradition, then, has shed light on the
inferences are shared and put to use in somequestion of culture and inference, but is there
kind of action. Take the example of a transgres-some way of integrating these perspectives? Do
sion:We seek an explanation in order to act—toscholars and concerned readers have to place
prevent, to punish, to forgive, and so on. Ourtheir loyalty in one tradition to the exclusion
implicit theoriesmay guide an attribution infer-of the others? We suggest that a synthesis is
ence, but the inference is not alone in shapingboth possible andpreferable, at least at the level
action. Action is also shaped by cultural valuesof describing how the phenomena targeted by
and concepts of self. In the case of transgres-each tradition might relate. The result is a rich
sions,Western theoriesmay isolate a single per-way for thinking about how culture and infer-
son as a cause, and Western values may implyence relate.
some form of person-directed retributive jus-A starting point for building the synthesis
tice. East Asian theories, meanwhile, mightis to consider what folk theories do and their
identify a group or situation as a cause, andorigin. Virtually by definition, theories (wheth-
East Asian harmony valuesmight prescribe col-er implicit folk ones or scientific ones) support
lective responsibility as an outcome.inferences: They guide how evidence is col-
Values and concepts of self thus play a duallected and interpreted and support judgments

role: First, they shape the theories that, in turn,that go beyond immediate data. Indeed, it
drive inferences; second, they shape the con-would be nearly impossible to describe every-
texts in which the resulting inferences areday inference in a psychologically rich way
turned into action (see Figure 13.1). In thiswithout resorting to some folk knowledge struc-
scheme, it makes no sense to ask which of thetures like implicit theories. Thus, to understand
three traditions is the “best” approach to study-cultural effects on inference in aproximal sense
ing culture and inference. Rather, these threeimplies understanding how cultural theories
traditions target different parts of a system ofare at work in ordinary judgment.
the influence of culture on inference. IsolatingBut what is the origin of theories? It seems one set of relationships at a time (for instance,

quite clear that cultural values must be an im- between theories and inferences or between
portant source for theories: Values guide our values and theories) is a practical, and perhaps
attention to what is good and important. Our necessary, research strategy, but scholars are
views of what the world is like are shaped by well served to acknowledge the broader system
what we think the world should be like. Asian of the relationship of culture with inference. A
norms about the importance of groups and so- full story of how culture affects inference must
cial relations, for instance, no doubt yield rich address each of these components.1
folk theories about those entities. The dynamic
seems to be at work within the tradition of the

Looking Aheadself as well, for norms about how to be a “good”
self are seen as yielding beliefs about what What is next for the cultural psychology of hu-
the self “is.” And, as James (1890) notes, self man inference? Several challenges emerge from
concepts have a wide-ranging role in psycho- our review of findings. The traditions of value
logical processes, so concepts of self are likely and self each containdiffering perspectives, but
intertwined with a host of other beliefs, such each has also been dominated by a central con-

struct, individualism-collectivism in the caseas beliefs about others.
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Figure 13.1 A Model of Cultural Influence on Human Inference

of values and independent-interdependent Perhaps the most important challenge for
the study of culture and human judgment isselves in the tradition of self. One challenge for

these traditions will be to expand these dimen- one shared with other areas of cultural psy-
chological work: the need for methodologiessions. The 1996 work of Nisbett and Cohen on

the “culture of honor,” for instance, suggests that are meaningful at both the psychological
andcultural levels (Peng,Nisbett, &Wong, 1997).an important alternative to the constructs of

value and self. This general challenge requires approaches that
are tractable and precise and, at the same time,For its part, the theory tradition continues

to grow. As it does, it may face the danger of nuanced and sensitive. Current approaches
vary in their strengths and weaknesses, and itbecoming fragmented.While it holds the prom-

ise of being psychologically precise and rich in seems clear there is no single superior perspec-
tive. Postmodern approaches stress the unique-terms of describing cultural effects on infer-

ence, it runs the risk of targeting an ad hoc ness of cultures, but sometimes eschew oppor-
tunities for fruitful cross-cultural comparisons.collection of representations detached from

broader cultural patterns. Scholars in this tradi- Cultural system approaches focus on the im-
portant everyday ecology of practices and in-tion are challenged to describe connections,

both among the implicit theories they are study- stitutions, but may omit descriptions of the
mediating psychology of cultural members. Di-ing and between those theories and other cul-

tural constructs (such as values). mensional or typological approaches stress im-
portant factors for arraying cultures, but runAll these traditions are challenged to study

inference with new populations. Most work to the risk of glossing over rich systems of sense-
making that have psychological reality. Manydate has been done in the United States and

Asia. More work needs to explore inference in theory and value approaches helpfully focus
on psychologically important aspects of cul-other parts of the world, such as Africa. As

Nisbett and Cohen (1996) have shown, research ture, but may leave the broader picture unde-
scribed.on values and judgments can also fruitfully ex-

amine cultural differences within countries. As As psychological researchmoves to embrace
the role of culture, it will do well to retainglobalization and immigration continue, cul-

tural clashes in inferences deserve increased its guiding methodological principles. Among
others, these include objectivity (attempting toattention, as does the issue of acculturation.
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uational information. Psychological Review,observe and describe with a minimal influence
91, 112–149.of personal bias), validity (a consistent concern

Ames, D. (1999). Folk psychology and social infer-with measures and operationalizations), gener-
ence: Everyday solutions to the problem ofalization (attempting to go beyond single cases
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14
Abnormal Psychology and Culture

JUNKO TANAKA-MATSUMI

Questions about abnormal behavior and deviance in the cross-cultural context have
been raised for decades, undoubtedly fueled by the undeniable fact that what may ap-
pear to be entirely inappropriate and abnormal from one cultural perspective may be
entirely normal and expected from another. Abnormal behavior and psychopathology
have been the focus of much research and study not only by psychologists, but also
by anthropologists and physicians for decades.
In this chapter, Tanaka-Matsumi provides an excellent, comprehensive review of

cross-cultural research and theory in the area of abnormal behaviors. Beginning with
a presentation of cross-cultural mental health research in a historical context, she
goes on to describe the ways in which diagnostic methods have been studied and
standardized across cultures. In particular, she examines the U.S.-U.K. Diagnostic
Project as a starting point for discussing etic approaches to diagnosis, the emic-based
critiques of these approaches, and the reformulations that currently exist that attempt
to address both universalist and culturally relativist (that is, both etic and emic) ap-
proaches in making diagnoses of mental disorders across cultures, including the
American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Dis-
orders, 4th edition (DSM-IV), and the World Health Organization’s International Clas-
sification of Diseases, 10th Revision (ICD-10). While these reformulations appear to
be steps in the right direction, continued research in the future will be needed to test
and confirm further their cross-cultural validity.
Tanaka-Matsumi then goes on to review major cross-cultural findings on three

mental disorders: depression, schizophrenia, and anxiety. For each, research exempli-
fying both etic and emic approaches, as well as contemporary attempts at combina-
tions of the two, are described in great detail. In particular, she describes work that
begins to demonstrate sensitivity to culturally relevant views of abnormal behavior
and its diagnoses in indigenous contexts and discusses how they inform traditional
cross-cultural findings using standardized methods across cultures. In my experience,
this review of this literature is one of the finest, most comprehensive, and most effi-
cient (in terms of its brevity) to be found today.
While the quality of the literature review presented throughout the chapter, and

the discussion of its implications, is stellar, Tanaka-Matsumi’s ideas concerning fu-
ture directions for research deserve considerable attention in their own right. In par-
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ticular, she describes seven questions that future cross-cultural researchers should
ask when formulating, conducting, and interpreting research in the future. In raising
these questions, Tanaka-Matsumi inherently argues for an integration of varying and
diverse approaches to the study of psychopathology across cultures. She argues, on
the one hand, for example, for the adoption of strict guidelines for culturally adapt-
ing various instruments to establish equivalence across cultures, while on the other
hand, she also argues for the development of more emically derived measures. In do-
ing so, she argues for the blending and merging of the objectivity of traditional psy-
chometrics and research methodology with the vision and content that can be supple-
mented by culturally relevant, indigenous, emic approaches. While previous research
has provided us with a wealth of information on the topic, it has typically excluded
one or the other focus. In the future, however, both need to be incorporated into a
single, comprehensive line of inquiry so that psychopathology can be examined and
understood not only in a quantitatively different fashion, but also in a qualitatively
different fashion.
At the same time, Tanaka-Matsumi also argues for the incorporation and consider-

ation of four concepts that further elaborate on the nature of culture itself in the
study of psychopathology across cultures. As she rightly points out, while pathologi-
cal outcomes have been compared across national, racial, and ethnic groups in many
studies, the specific cultural-contextual factors contributing to their differential rates,
etiologies, and outcomes have not been addressed empirically. Future research needs
to address the contribution of specific, measurable cultural variables to psychopatho-
logical differences across cultures if cross-cultural theory and research in this area is
going to be able to make the transition from merely documenting differences in inci-
dence rates to truly addressing what it is about culture that produces differences in
abnormal behavior and why. In this sense, Tanaka-Matsumi’s points about the integra-
tion of methods and concepts, along with the contextualization of culture and its op-
erationalization in research here, are entirely consonant with the message provided
by so many others in this volume.

The goal of this chapter is to appraise the cur- one of three general orientations: absolutist,
rent state of knowledge on the relationship be- universalist, and culturally relativist (Berry,
tween culture and psychopathology. The most Poortinga, Segall, & Dasen, 1992). From the ab-
relevant domains of psychology and allied dis- solutist perspective, culture is thought to play
ciplines are abnormal and clinical psycholo- no role in the concepts and meanings of nor-
gy, psychiatry, anthropology, and epidemiol- mality and abnormality, expressions and con-
ogy. I examine how the dramatic changes in sequences of abnormal patterns of behavior.
approaches to psychiatric research over the The absolutist orientation would advocate the
past three decades have provided a basis for biological model of psychopathology with in-
studying mental disorders in a global, cross- variant symptoms across cultures. However,
cultural, or multicultural context (Desjarlais, the literature is in agreement that culture exertsEisenberg, Good, & Kleinman, 1995; Marsella,

varying degrees of influence on psychopatho-1998). Twomajor changes include the develop-
logical processes and manifestations (Al-Issa,ment of standardized diagnostic assessments
1995; Draguns, 1980; Tanaka-Matsumi & Dra-of mental disorders since the early 1970s and
guns, 1997). Therefore, themost plausible posi-contextual approaches to assessing abnormal
tions to study abnormal behavior and culturebehaviors in different cultures. These develop-
are the etic and emic positions. The universalistments are frequently characterized as reflecting
and cultural relativist viewpoints overlap great-the universalist and culture relativist perspec-
lywith the etic and emic positions (Berry, 1969).tives in cross-cultural mental health research.
As Segall, Lonner, and Berry (1998) explained,
contemporary cross-cultural psychologistsHistory and Emic and Etic

Perspectives to Cross-Cultural
typically expect both biological and cul-Mental Health Research

tural factors to influence human behavior,
but, like relativists, assume that the role ofFormulations and findings on the interplay of

abnormal behavior and culture are rooted in culture in producing human variation both
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within and across groups (especially across Historically, Sarbin and Juhasz (1982) have
groups) is substantial. (p. 1104) analyzed the broadening of theoretical ap-

proaches to mental disorders that lead away
In this chapter, culture is defined as “the set of from the ethnocentrism of the colonial era to a
attitudes, values, beliefs, and behaviors, shared cultural relativism, beginning with the contri-
by a group of people, communicated from one bution of anthropologists such as Mead (1935)
generation to the next via language or some and Benedict (1934). Much later, in the 1960s,
other means of communication” (Matsumoto, some aspects of cultural relativism were re-
1994, p. 4). flected strongly in theworks of Foucault (1965),
In relation to psychopathology, the etic or Goffman (1961), Sarbin (1969), Scheff (1966),

universalist view emphasizes comparability of Szasz (1961), and Ullmann and Krasner (1969).
cross-culturally or even globally applicable di- All these scholars advanced a view that the
mensions or categories. Frequently, but not standard of what is normal and abnormal is
always, these categories are equated with the culturally variable. Many people who would
major entries of theWestern Kraepelinian diag- be considered abnormal in one culture would
nostic system. Historically, Kraepelin’s (1904) be considered quite normal in another culture
observational accounts from Java of the univer- due to differences in values and norms for cer-
sality of mental disorders (such as “dementia tain behaviors. By the mid-1960s, the majority
praecox” and “manic-depressive psychosis”) of abnormal psychology textbooks published in
inspired Western psychiatric researchers to the United States referred to cultural relativity
study psychopathology in non-Western cul- views of abnormal behavior (Tanaka-Matsumi
tures. These pioneers include Brody (1967), & Chang, 1999). For example, J. M. Murphy
Devereux (1961), Draguns (1973), Kiev (1972), (1976) used local informants and compared la-
Lin (1953), H. B. M. Murphy (1982a), J. M. beling practices of two widely separated and
Murphy and Leighton (1965), Pfeiffer (1970), distinctly contrasting non-Western groups of
Wittkower and Rin (1965), and Yap (1974), Eskimos of northwest Alaska and Yorubas of
among others. Throughout the major part of rural, tropical Nigeria. Both cultures were re-
this century, cross-cultural researchers have ported by J.M.Murphy to use indigenous labels
pursued the same questions posed originally to describe similar patterns of behaviors (e.g.,
by Kraepelin: Are there universals in psycho- seeing, hearing, and believing things that werepathology? What are the sources of “very re-

not seen, heard, and believed by others) thatmarkable differences” (Kraepelin, 1904) in
were linked to the local concept of insanity.forms of psychopathology?
Labeling, however, depended on the degree toCross-cultural research is believed to en-
which culturally deviant behaviors were con-hance our understanding of psychopathology
trolled (e.g., self-control) and used for a specificwith regard to prevalence rates, risk factors,
social function (e.g., shamanism). Rejecting theprotective factors, and the possible etiology of
psychiatric-medical model of abnormal behav-particular disorders (Leff, 1988). To this end,
ior, Ullmann and Krasner (1969, 1975) viewedthe universalist perspective has inspired re-
psychiatric diagnosis as a value-laden socialsearch on the cross-cultural validity and relia-
act involving the patient and the observer in ability of psychiatric diagnosis (Draguns, 1980).
specific context.Emic or culturally relativist investigators, on
Tanaka-Matsumi and Chang (1999) noted,the other hand, eschew comparison and catego-

however, that during the past four decades, therization. The word emic, in fact, has come to
authors of the abnormal psychology textbooksmean “culture-specific” (Brislin, 1983, p. 382).
have almost invariably followed the disorderEmic researchers focus on the local context of
categories based on the Diagnostic and Statisti-a phenomenonwithin a culture and investigate
cal Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) pub-indigenous, culturally based meanings of con-
lished by the American Psychiatric Associa-cepts such as idioms of distress. The key to
tion (1980, 1987, 1994). We have yet to seeconducting emic research is collecting ethno-
an active infusion of etic categories of mentalgraphic or culturally grounded data without
disorders with emic information according toimposing a priori definitions and ideas of the
a combined etic-emic approach (Brislin, 1983)researcher. Emic researchers believe that the
in the majority of our mainstream abnormaldialectical interaction of biological and cultural
psychology textbooks. Thus, comprehensiveprocesses shape abnormal behavior and its
review of the literature on culture and psycho-communication (Kleinman, 1988; Littlewood,

1990). pathology by Draguns (1980) cautioned that
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three factors have complicated the problem of dardized diagnostic system (International Clas-
sification of Diseases, 8th Revision [ICD-8]) ofidentifying cultural universals and cultural
theWorldHealthOrganization (WHO). Finally,particulars in psychopathology: (a) the applica-
theU.S.-U.K. Project examined ifAmerican andtion of Kraepelinian categories throughout the
British psychiatrists used different symptomworld, (b) the exportation of Western psychiat-
criteriawhen evaluating videotaped interviewsric institutions to other cultures, and (c) the
of both American and British patients. Theimitation of “Western” symptoms and com-
cross-national agreement was high for proto-plaints by patients in cultures undergoingmod-
typical cases. However, formixed cases, Ameri-ernization.
can psychiatrists had a broader concept ofThepurpose of this chapter is to review theo-
schizophrenia, and British psychiatrists had aretical and methodological developments in
broader concept of manic depressive illness.studies of culture and psychopathology and
Further, both groups of experienced raters ex-to appraise the field in terms of future re-
pressed confidence in their conflicting diag-search questions. I apply a combined etic-emic
noses.perspective (Brislin, 1983) with a hope of
At that time, these significant cross-nationalilluminating derived etics (Berry, 1969) in psy-

differences in diagnostic practices were attrib-chopathology and cultural particulars in the
uted to a variety of factors, including cultural

content of human distress, its antecedents, differences in the threshold for the perception
communication, and social consequences. of various abnormal behaviors and value judg-

ments of psychiatrists, as well as training-re-
lated variables. The triple interactive factors of
the patient, observer, and context were consid-

Standardization of ered relevant to the process and outcome of
Diagnosis across Cultures: psychiatric diagnosis (Draguns, 1973; Rosen-

han, 1973). Many cross-cultural differences typ-Etic Approaches, Emic Critiques,
ically attributed to patient behavior (e.g., hallu-and Reformulations
cinations) may also be influenced by factors
due to observers (e.g., psychiatrists), treatment

The U.K.-U.S. Diagnostic settings (e.g., psychiatric hospital), and com-
Project: A Beginning of munities (e.g., urban versus rural setting). Cli-
Modern Cross-Cultural nicians evaluate deviant and distressful be-

haviors based on their training model (e.g.,Mental Health Research
psychoanalytic versus behavioral model) andAs a starting point of modern, prototypical
professional experience within a particular set-cross-cultural research on psychopathology, I
ting or context of observation. The act of identi-examine theU.S.-U.K.DiagnosticProject (Cooper
fying, describing, labeling, and developing aet al., 1972). This project provided an important
treatment plan involves a complex sociocultu-

impetus toward identifying sources of cultural ral process (Westermeyer, 1987). Thus, there
variance in diagnostic outcome and the subse- was a great deal of interest in investigating not
quent development of standardized assessment only the characteristics of the individual distur-
methods to compare abnormal behavior pat- bance, but also the context of its occurrence
terns across cultures. There were three parts to (Kleinman, 1978). Contexts of abnormal behav-
the project. First, Cooper et al. confirmed earlier iors include the cultural reference group (e.g.,
reports that comparisons of hospital diagnoses family), local community and institution, and
of first admissions to the mental hospitals in their respective norms andvalues (Tanaka-Mat-
New York and London revealed striking con- sumi & Higginbotham, 1996; Tanaka-Matsumi,
trasts for nearly every major diagnostic cate- Seiden, & Lam, 1996).
gory.Most notably, therewere farmore patients Dramatic and major developments have
with initial diagnoses of schizophrenia in the since taken place in cross-cultural psychopath-
NewYork sample, andmore patientswere diag- ology. Questions raised by the U.S.-U.K. Diag-
nosedwithdepressive psychoses in theLondon nostic Project have led to two competing path-
sample. Second, Cooper et al. demonstrated ways. The first is the development and field
that these diagnostic differences disappeared testing of standardized diagnostic instruments
greatly when British andAmerican project psy- across cultures. The second is refocusing on

each individual culture and avoiding cross-cul-chiatrists diagnosed the patients with the stan-
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tural comparisons. In the first etic pathway, judgments (Adebimpe, 1981). Therefore, indig-
enous diagnostic practices do continue to differcross-cultural variance due to diagnosticians
across cultures, while the project diagnoses in-was to be eliminated since it interfered with a
crease precision in judgment.reliable assessment of patient differences. Ma-

jor efforts went into the development of explicit
diagnostic criteria and standardized diagnostic Methodological Innovations
systems according to biomedical models of in Epidemiologymental illness. Today, for everymajor psychiat-

The U.S.-U.K. Diagnostic Project (Cooper et al.,ric disorder, we can identify standardized diag-
1972) stimulated the development of (a) diag-nostic instruments (Sartorius & Janca, 1996).
nostic criteria to define specific psychiatric dis-The standardized systems have contributed
orders, (b) the use of standardized structuredto investigating universality of mental disor-
interview schedules by trained diagnosticians,ders across different cultures and have pro-
and (c) the development of face-to-face inter-duced an enormous amount of new literature
views for large-scale community surveys. In theon cross-cultural psychopathology (Tanaka-
United States, the Epidemiological CatchmentMatsumi & Draguns, 1997). Unfortunately, the
Area (ECA) study used the advanced epi-assessment of culture of the diagnostician has
demiological method (Robins & Regier, 1991)received minimum research attention, as did
and involved five centers located in St. Louis,the cultural context of abnormal behavior
Missouri; Baltimore, Maryland; New Haven,(Fabrega, 1987; Kleinman, 1988; Rogler, 1999;
Connecticut; Durham, North Carolina; and LosThakker & Ward, 1998; Whaley, 1997). As a
Angeles, California. The ECA survey has gener-consequence, various scholars have cautioned
ated epidemiological research data accordingthat cross-cultural mental health research has
to ethnicity, age, gender, and socioeconomiclacked specification of cultural factors and cul-
status. Over 20,000 randomly selected commu-ture-relevant hypotheses in research design
nity residents were interviewed using the Diag-(Betancourt & Lopez, 1993; Canino, Lewis-Fer-
nostic Interview Schedule (DIS) for case identi-nandez, & Bravo, 1997; Phinney, 1996; Sue &
fication. The DIS assesses major psychiatricZane, 1987).
disorders described in theDSM-III to determineThosewhowere intriguedby cultural factors
lifetime and current diagnoses based on a setin the practice of psychiatric diagnosis have of explicit diagnostic criteria (Robins, Helzer,

gone on to develop a separate and emic path Croughan, & Ratcliff, 1981). The DIS was trans-
of cultural research. Kleinman’s (1977) paper lated into Spanish. In the validation study
on the “category fallacy” marked the beginning (Burman, Karno, Hough, Escobar, & Forsythe,
of the new cross-cultural psychiatry. Kleinman 1983), however, the Spanish DIS tended to un-
(p. 4) stated that psychiatric categories are derdiagnose depression and affective disorders
bound to the context of professional psychiatric and overdiagnose alcohol abuse when com-
theory and practice in the West. The cultural pared with trained clinicians’ diagnoses using
relativist position has produced descriptive the DSM-III.
and ethnographic studies on cultural idioms The ECA data suggest the importance of as-
of distress, contextual descriptions of culture- sessing the direct and indirect effects of ethnic-
bound syndromes, and cultural interpretation ity and acculturation status on the prevalence
of major disorders such as depression (Klein- of affective disorders. For example, the lifetime
man & Good, 1985). prevalence of affective disorders was 11.0% for
In studying race differences in psychiatric non-Hispanic Whites and 7.8% for Mexican

diagnoses, Whaley (1997) clarified diagnostic Americans (Karno et al., 1987). In comparison
questions as harboring two different proposi- with Mexican American women, the rate of
tions: (a) the clinician bias hypothesis and (b) major depressive episode was 2.5 times higher
the cultural relativity hypothesis. Similarly, for non-Hispanic White women under 40 years
López (1989) proposed specific factors contrib- of age. However, Mexican Americans born in
uting to overdiagnosing and underdiagnosing the United States resembled the non-Hispanic
of certain psychiatric disorders, such as para- Whites in exhibiting increased rates for specific
noid schizophrenia inAfricanAmericans. These symptoms of major depression (e.g., dysphoria,
views suggest that, in cross-cultural contexts, appetite disturbances, sleep disturbances, etc.)
diagnosticians have their own baselines for (Golding, Karno, & Rutter, 1990). The rates for
psychopathologies for different groups, and MexicanAmericans born inMexicowere lower

in eight of the nine symptom categories exam-they are influenced by their own normative
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ined. Some of these ECA findings may be the bothwithin and across cultures (Bennett, Janca,
Grant, & Sartorius, 1993).result of confounding of ethnicity with accul-
Cross-cultural differences in the prevalenceturation and acculturative stress. In the ECA

rates of mental disorders might be explainedstudy, birthplace and language served as the
by such factors as biological vulnerability, cul-index of acculturation status. With accultura-
turally determinedprotective factors, thresholdtion, Mexican Americans may learn to experi-
for reporting symptoms, social stigma, and de-ence and/or express depression through more
mographic risk factors (e.g., divorce) (Hwu &cognitive and affective symptoms rather than
Compton, 1994). These are plausible hypothe-through the somatic channel.
ses that warrant empirical testing in future re-Internationally, the DIS was translated wide-
search.ly into different languages and was used in ma-

jor psychiatric epidemiological surveys in gen-
eral populations of different countries in the DSM-IV and the Inclusion of
1980s. Theoretically, these comparisons hold Cultural Formulation
the promise of establishing normative baselines

Current editions of the ICD (ICD-10;WHO, 1992)
for different disorders across cultures. Base- and DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Associa-
lines in the general populations would serve tion, 1994) have further promoted the use of
important functions when we compared the standardized diagnostic systems around the
thresholds for abnormal behavior in different world (Mezzich, Fabrega, Mezzich, & Goffman,
cultures. The outcomes of six major epidemio- 1985). The principal criteria for inclusion of a
logical surveys from six countries were com- behavior pattern in DSM-IV are distress and
pared byHwu andCompton (1994): Puerto Rico disability. In addition to these two hallmarks,
(Canino et al., 1987), Canada (Bland, New- the current definition of mental disorder also
man, &Orn, 1988), Korea (C. K. Lee et al., 1990), posits “increased risk of suffering death, pain,
Taiwan (Hwu, Yeh, & Chang, 1989), and New disability, or an important loss of freedom”
Zealand (Wells, Bushnell, Hornblon, Joyce, & (American Psychiatric Association, 1994, p.
Oakley-Browne, 1989). Hwu and Compton xxi). By restricting mental disorder to those
(1994) made post hoc cross-national compari- dysfunctions that primarily occur within the

individual, these inclusion criteria attempt tosons of the lifetime prevalence rates of different
differentiate mental disorder from social devi-disorders according to such variables as urban
ance.versus rural areas and gender. In cross-cultural
To increase the cross-cultural applicabilitycomparisons, the ratio of the greatest preva-

of DSM-IV, its authors have taken several newlence ratio to the lowest prevalence ratio of
steps: (a) presentation of information in theeach specific disorder varied widely, from a
text regarding cultural variations in the clinicallow of 2.6% for pathological gambling to a high
manifestations of the disorders, (b) a descrip-of 83.8% for drug abuse/dependence.
tion of 25 culture-bound syndromes in an ap-Cultural variations were evident for major
pendix, and (c) an outline of cultural formula-disorders as defined by the DSM-III. The life-
tion for the evaluation of the individual’stime prevalence rates for the majority of dis-
cultural context. More specifically, the culturalorders, except alcohol abuse/dependence in
formulation was designed to provide a reviewKorea, were generally lower in Asian samples
of (a) the individual’s cultural background, (b)(Korea and Taiwan) than in American, Cauca- cultural explanations of the individual’s illness

sian, and Hispanic samples. Helzer and Canino (e.g., cultural idioms of distress), (c) cultural
(1992) compared the DIS data involving 48,000 factors related to the psychosocial environment
respondents from 10 cultures in North Amer- and levels of functioning, (d) cultural elements
ica, Europe, andAsia. They found that, in every of the relationship between the individual and
culture investigated, men had higher rates of the clinician, and (e) the overall cultural assess-
alcohol abuse/dependence than did women, ment necessary for diagnosis and care.
particularly inTaiwan, China, andKorea.With- These modifications hold the promise of
in the United States, only 10%ofmen andwom- contributing toward a culturally more sensi-
en who met the DSM-III diagnosis of alcohol tive, reliable, and informative diagnosis of the
abuse/dependence in the ECA study sought individual. However, the cross-cultural appli-
treatment (Robins, Locke, & Regier, 1991). This cability of DSM-IV remains to be tested (Thak-
alone suggests that the differentiation of normal ker &Ward, 1998). In fact, both Kleinman (1988)

and Rogler (1999), and many others, argue thatand abnormal drinking is difficult to establish
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standardization of categories is itself a form of Substantive Findings on
“cultural suppression” because category con- Major Disorders
tents are selected by rational decision to con-
form to the procedural norms of scientific and

Depressionprofessional guidelines rather than the indige-
nous, local norms. Historically, themes of personal and communal
To remedy the situation, the journalCulture, loss, role disruption, and sudden changes in

Medicine andPsychiatryhas initiated the “Clini- one’s environment have been linked to states
cal Cases Section” to provide a testing ground of dejection, anger, and even severe melancho-
for the cultural formulation by emphasizing an lia (Jackson, 1986). Yet, cultural studies of de-
ideographic assessment of the patient in his or pressive experiences have been hampered by
her relevant sociocultural environment. In- both conceptual andmethodological differences
stead of relying exclusively on the fixed format among researchers (Fabrega, 1974; Marsella,
of the DSM-IV, the journal encourages a narra- 1980). The cross-cultural literature on depres-
tive approach (Lewis-Fernandez, 1996). Narra- sion has been noted for value-laden observa-
tives include (a) clinical case history, (b) cul- tions of colonial, ethnomedical investigators.
tural formulation, (c) cultural identity, (d) For example, Carothers (1953) wrote that Afri-
cultural explanation of the illness, (e) cultural can natives did not have the capacity to feel
factors related to psychosocial environment depressed because the size of their frontal lobe
and levels of functioning, (f) cultural elements was much smaller, hence inferior, to the West-
of the clinician-patient relationship, and (g) erners.
overall cultural assessment. Complete case During this time, cultures were identified in
analyses fromAfricanAmericans,American In- the literaturewith qualifiers such as simple and
dians, Asian Americans, and Latinos are avail- primitive. Prince (1968) then published amajor
able and should benefit all clinicians who treat review article on depressive syndromes in Af-
culturally diverse clients (Mezzich, Kleinman, rica and questioned if the sudden increase in
Fabrega, & Parron, 1996). the prevalence of depression in sub-Saharan
Beyond the culture-specific critiques ofDSM- Africa after the mid-1950s reflected a “fact or

IV, some generic diagnostic problems remain
diagnostic fashion.” The anthropologist Fieldto be addressed (Tanaka-Matsumi & Draguns,
(1960) issued a definitive statement, based on1997): (a) What are the defining criteria of nor-
her fieldwork in rural Ghana with Ashantimal and abnormal functioning of the individ-
women, that depression is actually common inual in different cultural contexts? (b) How does
Africa. Her fieldwork suggested that the West-the diagnostician recognize whether a behav-
ern biomedical model and its ethnocentricior disorder is clinically significant within
method would miss depressed Africans be-the unique cultural context of the individual?
cause the investigator is not informed of indige-DSM-IV does not provide a generic set of deci-
nous cultural practices of depressed roles. Insion rules to be applied across all of the diag-
the 1970s, several scholarly reviews of the liter-nostic categories. Thus, the authors of DSM-IV
ature on culture anddepressionwere publishedexplicitly recognize that cross-cultural diag-
(e.g., Fabrega, 1974; Singer, 1975).nostic decisions will continue to be based on
Marsella (1980) integrated the literature onclinical judgment. DSM-IV may not, in fact,

“depressive experience and disorder acrossprovide a universal diagnostic framework that
cultures” and concluded that the problem ismaybeused across diverse cultures. Everything
one of conceptualization.He further stated that,known about the cross-cultural manifestation
“There appears to be no universal conceptionof most psychological disturbances strongly
of depression,” (p. 274) and “Even among thosesuggests not (Canino et al., 1997; Draguns,
cultures not having conceptually equivalent1990).
terms, it is sometimes possible to find variantsIn summary, the development of standard-
of depressive disorders similar to those foundized diagnostic instruments has dramatically
in Western cultures” (p. 274). Although differ-altered the nature of cross-cultural research by
ent cultures may have different words that de-attempting to use the same criteria for case
scribe subjective experiences of what is calledidentification across cultures. I now review
depression in English, connotativemeanings ofsubstantive findings of cross-cultural mental
these words can be widely different (Tanaka-health researchwith a primary focus on schizo-

phrenia, depression, and anxiety. Matsumi & Marsella, 1976).
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In the ECA study, nearly 30% of the and across cultures.Marsella, Sartorius, Jablen-
sky, and Fenton (1985) interpreted these find-U.S. adults interviewed in the community re-

ported experiencing dysphoria lasting at least ings as a strong demonstration of cultural fac-
tors.2 weeks at some point during their lifetime

(Weissman, Bruce, Leaf, Florio, & Holzer, 1991). The topic of guilt and depression has been
subject to both theoretical and methodologicalWomen reported more of all symptoms than

men did. Whites reported more dysphoria, inquires in cross-cultural research. In theWHO
project, guilt was defined as “painful aware-sleep changes, fatigue, guilt, diminished con-

centration, and thoughts about death, whereas ness of having committed offenses against one’s
moral code, or having failed to perform a dutyblacks reported more appetite change and psy-

chomotor agitation or retardation relative to or a task” (WHO, 1983, p. 137). It is important to
note that guilt feelingswere probed and elicitedother ethnic groups

A number of international studies have pub- according to semistructured interviews and
were not necessarily expressed spontaneouslylished prevalence estimates of “major depres-

sion.” Lifetime prevalence estimates using the by patients. Specific probe questions included
those regarding religious, social, and familialDIS varied across studies, ranging from a low

of 3.3% in Seoul, Korea, to a high of 12.6% in duties. Itwas observedby bothH. B.M.Murphy
(1982a) and Jackson (1986) that personal guiltChristchurch, New Zealand (Hwu & Compton,

1994). However, even within the United States, is historically associated with the development
of individualism in the Judeo-Christian tradi-the estimates of lifetime prevalence varied de-

pending on the instrument used. For example, tion in the West. Reports from several East
Asian and South Asian cultures converge inthe ECA study estimated the lifetime preva-

lence of 5.8%, while the National Comorbidity suggesting that guilt is differently experienced,
conceptualized, and communicated in theseSurvey (Kessler et al., 1994) estimated it at

17.1%. These differences might be explained settings than in the West (Kimura, 1967; Pfeif-
fer, 1994; Rao, 1973; Yap, 1971). According toby methodological factors such as the specific-

ity and sensitivity of the diagnostic instruments Sow (1980), the rarity of spontaneous reports
about guilt among African people is a conse-used and age compositions of the samples stud-

ied. Thus, a better research design is a simulta- quence of the social orientation of self that is
prone to attribute blame to “exogenouspersecu-neous case finding and assessment using the

same instrument with demonstrated reliability. tion,” hence avoiding explanation through self-
blame or guilt. Cross-cultural investigationsA prototypically etic study of depression is

the international project of WHO (1983) on the should find variable content and expressions of
guilt feelings since such complaints are readilydiagnosis and classification of depression in

Switzerland, Canada, Japan, and Iran. The goal influenced by the different conceptualization
of self and value orientations according to locuswas to test the feasibility of using standardized

instruments. Patients (N = 573)were diagnosed of responsibility (H. B. M. Murphy, 1982a).
Both etic and emic studies of depressionusing the Schedule for Standardized Assess-

ment of Depressive Disorders (WHO/SADD) by have succeeded in developing instruments to
measure depression and its cultural equiva-project psychiatrists. The WHO/SADD exam-

ines 39 symptoms of depression. Its overall re- lents. As a model of an emic study of depres-
sion, Manson, Shore, and Bloom’s (1985) re-liability was .96, with no specific item reliabil-

ity falling below .90. WHO (1983) found that search on the development of the American
Indian Depression Scale (AIDS) demonstratesmore than 76% of the depressed patients re-

ported core depressive symptoms that included the importance of using local words and con-
cepts to describe depression. Through inter-“sadness, joylessness, anxiety, tension, lack of

energy, loss of interest, loss of ability to concen- views with informants, the authors came up
with five Hopi illness categories that are rele-trate, and ideas of insufficiency” (p. 61). Sui-

cidal ideation was present in 59% of patients. vant to depression. The categories were trans-
lated as (a) worry sickness, (b) unhappiness, (c)The WHO project also discovered cross-cul-

tural variation in the expression of depression. heartbroken, (d) drunken-like craziness, and (e)
disappointment. The AIDS included questionsSpecifically, 40% of patients displayed “other

symptoms,” such as somatic complaints and on the five indigenous categories of illness and
the National Institute of Mental Health DISobsessions, that were not part of the original

39 symptoms of depression measured by the (NIMH-DIS) items representing depression, al-
cohol abuse, and somatization. The AIDS wasWHO/SADD. Variations existed both within
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administered to the clinical index group and a toms (Davison & Neale, 1998). Kraepelin’s
matched community group of Hopis. The ma- (1904) original concept, dementia praecox, lit-
jority of subjects said that they could not find erally meant early onset (praecox) and progres-
a single Hopi word equivalent to the term de- sive intellectual deterioration (dementia). He
pression, even though all of themwere familiar focused on both course and symptoms of this
with the five Hopi illness categories. The vari- disorder. Later, Bleuler (1902) coined the term
ous Hopi categories of illness were differently schizophrenia. In contrast to Kraepelin, he be-
related to the major DSM-III criteria of depres- lieved that the disorder did not necessarily
sion. Unhappiness was most strongly associ- have an early onset, and that it did not follow
ated with the DSM-III criterion of dysphoric a degenerative course requiring a lifetime insti-
mood. The indigenous category of heartbroken tutionalization. With deinstitutionalization of
was more broadly marked by “weight loss, dis- psychiatric patients over the past 30 years, the
rupted sleep, fatigue, psychomotor retardation assumption that individuals with schizophre-
and agitation, loss of libido, a sense of sinful- nia will be found in treatment settings has be-
ness, shame,not being likable, and trouble think- come obsolete.
ing clearly” (Manson et al. 1985, p. 350). The ECA study (Keith, Regier, & Rae, 1991)
Epidemiological surveys indicate that the has estimated a lifetime prevalence rate of 1.3%

general population reports symptoms of de- for schizophrenia in the general population in
pression rather frequently. The pioneering the United States, with the highest concentra-
work by Brown andHarris (1978) on the “social tions of schizophrenia among those 18–29 years
origin” of depression among working class old, which occurs without significant gender
women in London found significant predictors difference. The schizophrenic disorders are
of depression in a prospective study. The expe- two to three times higher among those never
rience of loss of parent(s) early in life, not hav- married (2.1%) and divorced/separated (2.9%)
ing someone to confide in, and husband’s un- groups than among those married (1.0%) or
employment status were all risk factors for widowed (0.7%). More people diagnosed with
depression. Cronkite andMoos (1995) advocate schizophrenia are unemployed than are those
that “the degree of social integration may have without this diagnosis in the community. In
a direct relationship to mental health because the United States, schizophrenia is almost five
it reflects the extent of one’s engagementwithin times more common at the bottom of the socio-
the larger society” (p. 576). Low levels of social economic ladder than at the top. As for race-
integration characterize people who are de- ethnicity, the lifetime rate for Blacks (2.1%) ispressed or who have a recurrent course of de-

significantly higher than that found for bothpression. They further state that the behaviors
White/Anglo (1.4%) and Hispanic (0.8%)and symptoms associated with depression may
groups. However, when controlled for age, gen-detract from the formation and maintenance of
der, marital status, and most importantly, so-social ties and social integration. Conversely,
cioeconomic status, the significant differencestrong social ties seen in collectivistic societies
between Black and White prevalence rates(e.g., Japan) may alleviate certain symptoms of
disappears. The correlations between socioeco-depression (e.g., inability to make decisions)
nomic status and the diagnosis of schizophre-as compared to individualistic societies (e.g.,
nia are consistent, but their causal interpreta-Australia) (Radford, Nakane, Ohta, Mann, &
tions are difficult. Thus, both the sociogenicKalucy, 1991). In fact, social support and cop-
hypothesis and the social drift theory of schizo-ing are postulated as protective factors against
phrenia offer plausible explanations (Davison&depression (Coyne & Downey, 1991; Cronkite &
Neale, 1998).Moos, 1995). Cross-cultural research should
In the cross-cultural domain, the idea oftherefore offer an excellent opportunity to test

comparing traditional versus modern or devel-the social support and coping model of depres-
oping versus developed societies has reachedsion in individualistic versus collectivistic cul-
a high point with the WHO’s (1973, 1979) Intertures.
national Pilot Study of Schizophrenia (IPSS).
In the last 30 years at 20 research centers in

Schizophrenia 17 countries, WHO has conducted three major
studies on the course and outcome of schizo-Schizophrenia is a concept applied to a cluster
phrenia. Prominent features of the WHO schiz-of most socially debilitating symptoms in-
ophrenia program include (a) simultaneousvolving disorders of thought, perception and

attention, motor symptoms, and affective symp- case finding and data collection, (b) standard-
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ized instruments, (c) trained project psychia- that “schizophrenia is highly malleable by in-
ternalized or extrinsic environmental influ-trists, (d) the combined clinical and computer-

based reference categorization of the case, and ences (or both)” (p. 521), the authors of the IPSS
offered only tentative suggestions that better(e) multiple follow-up assessments (Jablensky,

1989). outcome may stem from the community sup-
port and family ties found in rural settings.In the IPSS (WHO, 1973), 1,202 patients

were evaluated at nine centers in Africa (Nige- In a more ambitious project, WHO has also
conducted a prospective epidemiological studyria), Asia (India, Taiwan), Europe (Czech Re-

public, Denmark, Russia, the United King- to compare the true prevalence of schizophre-
nia across cultures (Jablensky et al., 1992). Indom), Latin America (Colombia), and North

America (the United States). The purpose of this case-finding project, 1,379 subjects were
evaluated at 12 centers in 10 countries: Aarhus,the IPSSwas to develop and test a standardized

method of diagnosis using the Present State Denmark; Agra and Chandigarh, India; Cali,
Colombia; Dublin, Ireland; Ibadan, Nigeria;Examination (PSE; Wing, Cooper, & Sartorius,

1974). WHO (1973) reported universality in the Moscow, Russia; Nagasaki, Japan; Nottingham,
England; Prague, Czech Republic; and Hono-core symptoms of schizophrenia. These symp-

toms included lack of insight, predelusional lulu, Hawaii, and Rochester, New York in the
United States. The project identified all indi-signs (such as delusional mood, ideas of refer-

ence, perplexity), flatness of affect, auditory viduals who contacted “helping agencies” for
the first time over two consecutive years inhallucinations, and experiences of control.

In a 2-year follow-up study (WHO, 1979) specified geographical catchment areas. Identi-
fied persons were then screened for symptomsthat investigated the course and outcome of

schizophrenia, project psychiatrists interviewed of a functional psychosis. The helping agencies
included indigenous healers and religious in-75.6% of the patients. Across most centers, the

subjects lacked positive psychotic symptoms stitutions. The incidence rates were found to
be comparable in developed and developingsuch as delusions and hallucinations. How-

ever, they exhibited negative psychotic symp- countries. However, more patients in the devel-
oping countries had an acute onset of schizo-toms such as flatness of affect, lack of insight,

and difficulties in cooperation. Acute undiffer- phrenia.
The second purpose of the WHO case-find-entiated and catatonic cases of schizophrenia

were more prevalent in developing countries. ing study was to investigate the role of stressful
life events occurring 2 to 3 weeks preceding theThe prognosis for schizophrenia was made

operational as the percentage of the follow-up development of schizophrenic episodes (Day et
al., 1987). Patients at six of the nine centers hadperiod characterized by psychosis. Prognosis

was better for patients in developing countries a similar mean number of stressful life events,
which were coded into five categories (per-(Colombia, Nigeria, and India) than for those in

developed countries (the United States, Great sonal, livelihood, family/household, social net-
work, and additional). The subjects in the threeBritain, and Denmark). During the follow-up

period, 48% of the subjects in Aarhus, Den- remaining centers (Agra, Chandigarh, and Iba-
dan) reported lower rates of stressful eventsmark; 47% in Washington, DC; and 36% in

Prague, Czech Republic, were still psychotic within these categories. These results suggest
that specific events described by the subjectsmore than 75% of the time. During this same

period, only 7% and 19% of the subjects in from developing countries may not be easily
classified into predetermined categories.Cali, Colombia, and Agra, India, respectively,

were judged to be psychotic. Social isolation Much literature exists on the association
between stressful events and the onset ofand unmarried status were associated with a

poor outcome in both developed and develop- schizophrenic episodes. The focus of H. B. M.
Murphy (1982b) was on faulty information pro-ing countries (WHO, 1979). High educational

status was predictive of chronicity in non- cessing as a risk factor for developing schizo-
phrenia. Faulty information processing devel-Western and developing countries, but not in

the West. For example, in rural Agra, India, the ops through “(1) mistraining in information
processing, (2) the complexity of the informa-outcome for schizophrenia was worse among

the better educated. Warner (1994) explained tion to which one is exposed, (3) the degree to
which decisions are expected on the basis ofthat the educated men in the Third World are

affected adversely by the greater labor market complex or unclear information, and (4) the
degree towhich schizophrenia-bearing familiesstresses. Although Jablensky (1989) concluded
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are discouraged or encouraged to have chil- hypotheses or ethnographic assessment of cul-
dren” (p. 223). It was proposed by H. B. M. tural differences.
Murphy that the noted high prevalence rate of Expressed emotion (EE) by the family of the
schizophrenia among Irish Catholics and Irish schizophrenic patient has offered a promising
immigrants in Canada was due to the compli- lead into the prediction of relapse in the West
cated communication style of Irish people. It (Leff & Vaughn, 1986). Using the Cumberwell
is of note, however, that Bateson’s double-bind Family Interview protocol, these researchers
communication theory of schizophrenia has confirmed that the level of the relative’s EE
produced little empirical support in the re- at the interview was the best predictor of the
search literature due to the difficulty of making patient’s symptomatic relapse in the 9 months
the concept operational (Neale & Oltmanns, following discharge from the hospital. Specifi-
1980). cally, the best predictor was the number of
Methodological critiques of the WHO schiz- critical remarks made about the schizophrenic

ophrenia project concern patient selection and patient by the relative when the relative was
differences in access to hospitals across coun- interviewed alone (Leff & Vaughn, 1986). The
tries. Cohen (1992) attributes the differences in authors compared the Indian data fromChandi-
prognosis to differing rates of hospital contact garh center and similar data collected in Lon-
rather than to illness. In Cohen’s view, the don, Los Angeles, and Pittsburgh in the WHO
greater proportion of acute cases in developing study. They identified large differences be-
countries merely reflects differing access to tween the Chandigarh relatives and the Anglo
modern psychiatric centers. Waxler-Morrison Americans. The Indian relatives made a mean
(1992), however, found that differential access of 3.6 times less critical comments than the Los
could not account for prognostic findings in Angeles relatives of schizophrenic patients did.
her 5-year follow-up study of hospitalized One major concern of the EE measurement
schizophrenics in Sri Lanka. Other researchers for cross-cultural research purposes is the cul-
(e.g., Hopper, 1992) have pointed to the stan- tural validity of using the frequency of negative
dardized procedures and exhaustive follow-up verbal remarks as EE. Based on the cross-cul-
evaluation of the patients in the WHO study as tural research literature on emotion and its
safeguards against contamination by artifacts. communication, cultures differ greatly in the
Jablensky and Sartorius (1988) concluded that perception and expression of negative emo-
“the position of cultural relativism vis-à-vis the tions verbally or nonverbally (Matsumoto, Ku-
identification of schizophrenia in different doh, Scherer, & Wallbott, 1988; Tanaka-Mat-populations finds little support” (p. 68). Klein-

sumi, 1995). Furthermore, Jenkins and Karnoman (1988), however, cautioned that the sam-
(1992) argue that the expressed emotion con-ple homogeneity based on the imposed case
struct itself taps primarily into cross-culturallyidentification criteria eliminated those who do
variable features of family response to an illnot fit the category criteria, thus the WHO
relative. Without probing into family commu-project was designed to identify universality
nication style and the range of culturally rele-and systematically eliminate important cul-
vant emotion vocabularies,wemaynot developtural variations.
culturally valid hypotheses to explain course
and outcome of schizophrenia.

Cultural Interpretation Finally, Desjarlais et al. (1995) have ad-
of Schizophrenia: vanced several important hypotheses about how
Research Questions social and cultural factors might contribute to

a better course of schizophrenia. Among them,Empirical cross-cultural studies of schizophre-
conceptions of the cause and course of schizo-nia suggest that the course of the disorder is
phrenia held by the members of a social grouphighly variable depending on the social envi-
should influence the course of illness. Internalronment. In an attempt to account for the prog-
versus external attribution of illness shouldnostic differences, K. Lin and Kleinman (1988)
also predict chronicity, such that attributingcompared and contrasted Western and non-
cause of illness to the self should lead to chro-Western societies according to a number of fac-
nicity. When internal attribution is combinedtors, including family structure, social support,
with the nuclear family environment in awork environment, communication styles, and
highly competitive, technologically developedattribution of mental illness. These cultural ex-
society, lack of firm support should also in-planations remain elusive since the contrasts

in culture were not based on a priori, verifiable crease chronicity. In developed societies, iatro-
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genic effects of institutional treatment may re- normal and clinical samples in research studies
on anxiety disorders.inforce dependency of patients on the aide staff

and increase chronicity (Ullmann & Krasner, Tseng et al. (1990) investigated the symp-
tomatology of patients with “neuroses, situa-1975).
tional adjustment reaction or acute emotional
reaction” (p. 252) at five research centers in

Anxiety Disorders Asia. The sites included Ching-Mai, Thailand;
Bali, Indonesia; Kao-Hsiung, Taiwan; Shang-A reviewof the literature on culture and anxiety
hai, China; and Tokyo, Japan. The study as-by E. Good and Kleinman (1985) stated that,
sessed the similarities and differences between“Anxiety and disorders of anxiety are univer-
normal and clinical populations within thesally present in human societies” (p. 298). They
same culture and then compared data acrossalso cautioned that, “The phenomenology of
cultures. Symptom profiles of the patients insuch disorders, the meaningful forms through
each city deviated from the profiles of the nor-which distress is articulated and constituted as
mal subjects toward exaggeration. In addition,social reality, varies in quite significant ways
there was cross-cultural variability across theacross cultures” (p. 298). Ample evidence has
five centers, together with a greater similaritybeen provided by J. A. Russell (1991) and Mes-
between the Taiwan andmainlandChina groupsquita and Frijda (1992) that categories and
than between any other centers.meanings of emotions vary across cultures. In-
Differences in diagnostic practices accountdividualistic and collectivistic cultures should

in part for cross-cultural differences in reporteddiffer in antecedents and consequences of spe-
symptoms of neurosis. Tseng, Xu, Ebata, Hsu,cific emotions and in the specificity and quan-
and Cui (1986) had psychiatrists in Beijing,tity of direct communication (Triandis, 1994).
Tokyo, and Honolulu diagnose six videotapedThe languages of emotionwords and their natu-
Chinese patients undergoing a mental statusral taxonomies are of enormous variety across
examination. Psychiatrists from Beijing diag-cultures (J. A. Russell, 1991). Barlow (1988) has
nosed the patients with neurasthenia whenproposed a biopsychosocial model of anxiety

disorders with contributing factors of cue-pro- their colleagues in Tokyo and Honolulu diag-
nosed them with adjustment reactions. Tseng,voked physiological arousal, cognitive inter-

pretation, and approach-avoidance coping be- Asai, Kitanishi,McLaughlin, andKyomen (1992)
also compared diagnostic judgments of Japa-havior and its consequence.

It thus poses a major challenge for cross- nese psychiatrists in Tokyo and American psy-
chiatrists inHonolulu. Patientswith the projectcultural researchers to investigate anxiety disor-

ders, although probably nobody would disagree diagnosis of social phobia were presented on
videotape. The diagnostic agreement of the Jap-that anxiety and fear are human universals. In

fact, the literature is in agreement that there is anese psychiatrists was greater than that of the
Americanpsychiatrists for the Japanese cases ofgreat cross-cultural variability for ambulatory

anxiety disorders (Tanaka-Matsumi & Draguns, social phobia (taijin kyofusho). The agreement
rate of the Japanese psychiatrists for the two1997). One question concerns which disorders

within this category deviate from the normative American cases was only 6.5%. Tseng’s two
international studies demonstrate that diagnos-behavior of the general population.

Hwu and Compton’s (1994) comparison of tic practices contribute to cross-cultural vari-
ability in observed symptoms. For this reason,the major six major epidemiological surveys

suggests that the lifetime prevalence rates of the researchers endorse the use of a standardized
diagnostic system to control for differences inDIS-derived specific anxiety disorders greatly

depend both on the disorder (e.g., generalized diagnostic practice.
To the extent that anxiety disorders reflectanxiety disorder, panic disorder, etc.) and eth-

nic culture. The greatest prevalence ratios var- an exaggeration of a culture’s baseline (Dra-
guns, 1980; Lambert et al., 1992; Tseng & Hsu,ied from a low of 2.9% for generalized anxiety

disorder to a high of 7.3% for panic disorder 1980), standardization of diagnostic criteria
may miss culturally unique deviations andwhen the DIS data were compared from Tai-

wan, Korea, the United States, Canada, New meanings ascribed to the subjective experi-
ences of anxiety and fear in cultural contexts.Zealand, and Puerto Rico. These data clearly

indicate that cultures define different thresh- Culture-bound disorders such as taijin kyo-
fusho in Japan (J. G. Russell, 1989; Tanaka-Mat-olds for symptoms of anxiety disorders. Only

a few studies, however, have included both sumi, 1979), and koro (Tseng, Mo, et al., 1992)
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in Southern China and Southeast Asia demon- scribed byM. G. Weiss et al. (1992): (a) patterns
of distress, (b) perceived causes, (c) help seek-strate the importance of assessing the cultural

values of specific symptoms and cultural re- ing and treatment, (d) general illness beliefs,
and (e) disease-specific queries. These large do-sponses to the individuals exhibiting these anx-

iety-based disorders. Similarly, the cultural id- mains are questioned using a semistructured
interview format based on (a) empowering in-iom of distress, attaque de nervios, in Latin

American populations (Guarnaccia, Rivera, troduction, (b) open-ended queries, (c) screen-
ing queries focused on categories of interest,Franco, &Neighbors, 1996), is reported to occur

in culturally stressful and familiar settings such (d) summary judgment comparing multiple re-
sponses, and (e) prose elaboration. In 1997, M.as during a funeral or at the scene of an acci-

dent. As Kirmayer (1991) stated, “Cultural be- Weiss identified 21 research studies that used
the EMIC explanatory model interviews to in-liefs or rules and patterns of interaction are

constitutive of the disorder. . . . There is noway vestigate various disorders, such as leprosy, de-
pression, ataque de nervios, alcohol abuse andto intelligibly describe the problem without in-

voking cultural particulars” (p. 26). dependence, depression and somatoformdisor-
ders, and neurasthenia and chronic fatigue syn-
drome, in various parts of the world.

Cultural Idioms of Distress: To illustrate, Guarnaccia et al. (1996) ana-
Indigenous Models of lyzed narrative accounts of the most recent

ataques de nervios of 145 Puerto Ricans. Symp-Psychopathology
toms of nervios include trembling, headaches,
sleeping disorder, dizziness, stomach ailments,The development of “indigenous psycholo-
and dysphoric emotions (fear, worry, anxiety,gies” has contributed to a diversity of views,
and rage). The lifetime prevalence of ataquesparticularly from Third World countries, and
de nervios in Puerto Rico was 16%, making ithas infused the emic approach with new vital-
the second most prevalent psychiatric disorderity (Sinha, 1997). Indigenous views and con-
after generalized anxiety disorder (18%). Thecepts of distress are considered fundamental to
data were coded according to several themes,understanding the cultural context of illness
including the core feature, social contexts, emo-behaviors (Kirmayer, 1984). Investigators of the
tional experiences, symptoms, and action tend-emic orientation have studied psychopathol-
encies, among others. Together, these domainsogy in relation to the sociocultural context (B.
of narrative data help illuminate the “particularJ. Good, 1992; Jenkins, 1994; Kleinman, 1980,
and full constellation of experiences” (Guar-1986; Marsella &White, 1982 ). These research-
naccia et al., 1996) of ataques de nervios fre-ers seek to investigate (a) themeanings of indig-
quently reported by community residents inenous idioms of distress (Nichter, 1981); (b)
Puerto Rico.culture-specific classifications of disorders; (c)
The EMIC project is a work in progress (M.the role of culture in identifying and shaping

Weiss, 1997) and holds the promise of develop-the form and meaning of antecedent risk fac-
ing comparable explanatory model interviewstors; and (d) attributions for consequences of
across cultures. Culture-specific data generatedillness (Marsella & Dash-Scheur, 1988; M. G.
by the EMIC may also contribute to identifyingWeiss & Kleinman, 1988).
universals in contextual factors associatedwith
major disorders.The Explanatory Model

Interview Catalogue
Somatization, Neurasthenia,

As an alternative to standardized diagnostic as-
and Depressionsessment, the Explanatory Model Interview

Catalogue (EMIC) was designed by M. G. Weiss Somatization is a common problem across cul-
tures and is associated with significant healthet al. (1992) to identify culture-specific idioms

of distress, perceived causes of illness, and problems, including chronic disease, anxiety
disorders, depression, and occupational or so-help-seeking behavior. The EMIC refers to a

framework for semistructured interviews to cial disability. The question concerns the cul-
tural meaning of somatic complaints (Tung,gather data, and it was originally used in a cul-

tural study of leprosy and mental health in In- 1994). As White (1982), Kirmayer (1984), and
Kleinman (1986) point out, it may be ethnocen-dia. Reported interrater agreement of the EMIC

items using kappa ranged from .62 to .90. Five tric to view bodily complaints as the simple
result of a lack of “psychological mindedness”areas of inquiry for EMIC interviews were de-
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(Draguns, 1996). Different cultures may selec- From an emic standpoint, the discrepancy
between spontaneous expression of somatictively encourage or discourage the reporting of

psychological or physiological components of complaints and elicited symptoms (e.g., dyspho-
ria) suggests that cultural meanings of symp-the stress response. The focus on psychologiza-

tion versus somatization has been particularly toms are altered by interpretations based on
Western-derived standardized instruments andsalient in the literature onChinesemental health

(Cheung, 1989; Draguns, 1996; Lam, 1999; T. imposed criteria. Elicited symptoms may not
conform to culturally accepted ways of ex-Y. Lin, 1989; Seiden, 1999).

Neurasthenia is a very common diagnosis in pressing distress. Somatic complaints are less
stigmatized among Chinese, and somatizationChina. In China, neurasthenia is called shenjing

shuairuo, literally meaning neurological weak- justifies an acceptable medical intervention.
Chinese in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and China doness. Symptoms of neurasthenia include bodily

weakness, fatigue, tiredness, headaches, dizzi- not readily recognize psychological symptoms
as problems that justify seeking help in a medi-ness, and a range of gastrointestinal and other

complaints (Kleinman&Kleinman, 1985). Klein- cal setting (Cheung, 1989). The setting (e.g.,
general medical versus psychiatric clinic) andman (1982), with the assistance of a Chinese

psychiatrist, interviewed 100 Chinese patients problem conceptualization influence reasons
given for help-seeking behavior and reportedwith the diagnosis of shenjing shuairuo. He

used the Chinese language version of the symptoms.
Using functional assessment, Seiden (1999)Schedule of Affective Disorders and Schizo-

phrenia (SADS)modified to yieldDSM-III diag- has demonstrated the reliability of cross-cul-
tural behavioral case formulation of Chinesenoses. Kleinman reported that 93 neurasthenic

patients met the criteria for depressive disor- neurasthenia. He presented Chinese-American
and European-American clinicians with video-der, of whom 87 patients met the criteria for

major depressive disorder. “Depressed” pa- taped behavioral interviews conducted by a
Chinese behavior therapist. Patients were fourtients spontaneously complained of headaches

(90%), insomnia (78%), dizziness (73%), pain Chinese-American immigrants with symptoms
of neurasthenia. On the basis of the videomate-(48%), and loss of or poor memory (43%),

among other things. However, when Kleinman rial, each clinicianmade functional assessment
decisions for one of the four videotaped pa-specifically asked the patients about psycho-

logical and affective symptoms, they acknowl- tients (e.g., regarding problems, their anteced-
ents and consequences, and suggested treat-edged dysphoricmood (100%), trouble concen-

trating (84%), anhedonia (61%), hopelessness ments). Clinical decision content demonstrated
majority consensus both within and between(50%), and low self-esteem (60%). In Shanghai,

Zhang (1989) demonstrated that the primary clinician cultures on specific cross-culturally
validated categories.“Western” diagnostic status of Chinese-diag-

nosed neurasthenia (shenjing shuaiuro) varies In Seiden’s (1999) study, the two clinician
groups also demonstrated expected cross-cul-between depressive and anxiety disorders, de-

pending on the particular Western-derived tural differences in their clinical decisions. For
example, proportionally more Chinese Ameri-standardized instruments employed.

In a more recent survey, S. Lee and Wong can than European American clinicians tar-
getedproblems involving somatization (e.g., so-(1995) determined that the most common per-

ceived symptoms of shenjing shuairuo among matization of emotional problems), whereas
proportionally more European American thanundergraduate students in Hong Kong were

anxiety, insomnia, depression, fright, and in- ChineseAmerican clinicians targeted cognitive
problems (e.g., intrusive thoughts about adjust-ability to concentrate. They presented a psy-

chological construal of shenjing shuairuo in ment to the United States). In addition, propor-
tionallymoreChineseAmerican thanEuropeancontrast to the more somatic orientation por-

trayed in the literature. According to the au- American clinicians targeted stress-related an-
tecedents (e.g., stress at work) and social envi-thors, Chinese culture itself has undergone

changes in Hong Kong toward a more Western- ronmental consequences (e.g., extra attention
from family members and relief from house-ized and urban lifestyle among young people.

Thus, the contextual meaning of this popular hold responsibilities) as being functionally re-
lated to the patients’ problems. Although eachfolk illness category has come to assume amore

psychological meaning in recent years. of the four patients experienced the somatic
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symptoms associated with neurasthenia, the ports found that lower socioeconomic status
content of agreed-upon intervention targets and was associated with acculturative stress.
treatments varied from patient to patient. This Liebkind (1996) tested Berry’s model of mi-
indicated that neurasthenia is not a unitary gration contingencies and acculturative stress
phenomenon and highlighted the usefulness of for the two-generation sample of young Viet-
functional assessment in generating context- namese refugees, their parents, and caregivers
rich data necessary for individualized treatment in Finland. The model assessed four classes of
planning. predictor variables on the Indochinese versions

of the Hopkins Symptom Checklist. The four
classes of predictor variables were (a) the pre-
migration experiences, (b) ethnic compositionCultural Relocation,
of the community, (c) postmigration accultura-Acculturation, and
tive experiences, and (d) acculturation attitudes

Psychopathology and degree of acculturation. The results pre-
sented a complex and differential outcome, de-

With anupsurge inmigration around theworld, pending on the gender and generation. Differ-
there has been an increased interest in themen- ent significant predictors emerged in separate
tal health status of migrants. World Mental regression analyses for the four groups of sub-
Health (Desjarlais et al., 1995) offers a serious, jects (males, females, boys, and girls). Premigra-
data-based overview of the mental health situa- tion traumatic experiences predicted the fre-tion in the Third World. The authors regard

quency of anxiety symptoms of the adultpoverty, social disorganization, inequity, and
females, but the effects disappeared with posi-repression as the main sources of mental health
tive acculturation attitudes. For the girls, theproblems and contend that the successful ser-
presence of coethnics in the community was avice programs take into consideration cultural
most significant negative predictor of anxietytraditions and resources, especially support
symptoms. For the boys, adherence to the tradi-systems. A “call to action” and research agenda
tional Vietnamese family values was a negativepresented in World Mental Health underscore
predictor of anxiety symptoms, while the pre-the need for a unifying conceptual scheme that
migration traumatic experience was a signifi-can accommodate a complex set of variables
cant positive predictor. For the men, the post-deemed relevant to assess cross-cultural transi-
migration acculturative experiences of lengthtions and adjustment.
of time in Finland and the experience of preju-Adaptation problems develop through the
dice and discrimination predicted their anxietyinteractive effects of many factors, including
scores. The result demonstrated that the post-the conditions in the host culture, upbringing
migration factors exertedmore impact on stressin the country of origin, and the experience
symptoms than the premigration traumatic ex-of voluntary migration versus forced migration
periences. The study confirmed the importance(Berry & Kim, 1988; Ward & Kennedy, 1994).
of assessing the conflicts of particular culturalBerry and Sam (1997) present conceptual frame-
values in the acculturation process (Liebkind,works for acculturation and mental health ac-
1996; Szapocznik & Kurtines, 1993).cording to integration, assimilation, separation,
Ward and Kennedy (1994) distinguishedand marginalization modes applied to the pre-

psychological and sociocultural adjustment dur-dicament of the acculturating individual. There
ing cross-cultural transitions. Ward and Rana-are differences in the preferred mode of accul-
Deuba (1999) found empirical support for dif-turation and in associated mental health prob-
ferential predictions of these two types oflems. Berry, Kim, Minde, and Mok (1987) stud-
adjustment over time as a function of Berry’s fouried a total of 1,197 acculturating individuals in
acculturation modes (integration, separation,Canada (native peoples, refugees, sojourners,
marginalization, and assimilation) and the twoimmigrants, and ethnic groups) during the
basic dimensions of acculturation (host and co-1969–1979 period. Native peoples of Canada
national identification). Conceptual integrationand refugees scored the highest on the accultur-
of acculturation models and efforts to developative stress measure, while the immigrants re-
effective measures of acculturation, therefore,ported the least amount of stress. Education
have produced empirical results that could bewas a consistent predictor of low stress. Moyer-
used to develop programs to assist those under-man and Forman’s (1992) metanalytic study of

acculturation and adjustment based on 49 re- going or expecting cross-cultural transitions.
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thologies; however, reliability per se does notConclusions and Future
guarantee cultural validity. Therefore, more ac-Directions for Research
tive research efforts will be directed toward
culturally adapting various instruments to es-Culture exerts amajor influence on the identifi-
tablish equivalence across cultures (Geisinger,cation, labeling, course, and outcome of mal-
1994; Lam, 1999). The literature on cross-cul-adaptive behaviors. Culture provides context
tural measurement describes empirical meansfor abnormal behaviors. Kraepelin’s question
of establishing cross-cultural normative assess-posed at the turn of the 20th century regarding
ment, including translation and adaptationuniversality of major categories of psychiatric
concerns (Church & Lonner, 1998). These strictdisorders and interpretation of cultural differ-
guidelines should be encouraged in cross-cul-ences in their symptoms has generated heated
tural psychopathology (Lam, 1999).conceptual debates and theory-guidedmethods
I also expect the development of more emi-of investigation. The field of culture and psy-

cally derivedmeasures. Contextual approacheschopathology is now characterized by meth-
to diagnostic assessment such as the EMICodologically sophisticated research, which has
framework (M. Weiss, 1997) will generate cul-increasingly incorporated culture-oriented an-
turally informed data. For example, althoughthropological and ethnographic information.
the DSM-IV lists culture-bound disorders, weThroughout this chapter, I have reviewed both
are yet to identify functional relationships be-conceptual and methodological developments
tween culture-relevant antecedents and conse-in cross-cultural research on culture and psy-
quences for adopting those cultural roles de-chopathology and have presented research
scribed in ethnographic accounts. The culturalquestions and hypotheses. I now focus more
formulation proposed in DSM-IV also serves asspecifically on future directions for culturally
an initial step for collecting culture-relevantinformed research.
data for all disorders.

Culturally Informed
Explanation of CultureResearch

A combined etic-emic approach will gain moreThe following seven questions are relevant
acceptances. Based on the present literature re-when we study culture and psychopathology:
view, I expect that culturally informed re-
searchers will incorporate the following four1. What is the phenomenon under investi-
concepts more actively in future research: (a)gation (e.g., depression) and how is it de-
self-orientation, (b) values, (c) family structurefined by the profession and by the indige-
and social support, and (d) individualism andnous culture?
collectivism orientations. Although these con-2. What words and concepts are used to de-
cepts have been the direct targets of productive,scribe the phenomenon?
empirical investigations in cross-cultural and3. Are different words and concepts equiva-
cultural psychology (Lonner & Adamopoulos,lent?
1997), they have not been systematically4. What aspects are known to be culturally
adopted in the design of studies concerningsimilar and variable?
culture and psychopathology. In other words,5. Whatwould account for cultural similari-
psychopathology outcomes have been com-ties and differences?
pared across nations (as in WHO projects on6. How does one communicate different
schizophrenia or depression) or racial and eth-types of distress to others in the same
nic groups (as in the ECA study), but cultural-culture?7. What are the implications of
contextual factors frequently have not beenuniversality and cultural relativity for the
compared empirically. Throughout this chap-theory of psychopathology?
ter, I have called attention to self-orientation,
family structure, individualism-collectivismThe investigator asking these questionswould

refrain from imposingdiagnostic categories and dimensions, and values as possible explanatory
factors for similarities and differences in abnor-criteria developed in one culture on another.

These questions immediately call for testing mal behavior across cultures. The field needs
to conduct a more rigorous, a priori assessmentand establishing the cultural validity of diag-

nostic categories and their criteria. In the last of these important cultural variables. I am sug-
gesting that empirical measures of “culture” bethree decades, the field has produced reliable

assessment instruments for various psychopa- included in cross-cultural psychopathology.
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and applications (pp. 291–326). Boston: Al-Finally, application of culturally sensitive
lyn & Bacon.and valid assessment of psychopathology will

Betancourt, H., & López, S. R. (1993). The study ofproduce important literature on the prevention
culture, ethnicity and race in American psy-and treatment of various disorders; this litera-
chology. American Psychologist, 48, 629–637.ture will be tailored to meet the needs of mem-

Bland, R. C., Newman, S. C., & Orn, H. (1988). Epi-bers of specific ethnic and cultural groups (Sue,
demiology of psychiatric disorders in Edmon-1998; Tanaka-Matsumi, Seiden, & Lam, 2001).
ton. Acta Psychiatrica Scandinavica,The field of cross-cultural psychopathology is
77(Suppl. 338), 1–80.in great need of empirical research that evalu-

Bleuler, E. (1902). Dementia praecox. Journal ofates the utility of culture-accommodating as-
Mental Pathology, 3, 479–498.sessment and treatment practices.

Brislin, R. W. (1983). Cross-cultural research in psy-
chology. Annual Review of Psychology, 34,
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15
Clinical Psychology and Culture

JAYNE LEE & STANLEY SUE

We close this section of the book with an examination of cultural influences on clini-
cal psychology. Indeed, the goals of psychology as a whole include not only the sci-
ence of studying and understanding human behavior, but also the use of psychologi-
cal principles and knowledge to intervene in people’s lives to improve them. This
enterprise of psychology, in fact, sets psychology apart from many other scientific dis-
ciplines and is associated with real consequences for the nature of scientific truth
and principles generated in research. As cross-cultural research over the years has
continually highlighted the importance of culture in understanding human behavior,
so therefore does its importance in understanding and treating mental disorders loom
larger.
As Lee and Sue point out in this chapter, the entire field of clinical psychology is

now grappling with many pressing and important issues that cultures bring to bear
on the work of clinicians. They begin their chapter with an overview of the underpin-
nings of clinical psychology and describe the founding and growth of clinical psy-
chology as a field. As a primarily and uniquely American enterprise from the begin-
ning, Lee and Sue correctly point out that the general orientation and approach of
clinical psychology reflected much American, and to a lesser extent, western Euro-
pean influence. This has led in general to monoculturalism in clinical psychology.
The continued growth of cross-cultural psychology and the implications of its find-

ings for mainstream psychological theories, however, and the development of greater
awareness of race and ethnic relations in the United States have led to a much
greater promotion of cross-cultural issues in clinical psychology in the past few dec-
ades. As a result, the enterprise of clinical psychology, not only in the United States,
but also worldwide, has gradually evolved from a generally monocultural orientation
to one that recognizes the unique needs and issues that people of diverse cultural
backgrounds bring with them. Cultural influences are now well recognized in three
main foci of work in clinical psychology: assessment, psychopathology, and treat-
ment. And, as Lee and Sue highlight in their review, research and theory have made
particularly insightful inroads to the development of knowledge and methods in
these areas with respect to the incorporation of culture.
The reader is especially encouraged to examine how Lee and Sue present their

brief review of cultural influences on pathology. While overlapping in content to

287
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some degree with Tanaka-Matsumi’s chapter, the points they raise and issues they
highlight reflect a unique concern about cultural influences in relation to treatment is-
sues. And, their review of cultural issues related to various areas and types of treat-
ments is superb and highlights the important, yet complex, relationship among cul-
ture, society, biology, and psychology. In particular, their analysis of the core issues
of individualism, self-reliance, and self-awareness, which may underlie many psycho-
therapeutic approaches based in the American or western European culture yet may
not be equally applicable to people of other cultures, is poignant and significant.
Their discussion of culturally sensitive treatment approaches also is excellent.
In closing their chapter, Lee and Sue offer eight issues that they deem important

for future work in this area to continue. Their suggestions include the notion that em-
pirical and theoretical work in clinical psychology needs to incorporate, even more
than in the past, the examination and psychologies of peoples outside the United
States. In doing so, researchers themselves, along with therapists and clinicians, need
to become more culturally competent, and they need to go beyond giving pro forma
statements about the need to test different populations and actually do the work.
Greater integration among traditional psychotherapeutic approaches along with cultur-
ally specific folk healers needs to occur, and the methods that can be used to study
these collectively and simultaneously in an unbiased manner across cultures need to
be developed. Integration of new methodologies (quantitative and qualitative), as
well as rapprochement between molecular (i.e., biological) and molar (cultural) ways
of understanding and investigating human behavior, also needs to be given consider-
ation. These ideas are especially important for work in clinical psychology as there is
no other area in psychology that has a direct impact on the lives of so many people
around the world than this area. For that reason, we ought to get it right.

Our interest in culture and clinical psychology and (d) culturally dominated by the United
States.is derived from our involvement with ethnic

minority groups in the United States. We have
been impressed with how African Americans,
Asian Americans, Hispanics, Native Ameri- Underpinnings of
cans, andWhite Americans exhibit differences, Clinical Psychology
as well as similarities, in the rate and distribu-
tion of mental disorders, etiological factors in

Clinical Psychology:psychopathology, and the effective means to
treat and prevent disorders. Furthermore, most Historical Perspective
of the ethnic/cultural principles and issues Throughout history, human beings in all cul-
confronting different populations within the tures have experienced emotional distress and
United States are applicable to populations out- have attempted to alleviate this condition. It
side the United States. was in the United States that clinical psychol-
In this chapter, we reflect on the develop- ogy was established in 1896 to address prob-

ment of the field of clinical psychology and the lems of assessment, emotional distress, and
slow, but steady, appreciation for the impor- treatment. Lightner Witmer, a psychologist
tance of culture, as revealed in the various tasks who studied under Wilhelm Wundt, founded
in the domain of the field—namely, assessing, the first psychological child guidance clinic at
understanding etiology, and devising effective the University of Pennsylvania. There, he of-
treatment/preventive interventions. To place fered courses and training in clinical method
the field’s development in perspective, we be- in psychology. At this time, clinical psychology
gin with a historical account of clinical psy- functioned mainly from a research and evalua-
chology, which was established in the United tion standpoint.
States. As we shall see, the formal field of clin- In its nascent form, clinical psychology did
ical psychology was (a) established in the not receive a warm reception from psychia-
United States; (b) guided by national needs, trists, who did not want this “new” field of
especially needs for psychological testing and psychology to infringe on their territory, nor

was it supported by other psychologists, whoassessment; (c) largely an American enterprise;
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saw no need for the application of psychology. rapidly growing, there was also growing dis-
content among clinical psychologists. TheirPsychologywas upheld as a “pure” science (Re-

isman, 1991). Increasingly, clinical psycholo- status became that of “mental testers” as op-
posed to clinicians. Top-tier positions, such asgists grew in number and began to form associa-

tions, the first being the independent American heads of clinics and bureaus, were given to psy-
chiatrists, whereas clinical psychologists wereAssociation of Clinical Psychology (AACP) in

1917. This dissolved and reformulated into the relegated to “second-string” jobs. This was due
to a lack of standards, regulations, and a pre-first clinical section of the American Psycho-

logical Association (APA) in 1919. Internation- scribed training program for clinical psycholo-
gists was to blame (Wallin, 1929).ally, the first child guidance clinic in England

was formed in 1919. Likewise, in the same year, To address this problem, the Section of Clin-
ical Psychology of the APA in 1931 made anAlfred Adler organized the first child guidance
effort to establish a prescribed training programclinic in Vienna, Austria.
in clinical psychology that would be acceptedPsychological testing became widespread,
by the universities. The Committee on Stan-particularly with the use of mental tests for
dards of Training for Clinical PsychologistswasUnited States army recruits during World War
created to develop the program. The committeeI. In 1919, Robert Yerkes, then president of the
recommended that, to obtain the title of clinicalAmerican Psychological Association, became
psychologist, a person should be required tochair of a committee of five experimental psy-
have a doctor of philosophy (PhD) degree andchologists working within the medical depart-
a year of supervised experience.ment of the army.Theywere given the responsi-
Just as programs evolved, the domain of clin-bility of devising methods to classify the men

ical psychology also began to evolve. Kazarianaccording to their abilities. Various intelligence
andEvans (1998) track the evolution of the termtests were used, one with a verbal scale, known
itself. During the post–World War II era, theas ArmyAlpha, and onewith a nonverbal scale,
definition of clinical psychologywas expandedknown as Army Beta. Results from these tests
to include methods and procedures to promotewere alarming. Of the 1,726,000 men tested
the welfare of the individual person and to in-during the war, over 500,000 were found to be
crease the mental well-being of the individual.illiterate, and about 8,000 were recommended
Shakow (1976) defined clinical psychology asfor discharge on the basis of low intelligence

(Reisman, 1991).
These findings fueled the development and A body of knowledge growing out of both

implementation of psychological tests to assess correlational and experimental techniques
which are based on general, cryptic, psycho-individuals. The demand for testing, especially
biological and psychosocial principles. Thewithin school systems, was immediate and
skills of assessment and therapy which de-pressing. In the United States, the shortage of
rive from this knowledge can be used to helptrained psychologists to administer and inter-
persons with behavior disabilities and men-pret intelligence scales resulted in teachers and
tal disorders to achieve better adjustmentprincipals taking on the roles of psychological
and self-expression. (p. 559)examiners. In response to this need for clinical

psychologists, the number of psychological
clinics increased. By 1919, clinical psychology Fox (1982) expanded the definition to empha-
had attained status as a science and as a profes- size the improvement and effectiveness of hu-
sion. man behavior and coping skills.
Testing became implemented at a feverish By including general health issues, clinical

rate. Few children could escape these mental psychologists were now able to help people
tests. Equipped with a few diagnostic tools, with physical health problems in addition to
school psychologists were given instruction to mental and emotional problems (Kazarian &
differentiate between those childrenwho could Evans, 1998). The American Psychological As-
not and those who would not learn. Despite sociation assumed the responsibility of deter-
the complexities surrounding such a difficult miningwhich programs satisfied standards and

merited support. Furthermore, graduate pro-decision, many schools relied heavily on the
information derived from these psychological grams in clinical psychology were required to

provide training in psychotherapy, assessment,tests. Testing was adopted in the field of vo-
cational and industrial guidance as well. Al- and research. The new objective of the Ameri-

can Psychological Association was to advancethough the need for trained psychologists was
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psychology as a science and as a means of pro- Clinical Psychology:moting human welfare (Reisman, 1991).
Cultural PerspectiveThe 1940s marked a significant increase in

Because clinical psychology first evolved in thegraduate education in clinical psychology. The
United States, the cultural orientation of thescientist-practitioner model (also known as the
field reflected American influence. ProperlyBoulder model) was embraced as a training ap-
speaking, the United States is composed ofproach that required an empirical scientific
many different cultures. However, it is largelybase, high academic qualifications, and effec-
Western (i.e., western European), as opposedtive interventions. Clinical psychologists were
to Eastern (e.g., Asian) in perspective. Not sur-finally being trained as scientists and prac-
prisingly, the theoretical underpinnings oftitioners, yet complaints were voiced with re-
clinical psychology were grounded onWesternspect to the high value placed on research
figures such as Freud and Watson. Freud’s In-skills, whereas clinical work was less regarded.
terpretation of Dreams (1900) was published.Concernwas expressed that psychotherapy and
Underlying this book was the assumption ofdiagnostic assessment could not be taught
psychic determinism, in which an individual’sproperly in an atmosphere that was so richly
thoughts and behaviors are products of naturalsteeped in academia.
laws as opposed to freely willed. For Freud,In 1965, Kenneth Clark proposed a profes-
thoughts or acts could be unconscious andsional model (doctor of psychology, PsyD) in
upon analysis, might reveal causes or motiveswhich greater focus could be placed on profes-
of which the person is unaware. These uncon-sional practice and less on academic training.
scious processes interfere with, and are a partEndorsement of this professional model oc-
of, the ordinary functioning of “normal” peo-curred in 1973 at the Vail Conference (Kaza-
ple. Thus, Freud began to develop psychoanal-rian & Evans, 1998). Despite the growth of the
ysis as a treatment (Reisman, 1991). Disagree-professional model, the scientist-practitioner
ments arose regarding specific aspects ofmodel continues to be the dominant form of
Freud’s theory. For example, the critics couldprofessional training for North American psy-
not understandwhy he insisted that sexual mo-chologists. In other countries of theworld, there
tivation was so very important. Even Jung, who

was comparatively little professional activity, was a protégé of Freud, wrote to him recom-
and what little there was centered on teaching, mending amore discrete approach to the “unsa-
research, and diagnostic testing. Indeed, in vory topic” of sex. Despite such disagreements,
many Asian countries today, psychologists for the most part, psychoanalytic theory was
hold roles primarily in testing and assessment, highly regarded, and its popularity increased
as was the case in the United States decades with time. The use of introspection gained in
ago. popularity as well.
In the 1960s, clinical psychology was still In 1913, Watson published his manifesto,

largely an American phenomenon. While the “Psychology as the Behaviorist Views It.” In
United States had thousands of clinicians, it this manuscript, he proposed that psychology
was estimated that there were 345 in the should focus on predicting and controlling be-
United Kingdom, 60 in Yugoslavia, several in havior. He contended that all psychologyhad to
Egypt and Lebanon, 1 in Syria, 6 in Iraq, a concern itself with were stimuli and responses.
few hundred in Japan, and several hundred in Given the stimuli, investigators should dis-
Canada and Latin America (Reisman, 1991). cover the responses. Given the responses, they
Research conducted in the United States, which should discover the stimuli. The method of in-
accounted for the majority of empirical knowl- trospection would be minimal.
edge in clinical psychology, had slowly fil- With the introduction of behaviorism, psy-
tered to other parts of the world. An exchange chology shifted from the study of conscious-
of cultural ideas was generated. More inter- ness to the study of behavior. Enthusiasm for
national scholars began attending American behaviorism increased. People did not want to
doctoral programs. Other countries began to regard psychology as an abstract intellectual
embrace formal clinical psychology, integrat- notion. They were interested in practical appli-
ing American models with indigenous con- cations of knowledge. Response to the extreme
cepts (e.g., neurasthenia in China). The U.S. notion of behaviorism lent itself to a search to
model became the standard from which others clarify the extent to which human behavior is

learned (Reisman, 1991). The concept of cul-evolved.
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ture became a key component in learning, al- sociation of Cross-Cultural Psychologywere es-
though most behaviorists at the time simply tablished. However, mainstream American
examined the immediate antecedents and con- psychology in general and clinical psychology
sequences of behavior rather than longer term in particular failed to address cultural issues
socialization processes involving culture. With adequately. Because theories and methodolo-
behaviorism came an increasing interest in sci- gieswere derived primarily fromEuroamerican
entific research methods based on observable, culture, the field was dominated by this cul-
operational definitions, hypothesis testing, ture—a phenomenon called an imposed etic
control groups, and the like. (Segall, Lonner, & Berry, 1998). This can be
From psychoanalytic and behavioral tradi- seen from the relative absence of diverse cul-

tions, a number of other important theoretical tural content in clinical psychology programs
positions emerged, including the neo-Freud- and resources. Similarly, attempts to address
ian, client/person centered, existential, gestalt, the inadequacies in meeting psychological ser-
cognitive, and cognitive behavioral perspec- vice needs of people from diverse cultures have
tives. For the most part, however, the ideologi- only just begun (Kazarian & Evans, 1998).
cal basis for the positions shared two charac- Two developments were important in pro-
teristics: They were typically Western, and moting cross-cultural issues. First, a number
cultural influences were not emphasized. of researchers in the cross-cultural and cross-
Cultural anthropologists also demonstrated national areas demonstrated the importance of

interest in behavior. Many were making use culture in socialization practices, personality,
of psychological research in their attempts to manifestations of mental disorders, means of
specify which forms of behavior might be uni- treating disorders, and other behaviors. Trian-
versal, which forms seemed to be inherited, dis and Brislin (1984) pointed to advantages
and which were acquired. Linton (1938) point- that cross-cultural research had in the develop-
ed out that no individual could possibly learn ment of psychological theory. By testing one’s
all the nuances and subtle shades of meaning theory in different societies and cultures, the
that comprise his or her culture. Furthermore, relevance and validity of the theory for human
he claimed that by understanding an individu- beings in general can be established. They also
al’s culture, a foundation for predicting behav- noted that cross-cultural research could have
ior would develop. Anthropologists realized other benefits, such as the ability to increase
that individuals need to be studied against their the range of variables studied. For example,
cultural andecological backgrounds.TheUnited assume that a researcher is interested in theStates gradually became more integrated cul-

relationship between collectivism and moralturally, particularly with the resurgence of im-
development. Because different cultures varymigrants that occurred as a result of immigra-
in the degree of collectivism, by including dif-tion laws, such as the 1965 amendments to the
ferent cultural groups in the study, the investi-McCarran-Walter Act, which permitted sizable
gator can find a wider range of collectivismAsian immigration (U.S. Commission on Civil
among the research participants. Similarly, cul-Rights, 1992).
tures can be found to differ in variables that,Culture has been defined in a number of
for ethical or practical reasons, are difficult toways. Kroeber and Kluckholn (1952) suggest
manipulate as independent variables (e.g., thethat culture represents patterns of behaviors
effects of certain human values on sexual ag-that are transmitted by symbols that denote the
gression).distinct achievements of human groups. Cul-
Second, given the history of race and ethnicture can also be viewed as a set of rules and

relations in the United States, investigators be-norms that promote stability and harmony
gan to study racial or ethnic differences in intel-within a society. For the purposes of this chap-
ligence, personality, stereotyping, emotionalter, we employ this definition of culture in our
disturbance, achievements, and mental healthdiscussion of clinical psychology.
services. Increasingly, the needs of ethnic mi-
nority populations (especially African Ameri-Monoculturalism in cans, Asian Americans, Hispanics, and Native

Clinical Psychology Americans) for services of clinical psycholo-
gists and the inability of psychologists to meetA number of psychologists recognized the im-
those needs (American Psychological Associa-portance of cultural influences, and organiza-
tion Office of Ethnic Minority Affairs, 1993)tions such as the International Association of

Applied Psychology and the International As- were recognized. Therewas a large body of data
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that showed the lack of cultural consideration Because of the growing appreciation of the
importance of culture, American psychologyin clinical practice. For example, Dahlquist and

Fay (1983) cited the failure of themental health has attempted to address issues concerning eth-
nic minority groups, such as the establishmentprofessions to meet the needs of the multicul-

tural society adequately; Padilla, Ruiz, and Al- in the APA of various governance groups (e.g.,
Committee on the Equality of Opportunity invarez (1975) urged for training of Spanish-

speaking students inmental health professions; Psychology, Board of Ethnic Minority Affairs,
Office of Ethnic Minority Affairs, and the Soci-S. Sue (1998) advocated for the delivery of cul-

turally appropriate services; Korchin (1980) ety for the Psychological Study of Ethnic Mi-
nority Issues). In 1993, the APA establishedurged for commitment to training larger num-

bers of qualified ethnic minority psychologists; guidelines for providers of psychological ser-
vices to ethnic, linguistic, and culturally di-Howard et al. (1986) found that ethnic minori-

ties were poorly represented in the mental verse populations (see American Psychological
Association Office of Ethnic Minority Affairs,health field. Obviously, ethnic minority issues

were not identical with those of cross-cultural 1993).
In other countries, attempts have been madepsychology. While both are concerned with

cultural matters, ethnic minority psychology to modify clinical psychology from an Ameri-
canmodel to ones that meet the needs of partic-is also interested in race and ethnic relations

between the dominant and minority groups in ular cultures. For instance, Ho (1985) argued
that, in most Asian and other Third Worldthe United States.

Because clinical psychology experienced its countries, “it makes more sense to develop
solid training programs at the master’s levelbirth in the United States, the value orienta-

tions were derived from the dominant North rather than attempting to follow the American
doctor of philosophy or doctor of psychologyAmerican (Anglo American) paradigm (Ho,

1985; McHolland, Lubin, & Forbes, 1990; S. models, at least during the initial stages of
professional development.” (p. 1215) In manySue, 1983). From an international perspective,

the dominance of the U.S. paradigm led to cul- developing and underdeveloped countries,
professional progress is dependent on carefultural restructuring of clinical psychology in

other parts of the world. In 1985, Ho stated consideration of socioeconomic factors. The
long path to obtaining a doctorate not only re-that, “Clinical psychology is not an indigenous

outgrowth but a foreign transplantation into the stricts the number of clinical psychologists
available, but also does not ensure remunera-community” (p. 1214). For example, he notes

that in China, there is a basic contradiction be- tion commensurate with an advanced degree.
With respect to psychological research, thetween the traditional moralistic-authoritarian

orientation and the psychological-therapeutic Western mainstream paradigm follows an etic
approach in research and training, which em-orientation of clinical psychology. Consequent-

ly, the task of the clinician then becomes one phasizes the “universals” and core human simi-
larities. In contrast, cultural psychology fo-of delicately balancing the psychological-thera-

peutic orientation with the traditional values cuses on the emic approach, which places an
emphasis on culture specificity and influenceof a given culture.

Another dilemma stems from the contradic- of culture on human behavior (Kazarian & Ev-
ans, 1998).tion between the concepts of individualism and

collectivism. The mainstreamWestern psychol- In summary, clinical psychology was first
established in the United States. Its practicesogy, which has its roots in the Judeo-Christian

tradition of individualism, places an emphasis and principles understandably reflected Amer-
ican (largely western Anglo-Saxon European)on qualities such as self-reliance, uniqueness,

autonomy, and freedom. Ho (1985) argues that interests and needs. Because many ethnic mi-
nority populations felt that their needs and cul-this ideological bias underlies the traditional

approaches to intervention (i.e., counseling and tural perspectives were not being well served
and because of the growing international inter-psychotherapy). In contrast, collectivism places

an emphasis on social action, preservation, and est in clinical psychology, the field has gradu-
ally recognized the importance of cultural in-enhancement of well-being of the group. The

strategies for prevention and intervention are fluences and the necessity of dealing with
cultural issues.suggested through support systems rooted in

the culture. In this way, cultural forces can be The growing interest and concern over cul-
tural influences are revealed in the three mainutilized to help people through difficulties.
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foci of clinical psychology: (a) assessment, However, striking differences were also found,
(b) psychopathology, and (c) treatment. Some namely, that the course of schizophrenia was
of the important issues in each of the three better for patients in the less-developed socie-
areas are as follows: What are the problems in ties and worse for those in industrially ad-
conducting valid assessments and evaluations vanced societies. In themental health field, this
of mental disorders across cultures? How can finding was emphasized only secondarily to
the validity of assessment be improved? Inwhat the finding that core schizophrenic symptoms
ways are emotional disorders influenced by could be found at all sites (Kleinman, 1995).
culture? Are there differential patterns of cause Likewise, the World Health Organization
and course of disorders?Are treatmentmethods (WHO) launched the Determinants of Outcome
effective across cultures? What kinds of treat- Study, also funded by the NIMH (Sartorius &
ments can be found among different cultures? Jablensky, 1983). Twelve centers in countries

such as India, Japan, Nigeria, Colombia, Den-
mark, the United Kingdom, and the UnitedAssessment
States studied over 1,300 cases collectively.
The researchers found that, in all locations, pa-Problems and Issues
tients with schizophrenia share many featuresin Assessment
at the level of symptomatology. Nevertheless,

One of the important, yet unresolved, issues important differences were found as well. In
in assessment and psychopathology is whether the developed countries, catatonic schizophre-
cultural variations in symptoms are better con- nia was rarely found, while in the developing
ceptualized as Western identified disorders countries, it was diagnosed in 10% of the cases.
that differ in symptom expressions across cul- Similarly, in developing countries, the acute
tures or whether cultural variations represent subtype diagnosis was used almost twice as
distinctly different disorders. In the early 1900s, often as the diagnosis of the paranoid subtype.
Emil Kraepelin, who is considered the father In contrast, the hebephrenic subtype diagnosis
of descriptive psychiatry, discovered that ill- was used over three times as often in developed
nesses found in the West, such as dementia countries as in developing countries. Despite
praecox (now known as schizophrenia), are these important cross-cultural differences, the
found in non-Western countries as well. The conclusions of the study focused on the univer-incidence and symptomatology, however, dif-

sality of schizophrenic symptoms (Kleinman,fered.He also noted culture-specific syndromes
1995). In addressing these conclusions, Klein-such as amok, a dissociative state characterized
man stated, “There is, then, a tacit professionalby outbursts of unrestricted violence associated
ideology that exaggerates what is universal inwith homicidal attacks found prevalent in In-
psychiatric disorder and de-emphasizes whatdonesian andMalaysianmales. Despite finding
is culturally particular” (p. 636).these cultural differences, Kraepelin believed
Diagnosticians themselves may disagree be-these syndromes to be indicative of Western

cause of their cultural backgrounds or ethnic-illnesses (Al-Issa, 1995).
ity. In a study to evaluate the influence of cul-The problem in addressing the issue in-
ture on the diagnostic approach of therapists,cludes the difficulty in trying to examine cul-
five Chinese American and five White Ameri-tural phenomena without being biased by one’s
can male therapists rated the functioning ofculture. Kleinman (1995) observed that re-
Chinese andWhite male clients during a video-search in psychiatry is motivated to show that
taped interview (Li-Repac, 1980). The resultsa psychiatric disorder is like any other disorder
revealed an interaction effect on the therapists’and therefore will be found everywhere in the
clinical judgments involving ethnicity of theworld with the same diagnostic techniques. In-
therapist and client. While White therapiststernational studies on schizophrenia are indic-
rated Chinese American clients as anxious,ative of this. One study, the International Pilot
awkward, confused, and nervous, Chinese ther-Study of Schizophrenia (IPSS) funded by the
apists perceived the same clients as alert, ambi-National Institute ofMental Health (NIMH), ex-
tious, adaptable, honest, and friendly. In theamined groups of patients in India, Nigeria,
case of White American clients, White thera-Colombia, Denmark, the United Kingdom, the
pists rated them as affectionate, adventurous,former Soviet Union, and the United States.
sincere, and easygoing, while Chinese thera-The samples of psychiatric patentswere indeed
pists judged the same clients to be active, ag-found to display similar symptoms, thus sup-

porting the notion of a “universal” disorder. gressive, rebellious, and outspoken. Further-
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more, White therapists rated Chinese clients as can be used to discover which psychological
concepts appear to be culture specific or culturemore depressed, more inhibited, less socially
common.poised, and less capable of interpersonal rela-
Conceptual equivalence refers to a func-tionships than did Chinese therapists. Chinese

tional aspect of the construct that serves thetherapists rated White clients as more severely
same purpose in different cultures, althoughdisturbed than did White therapists. These
the specific behavior or thoughts used to mea-findings suggest that judgments about psycho-
sure the construct may be different. For exam-logical functioning depend at least in part on
ple, one aspect of good decision making in thethe ethnic similarity (and presumably the cul-
Western cultures may be typified by an abilitytural backgrounds) of therapists to their clients.
to make a personal decision without being un-Other sources of bias involve assessment
duly influenced by others, whereas good deci-procedures. Most psychological assessment in-
sion making may be understood in Asian cul-struments have items that are developed in a
tures as an ability to make a decision that isvernacular that is not inherently translatable to
best for the group. These different behaviorsother languages Kleinman (1995). For example,
pertaining to making decisions are equivalentdiagnostic instruments in the United States use
in that they comprise the very definition of theterms like “feeling blue” or “feeling down” to
construct (good decision making) as used byrepresent depressive affect. In many non-West-
individuals in the different cultures. Yet, theern languages, direct translation of these terms
actual behaviors considered as good decisionwould yield nonsensical expressions. In order
making are strikingly different. The lack of con-to capture cultural differences fully, research-
ceptual equivalence means that a particularers must identify specific expressions of dis-
construal of good decision making in one cul-tress and include them in standard question-
ture may be a poor way of construing the con-naires. In other words, equivalence is often
cept in another culture.lacking when a measure is developed in one
Finally, metric equivalence refers to whetherculture and used in another.

scores on a measure achieved by persons fromBrislin (1993) outlines three areas in which
different cultures have the same scalarmeaningthe equivalence ofmeasures can be problematic
and can be compared directly. For example, ain cross-cultural assessment research: (a) trans-
score of 100 on a certain scale or measure usedlation equivalence, (b) conceptual equivalence,
with one population may not be equivalent toand (c) metric equivalence. Potential problems
a score of 100 on the same measure when usedin translation, conceptual, and metric equiva- with a different population or when translated

lence have been sufficiently great that some into another language. The lack ofmetric equiv-
researchers even go so far as to refrain from alence is especially apparent when cutoff scores
making any inference from the results of quanti- are derived from one culture and then applied
tative comparisons of a given measure between to another. For example, if a certain score on
subjects from two different cultures (e.g., Hui, a measure is indicative of clinical depression,
1988). the same score for someone from a different
Problems in translation equivalence often culturemaynot be indicative of clinical depres-

occurwhen questionnaires or instructions from sion. Many factors influence metric equiva-
one language group are used with another lan- lence, including translation and conceptual
guage group. When the descriptors and mea- equivalence, response sets, norms for clinical
sures of psychological concepts cannot be depression, and the like.
translated adequately across languages, there is
nonequivalence. To test the translation equiva-

Attempts at Solutionslence of a measure developed in a particular
In 1996, S. Sue outlined several ways to addressculture, it is first translated by a bilingual expert
cultural bias in assessment: Devise new teststo another language, then “back-translated”
andmeasures, evaluate tests and revise tomakefrom the second language to the first by an inde-
them cross-culturally valid, and study the na-pendent bilingual translator. The two versions
ture of bias.of the measure in the original language are then

compared to discern which words or concepts
seem to “survive” the translation procedures, Devise New Tests and Measures New psycho-
with the assumption that the concepts that sur- logical tests and measures that are appropriate
vive are translation equivalent. This procedure for different ethnic or cultural populations
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need to be developed. For example, Cheung (in to use these existing measures, sometimes in
translated or slightlymodified forms. For exam-press) is developing a measure of personality

for use in Chinese societies. Her measure is ple, intelligence tests (e.g., the Wechsler Adult
Intelligence Scale [WAIS]), personality inven-based not only on Western concepts and items,

but also on more indigenous concepts derived tories (e.g., Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Inventory, 2nd revision [MMPI-2]), and surveyfrom Chinese culture. In this way, a culture-

specific measure will be available for Chinese instruments (e.g., Diagnostic Interview Sched-
ule) have been used to study ethnic minoritiessocieties.

Zane (1999) believes that certain personal or cross-national groups.
The problem is the instrumentsmay be inap-constructs may be more culturally salient for

some groups than others. One significant per- propriate not only because of translation non-
equivalence and item unfamiliarity, but alsosonality attribute that affects interpersonal in-

teractions is “face.” Loss of face (defined as the because of assumptions concerning the mean-
ing of responses to items.With respect tomean-threat or loss of one’s social integrity) is an

important interpersonal dynamic in Asian so- ing of responses, Rogler, Malgady, and Rodri-
guez (1989) note that, in Puerto Rican culture,cial relations. Many individuals fear the loss of

face or their social integrity, particularly Asian spiritualism is practiced and answering affirm-
atively to MMPI items (such as “Evil spiritsAmericans who come from face cultures. To
possess me at times”) may not be indicativeassess this construct accurately, Zane has de-
of pathology. Under such circumstances, theveloped a measure of loss of face (LOF). The
instruments should be modified to enhance21-item measure reflects four face-threatening
their validity, or local norms can be establishedareas involving social status, ethical behavior,
with different populations. Such efforts aresocial propriety, and self-discipline. Findings
important in that they provide a standard byindicate that the measure has good reliability
which to compare different groups and yieldand validity. It is positively correlated with
insights into what aspects or items of ameasureother-directedness, self-consciousness, and so-
are cross-culturally appropriate or inappropri-cial anxiety and negatively correlated with ex-
ate andwhatmodificationsmay be necessary totraversion and acculturation level of Asian
strengthen validity and to interpret test resultsAmericans. Furthermore, Asian Americans
more accurately.score higher on the measure than do Whites.

LOF is able to predict, independent of social
Study the Nature of Bias One potentiallydesirability, certain behaviors, such as assert-
fruitful research area that has been largely ig-iveness and help-seeking behaviors. The find-
nored in cross-cultural assessment is that ofingsmay havedirect implications for conceptu-
bias. By studying bias, it may be possible to gainalization of personality.
insight into how cultural processes influenceIn the United States, researchers have dis-
responses to assessment instruments. With thiscovered five orthogonal personality factors,
insight, it provides directions for how to controlcalled the “Big Five” (Goldberg, 1981), which
for bias among culturally different populations.include characteristics such as agreeableness,
That is, by understanding the cultural pro-conscientiousness, and emotional stability.
cesses underlying responses to assessment in-While the Big Five appears to be applicable in
struments—processes and principles that maydifferent cultures, the degree of salience of the
have generality across different assessmentfactors differs across cultures (Yang & Bond,
tools—it is then possible to attempt to elimi-1990). If LOF is a strong predictor of behavior
nate bias.in certain cultural groups and is relatively or-
Sue is examining if ethnic differences in re-thogonal to the Big Five factors, then the con-

sponses to measures can be predicted by cul-ceptualization of personality into the Big Five
tural response sets. Once cultural factors arefactors has limitations as a universal way of
identified, it will be possible to evaluate anyconstruing personality.
measure as to the extent of bias on these factors
and to attempt to control bias and increase the

Evaluate Tests and Revise toMake ThemCross- validity of instruments. Therefore, existing in-
Culturally Valid In the past, tests and mea- struments can still be used while controlling
sures were developed in Western societies. In for the identified cultural factors. This approach
the assessment of individuals from non-West- has been used to control for response sets such
ern cultures, the typical practice was simply as social desirability on the MMPI.
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In summary, because of inherent problems same diagnostic instruments across cultures,
in directly using ameasure developed and vali- what is the meaning of culture-bound syn-
dated in one culture and employing it for an- dromes? According to American Psychiatric
other culture, a number of strategies have been Association guidelines (1994), culture-bound
used, including language translation anddevel- syndromes denote recurrent, locality-specific
opment of norms for other groups using the patterns of aberrant behavior and troubled ex-
instrument, modifying the instrument to reflect periences. They do not fit into contemporary
the local culture, devising measures that can diagnostic and classification systems such as
assess constructs that are particularly salient those of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
to a cultural group, and studying the nature of of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV)
cultural bias and correcting for it. The field (1994) and the International Classification of
of cross-cultural psychology has developed Diseases (ICD). Examples of these syndromes
greater understanding of the importance of cul- are amok, shenjing shuairuo, and ataque de
tural influences on assessment and has at- nervios (American Psychiatric Association,
tempted to control for bias. 1994).

Amok is a dissociative episode character-
ized by a period of brooding, followed by out-

Cultural Influences bursts of violent, aggressive, or homicidal be-
on Psychopathology havior directed at people and objects. The

episode tends to be precipitated by a perceived
Developing culturally applicable diagnostic in- insult and seems to be prevalent only among
struments is important for the accurate assess- males. The episode is often accompanied by
ment of individuals. What exactly are these persecutory ideas, amnesia, exhaustion, and a
tools assessing? In the previous section, we ex- return to premorbid state following the episode.
amined the influence of culture onmental health Amok is found in Malaysia, Laos, Philippines,
assessment. To focus our attention on the role Polynesia, Papua New Guinea, and Puerto Rico
of cultural factors in explaining psychopathol- and among the Navajo.
ogy, we need to understand the theoretical Ataque de nervios is a condition among Lat-
perspectives from which psychopathology is inos from the Caribbean, but is recognized in
based. From the universalistic perspective, cul- many Latin American and LatinMediterraneantural features represent just the exterior layer

groups. Commonly reported symptoms includeof psychopathology. Once this outer layer is
uncontrollable shouting, attacks of crying,removed, the core of psychopathology is dis-
trembling, heat in the chest that rises into theplayed in its pure form. In contrast, the cultural
head, verbal or physical aggression, and feel-relativists assert that abnormal manifestations,
ings of being out of control. Ataques de nerviosexpressions, and experiences are malleable.
frequently occur as a direct result of a stressfulWhat can be construed as pathological in one
event relating to the family.society could be epitomized in another (Dra-
Shenjing shuairuo (“neurasthenia”) is a con-guns, 1995).

dition in China characterized by physical andResearch on culture and psychopathology
mental fatigue, dizziness, headaches, othermirror these viewpoints. The etic view encom-
pains, concentration difficulties, sleep distur-passes the universalistic perspective by empha-
bance, and memory loss. Other symptoms in-sizing the pervasiveness of abnormal experi-
clude gastrointestinal problems, sexual dys-ence. Examples of this approach to cultural
function, irritability, excitability, and variousresearch are the WHO studies (1973, 1979) on
signs that suggest disturbance of the autonomicschizophrenia. In these studies, the compari-
nervous system. In many, but not all, cases, thesons among cultures assume the existence of
symptoms would meet the criteria for a DSM-schizophrenia across cultures. While acknowl-
IV mood or anxiety disorder. This disorder isedging the importance of culture in influencing
discussed in more detail below.specific symptoms or content of symptoms
Are culture-bound syndromes just cultural(e.g., the content of delusions) or in accounting

representations of the same underlying symp-for the rate and distribution of particular disor-
toms? By applying only one theoretical frame-ders, the etic perspective maintains that disor-
work for assessing diseases (namely, the West-ders and their processes are the same across
ern one), clinicians may be unable to recognizecultures.
the existence of a culture-bound syndromeEven if we assume that disease symptomol-

ogy is universal and can be assessed with the (Aderibigbe & Pandurangi, 1995). For example,
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amok is traditionally sanctioned in Malaysia, Draguns (1995) reviews findings on the
cross-cultural psychology of abnormal behav-where it is prevalent. In contrast, no country

in the West would tolerate such aggressive and ior,which mainly come from research on schiz-
ophrenia and depression. The WHO (1973)sometimes homicidal behavior. Thus, to re-

move the constraints of differing ideologies study found core symptoms of schizophrenia in
nine participating countries. Examples of thesefrom assessment, expressions of distress need

to be evaluated without theoretical bias. Is this symptomswere withdrawal, confusion, and re-
ality distortion. A later WHO study (1983)possible, however, when our current under-

standing of disease and illness is by nature yielded similar findings of core symptoms in
depression, such as sad affect, loss of enjoy-a product of culture? Consider, for example,

the concept of somatization. Fabrega (1990) de- ment, and ideas of worthlessness. Despite these
universal symptoms of mental disorder, impor-fines somatization as “illness pictures inwhich

bodily symptoms are overly dominant” (p. 653). tant cultural differences were also found in
these international studies. A more benignInformation regardingWestern biomedical psy-

chology has been derived via experiments and course of schizophreniawas found for develop-
ing countries (WHO, 1979).controlled observation of individuals shaped

byWestern cultural psychology. Thus, it might Thus, it appears that, to determine cultural
differences in psychopathology, there needs tonot be possible to learn fully of what the “cul-

ture-free” elements of brain, body, or disease be a series of sequential, standardized, and
cross-cultural investigations. In the case of de-consist. Fabrega (1990) notes, “If one looks

at the phenomena of illness as individuals ex- pression, reported symptoms have been mani-
fested differently across cultures (American Psy-perience, describe and display this in social

behavior, few cross cultural uniformities be- chiatric Association, 1994; Kaiser, Katz, & Shaw,
1998; Kleinman, 1986). For example, there istween disease and illness can be expected”

(p. 668). an underemphasis on guilt-related symptoms
in depression in East Asia and Africa (Draguns,The emic view is based on the cultural rela-

tivist perspective. This research orientation ad- 1995). Somatization is a channel for experi-
encing psychic distress in China (Kleinman,dresses the concept of cultural uniqueness. The

abnormal experience is defined within a cul- 1982). Expression of abnormal behavior be-
comes further complicated by the cultural con-tural context, and disorders in one culture may

not have equivalence in other cultures. As ception of “normal.” For example, the tendency
forNativeAmericans to depend on the environ-noted above, culture-bound syndromes may

not have counterparts in different cultures. Al- ment for solutions may be seen as abnormal to
Anglo Americans, who look to treatment in thethough presentations conforming to the major

DSM-IV categories can be found throughout the forms of medicine and therapy (Kaiser et al.,
1998).world, the particular symptoms, course, and

social response are very often influenced by Despite the ongoing research in cross-
cultural clinical psychology, there are stilllocal cultural factors.

The relationship between culture and psy- many unanswered questions. For example, an
unresolved issue concerns the conceptualiza-chopathology in the United States has added

complexity due to the multicultural diversity tion of mental disorders. Are disorders best
conceptualized as fundamentally the sameof U.S. communities. The context of culture

must be equated with the history and experi- with culture serving to affect symptommanifes-
tations, or can disorders be essentially differentence of inequality within the group (Draguns,

1995). It is important for these factors to be because of cultural influences? Furthermore,
biological explanations have been used to re-considered within their historical context as

opposed to attributed to fundamental charac- fute the influence of culture on psychopathol-
ogy; however, biology and culture are not op-teristics of the group. Furthermore, ethnic iden-

tity becomes intermixed with issues such as posite and mutually exclusive. How can the
relationship between biology and culture beacculturation status and affiliation to host

country. Studying the effects of ethnic culture explained? The continued investigation of so-
matization that focuses on the body, but ison psychopathology is complicated by the per-

vasive American identity. Thus, the challenge shaped by culture, may be an appropriate path
in examining the biocultural relationship. Like-is to incorporate clinical sensitivity with cul-

tural competency without resorting to stereo- wise, there is a lack of information on specific
cultural variables that may enhance resiliencetyping.
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and hardiness in the face of stress.What unique Kleinman (1985) note how stronglywidespread
the diagnosis is in China and Taiwan. Indeed,elements may serve to prevent or counteract

psychopathology? In analyzing culture and in non-Western countries, neurasthenia is still
widely used, and is more culturally appropri-psychopathology, how do we determine the

causal relationship? We know that culture ate than terms such as depression or anxiety
(Good & Kleinman, 1985). Hence, a mental dis-shapes the expression and direction of psycho-

pathology, but how does it contribute to the order that was once thought to have its origin
in industrialized America has now faded in thecauses as well (Draguns, 1995)? The evolution

of the disease entity itself within the context West and yet has gathered force in non-Western
countries.of culture is important when examining the

cultural influences on psychopathology. The
history of the disorder neurasthenia illustrates Influence of the Western
some of the seemingly arbitrary nature of diag- World on Psychopathologynostic categories and the changes that occur

Kleinman (1987) stresses that a classificationwith culture.
of psychopathology that is relevant for one cul-
ture might not be relevant for another. Exam-

Neurasthenia ples of this are anorexia nervosa, agoraphobia,
and borderline personality disorder. These dis-Neurasthenia (or shenjing shuairuo) has been

closely associated with the American neurolo- orders, mainly found in North America and
western Europe are rarely seen in non-Westerngist George Beard (Costa e Silva & Girolamo,

1990). Found in medical dictionaries as a syn- countries (Paris, 1991). Thus, we stand to gain
valuable information about a particular mentalonym for “nervous weakness,” it was associ-

ated with profound physical and mental fa- disturbance by knowing the degree to which
that disorder varies or does not vary from onetigability. Beard asserted that the causes of

neurasthenia stemmed from a weakening of the culture to another.
There has been reluctance in the Westernnervous force, which in turn weakened the ner-

vous system. He believed that this weakness world to recognize cultural variables in psycho-
pathology. In recent years, Schumaker (1996)was created by the industrialized lifestyle of the

American people, in which they were forced to has identified two major trends that have
emerged in the field of clinical psychology.expend great amounts of energywithout proper

recuperation. For a time, many physicians in First, the popularity of cognitive psychology
has been growing. From the cognitive view,continental Europe readily accepted it. During

World War I, neurasthenia was diagnosed so psychopathology is seen as a consequence of
mental processes operating largely on the partoften that the British Army instituted a training

program that specifically studied the disease. of the individual. Second, there has been a shift
toward biologically based models of psycho-Graduates of the disease were given the title

“neurasthenia expert” (Costa e Silva & Giro- pathology. Both of these theoretical formula-
tions of psychopathology are individual fo-lamo, 1990). After this time, neurasthenia be-

gan to disappear from Western nosology. cused and tend to deemphasize cultural factors.
Cognitive theorists typically implicate theThe symptoms of neurastheniawere thought

to be overinclusive, until eventually it became individual in producing his or her own cogni-
tions. However, this notion of individual re-largely submerged with depression (Adams &

Victor, 1985). In fact, neurasthenia did not even sponsibility is not applicable to all cultures.
For instance, the Toraja of South Sulawesi inappear in the DSM-I (American Psychiatric

Association, 1952). Unexpectedly, it appeared Indonesia have belief systems by which anger
evokes the punishment of supernatural forces.in DSM-II (American Psychiatric Association,

1968), in which it was characterized by chron- Thus, cognitions concerning anger control orig-
inate at the level of culture, not the individualic weakness, easy fatigability, and sometimes

exhaustion. Its reappearance was short-lived, (Schumaker, 1996). Because entire societies are
devoid of Western-style depression, we musthowever, and it was not included in DSM-III

(American Psychiatric Association, 1980) or explore the possibility that cultural factors can
override biological predisposition toward de-DSM-III-R (American Psychiatric Association,

1987). Only the ICD of WHO retains neuras- pression.One example canbe found in thediag-
nosis of postpartum depression. In the West,thenia (Costa e Silva & Girolamo, 1990). Occa-

sionally in European countries, it is diagnosed approximately 20% of women develop clinical
depression atmild tomoderate levels followingin place of reactive depression. Kleinman and
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childbirth (Hopkins,Marcus, &Campbell, 1984). tion of the slow acetaldehyde dehydrogenase
mirrors that of Caucasian populations (Lin &Etiological models suggest that postpartum de-

pression results from a hormonal imbalance, Shen, 1991).
These differences found between Asian andspecifically, a decrease in estrogen and proges-

terone, which is proposed to underlie depres- non-Asian populations have important treat-
ment implications. For example, monoaminesion. Despite such an important finding, there

are very few references to cultural factors re- oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs) have been demon-
strated to be useful in the treatment of “atypicallated to postpartumdepression in the literature.

By focusing on specific groups from the non- depression” and panic disorders. They have
also been found to be effective in the control ofWestern world, it is possible to show the close

interaction of culture andpsychopathology and some post-traumatic stress disorder symptoms.
Yet, MAOIs are infrequently used with Asianto assess the emphasis of Western therapists on

individual factors. patients because of possible complications due
to interactions with common Asian food, such
as soy sauce, fish sauce, or fermented foods.
Also, the anticholinergenic properties of tra-Treatments
ditional herbal medicines can cause atropic
psychosis when simultaneously taken with tri-Biological Treatments cyclic antidepressants or low potency neuro-

As illustrated in the previous section, the rela- leptics (Lin & Shen, 1991). The use of these
tionship between biology and culture is com- herbal medicines is extremely popular and ex-
plex. From a prevention perspective, it is im- tensive in many Asian countries.
portant to examine the factors surrounding the Another common psychotropic treatment is
causal relationship between culture and biol- the use of benzodiazepines (BZPs), which have
ogy. In doing so, we can then begin to take ad- become among the most frequently prescribed
vantage of those cultural variables that serve to medications (Smith &Wesson, 1985). Ethnicity
counteract or prevent psychopathologies. From has been identified as an important factor in
a treatment perspective, delineating cultural determining BZP responses. Rosenblat and Tang
variables that can potentially influence the ef- (1987) surveyed prescriptive patterns of 21
fectiveness of psychotropic drugs is vital. Var- North American psychiatrists and found that
iations in drug treatment effectiveness across compared to Caucasians, Asians were more
cultures further complicate the culture-biology sensitive to various psychotropic effects.
relationship. Lin and Shen (1991) assert that With the variability found in biological treat-
pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic pro- ments across cultures, the notion of a “univer-
files of various psychotropic medications may sal” treatment seems unlikely. Thus, the chal-
be different in Asian than non-Asian patients, lenge is to isolate those elements of treatment
leading to differences in dosage requirements that are optimal for the specific cultures pre-
and side-effect profiles. sented.
Even among different Asian subcultural

groups, there are some important common Psychotherapeutic
traits that could influence drug responses sig-

Treatmentsnificantly. For example, Clark, Brater, and
Johnson (1988) found that the consistency of Just as biological treatments vary across cul-

tures, the use of psychotherapy varies as well.many Asian diets can affect the metabolism
rates of certain prescribed drugs. Despite such Beutler and Crago (1991) investigated 40 dif-

ferent psychotherapy programs across Northsimilarities, there is also important heterogene-
ity among different Asian groups as well. An America and Europe. They found four dimen-

sions in which regions and programs diverged:example of these important differences is the
distribution of the “slow” acetaldehyde dehy- (a) process versus outcome focus, (b) the theo-

retical models of psychotherapy considered fordrogenase, a specific enzyme that results in sig-
nificant facial flushing after small amounts of investigation, (c) the modality of service deliv-

ery studied, and (d) the methodologies pre-ethanol are ingested. This enzyme is found in
close to 50% of Chinese, Japanese, and Viet- ferred. For example, geographic distributions

of the utilization of psychodynamic methodsnamese, yet only in about one-third of Koreans.
Furthermore, this facial flushing is compara- revealed that Germany and the coastal regions

of North America are heavily psychodynami-tively lower in Asians of Malay and Thai de-
scent. In fact, in these populations, the distribu- cally oriented. The endorsement of client-cen-
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tered therapy in Europe contrastswith the tend- the United States, D. W. Sue and D. Sue (1999)
found that certain characteristics inherent inencies toward cognitive therapies in North
the structure of traditional psychotherapy prac-America. Thus, the nature of the therapist-
tice are not effective. For example, it is expectedclient relationship, complete with roles and
that clients will actively self-disclose and ap-expectations, is important to considerwhen ob-
proach issues from an expressive yet objectiveserving variances in psychotherapeutic treat-
standpoint. These expectations are incompat-ments. Most therapists value clients who speak
ible with the norms and patterns of social be-openly about their experiences anddifficulties.
havior found in many non-Western cultures.Yet, there are varying cultural approaches to
Furthermore, cultural issues can arise from athis notion of self-disclosure (Toukmanian &
disconnect between the value orientations ofBrouwers, 1998). These cultural differences in
the client and therapist.disclosure tendencies are important to consider
In 1987, S. Sue and Zane found that the in-when examining psychotherapy.

ability of therapists to provide culturally com-Disclosure is an important aspect of tra-
petent treatment explainsmanyof theproblemsditional North American psychotherapy. Com-
in service delivery. For example, S. Sue (1977)monly, treatment strategies will follow an
obtained records from 14,000 clients in 17 com-insight-oriented approach. This type of orienta-
munity mental health centers in the greater Se-tion may not be appropriate for non-Western
attle,Washington, area.Analyses indicated thatindividuals. For example, Ting-Toomey (1991)
while Blacks and Native Americans were over-found that members of Western cultures dem-
represented in centers, Asian Americans andonstrate more disclosure tendencies than do
Hispanics were underrepresented. In addition,members of non-Western cultures. Disclosure
all ethnic/minority groups had higher dropoutof psychological distress centralizes negative
rates thanWhites, regardless of utilization rates.thoughts and emotions, which is discouraged
Treatment dropout after one sessionwas higherin Eastern cultures. In contrast, Western cul-
for ethnic/minority clients (about half) than fortural practices, with the encouragement of in-
Whites (30%). The startling conclusion wassight orientation, embody this self-disclosure
that ethnic minorities in the United States areprocess.
not faring well in the mental health system.Individualism and collectivism are impor-
The role of culture and cultural techniques intant factors to consider in an individual’s will-
psychotherapy is a difficult issue confrontingingness to disclose. Disclosing psychological
the mental health field. Cultural knowledgedistress could result in an undesired presenta- and techniques generated by this knowledge

tion of the self or family (Toukmanian&Brouw- are frequently applied in inappropriate ways
ers, 1998). (S. Sue & Zane, 1987).
Psychodynamic, cognitive behavioral, and One danger is that therapists can act on

humanistic-existential orientations are the three insufficient knowledge of a culture. Alterna-
mostwidely used approaches to psychotherapy tively, another danger is that therapists can
practice. Each perspective contains distinct overgeneralize what they have learned about
components, and yet they are also simultane- culturally dissimilar groups. Building a data-
ously linked by a common ideological core. All base of knowledge about cultures is necessary,
three theoretical frameworks are constructed but not sufficient, when working with ethnic/
from a base that utilizes individualism, self- minority groups. The relevance of this knowl-
reliance, and self-awareness as its tools. Self- edge does not control for individual differences
initiated action is implemented to resolve intra- among members of a particular ethnic group.
and interpersonal conflicts. This will ensure a
productive level of functioning. Despite this

Culturally Orientedemphasis on the self, it is not prudent to suggest
Treatmentsthat psychotherapy is ineffective for non-West-

ern cultures (Toukmanian & Browers, 1998). Culturally oriented treatment has grown in the
For example, the humanistic existential per- past 30 years. The ultimate goals of therapy and
spective appears to be flexible, making this ap- counseling are to resolve problems, eliminate
proach potentially more adaptive for clients stress, and enhance personal efficacy and qual-
from different cultural backgrounds. ity of life. In the mid-1900s, self-actualization,
The task of identifying those elements of based on the individual’s ultimate goal of self-

psychotherapy that are effective or ineffective awareness (Maslow, 1950), was a popular theme
in the United States. Thus, this ideology di-for certain populations is not a small one. In
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rected the course of psychotherapeutic coun- intervention has developed fromAmerican and
Australian models.seling. This interpretation of self-experience,

however, does not translate across cultures. It is Specific issues that are relevant to the treat-
ment of ethnic minorities have been identified.a dangerous assumption that self-actualization,

as deemed desirable for a particular cultural Gopaul-McNicol and Brice-Baker (1998) dis-
cuss important questions to consider in thesample, is the ideal for all humans. Self-reflec-

tion and self-expression can bemarkedly differ- early stages of therapy, for example, the choice
of labels:Howdoes the clientwant the therapistent across individuals (Landrine, 1992; Mar-

kus & Kitayama, 1991). The implications of to refer to the ethnic group to which the client
belongs? Furthermore, how important to thethese different kinds of self-experience are im-

portant when developing therapeutic opera- client is racial or ethnic similarity between
therapist and client? In 1991, S. Sue, Fujino,tions. For example, a family-oriented approach

would be more favored with a self that encom- Hu, Takeuchi, and Zane studied the effects of
ethnic match between clients and therapists inpasses others and is not a separate entity in

isolation. On the contrary, a more individual- psychotherapy in the Los Angeles County
mental health system in California. They foundoriented approachmay be more appropriate for

a self that is separated, encapsulated, and the thatAfricanAmerican,American Indian,Asian
American, Mexican American, and White cli-controller of behavior.

The expanding diversity in theUnited States ents had lower premature termination rates,
more sessions, or better treatment outcomeshas resulted in awareness of differences in self-

presentation, patterns of communication, expec- when matched with ethnically similar thera-
pists. It was suggested that ethnic match mighttations of help, and interpersonal relationships

(e.g. Abel,Metraux, & Roll, 1987; Pedersen, Sar- be an important factor to consider in the treat-
ment; however, individual differences in thetorius, & Marsella, 1984; S. Sue & Zane, 1987).

Cross-cultural therapy developed from the need effects of match appear to be important as well.
Ethnic match may be important for some, butto address the unique issues of nonmainstream

clients. not all, clients.
Another important question to address inDifferent approaches to cross-cultural treat-

ment have been formulated. The etic approach the early stages of therapy is how the family is
defined (Gopaul-McNicol & Brice-Baker, 1998).compiles what the therapist has learned, and

been trained in within a particular culture, and What is the power structure within the family?
How are the roles of men, women, and childrenthen extends/modifies interventions in cultur-

ally different therapy encounters. The applica- defined? How are the elderly perceived and
treated? Answers to some of these questionsbility across cultures is tentatively assumed,

and it is the responsibility of the culturally can help therapists identify important family
members to include in sessions. Also, thiscompetent therapist tomodify accordingly. The

emic approach to cross-cultural therapy is knowledge could be instrumental in creating
the appropriate therapeutic environment (i.e.,based on experiences that are unique to the

client’s culture. This process entails a careful arrangement of chairs, addressing commentary
to the appropriate person, etc.). In addition, theanalysis of the values and practices of that cul-

ture. Therapeutic techniques can incorporate use of translators is another key issue to think
about in the early stages of therapy. Often, non-all of these different components (Draguns,

1995). Higginbotham,West, and Forsyth (1988) clinical people serve as translators in mental
health settings due to lack of resources. Thisdescribe culture accommodation as a way to

bridge the gulf between cultures for the plan- can result in poor quality of translation due to
unfamiliaritywith clinical nomenclature. Also,ning and delivery of mental health services.

Culture accommodation involves intensive problems can arise such as unwillingness of the
client to disclose information in the presence ofpreparation before developing culturally ap-

propriate programs in a new cultural setting. a nonprofessional.
The result of focusing on all of these specificVarious elements need to be taken into account,

including needs as perceived by the members cultural variables in therapy has led to a num-
ber of dilemmas. For instance, the developmentof the culture, leaders, and representatives; and

conflicts, insecurities, and preferences regard- of specific services targeting ethnic minority
populations has ignited the heated notion ofing services. The use of culture accommodation

has been effective in different cultures such segregation (S. Sue, 1998). While the tailoring
of services is effective for some underservedas Southeast Asia where culturally meaningful
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populations, this is not an excuse for removal from within a particular culture, are likely to
of ethnic services from mainstream treatment grow as non-Western cultures begin to articu-
programs. On the contrary, tailored services late their differences with American psychol-
were designed to complement existing services. ogy. Within the United States, the study of dif-
Despite the fact that difficult issues such as ferent cultural groups will also increase.

segregation emerge with the implementation of Second, one important implication of the
ethnic matching, it is imperative to address greater emphasis on cultural research is that
such cultural variables in the treatment of eth- psychology training programs must be able to
nic minorities. Furthermore, the international educate and train psychologists on issues such
research on biological and psychotherapeutic as cultural bias, cross-cultural methodologies,
treatment seem to suggest that there is no uni- and cultural differences/similarities. The abil-
versal treatment to psychopathology that has ity to recognize cultural limitations inmeasure-
the very same effects for individuals from dif- ment instruments, etic-versus-emic approaches,
ferent cultures. Thus, culture must be consid- means of devising cross-cultural research strat-
ered in every step of the process of analyzing egies, and so on are going to be essential in the
psychopathology. repertoire of researchers. That is, the research-

ers must become culturally competent.
Third, researchers have to identify more

Future Trends clearly the generality or specificity of findings
and theories, depending on the cultural groups

In this chapter,wepointed to somemajor issues studied. Currently, research reports often con-
in cross-cultural clinical psychology. The field tain the admonishment that the reported results
of clinical psychology began in the United need to be tested on different populations. This
States and eventually spread throughout the pro forma statement is likely to acquire more
world. Because of its origin, it reflected the real meaning as a principle because of the
needs and perspectives of Americans in the growth of cross-cultural research. Theories that
areas of assessment, conceptualizations ofmen- are cross-validated with different populations
tal disorders, and treatment. Later, as the influ- will acquiremore stature and respect than those
ence of culture was increasingly appreciated, theories based on one population.
complex issueswere recognized.Howcanvalid Fourth, it is likely that there will be greaterassessment instruments be developed that have

reliance on scientific research findings incross-cultural utility? Are mental disorders
developing treatment and preventive interven-fundamentally the same, displayingdifferences
tions. In the United States, there is an “empiri-only in symptoms, across cultures, or can disor-
cally guided” movement, by which the evalua-ders be distinct in different cultures? How can
tion of treatments and programs is based oneffective treatment strategies bedevelopedwith
empirical results. For example, researchersdifferent cultural groups? While the field is
have identified treatments that are empiricallycontinuing to grapple with these issues, let us
supported as being effective. This trend in us-speculate on future trends and issues.
ing research to guide clinical practice will in-First, culture and ethnicity offer challenges
crease both in the United States and throughoutto our understanding of human beings. If psy-
the world. However, there will be inevitablechological science is to discover general princi-
clashes between the perspectives of scientistsples of human behavior, it must include the
and cultural folk healers, who may base theirstudy of different cultural groups. Because of
practice on intuition, spirituality, and faiththe dominance of American psychology, most
rather than scientific research.of the research has included Americans as sub-
Fifth, difficulties in making cross-culturaljects of the research. Yet, Americans represent

comparisons and in determining cultural influ-less than 5% of the world’s population. In the
ences have given rise to new methodologies orfuture, it is likely that researchers will increas-
approaches that can better tease out culturalingly study populations other than Americans.
phenomena. For example, Matsumoto (1999)Cross-cultural research has grown, and its im-
has challenged some of the ideas ofMarkus andportance is continuing to be recognized (Segall
Kitayama (1991) regarding culture and self. Heet al., 1998). Greater research expertise will de-
argues that, to test cultural explanations, in-velop in other countries, and cross-cultural
novative methodologies need to be adopted.comparisons will increasingly be conducted to
These strategies include the following: greatertest the generality and applicability of findings.

Indigenous theories, ones that are generated use of qualitative methodologies that provide
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American Psychiatric Association. (1968). Diagnos-more flexibility in studying different cultures;
tic and statistical manual of mental disorderscreation of multimethod strategies that incor-
(2nd ed.). Washington, DC: Author.porate self-reports, behaviors, and observations

American Psychiatric Association. (1980). Diagnos-on the individual level, while at the same time
tic and statistical manual of mental disordersallowing for the inclusion of extraindividual
(3rd ed.). Washington, DC: Author.factors such as economic, religious, demo-

American Psychiatric Association. (1987). Diagnos-graphic, and social variables. Immersion in
tic and statistical manual of mental disordersother cultures also provides opportunities for
(3rd ed., rev.). Washington, DC: Author.genuine collaboration and mutual learning

American Psychiatric Association. (1994). Diagnos-among researchers from different cultures.
tic and statistical manual of mental disordersSixth, less polarity should develop between
(4th ed.). Washington, DC: Author.molar (e.g., cultural) and molecular (e.g., indi-

American Psychological Association Office of Eth-vidual or biological) levels of investigating hu-
nic Minority Affairs. (1993). Guidelines for

man behavior. Research findings that indicate providers of psychological services to ethnic,
the importance of both levels will stimulate linguistic, and culturally diverse populations.
more integrative and imaginative theories of American Psychologist, 48, 45–48.
behavior and well-being. Beutler, L., & Crago, M. (Eds.). (1991). Psychother-
Seventh, the study of cultures and societies apy research: An international review of pro-

will probably continue to be controversial. We grammatic studies. Washington, DC: American
have seen major debates over issues such as Psychological Association.
assessment bias, the fundamental nature and Brislin, R. W. (1993). Understanding culture’s influ-
universality of mental disorders, effectiveness ence on behavior. New York: Harcourt Brace
of treatment, and more. When we add to these Jovanovich.
debates heated issues such as ethnocentrism Cheung, F. M. (in press). Universal and indigenous

dimensions of Chinese personality. In K. S.and imposed emics, inequities in the delivery
Kurasaki, S. Okazaki, & S. Sue (Eds.), Asianof mental health services, racial and ethnic ste-
American mental health: Assessment theoriesreotypes among mental health service provid-
and methods. Dordrecht, The Netherlands:ers, and other issues, the theories, policies, and
Kluwer Academic Publishers.practices in cross-cultural clinical psychology

Clark, W. G., Brater, D. G., & Johnson, A. R. (Eds.)will be severely challenged.
(1988). Goth’s medical pharmacology (12thFinally, just as the field is facing challenges,
ed.). St. Louis, MO: C. V. Mosby.there are also possibilities to reduce ethnocen-

Costa e Silva, J. A., & Girolamo, G. (1990). Neuras-trism and cultural bias. Immersion in cultural
thenia: history of a concept. In N. Sartorius,issues can produce a more balanced perspec-
D. Goldberg, D. DeGirolamo, J. A. Costa etive of the ethnocentrism and bias. Indeed, a
Silva, Y. Lecrubier, & H. Wittchen (Eds.), Psy-necessary (but not sufficient) condition for un-
chological disorders in general medical set-derstanding bias and one’s own culture is to
tings (pp. 69–81). Goettingen, Germany:begin to understand other cultures.
Hogrefe & Huber.

Dahlquist, L. M., & Fay, A. S. (1983). Cultural is-
sues in psychotherapy. In C. E. Walker (Ed.),
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Part IV: Culture and Social Behavior

No area of psychology has been studied as In chapter 18, presenting a comprehensive
much cross-culturally as the broad area defined review of three areas, Smith describes the con-
by social psychology. The issues cross-cultural tributions that cross-cultural research and the-
psychology raise about social behavior are in- ory has made to our understanding of how peo-
tense, intricate, and complex; yet, they repre- ple influence the behaviors of others. He argues
sent some of the most important and pressing quite convincingly that future research will
issues facing mainstream and cross-cultural need to go beyond current efforts in exploring
psychology today. the ways in which individuals behave in inter-
In this light, in chapter 16, Bond and Tede- cultural situations andwithin different types of

schi provide a framework future cross-cultural groups. These efforts will require fundamental
research on social psychological issues can use changes in research methodology, but are nec-
to help develop universal theories of social be- essary if work in this area will continue to
havior. Focusing on the process of unpackaging evolve in our increasingly diversifying world.
cultural effects, they suggest that the inclusion In chapter 19, Leung and Stephan present
of specific, measurable variables in lieu of a comprehensive review of the cross-cultural
global and abstract concepts of culture is neces- literature on three areas of justice—distribu-
sary to force improvements in theory and tive, procedural, and retributive—aswell as the
method. While they use the area of aggression literature on perceptions of injustice. They ar-
as an example, their points are applicable to gue for the development of a universal theory
all areas of social behavior and are consonant of justice that allows for the simultaneous con-
with the message provided throughout this sideration of abstract constructs and rules with
volume. context-specific situations based on functional-
In chapter 17, using a comprehensive review ity. The implications of work in this area to

of the cross-cultural literature on social cogni- all arenas affected by intercultural conflict are
tion as a platform, Kashima argues for the cre- enormous.
ation and development of theoretical models Finally, in chapter 20, Ward synthesizes
of the social cognition of cultural dynamics. He three large perspectives to the studyof accultur-
argues forcefully that past and current research ation—culture learning, stress and coping, and
in the area has been biased by an individualistic social identification—providing a comprehen-
conception of meaning, in terms of both social sive review and future directions in each. She
cognition and culture, and suggests that alter- argues forcefully and convincingly, however,
native meanings of both need to be incorpo- for an integrated, synthesized view of accultur-

ation theories and research in the future, therated in future research and theory.
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message of which is applicable not only to ac- theories of social behavior. Perhaps more so
than others, these chapters highlight the diffi-culturation, but also to all areas covered in this

book and more. culties and complexities that are inherent in
that evolution, however. Yet, the integration ofAs with all other chapters in this book, the

chapters presented in this section each and col- concept and the incorporation of previously
ignored methods are necessities that we mustlectively provide strong messages about the vi-

sion of the continued evolution of cross-cul- face to ensure the achievement of that
vision.tural psychology to the creation of universal



16
Polishing the Jade

A Modest Proposal for Improving the Study
of Social Psychology across Cultures

MICHAEL HARRIS BOND & JAMES T. TEDESCHI

The area of social psychology has provided cross-cultural research and theory with a
natural niche in which to flourish over the past few decades, undoubtedly due to the
fact that investigations of social behavior lend themselves most neatly to the study of
cultural influences. Thus, the study of issues and processes that would typically be
considered social psychological in nature has dominated, and continues to dominate,
the cross-cultural literature (while, of course, cross-cultural work in all other areas of
psychology has also flourished, as witnessed in all the other chapters and sections of
this volume).
And yet, as Bond and Tedeschi note in the beginning of their chapter, social psy-

chologists who grapple with culture may often feel frustrated by the difficulty of
achieving a sense of closure, most likely because the influence of culture on social
processes is enormous, and it is often difficult to get a handle on all the factors that
influence social behavior. This frustration is most likely due also to the fact that the
field is yet to develop truly universal theories that incorporate cultural variables to
explain cultural differences in behavior. Thus, when the field develops such models,
and creates and conducts “scientifically defensible and theoretically plausible re-
search about socially significant problems,” only then will social psychologists inter-
ested in culture begin to feel a sense of closure on issues of importance.
In this first chapter in the section on social behavior, Bond and Tedeschi offer sug-

gestions for how to achieve this sense of closure by demonstrating how future cross-
cultural research and theory on social psychological issues can be conducted. They
focus on the issue of unpackaging culture, in which the global, abstract concept of
culture that is often referred to in research is replaced by specific, objective, and mea-
surable psychological (and other) traits and characteristics (called context variables).
This approach forces theorists to think about what it is specifically about culture that
produces differences and why. When measured, they allow researchers to go beyond
making presumptions about cultural differences in their samples to actual testing of
the degree to which the specific cultural variables account for the variance in their
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data. This approach, while not new in concept, is still not wholeheartedly utilized in
the field, and Bond and Tedeschi suggest, and correctly so, that such procedures in the-
orizing and conducting studies need to be given strong consideration in the future.
Bond and Tedeschi offer a review of cross-cultural research in the area of aggres-

sion to demonstrate and highlight their views. Early research on this topic, including
their own, involved simple cross-cultural comparisons without the inclusion of such
context variables that unpackage culture. Thus, although the interpretations of those
data were interesting and provocative, Bond and Tedeschi suggest that those types of
studies remain “incomplete social science.” Instead, future research needs to expli-
cate those variables that may account for cultural differences, measure them, and di-
rectly test the degree to which they account for variations.
Yet, while this concept may be easy to grasp, it may be very difficult to place into

practice. Bond and Tedeschi offer a number of conceptual difficulties and traps that
make the consideration of context variables difficult. In particular, there are a num-
ber of nonpsychological variables that need to be considered when accounting for cul-
tural differences in social behavior, including weather and climate, geography, politi-
cal systems, socioeconomic status, and so forth. Also, how societal values play out
and interact with individual psychology is an area of consideration that needs further
elaboration if future research is truly able to make a dent in this problem.
While not easy, however, the approach advocated by Bond and Tedeschi clearly

represents a fundamental improvement over current approaches to cross-cultural re-
search on social behavior and promises to bring us closer to the development of uni-
versal theories of social processes and the creation of the “scientifically defensible
and theoretically plausible research” for which they argue in the introduction. In this
sense, the argument in favor of revisions in research design and methodology for the
ultimate goal of developing panculturally valid theories of behavior is consonant
with the message found in the entire book.

Now the general who wins a battle makes This chapter presents our current assess-
ment about what and how—what sort of modelmany calculations in his temple ere the bat-
is needed to link culture to behavior and howtle is fought.
to proceed to develop models that are persua-The general who loses a battle makes
sive to the mainstream of social psychologists.but few calculations beforehand.
We sense that they regard the efforts of cross-It is by attention to this point that I can
cultural psychologists as those of quirky ama-foresee
teurs, amusing and provocative, but somewhatwho is likely to win or lose.
disorganized and romantic. With some thought(Sun Tzu, The Art of War,
and care at the outset, however, we maintainBook 1, Vol. 26, L. Giles, Trans.)
that psychologists dealing with culture can

It is intellectually exciting to study about cul- challenge this understandable, but unhappy,
ture’s influence on behavior: the sweep of cul- reputation by attending to the issues raised
ture is so wide, its complexity so great, and its below.
forms so varied. One is never bored, although We grapple with the problem of how cross-
one frequently feels frustrated by the difficulty cultural differences can be explained by social
of achieving a satisfying sense of closure as a psychological theories. To ground our presen-
social psychologist grappling with culture. For tation, we use a recent theory of aggression
us, that sense of closure will occur when the (Tedeschi, 1983; Tedeschi & Felson, 1994) as
discipline produces and fleshes out universal an example of how this integrationmaybe artic-
theories that incorporate cultural variables to ulated. This topic of aggression (Tedeschi &
explain cultural variations in social behavior. Bond, 2001) is socially significant and presents
Satisfaction will also be enlarged when the dis- in bold relief all the challenges that characterize
cipline does scientifically defensible and theo- the growing field of culture and social behavior.
retically persuasive research about socially sig- Finally, we examine the rationale and possible
nificant problems. We want to quarry jade, not outcomes of trying to identify psychological
quartz, and then to polish this jade into works mediators of cultural differences in social be-

havior.of precision and luster.
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chological explanations. If partly, then the searchExplaining Cultural Differences
for additional psychological factors would con-
tinue.In the practical art of war, the best thing of
This process of explaining the different lev-all

els of the target behavior across cultural groupsis to take the enemy’s country whole and
is called unpackaging culture at the level ofintact;
individuals (Clark, 1987; Whiting, 1976). As aTo shatter and destroy it is not so good.
result of successful unpackaging, the empty,(Sun Tzu, The Art of War,
categorical variable of “culture” is replaced by aBook 3, Vol. 1, L. Giles, Trans.)
measurable, psychological variable as the causal
agent (see, e.g., Singelis, Bond, Sharkey, & Lai,Cross-cultural research begins with the obser-
1999). Culture now enters the model as a “posi-vation of differences in the frequency of behav-
tioning factor,” a set of influences that affectior across cultural groups, either in outcomes,
the typical level of that psychological variablelike homicide (Robbins, DeWalt, & Pelto, 1972),
in its members.or in routes to those outcomes, like the use of
Once this goal has been achieved, research-insults directed toward a targeted individual

ers can thenmove their attention to the cultural(Felson, 1978) or members of the target’s group
dynamics by which persons in different cul-(Semin & Rubini, 1990). For present purposes,
tural groups end up with different levels of thesuch behavioral differences have interest only
operative psychological variable. So, for exam-insofar as they stimulate scientific thought about
ple, being socialized for aggression by parentsthe reason for those differences. Provoked, re-
relates to male aggressive behavior cross-cul-searchers then attempt to identify that feature
turally (Segall, Ember, & Ember, 1997). Thisof the cultures in question that is associated
socialization press in a cultural system may bewith, and hence may account for, the observed
driven by the group’s need to wage war (Em-differences in the frequency of the behavioral
ber & Ember, 1994) that arises in part fromoutcome.
resource scarcity. So, different levels of homi-That feature of the culturemust, however, be
cide across cultural groups may be related totranslated into individual, psychological char-
stronger socialization of sons for aggressivenessacteristics that generate the behavior. These
by parents, a socialization that arises from thepsychological characteristics could be beliefs,
cultural need to prepare men to wage war.habits, values, self-construals, personality dis-

positions, emotions, attributions about oneself
or another person, or whatever. The point is Cross-Cultural Research on
that its level varies across persons in any soci- Aggression without
ety and relates to the target behavior in persons Unpackagingfrom all cultures. If this linkage between psy-

Bond, Wan, Leung, and Giacalone (1985) werechological variable and behavior is found in all
interested in how the cultural dynamics of col-cultural groups investigated, then the relation-
lectivism and high power distance (Hofstede,ship may be proposed as a “universal.”
1980, chapter 3) would shape the individual
response to an insult. They presented Chinese“Unpackaging” Culture
(HongKongese) andAmerican respondentswith

Psychologically a scenario in which one member of a manage-
ment team insulted another for incompetentHaving unearthed this psychological character-

istic, regression equations may be run to deter- performance. The target of this insultwas either
a superior or a subordinate in the organizationmine if the differences across the cultural groups

in frequency of the target behavior may be ex- and either a member of the same work group
or of another work group.plained as arising from variations in the level

of that psychological attribute found in persons As predicted, Bond et al. (1985) found that
the insulter was rated less negatively by thefrom those cultural groups (Bond, 1998b). The

answer may be yes, no, or partly. If yes, one Chinese (from a collectivist, high power dis-
tance culture) when he insulted a subordinatemight shift focus to examine the features of a

culture that give rise to higher or lower average from the in-group. The authors argued that the
in-group superior in Chinese culture had alevels of the psychological characteristic in its

members. If no, one would probably continue closer connection to his group (via cultural col-
lectivism) and enjoyed the prerogative of theeither refining the psychological measure for

multicultural work or searching for other psy- superior to counterattack his subordinate (via
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cultural high power distance) relative to an those states with higher inequalities in income
American superior. distribution have higher murder (and assault)
The authors’ theoretical reasoning from the rates.

cultural dynamics of collectivism and power Cohen (1996) has linked the higher rates of
distance was persuasive and tantalizing. The homicide in the American South to a more per-
full scientific logic of their position, however, missive legal code surrounding violence in
required that they provide an individual-level these states, including less-restrictive laws con-
measure for both collectivism and power dis- cerning the owning and use of guns, spousal
tance that would relate to derogation of the abuse, defense of property and of self, and to
insulter both within and across American and awider application of capital and corporal pun-
Chinese respondents. This they did not do. ishment. Cohen andNisbett (1994) have argued
Without such an individual-level linkage, their that these laws developed out of herding cul-
conclusion remains provocative, but incom- tures with low levels of policing and enforce-
plete, social science (Bond, 1995). ment of property rights that characterized the

South. In this social ecology, cultures of honor
(Peristiany, 1965) emerged in which membersCultures of Violence
were socialized to intervene personally and de-

There has been some fascinating cross-cultural cisively to stop theft of their property. By social
research on aggression that addresses the hy- extension, one’s reputation for toughness was
pothesis that certain cultural groups socialize a part of one’s property and useful social capital
their members for violence. A review of this as well, so one was socialized to counterattack
research shows the usefulness of unpackaging vigorously when insulted. This “prickliness”
as a strategy for improving the persuasiveness or hypersensitivity in response to insult per-
of argumentation in social science. sists today, so that cycles of perceived attack
Thiswork concerns differential homicide rates and counterattack more readily develop, some-

across cultures and across subcultures. It could times escalating into homicide (Felson, 1978).
have begun, as is so often the case in cross- In addition, contemporary southern states
cultural work, with scattered observations about carry a history of slavery and the cultural se-
differences in this dramatic form of aggression: quelae associated with the systematic and nor-
So, for example, homicide appears to have been mative practice of containing, disciplining, andmore frequent in the Aztec empire as opposed

punishing slaves. These would include a sharp-to the Incan empire (Prescott, 1961); it was
ened sensitivity to affront or challenge, com-higher in Italy than in Spain after theWorldWar
binedwith a normative code that endorses strongII (Archer &Gartner, 1984); it is committedmuch
countermeasures to reestablish one’s authoritymore frequently by men than by women, espe-
when challenged. Together, this legal code andcially in certain cultural areas like Afghanistan
historical legacy contribute to a “southern cul-(Adler, 1981). These fragmented observations
ture of violence” (SCV) in which attacks oncan later be brought into the ambit of cross-cul-
others are legitimized as a defense of one’stural psychology once a broad, comparable mea-
honor or reputation. This cultural element insure of homicide is produced.
the context of the wider American social logicThe United Nations requires its members to
leads to higher rates of homicide (and assault).give annual reports of many social indicators,
This is a plausible argument, grounded inincluding homicide rates. These can be found

subsistence economies, legal institutions, andin theDemographic Yearbook (United Nations,
socialization practices, and eventually personalannual) and have been used in cross-national
dispositions of the actors involved, to accountstudies, such as that by Robbins et al. (1972),
fordifferences inhomicide rates across theAmer-which linked murder rates to heat-humidity.
ican states and possibly across cultural or na-In addition, most large democracies, such as
tional groups. There are, however, two prob-the United States, gather homicide rates from
lems, one of concept and one of translation.their constituent political units. Given that
The first is conceptual. The differences ineach of the 50 states in the American union has

homicide rates are also linked to at least twoa different culture of schooling, legal institu-
other factors that distinguish states from onetions, economic activity, and so forth, cross-
another: their average temperatures (Ander-state studies can be run to assess hypotheses
son & Anderson, 1998) and their levels of rela-about variables associated with their different
tive inequality in the distribution of incomehomicide rates. So, for example,Wilkinson, Ka-

wachi, and Kennedy (1998) have shown that (Wilkinson et al., 1998).With respect to temper-
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ature, Anderson and Anderson have shown “There has not yet been a clear statement of
what values and attitudes constitute the culturethat, after controlling for temperature, a soci-

etal-level measure they developed for the SCV of honor, so there has not been an individual
difference measure developed to assess cultureno longer relates to the homicide rate of a given

state. So, the operative societal variable may be of honor” (p. 291). Of course, the operative psy-
chological variable could equally well be theambient average temperature and not its level

of SCV. Perhaps the same may also be shown attribution that another intends to harm you
(Tedeschi & Felson, 1994), a higher propensityfor levels of relative economic inequality. Or,

it may be demonstrated that the effects of tem- for violence in response to the other’s norm
violation (Caprara, Barbaranelli, & Zimbardo’sperature are reduced or eliminated when rela-

tive economic inequality is controlled. 1996 positive evaluation of violence), the as-
sessment that third parties believe you shouldFor our present purposes, however, these

contentious societal-level results leave re- retaliate against the other’s insult (Vandello &
Cohen, 1998), or some other psychological con-searchers unsure about which psychological

variables they should be exploring as factors struct.
However the researcher chooses to measurerelated to individual acts labeled as “mur-

der”—those individual-level factors related to the SCV at the individual level, this scale score
should be shown to predict the homicide surro-SCV, to temperature, or to relative inequality.

The second problem concerns the need to gate. It must also unpackage or explain the dif-
ference in this homicide surrogate between per-translate the predictive factor at the societal

level into an operative factor at the psychologi- sons from regions strong and weak in an SCV
(Anderson&Anderson, 1998; Tedeschi &Bond,cal level. It is not a nation, a culture, or a state,

but an individualwhomurders another person, 2001). Cohen and collaborators have done a
series of studies attempting to identify whatand only certain individuals kill others. Social

psychologistswant to isolate and study the psy- might be the individual-level variable that dis-
tinguishes American southerners from north-chological variables that are linked to homi-

cide. Here, we confront the happy frustration erners in their reactions to insult (e.g., Van-
dello & Cohen, 1998). Unfortunately, the Cohenthat homicide is an extremely rare act that

would never be provoked in a laboratory situa- team has only compared group averages in the
hypothesized mediating psychological vari-tion. So, inventive researchers have developed

a number of laboratory paradigms that stimu- able; they have not reported the correlational
analyses linking this mediator to the homicidelate surrogate homicides, such as thedelivery of

intense electrical shock in the teacher-learner surrogate. This additional step is needed to un-
package the difference between southernersscenario (e.g., Milgram, 1974), verbal retalia-

tion following gratuitous insults (e.g., Bond & and northerners in the homicide surrogate.
Whenever discovered, this individual-levelVenus, 1991), dominance assertion through

verbal exchanges (Cohen, Nisbett, Bowdle, & measure of an SCVmay also constitute an effec-
tive measure for other cultures of violence.Schwartz, 1996), and so forth. The admissibil-

ity of these surrogate actions in the study of There are countries of the world other than the
United States (e.g., China, Brazil) where sub-homicide depends on the plausibility of the

linkage between these surrogates and homicide stantial regional variation in subsistence and
other practices may permit the differentialprovided by reconstructions of homicidal acts

(e.g., Gilligan, 1996; Toch, 1969) or by theory growth of cultures of violence within the same
national borders. Likewise, there are similar(e.g., the social interactionist theory of coercive

actions of Tedeschi & Felson, 1994). variations from country to country that would
favor differential development of such cultures
(Peristany, 1965). An individual-level measurePsychological Representations
that could unpackage these regional and national

of a Culture of Violence differences in homicide surrogates would be an
Let us assume that an SCV is at least part of a essential support for a universal, social psycho-
societal complex relating to higher homicide logical theory of homicide.
rates in the United States. What might be the
psychological variable that would derive from Cultural Variation in the
the SCV and relate to a homicide surrogate?

Strength of the MediatorHerein lies a key problem for our model of how
cross-cultural social psychology should be The psychological mediator of the relationship

between culture and the homicide surrogatedone: AsAnderson andAnderson (1998) claim,
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may be found to vary in its predictive strength diating variable that affects behavior (the cul-
from culture to culture. As an example, Diener tural positioning effect). Or, it may increase the
and Diener (1995) examined the relationship relativeweight attached to a psychological vari-
between self-esteem and life satisfaction in 31 able in influencing behavior (the cultural link-
national samples. They argued that persons age effect). To determine which of these two
from individualistic cultural systems are so- cultural processes is occurring, we must first
cialized to attend more closely to their internal expend thought and energy toward developing
attributes, like self-esteem, in assessing their culturally equivalent measures (see Van de
life situations. Consistent with their argument, Vijver & Leung, 1997) for both the social behav-
a nation’s level of individualism was shown to iors of interest and their psychological predict-
moderate the strength of the linkage between ors. Then, we must do cross-cultural studies
the self-esteem mediator and the life satisfac- to determine how the mediating psychological
tion of its members (see also Kwan, Bond, & variables operate to increase or decrease the
Singelis, 1997). likelihood of our target social behavior.
So, variations in cultural dynamics may re- The development of such theories would

sult in a universal factor in behavior exercising help address Messick’s (1988) concern that our
a stronger or weaker effect on that behavior. discipline needs to make scientifically defensi-
Triandis (1980) has proposed a general model ble, psychological sense out of cultural differ-
of behavior based on the relative strength of ences in behavior:
three factors: social concerns, affect toward the
behavior, and perceived consequences arising Whatever it is that we mean by culture—
from the behavior. He argues that behavior in institutions, attitudes, personality traits, so-
individualistic cultures is influenced more cial environments, expectations, and so
strongly by affect associated with the behavior forth—what are the processes by means of
and consequences attached to the act; in collec- which it influences behavior? This chal-
tivist cultural systems, social norms about ap- lenge involves an examination of what cul-
propriate behavior in this setting are relatively ture means psychologically, and the mecha-
more determinative. nisms and processes that express culture
Yamagishi, Cook, and Watabe (1998) have through action. (p. 289)

applied reasoning like this to design experi-
ments on commitment formation comparing

Unpackaging culture requires that we deploy(individualistic) Americans and (collectivist)
the creativity and skill necessary to elaborateJapanese. They describe Japan as an “institu-
and measure these mechanisms and processes.tional” culture with “systems of mutual moni-
The processes by which “these mechanismstoring and sanctioning to curtail free riding”
and processes” operate can only be determined(pp. 167–168), which thereby promote cooper-
once they have been identified. But what areation. Social norms are relatively more power-
these mechanisms, and how do we identifyful in this collectivist culture. Those in the
them? We now turn to this fundamental ques-individualistic American culture avoid imple-
tion.menting these social controls, but instead gen-

erate cooperation by socializing members for
greater general trust. Consequences attached to
the act of trusting are relatively more powerful An Extended Example:
in this individualistic culture. In consequence, Explaining Cultural
Japanese cooperatemore thanAmericans when Differences insocial monitoring is in place; Americans coop-

Aggressive Behaviorerate more than Japanese when social monitor-
ing is absent.

Soldiers when in desperate straits lose the
sense of fear.Designing Social

If there is no place of refuge, they will standPsychological Theories to
firm.

Include Culture If they are in the heart of a hostile country,
they will show a stubborn front.So, culture may work to affect social behaviors

in two ways: It may increase socialization If there is no help for it, they will fight hard.
(Sun Tzu, The Art of War,pressures for a certain psychological outcome,

thereby increasing the general strength of a me- Book 11, Vol. 24, L. Giles, Trans.)
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The history of cross-cultural research has often ises, exhortations, rewards, threats, and pun-
involved the strategy of replicating studies, ishments.
usually done first in the United States. As Tedeschi and Felson (1994) propose that
P. B. Smith and Bond (1998, chapter 2) have threats andpunitive acts occur (typically)when
documented, this research sometimes failed to more positive forms of influence are expected
replicate findings across cultures. These “fail- to, or actually do, fail, and the outcomepursued
ures,” however, stimulated the search for expla- is too desirable for the actor to give up its
nations of the inconsistencies. Similarly, some pursuit. People who lack resources, expertise,
early work of anthropologists attempted to as- credibility, attractiveness, and status, which
sess the universality of theories. They, too, en- are important power bases, are not likely to be
countered surprises. For example, the child confident that they can effectively use positive
care practices among the Trobriand Islanders, forms of influence. They are uneducated and
which consisted of passing children from uncle inarticulate andnot able to encode and transmit
to uncle in the village, undermined Freud’s persuasive communications successfully tomore
views on the Oedipus complex (Malinowski, knowledgeable people—those who usually con-
1927). Mead’s (1949) work showed that sex trol the desired outcomes. Their lack of credi-
roles across three tribes in New Guinea were bility and/or attractiveness detracts from the
so different as to constitute role reversals; this believability of their communications, so the
undermined biological theories of gender dif- targets of their influence attempts will remain
ferences. These sorts of discovery led to cross- unpersuaded. Thus, “powerless” people are
cultural theorizing and research on gender so- those who are left with no other means to influ-
cialization (e.g., Barry, Child, & Bacon, 1959). ence others than to use some form of coercion
Researchers in eachof these disciplines have or force.

discovered provocative results and generated Conflict situations, which usually involve
new puzzles to solve. However, another strat- competition for scarce resources, tend to make
egy for testing knowledge is to examine a rather positive forms of influence ineffective. When
general theory in terms of how cultural vari- two or more people want the same resource
ables affect the processes postulated by the the- and only one can have it, we have the prototypi-
ory. The idea is that what may appear to be cal case of conflict. In such conflicts a person
failures of predictions by a theory when tests can either try to take the resource from the
are conducted may instead represent differ- other, let the other have the resource, or try to
ences in levels or in strengths of individual find some compromise and share the resource.processes that vary systematically and under-

In conflicts, attempts to use positive forms ofstandably across cultures. We examine this
influence tend to be distrusted, since each partystrategy in some detail using the social interac-
knows that the other person wants what onlytionist theory of aggression proposed by Tede-
one of themcanhave (Deutsch, 1994). Competi-schi (1983) and elaborated byTedeschi andFel-
tion and coercion have been shown to be theson (1994).
preponderant mode of interaction in such zero-
sum conflicts (see Tedeschi, Schlenker, & Bo-

Social Interaction Theory of noma, 1973).
Aggressive Behavior Aspostulated by social interactionist theory,

a second motive for using threats and punish-The social interaction theory of aggressive be-
ments is the desire to restore justice.When peo-havior proposes that actors have three motives
ple perceive that they have been treated un-that lead them to threaten others and to act in
fairly, they become angry. The emotion of angera punitive fashion: motives for social control,
is associated with a desire to restore justicefor justice, and for identity. The motive for so-
or, more simply, a desire to get even with thecial control is the basic one of influencing oth-
wrongdoer. Justice can be restored if the perpe-ers. Its fundamental assumption is that people
trator makes restitution or perhaps through anare interdependent with respect to outcomes.
apology that admits the wrong, gives a promiseHence, it is necessary to get others to do what
not to do it again, and affirms the grievant’sone wants to obtain reinforcements and avoid
values and norms. Justice can also be restoredpunishments. Material rewards, love, respect,
by imposing the same amount of harm on thestatus, safety, and other valued outcomes are
perpetrator as was done to the grievant—themediated by other people. Many forms of influ-
principle of lex talionis.ence are used to induce others to mediate

desired outcomes, including persuasion, prom- While advanced societies have legal and so-
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cial institutions to act as intermediaries of jus- trol the behavior of others. In this sense, aggres-
sive acts are simply aversive forms of socialtice-related disputes, there are many occasions

when grievantsmust simply engage in self-help influence and serve the power interests of the
controlling individual. The individual who is-(Black, 1983). For example, the high incidence

of violence among African Americans may be sues threats wants compliance from target indi-
viduals for compliancemediates some outcomebased on distrust of the legal system.WhenAfri-

can Americans experience injustice, they may for the threatener. This form of coercion is usu-
ally a nonpreferred form of influence becausebe hesitant to seek help from the legal system

and instead engage in punitive acts toward those it carries high costs in terms of possible retalia-
tion and negative social reactions by others.they hold responsible for the wrong done to

them. This logic would also apply in societies Among the factors the individual considers
when making a decision whether to use coer-in which historical developments have led to a

mistrust of the legal system because of its under- cive tactics is the procedural value attached to
such actions. Mahatma Ghandi abhorred thedevelopment or its influenceability by political

and social considerations. Similarly, punitive use of violent means to protest, but was not
above using nonviolent coercive tactics. Amishactionswithin the family, including spouse and

child abuse, are instances of self-help in rule- andQuaker subcultures teach andpractice non-
violence and use shunning as a severe form ofor norm-violating circumstances in which it is

not usual for third parties to intervene. punishment against offending members. Stud-
ies in developmental psychology have shownThe third motive postulated by adherents of

social interactionist theory is a desire to pro- that, as compared to nonaggressive boys, ag-
gressive boys believed that coercion would bemote and defend valued identities. The use of

coercion to promote identities is associatedwith effective in controlling others (Boldizar, Perry,
& Perry, 1989). The implication is that sucha desire to be perceived as powerful, strong,

courageous, and masculine. The image of the beliefs about the efficacy and acceptability of
coercive tactics increase the frequency of ag-American gunslinger or the Japanese samurai,

who know no fear and seek out physically dan- gression.
Cultural differences in aggressive behaviorgerous situations in which to demonstrate their

prowess, represents a proactive use of coercion may then be unpackaged in terms of the proce-
dural value attached to such actions. There isto establish a desired identity. Police officers,

neighborhood toughs, and soccer rowdies may some reason to believe that procedural values
to some extent are incorporated into a person’sattack others or provoke them into fights to

demonstrate to others how tough they are. self-concept. Kim and colleagues have found
that respondents higher in interdependent self-Social interactionist theory also stipulates

that a major motivation for punitive actions construals report more reluctance to impose on
or hurt others during conversation than dotoward others is to defend personal and group

identities. When an identity is threatened or thosewho are higher in independent construals
(Kimet al., 1996;Kim, Sharkey,&Singelis, 1994).attacked (for example, as occurs when insults

are used), the person can either accept the low- Thus, a cultural variation in aggressive verbal
behavior appears to be related to whether itered power and status implied by silence or

can restore status by putting the other person is given negative value in terms of one’s self-
construal. Similar connections for culturally re-down. Such retaliation leads to a “character

contest” in which both parties are motivated lated self-construalsmay be found for strategies
of conflict resolution (see e.g., Bond, Leung, &to avoid looking weak and ineffective and to

maintain positive identities. The interdepen- Schwartz, 1992) and other social behaviors in-
volved in managing interdependencies harmo-dent dynamics of a character contest lead to

escalation and often to assaults and homicides niously.
Recent theorizing about the cultural dimen-(Felson & Steadman, 1983). Unlike a justice-

relatedmotive, for which the goal is to get even, sions of the self may also be tied to the goals
and tactics of individuals in social conflict situ-individuals in a character contest aremotivated

by a desire to “win.” ations. Markus and Kitayama’s (1991) ideas
about collectivism and individualism focused
on the concepts of independent and interde-Cultural Variables and Social
pendent selves. They argued that

Control Motivation

Tedeschi and Felson (1994) proposed that For many cultures of the world, the Western
notion of the self as an entity containingthreats and punitive acts are often used to con-
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significant dispositional attributes, and as across cultures (see, e.g., Argyle, Henderson,
Bond, Iizuka, & Contarello, 1986). Hence, thedetached from context, is simply not an

adequate description of selfhood. Rather, in specific triggering event for the justice process
will vary across cultures. Subcultural differ-many construals, the self is viewed as inter-

dependent with the surrounding context, ences within a society may also be attributed
to diversity of norms. It has been found, forand it is the other or the “self-in-relation-to-

other” that is focal in individual experience. example, that Muslims and Hindus within In-
dia responded in dissimilar ways to 21 situa-(p. 225)
tions depicted as norm violations (Ghosh, Ku-

Ohbuchi and Tedeschi (1998) have found that mar & Tripathi, 1992).
Japanese and Americans have different goals Tedeschi et al. (in preparation) are examin-
and preferred tactics in social conflict situa- ing the causes of anger and forms of anger ex-
tions. These differences may be mediated by pression in four cultures: Hong Kong, Japan,
the self-construals of the respondents. The Jap- Germany, and the United States. They suggest
anese, who represent a collectivist culture and that, in multicultural societies, there are more
presumably tend to have more interdependent conflicts over norms and misinterpretations of
self-construals, report a strong motivation to ambiguous actions by individuals who repre-
maintain social relationships with the person sent different ethnic groups, and hence there
with whom they are in conflict. They also tend is more potential for anger-provoking circum-
to use indirect means to resolve the conflict, stances. Thus, it might be expected that anger
such as seeking third-partymediators and offer- would be experienced more frequently in the
ing conciliatory initiatives. Americans, who United States and Hong Kong than in Japan
represent an individualistic culture, are more and Germany, especially in response to out-
oriented toward finding a just individual solu- group members; there is just a lot more social
tion to social conflicts with others and tend to interaction with out-group members and hence
use more confrontational tactics. If interdepen- more opportunity to experiencenegative conse-
dent self-construals are linked to the promotion quences. On the other hand, individuals in
of social harmony, and if independent self-con- more homogeneous cultures might perceive
struals are linked to the promotion of individ- out-group members as more threatening to in-
ual interests (and perhaps a devaluing of inter- group values and thus may experience a higher
dependent interests), then cultural differences level of anger and be less inhibited in express-
in the propensity to use coercive tactics (e.g., ing it against out-group members.
aggressive behavior) may be unpackaged in Cultural normsmay also regulate the expres-
terms of self-construals. sion of anger. The expression of anger is per-
The value of specific resources and their ceived as antisocial by the Gebusi of New

scarcity vary across cultures. Hence, what out- Guinea and by Central Eskimo groups of North
comes will motivate an individual to try to in- America (Knauft, 1987). Inhibition of anger in
fluence others and what will be a source of these groups may be unpackaged by the ex-
competition and conflict will also differ. Among pected social costs of anger expression. The
the Mbuti of Africa, men fight over hunting concealment of grievances does not imply that
territories (Turnbull, 1965). The scarcity of nothing is done to restore justice by the griev-
women is a major source of fighting among the ant, however. The Gebusi may not publicly ex-
Yananomo of Brazil (Chagnon, 1976). In socie- press their grievances, but they have an ex-
ties in which property is shared, conflicts sel- tremely high homicide rate (Knauft, 1987).
dom develop over property (Knauft, 1987). Failure to express grievances makes it unlikely

that nonviolent redress in the form of restitu-
tion or apology can occur and thus may resultCultural Variables and
in extremely violent retribution.

Justice Motivation

The judgment that another person is responsi- Cultural Variables and
ble and blameworthy for an action that breaks

Identity Motivationa rule or violates a norm causes the perceiver to
become angry. Perceived injustice jump-starts Any cultural variables that heighten a person’s

sensitivity to identity threats will lower thethe justice process that often evokes punitive
actions by the grievant. Since the norms and threshold for engaging in character contests.

Cultural variables, such as those suggested bylaws are not the same in all societies, what will
constitute a norm violation will be different the culture of honor hypothesis (see, e.g., Co-
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hen, Vandello, &Rantilla, 1998),may alsomake tural factor might articulate with the processes
postulated by the theory. The theorizing mustit more likely that physically violent reactions
then be tested through the process of cross-will be evoked by identity threat. If we view
cultural unpackaging. So, for example, the like-identity threat as an individual-level mediator
lihood of engaging in personal retribution forof retaliatory behavior, then it may be con-
unjust actions by another are plausibly linkedcluded that events leading to identity threat
to perceptions that social agents or their institu-result in retaliatory behavior across persons
tions will act to redress the injustice. Thesefrom the four cultural groups that are being
perceptions may be measured and linked tostudied by Tedeschi et al. (in preparation). Per-
both cultural group membership and retribu-ceived identity threat should explain the aver-
tive activity.age differences in identity-defensive retaliatory
In this way, theories focus our attention onaggression across the four cultural groups

operative psychological variables that can be(American, Hong Kong Chinese, Japanese, and
measured and tested cross-culturally. We canGerman).
then learn how our theories apply in culturallyUnpackaging requires sensitivity to the pos-
diverse settings and work toward an under-sibility that cultural variables may affect both
standing of how cultural variables affect thesecognitions and actions. A person might be very
psychological processes.sensitive to identity threats, but be very inhib-

ited about responding overtly to defend the self.
Tedeschi et al. (in preparation) hypothesize
that philosophical traditions and historical Mediators and Moderators of
subsistence practices have led these four cul- Cross-Cultural Differences
tures to differ in their levels of collectivism.
This collectivism results in socialization prac- Whether the object be to crush an army, to
tices that encourage a high value for social har- storm a city,
mony. It might be expected that insults would Or to assassinate an individual, it is always
be more frequently issued in individualistic necessary to begin
cultures, in which there is less concern for so- By finding out the names of the attendants,
cial harmony, and as a consequence people are the aides-de-camp,
more confrontational. People in individualistic The door-keepers and sentries of the general
cultures might be less inhibited about respond- in command.
ing aggressively to defend identities against at- Our spies must be commissioned to ascer-
tacks by others. However, it might also be pre- tain these.
dicted that people in collectivist societies may (Sun Tzu, The Art of War,
be more sensitive to threats against group iden- Book 13, Vol. 20, L. Giles, Trans.)
tity and may react more aggressively to defend
the group than would people in individualistic As we have attempted to show, mediators and
societies. A lower tendency to counterattack moderators play a key role in helping us under-
short-circuits the cycle of escalation (Felson & stand psychologically the role that culture plays
Stedman, 1983). The implication from the in shaping behavior. Identifying and then link-
above analysis is that Japanese would be less ing the hypothesized mediator or moderator
prone than Americans to commit homicides variable to social behavior is not, however, an
within the in-group, but they might be much easy task. In the area of aggression, D. Cohen
more intense in attacking out-group members (personal communication, 1999) reports that he
who threaten them. and his collaborators have measured many

likely mediators for homicide surrogates inPutting the Theory to the
their research on the SCV. They have examinedCross-Cultural Test
various measures, such as the belief that one’s

The advantage of using a mainstream theory masculine reputation is diminished after one
to explain cross-cultural differences is that the was insulted. Unfortunately, none has yet been
theory provides a set ofwell-establishedmedia- correlated with their various outcome mea-
tors and moderators of social behavior that can sures. So, we do not know what psychological
be articulated with already identified cultural process is mediating the aggressive behaviors
variables. Initially, this enterprise is an exercise they have been examining.
in ad hoc thinking since the social psychologist In discussing North-South differences, Co-

hen (1997) notes thatis merely speculating about how well each cul-
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In terms of magnitude, the weakest North- The first are those developed out of theoriz-
South differences we foundwere on the atti- ing about culture itself. Markus and Kitayama’s
tude surveys. . . . People were acting out the (1991) ideas about collectivism, individualism,
culture of honor much more easily and and interdependent and independent selves
readily than they were able to articulate the were used by Singelis (1994) to createmeasures
culture of honor. (p. 126) of these two typesof self-construal.Hismeasures

have proved transportable to other cultural
groups and effective in unpackaging culturalThis finding raises the possibility that media-
differences, as mentioned above. Gudykunst ettors may be difficult to identify. As Cohen sur-
al. (1996) have developed a similar set of self-mises, cultural differences in behavior may be
construal measures using Bond’s (1988) meth-most pronounced precisely where they are most
od for deriving etics from a multicultural dataautomatic:
set. They found that their two self-construal
measures predicted a variety of communicationBut, because they are either so over-
styles, such as indirection, appreciation of si-learned (or were never explicitly taught in
lence, and the use of feelings, unpackaging dif-the first place), they may bypass conscious
ferences in some of these measures across fiveprocessing altogether. Our verbal reports
cultural groups. Matsumoto, Weissman, Pres-and judgments are most clearly tied to con-
ton, Brown, and Kupperbusch (1997) built onscious levels of processing, and so they may
Triandis’s theorizing about collectivism to de-never get connected with the cultural rules
velop the Individualism-Collectivism Interper-embedded in our preconscious. (p. 126)
sonal Assessment Inventory. This instrument
has demonstrated its reliability and validity inThe consequence of this argument is that many
a number of cultural groups and so may becultural differences in behavior may not be me-
useful in future attempts to unpackage culturaldiated by measures of conscious processes
differences in social behavior. Triandis et al.linked to the behavior itself. We may have
(1993) identified six factors that measure as-to cast a wider net to enmesh a construct less
pects of his theorizing about collectivism inapparently connected to the target behavior.
persons from 10 cultural groups. These factorsComprehensive measures of personality di-
included separation from in-groups, indepen-mensions, like the NEO-PI-R (NEO Personality
dence, and personal competence. Each couldInventory Revised), may be helpful in this re-
be used to test hypotheses within or across cul-gard since they are composed of a congeries of
tures related to these constructs. So, too, coulditems that tap values, beliefs, and self-reports
measures of horizontal and vertical individu-on classes of behavior, broad trait labels, and
alism and collectivism (Triandis & Gelfand,the like. Indeed, if Cohen’s argument is sound,
1996).we may even have to look for new types of
At the level of relational constructs, Kwanmediator, like constellations of habits (Cattell’s

et al. (1997) argued that the collectivist cultural1965 habit systems) or use of scripts (see, e.g.,
dynamic emphasizes the social security arisingWierzbica’s 1994 work on linguistic scripts) to
out of achieving harmonious, interpersonal re-unpackage cultural differences in behavior.
lationships. In that light, relationship harmony
should be a mediator of life satisfaction, just

Promising Psychological like self-esteem. They developed a measure of
Mediators relationship harmony and showed that it was

a significant additionalmediator of life satisfac-In amore encouraging vein, cross-cultural stud-
tion in both American and Hong Kongese re-ies to date have yielded a cornucopia of poten-
spondents. Kwan et al. demonstrated empiri-tial mediators. These mediators have fulfilled
cally that relationship harmony could be usedthe necessary requirement of showing metric
along with self-esteem to explain the higherequivalence (Van de Vijver & Leung, 1997) in
level of satisfaction with life found in theirthe various cultural groups in which they have
American sample. Here, then, is a different typebeen applied. These mediators have three ori-
of useful mediator developed out of thinkinggins: those from theorizing about culture, those
about culture itself.from a core of items that define a universal
Second, researchers have used culturalrange of items to measure the construct of inter-

groups and their variability as a filtering deviceest, and through use of measures developed in
one place and applied successfully elsewhere. to detect a core of items that defines a universal
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range of items to measure the construct of inter- of role relationships is one way in which cul-
tural groups will differ. If so, then a givenest. So, for example, Schwartz (1992) tested the

composition of his 10 value domains from 32 cultural difference, say in the perception of in-
sulting persons (Bond et al., 1985), may arisesamples in 20 countries. He selected only those

values to define the 10 domains that were because of the different constructions of the
role being instantiated by the insulter. If agrouped together in two thirds of his national

groups. Bond (1988) used a multicultural aver- teacher insults a student in a more egalitarian
culture, this behavior may be sanctioned andaging technique to identify two broad value

factors derived from the Chinese Value Survey generate greater counterattack. The sanctioning
and counterattack, however, may have little to(Chinese Culture Connection, 1987). Likewise,

Leung and Bond (1998) have developed a cul- do with the psychological characteristics of the
insulted person and much to do with how theture-generalmeasure of social axioms, selecting

items to define their five factors that survive a teacher-student relationship is structured in
that cultural group. So, by including themedia-multicultural filtering procedure.

Third, potential mediators have been identi- tor of role egalitarianism, for example, one
might be able to unpackage a cultural differencefied through surviving the time-honored pat-

tern of “safari research,” by which a fruitful in derogation of the insulter without resort
to psychological mediators (for example, themeasure developed in the West, usually Amer-

ica, is translated and “sent hunting” in other rater’s score on the personality dimension of
agreeableness).cultural groups. Typically, these measures tap

an important construct or set of constructs in Seeman (1997) has lamented the lack of at-
tention accorded the social situation in sociala well-developed theory with universal aspira-

tions. McCrae and Costa (1997) have demon- psychology. The few attempts to assess dimen-
sions of the situation (e.g., Wish, Deutsch, &strated the applicability of their measure of the

Big Five personality dimensions in a number Kaplan, 1976) have instead assessedpsycholog-
ical reactions to those situations. An exceptionof cultural/language groups. So has Schwarzer

(1993) for Bandura’s (1977) concept of self-effi- is the work of Marwell and Hage (1970), who
asked respondents to rate role relationships oncacy; Diener and Diener (1995) for Rosenberg’s

(1965) concept of self-esteem; Campbell et al. a variety of objective measures, such as the fre-
quency of meetings, the presence of other per-(1996) for their concept of self-concept clarity;

Sidanius, Pratto, and Rabinowitz (1994) for Si- sons during themeetings, and so forth.McAuley
(1999) has refined and supplemented thesedanius’s (1993) concept of social dominance;

and Mauro, Sato, and Tucker (1992) for C. A. measures and is using them to compare Hong
Kongese and Australian constructions of com-Smith and Ellsworth’s (1985) analysis of the

situational dimensions used to construe emo- mon role relationships. It will probably be
shown that these two cultural groups construetions.

The citation dates for these three sources of some role relationships differently. If so, then
it will be possible for a nonpsychological medi-universalmediators suggest a recent emergence

of these important tools. It is generally within ator, role constructions, to explain some of the
differences in behavior observed across cul-the last decade that these measures have been

tested broadly for their applicability outside tures.
Another example is provided by the workthe West. Their availability now enables the

discipline of social psychology to test its theo- ofMorris, Podolny, andAriel (2000). They have
asserted thatries for universality and to theorize about cul-

ture in scientifically defensible ways. Of course,
The subjectivist tradition has not had verythe behavior to be explained will dictate the
good tools for analyzing themoderating vari-mediator to be used, and those mediators al-
ables that really matter—the social contextsready available will undoubtedly need to be
that condition the operation of particular ac-supplemented with tailor-made additions.
tion rules, ultimately resulting in culturally
varying actions. (p. 82)Nonpsychological Mediators

It is possible that psychological mediators will These investigators propose and develop mea-
sures of relational networks that surroundneed to be supplemented by other mediators

when cross-cultural psychologists are unpack- employees in a large multinational company
across four cultures representing instances ofaging cultural differences in some behaviors.

Bond (1998a) has argued that the construction Parson’s typology of universalism—particular-
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ism and ascription—achievement. Morris et al. quiresmore preparation and execution time than
does monocultural research (Gabrenya, 1988).assess the network size and density, upward

orientation, same-unit coworkers befriended, On a more optimistic note, the age of diver-
sity is flowering around us. As we write thisinteraction beyond that officially required,

affective closeness, and longevity characteriz- chapter, many countries are celebrating the
50th anniversary of the signing of the Declara-ing the work relations of employees in Spain,

Hong Kong, Germany, and the United States. tion of Human Rights. This continuing growth
of concern about human rights includes an in-They report a number of tantalizing differences.

This recent research provides theoretically sistence on protecting cultural distinctiveness
and an interest in understanding how our dif-grounded and carefully instrumentedmeasures

of equivalent nonpsychological, but social, ferent heritages can be integrated. So, we be-
lieve that cross-cultural social psychology hasvariables with rich promise for unpackaging

cultural differences in individual behavior. an assured future because of the increasing im-
portance attached to cultural group member-Obviously, the use of role or relationalmedi-

ators is only appropriate for the exploration of ships and intergroupharmony.However, it will
require a jump-cut improvement in the stan-interpersonal behavior in specified contexts.

Relatively little cross-culturalworkhas focused dard of our theorizing and testing of these theo-
ries for us to claim a voice in this multipartyon interpersonal behavior, but has instead re-

flected the dominant emphasis in the field on conversation.
issues of social cognition. As we essay more
interpersonal exchanges, such as conversation Hence the saying: If you know the enemy
and aggression, situational mediators may be- and know yourself,
come more useful in explaining cultural differ- You need not fear the result of a hundred
ences and building models of social behavior. battles.

If you know yourself but not the enemy,
for every victory gained you will also suffer

A Conclusion as a Beginning a defeat.
If you know neither the enemy nor your-

After that comes tactical maneuvering, self,
Than which there is nothing more difficult. You will succumb in every battle.

(Sun Tzu, The Art of War, (Sun Tzu, The Art of War,
Book 7, Vol. 3, L. Giles, Trans.) Book 3, Vol. 18, L. Giles, Trans.)

Specifying a desirable goal is one thing; achiev-
Noteing it, another. How might one go about devel-

oping, then testing, universal theories of social
We wish to express our appreciation to Drs. Dov

behavior? Here, we move into the areas of skill Cohen and David Matsumoto, whose comments on
development and knowledge acquisition that an earlier version of this chapter helped us improve
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manding work in cross-cultural psychology. In
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17
Culture and Social Cognition

Toward a Social Psychology of Cultural Dynamics

YOSHIHISA KASHIMA

Social cognition, broadly defined as human thought about social behavior, has re-
ceived considerable attention in the literature since the cognitive revolution of the
1960s and, indeed, has become one of the most important areas of study in main-
stream psychology. Within this large area, cross-cultural research on social cognition
has come to play an extremely important role in defining issues and in influencing re-
search and theory.
In this chapter, Kashima presents a comprehensive overview of the area of culture

and social cognition. He first begins with an excellent discussion of the concept of
culture in psychology, distinguishing the concept of culture as meaning from cultural
dynamics. As Kashima suggests, cultural dynamics has to do with the paradoxical
phenomenon of cultural stability and change, which arises from two contemporary
views of culture: system oriented and practice oriented. These definitions and discus-
sions about the concept of culture are essential to Kashima’s later points about the ne-
cessity for the development and creation of theories and research on cultural dynam-
ics, which represent a further evolution of research and thinking about social
cognition, and an integration of approaches and knowledge from various disciplines.
The bulk of Kashima’s chapter is devoted to a state-of-the-art review of research

on culture and social cognition. This review promises to be one of the most compre-
hensive reviews on this topic. He begins with a treatment of the historical context of
early social cognition research and with a presentation of background studies in the
area. His detailed review spans such topics as availability of concepts, causal attribu-
tions, self-concepts, social and personal explanation, self-evaluation, and others. He
delineates many of the issues that are highlighted through his thorough evaluation of
the research literature, pointing out both what we know and what we do not in each
area. The reader is sure to view this area of his chapter as an important resource for
this line of inquiry.
Using his review of the literature as a platform, Kashima delineates his ideas con-

cerning future research and theoretical work in the area. With regard to future empiri-
cal work, he suggests that two topics in the area of culture and social cognition—the
explanation of social action and the maintenance of self-regard—deserve closer scru-
tiny and further research in the future. In particular, while much is known about
what North Americans tend to do with regard to these topics, relatively much less
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is known about other people around the world, leaving this area ripe for investiga-
tion. In particular, the holistic approach and worldview perspective of East Asians
may bring insights into this area of psychological functioning that heretofore were
unconsidered.
Clearly, however, the major thrust of Kashima’s argument for future work concerns

the creation of what he terms the social cognition of cultural dynamics. As he ex-
plains at the beginning of his chapter and throughout his literature review, much of
the early social cognition research and theories were characterized by an individualis-
tic conception of meaning, according to which meaning is constructed solely within
an individual person’s mind. There are many reasons for these biases in the litera-
ture, including the fact that most research was done in the United States by Ameri-
can researchers. Even research that was conducted outside the United States was of-
ten conducted by researchers who were trained in the United States (and thus
influenced by Western educational dogma) or influenced by these factors. In the fu-
ture, however, greater emphasis will need to be placed on the development of a theo-
retical framework that incorporates both cognitive and communicative processes in
understanding cultural dynamics—that is, the processes by which cultural meanings
are constructed in ongoing social activities among multiple individuals, as well as
within an individual’s mind. This view of social cognition is inherently more com-
plex, involving relational, collective, and individual issues, including the incorpora-
tion of context and history, as well as future and present time orientations. For these
reasons, the development of such a theoretical viewpoint will necessitate fundamen-
tal changes in the ways in which we do research, which will ultimately lead to ways
in which we understand human behavior in potentially profoundly different ways
than now. This development of new theories and methodologies to ensure the contin-
ued evolution of knowledge in this area of psychology is commensurate with a mes-
sage given by all authors throughout this volume.

Until recently, culture has been a neglected theoretical tenets of a social psychology of
cultural dynamics are derived. In the secondconcept in social cognition. Most theories, at
section, traditional metatheoretical and theo-worst, have ignored culture entirely or, at best,
retical characteristics of social cognition are re-assumed that culture is connected unproblem-
viewed. The third section reviews the recentatically to the traditional social psychological
explosion of research on culture and social cog-concepts such as attributions and attitudes. To
nition that past reviews (e.g., Fletcher & Ward,wit, the first edition of the Handbook of Social
1988; J. G. Miller, 1988; Semin & Zwier, 1997;Cognition (Wyer & Srull, 1984) has no entries of
Zebrowitz-McArthur, 1988) did not cover. Inculture, and this marginal status of the culture
the last section, empirical and theoretical direc-concept continued until the 1990s, as seen in
tions of future research are suggested.the absence of culture in the second edition of

the Handbook (Wyer & Srull, 1994). However,
culture emerged recently as a major theme Culture Conceptin social cognition. There is an increase in

in Psychologypublication on culture and social cognition ac-
cording to my recent search of the literature

To clarify theperspective of a social psychologyfrom 1989 to 1997 of the computer database
of cultural dynamics, it is necessary to clarifyPSYCINFO (Y. Kashima, 1998b).
the concept of culture. The culture concept,The main aim of this chapter is to make a despite its popularity and long history in social

case for a perspective that I call a social psy- sciences, is multifaceted, and often ambiguous.
chology of cultural dynamics. It attempts to
understand global dynamics of culture as gen-

Culture as Meaningerated from cognitive and communicative pro-
cesses of individuals in interaction with each Culture is analytically separable from concepts
other in social contexts. The chapter is divided such as society and social system (e.g., Giddens,
into four sections. In the first section, the con- 1979; Parsons, 1951; Rohner, 1984; for a more

recent discussion, see Y. Kashima, 2000a). Oncept of culture is examined, and major meta-
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one hand, society is an organized collection for the experience of mental and social activi-
ties. In addition, narratives may also play anof individuals and groups, and social system
important role in the production and mainte-refers to an enduring pattern of interpersonal,
nance of cultural meanings (Bruner, 1990; Y.intergroup, and person-group relationships
Kashima, 1998a).within a society. On the other hand, culture

is a set of meanings shared, or at least shar-
able, among individuals in a society. Therefore, Cultural Dynamicsquestions regarding power, resources, and

Cultural dynamics has to do with the paradoxi-friends have to do with social systems. In con-
cal phenomenonof cultural stability andchange,trast, culture has to do with questions about
that is, how some aspects of a culture are main-what it means to have power and resources and
tained in the midst of constant change, andwhat it means for a person to be a friend of
cultural change continues despite strong forcesanother.
of cultural maintenance. This question aroseThe concept of meaning, however, is com-
from a tension between two contemporaryplex. At this stage, let us approximate meaning
views of culture, system oriented and practiceto the use of symbols, that is, material objects
oriented (Y. Kashima, 2000a; also see Matsu-(including sound, light, and other chemical
moto, Kudoh, & Takeuchi, 1996). A system-characteristics that are discernible by human
oriented view treats culture as a relativelysenses) that are used to stand for something
enduring systemofmeaning. Culture is concep-else. Obviously, words have meanings in this
tualized as a repository of symbolically codedsense. Nevertheless, this sense of meaning goes
meanings shared by a group of people, whichbeyond linguistic meaning. When a nonverbal
provides structure to their experience. In con-gesture stands for other ideas (e.g., vertically
trast, a practice-oriented view regards culturestretched index and middle fingers standing
as signification process in which meanings arefor victory), this involves a meaning. When a
constantly produced and reproduced by con-toddler uses a round object as a steering wheel
crete individuals’ particular activities in partic-of a car, the child is engaged in a meaningful
ular situations. The system-oriented view high-activity.
lights the stability of culture, whereas theNonetheless, what it stands for does not ex-
practice-oriented view focuses on the fluid na-haust the meaning of a symbol. The denotative ture of culture in flux.

(extensional)meaning is that towhich a symbol The culture-as-meaning-system view was
refers (i.e., its referent). However, there is more expressed by a number of cross-cultural psy-
to meaning than reference. As Frege (1984) chologists and anthropologists. Most notably,
noted long ago, if the referent of a phrase such when Triandis (1972) defined subjective cul-
as morning star or evening star is all there is ture as a “cultural group’s characteristic way
tomeaning, then a statement like “Themorning of perceiving the man-made part of its environ-
star is the evening star” is a meaningless tautol- ment” (p. 4), he was highlighting the enduring
ogy. Yet, this statement can have a richmeaning and systemic aspect of culture. A well-known
given that humans had not known for a long anthropologist, Geertz (1973), characterized
time that the morning star and the evening star culture as “interworked systems of construable
referred to the same object, Venus. Frege called signs . . . somethingwithinwhich [social events,
this extra component of meaning sense. Mean- behaviors, institutions, or processes] can be in-
ing thus has at least two aspects, reference and telligibly . . . described” (p. 14). Geertz’s for-
sense. mulation, called symbolic anthropology, likens
It is important to note that referential mean- culture to a text, which is publicly accessible

ing should include not only literal meaning, and in need of reading and interpretation. De-
but also figurative meaning. For instance, La- spite a difference between the views of culture
koff and Johnson (1979) noted that a number of Triandis and Geertz, there is an underlying
of abstract concepts in English were based on similarity. They both treat culture as a system
metaphors. English sentences such as, “That of meanings that is shared within a group of
meeting was a waste of time,” can be under- people.
stood in terms of a metaphor that likens time For example, theorists who take this per-
to money. Just as money is wasted, time can be spective often characterize a culture by using
wasted, too. In 1994, Y. Kashima (also see Y. a global concept such as individualism or col-
Kashima & Callan, 1994; Shore, 1996) argued lectivism (Hofstede, 1980; Triandis, 1995), im-

plying that a relatively stable system of beliefsthat cultural metaphors provide rich meanings
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and values is shared in a society. Similarly, activities (that is, people doing things together
when Geertz (1984, p. 126) characterized the with tools) that recur in specific contexts. In
Western conception of the person as “a bound- other words, a unit of time is longer for a sys-
ed, unique,more or less integratedmotivational tem-oriented investigation than for a practice-
and cognitive universe,” he implied that this oriented analysis.
conception was shared by people in the West. Second, theydiffer in context specificity and
The culture-as-signification-process viewwas domain specificity. The system-oriented view

put forward by a variety of psychologists influ- is generally concerned with culture viewed as
enced by Vygotsky (1978; for an explication of a whole, as a context-general and domain-gen-
Vygotsky, see Wertsch, 1985) and other think- eralmeaning system that is carried and realized
ers of the Russian cultural-historical school. by a group of individuals. Culture, then, is ab-
These include Cole (1996), Greenfield (1997), stracted from specific contexts of social action.
Lave and Wenger (1991), Rogoff (1990), Val- Culture is often regarded as present, although
siner (1989), and Wertsch (1991). Although it may lay dormant, in all contexts of social
their theory of culture has progressed beyond activities and all domains of life. The practice-
Vygotsky’s original formulation, they view cul- oriented view, on the other hand, is interested
ture as a collection of concrete everyday prac- in culture as particular activities that use partic-
tices that occur in everyday life (e.g., basket ular artifacts (i.e., tools and other material ob-
weaving, estimating amounts of rice). Boesch’s jects) in particular contexts. This is a view of
(1991) symbolic action theory and Poortinga’s culture as a collection of context-specific signi-
(1992) context-specific cross-cultural psychol- fication activities. To the extent that a domain
ogy are similarly concerned with concrete ac- of meaning is often associated with a particular
tivities as they occurwithin symbolic, physical, context (e.g., things to do at school or at home),
and social contexts. In anthropology, research- this view tends toward a view that cultural
ers influenced by Bourdieu (1977; habitus) and meanings are domain specific.
Giddens (1979; structuration) or by contempo- Third, they differ in unit of analysis. The
rary Marxist thoughts often take a similar view. system-oriented view takes a group of individu-
Ortner (1984), a neo-Geertzian, also approaches als as a unit of analysis, and culture is a phe-
culture from a similar viewpoint.

nomenon closely associated with the collectiv-An example of this approach is provided by
ity. In a way, culture is regarded as a propertya conceptualization of schooling (for a recent
of the group. In contrast, the practice-orientedreview, see Rogoff & Chavajay, 1995). For in-
view takes a practice (a pattern of activitiesstance, Cole (1996) views schooling as a collec-
carried out by people) as a unit of analysis. Intion of context-specific and domain-specific
this perspective, culture is a property of situ-cognitive andmotor activities (e.g., reading and
ated activities, that is, people acting in context.writing, remembering a list of words) that influ-
It should be noted that this notion of practiceence children’s cognitive taskperformance, such
and situated activities includes not only indi-as recall and syllogistic reasoning. In other
viduals, but also routine activities that takewords, instead of explaining cultural differ-
place in space and time.ences in syllogistic reasoning performance in
Neither view alone can provide a completeterms of differences in cognitive style (e.g., logi-

picture about cultural dynamics. One view’scal versus prelogical reasoning), this approach
strength is the other’s weakness. On one hand,suggests that people from Western cultures
the system-oriented view takes culture as giventend to perform syllogistic reasoning tasks bet-
for a collective in a historical period. Culture inter than illiterate people because the reasoning
this sense becomes a “cause” or an independenttasks resemble activities that the former are
variable in a quasi-experimental design of typi-used to at school.
cal cross-cultural studies. In fact, comparativeThe two conceptions of culture differ on a
investigations must by necessity treat culturenumber of metatheoretical dimensions. First,
as stable systems and compare the slices of cul-they differ in time perspective. The system-
tural traditions. However, this view often looksoriented view tends to see culture from a long-
for factors external to culture as engines of cul-term perspective and attempts to capture stable
tural change (e.g., technology, material wealth,aspects of a culture within a historical period
and ecology). Creative activities within a cul-(decades or centuries). In contrast, the practice-
ture as a basis for cultural change tend to falloriented view tends to construe culture from

a short-term perspective and tries to identify outside the scope of this perspective.
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On the other hand, the practice-oriented cern of psychology, failed to bring meaning,
view takes culture as constantly produced and and therefore culture, back into themainstream
reproduced. As such, both stability and change of academic psychology (Bruner, 1990).
are part and parcel of culture. Developmen- Social cognition emerged as an attempt at
tal psychologists, who are concerned with bringing cognition into social psychology. The
how children are enculturated to become full- 1960s saw publications of classic texts in attri-
fledgedparticipants of a culture, are necessarily bution theories (e.g., Jones & Davis, 1965; Kel-
interested in context-specific activities. After ley, 1967), and social psychology was flooded
all, children must learn culture not by osmosis, with research on attribution processes in the
but from concrete everyday activities. How- 1970s. A more self-conscious effort to draw on
ever, it is unclear in this view how one can cognitive psychology began aswell,making use
determine theoretically which aspects of situ- of prototypically cognitive psychologicalmeth-
ated activities are to persist and which are to ods such as recall and recognition memory, re-
change. Furthermore, while this view provides action time, and the like (e.g., Hastie et al., 1980,
detailed analyses of particular activities, it fails on person memory). The significance of social
to shed light on a general pattern, a cultural cognition in social psychology is undeniable.
theme, or something like a context-general Some have gone as far as to claiming that social
meaning system that seems to cut across a num- psychology is largely represented by social cog-
ber of domains of activities (e.g., see Jahoda’s nition (H.Markus &Zajonc, 1985). All thewhile,
1980 criticism of Cole’s 1996 approach). however, social cognition research emulated
Thus, the system-oriented and practice-ori- the cognitive psychology, pursuing a universal

ented views of culture provide complementary model of human cognitive processes at the ex-
perspectives on cultural dynamics. The cul- pense of culture.
ture-as-system view highlights the persistence It is intriguing to note that social cognition
of culture over time, whereas the culture-as- of the 1970s and 1980s was characterized by
practice view focuses on the fluctuation of cul- its dual emphasis on the individual person as
tural meaning across contexts and over time. a central focus. On one hand, much of the work
Nonetheless, both local fluctuations and global was largely concerned about the process by
stability characterize culture. My contention which people form cognitive representations
is that we must investigate how both can be about themselves and other individuals. One
true. From the present perspective, the central enduring question has been how one comes to
question of cultural dynamics is how individu- construe a person (either another individual or
als’ context-specific signification activities can oneself) in terms of his or her dispositional
generate, under some circumstances, some- characteristics, such as personality traits (e.g.,
thing stable thatmaybe called a context-general as described by adjectives such as introverted
meaning system and, under other circum- and extraverted) or attitudes (e.g., stances with
stances, a rapid and even chaotic change. regard to social issues such as Castro’s Cuba or

abortion; for a review, see S. T. Fiske & Taylor,
1991). On the other hand, theories of social

Culture and Social Cognition: cognition paid exclusive attention to the indi-
vidual person’s cognitive processes, that is, theHistorical Context of Early
encoding of incoming information into cogni-Social Cognition Research
tive representations, and the storage and re-
trieval of them for further use. These theoriesDespite some early attempts at incorporating
were social only to the extent that they dealtculture into human psychology (e.g., Wundt’s
with social stimuli (i.e., other people). In otherVölkerpsychologie), culture, broadly defined
words, social cognition then exemplified theas shared meanings, has been outside the scope
individualist conception of the person in termsof academic psychology for much of the first
of its subject matter and theoretical assump-half of the 20th century under the dogmatic
tion.and restrictive reign of logical positivism as a
What underlay the early social cognitionphilosophy of science and behaviorism as its

research was an individualist conception ofpsychological counterpart. Behaviorism, in
meaning. According to this view, the individ-particular, banished any talk of human thought
ual constructs meaning by operating on cogni-from the academic discourse of psychology.
tive representations stored in his or her ownThe cognitive revolution of the 1960s, in which

human thought was reclaimed as a central con- mind.Tobe sure, an individual personequipped
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with the capacity to encode perceptual infor- dividual does not necessarily possess a disposi-
tion, but merely appear to do so. This trendmation into cognitive representations can also
reached its peak when Ross (1977) used thedecode such individual representations into
term fundamental attribution error to refer tosymbolic codes that are understandable to
North American participants’ tendency to attri-other individuals. Nonetheless, this individu-
bute personality dispositions to an actor de-alist model of cognition makes for a model of
spite contextual information suggesting other-communication that regards interpersonal com-
wise. When attribution of a disposition ismunication as mere transmission of informa-
regarded as an error, social psychology cantion (Clark, 1985). At an extreme, social cogni-
hardly take its dispositional concepts seriously.tive minds can be likened to computers that
Empirically, drawing on the past literaturesend signals back and forth through rules of

on culture and social behavior (e.g., for a re-syntax and semantics. In this case, culture can
view, see Triandis & Brislin, 1980), cross-cul-be reduced to a “codebook” in which rules can
tural psychology began to mount empiricalbe found to translate between cognitive codes
challenges to social psychology by presentingand symbolic codes.
evidence that there is some significant culturalDuring the Great Leap Forward of social cog-
variability in social behavior (Bond, 1988).nition, however, metatheoretical, theoretical,
Amir and Sharon’s (1987) was among the mostand empirical challenges to the mainstream so-
memorable contributions. They sampled sev-cial psychology began to cumulate.Metatheore-
eralNorthAmerican studies published inmajortically, Gergen (1973) argued that social psy-
journals of social psychology and systemati-chology cannot hope to “discover” natural laws
cally replicated the experimental proceduresof social behavior, but only acquire historically
in Israel. They reported that, although maincontingent knowledge. Although social psy-
effects could be replicated, some of the fine-chology may develop a theory of social behav-
grain interaction effects could not be, despiteior at one point in time, once it is disseminated
their importance for themain theoretical claimsto the general public, people can try to develop
of the original papers. Within the context of thepatterns of behaviors that differ from, or even
globalization of economy and the rapid changecontradict, it. In other words, humans are self-
in the world order, such as the political andconstituting in that our collective attempt at
economic collapse of the Communist bloc andcharacterizing ourselves can end up influenc-
the emergence of newly industrializing nationsing ourselves. Gergen’s argument that humans
(e.g., Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong,are self-constitutive and the products of history and Singapore), these cross-cultural challenges

that we ourselves have created echoes the point began to attract the attention of mainstream re-
made by the counter-Enlightenment thinkers, searchers.
such as Vico and Herder, who opposed the En-
lightenment thought that regarded human na-
ture as largely fixed and governed by universal Cross-Cultural Research in
natural laws (for a more detailed discussion, Social Cognition
see Y. Kashima, 2000a).
Theoretically, some of the central concepts

Backgroundin social psychology began to be scrutinized.
For instance, social psychologists began to ex- The current popularity of culture and social
amine concepts such as personality traits and cognition research owes much to Hofstede
social attitudes, which were presumed to de- (1980) and Shweder and Bourne (1984). Hof-
scribe the underlying dispositions of people or stede’s research was based on his work value
consistency in their behavior. Most fundamen- surveys around the world. In this massive, em-
tally, the capacity of the dispositional charac- pirically driven work, he extracted dimensions
teristics to predict specific behavior was ques- on which cultures can be placed. The individu-
tioned (see Mischel, 1968, for personality traits alismdimension attracted the greatest attention
andWicker, 1969, for attitudes). Based on these partly because of the importance of the individ-
challenges, cognitively oriented researchers ualism concept in social sciences in general.
such as Shweder and D’Andrade (1979) and A number of social scientists (e.g., Tönnies’
Cantor and Michel (1979) began to formulate (1955), Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft; Durk-
theories of personality traits that treated them heim’s (1964) mechanical and organic solidar-
as indicating perceived, as opposed to actual, ity) used related concepts to characterize the

transformation of Continental Europe from itsconsistency in behavior. In other words, an in-
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medieval past to the modern era. Close-knit abstract dispositional characterizations (e.g.,
“He is a leader” as opposed to “He lends peoplecommunities in which everyone had known

everyone else broke down, and there emerged money”), and that their descriptions tended not
to be put into context (e.g., “He is verbally abu-modern nation states in which a central govern-

ment controls the trade, police, and military sive” as opposed to “He is verbally abusive to
his father-in-law whenever they meet at hismight. The emphasis shifted from the commu-

nity to the individual, with the gradual strength- home”). Oriyas’s contextualized person de-
scription, they argued, is a sign of their holistic,ening of individual rights. Collectivism charac-

terizes the traditional sociality, whereas the sociocentric conception of the relationship of
the individual to society.modern social relationship is individualistic.

An empirical finding that fueled the interest In adopting this relativist view, Shweder
and Bourne (1984) argued against evolutionistwas probably its correlation with 1970 per cap-

ita gross national product. Country-level indi- interpretations. They showed that Oriyas adopt-
ed a contextual person description regardlessvidualism positively correlated with per capita

gross national product at .82. Richer countries of formal education, literacy, or socioeconomic
status. According to them, this provides evi-in North America and western Europe are indi-

vidualist, whereas poorer countries in Asia and dence against evolutionist explanations. Evolu-
tionists would explain relative concreteness inSouth America tend to be collectivist.

Hofstede’s (1980) finding clearly showed Oriyas’s person description in terms of some
cognitive deficit associated with a lack of edu-that there was a significant relationship be-

tween cultural values and economic activities, cation, literacy, or socioeconomic background.
Oriyas do have abstract traitlike words in theirwhich is generally consistent with the accepted

view of modernization, that is, from traditional language and are capable of generating those
abstract concepts in an interview. This arguescommunities to modern societies. His work

provided a conceptual framework in which to against the possibility that Oriyas lack abstract
categories with which to describe people ab-interpret and understandmyriad cross-cultural

studies on beliefs, attitudes, and values. The stractly or lack a general capacity to do so. It is
unlikely that North Americans encounter theirconcepts of collectivism and individualism

also refocused theoretical attention on a central target persons in more diverse settings and
therefore are more likely to be able to abstractissue of social sciences, that is, the relationship

between the collective and the individual. their dispositional characteristics. There is no
evidence to suggest that North Americans liveShweder and Bourne’s study (1982), in con-

trast, was an ambitious, theoretically driven in a more heterogeneous social environment to
prompt more abstract patterns of thinking.project. They posited three major theoretical

orientations in interpreting cross-cultural di- These two lines ofworkwere drawn together
into a single focus around 1990 by two majorversity. Universalism looks for human univer-

sals in diversity by attempting to identify a papers on culture and self, which triggered the
avalanche of cross-cultural research in socialhigher order generality or by concentrating on

a clearly defined band of data. Evolutionism cognition. Triandis (1989) theorized about cul-
tural antecedents of the prevalence and accessrank orders cultural patterns relative to a nor-

mative model (e.g., the cannon of propositional of self-concepts. He postulated that there are
three types of self-concepts: private, public,calculus, Bayes’ rule of probabilistic reasoning)

in terms of their deviation from the norm. It and collective. The private self-concept is con-
cerned with people’s conceptions about theirtypically treats cultures as progressing toward

the normative ideal. Relativism seeks to inter- own personal goals; the public self-concept has
to do with people’s concerns about how otherspret each cultural pattern as an inherently

meaningful pattern by itself and to maintain view them; and the collective self-concept is
about people’s involvement in their in-groups.the equality among them.

Against the background of the literature Every culture contains these different self-
concepts, but characteristics such as indi-arguing for western Europeans’ abstractness

relative to other cultures, such as Bali and Ga- vidualism, cultural complexity, and affluence
determine the prevalence of the three types ofhuku-GamaofNewGuinea,Shweder andBourne

(1984) conducted interviews and showed that self-concepts. Private self-concepts may be
prevalent in individualist cultures, whereasmiddle-class Euro-American participants, com-

pared to Oriyan participants from a traditional public and collective self-conceptions may be
prevalent in collectivist cultures. Cultural com-city of Bhubaneswar in India, tended to use
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plexity and affluence may promote the preva- contribution was about conceptions of the per-
son observed from people’s verbal descriptionslence of private self-conceptions as well. Fur-
of their acquaintances. Finally, they differed inthermore, different self-concepts may be more
operationalization of the constructs. Hofstedeaccessible in different social situations in dif-
made individualism and collectivism opera-ferent cultures according to Triandis.
tional in terms of importance of personal inde-In 1991, H. R. Markus and Kitayama pro-
pendence from the organizational context, whileposeda theory aboutpsychological consequences
Shweder andBournemade egocentric and soci-when different self-concepts are accessed. In
ocentric views of the person operational inthis influential formulation, they postulated
terms of abstractness of person descriptions.that there is the universal aspect of the self,
Triandis andMarkus andKitayama treated themwhich is the self as a physically distinct body
as reflecting the same underlying self-concep-in time and space. However, the self can be
tions. In the current literature of culture andconstrued in two different ways, independent
social cognition, these differences are generallyand interdependent. Independent self-constru-
glossed over or even ignored. But, is it war-als are characterized by their emphasis on the
ranted?uniqueness and separateness of the individual

self in contrast to others. In contrast, interde-
pendent self-construals are characterized by Conceptual Advances
their interpenetrations with significant others.

Some theoretical advances since the earlyThat is, selves are conceived to be in interde-
1990s have significant implications for culturependent social relationships with other people.
and social cognition.They suggested that these self-construals,when

accessed, would influence cognitive, affective,
and motivational processes. Availability, Accessibility,
Although Hofstede’s (1980) and Shweder and Applicabilty of Concepts

and Bourne’s (1984) studies were not without
Higgins (1996) defined availability, accessibil-their critics (for instance, see Y. Kashima, 1987,
ity, and applicability of concepts and providedon Hofstede and see Spiro, 1993, on Shweder
a comprehensive review and discussion of theand Bourne), their contributions suggested that
literature on knowledge activation. The avail-there are significant cultural differences, which ability of a concept refers to whether the

may be examined empirically in terms of the concept is stored in an individual’s memory,
contrast between worldviews that emphasize whereas the accessibility of a concept means
sociality (e.g., collectivist, sociocentric, inter- the “activation potential” of the available con-
personal, and interdependent) and those that cept or the ease withwhich the concept already
emphasize individuality (e.g., individualist, available in the mind is activated for use. The
egocentric, personal, and independent). Trian- accessibility of a concept may vary chronically
dis (1989) and H. R. Markus and Kitayama or temporarily due to factors such asmotivation
(1991) focused research attention on the self. and frequency and recency of activation. Bargh,
Generally drawing on the then-current litera- Bond, Lombardi, and Tota (1986) showed that
ture on social cognition of self-processes and chronic and temporary sources of accessibility
cross-cultural psychology, they launched a the- are additively combined to produce effects.
ory that suggested that self-concepts mediate When accessible concepts are applicable to a
the effect of culture on psychological processes. given stimulus, the concepts are applied to the
Nonetheless, there were important differ- stimulus to interpret it. Much of recent research

ences. First, theydiffered in theunit of analysis. shows that conceptsmay be activated automati-
Hofstede (1980) used countries or cultures as cally and used without conscious awareness
the unit of analysis, computing cultural aver- (Bargh, 1996).
ages on surveys, whereas Shweder and Bourne Hong, Chiu, and Kung (1997) provided an
(1984), as well as H. R. Markus and Kitayama example of priming cultural concepts, inwhich
(1991), treated individuals as the unit of analy- the accessibility of conceptswas increased tem-
sis. Triandis (1989) attempted to connect the porarily. Hong et al. showed Hong Kong Chi-
two using the self-concept as a central media- nese students pictures of objects that symbol-
tor. They also differed in their focus on self or ized either Chinese or American culture and
person in general. Triandis’s and Markus and had the participants answer short questions
Kitayama’s contributions were concerned with such as, “What does this picture symbolize?”

A short while later, in an allegedly unrelatedself-concepts. However, Shweder and Bourne’s
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study, the participants rated the importance of kuma, & Pelham, 1999). A good example of this
is perhaps once-prevalent stereotypes in thetraditional Chinese values. The participants en-
contemporary culture of political correctnessdorsed the traditional Chinese values more in
(e.g., Devine, 1989).theChinese picture condition than in theAmer-

ican picture condition. Pictures that symbol-
ized a culture may have activated concepts and A Variety of Causal
knowledge structures associated with the cul- Attributionsture, which influenced subsequent cognitive

Another class of theoretical advances in socialprocesses in the experiments.
cognition has to do with the meaning of causalThe availability and accessibility of con-
attribution. In the classical attribution theories,cepts may be associated closely with the lan-
it has commonly been assumed that personalguage people use. This is one way of interpre-
and situational attributions perfectly correlateting what is known as theWhorfian hypothesis,
negatively. That is, attributing a behavior to athe idea that language determines thought
personmeans that the context of the behavior is(Chiu, Krauss, & Lee, 1999; for a recent review
not causally implicated. Alternatively, sayingon the Whorfian hypothesis, see Hunt & Agno-
that a behavior is situationally caused meansli, 1991). Hoffman, Lau, and Johnson (1986)
that the person is not causally responsible. Thisprovided an example consistent with this
hydraulic assumption of personal and situa-thinking. They identified English and Chinese
tional causation (Heider, 1958) has been calledterms for which there were no equivalent eco-
into question by some empirical studies (F. D.nomicalwords or phrases in the other language.
Miller, Smith, & Uleman, 1981). At least NorthBehavioral descriptions were developed for
American participants may regard personaleach term. English monolingual and Chinese-
and situational causation as two independentEnglish bilingual individuals were given these
forces.person descriptions with the aim of forming
In line with this, current theories of attribu-distinct impressions. The bilingual individuals

tion (e.g., Gilbert & Malone, 1995; Krull, 1993;read them either in English or in Chinese. The
Trope, 1986) draw a distinction between thebilingual individuals’ impressions of the target
attribution of a disposition and the adjustmentindividuals and recognition memory were in-
of a dispositional inference on the basis of thefluenced by the concepts available in the lan- contextual factors that may constrain the ac-

guage used in the experiment, although recall tion. To put it differently, the cognitive process
was not. responsible for a dispositional inference is dis-
In examining cultural differences in social tinguished from the contextualization of the

cognition, it is important to consider the avail- dispositional inference. These theories devel-
ability, accessibility, and applicability of a rele- oped inNorthAmerica suggest that,when faced
vant concept in cultures concerned. If a culture with information about a behavioral episode,
does not provide a concept of importance, peo- people first categorize the action into a disposi-
ple from that culture could not use it (unless tional category (e.g., personality trait, atti-
they invent it on the spot); if a concept is avail- tudes), and the implication of this categoriza-
able in the cultures concerned, they may differ tion is then adjusted in light of the information
in accessibility and therefore may result in dif- about the contextual constraints. If the context
ferences in cognitive processes; even if a con- is likely to hinder the enactment of the action,
cept is equally available and accessible in the the dispositional inference is curtailed, albeit
cultures concerned, itmay not be equally appli- insufficiently, by some normative standards.
cable in both. What is an intriguing possibility Obviously, whether the same processes apply
is that cultural concepts that are not con- around the world needs to be examined by
sciously available, accessible, or applicable cross-cultural investigations. Nonetheless, the
may still exert influences on social cognitive conceptual distinction between disposition
processes without awareness of the members and contextualization is highly pertinent to the
of the culture. When a culture is going through discussion of cross-cultural research on social
a major change and its members are actively cognition, as discussed below.
attempting to forget or discredit its past cultural Two types of personal attribution, disposi-
practices, there may emerge a discrepancy be- tional attributions (using personality traits to
tween conscious awareness about concepts (ex- describe and explain a behavior) and agentic
plicit cognition) and automatically activated attributions (saying that a person is responsible

for the behavior), have been assumed to beconcepts (implicit cognition; see also Hetts, Sa-
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equivalent conceptually in the classical attribu- that they are indeed conceptually separable.
Brewer andGardner (1996) also theorized abouttion literature. However, recent research has
the conceptual separation among individual,shown that a distinction needs to be made be-
relational, and collective aspects of the self.tween them. Semin and Marsman (1994) and

D. J. Hilton, Smith, and Kin (1995) showed that
In line with the tripartite distinction amongattributing to a person abstract dispositional

individual, relational, and collective aspects ofcharacteristics is psychologically different from
the self, cross-cultural research on social cogni-attributing agency to theperson. Toput it differ-
tion is reviewed according to whether the indi-ently, to describe a personby a certain personal-
vidual, relationship, or group is the target ofity trait on the basis of an observed behavior
conception.is not the same as saying that this person is

responsible for the behavior.
Individual as Target

Social cognition researchers have traditionally
Individual, Relational, and maintained a clear distinction between cogni-

tions about the self (e.g., H. Markus, 1977) andCollective Selves
those about others. This conceptual separa-

Although the pioneering work in culture and tion was to some extent based on the precon-
social psychology contrasted the individual- ception that the self is a special psychological
centered and sociocentered worldviews (indi- phenomenon that is uniquely different from
vidualist, egocentric, personal, independent vs. any other psychological phenomena, as seen,
collectivist, sociocentric, interpersonal, inter- for instance, in the assertion of Descartes about
dependent), Y. Kashima’s (1987) and Oyser- one’s privileged access to one’s self-knowledge
man’s (1993) exploratory factor analyses (also (i.e., “Cogito ergo sum”). This assumption has
see Trafimow, Triandis, & Goto, 1991), as well been reinforced further by empirical findings
as Singelis’s (1994) confirmatory factor analy- that emphasize a difference between self-per-
sis, suggested that the individual-centered and ception and perception of others. For instance,
sociocentered conceptions of the self are two the classical research on actor-observer bias in
independent concepts. attribution suggests that at least North Ameri-
More recently, Y. Kashima et al. (1995) fur- cans explain the behaviors of others in terms

of dispositional characteristics more than theirther differentiated the sociocentered self into
own behaviors (e.g., Nisbett, Caputo, Legant, &relational and collective facets, making distinc-
Maracek, 1973).Watson’s (1982) review showedtions among individual, relational, and collec-
its robustness, but interestingly, also revealedtive self-conceptions. The existing theories of
thatNorthAmericans tend to explain both them-culture and self often conflate two types of soci-
selves and others more in terms of personalityality: one primarily concerned with the self-
dispositions than their circumstances. In otherother relationship and the other about the rela-
words, the literature on the actor-observer biastionship of the self with the in-group. Whereas
showed a significant similarity between self-the interpersonal relationship between the self
cognition and cognition of others.and other individualsmay provide a significant
In discussing a cultural difference in self-basis of sociality, the relationship between the

cognition and cognition of others, the oft-citedself and its in-group constitutes another social
passage of Geertz (1984) provides a useful start-aspect of the self, which requires separate treat-
ing point:

ment. They showed thatmeasures of these three
aspects of the self had relatively small corre- The Western conception of the person as
lations among themselves, and that, more im- a bounded, unique, more or less integrated
portantly, individual and collective self-con- motivational and cognitive universe, a dy-
ceptions differentiated East Asian (Japanese namic center of awareness, emotion, judg-
and Korean) and English-speaking (Australian, ment, and action organized into a distinctive
American) cultures with Hawaiians in be- whole and set contrastively both against
tween, but relational self-conceptions differen- other such wholes and against its social and
tiated men and women regardless of their cul- natural background, is, however incorrigible
tural background. The finding that collective it may seem to us, a rather peculiar idea
and relational self-conceptions haddifferent re- within the context of the world’s cultures.

(p. 126)lationships with culture and gender suggests
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The anthropological insight of Geertz can be iors given by North Americans and Hindu Indi-
abstracted into two component ideas. First, a ans of four age groups (8, 11, and 15 years old
person is attributed psychological agency, and adults).The study found that, in general,
which is a “more or less integratedmotivational North American participants gave more dispo-
and cognitive universe, a dynamic center of sitional and fewer contextual explanations than
awareness, emotion, judgment, and action.” Hindu Indians. However, the tendency to give
Second, the individual is a figure against the dispositional explanations increased with age
background of the social and natural context, forNorthAmericans, but not forHindu Indians.
that is, the individual is “set contrastively both In contrast, the tendency to give contextual ex-
against other wholes and against its social and planations increased with age for Hindu Indi-
natural background.” ans, but not for North Americans. In addition,
This last idea needs further explication. J. G. Miller reported that, of the four Indian

Geertz is not saying that the Western concep- adult groups examined, an Anglo-Indian group
tion ignores the social and natural context, but showed a preference for dispositional explana-
is asserting that the most prominent part of the tions relative to three Hindu Indian groups, al-
phenomenal field is the individual person, and though some of the Hindu Indian groups had
that the social and natural context in which the more exposure to the Western-type education
person is embedded lies in the background. andway of life. Also, J. G.Miller gave a different
This is often assumed to mean that theWestern group of North American participants English
conception of the person is abstract or disposi- translations of behavioral narratives given by
tional (e.g., John is friendly), and that non- the Hindu Indian participants. The North Amer-
Western conceptions are concrete and contain ican explanations again were oriented more to-
action descriptions (e.g., John plays with chil- ward disposition and less oriented toward con-
dren even if he doesn’t know them well). Fur- text, although the behaviors to be explained
thermore, dispositional descriptions of a per- originated from the Hindu Indian narratives.
son mean that the person is decontextualized. This last finding clearly showed that it was
Taken together, it is commonly believed that not the nature of the narratives that caused the
past cross-cultural studies of self-cognition and cultural difference in explanatory style. All in
cognition of others showed that Western con- all, J. G. Miller’s study showed clearly that
ceptions of the self and other are more agentic, North Americans generated explanations dif-
dispositional, and decontextualized than their ferent from those generated by Hindu Indians.
East Asian counterparts. Her finding that a cultural explanation styleHowever, in light of the recent theoretical

becamemorepronounced for older participantsdevelopments in social cognition, the cross-
provides strong evidence for the cultural expla-cultural studies require a more nuanced inter-
nation of the difference in explanatory style.pretation. As pointed out before, social cogni-
Morris and Peng’s (1994) Study 2 providedtion research suggests that the attribution of

additional support for a cultural difference inagency should be distinguished conceptually
the type of explanations generated for individ-from the attribution of disposition, and the cog-
ual behaviors. They coded newspaper articlesnitive process for attributing a dispositional
about mass murderers (one American and onecharacteristic (e.g., a personality trait) to a per-
Chinese) in the United States; the articles ap-son is distinguished from the cognitive process
peared in English-language (New York Times)for contextualizing the dispositional attribu-
and Chinese-language (World Journal) newspa-tion. In other words, agency attribution, dispo-
pers published in New York and circulatedsitional attribution, and contextualization are
worldwide. The proportion of segments thatall separable psychological processes in North
signified dispositional or contextual explana-America and probably in European cultures.
tion was computed for each article. They foundHowever, there is no reason to expect a priori
that English-language newspaper articles tendedprevalence of these psychological processes
to explain the behaviors in dispositional termsshould covary with culture.
more than Chinese-language newspaper arti-
cles for both cases (F. Lee, Hallahan, & HerzogExplaining and
showed a similar trend in their 1996 study).

Describing Others A reliable difference in contextual explanation
was not found at the .05 level for either case.How Shall a Person Be Described? In 1984
Using a different method, Morris and Peng’sand in 1987, J. G. Miller examined descriptions

of acquaintances’ positive and negative behav- (1994) Study 3 asked American and Chinese
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(including Hong Kong, People’s Republic of Western individual are to explain the cultural
China, andRepublic of China) physics graduate differences in person descriptions and explana-
students to rate the importance of a variety of tions, we should be able to measure self-cons-
dispositional and contextual explanations of truals and show that the cultural differences
the two murder cases (instead of generating ex- disappear if we statistically control for the self-
planations). On average, American participants construals (self-concept mediation hypothe-
rated the importance of dispositional causes sis). However, as Matsumoto (1999) noted,
as greater than Chinese participants for the studies that took this approach did not find
Chinese murderer, although they did not show empirical support for a mediation effect of self-
a reliable difference for theAmericanmurderer. construals. Clearly, the self-concept mediation
In contrast, American participants rated the im- hypothesis needs to be examined more fully
portance of contextual causes lower than Chi- with more sophisticated measures. An alterna-
nese participants for both cases. Taken to- tive hypothesis is that there may be a cultural
gether, Morris and Peng found some evidence theory that affects the psychological process
that Americans may generate dispositional ex- involved in both self-cognition and cognition
planations more than Chinese, although there of others (cultural theory hypothesis).
may not be differences in generation of contex- Although it is not easy to separate these two
tual explanations. In contrast, Chinese may viewpoints empirically, a cultural theory ap-
evaluate contextual explanations as more im- proach has received some attention in the past.
portant than Americans, although there may In 1992, Y. Kashima, Siegal, Tanaka, and Ka-
not be a strong difference in evaluating the im- shima examined the role played in Australia
portance of dispositional causes (Morris and and Japan by people’s implicit theory about
Peng made a similar point). attitude-behavior relationship. They reasoned
It is interesting to note that Morris and Peng that, in English-speaking countries, the values

(1994) reported a pattern of findings consistent of sincerity and authenticity (Trilling, 1972)
with this interpretation in their Study 1. They encourage people to make their feelings and
showed computer-generated movements of a avowals consistent with each other, whereas
black circle in reaction to a square (inanimate the Japanese notions of omote and ura (front
objects) and those of fish in reaction to a school and back, respectively) suggest that people
of fish (animate objects) to American and Chi- should express their feelings appropriately in
nese high school and graduate students. Partici- suitable contexts (Doi, 1986). Accordingly,
pants were asked to rate the extent to which Australians would have a stronger belief in atti-
these movements were due to dispositional or tude-behavior consistency than Japanese. Japa-
contextual forces. As expected, there was no nese and Australian students’ attitude attribu-
cultural difference in the evaluation of causal- tions were examined in a paradigm used by
ity for inanimate objects. For animate objects, Jones and Harris (1967), in which participants
high school students exhibited an expected pat- were asked to read a hypothetical actor’s essay
tern, although graduate students did not show about environmental issues. It was found by
any cultural difference. Chinese high school Y. Kashima et al. that Australians attributed
students rated contextual forces asmore impor- corresponding attitudes more than Japanese
tant than their American counterparts for all overall. Nonetheless, this cultural difference
types of movements. However, Chinese stu- was mediated by the extent to which Austra-
dents rated dispositional forces as less impor- lians and Japanese differed in beliefs in atti-
tant than Americans only for one of three. tude-behavior relationship. When the effect of

attitude-behavior relationship beliefs was sta-
tistically controlled, the cultural effect on atti-Why People Describe Others the Way They Do
tude attribution became nonsignificant. It is in-Why do Asians and North Americans describe
teresting to note that subsequent studies onothers the way they do? A popular answer is
attitude attributions comparing Americansthat it is due to a cultural difference in individu-
with Koreans (Choi & Nisbett, 1998) or withalism or collectivism or due to independent
Taiwanese (Krull et al., 1999) showed that thereor interdependent self-construal. Nonetheless,
was no cultural difference in the extent tothere is a surprising paucity of supportive evi-
which participants attributed attitudes corre-dence for this explanation. If we were to attri-
sponding to the actor’s behavior.bute a causal role to independent and interde-
In a recent study, Chiu, Hong, and Dweckpendent self-construal, that is, if the prevalence

and activation of self-schemata in an Asian or (1997) showed that people’s implicit theory of
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personality is related to the tendency to make 1) in the United States and Korea, and Krull et
al. (1999; Study 1) in the United States anddispositional attributions. According to Dweck

(1999), people hold an implicit theory about the Taiwan found little difference in correspon-
dence bias using the attitude attribution para-nature of personality. Some believe personality

consists of fixed andunchangeable traits (entity digm; the last researchers found no cultural
difference in their replication of the work oftheory), whereas others believe personality is

a dynamic quality that can be developed and Ross, Amabile, and Steinmetz (1977) in the
United States and Hong Kong (Study 2).changed. In four studies, Chiu et al. showed

that, when compared to incremental theorists, Nevertheless, Choi and Nisbett (1998)
showed that, when situational constraints ofentity theorists are more likely to generalize an

individual’s behavior from one specific situa- behavior are made salient, Koreans take into
account the information about situational con-tion to another (Study 1), to predict an individ-

ual’s behavior from his or her personality trait straints more than Americans. In their Study
2, they used the attitude attribution paradigm(Study 2), and to attribute trait dispositions

from a single behavior (Study 3). In Study 5, a of Jones and Harris (1967). That is, participants
were told that a student wrote an essay undermanipulation of people’s implicit theory also

produced a similar result. In their Study 4, the choice and no choice conditions, and the
salience of situational constraints was manipu-relationship between implicit theory and ten-
lated at two levels. In one condition, the partici-dency to make trait dispositional judgments
pants experienced the same situational con-was examined in Hong Kong and the United
straints as the essay writer (i.e., theywere givenStates. In both cultures, implicit theory pre-
no choice in writing an essay), and in the otherdicted dispositional attributions, and Ameri-
condition, the participants experienced thecans showed a stronger tendency to make
constraints and were given a set of argumentsdispositional attributions than Hong Kong Chi-
for them to use inwriting their essays. Choi andnese; however, this cultural difference was not
Nisbett combined the data from the no choicerelated to implicit theory of personality. Both
condition in their Study 1 with the Study 2samples showed a similar level of entity theory.
data and found that the salience manipulation
decreased the amount of correspondence bias

Taking Situational Constraints into Account for Koreans, but had no effect for Americans.
Even if cultures differ in dispositional attribu- This may mean that Koreans (and possibly East
tion, this does not always mean that they differ Asians in general) are more sensitive to situa-
in the extent to which situational constraints tional constraints under some circumstances
are taken into consideration. The participants thanAmericans. Alternatively, Koreansmay be
in Study 2 of Y. Kashima et al. were told, in more empathetic than Americans. Note that, in
one condition, that the writer wrote the essay their experiment, the participants were re-
freely, but in the other condition, they were quired to experience situational constraints
told that the writer wrote the essay because he and transpose this experience onto the essay
was instructed to do so by his teacher. Jones writer. Some evidence corroborates this inter-
and Harris (1967) argued that, when the essay pretation. In the work of Choi and Nisbett, as
writer’s behaviorwas constrained by an author- well as that of Y. Kashima et al. (1992), the
ity’s instruction, the behavior should not be participants’ own attitudes predicted the atti-
diagnostic of the writer’s underlying attitudes, tudes attributed to the essay writer more
and therefore a rational observer should not strongly in the Korean or Japanese sample than
attribute an attitude in correspondence to the in the U.S. or Australian sample.
behavior.
However, their study (and others; see Jones,

Conceptualizing the Self1979) found that people tended to attribute atti-
tudes despite the situational constraints. This Open-Ended Self-Descriptions The results of
tendency to give insufficient weight to situa- cross-cultural studies of open-ended self-de-
tional constraints has been called a correspon- scriptions largely mirror those of descriptions
dence bias (Gilbert & Malone, 1995). Replicat- of others. When asked to describe themselves,
ing the work of Jones and Harris (1967), Y. North Americans tend to use more abstract, de-
Kashima et al. (1992) found that both Japanese contextualized words and phrases. Studies re-
and Australians failed to take into account the viewed typicallymade use of the Twenty State-
situational constraint on the essay writer. Con- ments Test (TST; Kuhn & McPartland, 1954) or

its variants, in which people are asked to an-sistent with this, Choi and Nisbett (1998; Study
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swer the question, “Who am I?” by completing open with my brother,” p. 129) than the Japa-
nese (22%). Leuers and Sonoda (1996; So-20 sentences that start with “I am . . . ”

Bond andCheung (1983), in their pioneering noda & Leuers, 1996) largely replicated Cous-
ins’s findings using data from Japanese andstudy, examinedHongKong Chinese, Japanese,

and American students’ self-descriptions on Irish subjects.
Following Cousins (1989; also see Shwederthe TST and found that Japanese self-descrip-

tions included fewer general psychological at- & Bourne, 1984), these findings can be interpre-
ted as showing that culturally constituted con-tributes (typically personality trait words) than

American ones, though they failed to find a ceptions of the person are different between the
United States and Japan. The Japanese ten-difference between Japanese and Chinese parti-

cipants in this regard. Subsequent studies using dency to describe themselves using abstract
traitlike terms in the contextualized formata similar technique showed that in both Malay-

sia (Bochner, 1984) and India (Dhawan, Rose- indicates that they are as capable of abstract
self-descriptions as their American or Irishman, Naidu, Thapa, & Rettek, 1995), self-de-

scriptions tended to have lower percentages of counterparts. Cousins argued that the Japanese
conception of the self is more situated and con-personality traitlike descriptions than in En-

glish-speaking countries (Australia and Britain textualized.
Rhee, Uleman, Lee, andRoman (1995) exam-for Bochner; United States for Dhawan et al.).

However, English-speaking Indian participants ined self-descriptions of Koreans, AsianAmeri-
cans, and European Americans on the TST.could show a level of personality trait use simi-

lar to British and Bulgarian participants (Lall- They also divided the Asian American group
into three groups: those who mentioned bothjee & Angelova, 1995).

Cousins (1989) used a variant of thismethod. ethnicity (e.g., AsianAmerican) andnationality
(e.g., Chinese, Indian; doubly identified), thoseHe first used the TST and examined all the self-

descriptions, as well as five self-descriptions who mentioned either ethnicity or nationality
(singly identified), and those who mentionedthat the participants selected as most impor-

tant. He reported the results of the five most neither (unidentified). The percentage of trait
self-descriptions increased from Koreans (17%),important self-descriptions as there was only a

small difference. They found thatU.S. students’ to doubly identified Asian Americans (24%),
to singly identified Asian Americans (31%),self-descriptions included a greater proportion

of personality traitlike descriptions (58%) than and toEuropeanAmericans (35%), as expected.
Surprisingly, unidentified Asian Americanstheir Japanese counterparts (19%); however,

Japanese students used a greater proportion had the greatest percentage of trait self-descrip-
tions (45%). The authors then computed the(27%) of social descriptions, such as social

roles, institutional memberships, and the like percentage of autonomous, social, abstract, and
specific self-descriptions. The percentage of ab-than American students (9%).

Immediately after the typical TST, Cousins stract descriptionswas greatest for unidentified
Asian Americans, followed by Euro-Ameri-(1989) asked his participants to “Describe your-

self in the following situations:” followed by cans, singly identified and doubly identified
Asian Americans, and Koreans (the percentagethe phrases “at home,” “at school,” and “with

close friends” (p. 126). The exact format of this of specific descriptions was opposite to this
trend). Likewise, the percentage of autonomous“contextualized” version of the self-description

task is unclear from his writing, however. For self-descriptions followed the exact pattern as
that of abstract ones (the percentage of socialinstance, it is unclear howmany times theparti-

cipants were to write their self-descriptions, descriptions showed a reverse pattern). As Tri-
andis, Kashima, Shimada, and Villareal (1986)whether they were told to describe themselves

a set number of times for each of the three set- suggested, those who are extremely accultu-
rated into the host culture (unidentified Asiantings listed (i.e., at home, at school, and with

close friends), or if none of these things were Americans)may have become evenmoreAmer-
icanized than the majority of the host culture.explicitly stated. Nonetheless, the findings are

intriguing. Cousins reported the reversal of the Intriguingly, the correlation between abstract
and autonomous self-descriptions was highestTST finding: That is, the Japanese participants

mentioned pure attributes more (41%) than the among Euro-Americans and unidentified and
singly identified Asian Americans (.77 to .74),Americans (26%). In this contextualized ver-

sion, the Americans qualified their traitlike but was lower among the other groups (.58 to
.34). The cross-cultural variation in the correla-self-descriptionsmore (35%; e.g., “I am usually
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tions implies a conceptual distinction between (e.g., Fijneman, Willemsen, & Poortinga, 1996;
abstract self and agentic self. Matsumoto, Takeuchi, Andayani, Kouznetsova,

& Krupp, 1998; Rhee, Uleman, & Lee, 1996) and
the context-sensitive measures of these con-StructuredMeasures of Self-Conceptions There
structs have been developed (e.g., Matsumoto,is less direct evidence for cultural difference
Weissman, Preston, Brown, & Kupperbusch,in self-conceptions when structured measures
1997), it is unclear how context-sensitive cul-are used (Takano, 1999). Singelis (1994) was
tural differences in the self-concepts are. Oneprobably the first to provide this type of evi-
possibility is that collective selves are moredence. He showed that AsianAmericans scored
accessible and individualistic selves are lesshigher on the interdependent and lower on the
accessible across all contexts in collectivist cul-independent self-construal than European
tures such as East Asia than in individualistAmericans in Hawaii, and that a difference be-
cultures such as North America (generality hy-tween the tendency of Asian and European
pothesis). Another possibility is that individu-Americans to make situational explanations
alistic and collective selves can be accessiblecan be explained by the interdependent self-
in different contexts in different cultures (Cul-construal. Nonetheless, the data came from
ture × Context Interaction Hypothesis). In theAmerican participants from different cultural
domain of resource exchange behavior, Poor-backgrounds.
tinga and colleagues (Fijneman et al., 1996;Kashima et al. (1995) provided further evi-
Poortinga, 1992; van den Heuvel & Poortinga,dence for cultural differences in self-concep-
1999) postulated a universalist interaction hy-tion by examining two East Asian countries
pothesis. According to these researchers, there(Japan and Korea), twoWestern countries (Aus-
is a universal pattern of resource exchange sotralia and the United States), and Hawaii. They
that certain types of resources are more likelydevised measures of four different aspects of
to be exchanged with certain types of others;self-conception. Two of the four pertained to
however, there are some cultural variations inagency and assertiveness, that is, the extent to
specific contexts (also see Kroonenberg & Ka-which the self is perceived to be a goal-oriented
shima, 1997).agent or an assertive individual (individualist);
Uleman, Rhee, Bardoliwalla, Semin, andone had to do with the extent to which the self

Toyama’s (1999) study extended this line ofis conceptualized in relation to another indi-
vidual (relational); and the last aspect was con- reasoning to the domain of self. They con-
cerned with the self as a member of one’s in- structed a new measure of relational self in
group (collective). The four self-aspects were which a respondent is asked to indicate how
shown to have only moderate correlations in close the self is to specific others such as imme-
Australia, theUnited States, Hawaii, Japan, and diate family, relatives, and close friend in terms
Korea. A major cultural difference was found of global closeness, emotional closeness, mu-
for the two individualist aspects of the self. tual support, identity, reputation, similarity,
Australian and American students rated higher andharmony. The degree of closenesswas indi-
on these measures than Japanese and Korean cated by the amount of overlap between two
students, with the Hawaiian sample in be- circles, as in a Venn diagram. The data were
tween. Although there was a small cultural dif- collected from Euro-Americans, Asian Ameri-
ference for the collective aspect of the self, cul- cans, Dutch, Turkish, and Japanese univers-
tural differences in relational self showed an ity students. Their Culture × Gender × Target ×
unexpected pattern, with the Korean and Closeness type analysis of variance (ANOVA)
Japanese samples marking the highest and low- suggested that, of all the two-way interaction
est scores, respectively. Instead, there was a effects, Target × Closeness type effect was the
stronger gender difference on relational self: largest, which suggests the importance of con-
Women were more relational than men in most text specificity of relational self. To explore a
samples. significant Culture × Target × Closeness type

interaction, they computed thedeviation scores
of each culture’s Target × Closeness typemeansSelf in Context Theorists have suggested that
from the averages across all cultural groups andindividualist or collectivist tendencies (e.g.,
conducted a cluster analysis on these deviationTriandis, 1995), and indeed accessible self-con-
scores. This showed that the European Ameri-ceptions (e.g., Triandis, 1989), are context de-
can and Dutch groups formed a tight individu-pendent. Although the context sensitivity of

individualism and collectivism has been shown alist cluster, and the Turkish and Japanese
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groups formed another looser collectivist clus- basket theory. In Study 2, they primed individ-
ualist and collectivist concepts by a differentter, with theAsianAmericans joining the latter.
method (having participants read a story that
emphasized either personal characteristics or

Cognitive Representations of the Self Cross- family relationships) using American students
cultural research has been conducted not only and replicated the Study 1 findings. Trafimow,
on self-descriptions, but also on cognitive rep- Silverman, Fan, and Law (1997) conducted a
resentations of the self. Trafimow et al. (1991) comparable experiment using English and Chi-
postulated that different types of self-cogni- nese in Hong Kong with bilingual Chinese stu-
tions may be stored in different storage places. dents. The two priming methods in Trafimow
In particular, they tested between two models, et al. (1991) were both used in this experiment,
one suggesting that individualist and collective including an additional no priming control
self-cognitions are stored in one location (one- condition. In the English language condition,
basket model) and the other model suggesting the results were largely consistent with those of
they are stored in two separate locations (two- Trafimowet al. (1991). However, in the Chinese
basket model). The two-basket theory predicts language condition, the priming manipulation
that priming one type of self-conceptions would had no effect, although the conditional proba-
increase the accessibility of only the same type bilities showed the pattern consistent with the
of self-conceptions. However, one-basket the- two-basket model.
ory predicts that both individual and collective Gardner, Gabriel, and Lee (1999) extended
selves would be more accessed when either the work of Trafimow and colleagues (1991) by
individualist or collectivist concepts are primed. examining the effects of priming individual and
According to Trafimow et al., the one-basket collective selves not only on self-descrip-
theory predicts that the retrieval of one type of tions, but also on value and morality judg-
self-cognition is equally likely to be followed ments. In Experiment 1, they showed that two
by any other type of self-cognition. However, methods of priming individual and collective
the two-basket theory predicts that the retrieval selves (Trafimow et al., 1991, and Brewer &
of one type of self-cognition is more likely to Gardner, 1996) affected in expectedwaysNorth
be followed by the same type of self-cognition. American students’ TST responses, as well as
To put it differently, if the two-basket theory endorsement of individualist and collectivist
is true, the conditional probability of retrieving values and the extent to which the responsibil-
an individual self-cognition given that an indi- ity to help needy otherswas seen to be a univer-
vidual self-cognition has been retrieved imme- sal obligation, and that the effect of priming
diately before is greater than the conditional on value endorsement was mediated by self-
probability of retrieving a collective self-cogni- descriptions. Experiment 2 was conducted with
tion in the same condition or vice versa, that American and Hong Kong students using En-
is, p(I*I) > p(I*C) and p(C*C) > p(C*I). glish. Trafimow et al.’s (1991) primingmanipu-
In Study 1, Trafimow et al. (1991) primed lation was followed by a value questionnaire.

both EuropeanAmerican students and students In the no prime control condition, Americans
who had Chinese family names and whose na- endorsed individualist values more strongly
tive language was not English by having them than collectivist values, but this was reversed
think whatmade them different from their fam- in Hong Kong. However, when Americans’ col-
ilies and friends (individual prime) and what lective selves were primed, Americans en-
they had in common with their families and dorsed collectivist values more than individu-
friends (collective prime) for 2 minutes and alist values; the priming of individual selves
then had the participants respond to the TST did not affect value endorsement. In contrast,
for 5 minutes. The experiment was conducted when Hong Kong Chinese students’ individual
in English. Although all participants reported selves were primed, they endorsed individual-
more individual self-cognitions than collective ist values more than collectivist values; the
ones, this tendencywas greater for NorthAmer- priming of collective selves did not change
ican students than for Chinese students. Con- the value endorsement pattern. It is yet to be
sistent with the two-basket theory, the priming seen whether this is replicated using Chinese
manipulation had differential effects on indi- (see Trafimow et al., 1997).
vidual and collective self-cognitions. In addi-
tion, the conditional probabilities computed Issues Associated with the Research on Self-
from the TST showed the pattern that the au- Representation There are both methodologi-

cal and theoretical problems about self-repre-thors argued was consistent with the two-
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sentations. Methodologically, the TST hasmany attitudes and values measured by structured
questionnaires.problems despite its popularity. Wylie (1974)
Theoretical issues have been raised aboutexpressed some doubts about the construct va-

self-representations. From the perspective oflidity of its coding schemes. In the contempo-
Deaux’s model of social identity (1993; Deaux,rary uses of TST, a variety of coding schemes
Reid, Mizrahi, & Ethier, 1995), Reid and Deauxhas been suggested. Triandis (1995) suggested
(1996) challenged the two-basket theory of self-the percentage of social items S% as a measure
representation. According to Deaux, self-cogni-of allocentrism (individual-level construct of
tions are organized in amore integratedmannercollectivism). Trafimow et al. (1991) classified
than the two-basket theory suggests. A womanTST responses into two categories, individual
may represent herself in terms of her role as aand collective. Bochner (1984) used a tripartite
sister/daughter in her family, her occupationscheme of individual, relational, and collective
as a lawyer, or as the partner of her significantresponses. Watkins, Yau, Dahlin, and Won-
other. Associatedwith each social identity (col-dimu (1997) suggested a four-part scheme: idio-
lective self) may be a set of psychological attri-centric (individual-level construct for individ-
butes (individual selves), such as relaxed andualism), large group (e.g., gender, occupation),
smart for the sister/daughter identity and hard-small group (e.g., family), and allocentric (e.g.,
working, active, and smart for the lawyer iden-I am sociable). Other researchers (e.g., Cousins,
tity. The integrated model suggests, then, that1989; Dhawan et al., 1995) used more complex
collective selves are associated with each othercoding schemes. Rhee et al. (1995; also see
and individual selves are associated with eachParkes, Schneider, & Bochner, 1999) devised a
other, just as the two-basket theory implies. Inscheme in which many categories are used to
addition, the former postulates that some indi-code self-descriptions, but they are then aggre-
vidual selves are associated with collectivegated to construct two indices, abstractness (as
selves as well.opposed to specific) and autonomy (as opposed
Reid and Deaux (1996) examined Deaux’sto social). This coding scheme is consistent

model in an elaborate recall experiment in threewith the current theory of attributions that dis-
sessions that spanned several weeks. In the firsttinguishes attributions of trait dispositions and
session, each of the 57 participants in the inter-

those of agency (as discussed above). Some re- view listed self-defining characteristics that are
searchers used only a subset of 20 statements social categories or groups towhich they belong
(e.g., Bochner, 1984; Cousins, 1989), whereas (see S. Rosenberg &Gara, 1985). Oneweek later,
others used all 20. Thesemethodological differ- in the second session, each participant rated
encesmay not affect conclusions about cultural the importance of the individualized list of col-
differences according to Watkins et al. (1997), lective and individual self-descriptions. After
however. a 5-minute distracter task, each participant re-
The TST has other problems as well. Not called items from the list. Several weeks after

only its context-free nature (e.g., Cousins, 1989), the second session, 29 of the original 57 rated
but also its use of the word “I” as a cue may the extent to which the individual selves (psy-
be problematic. As E. S. Kashima and Kashima chological attributes) were associated with
(1997, 1998) noted, different languages have each collective self (social identities). Reid and
different sets of first-person pronouns, with Deaux showed that the conditional probability
some languages having multiple first-person measures followed a pattern similar to that of
pronouns (e.g., Japanese). This raises a difficult Trafimow et al. (1991) and examined the ad-
question of which personal pronoun to use in justed ratio of clustering (ARC) scores, which
cross-cultural comparisons (also see Leuers & measure the extent to which recalled items are
Sonoda, 1999). No systematic investigation has clustered around a theme (Roenker, Thomp-
been conducted on this issue. Finally, Triandis, son, & Brown, 1971). The ARC score for cluster-
Chan, Bhawuk, Iwao, and Sinha (1995) re- ing around individual versus collective themes
ported that, within a U.S. sample, a measure (consistentwith the two-basket theory)was .23,
of allocentrism (individual-level collectivism) and the ARC score for social identities (consis-
based on TST (S%) did not correlatewith struc- tent with the integrated model) was .34. Both
tured measures of allocentrism. This last find- scores were significantly greater than zero. Al-
ing suggests that psychological processes that though the latter score is numerically greater
lead to the use of socially relevant descriptors than the former, no statistical test was reported.

The conditional probabilities of recalling anin self-descriptions may not be related to the
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individual self given that a collective self has the latter focus on negatives and try not to fall
been recalled previously and the conditional behind.
probabilities of recalling a collective self given Heine et al. (1999) suggest that self-enhance-
that an individual self has been retrieved pre- ment and self-improvement are functional in
viously closely matched what was expected independent and interdependent cultures, re-
from the degree of association between collec- spectively. In cultures in which people view
tive and individual selves as examined by a themselves as independent agents and seek to
cluster analysis (DeBoeck & Rosenberg, 1988). distinguish themselves from others, it is func-
The authors concluded that the results are gen- tional to emphasize one’s uniqueness by insist-
erally more consistent with the integrated ing that one is above average. In contrast, in
model than with the two-basket model. cultures in which people view themselves as
Nonetheless, the data of Trafimow and col- interdependent with others and seek belong-

leagues (1991, 1997) and Reid and Deaux may ingness with their in-groups, one gains a sense
need to be interpreted with caution. Recall that of belongingness by trying to attain the ideal
both teams used conditional probabilities as that is shared by the members of one’s signifi-
measures of memory association between cant in-group. It is adaptive in this type of
individual and collective self-cognitions. Sko- culture to try not to fall behind others rather
wronski and colleagues (Skowronski, Betz, than to try to go beyond them. In line with
Sedikides, & Crawford, 1998; Skowronski & this argument, samples of Japanese individuals
Welbourne, 1997), however, showed that con- have consistently revealed lower levels of self-
ditional probabilities may provide biased esti- esteem than their North American counterparts,
mates of memory associations. This is because as gauged byM. Rosenberg’s (1965) self-esteem
expected conditional probabilities depend on measure. Corroborating this is the finding that
the total number of individual and collective the self-esteem of Japanese visiting North Amer-
self-cognitions. The concerns of Skowronski ica tends to increase, while the self-esteem of
and colleagues’ should be addressed in future North Americans visiting Japan tends to de-
studies. Although the ARC results obtained in cline. Indeed, a number of studies suggest that
the Reid and Deaux study may not be affected Japanese students do not exhibit the tendency
by this concern, a critical statistical test was to maintain their self-esteem that their North
not reported in their study, as noted above. It American counterparts do.
is too early to conclude definitively the validity One such instance is the so-called unrealis-
of these models. tic optimism bias (for reviews, see Greenwald,

1980; Taylor & Brown, 1988). Heine and Leh-
Self-Evaluation man (1995) showed that European Canadian

students exhibited a greater degree of optimismPositive Self-Regard Despite the centrality of
relative to Japanese students. In their Study 1,the self-esteem concept in North America, it
theyused twomethods for examining optimismmay not occupy as central a place for people
bias. One (within-group) method was to havefrom East Asian cultures. Heine, Lehman, Mar-
participants rate the likelihood of positive andkus, and Kitayama (1999) argued that East
negative life events (e.g., enjoying one’s career,Asians and Japanese in particular do not have
becoming an alcoholic) happening to them rela-a strong need for positive self-regard as it is
tive to average students of the same sex in theirusually conceived within contemporary social
university. In theother (between-group)method,psychology. According to them, North Ameri-
one group of participants estimated the per-cans are self-enhancing, whereas Japanese are
centage chance of the events happening toself-improving. North Americans seek to iden-
themselves without any reference to averagetify positive attributes of the self (positive abili-
students, and the other group estimated the per-ties in particular) and attempt to maintain and
centage chance of the same events happeningenhance self-esteem by affirmation when their
to the average same-sex student from their uni-self-esteem is under threat (e.g., failing in a
versity. On both measures, the Canadian stu-task). In contrast, Japanese seek to identify dis-
dents showed an optimism bias by estimatingcrepancies between what is ideally required of
the likelihood of their enjoying positive eventsthem and what they perceive themselves to be
to be greater and that of their suffering fromand attempt to improve those failings. In other
negative events to be smaller than the averagewords, both North Americans and Japanese try
student. The Japanese students, however, didto reach the ideal, but the former focus on posi-

tives and try to move toward the ideal, whereas not exhibit this pattern. In Study 2, Heine and
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Lehman examined the extent to which Cana- effect, inwhich a letter used in their ownnames
dian and Japanese students are optimistic about was regarded more positively than those letters
negative life events relevant to independent not used in their names, suggesting that they
(e.g., becoming alcoholic) and interdependent have some positive regard for things associated
(e.g., making your family ashamed of you) as- with themselves. Hetts et al. (1999) also re-
pects of the self. Again, Canadians showed opti- ported a series of experiments in which self-
mism regardless, but Japanese displayed less regard was measured implicitly. In Study 1,
optimism on the within-group measure or even they measured the regard of Asian Americans,
pessimism on the between-group measure. European Americans, and recent Asian immi-
That East Asians show a lower level of grants for their individual self and collective

optimism than North Americans has been cor- self. The task was to decide whether a word
roborated by other studies. In Y. T. Lee and followed by a prime word such as “me” or “us”
Seligman’s (1997) study, European Americans is “good” or “bad.” The faster a good response
showed the highest level of optimism, followed is relative to a bad response, themore positively
by Chinese Americans, with mainland Chinese regarded is the prime word. There was a large
exhibiting the lowest level of optimism. In a difference among the three groups on the positi-
related vein, Y. Kashima and Triandis (1986) vity of “me,” with the positivity of the Asian
also showed that Japanese students exhibited American group being the greatest, followed by
less self-serving attributions following success that of the European Americans. The regard of
and failure experiences than their American the recent Asian immigrants regard for “me”
counterparts. The Japanese students studying was even negative. In contrast, the order of the
in theUnited States attributed their failures in a groups was reversed for the positivity of “us”
task purportedly related to intelligence to their (see Rhee et al., 1995, for a similar finding about
lack of ability more than American students. strongly acculturated Asian Americans).
Nevertheless, it is important to note that less In Study2ofHetts et al. (1999),AsianAmeri-
optimism among EastAsians does not necessar- cans, European Americans, and recent Asian
ily generalize to all collectivist cultures. Chan- immigrants did a word completion task. Word
dler, Shama,Wolf, and Planchard (1981) exam- fragmentswere to be completedwhile the parti-
ined attribution styles in five cultures (India,

cipants responded to another task designed toJapan, South Africa, the United States, and Yu-
prime either individual or collective self. Thegoslavia) and found that self-serving attribution
number of completed word fragments that im-patterns were present in all cultures, including
plied positive meanings relative to that whichcollectivist cultures such as India.
implied negative meanings was used to mea-One possible interpretation of the Japanese
sure implicit self regard. The results replicatedself-improving tendency is amodesty bias. That
those of Study 1.is, Japanese would be privately self-enhancing
In Study 3 of Hetts et al. (1999), the self-as much as Americans, but they publicly pres-

regard of Japanese students was measured us-ent themselves asmodest by being self-effacing.
ing the method used in Study 1. The JapaneseExisting evidence does not seem to support this
words “watashi” (I), “watashitachi” (we), andargument, however. For example, Kashima and
“jibun” (self), were used as a prime. The resultsTriandis (1986) examined Japanese and Ameri-
showed that the Japanese students who hadcan students’ attributions of success and failure
never lived outside Japan showed a positivein both public and private conditions and de-
response to “watashitachi” and “jibun,” but atected no difference between them. Japanese
neutral response to “watashi.” In contrast, thiswere self-deprecating in both conditions. This
was reversed for the students who had livedstudy, nonetheless, is a weak test of this hy-
for at least 5 consecutive years in the Unitedpothesis due to its small sample size. More
States or Canada. They showed a positive re-recently, Heine, Takata, and Lehman (2000)
gard for “watashi,” but had negative responsesshowed that the Japanese tendency to focus on
to “watashitachi” and “jibun.” Throughout thetheir negative performance seems to be present
studies, however, explicit measures of self-even in an experimental setting in which self-
regard (e.g., M. Rosenberg’s 1965 self-esteempresentation appears to be difficult.
measure) did not vary across groups or covaryIt is interesting that even Japanese people
with implicit measures, suggesting a dissocia-appear to have some implicit positive self-
tion between implicit and explicit cognition.regard. Kitayama and Karasawa (1997) showed

that Japanese students exhibited a name-letter Implicit measures of self-regard, however, cor-
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related strongly with the duration of residence (b) if so, whether it would increase or decrease,
and (c) by howmuchdid it increase or decrease.in the United States in Studies 1 and 2.

Two types of explanations have been offered First, the extent to which situations were per-
ceived to influence self-esteem was examinedfor the cultural difference in self-regard. One

proximal explanationwas provided byHiggins’ by two methods. In the across-participant anal-
ysis, the proportion of situations selected out(1987; Higgins, Klein, & Strauman, 1985) self-

discrepancy theory. One regards oneself well of 50 was computed for each participant, and
an analysis was conducted using participantsto the extent that one’s perceptions of oneself

(actual self) are close to one’s ideal (ideal self). as a unit of analysis. In the across-situation
analysis, the proportion of participants who se-A large discrepancy between the actual self and

ideal self causes depression anddejection. Con- lected a given situation as affecting their self-
esteem was computed for each situation, andsistent with this, Heine and Lehman (1999)

showed that Japanese students had a greater an analysis was conducted using situations as
a unit. Findings reported below obtained usingactual-ideal discrepancy than European and

AsianCanadian students. Nevertheless, this ex- both methods.
Americans chose a greater proportion of sit-planation may need to be examined more fully

as they found that the correlation between ac- uations as more relevant to their self-esteem
than Japanese. However, there was also a ten-tual-ideal discrepancies andZung’s (1965) Self-

Report Depression Inventory differed across dency for a cultural group to see those situa-
tions generated by their own cultural group ascultures, with the correlation highest for Euro-

pean Canadians, followed by Asian Canadians more relevant. That is, Americans tended to
see American-made situations as more relevantand Japanese. This may imply that measures

have different reliability across cultures, that than Japanese-made ones and vice versa. Fur-
thermore, Americans were more likely to selectother aspects of the theory can explain this cul-

tural difference, or that the applicability of self- positive situations as relevant to their self-
esteem than negative ones. But, this was re-discrepancy theory differs across cultures.

A more distal explanation was provided by versed for both samples of Japanese students.
Kitayama et al. (1997) also examined partici-Kitayama, Markus, Matsumoto, and Norasak-

kunkit (1997). They argued that each culture pants’ estimate of the extent to which the situa-
tions would increase or decrease their self-provides situations that afford people to behave

in a way that is typical of their culture. It is esteem. A majority of American participants
estimated that their self-esteem would be en-the situations available in given cultures that

perpetuate psychological differences between hanced overall regardless of the origin of the
situations. A majority of Japanese students inthem. To support this, they adopted a novel

situation-sampling method. This method in- Japan showed the opposite tendency, estimat-
ing that their self-esteem would be negativelyvolved two steps. First, Japanese and Ameri-

cans described situations in which they felt affected overall. However, Japanese students
studying in the United States exhibited a self-their self-esteem increased or decreased. There

were 50 descriptions randomly selected from enhancing tendency for the situations gener-
ated in the United States, but a self-criticalthe descriptions generated by a (male or female)

sample from each culture (Japan or North tendency for situations generated in Japan. Fur-
thermore, all participants rated American-America) under each of the two instruction con-

ditions (self-esteem increasing or decreasing), made situations as more self-enhancing and
less self-critical than Japanese-made situations.for a total of 400 situation descriptions. Note

that these situations embedded a Gender × All in all, the results suggest that, in line with
Kitayama et al.’s theory, cultures provide cul-Culture × Condition factorial design with 50

situations in each cell. Bilingual individuals ture-specific situations that tend to afford cer-
tain psychological activities. Clearly, memberstranslated Japanese situation descriptions into

English and American ones into Japanese and of a given culture react to their own cultural
situations more strongly, but members of otheredited them for cross-cultural intelligibility. In

the second step, these 400 situation descrip- cultures may react to those situations in a like
manner. Nonetheless, as members of a culturetions served as stimuli for different samples

of Japanese (Japanese in Japan and Japanese become enculturated into another host culture,
they begin to acquire a bicultural tendency tostudying in the United States) and European

American students. Participants were asked (a) react to the host cultural situations as the mem-
bers of the host culture would, while still re-whether their self-esteem would be affected,
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taining the behavioral pattern prevalent in their mony in the United States, but their contribu-
culture of origin. tions were approximately equal in Hong Kong.

Although this is strong evidence, its generaliz-
ability to other collectivist cultures needs to be

Further Issues in Research on Self-Regard examined further.
Two related issues are on the horizon at this Second, the current conception of self-
stage. First, self-esteem as currently conceptu- esteemmay be too narrow. Tafarodi and Swann
alized may not be a universal psychological (1995) proposed that there may be two separa-
concept, but specific to the contemporaryNorth ble dimensions of global self-esteem (i.e., self-
American culture. Further indications come competence and self-liking). Self-competence
from the literature on the relationship between results from successful manipulation and han-self-esteem and subjective well-being, which is

dling of one’s environment and reflects thepeople’s cognitive evaluation of and affective
overall sense of oneself as being capable, effec-reaction to their life (for reviews, see Diener,
tive, and in control. Self-liking has to do with1984; Diener, Suh, Lucas, & Smith, 1999). Al-
one’s view of oneself as socially accepted andthough self-esteem is a strong predictor of sub-
reflects the global sense of oneself as liked by ajective well-being in North America (A. Camp-
“generalized other” or in line with internalizedbell, 1981), it does not appear to be so in other
values. Tafarodi and Swann showed that theircultures. Cross-cultural variability in the rela-
instrument, the Self-Liking/Self-Competencetionship between self-esteem and subjective
Scale (SLSC), forms two correlated, but distinc-well-being implies that self-esteem may have
tive, factors using a confirmatory factor analy-different meanings in different cultures if peo-
sis. They also established some discriminantple’s attitudes toward life (i.e., subjective well-
validity of self-liking and self-competence bybeing) is taken as one standard against which
showingdifferential relationshipsof these scalesother psychological concepts can be conceptu-
with a measure of one’s perceived abilities andalized (this premise, however, is also debatable
memories about the treatment by one’s parents.as subjective well-being correlates with indi-
That is, self-liking correlated with memories ofvidualism; Diener, Diener, & Diener, 1995).
parental treatment more than perceived self-Diener and Diener (1995) administered a
abilities; however, self-competence correlatedquestionnaire in which respondents’ satisfac-
with perceived self-abilities more than memo-tion with life in general and self among other
ries of parental treatment.domains of life were each gauged on a 7-point
Tafarodi and his colleagues (Tafarodi, Lang,scale in universities in 31 countries. They com-

& Smith, 1999; Tafarodi & Swann, 1996) arguedputed a correlation between self-satisfaction
that there may be a cultural trade-off betweenand life satisfaction ratings for each sex sepa-
self-liking and self-competence. That is, in in-rately in each country, transformed it to a z
dividualist cultures, people may opt for self-value, and correlated it with each country’s
competence at the expense of interpersonal har-level of individualism. The across-country cor-
mony with significant others as the individualrelation was .53 for both men and women. This
mastery of one’s environment is more impor-finding is suggestive of cross-cultural variabil-
tant; however, in collectivist cultures, peopleity in the relationship between self-esteem and
may emphasize self-liking, while self-compe-subjective well-being (for a related point, see
tence may decrease behind in importance. InSuh, Diener, Oishi, & Triandis, 1998), although
line with this reasoning, Tafarodi and Swannonly single-item measures were used.
showed that self-competence was higher in anMore recently, Kwan, Bond, and Singelis
individualist culture (United States) than in a(1997) examined the relationship of Rosen-
collectivist culture (mainland China) after self-berg’s (1965) self-esteem and relationship har-
liking was partialed out, and that self-likingmony (extent to which a person has attained
was higher in the collectivist culture than inharmonious relationships with significant oth-
the individualist culture, again after self-com-ers) with subjective well-being. Relationship
petencewas partialed out. Nonetheless, the rat-harmonywasmeasured by having each respon-
ings without statistical control showed thatdent list five most significant dyadic relation-
Americans had a higher level of self-compe-ships in their lives and rate how each relation-
tence and self-liking than Chinese.ship was characterized by harmony. Using a
Tafarodi et al. (1999) conducted a furtherstructural equations modeling technique, they

test of their hypothesis by comparing Britishshowed that self-esteem had a greater impact
on subjective well-being than relationship har- and Malaysian students while directly measur-
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ing their individual-level individualism-col- an interval scale, and market pricing to a ratio
lectivism (Hui’s 1988 INDCOL). Not only were scale.
their findings consistent with the cultural Each of the four relationship types is men-
trade-off hypothesis, but also these cultural dif- tally represented as a schema. Evidence sug-
ferences became nonsignificant after control- gests that these are distinct categorical repre-
ling for INDCOL. This suggests that the differ- sentations (Haslam, 1994a, 1994b), and that
ence in self-liking and self-competence can be they act as organizational principles for mem-
explained by individual-level individualism ory (Haslam & Fiske, 1992). In particular, A. P.
and collectivism. Fiske, Haslam, and S. Fiske (1991) showed that
Although the highly correlated nature of North American students and adults tend to

self-liking and self-competencemeasures raises confuse people with whom they have the same
some concerns about the adequacy of SLSC as type of relationship, but not people with whom
a measurement instrument, the theoretical ra- they have different types of relationships. So,
tionale behind the conceptual separation be- one tends to call a person by a wrong name, to
tween self-liking and self-competence is in- misremember a person, or to misdirect an ac-
triguing. Furthermore, SLSC appears to behave tion to a person if the relationship type is the
in ways that are theoretically expected when same as that of the right person. In 1997, A. P.
the overlapping variance is removed. Finally, Fiske and Haslam also showed that, in North
Tafarodi (1998) presented evidence for the sep- America, when circumstances prevent people
arability of self-liking and self-competence not from doing something with one person, they
only in relation to other paper-and-pencil tasks, often substitute that person intentionally with
but also in relation to measures of social in- another with whom they have the same type
formation processing. Further explorations of of relationship.
self-regard as reflected in self-liking and self- Some evidence of the universality of the four
competence seem warranted. In particular, re- relational models were provided by A. P. Fiske.
lationships among self-liking/self-competence, First, he derived the four relationship types
independent and interdependent self-construal, based on his field observation in the Moose
relationship harmony, and subjective well-be- culture (A. P. Fiske, 1990). His review (A. P.
ing seem to be a pressing question that requires Fiske, 1991, 1992) shows that a very large num-
further inquiries. ber of social theorists in the past have postu-

lated similar concepts across a number of do-
mains of social activities. In 1993, A. P. FiskeRelationship as Target
replicated the findings of name, memory, andNoting that the traditional social cognitive re-
action confusions he reported with colleaguessearch had not examined how people under-
in 1991 for Bengali monolingual individuals instand their relationships, A. P. Fiske (1991,
New York, Chinese speakers in Philadelphia,1992) filled this gap by postulating a bold, but
elderly Koreans in Philadelphia, and recent Vaielegant, theory of social relationships, the rela-
immigrants in the Washington, DC, area. Thistionalmodels theory, which also recognizes the
theory is probably better substantiated in moreimportance of culture. According toA. P. Fiske,
cultures than most other social psychologicalhuman beings construe their relationships in
theories.terms of four elementary and universal forms
The claim of A. P. Fiske is that the four formsof sociality: communal sharing, authority rank-

of sociality are universal, possibly geneticallying, equality matching, and market pricing. In
coded knowledge structures. They constitutecommunal sharing, people regard others as in-
elementary, conceptual primitives that can beterchangeable elements of a set in which the
combined by some cultural rules to constructdistinctiveness of individuals is ignored. Au-
specific cultural practices. Cultures may differthority ranking characterizes relationships that
in contexts in which these types of relation-rank order individuals along a linear hierarchy.
ships are applicable, manners in which theyEquality matching involves the balanced ex-
are expressed, and the like. Nonetheless, A. P.change of resources among the participants. In
Fiske argues that people construe, are moti-market pricing, the transaction of different
vated to act, and feel normative obligations totypes of resources occurs within amarketplace.
act in accordance with the four relationshipThese types have the same formal structures as
types in all human cultures. These are boldfour types of measurement. Communal sharing
claims that are in line with Jackendoff’s (1992)corresponds to a nominal scale, authority rank-

ing to an ordinal scale, equality matching to and Wierzbicka’s (1992) vision of culture. A
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provocative and productive line of research has reviews studies that examine people’s evalua-
been provided by A. P. Fiske. tions of an in-group and out-group member, as
In contrast to the burgeoning research on well as those that examine people’s evaluations

self-regard, only Endo, Heine, and Lehman of an in-group and out-group as a group. Strict-
(2000) conducted cross-cultural research on the ly speaking, processes involved in judgments
extent to which people value their relation- about a member of a group and the group per
ships. Japanese, Asian Canadian, and European se may differ (Hamilton & Sherman, 1996; Y.
Canadian students evaluated how close their Kashima et al., 2000). Given the paucity of re-
interpersonal relationships (best friend, closest search in this area, this distinction is ignored
family member, and romantic partner) are rela- here.
tive to the average same-sex students of their The collectivism–in-group enhancement
universities. In two studies, all groups exhib- hypothesis has received mixed support. Hew-
ited a relationship that enhanced bias: They stone and Ward (1985) examined Chinese and
evaluated their relationships to be better and Malay students in Malaysia (where Malays are
more supportive than those of the average stu- themajority) and Singapore (where Chinese are
dent. In Study 2, Japanese participants dis- themajority). In both countries,Malay students
played a self-effacing tendency, although they attributed an in-group actor’s positive action to
were relationship enhancing, suggesting a dif- internal factors more than an out-group actor’s
ference between self-enhancement and rela- equally positive action, whereas a negative ac-
tionship enhancement. Clearly, cross-cultural tionwas attributed less to internal factors when
differences in conceptions of interpersonal re- the actor was an in-group member than when
lationships is a topic that requires further ex- the actor was an out-group member. Nonethe-
ploration. less, Chinese students did not exhibit this pat-

tern either in Malaysia or in Singapore. Given
that Chinese andMalays are almost equally col-Group as Target
lectivist (Hofstede, 1991, suggests that Singa-

People’s conceptions of groups have been ex- poreans are more collectivist than Malaysians,
amined under the rubric of stereotypes in social if any), Hewstone and Ward’s data do not fully
cognition. Katz and Braly’s (1933) classical support this hypothesis.
study about American university students’ per- Examining this hypothesis more directly,
ceptions of various ethnic groups in the United Al-Zahrani and Kaplowitz (1993) examined theStates is widely regarded as the first of its kind.

tendency of Saudis and Americans for self-Nonetheless, its popularity as a research topic
enhancement, family enhancement, and na-has waxed and waned since then, undergoing
tionality enhancement, as well as their ten-a low point in the 1960s and 1970s in North
dency for out-group derogation at the nationalAmerica (cf. Hamilton & Gifford, 1976), again
level. Although the Saudisweremore collectiv-surfacing as a major topic in the 1980s and
ist than Americans on Triandis, Bontempo, Vil-1990s (for recent reviews of this general field,
larreal, Asai, and Lucca’s (1988) measure, theysee Hamilton & Sherman, 1996; Hilton & von
found no cultural difference in self-enhance-Hippel, 1996; Oakes, Turner, & Haslam, 1994;
ment bias, but a greater tendency for AmericansY. Kashima, Woolcock, & Kashima, 2000).
to enhance their own family and nation. It ap-
pears that Americans are self- and in-group–

Positive Regard for In-Groups enhancing in general. Nevertheless, a stronger
out-group derogation bias was found for SaudisMuch of the current cross-cultural research
than for Americans. When in-group enhance-on group conceptions centers around the hy-
ment and out-group derogation tendenciespothesis that in-group favoritism may be more
were combined, the authors found a greater in-prevalent in collectivist cultures than in indi-
tergroup bias for Saudis than for Americans forvidualist cultures (e.g., Triandis, 1989). This
the national-level intergroup relationship.hypothesis has two components: stronger in-
Heine and Lehman (1997) showed that, con-group enhancement and out-group derogation

trary to the hypothesis, the Japanese studentsbias of people in collectivist cultures compared
in their study exhibited less of an in-group–to people in individualist cultures. That is, one
enhancing tendency than their European Cana-could evaluate one’s in-group more favorably
dian counterparts, with the latter displayingthan one’s out-group on a positive dimension
a stronger in-group–serving bias. In Study 2,or one’s in-group less negatively than one’s out-

group on a negative dimension. This section students from two rival universities in Kyoto
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and Vancouver evaluated their own university enhancement or out-groupderogation. It is only
when one’s in-group norm dictates that one’sand a rival university, as well as the students
in-group is enhanced and out-groups are dero-from these universities. In both cases, the Japa-
gated that group identification should lead tonese were less in-group enhancing than their
these consequences. If so, the relation betweenEuropean Canadian counterparts, with an Asian
collectivism and in-group enhancement mayCanadian group typically in between. This
depend on such factors as in-group norms andstudy, however, used only positive characteris-
a particular intergroup relationship. Clearly,tics for evaluation and therefore did not exam-
these alternative formulations need to be inves-ine an out-group derogation tendency.
tigated further.There are several perspectives on the collec-

tivism–in-group enhancement hypothesis. The
individual difference perspective suggests that Construing a Group
those who are collectivistic at the individual as an Agent
level (allocentric) are in-group favoring. Oyser-

More recently, researchers began to investigateman (1993) found, in four samples, an individ-
cultural differences in conceptions of groups.ual-level collectivism (her own measure) of
In a pioneering series of studies, Menon, Mor-Jewish and Arab Israelis was a consistent pre-
ris, Chiu, and Hong (1999) showed that Eastdictor of the perceived intensity of the Jewish-
Asians were more likely to attribute agency toArab intergroup conflict. This study, nonethe-
groups than Americans. A pilot study showedless, does not directly bear on the hypothesis
that both Americans and Singaporeans makeof in-group enhancement. More directly rele-
conceptual distinctions among individual dis-vant, L. Lee and Ward (1998) showed that Chi-
positional, group dispositional, and situationalnese and Malay students who are in the upper
causes. In Study 1, they examined treatment ofthird of the distribution on an individual-level
rogue trader scandals (two Japanese and twocollectivism scale developed in Singapore ex-
Western cases) by U.S. and Japanese newspa-hibited an in-group enhancement bias. Those
pers. In all cases, the Japanese newspaper re-who were low (bottom third) on collectivism
ferred to the organization for which the tradershowed no intergroup bias. As the attitudes
worked more often than the trader himself, butwere measured on a bipolar positive-negative
the U.S. newspaper referred to the individualdimension, an out-group derogation could not more often than the organization. In Study 2,

be examined separately. Hong Kong and U.S. students responded to the
Second, a social identity theory perspective description of a case inwhich a groupmember’s

suggests that the relation between collectivism behaviors causednegative consequences for the
and in-group enhancement or out-group dero- group. Hong Kong students tended to attribute
gation biasesmay bemore complex. Hinkle and dispositions to the groupmore and the individ-
Brown (1990; Brown et al., 1992) postulated ual less than their American counterparts.
that not only high collectivism, but also rela- Study 3 examined Hong Kong and U.S. stu-
tional (as opposed to autonomous), orientation dents’ reactions to three cases in which either
is necessary for an in-group enhancement bias. an individual’s or a group’s action caused nega-
Relational orientationmeans a tendency to com- tive consequences. The Americans’ disposi-
pare one’s in-group with out-groups. In three tional attributions were greater for the individ-
studies, Brown et al. (1992) showed that the ual than for the group, whereas the Hong Kong
correlation between in-group identification and students’ dispositional attributions were mar-
in-group favoritism was higher among the rela- ginally smaller for the individual than for the
tional collectivists than the others. Neverthe- group. Further, the situational attributionsmade
less, Pedersen andWalker (1997) reported non- by Americans were greater for the group than
supportive data in the prejudice of European for the individual; Hong Kong students made
Australians against Australian Aborigines. If situational attributions equally for individual
prejudice can be regarded as out-group deroga- and group actors, but they made a higher level
tion, their study suggests that theHinkle-Brown of situational attributions than their American
framework may explain in-group enhance- counterparts in general.
ment, but not out-group derogation. Chiu,Morris, Hong, andMenon (2000) again
Finally, from a perspective of self-categori- examined dispositional attributions to the indi-

zation theory (Turner, Hogg, Oakes, Reicher, vidual and group actor for a negative event.
& Wetherell, 1987), identification with one’s This time, they either measured (Study 1) or

manipulated (Study 2) need for closure (Krug-groupmaynot be sufficient to produce in-group
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lanski & Webster, 1996), that is, an epistemic Explaining Social Actiondesire for definite knowledge, which consists
In the end, the anthropological insight of Geertzof dual tendencies to attain a closure as soon
(1984) intoWestern cultural conceptions of theas possible and to retain it as long as possible.
person appears to be largely substantiated byChiu et al. theorized that a cultural theory of
the social cognitive research. North Americansindividual or group agency is a chronically ac-
are more likely to construe a person—self andcessible cognitive structure that is likely to af-
other—as an agent in terms of his or her dispo-fect attributions when there is a strong need for
sition. If so, how is this construal done? Whatclosure. All in all, consistent with the original
are the cognitive processes? A simple interpre-hypothesis, people made judgments in line
tive framework may help. Suppose that a per-with their cultural theory under high need for
son experiences the event of a person actingclosure. The Chinese cultural theory appears
toward an object in context. A priori, there areto take a group as an agent more than the North
severalways to conceptualize and symbolicallyAmerican theory does.
represent this experience. One type is an ana-Triandis, McCusker, and Hui (1990) re-
lytical strategy, in which the observer analyzesported data that can be interpreted in line with
this experience into separate concepts and thenChiu et al.’s (2000) theorizing. Triandis et al.
serializes them into a string of concepts. So, onehypothesized that people in collectivist cul-
aspect of the experience first may be extractedtures would view their in-groups as more ho-
analytically, and as other aspects are extracted,mogeneous than out-groups, contrary to the
they may be serially added to the first aspect.more typical out-group homogeneity pattern
There are two possibilities within this type.found in North America and Europe (for a re-
In the person-first analytic strategy, a cognizerview, see Ostrom & Sedikides, 1992). They
first extracts the person aspect, then extractsasked university students of various ethnic
the action, object, and context aspects, and thenbackgrounds in Hawaii, as well as students in
serializes them into a string like “a person actedIllinois and Beijing, to rate the psychological
to the object in the context.” In the context-firstdistance (1 = as similar or close to me as possi-
analytic strategy, the context is first extractedble, 9 = as different or distant as possible) and
and then other aspects are extracted later andperceived homogeneity (0 = no agreement in
added to this aspect as they are extracted.what people ought to do, 9 = tremendous agree-
Apparently, the person-first analytical strat-ment) of various groups.Note that thismeasure-

egy is most often used by North American ob-ment of homogeneity is quite different from
servers. When reading a passage that describestypical homogeneity perception measures.
an individual’s social action, North AmericansNonetheless, they found that in-groups were
often categorize the action spontaneously intoperceived to be more homogeneous by Euro-
a personality trait category (Uleman&Moskow-pean Hawaiian and Illinois students, but that
itz, 1994; Winter & Uleman, 1984; Winter, Ule-out-groups were perceived to be more homoge-
man, & Cunniff, 1985; cf. Bassili & Smith, 1986;neous by Chinese, Filipino, and Japanese Ha-
Carlston & Skowronski, 1994, 1995; for a re-waiian students, as well as students in Beijing.
view, see Uleman, Newman, & Moskowitz,It is possible that in-groups that are perceived
1996). From the studies on correspondence bi-to be agentic in China and maybe in East Asia ases (Gilbert & Malone, 1995), it is clear thatin general were perceived also to be more ho- North American cognizers take contextual in-

mogeneous (also seeAbelson,Dasgupta, Park, & formation into account only after further effort-
Banaji, 1998). ful thought (Gilbert, Pelham, & Krull, 1988).

In other words, this implies that dispositional
person-relevant information is first encoded,

Future Directions and then contextual information is taken into
consideration. Some current theories (Gilbert,
1989) explain this in terms of automaticity ofEmpirical Research
cognitive processes. In particular, they suggestQuestions that dispositional inferences consume less cog-

Two major topics of culture and social cogni- nitive resources than adjusting judgments by
tion today—the explanation of social action taking contextual information into account.
and the maintenance of self-regard—are likely However, it is interesting to note that North
to continue as topics in the near future, but Americans appear to follow the context-first

analytical strategy when they are instructed toother issues are emerging.
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make inferences about the situation in which ica; when self-regard is threatened, people try
an action took place (e.g., Krull & Erickson, to regain their self-regard by adopting various
1995). All in all, North American participants strategies. However, it is still unclear what East
appear to use an analytical strategy: Informa- Asians do, and there are several possibilities.
tion pertaining to whatever seems focal (most One is a cultural task hypothesis. Self-regard
often, the individual is the focal point of atten- becomes more positive when one does well on
tion) is analytically extracted first, and then culturally prescribed tasks. It is just that differ-
other aspects (e.g., contextual information) are ent types of tasks may be regarded as more
extracted. important in different cultures. However, this
In contrast, existing data are ambiguous hypothesis predicts that self-esteem should

about what East Asians do. One hypothesis correlate positively with independent self-con-
takes the view that there is no fundamental strual in individualist cultures, but positively
difference between North Americans and East with interdependent self-construal in collectiv-
Asians in attribution process (e.g., Krull et al., ist cultures. Heine et al. (1999) suggested that
1999). Both cultural groups adopt basically the this position is untenable as Rosenberg’s self-
same analytical strategy. East Asiansmay adopt esteem scale correlates positively with inde-
a person-first strategy, but may be more likely pendent self-construal regardless of culture andto make an adjustment based on contextual in-

negatively or not at all with interdependentformation or may be more likely than North
self-construal.Americans to adopt a context-first version of
This hypothesis is not completely ruled outthis strategy. A second hypothesis takes the

yet as it is possible to argue that self-esteemview that both North Americans and East
may consist of two separable aspects, such asAsians process information in a similarly ana-
self-liking and self-competence (Tafarodi &lytical way, but due to a difference in underly-
Swann, 1995). It may indeed be the case thating cultural theory, East Asians may be more
self-liking is related to interdependent self-likely to extract relevant informationpertaining
construal, while self-competence is related toto group, rather than person, analytically (Chiu
independent self-construal. Rosenberg’s (1965)et al., in press; Menon et al., 1999). This view
self-esteem scale may reflect self-competenceretains the analytical separation between the
more than self-liking (cf. Tafarodi & Swann,person and the situation (Menon et al., 1999),

which attribution theories developed in North 1995) and that may be the reason why it relates
America have assumed. However, the locus of to independent self-construal. As a cultural
agency is said to differ. A third hypothesis takes task hypothesis would suggest, self-liking may
the view that East Asians process information reflect how well one is doing in interpersonal
about the person acting toward an object in relationships,whereas self-competencemay re-
context in a subtly, but fundamentally, differ- flect howwell one is doing in relation to nonso-
ent way. It may be a more holistic style of infor- cial tasks. However, at this point, self-esteem
mation processing in which both person and is conceptually split into two. Should we use
context information are dialectically understood one label to refer to both? Is there any meta-
as mutually constituting (e.g., Peng & Nisbett, theoretical principle by which to decide when
1999). In Choi, Nisbett, and Norenzayan’s to call concepts by one label?
(1999) words, “East Asians may have a more Still another hypothesis is that East Asians
holistic notion of the person in which the may have a need for positive collective or rela-
boundary between the person and the situation tional self-regard, although theymay not have ais rather porous and ill defined” (p. 57). The

strong need for positive individual self-regard.veracity of these hypotheses, as well as others,
Heine et al. (1999) argue that this accountwill be examined in the future. What is proba-
would not do as evidence that Japanese engagebly more important is to examine how social
in in-group esteem maintenance is weak (e.g.,actions are explained in communication. In
Heine & Lehman, 1995). Would East Asians1990, D. J. Hilton showed convincingly that
then have a need for positive relational self-explanation is fundamentally communicative;
regard? Endo et al.’s (2000) research suggeststhat is, we explain an event to an audience.
that Japanese have this need as strongly as do
North Americans. How is this then related to

Self-Regard Tafarodi andSwann’s (1995) conception of self-
esteem? These questions, and others, need toClearly, there is a strong tendency to maintain

a positive individual self-regard in North Amer- be examined further.
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after face-to-face conversation (also see Mead,Other Issues 1934). As Krauss and Fussell (1996) noted, one
One emerging issue is culture and folk psychol- defining insight of this class of models is that
ogy (e.g., D’Andrade, 1987; Y. Kashima, McIn- communication is understood to be driven by
tyre, & Clifford, 1998; Lillard, 1998; Malle & the goal of achieving intersubjectivity among
Knobe, 1997). Folk psychology is people’s na- interactants, that is, a sharing of understand-
ive ideas about how the mind works. Research ings about the world and themselves (also see
questions in this area includewhether folk psy- Rommetveit, 1974). Clark and colleagues (e.g.,
chological concepts such as belief, desire, and Clark & Brennan, 1991; Clark & Shaefer, 1989;
intention are universal, whether people’s ideas Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986) proposed a model
about their interrelationships are universal, of communication that should be developed
whether the common Western belief that mind further.
and body are separable entities (naive dualism) In 1999, Y. Kashima and Kashima (also see
is shared by other cultures, and whether folk D’Andrade, 1995; Strauss & Quinn, 1997) sug-
psychological beliefs have any effects on psy- gested that connectionist models of cognition
chopathology and other psychological prob- may capture the cognitive side of cultural dy-
lems. This is clearly an uncharted sea that namics better than more traditional models of
awaits further exploration. cognition. Connectionist models are based on
It is also important to explore whether the brain metaphor rather than the computer

theories applicable in one type of collectivist metaphor of the mind (see Rumelhart, McClel-
culture are applicable in other collectivist cul- land, & the PDP Research Group, 1986; for re-
tures. Although there are some intriguing simi- cent reviews of this area, see Read, Vanman, &
larities, it is unclear whether all collectivist Miller, 1996; E. R. Smith, 1996). They suggested
cultures exhibit the same pattern of social cog- that adequate cognitive theories must be able
nitive processes. For instance, theremay be sig- to explain context-sensitive learning because
nificant differences between Latin American culture is learned from everyday activities in
andEast Asian collectivism. In fact, Y. Kashima particular contexts; to reproduce similar activi-
(1998) argued that collectivism may be best re- ties in similar contexts, but not to repeat me-
garded as nonindividualisms, that is, different chanically the same responses all the time; and
types of cultural patterns that are not individu- to produce novel activities in unfamiliar cir-
alist. This pluralist conception of culture may cumstances (or “regulated improvisation” as
need to be taken seriously. Bourdieu, 1977, put it) as cultural dynamics

always include creativity as a source of cultural
change generated within a culture.Theoretical Question:
More generally, within the area of social cog-Toward a Social Cognition

nition, Y. Kashima and colleagues (Y. Ka-of Cultural Dynamics shima & Kerekesh, 1994; Y. Kashima et al.,
The early social cognition research was charac- 2000; Y. Kashima, Woolcock, & King, 1998)
terized by the individualist conception of mean- modeled the dynamicprocesses involved in the
ing, according to whichmeaning is constructed formation and change of impressions about in-
solely within an individual person’s mind. The dividuals and groups within a connectionist
current research on culture and social cognition framework. They suggested that people’s views
also draws on the same tradition. In contrast, about their social environment evolve in re-
the central tenet of cultural dynamics is that sponse to the information that they receive. Re-
meanings are constructed in ongoing social ac- lated models have been used to model stereo-
tivities among multiple individuals, as well as typing (Kunda & Thagard, 1996; E. R. Smith &
in an individual’s mind. One of the major tasks DeCoster, 1998), causal attribution (Read &
for the future is the development of a theoretical Marcus-Newhall, 1993; Van Overwalle, 1998)
framework that incorporates both cognitive and and judgmental biases (Fiedler, 1996). The in-
communicative processes. terface between communicative and cognitive
Although there are a number of models of processes needs to be examined more.

interpersonal communication (Krauss & Fus-
sell, 1996), the most suitable is what Krauss

Concluding Commentsand Fussell called dialogic models of commu-
nication, following Bakhtin (1981), a Russian Further insights need to be gained into the dy-

namic process by which social, cultural, andphilosopher and literary critic. In this perspec-
tive, communication processes are modeled psychological processes interactively produce
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mas and gender.” Journal of Personality andthe flow of culture over time. Kashima (2000c)
Social Psychology, 43, 1192–1194.noted that Bartlett’s (1923, 1932, 1958) social
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Cross-Cultural Studies of Social Influence

PETER B. SMITH

Much of social psychology, and indeed of daily life, is comprised of instances of social
influence, that is, people interact with and influence the behaviors of each other. In
mainstream psychology, it is difficult to think of situations in which such influence
does not have some kind of effect on behavior, even in instances in which people are
alone as social influence can occur as a result of the imagined or internalized influence
of others. This area, therefore, is extremely important to psychology as a whole and as
such has received considerable attention in the cross-cultural arena as well.
In this chapter, Smith provides an excellent, comprehensive review of several ex-

emplary sources of social influence that have been studied extensively across cul-
tures. He begins by pointing out that, in the past, many models of social influence in
social psychology were biased from the perspective in which it was studied. That is,
as most studies were conducted and theories were created within a typically individ-
ualistic American or European standard, research and its findings were generally in-
terpreted in relation to those standards to the exclusion of other perspectives. Smith’s
early research on Japanese leadership processes led him to see how constructs that
were thought to be bipolar opposites in the United States could coexist in the Japa-
nese company, suggesting to him the need to develop more broadly based theories
and structures to account for the way that variables opposed to one another in one
cultural context are allied with one another in another context.
A number of social influence processes have been studied cross-culturally, and

Smith reviews three major ones: group-based influence, with a focus on social loafing
and conformity; hierarchical influence, with a focus on leadership; and negotiation.
In each, he highlights how findings and models from mainstream psychology may
not be applicable to people of other cultures and in some cases call for fundamental
revisions in the very nature of the construct being studied. Within leadership, for ex-
ample, the traditional Western model of leaders understands leadership as a one-way
source of influence. Cross-cultural studies, however, make it clear that leadership can
characterize central persons within a network of potential influence sources, includ-
ing upward, downward, and horizontal influence. Leadership can be direct and indi-
rect, and cross-cultural studies have demonstrated a number of interesting findings
concerning indigenous influence tactics used to achieve culturally relevant goals.

361
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In looking toward the future, Smith makes a strong case for a substantive change
in the nature and focus of cross-cultural research on social influence. He contends
that understanding how people interact intraculturally may or may not have anything
to do with how they act with people of different cultures. Indeed, there is some evi-
dence to suggest that this notion is true, and if true, it rings a warning bell for most
cross-cultural research in this and many other areas. That is, most cross-cultural re-
search that relies on cross-cultural comparisons of behavior does not really examine
how people behave interculturally. As Smith notes, the current intense pressures to-
ward globalization mean that contacts between persons from differing cultural back-
grounds are increasing rapidly in all walks of life, professionally and personally. In-
deed, it is ironic that cross-cultural research, with its underlying goal of improving
intercultural interactions, may have missed the boat until now by its intracultural
comparison approach to research and theory building.
At the same time, Smith calls for a reconsideration of the nature of groups studied

in cross-cultural work, of intercultural examinations of hierarchical leadership and
negotiation issues, and of neglected aspects of social influence. The last point is par-
ticularly interesting because it points out that the forms of social influence that have
been explored most fully by cross-cultural psychologists have been face-to-face inter-
actions. Yet, many other forms of social influence exist; indeed, in many other cul-
tures, these other forms of influences are just as important, if not potentially more im-
portant, than face-to-face interactions. Smith suggests that one of the reasons why
these areas of influence have not been studied extensively until now is because they
are difficult to study. This is, of course, exactly the case, and careful examinations of
these different areas will necessitate fundamentally different ways of collecting and
analyzing data that are currently in use. Thus, they require fundamental changes in
the way we conceptualize, approach, and conduct research and use its findings in cre-
ating models of human behavior.
Yet, let me suggest another reason for the neglect of these areas until now—the

cultural bias of researchers and theorists. That is, the focus on issues such as face-to-
face interactions has been commensurate with most scholars’ views of leadership and
influence processes. These views are rooted in the particular cultural and social mi-
lieus within which many researchers have existed until now. Thus, it is no wonder
that the foci of research and theory until now were influenced by such a worldview.
As researchers and their understanding of the world continue to diversify, however,
we will come to understand the nature of social influence in many areas of our lives
in potentially qualitatively different ways than we have until now.

Much of social psychology is devoted to studies best accounted for the results obtained in the
circumstances that were most frequently stud-of the ways in which we influence one another.

Studies of these processes have become focused ied. In other words, certain populations in
the United States provided a baseline for whatwithin a range of different research topics, each

of which has been studied most typically we might come to think of as normal social
influence processes. Students and businesswithout reference to the others. Thus, we have

separate research literature concerning social managerswere the populationsmost frequently
studied.facilitation, social loafing, group polarization,

conformity, negotiation, leadership, ingratia- I first became aware of the limitations that
might result from this restricted focus whention, sales skills, psychotherapy, education,

health intervention, and media effects, to name I began to study the process of leadership in
Japanese organizations nearly 20 years ago. Atonly those fields that focus most obviously on

social influence. that time,manyWestern leadership researchers
were still attempting to define the circum-As investigation into all of these research

topics developed over the past half-century, it stances under which relatively democratic and
relatively autocratic leadership styles were mostwas inevitable that the models of social in-

fluence that found most favor were those that effective. My experiences in Japan taught me
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that Japanese organizations are at the same time Having established this general perspective,
we can examine what has been found whenboth more democratic and participative and
researchers have studied social influence pro-more autocratic than most Western organiza-
cesses outside North America.tions. Japanese employees have extensive op-

portunities for upward influence, but they are
also bound into a structure in which seniority
and status are pervasive (Smith&Misumi, 1989). Group-Based Influence
Thus, concepts that Western researchers were

It is consistent with the argument presentedtreating as polar oppositeswere weddedwithin
above thatmuchWestern research attentionhasan alternative cultural context. The only way
been focused on influencewithin small groups,out of such a paradoxical combination is to
with these groups having no preexisting socialdevelop more broadly based theories that can
structure. A group has often been conceivedaccount for the way that variables opposed to
as a composite of individuals whose mere mu-one another in one cultural context are allied
tual presence will either enhance or depresswith one another in another context. We also
this or that social process. Studies of this typeneed to develop the distinctive set of research
have been conducted for more than 100 yearsskills that will enable us tomake valid compari-
(Kravitz & Martin, 1986). At various times, thesons between different cultural contexts (Van
resulting social processes have been called ade Vijver & Leung, 1996).
bewildering array of names, including socialOther chapters in this book (see especially
facilitation, deindividuation, responsibility dif-those by Lonner and Adamopolous and by Tri-
fusion, group polarization, conformity, and so-andis) exploremore fully the conceptual frame-
cial loafing. We focus here on the last two.works that have become more widely known

over the past two decades. We need to rely on
these frameworks if we are to develop a more Social Loafing
general understanding of the nature of social

Social loafing is defined as a process by whichinfluence. In particular, it has become clear that
the larger a groupbecomes, the less any individ-cultures we now think of as relatively indi-
ual feels obliged to contribute toward accom-vidualistic (Hofstede, 1980) are distinctive and
plishment of the group’s task. Latané,Williams,unusual within a global context. We need to and Harkins (1979) tested this theory in the

consider how thinking of individuals as sepa- United States by asking members of groups of
rate entities rather than as persons with endur- various sizes to clap hands or shout as loud as
ing group affiliations might affect our under- they could. Members of larger groups contrib-
standing of social influence. uted less. Similar effects were obtained later in
The first and most obvious consequence is a number of Pacific Asian countries.

that wemay focus on short-term influences and However,whenmore complex tasks are used,
neglect longer term or more subtle effects. The cultural differences start to emerge. Karau and
choice of researchers to study transient groups Williams (1993) reported a metanalysis of 147
of students and managers whose work associ- social loafing effects obtained in the United
ates change frequently will have accentuated States and 15 obtained in Pacific Asia. Social
this effect. Even withinWestern cultures, longer loafing was reduced everywhere when more
lasting groupings such as families and ethnic complex tasks were used, but for the five effects
groups have received less attention. There are obtained with complex tasks in Asian nations,
two other likely consequences. First, if we the effect was completely reversed. As group
study social influence from an individualistic size increased, group members contributed
perspective, thenwe shallmost probably evalu- more, not less.
ate the success of influence solely in terms of Confirmation for this effect was provided by
benefits to the individual influencer rather than two additional studies by Earley (1989, 1993),
in terms of the benefits to the larger social sys- who also tested a culture-based explanation.
temwithin which that individual is embedded. Earley proposed that working in groups rather
Furthermore, we are likely to see effective so- than individually will increase the motivation
cial influence as deriving from the characteris- of members of collectivist cultures to work
tic qualities of the individual, such as personal- hard, rather than provide them with an oppor-
ity traits and skills, rather than as deriving from tunity to loaf. In his first study, he showed that,
the individual’s position or role within a given on an hour-long series of tasks, Chinese manag-

ersworked harder in groups, while U.S.manag-social structure.
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ers worked harder when alone. In addition, low scores on intellectual and affective au-
tonomy.Earley asked his subjects to complete a short

measure of their individualist and collectivist Thus, the results of conformity studies con-
curwith social loafing studies in finding greatervalues. He was then able to show that it was

those who endorsed collectivist values that influence among populations for which collec-
tivist values prevail. However, while the socialshowed the strongest reversal of the social loaf-

ing effect. In his second study, Earley included loafing studies show a positive increment in
work motivation, the conformity studies showIsraeli, as well as Chinese and American, man-

agers. Again, he measured their values, but this an effect that is usually portrayed as negative.
Some caution is required here in labeling thetime he also led them to believe that the group

in which they were working was either com- different influence effects under discussion.
posed of their known associates or else com- Conformity is usually thought of as negative
posed of strangers. He found that individualists in individualist cultures. To yield to influence
did more loafing in group settings regardless from others can be seen as giving away some
of the composition of the group. However, col- of one’s individuality, especially when there is
lectivists worked hardest in the group com- no objective reason to do so, as in the case of
posed of known associates. A group of strangers the Asch experiment. How might a member of
had no more influence on them than did work- a collectivist culture perceive the same behav-
ing individually. ior? If I am a minority of one in a setting in
Earley’s studies (1989, 1993) provide some which other group members are making obvi-

clear guidelines as to the variables likely to ous mistakes in their line judgments, my con-
affect social influence processes in settings in cerns may have to do with the preservation of
which individualist values do not prevail. His face. As a member of a collectivist culture, I
conclusions are particularly persuasive be- will be concerned not only with preventing my
cause he obtained measures of the values en- own embarrassment, but also with giving face
dorsed by his actual subjects rather than relying to others (Ting-Toomey, 1988). In consequence,
on a generalized expectation thatmanyChinese I may deliberately give a false response to hide
endorse more collectivist views than do many the errors of my fellow judges. In doing this, I
Americans. Those who have collectivist values would think of what I was doing not as confor-
are not influenced simply by being in the pres- mity, but as tactfulness or sensitivity to other’s
ence of others: It matters who the other persons needs. Experimental studies can give us objec-
are. tive estimates of the magnitude of influence

processes, but we need to be on the lookout for
the extent to which the labels that we put on

Conformity these effects impose our own values on the ef-
fect that is found.Another line of research that has generated nu-

merous replications derives fromAsch’s (1951) Earley found that the level of influence ac-
cepted by collectivists varied depending onclassic studies of conformity. Again, the origi-

nal studies were concerned with the mere pres- whowere one’s fellow groupmembers. Studies
of conformity in Japan have found similar ef-ence of others, in this case, others who gave

unanimous, but incorrect, judgments of line fects: Williams and Sogon (1984) found much
stronger influence among groups who alreadylengths. Bond and Smith (1996) reported a

metanalysis based on 133 Asch-type studies. knewone another than among groupswhowere
previously unacquainted with one another.Most of these were conducted in the United

States, but 36 were reported from another 16 Studies of social loafing and of conformity
have virtually all been conducted on the basiscountries. After variations in experimental de-

sign had been discounted, it was found that of assembling groups of persons who are pre-
sumed to be of equal status. As we have seen,levels of conformity were higher for the non-

U.S. studies. Using culture-level characteriza- the results of these studies have been found to
vary in relation to estimates of how strongly ations of predominant values, Bond and Smith

showed that the nations inwhich strongest con- given group is collectivist (or, using Schwartz’s
term, how conservative). The bias towardformity had been found were those that were

high on Hofstede’s (1980) measure of collectiv- equal-status group members may have arisen
as a consequence of widespread reliance on adism. Using instead Schwartz’s (1994) more re-

cent measures, conformity was highest in na- hoc groups of students. However, it can equally
well be seen as a statement that hierarchicaltions with high scores on conservatism, and
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differences are not required to provide condi- of contingency theories proved inconclusive,
varying from one study to the next. To under-tions in which we can study the most basic

types of social influence. Such an assumption stand why this may have been so, it is useful
to consider the principal theory advanced by ais most likely to be made within cultures, such

as the United States, that score low on power non-U.S. leadership theorist.
distance (Hofstede) and hierarchy (Schwartz).
If studies are done that do include persons of

A Japanese Perspectivediffering status, we might expect these other
Misumi (1985) proposed that effective leader-dimensions of cultural variance to prove equally
ship required the provision of two key func-relevant.
tions, which he defined as the performance
function (P) and the maintenance function (M).
His theory is usually referred to as PM theory.Hierarchical Influence
These functions appear initially reminiscent of
some of the dimensions of leader style favoredSince hierarchy is more favored in many na-

tions than in the United States, it is no surprise by U.S. leadership theorists. However, while
U.S. theorists struggled to develop psychomet-that replications of Milgram’s (1974) classic

studies of obedience to authority in the United rically valid scales to measure their chosen
leader styles, Misumi asserted that his leader-States have yielded similar effects in eight other

countries (Smith & Bond, 1998). However, ship functions would inevitably be fulfilled
in different ways in every different situation.these studies simply demonstrate the ubiquity

of obedience. They do not span a wide range Thus, Misumi’s conceptualization commences
by specifying a situation and expects that theof nations, and none of them included anymea-

surement of the values of those who partici- leader will need to devise situationally appro-
priate behaviors to fulfill the required func-pated. Consequently, they do not provide de-

fensible explanations of why obedience is tions. In contrast, U.S. theorists developed in-
flexible measures of leader style and thenstronger in some settings than others.
attempted to theorize about the situations in
which they would be effective. Misumi’s for-Classical Leadership
mulation reflects themanner inwhich Japanese

Theories persons have been shown to adapt their behav-
iors to social context, while Americans areInfluence based on hierarchy is more typically

thought of as leadership. The voluminous liter- more concerned to present themselves consis-
tently across situations (e.g., Cousins, 1989;ature on leadership with few exceptions has

been built around the development and testing Markus & Kitayama, 1991).
The PM theory has received strong supportof theories first formulated in North America.

These theories sought to specify the personal in a wide variety of Japanese organizations.
Cross-cultural tests of Misumi’s (1985) theoryqualities or behavioral styles that will cause

maximal positive response from those who are have underlined the utility of his distinction
between general and specific functions of lead-subordinate to a leader in an organizational

context. What they had in common was an ership. Smith, Misumi, Tayeb, Peterson, and
Bond (1989) found that the specific leader be-attempt to specify rather precisely the behav-

iors that will cause influence to flow from the haviors associated with the P and M functions
varied widely among workers in electronics as-leader to a subordinate. In other words, leader-

ship was seen implicitly as a one-way process sembly plants in Japan, Hong Kong, the United
States, and the United Kingdom. Some behav-that was dependent on the senior person’s in-

put of appropriate behaviors or qualities. These iors that were seen as enhancing theM function
in one cultural context were seen as detractingearly attempts to identify individual persuasive

traits or qualities thatwere universally effective from the M function elsewhere.
Misumi’s theory may also have a wider use-proved unsuccessful and gave way to more

complex “contingency” models, which speci- fulness. It points up the need for theorists of
leadership to make a clear distinction betweenfied the types of situation within which differ-

ent styles of leadershipwould bemost effective aspects of leadership that they see as basic and
central compared to those that are specific and(Bass, 1990). Thus, leadership researchers, in

contrast to the theorists of group-based influ- less central. General functions are more likely
to yield cultural universals, while specificence discussed above, did attempt to put the

leadership process into context. However, tests functions are more likely to prove culturally
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distinctive. A similar distinction can help to (1997) summarized studies based on comple-
tion of his Multifactor Leadership Question-make sense of diverse research findings in many

areas of cross-cultural psychology (Smith & naire (MLQ) by subordinates. Transformational
leadership is found rather more effective thanBond, 1998).
transactional leadership in various organiza-
tions in more than 20 nations. However, littleNew-Wave Theories attention has been given to the cross-cultural

More recent Western leadership theorists have validity of Bass’s questionnaire. Aside from
adopted a perspective more compatible with translation, no adaptations have been made to
that of Misumi. The increasing rate of change items to render them locally meaningful, and
experienced in organizations and in society the MLQ appears not to retain its factor struc-
more generally has led theorists to stress that ture in all cultural contexts (Dorfman, 1996).
the key function of leaders is the facilitation of Furthermore, it is not clear whether the MLQ
change rather than simply the administration measure of transformational leadership actu-
of an existing structure. These “new-wave” the- ally does measure qualities of the leader-subor-
orists see effective leaders as adept at identify- dinate relationship that are not also encom-
ing a persuasive vision of how the organization passed by earlier nonvisionary conceptions of
can best prepare for and handle future chal- leadership. Tracey and Hinkin (1998) obtained
lenges. They can then lead by establishing a MLQ data and leader behavior measures de-
shared commitment to this vision among those rived from earlier theories from the same U.S.
around them (Bass, 1985; Bryman, 1992). Rather respondents and found the two sets ofmeasures
than seeking to specify precisely how this func- strongly correlated with one another.
tion is fulfilled in particular contexts, some of
the recent measures have been designed to tap The Global Leadership
in a more general way whether a leader has and Organizational
qualities that are “charismatic” or “transforma-

Effectiveness Projecttional.”
There is little doubt that the most influentialTwo of the best-known formulations of this
contributor to the cross-cultural study of lead-type of leadership theory have recently under-
ership during the present decade has been thegone extensive cross-cultural testing, and the
Global Leadership and Organizational Effec-outcome of these tests is discussed below. In
tiveness (GLOBE) project, coordinated by Rob-addition, Jaeger and Kanungo (1990) have pro-
ert House, and including a very large numberposed that charismatic leader styles are espe-
of other leadership researchers from around thecially well suited to non-Western cultures.
world. House (1977) formulated one of the ear-They point out that the type of shared vision
liest models of charismatic leadership, but nowthat charismatic leaders seek to create between
prefers to use the phrase value-based leader-themselves and their subordinates is readily
ship. The overall goal of the project is statedcompatible with conditions that combine high
as the determination of whether effective lead-collectivism, high power distance, and high un-
ership is that which is congruent with localcertainty avoidance (Hofstede, 1980). Persons
norms and values or that which differs fromin junior positions in these contexts will desire
local norms and values or whether there arean inclusive, status-dependent source of cer-
universals of leadership that transcend localtainty. This perspective contrasts with those of
norms and values (House, Wright, & Aditya,Bass (1985) and House and Shamir (1993), who
1997).assert the efficacy of some form of visionary
GLOBE researchers have surveyed moreleadership in a manner not dependent on cul-

than 17,000 leaders in 825 organizations drawntural context.
from three specified industries in each of 61
nations. Measures in the surveys tapped both

Transformational Leadership the cultural context and the specific qualities
perceived to be associatedwith effective leader-Bass’s (1985) theory is based on a contrast be-

tween a visionary style referred to as trans- ship (House & 175 coauthors, 1999). Consider-
able care was taken to ensure adequate transla-formational and an alternative transactional

style, in which leaders provide rewards in ex- tion and to collect a rich variety of locally
relevant measures as checks on validity. Un-change for subordinates’ work performance,

but subordinates experience no particular emo- usually, respondents were asked about cultural
attributes of both their “society” and their orga-tional commitment to the organization. Bass
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nization. Furthermore, theywere asked to char- a one-way source of influence. Their preference
was to portray leaders as central personswithinacterize the situation “as it is” and “as it should

be.” Nine dimensions of cultural variance were a network of potential influence sources. Their
surveys have sampled leaders in more than 40measured, most of them derived from the ear-

lier conceptualizations of Hofstede (1980) and nations. The results show substantial consis-
tency among the sources on which managersothers. Respondents were then provided with

a set of 112 traits and asked to rate the extent in a particular nation rely relatively strongly
and characterizations of that nation’s values de-to which each contributes to or inhibits leader

effectiveness. Initial data analysis reduced these rived from earlier culture-level studies (Smith,
Peterson, & Schwartz, 2000). For instance,man-to a set of 21 leadership “prototypes,” each of

which had a robust structure across the various agers relymore on their subordinates in nations
samples. high in Schwartz’s (1994) autonomy and egali-
It will be some years before all the results tarianism, whereas they rely more on formal

of this project are available. However, initial rules and procedures in nations high on embed-
results indicate a substantial global consensus dedness and hierarchy.
on the leadership prototypes that best charac- Sun and Bond’s (1999) study of influence
terize effective leadership (Den Hartog, House, tactics also opens up novel perspectives. First,
& 170 coauthors, 1999). Across 60 nations, the their study was in Chinese organizations, which
most strongly endorsed trait adjectives were provided an opportunity to determine the ex-
trustworthy, dynamic, motive arousing, deci- tent of indigenous tactics not tapped by prior
sive, intelligent, dependable, and planning U.S. measures. Second, they compared upward
ahead. These results are interpreted as giving and downward influence, thus escaping the
strong support for the universality of value- widespread implicit assumption that only
based leadership. However, the results also downward influence is of interest. Of 34 tactics
showed that the evaluations accorded to some identified, 11 were indigenous to the Chinese
of the other traits varied substantially. Large sample and most occurred in relation to up-
variations were noted in the degree to which ward influence. It may be that that the tactics
an effective leader, for instance, should be sub- required for upward and downward influence
dued, individualistic, cunning, elitist, and so inWestern nationswith lowpower distance are
forth. relatively similar. In the high power distance
Brodbeck and 44 coauthors (2000) have ana- context, a fuller range of alternate behaviors

lyzed the differences in the GLOBE results from may be required if upward influence is to be
22 European countries. It was found that clus- effective. Some of the tactics identified were
ters of European countries where similar lead- “praising target behind back,” “showing face
ership prototypes were endorsed matched consideration,” and “working overtime.”
closely the clusters of nations that had been In a similar manner, Rao, Hashimoto, and
identified by earlier researchers as having Rao (1997) identified indigenous Japanese up-
cross-cultural differences in values. It appears ward influence tactics, including after hours
likely, therefore, that the outcomeof theGLOBE socializing and emphasis on benefits to the
project will be to provide encouragement both company rather than the individual. Analyses
to those who seek to show that there are cross- of the Japanese phenomenon of amae also shed
cultural universals for effective leadership and light on the types of upward influence that this
to those who see greater practical benefits in relationship of indulgent dependence between
understanding the more specific differences seniors and juniors permits (Kim &Yamaguchi,
than in the overall similarities. 1996). Sinha (1997) also notes a series of forms

of upward ingratiation tactics that are especially
widespread in India, including self-degradation,

Additional Influence Sources name-dropping, and emphasizing one’s depen-
dence on the superior.One further large-scale cross-national study of

leadership has focused on the sources of guid- Cross-cultural study of leadership continues
to attract a good deal of research interest, noance on which leaders draw in handling the

everyday work events that they encounter. In doubt because of the current pressures toward
globalization experienced bymany business or-advancing their “event management” theory of

leadership, Smith and Peterson (1988) empha- ganizations. The most promising aspect of cur-
rent developments is that there is a gradualsized that theywished tomove away fromwhat

they saw as aWestern emphasis on the leader as trend away from the simple testing in new loca-
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tions of unidirectional models of leader influ- Preferences for Conflict
ence first developed in the United States. There Resolution
is a new interpenetration of leadership theory
and theories of cultural difference, mostly The studies of Graham (1993), Graham et al.
drawn from research into values, but also in- (1994), and Graham and Mintu Wimsat (1997)
cluding some reference to indigenous styles of illustrate the complexities (and the benefits)
influence. of making realistic comparisons of negotiation

cross-culturally. Most investigators have opted
instead to use questionnaire measures that
evaluate one’s preferred strategy for handlingNegotiation
difference. Studies of this type frequently find
differences that can be interpreted readily inIt could be argued that all negotiation is at-
terms of presumed value differences of nationaltempted leadership, and that all successful
cultures. For instance, Trubisky, Ting-Toomey,leadership is negotiated. However, social influ-
and Lin (1991) found that Taiwanese studentsence occurring during the process of explicit
favored the use of “obliging,” “avoiding,”negotiation has generated separate research lit-
“compromising,” and “integrating” in resolv-erature. The most extensive cross-cultural se-
ing a student conflict more strongly than didries of studies of negotiation was conducted
the presumably more individualist Americans.by Graham and colleagues (Graham & Mintu
Cropanzano, Aguinis, Schminke, and DenhamWimsat, 1997; Graham,Mintu, &Rodgers, 1994).
(1999) compared students’ preferred conflictThe studies used a standard 1-hour simulation
resolution procedures in Mexico, the Unitedprocedure that involved managers taking the
States, Argentina, and theDominicanRepublic.role of either buyer or seller. This procedure
Resolution based on autocratic decision washas been used in separate studies in 16 nations
less popular in theUnitedStates andArgentina,to investigate whether negotiators who adopt
nations that score lower on Hofstede’s powera “tough” position fare better than those who
distance.employ a “problem-solving” approach that at-
Morris et al. (1998) compared student prefer-tempts to maximize gains for both parties.

ences for competing or avoiding conflicts inGraham et al. (1994) present a comparative
the United States, Philippines, Hong Kong, andanalysis of the findings for 10 of these nations.
India. TheAmericans scored higher on compet-The results proved complex, possibly because
ing, and the Chinese were higher on avoidingthe studies were set up in a relatively naturalis-
than other nations. Tinsley and Pillutla (1998)tic manner with no experimenter control over
found a similar contrast between Hong Kongeither party’s behavior. For instance, it was
and U.S. negotiation preferences. Both Morrisfound in 8 of the nations that, if one party took
et al. (1998) and Tinsley and Pillutla were alsoup a problem-solving approach, the other party
able to show that these differences could betended to reciprocate. However, in Taiwan and
explainedby individual-level analysis of scoresin Francophone Canada, this effect was signifi-
obtained from subjects using Schwartz’s (1994)cantly reversed. Adopting a problem-solving
value survey.approach enhanced one’s profit in Taiwan and
As the studies of Graham (1993), GrahamKorea, but harmed it in Mexico and Spain. The

et al. (1994), and Graham and Mintu Wimsatclearest findings were those that linked neg-
(1997) confirmed, the reactions of members ofotiation outcome to the Hofstede scores for the
cultures high on collectivism and power dis-nations represented. Negotiators from individ-
tance to one another tend to vary dependingualistic nations scored lower on problem-solv-
on social context. A further aspect of contexting approach and made more profit when they
has to do with the affiliation of the person onedid so. The role to which one was assigned also
wishes to influence. Disagreements with in-proved influential, with buyers doing signifi-
group members have a different significancecantly better than sellers in 7 nations. The dom-

inance of the buyer was greater the higher the than disagreements with strangers and are
likely to be resolved in different ways.nation’s scores on power distance and collec-

tivism were. Thus, the social context, as repre- In an attempt to clarify earlier results from
collectivist cultures, Leung (1997) proposed asented by assignment to role, increasingly

affected the outcome in more collectivist cul- distinction between disintegration avoidance
and animosity reduction. Disintegration avoid-tures, while individual competitiveness af-

fected it in individualist cultures. ance is likely to be a particularly salient con-
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cern in disagreements with in-group members For instance, Leung, Au, Fernandez-Dols,
and Iwawaki (1992) found that Japanese andsince the severing of links with in-group mem-
Spanish students preferred negotiation andbers is difficult in all cultures and especially
compliance with the other party more and ac-problematic in collectivist cultures. Further-
cusing the other party less than did Dutch andmore, disagreements in the in-group are not
Canadian students. However, data from all fourlikely to be intense, so animosity reduction is
countries showed that preferred proceduresnot a high priority. In contrast, while situations
were associated with perceived animosity re-do arise in the course of life when one needs
duction. Thus, in a way that parallels what hasto attempt to influence out-group members,
emerged from cross-cultural studies of leader-there is not the same requirement for a continu-
ship, there may prove to be culture-general as-ing relationship with them. The very reason for
pects of the particular influence strategies thathaving contact with an out-group member may
lead to successful negotiation. Equally, therewell be the existence of some dispute over
are certainly culture-specific variations in howrights or resources, as in the case of Graham
members of a given culture believe that theet al.’s (1994) simulated negotiations. Conse-
general goals of animosity reduction and disin-quently, animosity may be high and will need
tegration avoidance are to be accomplished.to be reduced if agreement is to be accom-

plished. Leung suggests that the preferred influ-
ence strategies for disintegration avoidance

Some Future Directionswill be yielding to the other and avoiding the
issue. For animosity reduction, problem solv-

Having surveyed cross-cultural studies bearinging and compromise should prove more effec-
on three aspects of social influence, it is timetive.
to take stock.What has been accomplished, andResearch findings in this area are currently
what avenues remain underexplored? It is clearunsatisfactory because, although the signifi-
from the studies reviewed that there is substan-cance of the in-group/out-group distinction is
tial consistency between the emergent theory-widely accepted, no studies exist that have in-
driven framework of cross-cultural psychologycluded an unambiguous check of who is per-
and results concerning social influence. Theceived to be within or outside the respondent’s
theoretical framework in question is built on aperceived in-group. The study by Cropanzano classification of cultures derived from sur-

et al. (1999) attempted to manipulate in-group/ veys of values (Smith & Schwartz, 1997). Fo-
out-group membership of the parties in con- cused initially on culture-level characteriza-
flict, but the manipulation failed. Smith, Du- tions, some progress has been made in drawing
gan, Peterson, and Leung (1998) drew on data out concepts applicable to individual-level
from the event management project described studies. As we have seen, group-based influ-
above. Sampling 23 nations, they found more ence, hierarchical influence, and negotiation
frequent out-groupdisagreement in nationswith behaviors all have some universality, but all
high power distance. The frequency of in-group also vary in ways that are predictable in terms
disagreement was not related to scores on any of characterizations based on predominant cul-
of Hofstede’s dimensions. However, there was tural values.
more variability in how in-group and out-group There is some basis for satisfaction in the
disagreement was handled in nations with low evidence for convergent validity that these re-
power distance, which does not accord with sults suggest. However, there remains a long
Leung’s predictions. journey before full benefit can be derived from
Leung (1997) has included an additional ele- them. There are three reasons for this, one

ment in his investigations over the past decade methodological and two substantive. Themeth-
that can contribute to resolving these difficul- odological aspect is not explored here fully
ties. In addition to asking respondents for eval- since it is addressed in chapter 5. However, it
uations of the different possible ways of han- is worth reiterating that, so long as the focus
dling conflict, he also asks them to rate the for cross-cultural studies of social influence
extent to which each of these ways would re- continues to rest on cross-cultural compari-
duce animosity. Thus, he might be able to sons, there is a continuing need for researchers
show that, although the ways that persons to be aware of the perils of comparing raw
sought to influence the outcome of a conflict means for responses to some translated ques-
vary, each is thought to reduce animosity (or tionnaire. There are substantial cultural differ-

ences in acquiescent response bias, and papersavoid disintegration) by those who use it.
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that test hypotheses based on comparison of tions. Studying 47 teams of students in a U.K.
business school and 5 teams in a U.S. multina-rawmeans aremost often testing for differences

in bias rather than differences in the variable tional organization in Southeast Asia, Earley
andMosakowski found the most effective teamsbeing studied. Better strategies are to find ways

of discounting bias or else to conduct parallel to be homogeneous or diverse rather than polar-
ized. Podsiadlowski (1999) studied 34 businesswithin-country analyses.
teams working in a German multinational, also
in Southeast Asia. Members rated effectivenessInfluence across Cultures higher the more culturally heterogeneous the

The principal weakness of the field at this time team was.
is the neglect of influence processes that occur These studies provide some information on
across, rather thanwithin, cultural groups. Cur- the outcome of certain types of cross-cultural
rently, intense pressures toward globalization teamwork. To understand the processes of social
mean that, within education, business, leisure, influence that lead to success or failure, more
and community relations, contacts among per- fine-grained analyses will be needed of such
sons from differing cultural backgrounds are matters as cultural constraints on types and fre-
increasing rapidly. The evidence from studies quency of group participation, assignment of
of immigrants and sojourners does not suggest roles, formality of structures, and so forth.
early blending of cultures (Smith & Bond, 1998).
This means that there is an urgent need to un-

Hierarchical Leadershipderstand what happens in attempted social in-
Few studies are available of what happensfluence processes that are truly cross cultural,
when superiors and subordinates from differ-rather than in the necessary, but preliminary,
ing cultural backgrounds work together. Raocomparisons between separate samples from
and Hashimoto (1996) surveyed Japanese man-Culture A andCulture B that we have discussed
agers working in Canada and who had bothso far.
Japanese and Canadian subordinates. The Japa-There are numerous reasons to expect that
nese managers reported using more sanctionspeople engaged in cross-cultural interaction
and also giving more reasons when dealingwill behave in different ways than they do
with the Canadians. It is likely that they didwhen they interact with members of their own
this because what would have been understoodcultural group (Smith & Bond, 1998). For in-
implicitly by their Japanese subordinates need-stance, cross-cultural interaction is more likely
ed to be made more explicit for the Canadians.to be with strangers, is more likely to involve
Peterson, Peng, and Smith (1999) found that,at least one party conversing in a second lan-
when a Japanese plant opened in the Unitedguage, and ismore likely to be focused on issues
States, U.S. subordinates were initially morethat divide the two parties rather than what
willing to accept pressure from Japanese super-they have in common.We therefore revisit each
visors than from American supervisors. Theof the main topics discussed above.
difference had disappeared at a later time.
Smith, Wang, and Leung (1997) studied Chi-

Group-Based Influence nese managers working with non-Chinese su-
periors in joint-venture hotels in China. Great-The early study of cross-cultural work teams

was dominated by comparisons between the est difficultywas reportedwhen superiorswere
Japanese and the least when they were fromeffects of homogeneity and of heterogeneity.

More recently, Earley and Mosakowski (2000) Hong Kong or Taiwan. The Chinese subordi-
nates reported that, when working with West-have demonstrated that heterogeneity can take

more than one form. They argue that a team ern managers, direct communication was most
effective. Nonetheless, they indicated that whenthat is diverse in the sense of having 10 mem-

bers each from different cultures is very differ- problems arose, they most frequently relied on
more indirect forms of communication.ent from a team that is polarized in the sense

of having 5 members from Culture A and 5 Detailed studies of the cultural interface be-
tween leaders and subordinates of differing na-members from Culture B. Diverse teams should

be relatively able towork out a pattern of collab- tionality are in their infancy. We have scattered
information on the types of adaptation that areorative working since no single preferred style

of influence couldpredominate. Polarized teams made, but few evaluations of what makes for
success. The existing literature on expatriateare much more likely to be immobilized by the

mutual incompatibility of two opposing fac- managers has focused most on more global is-
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sues such as preparation, job satisfaction, pre- extrapolation from the results of existing intra-
mature return rates, and so forth. cultural comparisons.

Negotiation
Neglected Aspects ofTse, Francis, and Walls (1994) reported a com-
Social Influenceparison of intra- and intercultural negotiations

between Chinese and Canadianmanagers. Con- This chapter focused on the forms of social
sistent differences were found between the influence that have been exploredmost fully by
preferred strategies of the Chinese and the Ca- cross-cultural psychologists, namely, influence
nadians, regardless of whether the negotiations occurring in face-to-face social interactions. So-
were to be intra- or intercultural. However, this cial influence by way of the mass media is be-
provides only a weak test of hypotheses since coming an increasingly important aspect of
the negotiators never actually met. contemporary society, and this is likely to in-
Graham (1993) videotaped buyer-seller ne- crease in the future. Advertisers devote sub-

gotiations between Americans and Japanese. stantial resources to attempts to tailor their
He subsequently asked the negotiators to re- messages to their intended audiences. Yet, little
view the tapes and comment on difficulties that attentionhas been given by researchers to cross-they had encountered. Japanese negotiators re-

cultural differences in receptiveness to differ-ported that they did not like direct rejections
ent types ofmessage.An example of the types ofof their offers, aswell as frequent interruptions.
study that can both contribute to cross-culturalThey were also confused when the seller took
theory and have practical usefulness is pro-the initiative since Japanese culture would de-
vided by the work of Han and Shavitt (1994).termine that the buyer has higher status and
These authors surveyedmagazine advertise-should therefore initiate. The Americans had

ments from the United States and Korea anddifficulty in determining whether head nods
found that the Korean advertisements con-constituted agreement, did not like high initial
tained many more appeals coded as related toselling price offers, and could not judge when
collectivist motives, while the U.S. advertise-a “final” offer was final and when it was not.
ments appealed to more individualistic mo-Weldon, Jehn,Doucet,Chen, andWang (1996)
tives. They then asked Koreans and Americanscollected accounts provided by Chinese and

American managers of intra- and intercultural to rate the persuasiveness of a variety of adver-
disagreements that had occurred in joint-ven- tisements. Some of these were personal to the
ture organizations in China. A standard set of individual (chewing gum, running shoes), and
disagreement episodes was selected from these others were shared (detergents, clothes irons).
and then presented to a new sample of Chinese American respondents responded more favor-
and American managers, who were asked how ably to the individual appeals, and Koreans
they would handle them. Both Chinese and were more favorable to the collective appeals.
Americans were found to vary in how they These effectswere particularly strong for adver-
would handle the intracultural disagreement tisements for the shared items. In a further
and the intercultural disagreement. Americans study, Shavitt, Nelson, and Yuan (1997) found
were more likely to inform the boss about the contrasts in the way that Americans and Tai-
intracultural disagreement, whereas they were wanese read advertisements. The Americans
more likely to ignore or withdraw from the in- focused more on product-related claims, while
tercultural disagreement. Chinese were more the Taiwanese were more concerned with thelikely to seek to embarrass their intracultural

contextual appropriateness of the advertise-colleagues and teach them a moral lesson and
ments.more likely to use indirect ways of trying to
These types of study open up many inte-rectify the intercultural situation.

resting questions. For instance, some majorOur brief and partial overview of social in-
U.S. companies seek to define the consistencyfluences in settings that are truly cross cultural
of their brand image by using similar advertise-provides some preliminary evidence that sug-
ments throughout Europe, whereas Europeangests people in these settings do adapt their
firms more often design advertisements thoughtbehaviors in ways that differ from those used
to be culturally appropriatewithindifferent Eu-intraculturally. This further underlines the
ropeannations.Whatmight be the effectivenessneed to explore these types of settings more

fully rather than basing our expectations on of these contrasting strategies?
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cur. Students’ culturally rooted preferred learn-Conclusion
ing styles do or do not match those of their
instructors. Tourists do or do not succeed inIt was suggested at the beginning of this chap-
having their needs met. Expatriate managerster that the strong development of social psy-
and local workers do or do not work well to-chology inNorthAmerica had led to a predomi-
gether. Work teams and student project groupsnance of individualistic conceptualizations of
do or do not gel. Diplomatic or business negoti-social influence processes. Some progress cer-
ations do or do not reach agreement.tainly has been achieved in testing the degree
Why are there so few studies of these typestowhich this perspective has limited our devel-

of situations? Part of the answer may be that,opment of more generally applicable models.
to do good studies in any of these areas, oneParticularly in the area of leadership research,
needs to obtain data from both the parties todata from a very wide range of nations have
the process of influence. There are certainlybeen collected. Furthermore, the frameworks
practical obstacles in the way of accomplishingprovided by cross-cultural studies of values are
this, but they are not insuperable. For instance,increasingly being used to test directly whether
a similar change of focus has made substantialthey can explain the differences in actual and
progress in the more general area of leadershippreferred modes of social influence that are
research. In the past, many researchers intofound.
leadership in organizations surveyed subordi-Researchers during the next decadewill face
nates’ perceptions of leaders’ behavior and thenthree challenges. First, we need to extend and
asked these subordinates also to evaluate theirintegrate the range of social influence processes
leader’s effectiveness. Their results were fre-to be studied. This is most likely to happen
quently of low validity because the same-when researchers start to read more widely.
source ratings were not independent of eachThere are strong pressures, especially in North
other and were likely to be contaminated by aAmerica, to identify and develop one’s own
halo effect. More recently, leading leadershipindividually distinctive line of research and to
journals accept only papers in which there isread only thework of others that relates directly
leader effectiveness evidence that is indepen-to that theme. Being a cross-cultural researcher
dent of the descriptions of leader style. Thisactually makes it easier to stray outside such a
may be drawn from objective sources or by tap-narrow focus because data from studies con-
ping alternative raters, such as the leader’s ownducted in the locations in which one is inter-
boss. In studying cross-cultural influence pro-ested are often less extensive. Exploring the full
cesses, a similar perspective will be essential.range of what can be found may encourage one
We can only understand why influence at-to think in less-constrained ways about the na-
tempts bymembers of Culture A fail if we knowture of influence processes within one’s chosen
how they are perceived by members of Cultureculture(s).
B. Once we know that, we can start to addressSecond, we must search for ways of analyz-
constructively the cultural differences that en-ing data that can accommodate both universals
mesh us all.and specific variations rather than seeing each

as exclusive of the other. The GLOBE leader-
ship project provides a fine current example of
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Social Justice from a Cultural Perspective

KWOK LEUNG & WALTER G. STEPHAN

Justice is a topic that is extremely important in all the social sciences, and percep-
tions and procedures of justice affect all aspects of our lives, from actions in every-
day living, to law and the legal system, to work behaviors and human resource poli-
cies, and so on. Consequently, justice, and its close relative morality, has a long
history of study in psychology and philosophy, and research on this topic has pro-
duced many theories and models of justice relevant to everyday behavior.
In this chapter, Leung and Stephan review the cross-cultural literature on justice,

arguing that research on justice must go beyond the Euro-American cultural confines
if the field is to develop universal theories of justice. They argue convincingly why
justice should be studied cross-culturally, pointing out that cross-cultural research
can advance understanding of justice in ways that are not possible with monocultural
studies. They also highlight the fact that globalization in diverse domains has drasti-
cally increased cross-cultural contact, and that cultural differences in perceptions of
justice and fairness may create misunderstandings and conflicts. They delineate well
the functional aspects to justice and the differences between universalistic versus par-
ticularistic conceptions of justice. They describe the moral basis of justice, highlight-
ing the fact that the central notion of Western liberalism and individual autonomy
that is found in the United States may not be found in other cultures, leading to fun-
damental differences in moral codes and perceptions of fairness. They also present a
two-stage model of justice perception that attempts to separate, yet integrate, abstract
principles of justice and the specific beliefs that link abstract principles to particular
social situations.
The bulk of their review focuses on cross-cultural research in three areas of jus-

tice: distributive, procedural, and retributive. They also devote a considerable
amount of space to the literature on reactions to perceived injustice. Leung and Ste-
phan do an especially good job of linking many of their descriptions, and much of
the research literature, to cultural dimensions such as individualism versus collectiv-
ism or power distance. They flesh out well the complex and intricate ways in which
culture may play a role in influencing perceptions of fairness and justice, thus provid-
ing a platform to understand the basis for intercultural conflict in many arenas of
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life. The reader will find this review to be one of the most well defined and compre-
hensive in this area of psychology.
Leung and Stephan’s model of justice argues that justice and morality may be both

universal and culture specific at the same time, and that abstract constructs and rules
interact with specific, context-relevant information to produce morality and decisions
about justice. This view is interesting, fascinating, and certainly in the spirit of rap-
prochement of distinct and, until now, supposedly mutually exclusive dichotomies
so commonly perceived in mainstream American psychology. As such, the research
possibilities they describe at the end of the chapter represent the next evolution in
knowledge in this area, one that is both integrative and incorporative of seemingly op-
posing forces, a perspective congruent with so many other chapters in this volume.
Attempts to achieve these goals will undoubtedly lead to fundamentally different
ways of thinking about and doing research in the future as well.
At the same time, Leung and Stephan do an excellent job of reminding us of the

practical relevance of the nature and study of justice cross-culturally, especially in
terms of its role in the creation of intercultural conflict in an increasingly culturally
diverse world. They argue forcefully for the increased understanding and further ap-
plication of knowledge from continued cross-cultural studies in this area to minimize
destructive approaches to intercultural conflict and help turn them into constructive
ones. Given the history of human intercultural conflict, one would sincerely hope
that such knowledge can indeed transform destruction into construction.

The concern for justice has a long history in is quickly becoming multicultural and plural-
istic.human civilizations. In the West, philosophers

from Aristotle to Rawls have explored princi-
ples of justice from a logical standpoint. In the
East, social philosophers from Confucius to Why We Should Study Justice
Ghandi have articulated models of social con- Cross-Culturallyduct that promote justice. In contrast, empirical
work on social justice has a much shorter his- Leung andMorris (2001) have provided a num-
tory, with social psychologists starting to inves- ber of reasons why cross-cultural research on
tigate the role of justice in everyday behavior justice is important. First, cross-cultural re-
about half a century ago. search can advance justice theories inways that
Despite its youth as a discipline, an impres- are not possiblewithmonocultural studies. The

sive array of empirical findings and theoretical study of justice across a variety of cultures pro-
statements has been accumulated (for a review, vides us with a more complete inventory of
see Sanders & Hamilton, 2001). A major gap in justice norms, allows us to link the salience of
this work, however, is that the majority of the justice norms to cultural factors, and makes it
research has been conducted in the United possible to establish the boundary conditions
States and western Europe, thus grounding our under which these justice norms operate. Sec-
psychological knowledge of justice in theWest- ond, globalization in diverse domains has dras-
ern cultural context. To develop universal theo- tically increased cross-cultural contact, and cul-
ries of justice, research on justice must go be- tural differences in conceptions of fairness and
yond the Euro-American cultural confines. justice norms may create misunderstandings
In recent years, justice research has gradu- and unnecessary animosity during such con-

ally begun to take root in other cultural con- tact.
texts, and a purely Western perspective is giv- On an international level, nations often have
ing way to a multicultural perspective (for towork together to copewithmajor crises, such
reviews, see James, 1993; Leung&Morris, 2001; as regional disputes, environmental hazards,
Leung & Stephan, 1998). The purpose of this and trade agreements. Within nations, immi-
chapter is to review and integrate what is gration has led to increasing diversity in once-
known about the role of culture in the psychol- homogenous societies, and the notion of amelt-
ogy of social justice and to identify productive ing pot has been gradually replaced by multi-

culturalism.avenues for future research in a world that
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In the commercial sector, globalization is the are to be allocated, rules of justice limit the
potential for exploitation and allow peoplepreferred business model, and large corpora-

tions such as Citicorp, Philips, and Sony to invest their identify and effort in the group
with confidence that they will not be badlyhave operations around the globe. Their work-

forces are almost as culturally diverse as the used by the group. (p. 30)
United Nations. Noncommercial organizations

In short, the functionalist view assumes thatand groups are also part of this globalizing trend
justice rules provide the necessary binding forcebecausemany are being affected in similarways
for social groups that enables individuals toby changes in communication and transporta-
identifywith themwithout fear of negative con-tion technologies.
sequences for the self.In a world of increasing intercultural con-

tact, even small differences in perceptions of
justice may have severe consequences. Positive

Universalistic versusand effective contact between different racial,
Particularistic Conceptionethnic, religious, and cultural groups demands

a precise understanding of differences in con- of Justice
ceptions of fairness and justice norms.

The functionalist argument that justice is a uni-
versal human concern does not imply that jus-

Functionalist Approach to the tice is extended universally and uniformly to
all humans. In fact, such tragic events as theRole of Justice
Holocaust and other acts of genocide make it
clear that, under some circumstances, the con-Many scholars have subscribed to the view that,
cern for justice is minimal. Theorists haveto maintain the proper functioning of a social
noted that people tend to draw boundaries out-system, rules of justice must be developed to
side of which justice principles do not applyserve as normative guidelines for its members.
(e.g., Deutsch, 1985). According to OpotowA corollary of this argument is that norms of
(1990), “Moral exclusion occurs when individ-justice should be found in any culture with
uals or groups are perceived as outside theorganized social groups. For instance, societies
boundary in which moral values, rules, andhave to allocate resources in away that rewards
considerations of fairness apply” (p. 1). Moralvaluable contributions. Basic principles of jus-
exclusion has been used to explain why sometice have evolved to serve the function of re-
groups are capable of inflicting extreme atrocit-ward allocation and to avoid the disintegration
ies on other groups, such as in the Holocaustof the groupduring this process (e.g., Campbell,
(Bar-Tal, 1990) or the dehumanizing treatment1975; Cook & Messick, 1983; Mikula, 1980).
of native peoples by European settlers (Berry &A slightly different, but still functionalist,
Wells, 1994). Moral exclusion is likely to occurview has been promulgated in the relational
if there is intense conflict between two groups,model of justice proposed by Lind and Tyler
and if the out-group is seen as unconnected to(Lind, 1994; Lind & Tyler, 1988; Tyler & Lind,
the self.1992, 2001). In a recent theoretical statement,
Moral exclusion represents an extreme formLind (1994) suggested that people are con-

of a particularistic application of justice princi-fronted with a fundamental dilemma about
ples. A more common social boundary thathow much to submit to a group and how much
people draw is between the in-group and theto maintain a self-identity. People are moti-
out-group. In-groups generally consist of anvated to identify with groups, as well as to
individual’s close friends, relatives, and im-maintain a self-identity, but these two goals are
mediate family members, whereas out-groupvery often mutually exclusive. People are in a
members include strangers or acquaintances.constant struggle to strike a balance between
Different principles of justice may be appliedthese two opposing forces. For any social sys-
as a function of the group membership of atem to be stable, it must evolve solutions to this
target. For instance, within the family, the allo-dilemma.
cation of resources is often based on need,Lind (1994) argued that the most efficient
whereas in the workplace, reward allocation issolution is to rely on principles of justice.
often based on merit.
Culture shapes the particularistic applica-By specifying power-limiting rules about

how people should be treated, how deci- tion of justice principles primarily through its
impact on the definition of in-groups. In indi-sions should be made, and how outcomes
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vidualistic societies, in-groups are likely to be ples of justice. This perspective is not without
larger (Wheeler, Reis, & Bond, 1989) and to its critics (e.g., Snarey, 1985). Coming from a
include a higher proportion of friends, rather feminist perspective, Gilligan (1982) rejected
than family, than do in-groups in collectivistic this unidirectional stage theory because rela-
cultures (Bellah, Madsen, Sullivan, Swidler, & tively few women apply abstract justice princi-
Tipton, 1985; Hsu, 1953). Individualistic socie- ples to moral dilemmas. To correct the gender
ties are more likely than collectivistic societies bias inherent in Kohlberg’s model, she proposed
to see justice principles as universal and to two distinct “voices” or systems of thought and
apply similar justice principles across group feeling in moral reasoning, one based on ab-
boundaries. In contrast, collectivistic societies stract justice principles and one based on inter-
aremore likely to emphasize group boundaries, personal responsibilities. Justice principles are
adopt a contextual view of justice, and apply universalistic and rational, whereas interper-
different justice principles to members of dif- sonal responsibilities are particularistic and af-
ferent social groups. fect based.
A further boundary can be drawn between Gilligan’s (1982) objection to a universal,

humans and other animals. In Asian cultures unidirectional stage theory has been supported
that are greatly influenced by Buddhist ideals, by subsequent research; however, culture maythere is a long tradition of care and concern for

actually be a more potent moderator of moralanimals. Dedicated Buddhists are vegetarians
reasoning modality than gender. Dien (1982)because of their distaste for killing any living
argued that morality in traditional Chinesecreature. They oftenpurchasewild animals and
thought is primarily based on jen, which is con-set them free as a way of showing mercy to
cerned with benevolence and human-hearted-animals. In contrast, Western cultures rooted
ness. Ma (1997) concluded from his empiricalin the Judeo-Christian heritage traditionally
work on moral reasoning among Chinese that,draw a stronger moral boundary between hu-
because of the influence of jen, moral judg-man beings and other living things. However,
ments of Chinese are affective in nature andthese traditional Western patterns of cultural
are highly responsive to the suffering of others.differences may have been mitigated, or per-
These studies suggest that people in collecti-haps even reversed, by the recent environmen-
vistic cultures are oriented toward interper-talist movements in the West. Questions of

justice for nonhuman animals and for future sonal responsibilitieswhenmakingmoral judg-
generations of humans are now common topics ments.
of academic and political discussion in the In a cross-cultural program of research on
West (see Bazerman, Wade-Bensoni, & Ben- the moral reasoning of Americans and Hindu
zoni, 1995). Consistent with this development, Indians, Miller and colleagues obtained results
cross-cultural studies of animal rights issues consistent with the views of Dien (1982) and
(e.g., Bowd & Shapiro, 1993) have found that Ma (1997). Research in the United States has
Americans and Germans are more concerned shown that interpersonal responsibilities are
about cruelty and exploitation toward animals often seen as personal decisions rather than
than are people in Japan (Kellert, 1993). moral issues (e.g., Higgins, Power, & Kohlberg,

1984), whereas research in India by Miller and
colleagues showed that interpersonal obliga-Moral Basis of Justice tions are typically regarded as moral issues
(Miller, Bersoff, & Harwood, 1990; Miller & Lu-When confrontedwithmoral dilemmas, people
thar, 1989; Shweder, Mahapahtra, & Miller,may invoke abstract principles of justice to
1987). Miller and Bersoff (1992) studied howguide their choices. The pioneering work of
American and Indian students reacted to aKohlberg (1981) on moral reasoning investi-
situation in which justice was in conflict withgated howpeople respond to dilemmas that put
interpersonal responsibilities. Compared withnorms of justice in conflict with other social
Americans, Indians were more likely to yieldnorms, such as interpersonal reciprocity and
to interpersonal responsibilities than to moreconformity to social conventions. Drawing on
abstract justice concerns. When asked to justifyPiaget’s theory of cognitive development, Kohl-
their choices, Americans mentioned fairnessberg proposed a stage model for moral reason-
and rights more frequently, whereas Indiansing—from an early focus on social convention,
mentioned role-related obligations and nonre-to interpersonal responsibilities, and eventu-

ally (for some individuals) to abstract princi- sponsiveness to others’ needs more.
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Consistent results have also come from re- on one’s social role and the situations one en-
ters, and meeting social role expectations is ansearch on the Japanese, another group that em-
important way to realize one’s true nature.phasizes the interdependent self. Compared
From this premise, it follows that moral con-with Americans, Japanese gave greater weight
cerns will extend to a broad set of role-basedto role obligations in judgments of responsibil-
interpersonal obligations. Miller’s argumentsity (Hagiwara, 1992; Hamilton & Sanders, 1992).
apply equally well to Chinese and warrant theOhbuchi,Fukushima, andTedeschi (1999) found
conclusion that the moral basis of justice prin-that, in resolving a dispute, Americans regard-
ciples varies across cultures and assumes aed a justice goal (to restore fairness) as more
more interpersonal orientation in collectivistimportant and a relationship goal (to maintain
cultures.a positive relationship with the other party) as

less important than did Japanese.
Farh, Earley, and Lin (1997) approached this

problem from a different angle, but obtained Two-Stage Model of
results that are consistent with the findings re- Justice Perception
ported above. Farh et al. reasoned that, because
of Confucian influence, role-based prescrip- A strong version of the functionalist view ar-
tions were more important than justice con- gues that basic principles of justice should be
cerns in traditional China. However, as China codified as norms in all societies in which the
began to urbanize and industrialize, role-based organized sharing of resources has extended
relationships gradually give way to instrumen- beyond the family. Morris and Leung (Leung &
tal exchanges and a heightened concern for Morris, 2001; Morris & Leung, 2000; Morris,
individual rights. Based on this logic, they hy- Leung, Ames, & Lickel, 1999) have proposed a
pothesized and confirmed, that in an organiza- model for justice judgments that makes a dis-
tional setting, justice exerted a stronger effect tinction between abstract principles of justice
on organizational citizenship behaviors among and the specific beliefs that link abstract princi-
those who were modern than among those who ples to particular social situations.
were traditional. In other words, for Chinese To illustrate this model, consider the case of
who were traditional, the effects of perceived resource allocation. Abstract principles apply-
justice on organizational citizenship behaviors ing to distributive norms appear to be present
were limited. If we equate traditionalism with in all cultures. For instance, the equity rule,
collectivism and modernity with individual- which prescribes a proportional relationship
ism, the findings of Farh et al. parallel the find- between inputs and outcomes, seems to be a
ings from the studies reviewed above. cultural universal. However, the more specific
The framework proposed by Miller (1994) beliefs that determine how the equity rule is

can be used to organize the findings in this applied vary from one culture to another. For
area. She argues that neither Kohlberg nor Gilli- example, it is well known that Japanese are
gan take sufficient account of the role of culture. more likely to regard seniority as a formof input
Drawing on the notion that many Western psy- for determining a group member’s share of a
chological models are based on an indepen- reward than are Americans (e.g., Ouchi & Jae-
dent, as contrasted with an interdependent, ger, 1978).
self-concept (Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Trian- A schematic representation of this model is
dis, 1989), Miller argues that the U.S. moral presented in Figure 19.1. When people enter a
code reflects the central notion of Western lib- social context and have to decide what is fair
eralism that individual autonomy is more fun- in this context, theywill first appraise the social
damental and more natural than social obliga- situation to identify the appropriate principles
tions. From this premise, amoral concern based of justice. They will then select the specific
on abstract, universal justice principles that criteria associated with this principle to assess
limit infringements on the liberty of other per- the fairness of the situation. The functionalist
sons follows as a necessary derivation, whereas view of justice argues that general principles
amoral concernwith specific role-based obliga- of justice are common across cultures, whereas
tions to other persons does not (see also Dien, the criteria for applying these principles may
1982). In contrast, theHindu Indianmoral code vary across cultures. In this model, culture af-
reflects the notion of dharma, which denotes fects the interpretation of the social situation
both moral duty and inherent character (Kakar, and the selection of justice principles, as well

as the criteria for applying these principles.1978; Marriott, 1990). One’s dharma depends
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Figure 19.1
A General Model for
Justice Perception

This framework is applied throughout the Distributive Justice
chapter to organize our discussion.

Judgments of the fairness of the distribution of
a resource depend largely on three issues. First,
one must decide on the reference group with

Tripartite Conceptualization which one compares one’s share because social
comparison processes provide the basis forof Justice
judgments of distributive justice (e.g., Adams,
1965). Second, appropriate allocation rulesmustA tripartite conception of justice is widely ac-
be chosen for distributing the resource. Third,cepted in the literature. The three basic types
one must decide on the relevant and legitimateof justice are distributive, procedural, and re-
inputs and rewards (Komorita & Leung, 1985).tributive justice. Distributive justice is con-

cerned with the fairness of the distribution of
outcomes; procedural justice with the fairness

Social Comparison Processesof procedures used tomake decisions regarding
outcomes; and retributive justice with the fair- Theories of distributive justice regard social
ness of the punishment meted out to wrongdo- comparison processes as pivotal in judgments
ers. We review the impact of culture on each of justice (e.g., Adams, 1963). Early theories,

guided by Festinger’s (1954) theory of socialtype of justice in the following sections.
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comparison, suggested that people choose simi- the expatriates, resulting in a heightened sense
of injustice.lar others for judging the fairness of their share
The status-value approach to distributiveof a resource. For instance, the classic study by

justice proposed by Berger, Zelditch, Ander-Stouffer and associates (Stouffer, Lunsdaine, et
son, and Cohen (1972) operates at a group levelal., 1949; Stouffer, Suchman, DeVinney, Star, &
and focuses on comparisons to generalized oth-Williams, 1949) showed thatAfrican-American
ers and nonsimilar referent groups. To simplifysoldiers in the northern United States were less
the discussion, two groups are assumed to exist.satisfied than those in the South because they
One group, the dominant group, has a highercompared themselves primarily to civilian Af-
socioeconomic status than the other, the subor-rican-Americans, who were better off in the
dinate group. An example of this situationwouldNorth than the South.
be EuropeanAmericans andAfricanAmericansLeung, Smith, Wang, and Sun (1996) exam-
in the United States. Whenmembers of the sub-ined the social comparison processes that de-
ordinate group evaluate the fairness of theirtermine justice judgments among local employ-
outcomes, equity theory suggests that they willees of international joint ventures in China. The
compare their shares of the outcomes to thosesalary of local employees was dramatically
of similar others. However, the status-value ap-lower than that of expatriate managers in these
proach suggests that they will also comparejoint ventures despite similar responsibilities.
themselves to the dominant group. Because theHowever, these local employees were finan-
dominant group is generally better off than thecially better off than people who had similar
subordinate group, this social comparison pro-jobs in state-owned enterprises. Leung et al.
cess will result in a sense of injustice regardless(1996) found that, in these joint ventures, com-
of the specific characteristics of the inputs andparison with other local employees was related
outcomes of individual minority members.to job satisfaction, but comparisonwith expatri-
A number of factors may affect the tendencyate managers was not. Furthermore, the Chi-

to compare with the dominant group. For in-nese employees didnot perceive the astronomi-
stance, the tendency to make comparisons tocal salaries earned by expatriate managers as
the dominant group and the concomitant per-unfair. A simple explanation of these findings
ception of injustice may be stronger in culturesis that Chinese managers did not regard the
characterized by low power distance (egalitar-expatriate managers as an appropriate group
ian) values than by high power distance (hierar-for social comparison. Local employees were
chical) values. The latter values give legitimacyaware of the fact that these expatriate managers to inequalities of power and privilege, includ-

came from developed nations in which salaries ing in some cases the greater power of the domi-
were much higher. nant social group. Perceived legitimacy may
However, referent groups in the social com- also moderate the perception of injustice by

parison process may shift over time. When the minority group members as they may not al-
survey of Leung et al. (1996) described above ways regard their low outcomes as unfair. For
was repeated in similar international joint ven- instance, Japanese Americans were subject to
tures in China after 3 years of rapid economic internment during World War II, whereas Ger-
and social change, the dynamics underlying the manAmericanswere not targeted. Nagata (1990)
social comparison processes had changed found that nisei (second-generation) Japanese
(Leung, Wang, & Smith, in press). Unlike the Americans reacted less negatively to the intern-
previous results, comparisons with expatriate ment than did sansei (third-generation) Japa-
managers were now related to lower job satis- nese Americans. One plausible explanation for
faction, and local employees regarded the high this difference is that the nisei regarded the
salary of the expatriatemanagers as very unfair. internment as less illegitimate than the sansei
Leung et al. (in press) argued that a plausible because the sansei were more attuned to their
reason for the growing perception of injustice individual rights as Americans.
with regard to the high pay of expatriate man-
gers was that, unlike the earlier situation, many

Legitimate Inputslocals now had extensive contact with expatri-
ates. This contact may have led locals to see The choice of what is considered to be a rele-
themselves as similar to the expatriate manag- vant input can greatly affect the distribution
ers in their levels of skills and knowledge. In of resources when a distributive rule other
other words, the increased contact led the lo- than equality is used. People often disagree on

what constitutes a legitimate input (Komorita &cals to engage in direct social comparison with
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Leung, 1985), and this problem is especially (C. S. Chen & Uttal, 1988), may vary across
cultures. In a program of research on the aca-important in a cross-cultural context because
demic achievement of American, Japanese, andthe legitimacy of inputs may vary across cul-
Chinese students, it was found that, comparedtures. Komorita (1984) has distinguished be-
with American students, the Chinese andtween task-relevant and task-irrelevant inputs.
Japanese students regarded effort as more im-Task-relevant inputs refer to attributes that are
portant than ability in determining academicdirectly related to performance, such as time
performance (Stevenson et al., 1990). It is prob-spent on a task. Task-irrelevant inputs refer to
able that Chinese and Japanese students seeattributes that bear no direct relationship to
a stronger link between effort and academicperformance, such as seniority or education
performance than American students. This dif-level. The perceived relationship between vari-
ferencemay indicate that Chinese and Japaneseous forms of inputs and performance may be
regard the intellectual and personality traits re-affected by culture, and the influence is proba-
lated to academic achievement as being morebly strongest for task-irrelevant inputs. Several
malleable thanAmericans. It iswell known thatcultural dimensions that may affect this link
both actual performance and effort are regardedare discussed below.
as legitimate bases for reward in educationalIn collectivist societies, loyalty to an in-
settings (e.g., Weiner & Kukla, 1970). The workgroup is emphasized, and seniority is important
of Stevenson et al. suggests that effort may re-because a long tenure signals a high level of
ceive a higher weight in determining the distri-commitment to a group. Evidence for this argu-
bution of a reward in cultures in which therement comes from the extensive literature on
is a strong assumption of malleability, such asJapanese management, which points to a larger
China and Japan.premium placed on seniority in Japanese than

inAmerican organizations (e.g., Ouchi & Jaeger,
1978). Similarly, Hundley and Kim (1997) also Choice of
reported that, in judging the fairness of pay Allocation Rules
levels, Americans put more emphasis on per-

Earlier work on distributive justice focused onformance, whereas Koreans emphasized se-
the proportionality rule of distribution. For in-niority and educational background more.
stance, equity theory (Adams, 1963, 1965; Ho-In societies with high power distance, in mans, 1961) stipulates that rewards should be

which social hierarchies are more accepted, proportional to contributions. Two additional
people at the top level of organizations enjoy allocation norms were included in subsequent
more privileges and deference than their coun- research, equality andneed (e.g., Deutsch, 1975).
terparts in societies with low power distance. It is generally agreed that equity (distributing
Status and position are more likely to be re- resources on the basis of inputs and outcomes)
garded as a legitimate input in resource alloca- is conducive to productivity. Equality (distrib-
tions in societieswith high power distance than uting resources equally regardless of inputs) is
in societies with low power distance (see Men- conducive to harmony. And, need (distributing
donca & Kanungo, 1994, for a similar argu- resources according to need) is conducive to in-
ment). dividual well-being (e.g., Deutsch, 1975; Leung
Parsons and Shils (1951) have contrasted & Park, 1986). Culture is known to affect the

cultures in their relative emphasis on ascribed choice of allocation rules (for reviews, see
versus achieved attributes of individuals. As- James, 1993; Leung, 1988, 1997). Although re-
cribed attributes are typically acquired by birth. sources can assume tangible, as well as nontan-
Examples include race and gender. In contrast, gible, forms (Foa & Foa, 1974), cross-cultural
achieved attributes are those earned on the ba- research has been predominantly concerned
sis of individual effort. In their analysis, China with material resources.
and India were regarded as ascription oriented, Individualism-collectivismhas been thedom-
whereas the United States was seen as achieve- inant theoretical framework for organizing the
ment oriented. Task-irrelevant inputs such as empirical results on this topic. This tradition
social class and gender are more likely to be began with the research of Leung and Bond
used as legitimate inputs in ascription-oriented (1982), who argued that, because of the empha-
than in achievement-oriented societies. sis on solidarity, harmony, and cohesion in col-
The assumption of human malleability, lectivistic cultures, the equality rule is gener-

which refers to the belief that personality, abil- ally preferred. In contrast, individualism is
related to the preference for the equity normity, and performance can change over time
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because equity is compatiblewith the emphasis vidualists and collectivists.Marin (1981) found
that in allocating a reward between two strang-on productivity, competition, and self-gain in

individualist cultures. Indeed, Leung and Bond ers who worked together in a psychological ex-
periment, Colombian participants used the eq-(1982) found that Chinese college students allo-

cated a reward in a more egalitarian fashion uity norm more than did Americans. Aral and
Sunar (1977) found that, in allocating a rewardthan did American college students, although

the data also showed that Chinese tended to between two architects who designed a project
together, Turkish participants also used the eq-see a smaller difference in the contributions of

group members, which may have led to a more uity norm more than the Americans. Leung
(1988) concluded that, because these studiesegalitarian allocation. This study provided ini-

tial support for the relationship between collec- involved out-group members, collectivists pre-
ferred the equity rule indistributing the reward.tivism and the preference for equality.

Bond, Leung, and Wan (1982) examined the The effect of collectivism on distributive be-
havior was examined directly by Leung andrelationship between collectivism and the allo-

cation of two types of reward, namely, task Iwawaki (1988) in a comparison of American
college students with Japanese and Korean col-reward (assigning the recipient a better grade

and being willing to work with the recipient lege students, whowere thought to be collectiv-
istic (Hofstede, 1980, 1983). Only the collec-again in the future) and socioemotional reward

(being willing to be friends with the recipient). tivism level of Japanese and Americans was
measured because the Korean data were col-Consistent with the work of Leung and Bond

(1982), the Chinese participants showed amore lected before the individual-level individual-
ism-collectivism scale of Hui (1984) was final-egalitarian tendency in allocating both types

of reward than did the Americans. Kashima, ized. Surprisingly, the three cultural groups did
not show any significant differences in theirSiegal, Tanaka, and Isaka (1988) compared the

distributive behavior of Japanese and Austra- allocations. Contrary to Hofstede’s (1980) re-
sults, Japanese andAmerican participantswerelian students and reported a similar pattern of

cultural differences. Japanese participants re- similar in their individualism-collectivism lev-
els. To explain these results, Leung and Iwa-garded an equal division as fairer and were

more willing to change to an equality rule than waki argued that the lack of differences in the
distributive behaviors of Japanese and Ameri-were the Australians.

Drawing on the individualism-collectivism can participants was due to the similar levels
of individualism-collectivism among these stu-framework (e.g., Hofstede, 1980; Triandis, 1972),

Leung and Bond (1984) argued that the group dents. On the other hand, because the collectiv-
ism levels of Korean participants were not mea-membership of the recipient should affect the

choice of allocation rules in collectivist cul- sured, it is not possible to link their distributive
behavior to individualism-collectivism scorestures. Collectivists should favor a generosity

rule (the tendency to allocate a generous share at the individual level. It may be speculated
that Korean students, like the Japanese stu-of a reward to others) with in-group members

by employing either the equity or the equality dents, were more individualistic than would
be expected on the basis of Hofstede’s (1980,norms, depending on their own inputs. The

equality rule is apt to be used when their own 1983) results. If it is assumed that the Korean
students in this sample were indeed individu-input or contribution is high, and the equity

rule is apt to be used when their own input is alistic, it makes sense that their distributive
behavior resembled that of the individualisticlow.With out-groupmembers, however, collec-

tivists should act like individualists anduse the American students.
In 1995, C. C. Chen asked employees fromequity rule. Leung and Bond (1984) obtained

results in support of this complicated relation- mainland China and from the United States to
allocate several rewards among the employeesship between collectivism and distributive be-

havior, as have several other studies. of a manufacturing company. Contrary to ex-
pectations, Chinese participants actually pre-Mahler,Greenberg, andHayashi (1981) found

that, in allocating a profit between two carpen- ferred the equity solution more strongly than
the Americans. C. C. Chen attributed this unex-ters (i.e., out-group members) who invested to-

gether to buy a house, Japanese and American pected result to the fact that China was shifting
toward amarket economy rapidly. The concernparticipants showed no cultural differences,

suggesting that out-group members were being for productivity outweighed the concern for in-
groupharmony,which led the Chinese to prefertreated the same in reward allocation by indi-
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equity to equality. However, Leung (1997) ar- et al. to evaluate whether collectivism was re-
lated to the observed cultural differences ingued that a simpler interpretation is that the
distributive behavior. If collectivism is indeedsituation depicted in the study involved an out-
the explanatory variable underlying the cul-group situation, and the preference for equity
tural differences, it should be related directlyby the Chinese participants is consistent with
to the observed cultural differences. One waythe argument made by Leung and Bond (1984).
to test this idea is to treat collectivism as aThe individualism-collectivism framework
covariate in an analysis of covariance. Whenis not without problems in accommodating the
the collectivism of the two cultural groups wasfindings of cross-cultural research on distri-
equated statistically, the cultural differences inbutive behavior. Marin (1985) compared the
the use of equality actually disappeared in theallocation of Indonesian and American partici-
case of unlimited resources. Collectivism waspants and found that, across three types of rela-
indeed an adequate explanation in this condi-tionships between the allocator and the recipi-
tion. However, in the case of limited resources,ents (strangers, friends, or relatives), no cultural
the cultural differences in allocation still re-differenceswere detected, and both groups pre-
mained significant after collectivism was equat-ferred equity to equality. Kim, Park, and Suzuki
ed. In other words, the tendency for Chinese(1990) asked Korean, Japanese, and American
participants to follow the generosity rule wasparticipants to allocate grades among class-
not explained adequately by collectivism. Huimates on the completion of a group project. In
et al. (1991) thus concluded that the individual-contrast to the results of Leung and Iwawaki
ism-collectivism framework may be too global(1988), Koreans followed the equality rulemore
and general to explain specific cross-culturalclosely than did Japanese or Americans. How-
differences in distributive behavior.ever, similar to the results of Leung and Iwa-

waki (1988), Americans and Japanese did not
differ in their distributive behavior. The con- Contextual Model
flicting results of Leung and Iwawaki (1988)

It is quite clear that equity is generally preferredand Kim et al. (1990) obviously need an expla-
in individualistic cultures, but the relationshipnation.
between culture and reward allocation inA more disturbing finding for the individu-
collectivistic cultures seems complex and isalism-collectivism framework comes from a qualified by many situational variables (James,

study by Hui, Triandis, and Yee (1991), who 1993). The individualism-collectivism frame-
compared the distributive behavior of Chinese work alone is unable to provide a coherent ac-
and Americans. Consistent with the results of count of the empirical evidence. To overcome
Leung and Bond (1984), Hui et al. found that these difficulties, Leung (1997) proposed the
Chinese participants followed the generosity contextual model as an alternative; this model
rule and allocated a larger share to the other assumes that culture interacts with a number
person than did American participants when of situational variables to determine the alloca-
the reward to be divided was fixed. They used tion rule used. A goal-directed view of distribu-
the equality norm when their input was high tive behavior is also assumed (e.g., Deutsch,
and the equity norm when their input was low. 1975; Leung&Park, 1986). The immediate ante-
In addition, Chinese participants showed a cedent of allocation preferences is hypothe-
stronger preference for equality than American sized to be interactional goals, which mediate
participants when the recipient was an in- the effects of culture. Because individualism-
group member. When the reward was unlim- collectivism is not the immediate determinant
ited, Chinese were more likely to follow the of allocation behavior, its failure as a direct
equality rule than were Americans. This pat- explanation of cross-cultural differences in re-
tern would be expected because, if the reward ward allocation can be accommodated in this
is unlimited, there is no need to sacrifice one’s model. See Figure 19.2 for a schematic repre-
share to give the other person a larger share. sentation of this model.
One can simply give the other person a larger In the contextual model, it is assumed that
share without reducing the share allocated to situational factors may sometimes override the
oneself. effects of culture. For instance, Murphy-Ber-
One interesting aspect of the study by Hui man, Berman, Singh, Pacharui, and Kumar

et al. (1991) is that collectivism was measured (1984) and Berman, Murphy-Berman, and Singh
by the individualism-collectivism scale devel- (1985) found that the need norm was followed

more closely by Indian than by American parti-oped by Hui (1984). This feature allowed Hui
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Figure 19.2
The Contextual Model

cipants. Leung (1988) suggested that, because allocate a larger share of the reward to the other
person (Leung & Bond, 1984). Third, with out-resources are scarce in India, ensuring thewell-

being of group members is a more salient goal group members, collectivists will follow the
equity rule because the concern for harmonythan maintaining a harmonious relationship,

leading to the salience of the need norm rather is not a salient goal.
A second situational variable is the role as-than the equality norm.

There are two situational variables that are sumed by the allocator. There are at least two
such roles. The first one is a dual role in whichthought to interact with culture to affect the

allocation rule chosen. The relationship be- the allocator is also a recipient. The other role
is a supervisory role in which the allocator istween the allocators and the recipients will af-

fect the choice of interactional goal. Three types responsible for allocating resources among a
group of recipients. This role often occurs inof relationships are possible. First, with poten-

tial in-group members or members of a periph- work settings inwhich a superior has to allocate
resources to subordinates. It is proposed thateral in-group, maintenance of harmonious rela-

tionships is a salient goal, and equality will collectivists who are placed in the allocator/
recipient dual role are under the influence ofgenerally be favored. In linewith this argument,

collectivists are shown to prefer equality over the harmony motive and will show a stronger
preference for either the equality rule or theequity (e.g., Kashima et al., 1988). Furthermore,

Hui et al. (1991), as well as Leung and Iwawaki generosity rule. In fact, in studies in which par-
ticipants were placed in the dual role, the re-(1988), found a positive correlation between

collectivismand the preference for equality and sults are consistent with the predictions of the
individualism-collectivism framework (e.g.,a negative correlation between collectivismand

the preference for equity. Similarly, Triandis, Hui et. al., 1991; Leung & Bond, 1984). In con-
trast, when collectivists assume the supervi-Leung, Villareal, and Clack (1985) have shown

a positive relationship between individualism sory role, the harmony motive should be less
salient because the allocator is not tied to the(or more precisely, idiocentrism, as the con-

struct was used as an individual attribute in recipients in a zero-summanner. Thus, the allo-
cation rule adopted reflects the expectationsthis study) and adherence to the equity rule.

Second, in situations involving core in-group the allocator has for thework group, rather than
the allocator’s personal relationship with themembers, collectivists will regard the enhance-

ment of harmony as a salient interactional goal, recipients. In a work setting, the dominant goal
is likely to be productivity, and collectivistsand the generosity rule is likely to be used to
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should emphasize it as much as individualists. gal norm. In inquisitorial procedures, the judge
Thus, in a work setting, collectivists should not plays a more active role in investigating cases,
display a stronger preference for equality than thus reducing the level of process control ac-
individualists. As noted above, Marin (1985) corded to the disputants. Consistent with Thi-
asked participants to allocate a reward for two baut and Walker’s (1975, 1978) theory, Lind
recipients and found that Indonesians showed et al. (1978) found that adversary adjudication
a stronger preference for equity than Ameri- was also strongly preferred by French and Ger-
cans. In 1995, C. C. Chen asked participants to man participants, despite their unfamiliarity
role-play the president of a company and to with this procedure.
allocate several rewards for the employees of Thibaut and Walker’s (1975, 1978) theory
the company. In this context, Chinese partici- has fared well in western Europe and the
pants were found to show a stronger preference United States, but is inconsistent with a body
for equity than did Americans. of literature accumulated by anthropologists

working in other countries. Nader and Todd
(1978) and Gulliver (1979) argue that, in socie-

Procedural Justice: ties in which interpersonal relationships are
Perceptions of Fair stable and ongoing, procedures that allow for
Process, Culture, and compromise, such as mediation and negotia-
Procedural Preferences tion, are preferred. There is not much evidence

for the popularity of adversarial procedures inProcedural justice is concerned with the fair-
the anthropological literature. For instance,ness of the procedures and processes used in
mediation is strongly preferred in Japan (Ka-decision making. The original work in this area
washima, 1963), China (Doo, 1973; J. A. Wall &was conducted in legal settings and focused
Blum, 1991), and Turkey (Starr, 1978).on conflict resolution procedures (Thibaut &
To integrate these two bodies of litera-Walker, 1975, 1978). The major finding that

ture, Leung (1987) drew on the individual-emerged from this work was that people prefer
ism-collectivism framework and proposed thatconflict resolution procedures that grant the
the preference for adversary adjudication isdisputants process control, but place the deci-
stronger in individualistic than in collectivisticsion in the hands of an impartial third party
societies. Thibaut and Walker’s (1975) theory(outcome control). A common example of a pro-
receives strong support in individualist socie-cedure embodying these two characteristics is
ties, but contradictory results abound in collec-the adversary adjudication system used in En-
tivist societies. In support of this reasoning,glish-speaking countries. In this procedure,
Leung (1987) found that Chinese participantsboth sides present evidence and arguments in
from Hong Kong showed a stronger preferencefavor of their case and challenge the other side
for mediation and negotiation than did Ameri-in front of disinterested third parties, the judge
cans. These cultural differences were due toand the jury, who will decide on the outcome
the perception that these two procedures wereof the case. The desire for process control re-
thought to lead to animosity reduction by theflects the wish of the disputants to argue their
Chinese. Morris, Leung, and Sethi (1995) repli-case in ways they prefer, and their willingness
cated this pattern with Chinese and Americanto relinquish outcome control arises from the
participants. In a similar vein, Kozan and Ergindreadful thought of a severe conflict dragging
(1998) found that, in a prisoner’s dilemmaon indefinitely.
game, Turkish college students were moreThis reasoning is sensible except that there
likely to use an intermediary, whereas U.S. stu-exists a simple alternative explanation for these
dents were more likely to engage in direct com-empirical findings. Because the adversary pro-
munication.cedure is the legal procedure employed in the
Subsequent work on procedural preferencesUnited States, Americans may simply be dis-

has broadened the choice of procedures to in-playing a preference for the status quo and may
clude informal ones. Leung, Au, Fernández-not be influenced by the psychological consid-
Dols, and Iwawaki (1992) compared prefer-erations postulated by Thibaut and Walker
ences for an enlarged set of procedures across(1975, 1978).
four countries: Spain, Japan, the Netherlands,To rule out this plausible hypothesis, Lind,
and Canada. They reported that the SpanishErickson, Friedland, and Dickenberger (1978)
and Japanese—the collectivists—were moreextended this line of work to continental Eu-

rope, where inquisitorial procedures are the le- likely to prefer negotiation and compliance,
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which are harmony-inducing procedures. In model, which posits five basic styles of conflict
contrast, the Dutch and the Canadians—the in- resolution (Pruitt & Carnevale, 1993). These
dividualists—were more likely to prefer threat five styles represent different combinations of
and accusation in handling a dispute. Bier- high-versus-low concern for the self and high-
brauer (1994) compared German citizens with versus-low concern for the other:Collaboration
Kurdish and Lebanese asylum seekers in their is a style that is high in concern for both the
preferences for both formal and informal dis- self and the other; competition is high in con-
pute resolution procedures. Consistent with cern for the self and low in concern for the
Leung’s hypothesis (1987), the Kurds and Leba- other; compromise is moderate in concern for
nese, who are more collectivistic than the both the self and the other; accommodation is
Germans, were less willing to use state law to high in concern for the other’s interests and
resolve a conflict with family members or ac- low in concern for the self; while withdrawal
quaintances than were the Germans. Further- is low in concern for both the self and the other.
more, the Kurds and Lebanese regarded restor- Cultural differences in conflict style may
ing harmony as a more important goal, and lead to perceptions of injustice. For instance,
following legal rules as a less important goal, people from cultures that emphasize high con-
than did the Germans. Bierbrauer also found cern for the outcomes of others are particularly
that the Kurds and Lebanese accepted the likely to feel unjustly treated when negotiating
norms of religion and tradition as more legiti- with people from cultures that show high con-
mate, and state law as less legitimate, as a basis cern for the outcomes of the self. Specifically,
for conflict resolution than did the Germans. if people from cultures that prefer accommoda-
In sum, these studies show that individualists tive styles of conflict resolution are in conflict
aremore likely to engage indirect confrontation with another cultural group that prefers com-
in resolving a conflict, whereas collectivists petitive styles, they are likely to see the compet-
prefer procedures that preserve the harmony itive behavior of the other group as hostile and
between the disputants. unfair. Another mismatch in styles that may
Although it is clear that cultures differ in result in perceived injustice occurs when peo-

their procedural preferences, research shows ple who prefer to collaborate encounter people
that the same general principles determine peo- from a culture in which conflict avoidance is
ple’s perceptions of procedural justice across the preferred style. Those with a collaborative
cultures. For instance, the positive relationship mindset are likely to regard avoidance as a re-
between perceived process control permitted buff to their openness and will feel frustratedby a procedure and the perceived fairness of

by the lack of resolution of the conflict.the procedure that Thibaut and Walker (1975,
The problem of style mismatch can be illus-1978) first identified has been replicated in

trated by negotiations between the Israelis (anmany countries other than the United States,
individualist group) and the Arabs (a collec-including Britain, France, Germany (Lind et al.,
tivistic group), with both sides accusing the1978), Hong Kong (Leung, 1987), Japan, and
other side of being unfair. According to GriefatSpain (Leung et al., 1992). The consequences
and Katriel (1989), Arabs approach interper-of perceived procedural justice also seem to be
sonal relations using musayara, an interper-similar across cultures. For instance, percep-
sonal style that involves an array of politenesstions of procedural justice are related to posi-
strategies that emphasize mutuality, coopera-tive evaluation of outcomes and decision mak-
tion, respect, concern, indirectness, subtlety,ers in the United States (Lind & Tyler, 1988;
effusiveness, allusion, and metaphor. In con-Tyler &Beis, 1990) and inHongKong andmain-
trast, the Israelis often use an interpersonalland China (Leung et al., 1993; Leung, Chiu, &
approach that relies on dugri, which involvesAu, 1996; Leung & Li, 1990). In a similar vein,
direct, explicit, forceful, assertive, unembel-Pearce, Bigley, and Branyiczki (1998) reported
lished speech. These contrasting styles may in-that perceived justice is related positively to
terferewithnegotiations and lead to dissatisfac-organizational commitment and trust in co-
tion with both the process and the outcomesworkers in Lithuania.
of negotiations (for more details, see Leung &
Stephan, 2000).

Culture and Conflict Styles Current empirical data show that conflict
styles are influenced by individualism-collec-People in different cultures display different
tivism. People from individualistic culturespreferences for conflict resolution styles. The

major model in this area is the dual-concern tend to favor styles of conflict resolution that
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are high in concern for the self, while collectiv- covered that, compared with Americans, Chi-
nese were less contentious in disputes withists are more likely to prefer styles that are high
in-groupmembers andmore contentious in dis-in concern for in-group members. When the
putes with out-group members. Probst, Carne-others are members of an out-group, however,
vale, and Triandis (1999) reported a similar pat-people from collectivistic cultures may be as
tern in a social dilemma study.concerned with their own outcomes as are peo-

ple from individualistic cultures. Several stud-
ies indicate the people from Latin American Culture-Specific Procedures
collectivistic cultures (Brazil, Mexico) show a for Conflict Resolution
greater preference for styles of conflict resolu-

Some cultures may engage in specific forms oftion that are high in concern for others (collabo-
conflict resolution procedures that other cul-ration and accommodation) than people from
tural groups may find difficult to comprehend,an individualistic culture, the United States
if not unfair. A good example is the Korean(Gabrielidis, Stephan, Ybarra, Pearson, & Villa-
conflict cycle described by Cho and Parkreal, 1997; Pearson & Stephan, 1988).
(1998), which involves a combination of har-Studies that have not used the dual-concern
mony maintenance and confrontation. Theremodel have also supported the general hypoth-
are four steps in this cycle: context building,esis that people in collectivistic cultures prefer
smoothing, forcing, and tension releasing. Instyles of conflict resolution that are high in
context building, the goal is to establish a com-concern for others. Elsayed-Ekhouly and Buda
mon ground between the disputants by sharing(1996) reported that Arab executives used
information and building an emotional bond.avoiding more and dominating less than did
In smoothing, the focus is on finding a solutionU.S. executives. Ohbuchi and Takahashi (1994)
that does not hurt the other side’s feelings. Forc-reported that, in handling a conflict, Japanese
ing involves the use of formal and informalwere likely to use avoidance and indirect meth-
power to coerce the other side to yield. Appeal-ods (suggesting, ingratiation, impression man-
ing to higher authorities is common in this stageagement, and appeasing), whereas Americans
because of the emphasis on high power dis-tended to adopt direct methods (persuasion,
tance in Korea. Finally, in tension release, thebargaining, and compromise). Compared with
major goal is to rebuild the damaged relation-Americans, Japanese were also less likely to ship between the disputants. Drinking and

reveal themselves to others whose actions had singing are common vehicles to achieve this
affected them negatively in daily life. Chung goal. It is clear that this conflict cycle is very
andLee (1989) reported that Japanese andKore- different from the competitive stance often as-
ans were less likely to employ confrontational sumed by Americans in conflict situations,
modes in conflict resolution than were Ameri- which usually does not involve much sharing,
cans. Ting-Toomey et al. (1991) reported that reliance on powerful figures to coerce the other
Americans were more likely to use a competi- side, or the release of tension after the conflict
tive style, and less likely to use an avoiding has been settled (J. Wall & Stark, 1998).
style, than were Japanese, Koreans, mainland Another example of a culture-specific con-
Chinese, and Taiwanese. Morris, Williams, et flict resolution technique is ahimsa, which is
al. (1999) found that Chinesemanagers relied on the procedure used by Gandhi against the Brit-
avoidance more than managers from the United ish colonial regime (Sinha, 1987). Ahimsa is
States, India, and the Philippines, whereas U.S. based on Buddhism, Jainism, Hinduism, San-
managers used competition more than manag- skrit, and other Indian traditions and involves a
ers from China, India, and the Philippines. In unique conceptualization of procedural justice.
1994, J. L. Graham, Mintu, and Rodgers found Central concepts in theWestern approach, such
that, across eight countries, collectivism was as voice, are understood in a verydifferentman-
correlated with a negotiation style character- ner. Ahimsa emphasizes satyagraha, a force
ized by cooperativeness and willingness to at- born of truth and love, and involves two basic
tend to the other party’s needs. Kozan (1997) principles, maha karuna (great compassion)
described the conflict-handling behavior of col- and maha prajna (great wisdom). This ap-
lectivists as a harmony model and the competi- proach assumes a strong emotional attachment
tive mode favored by individualists as a con- and love toward all beings and a general refusal
frontational model. to harm others. Guided by these two principles,
The in-group–out-group distinction is high- three steps of conflict resolution may be pur-

sued. The first step involves persuading thelighted in the work of Leung (1988), who dis-
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other disputing party through reasoning. If this ate from the roles expected of them in a given
tactic fails, self-suffering follows, the aim of culture. Current research has shown that the
which is to arouse a feeling of guilt in the oppo- cultural dimension of power distance is rele-
nent and to put the opponent in a morally vant to the role of the third party. In societies
disadvantageous situation by causing them to with high power distance, the intervention of
inflict harm on “helpless” and nonviolent indi- a high-status third party in a dispute is regarded
viduals. If both of these tactics fail, nonviolent as more legitimate than in societies with low
coercion such as noncooperation, civil disobe- power distance.
dience, boycotts, and fasting are adopted. The For instance, court litigants in Japan, a high
ahimsa technique is based on a fundamental power distance culture, look to the judge to
belief that only peace, not violence, can stop provide facts about the case and ultimate jus-
violence. tice, whereas in the United States, a low power
From a psychological point of view, the distance society, litigants are inclined to rely

ahimsa technique suggests that moral concern on their own efforts to argue for their case (Ben-
is critical in shaping people’s sense of justice jamin, 1975; Tanabe, 1963). Tse, Francis, and
and approaches to conflict resolution. Obvi- Walls (1994) found that, compared to Canadian
ously, the concern for morality in a conflict executives, executives from China were more
situation is not unique to Indians, but Western likely to consult their superiors in a conflict.
research on justice and conflict resolution has Chung and Lee (1989) found that Japanese and
not investigated the effect of moral concerns Koreans were more likely to appeal to authori-
onperceptions of justice and conflict resolution ties to resolve a conflict than were Americans.
techniques in a systematic manner. Finally, in a culture-level study of 23 national
The above literature centers on conflict reso- groups, P. B. Smith, Peterson, Leung, and Du-

lution procedures, but procedural justice is also gan (1998) found that, in countries with a high
relevant to other practices, such as recruitment power distance, participants were less likely to
and promotion in the workplace. Unfortu- rely on their peers and subordinates to resolve
nately, there is little cross-culturalwork onpro- a dispute in their work group.
cedural justice beyond conflict resolution pro-
cedures. One exception is provided by Steiner
and Gilliland (1996), who found that French Culture and
students regarded graphology (handwriting Interpersonal Treatment
analysis) and personality tests as more fair and

Recent research has shown that procedural jus-effective as selection tools in organizations than
tice involves an interpersonal dimension (Bies &did American students. In contrast, American
Moag, 1986; Tyler & Bies, 1990), which is oftenstudents regarded interviews, resumés, bio-
labeled as interactional justice. In the imple-graphical information, and tests to be more fair
mentation of decision-making procedures, peo-and effective. The interesting point here is that
ple expect to be treated with respect and dig-different procedures may be regarded as more
nity, and many wish to have a chance to voiceor less fair in different cultures. Graphology
their opinions. Poor interpersonal treatmentappears to be a culture-specific procedure that
and the lack of voice can lead to a powerfulis popular in France, but would be regarded
sense of injustice, and this relationship seemsas unfair by Americans. Future cross-cultural
to be culture-general. The major theory in thiswork on procedural preferences should defi-
area is an extension of the group value modelnitely move beyond conflict resolution proce-
proposed by Lind and Tyler (1988), whichdures.
states that people are concerned about their
standing in a group and infer their status from

Power Distance and Third how the group treats them in the process of
Parties in Conflict Resolution decision making.

Tyler (1990) posited three relational factorsSome conflict resolution procedures involve a
that are pertinent to the interaction betweenthird party, such as arbitration and mediation.
decision makers and recipients. Neutrality re-The role of the third party ranges from advisory
fers to whether the authority figure acts in anand facilitating in mediation to decision mak-
unbiased manner. Dignity refers to whether theing in adjudication. Cultural groups differ in
authority figure treats individuals with dignitywhat they regard as appropriate and legitimate
and respect. Trust refers to whether authorityactions on the part of the third party. Percep-

tions of injustice may arise if third parties devi- figures consider the views of individuals who
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are affected by their decisions and make an of reactions of the recipients was stronger in
effort to act in a fair manner. China and Taiwan than in Canada and the
A number of studies have provided support United States. They also demonstrated with re-

for the group value model. In these studies, gression analyses that this cultural difference
relational concerns often have a stronger im- wasmediated by self-construal. In other words,
pact on fairness perceptions than instrumental if cultural differences in self-construal are equat-
concerns (Tyler, 1994; Tyler & Lind, 1992). This ed statistically, the cultural differences in the
pattern has also been supported by cross- effects of procedural justice vanish. This study
cultural research. Leung and associates have shows that the effects of procedural justice are
shown the three relational concerns are impor- robust across cultures, but culture may moder-
tant determinants of justice perceptions in ate its magnitude under some circumstances.
Hong Kong and China (Leung et al., 1993; Considerable evidence shows that the conse-
Leung & Li, 1990; Leung et al., 1996). In a study quences of interactional justice are similar
of preferences for conflict resolution proce- across cultures. Lind (1994) reported that will-
dures, Lind, Huo, and Tyler (1994) found that, ingness to use conflict resolution procedures
across the four ethnic groups studied (African, was a function of its perceived fairness in Ger-
Hispanic, Asian, and European Americans), many, theUnited States, andHongKong. Leung
procedural fairness, primarily defined as rela- and associates (1993, 1996) also found that the
tional terms, was found to be a more important consequences of perceived interactional justice
predictor than perceived favorability of the out- are similar across cultures. Perception of inter-
come in predicting procedural preference and actional justice was related to the perceptions
the affect experienced during the disputation of outcomes and decision makers in a similar
process. Sugawara and Huo (1994) found that, manner in the United States, Hong Kong, and
in Japan, relational issues were rated as more mainland China.
important than instrumental issues in deter- Leung and Morris (2001) argue that current
mining preferences for conflict resolution pro- models of procedural justice have been tested
cedures. In a comparative study of American, primarily with constructs that are tapped by
German, and Hong Kong Chinese students, survey items pitched at an abstract level (e.g.,
Lind (1994) found that perceptions of proce-

Lind et al., 1997). Thus, the cross-cultural gen-dural aspects determined overall fairness judg-
erality of the antecedents and consequences ofments more than did perceptions of outcome
interactional justice do not mean that the spe-favorability. Among the procedural elements
cific behaviors that precipitate a sense of inter-included in this study, relational factors gener-
actional injustice are similar in different cul-ally showed a stronger effect than perceived
tures. Quite the opposite—misattributions andprocess control for all three cultural groups.
misinterpretations of the actions of membersFinally, Lind, Tyler, and Huo (1997) reported
of other cultural groups frequently occur andthat the effect of voice, the opportunity to ex-
become the cause of perceived interactional in-press one’s views, on procedural justice judg-
justice during intercultural contact. Peoplemayments was mediated by relational variables,
see the behavior of an individual from a differ-and this pattern was similar in the United
ent cultural group as rude and condescendingStates, Germany, Hong Kong, and Japan. These
from their own cultural standpoint, but thisstudies clearly indicate that relational issues
behaviormay be perfectly acceptable in the cul-are crucial to understanding perceptions of in-
ture of the actor (for a review, see Gudykunst &justice in a variety of different cultures.
Bond, 1997).Brockner, Chen, Mannix, Leung, and Skar-
A case that illustrates this point is the differ-licki (2000) argued that, if relational aspects of

ence in conversational norms between Africanprocedural justice signal one’s standing in a
Americans and European Americans (e.g., Wa-group, as suggested by the group value model,
ters, 1992). Eye contact usually indicates pay-procedural justice should matter most for cul-
ing attention for European Americans, whereastural groups that place a premium on interde-
for some urban African Americans, lack of eyependence. Brockner et al. tested this notion in
contact does not signal a lack of attention if thethree studies, with procedural justice made op-
conversants know each other well (Asante &erational in terms of the formality of the proce-
Davis, 1985). A European American who no-dure, as well as interpersonal treatment. Their
tices that an African American is not makingresults showed that, when the outcome was

low, the effect of procedural justice on a variety eye contact while listening may assume that
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the African American is not listening and is when the insult came froma low-status individ-
ual. Leung, Su, andMorris (in press) putAmeri-impolite.

Another example is provided by P. B. Smith, cans and Chinese students working for a mas-
ters in business administration in the role ofPeterson, Misumi, and Tayeb (1989), who found

that, if an employee experiences personal diffi- an employee whose suggestion was criticized
by a manager in an interactionally unfair man-culties, Japanese and Hong Kong Chinese re-

spondents regarded the discussion of the prob- ner; that is, the manager interrupted, failed to
listen closely, and was dismissive toward thelems by the supervisor with other employees

in the absence of this person to be acceptable employee. The manager was either someone of
an essentially equal level in the organizationbehavior. In contrast, respondents from the

United Kingdom and the United States re- or someone substantially more senior. In sup-
port of previous studies, compared to Ameri-garded such behavior as inconsiderate.

A final example concerns “conversational cans, Chinese perceived a senior manager’s ac-
tions as less unjust and were less negativeoverlaps”—talking while the other person is

talking—which is more common in Brazil than toward the superior. Consistent with the gen-
eral tenor of these findings, Tyler, Lind, andin the United States (J. Graham, 1985). It is

conceivable that, when Americans negotiate Huo (1995) also found that people high in
power distance are less concerned about rela-with Brazilians, they will find the Brazilian

negotiators rude anddisrespectful because they tional factors than those who are low in power
distance.are being interrupted by the Brazilians.

These studies serve as a reminder of the im-
portance of the model presented at the begin- Retributive Justice:
ning of this chapter. Abstract principles of jus- Perception of Fair Sanctionstice help us to frame an understanding of cross-

To maintain social order and protect the well-cultural similarities, but specific beliefs and
being of members of a group, social transgres-behaviors determine the outcomes of these ab-
sions and wrongdoing must be sanctioned. So-stract principles in any given social situation.
cieties have evolved both formal and informal
codes to guide people away from misbehavior.Power Distance and
The third facet of justice, retributive justice,

Interpersonal Treatment arises when observers evaluate the degree to
which those who break a rule or cause someThe relationship between power distance and

interpersonal justice is succinctly summarized harm should be held responsible for the action
and whether they deserve to be punished (Ho-by James (1993), who concluded that, “Cultures

that inculcate an acceptance of power differ- gan & Emler, 1981).
Judgments about the fairness of a punish-ences lead individuals to expect, take for

granted and, therefore, not get angry about, in- ment begin with a chain of inferences about the
actor, the context of the act, and the severityjustices” (p. 23). His conclusion is based on a

study by Gudykunst and Ting-Toomey (1988), of its consequences. In the initial stage, the out-
comeof a transgression is appraisedwith regardwho analyzed data on anger and justice from

seven European countries (reported by Babad & to its severity and the extent of the actor’s re-
sponsibility. Considerable evidence has shownWallbott, 1986, and Wallbott & Scherer, 1986).

A strong correlation between power distance that people’s judgments are not absolute, but
rather are very sensitive to contextual factors.and the anger expressed in reaction to injustice

was found in which the higher the power dis- Models by Shaver (1985) and by Shultz and
colleagues (Shultz & Schleifer, 1983; Shultz,tance of a society, the less likely that percep-

tions of unjust treatment would trigger an angry Schleifer, & Altman, 1981) further posit that
the degree of causality and intentionality per-reaction. In cultures with higher power dis-

tance, people’s acceptance of unequal social ceived determines the degree of responsibility
attributed to the perpetrator of a transgression.prerogatives appears to lead to a high tolerance

of unfair treatment. Cross-cultural work in this area has docu-
mented striking differences in responsibilityIn a direct demonstration of this relation-

ship, Bond, Wan, Leung, and Giacalone (1985) judgments concerning transgressions. In an ex-
tensive comparative study,Hamilton andSand-showed that, compared to Americans, Chinese

from Hong Kong were more willing to accept ers (1992) found that similar factors relevant to
severity, causality, and intentionality governinsulting remarks from a high-status in-group

person, but no cultural difference was found responsibility judgments in the United States
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and in Japan, but the relative importance attitude toward offenders. Consistent with this
view, Na and Loftus (1998) reported that Ko-attached to these factors differs across the two

cultures. The differential weights attached to rean respondents were more in favor of lenient
treatment of criminals than were their Ameri-different factors are most readily understood in

terms of individualism-collectivism. A major can counterparts. In a study with related find-
ings, Miller and Luthar (1989) put Indians andcomponent of the cultural syndrome of individ-

ualism is the belief that individuals are autono- Americans in a dilemma between acting in line
with social rules (e.g., laws) or role obligations.mous and should not be constrained in their

behavior by the social context (Lukes, 1973). Indians were found to be more likely than
Americans to absolve actors who followed roleIn contrast, in collectivistic cultures, people

tend to assume that people’s behavior is influ- obligations from a sanction. In another related
study, Bersoff and Miller (1993) found that,enced heavily by the social context (Ho, 1998).

Morris and Peng (1994) have presented compel- compared to Americans, Indians were more
likely to absolve justice breaches that were dueling results for this argument in several studies

that compare the implicit theories of social be- to emotional duress (fear or anger). Miller and
colleagues argued that Indians view others ashavior in the United States and China. Their

results clearly show that, in the United States, embedded in the situation, and hence Indians
are more sensitive to situational influences ona theory centered on the autonomous person

channels attributions to internal traits of an behavior.
When punishment ismeted out to offenders,actor, whereas in China, a theory centered on

the social context channels attributions to fac- three general motives may be discerned. In ret-
ribution, the key concern is to make the offend-tors external to the actor.

Consistent with the results of Morris and ers compensate the victims with exact punish-
ment of the offenders that is commensuratePeng (1994), a survey of Americans and Japa-

nese responses to vignettes about wrongdoings with the harm done. The punishment is also
typically intended to deter the offender fromfound that Americans perceived the acts to be

more purposive or reflective of the actor’s en- harming the victims again. In rehabilitation,
the purpose is to educate the offenders so thatduring intentions than did Japanese (Hamil-

ton & Sanders, 1992). Furthermore, Americans’ they understand their previous wrongdoings
andwill not commit them again. In restoration,responsibility attributions were roughly twice

as sensitive to manipulations of information themain purpose is to repair the social relation-
ship between the offender and the victimabout the actor, whereas the attributions of the

Japanese were more sensitive to the actor’s so- through restitution and apology.
Cultural differences in attribution are close-cial role and the influence of other parties in

the social context. Na and Loftus (1998) found ly related to the motives underlying the sanc-
tioning of offenders. The internal attributionsthat American law experts and college students

were more likely to attribute criminal behavior common in individualistic cultures incline
people to the view that an offender is unlikelyto personality traits, drug abuse, and family

problems, whereas Korean law students and to change for the better. Thus, individualists
are unlikely to be in favor of the goal of rehabili-college students were more likely to attribute

criminal behavior to situational and societal tation. In contrast, the emphasis on external
attributions in collectivistic societies makes re-factors.

In short, these results suggest that in individ- habilitation a more acceptable goal of punish-
ment.ualistic societies, people aremore likely to hold

the transgressors responsible for their deviant In line with this reasoning, Epstein (1986)
has compared reformatory education organiza-behavior, whereas in collectivistic societies,

people are more likely to see transgression as tions for juvenile offenders in Taiwan, China,
andHongKong and concluded that reformatoryreflecting the prevailing social forces and are

less likely to hold the transgressors personally organizations in Taiwan and China are similar
in their emphasis on indoctrination and politi-responsible for their behaviors.

These cross-cultural differences in attribu- cal education during the process of institution-
alization. One interpretation of this observationtions have a significant impact on the severity

and nature of punishment that is deemed fair is that this arrangement assumes that offenders
can be rehabilitated through “reeducation.” Inand legitimate for the offenders. The external

attribution of social transgression in collectivis- contrast, because of British influence in Hong
Kong, rewards and incentives, rather than in-tic cultures is likely to engender a forgiving
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doctrination and reeducation, are the tools that in the Chinese tradition, bao is a salient retribu-
tive belief that assumes a broader scope thanare used to guide the offenders back to a normal

pattern of proper behavior. the notion of retribution in the West (e.g., Hsu,
1971; Yang, 1957). Chinese people believe thatHamilton and Sanders (1988) also argued

that Japanese emphasize the obligation of soci- bao may not necessarily occur to the harm-
doers, but may occur to their relatives and off-ety to guide individuals to comply with social

norms. The violation of a social norm or law spring and even to their next avatar after rein-
carnation (e.g., Chiu, 1991). Since bao may beis often attributed to the failure of society to

socialize and guide the individual properly, indirect and may take a long time to occur and
retribution may include naturally occurringand sanctioning in Japan is therefore more ori-

ented toward rehabilitation and restoration events such as illnesses, these beliefs may sup-
press people’s need to engage in behaviors thatthan in the United States. In sum, Japanese re-

spondents favored sanctions that “reintegrate bring immediate retribution to the perpetrators.
In other cultures, retribution may take differentthewrongdoer and restore relationships,”where-

as Americans favored sanctions that isolate the indirect forms. For instance, in indigenous
Hawaiian culture, illness and injury are some-wrongdoer and thus prevent future occurrences

of his or her antisocial behavior. times regarded as caused by retribution (Ito,
1982).
Another example of beliefs that may sup-Social Sanctions press retribution comes from India. Tradition-

What constitutes a transgression is subject to ally, Hindu Indians believe that it is by fate or
cultural influence. Based on their views of com- karma that people are reincarnated as members
pliance with group norms, individualistic and of a particular social caste (Hines, Garcia-Preto,
collectivistic societies have different views of McGoldrick,Almeida, &Weltman, 1992). Thus,
transgressions. In collectivistic cultures, in- one group may inflict harm on another group,
group harmony is regarded as an important and the victim group may simply accept their
goal, and socially deviant behaviors that jeopar- suffering as predestined. Because karma can
dize it are likely to be sanctioned. In individual- only be changed through death and rebirth, tol-
istic societies, sanctioning of social deviants is erance, sacrifice, andeven sufferingmaybemore
less severe due to the emphasis on individual- acceptable responses to being harmed than re-
ity and autonomy. In collectivistic societies, tribution. In sum, certain culture-specific belief
social sanctioning is considered to be an effec- systems may reduce the desire for immediate
tive tool to ensure that individuals act in accor- retribution.
dance with the norms of the group. Yamagishi
(1988b) reported that, in the absence of a sanc-
tioning system, Japanese showed a lower level Reactions to Perceivedof trust and commitment toward other group

Injustice: A Framework tomembers than did Americans. Compared with
Understand ReactionsAmericans, Japanese were also more likely to
to Injusticeexit a group that lacked a monitoring and sanc-

tioning system (Yamagishi, 1988a). Yamagishi,
Above, we examined the role that cultural dif-Cook, andWatabe (1998) showed that Japanese
ferences in retributive justice play in creatingdisplayed more cooperation than Americans
perceptions of injustice. In this section, we ex-when a sanctioning system was in place,
amine how people from different cultures re-whereas the oppositewas foundwhen the sanc-
spond to perceptions of injustice. Perceptionstioning systemwas removed. These results gen-
of injustice and the reactions to which theyerally support the view that people from collec-
lead are important for a number or reasons. Fortivistic societies are more comfortable with
instance, research in organizational settings hassocial systems in which counternormative be-
found that perceptions of injustice are associ-haviors are likely to be sanctioned than are peo-
ated with lowered job performance, stealing,ple from individualistic cultures.
failure to follow institutional norms, protests,
absenteeism, quitting work, and lawsuits (forUniversal Concern of reviews see Lind, Kray, & Thompson, 1998;

Retributive Justice Rutte & Messick, 1995). In intercultural rela-
tions, they are likely to lead to conflict, mis-Culture-specific beliefs may suppress immedi-

ate responses to unfair treatment. For instance, trust, dissatisfaction, anger and other negative
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emotions, a deterioration in interpersonal rela- common responses to injustice is to do nothing.
The second distinction they make is betweentions, stress, and other destructive behavioral

and psychological consequences. actions that are taken to improve one’s own
condition and actions taken to improve the con-Several sets of researchers have attempted

to conceptualize reactions to injustice.We have ditions of one’s group. The third distinction
theymake is between actions that are normativedeveloped a conceptual framework that can be

used to understand such reactions (Leung & within a given society and those that are non-
normative or deviant. Thus, the five types ofStephan, 1998, 2000). We make two basic dis-

tinctions. The first is between psychological reaction are: inaction, individual normative ac-
tion, individual nonnormative action, collec-and behavioral reactions (Rutte & Messick,

1995). Psychological reactions are largely inter- tive normative action, and collective nonnor-
mative action.nal andmay consist of both cognitive reactions,

such as appraisals of others and the self, and The distinction thatWright andTaylormake
with respect to individuals versus groups isemotional reactions, such as anger, envy, re-

sentment, or disappointment. Behavioral reac- different from the one we made (Leung & Ste-
phan, 1998, 2000). We distinguish between thetions involve overt behaviors that may be di-

rected at the perpetrator of the injustice or at nature of the injustice (whether it is directed at
the individual or group), and they distinguishothers.

The second distinction concerns the origins between the nature of the reaction to the injus-
tice (individual or group response). Wright andof the injustice, specifically, whether the injus-

tice is perceived to have been perpetrated by an Taylor’s inaction category is equivalent to our
psychological reaction category, but we seemindividual or a group. This distinction parallels

one made in the literature on relative depriva- to have a wider range of reactions in mind for
this category than Wright and Taylor. The con-tion, in which egoistic relative deprivation and

fraternal relative deprivation are distinguished ceptual distinctionWright and Taylor make be-
tween normative and nonnormative reactionsfrom one another (Runciman, 1966; Vanne-

man & Pettigrew, 1972). That is, individuals may be somewhat unwieldy when applied to
intercultural relations because what is nonnor-may react differently to injustices that are di-

rected at them personally compared to injus- mative in one culture could easily be normative
in another.tices that are directed at their group. If the injus-

tice is personal, the individual may respond by There are other distinctions that have not
been included in either our (Leung & Stephan,retaliating against the perpetrator of the injus-

tice, but if the injustice is directed at the indi- 1998, 2000) or Wright and Taylor’s (1998) con-
ceptual frameworks that appear to be importantvidual’s group, the individualmay join together

with other in-group members to fight the injus- in understanding reactions to injustice. For ex-
ample, people may respond differently to dis-tice.

Lind et al. (1998) have done a study that tributive, procedural, interactional, and retrib-
utive injustice. A study of employee theft in aillustrates the importance of this distinction.

They found that students in the United States large corporation illustrates this point (Shapiro,
Trevino, & Victor, 1995). In this study, it wasresponded with greater feelings of injustice

when they were the targets of unfair treatment found that perceptions of procedural injustice
were better predictors of theft than perceptionsthan when other members of their group were

the targets of unfair treatment. It should be of either distributive injustice or interactional
injustice. If the employees thought the com-noted that the pattern of results obtained by

Lind et al. (1998) may be more apt to occur in pany’s procedures were fair, they were less
likely to steal from it. Another study illustratingindividualistic cultures than in collectivistic

cultures, in which attachment to in-groups and the importance of distinguishing between types
of injustice found in a large telecommunica-a deemphasis on personal needs and desires

might lead to stronger reactions to unfair treat- tions company that was downsizing, employ-
ees’ perceptions of procedural injustice werement of in-group members than the self.

Wright and Taylor (1998) offered a concep- tied closely to behavioral reactions, while their
perceptions of distributive justice were tiedtual framework that is similar to ours, but it is

different in some crucial respects. They argue closely to negative emotional reactions (Arm-
strong-Stassen, 1998).that there are five basic types of reactions to

injustice. First, they distinguish between inac- In general, the types of behavioral reactions
that can be used to redress injustice probablytion and action. As they note, one of the most
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vary as a function of the type of injustice. Simi- coming or undoing the injustice itself. Revenge,
retaliation, angry outbursts, insults, and de-larly, psychological reactions may vary as a

function of the type of injustice. It also seems pression would all most likely be destructive
in the sense that they would be unlikely to leadlikely that there are cultural differences in

which type of injustice draws the strongest re- to righting the injustice. In contrast, negotia-
tion, filing grievances, civil disobedience, andactions. People in individualistic cultures may

be more concerned with distributive justice nonviolent protest can all lead to overcoming
injustice successfully. This distinction is simi-than people in collectivistic cultures because

they have such clear-cut notions of individual lar to one made by Crosby (1976) for responses
to egoistic relative deprivation. She suggestsequity. The greater concern for propriety in

many collectivistic cultures could lead to a that two of the basic responses to relative depri-
vation are violence directed against society orstronger emphasis on procedural injustice in

collectivistic than individualistic cultures. Col- seeking constructive changes in society. One
problem with this distinction between con-lectivistic cultures may be more concerned

with interactional injustice than individualis- structive and destructive reactions is whether
any given response to injustice is constructivetic cultures because of their emphasis on inter-

dependence. The Brockner et al. (2000) study or destructive can only be determined by its
effects. A seemingly destructive response, suchdescribed above supports the greater emphasis

on procedural and interactional justice in col- as a violent protest, could lead to righting an
injustice, in which case its effect would havelectivistic cultures than in individualistic cul-

tures. to be considered constructive.
In general, people in collectivistic culturesA study by Mikula, Petri, and Tanzer (1990)

done in individualistic European countries may be less prone to respond to injustice with
destructive behaviors (retaliation, protest, con-(Germany, Austria, Finland, Bulgaria) suggests

that experiencing interactional injustice is flict) than people in individualistic cultures be-
cause most collectivistic cultures, especiallyquite common in such countries. In this study,

it was found that people reported more inci- those in Asia, emphasize harmony (Leung,
1997) and the avoidance of conflict. However,dents of interactional than distributive or pro-

cedural injustice when reporting on injustices the emphasis on honor and respect in collectiv-
istic cultures may mean that, when people inthey had experienced. This study established

that interpersonal injustices are common in in- these cultures do respond to injustice with de-
structive behaviors, they do so more forcefullydividualistic cultures, but it is not clear if they

occur more frequently or take on greater impor- than do people in individualist cultures. And,
in collectivistic cultures, negative behavioraltance in collectivistic cultures.

There is another feature of unjust acts that responses to injustice may be just as likely as
they are in individualistic cultures if the perpe-may also influence reactions to injustice. Un-

just acts vary in their consequences. For in- trator of the injustice is an out-group member.
On the other hand, people in collectivistic cul-stance, Cropanzano andBaron (1991) argue that

an injustice may affect either economic well- tures may be more likely than people in indi-
vidualistic cultures to respond to injustice withbeing or social standing. Itmay also affect phys-

ical and psychological well-being, as well as constructive behaviors (mediation, concilia-
tion, negotiation, face saving) in an attempt tointerpersonal relations that are not associated

with social standing. The emphasis on individ- sustain or regain harmony.
Comparative cross-cultural research on reac-ual achievement in individualistic cultures

may make damage to economic well-being par- tions to injustice is in its infancy. Most of the
studies that have been done to date concernticularly important in such cultures, whereas

the emphasis on interpersonal relations and so- reactions to injustice in only one culture. These
studies have mostly been done in Westerncial standing in collectivistic cultures may

make damage to social standing and interper- countries, but some studies done in non-West-
ern cultures exist, and there are a small numbersonal relations important in collectivistic cul-

tures, especially collectivistic cultures with of cross-cultural studies. The studies done in
Western countries provide some insights intohigh power distance.

Finally, there is an additional aspect of re- how people in individualistic cultures respond
to injustice and thus provide a benchmark withsponses to injustice that is helpful in categoriz-

ing them. Responses to injustice can be either which to contrast the reactions of people from
collectivistic cultures.destructive or constructivewith respect to over-
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emotional reaction to injustice—envy (R. H.Psychological Reactions Smith, Parrott, Ozer, &Moniz, 1994). This study
The primary types of psychological reactions found that, for people who are experiencing
are affective and cognitive. Affective reactions envy, perceptions of injustice are linked to hos-
refer to positive and negative emotions experi- tility. These investigators contrast envy, which
enced as a consequence of being treated un- they regard as an essentially private (and not
justly. One cross-cultural study of psychologi- socially acceptable) emotional reaction to in-
cal reactions to injustice found that the same justice, with resentment, which they regard as
set of emotional reactions characterized 25 dif- a more public (and socially acceptable) emo-
ferent cultures (Mikula, Scherer, & Athen- tional reaction to injustice. In the cross-cultural
staedt, 1998). In this study, people reported the context, it is possible that collectivistic cul-
causes of various types of emotional reactions tures,with their greater emphasis on the control
(e.g., fear, anger, sadness, disgust, shame, and and display of emotions, would be more prone
guilt). Consistent with equity theory (Adams, to envy as a reaction to injustice, whereas indi-
1965), injustice was reported to be a very com- vidualistic cultures might be more prone to re-
mon cause of anger, followed by disgust, sad- sentment.
ness, fear, shame, and guilt. This ordering did Cognitive reactions to unjust treatment pri-
not vary across the countries included in this marily involve reconceptualizing the injustice
study, suggesting that there may be some uni- or changing appraisals of others or the self. Peo-
versality in the emotions that are linked to in- ple can reconceptualize the injustice by modi-
justice. fying their sense of what they are entitled to,
We regard this as unlikely, however, and distorting the magnitude of the injustice, or

instead believe that the “universality” that ap- changing their attributions of blame for the
pears in this study is a consequence of themeth- cause of the injustice (cf. Rutte & Messick,
ods used. The respondents were asked to think 1995). In each case, these cognitive reactions
of a situation that caused them to experience may increase or decrease the amount of injus-each of these emotions. It seems very likely that

tice people perceive that they are experiencing.respondents were thinking of different situa-
For instance, people may come to believe theytions, and that these situationsmay have varied
were entitled to even more than they received,by culture. That is, the type of injustice that
and that the perpetrator was solely to blame forelicits these emotions may differ across cul-
causing the injustice; therefore, the injustice istures. Thus, the types of injustice that elicit
greater than they had initially believed. Ac-anger may differ across cultures. For instance,
cording to equity theory, people can restorein individualistic cultures, injustice directed at
equity to a relationship by reappraising thethe individual is probably more likely to pro-
value of their own or the other person’s inputsvoke anger than injustice directed at the in-
and outcomes (Walster, Walster, & Berscheid,group, but the reverse is likely to be true in
1978). A similar process may occur with othercollectivistic cultures. Thus, in both cultures,
types of injustice. Another cognitive reactioninjustice may provoke anger, but for different
consists of ruminating or obsessing about thereasons.
injustice. We would also classify stress and itsA study done in the United States confirms
symptoms as psychological reactions to injus-the link between injustice and anger (Sprecher,
tice.1986). In this study, students reported on their
There is very little research on cultural dif-reactions to inequities that they experienced in

ferences in cognitive reactions to injustice. Intheir intimate relationships, along with their
constructing the Chinese Personality Assess-emotional reactions to these relationships. For
ment Inventory, Cheung et al. (1996) includedboth men and women, anger was one of the
a scale called Ah-Q mentality, which is be-emotions most closely linked to feelings of in-
lieved to be common among Chinese and in-equity. These findings suggest that, in an indi-
volves a defensive cognitive reappraisal of af-vidualistic culture, interpersonal injustice, in
fronts received. For instance, if one is beingthe form of equitable relationships, is associ-
forced to lend something, one may then thinkated with anger. Whether this relationship
one is a kind person, and that it is good towould hold true for other types of injustice or
help people. Cross-cultural work is now beingin collectivistic cultures remains to be deter-
conducted to see if there are cultural differ-mined.
ences in the endorsement of this trait. In anyAnother study done in the United States has

focused on a particularly important negative event, more work is definitely needed to assess
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cultural differences in cognitive reactions to counts for injustice are given by those who are
injustice. responsible for it, the accounts reduce percep-

tions of injustice and forestall reactions to them
(Bies, 1987; Davidson & Friedman, 1998).Behavioral Reactions In a related vein, a study done in Japan indi-

The central distinctiondrawn in both theLeung cates that apologies by the perpetrators of injus-
and Stephan (1998, 2000) and the Wright and ticemaymitigate negative reactions to injustice
Taylor (1998) conceptual frameworks concerns (Ohbuchi,Kameda,&Agarie, 1989). In this study,
when people respond overtly to injustice and students who had received an undeserved neg-
when they do not respond overtly. The process ative evaluation from another student respond-
involved in responding behaviorally appears edwith less aggression if the other student apol-
to occur in four stages. First, a situation has to ogized for the mistakes that led to the unjust
be labeled as unjust. In this stage, people must evaluation.
come to believe that they are entitled to a more In a study that captures a number of aspects
just outcome or more just treatment than they of these first two stages, Freudenthaler and Mi-
have received (Crosby, 1976). According to Jost kula (1998) found that Austrian women’s sense
and Banaji (Jost, 1995; Jost & Banaji, 1994), of injustice regarding the division of household
some people may fail to perceive an actual in- labor was influenced by perceived violations
justice because of system justification, which of entitlement and attributions of blame to their
occurs when there is the absence of a revolu- partners, with attributions of blame themselves
tionary class consciousness, the lack of com- being influenced by a lack of justifications for
munication among those who are subject to a their partners’ behavior. In a previous section,
lower outcome, and low group identity. An- we argued that, in general, offenders are more
other reason is that the desire to believe in a likely to be blamed for their wrongdoing
just world also leads people to conclude that in individualistic than collectivistic cultures.
they must not be suffering from an injustice However, it remains to be seen whether there
(Lerner, 1980). are cultural differences in the effectiveness
For instance, Furnham (1985) found that, of compensatory behaviors for a wrongdoing,

during the period of apartheid in South Africa, such as providing an account for the wrongdo-
Blacks there were more likely to believe in a ing or offering an apology.just world than were Blacks in Great Britain.

In the third stage, people must make aThe belief of South African Blacks in a just
conscious decision that their interests or theworld may have limited their perceptions that
interests of their group are better served by re-they were being treated unjustly and as a result
sponding behaviorally than by doing nothing.may have reduced their behavioral reactions to
However, it should be noted that some peoplea very unjust social system. Finally, as noted
respond spontaneously to injustice, with littleabove, some cultural beliefs may downplay the
or no thought.salience of injustice. In India, karma may lead
In the fourth stage, people must actuallyto a belief in predestined suffering andmitigate

carry out their decisions to respond behavior-the perception of injustice. In sum, if injustices
ally. According to resource mobilization the-are not labeled as such, there will be no behav-
ory, certain types of behavioral responsesioral reaction to them.
are unlikely to occur unless the individualsIn the second stage, the perpetrator must
who have been treated unjustly possess the re-come to be blamed for causing the injustice.
sources to respond (Klandermans, 1989; Mar-Attributions of blame involve deciding that the
tin, Brickman, & Murray, 1984; Tilly, 1978).other person or group was responsible for the
These theorists argue that collective protests, ininjustice and acted intentionally, and that their
particular, are unlikely to occur if the necessarymotive was malevolent (Tedeschi & Nesler,
resources (e.g., time, effort, money, support) are1993). Attributions of blame are commonly as-
not available. Their point is probably moresociated with feelings of anger, at least in the
broadly applicable. People, in general, are prob-West (Quigley&Tedeschi, 1996). In some cases,
ably unlikely to respond behaviorally if theypeople may falsely attribute the blame for the
lack the resources. Similarly, if people do notinjustice to themselves or others (Jost, 1995;
perceive that responding to injustice behavior-Jost & Banaji, 1994). In these instances, the in-
ally will be both meaningful and effective, theyjustice is noticed, but no action is taken against
are unlikely to respond (Klandermans, 1989).the perpetrator because the perpetrator is not

blamed for the injustice. Similarly, when ac- It may be worth pointing out that behavioral
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responses to injustice do not have to be con- and most likely have the power and resources
to respond. People with low status in such cul-structive to be meaningful and effective in the
tures are probably similar to collectivists ineyes of the people engaging in them. Revenge,
their motivation not to perceive or react to in-aggression, riots, and destructive protests, for
justice since responding would violate the sta-instance, may be quite satisfying to those who
tus hierarchy and might risk retaliation. A be-engage in them, even though the net result may
lief in fatalism that is common in cultures withnot change the situation that brought about the
high power distance might also contribute toperceived injustice. In sum, if people do not
an unwillingness to respond to injustice (Jost,feel entitled to a more just outcome, do not
1995). In cultures with high power distance, itblame the perpetrator, do not decide that their
appears that responses to injustice depend tointerests are served by responding behavior-
a greater extent of the relative power of theally, do not have the necessary resources to
people involved than they do in cultures withrespond, or do not believe that a behavioral
low power distance.response will be effective or meaningful, they

will do nothing. Of course, not responding be-
haviorally does not mean that people will not Individual versus Group
respond psychologically. Responses to Injustice
We have reviewed a number of reasons why

The nature of the reactions to injustice maypeople from collectivistic cultures may engage
also be influenced by cultural variables. Wein few behavioral reactions to injustice. Their
make a distinction between injustices that werepreference for conflict avoidance tends to sup-
perceived to have been directed at an individ-press behavioral reactions. The dominance of
ual and those that were directed at the groupsecondary control (changing oneself to fit the
of which the individual is a member (Leung &environment) common in collectivistic socie-
Stephan, 1998, 2000), while Wright and Taylorties such as Japan and Thailand, as opposed to
(1998) make a distinction between individualprimary control (changing the environment to
and group responses to injustice. It seems likelysuit oneself) in individualistic societies such as
that when the injustice is perceived to havethe United States (McCarty et al., 1999; Weisz,
been directed at one’s group, people will gener-Rothbaum, & Blackburn, 1984), is another rea-
ally respond with group (collective) reactions,son why behavioral reactions are less likely to while if the injustice is perceived to have been

occur in collectivistic societies. directed at the individual, people will respond
In short, culture can have an impact on the with individual reactions.

process underlying behavioral reactions to in- However, research suggests that there are
justice at every stage. People in collectivistic several qualifications to this pattern. Kelly and
cultures may be motivated not to notice minor Breinlinger (1995) argue that, when individuals
injustices committed by in-group members in identify strongly with their in-group, they are
the interests of maintaining harmony. Theymay indeed likely to respond to group injusticewith
also be more receptive to accounts and apolo- collective action, but when individuals do not
gies than are people in individualistic cultures. identify strongly with their in-group, they are
Even when injustices are noted, there may be more likely to respond with individual actions.
a greater range of circumstances under which In support of the first part of this suggestion,
people in collectivistic cultures decide that the they found that British women’s participation
costs of responding to injustice outweigh the in gender-related collective actions were best
benefits. Also, they may not see destructive re- predicted by the strength of their identity as
sponses as meaningful or beneficial. However, women.
people from collectivistic cultures may be even Research suggests that several other factors
more likely than people in individualistic cul- also influence whether individual or collective
tures to respond to injustice constructively. responses are preferred. For instance, an inter-
As discussed above, the emphasis on egali- esting study by Lalonde and Silverman (1994)

tarianism and equity in cultures with low that was done in Canada indicates that, in cul-
power distance may lead people in these cul- tures with low power distance, responses to
tures to be particularly likely to notice and re- certain types of procedural injustice depend on
spond to injustice with destructive behaviors. the permeability of group boundaries. In this
In cultures with high power distance, people study, itwas found that, when entry to the high-
with high status may be especially reactive to status group was permitted to a privileged few

on the basis of merit (tokenism), people re-injustice since they probably do not expect it
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sponded to rejection by taking individual, perceptions of their own ethnic group, whereas
for minority group members, the lower statusrather than collective, action. Avoidance of the

problem was rarely selected as a response to groups, social dominance was related nega-
tively to perceptions of their own group. In arejection.

Wright (1997) also investigated the behav- related study, Rabinowitz (1999) found that Eu-
ropean Americans who scored low on socialioral responses of North American students to

tokenism. The results of this study led him to dominance orientation were more accepting of
social policies designed to change the socialsuggest that, in individualistic cultures, people

are likely to respond to tokenism that is unjust system than were people who scored high on
social dominance. For members of ethnic mi-with collective action if the injustice is perpe-

trated by a powerful groupwith boundaries that norities, low social dominance scores were
only associated with support for policies thatare perceived to be impermeable and the status
would alter the status quo if they perceived thatof which is perceived to be unstable. That is,
the social system was unjust.when the dominant group totally rejects indi-
Although social dominance orientation is anviduals of the subordinate group frommember-

individual difference measure, it is akin to theship but is insecure in its status, members of
concept of power distance at the cultural level.the subordinate group are more likely to re-
If such an analogy can be made, it suggests thatspond with collective action than if the bound-
members of high-status groups in societieswitharies of the dominant group are permeable or
high power distance may be less accepting ofits status is secure. As was the case in the La-
social policies thatwould alter the unjust distri-londe and Silverman (1994) study, when the
bution of resources in such societies thanboundaries of the dominant group were perme-
would members of high-status groups in cul-able, people were more likely to favor actions
tures with low power distance. Members ofsuch as individual protests that would enhance
low-status groups in cultures with high powertheir chances for membership in the dominant
distance would be expected to accept socialgroup (see also Wright & Taylor, 1998). It re-
policies that challenge the status quo only ifmains to be seen if this pattern of responses
they perceive the system as unjust; otherwise,would characterize collectivistic cultures, but
they should be less accepting of such policiesit is likely to be less true of cultures with high
than members of low-status groups in culturespower distance than the culture with low
with low power distance.power distance in which the study was done.

Members of low-status groups in cultures with
high power distance may not respond with col- Linkages betweenlective action even if the power of the high-

Psychological andstatus group is perceived as unstable, and the
Behavioral Reactionsboundaries of the group are permeable because

theywould startwith a greater fear of retaliation To this point, psychological and behavioral re-
and a greater acceptance of the power of the sponses to injustice have been treated as if they
dominant group. were separate and distinct entities, but in many
The concept of social dominance orienta- cases, they are intertwined. The connection be-

tion, which refers to the extent to which people tween psychological and behavioral reactions
accept the hierarchy among different social to injustice has been considered in relative dep-
groups, is relevant to whether groups will react rivation theory. According to relative depriva-
to perceived injustice (Pratto, Sidanius, Stall- tion theory, perceiving that one is relatively
worth, &Malle, 1994; Sidanius, 1993; Sidanius, deprived often has emotional consequences
Pratto, & Rabinowitz, 1994). Specifically, for that serve as antecedents to behavioral re-
members of high-status ethnic groups, a strong sponses (Crosby, 1976). The emotional reac-
social dominance orientation will lead to the tions to relative deprivation include feelings
perceived superiority of the in-group. For low- of dissatisfaction, outrage, or resentment. The
status groups, a strong social dominance orien- research literature examining links among emo-
tation is associated with an acceptance of the tional responses, relative deprivation, and sub-
status quo and the deprecation of the in-group. sequent behavioral responses suggests that
Sidanius et al. (1994) confirmed this pro- these relationships are not as clear as relative

posal by showing that, for European Ameri- deprivation theory would lead one to believe.
cans, the high-status group, social dominance In many studies, dissatisfaction based on rela-

tive deprivation has not been found to be re-orientation was related positively to favorable
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lated closely to behavioral reactions (for a re- Justice as General Rules or
view, see Martin et al., 1984).

Concrete Guidelines forMore recent studies that allow for examina-
Proper Conducttion of mediational links of dissatisfaction pro-

vide evidence that dissatisfaction may mediate The two-stage model we described here sug-
the relationship between injustice and reac- gests that there is much universality if justice
tions to injustice. For example, Grant and is viewed as abstract constructs and rules. How-

ever, when it comes to specific implementa-Brown (1995) found evidence for a relationship
tion, culture may create drastic differences inbetweendistributive injustice and collective re-
what goes into the justice equation. We haveactions thatweremediated by feelings of dissat-
documented major cultural differences in theisfaction. In this study, when small groups of
implementation of distributive, procedural, andpeople believed that they had been subjected
retributive justice, aswell reactions to injustice.to distributive injustice, they reacted with col-
Borrowing from cognitive psychology, Bhawuklective action to the degree that they felt dissat-
(1998) argued that general theories and domi-isfied at being treated unjustly. One possible
nant-specific details complement each other,reason for the apparent inconsistency of the
and both are necessary for effective cross-cul-findings concerning the mediating role of dis-
tural understanding and training. General theo-satisfaction may be that people only respond
ries can help organize complex behavioral rulesto the dissatisfaction caused by injustice when
into meaningful and manageable sets of guide-resources are available and the behavioral re-
lines, whereas domain-specific details are nec-sponses are considered to be meaningful and
essary for proper behavior in a given setting.effective (Klandermans, 1989).
Considering justice as a set of general rules isIn most cases, the relationship between psy-
analogous to general theories—both serve achological reactions and behavioral reactions
heuristic function, but they do not get us veryto injustice probably involves negative emo-
far in terms of smooth sailing in an unfamiliartional reactions as antecedents to behavioral
culture.reactions (as Rutte & Messick, 1995, suggest);
Considering justice in terms of concretehowever, it is also possible that, in some cases,

guidelines for proper conduct is analogous tothe emotional reactions follow the behavioral
domain-specific knowledge, which helps us toones. For instance, in cultures that emphasize
act properly in a given setting, but these guide-the control of emotions, especially negative
lines are too numerous to remember anduniqueemotions, as collectivistic cultures tend to do
to be useful for cross-cultural understanding.

(C. W. Stephan, Stephan, & Saito, 1998; W. G. In the cross-cultural literature on justice, most
Stephan, Stephan, & Cabeza de Vargas, 1996) work is concerned with general rules, and we
the relationship between the experience of know relatively little about the substance of
emotion and behavioral reactions to injustice justice in different cultures. Given the impor-
maybe attenuated, at leastwhen in-groupmem- tance of justice issues at cultural interfaces, we
bers are the cause of the injustice. To an even need more work on variations in justice stan-
greater extent than is true for the understanding dards and criteria across cultures so that prac-
of psychological and behavioral reactions con- titioners at such interfaces and designers of
sidered separately, the understanding of the in- cross-cultural training programs can under-
terrelationships is woefully inadequate. There stand these processes better and function more
is little information on what psychological re- effectively.
actions are linked to which behavioral reac-
tions and how culture influences such relation-

Injustice as a Trigger ofships. Thus, much remains to be learned.
Intercultural Conflict

When a conflict arises between two groups,
both sides are likely to accuse the other side of

Concluding Comments being unfair. Leung and Stephan (2000) have
provided a detailed analysis of how perceived

Based on our review of the cross-cultural litera- injustice intensified the Arab-Israeli conflict
ture on justice, we now present a number of and the Sino-British conflict regarding the hand-
concluding comments and discuss productive over of Hong Kong from British to Chinese rule.

Intercultural contact is difficult because cul-avenues for future research.
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tural differences often lead to misunderstand- weremore likely to directly address the conflict
with a different-culture colleague.ing, miscommunication, and misattribution.

Furthermore, Carnevale and Leung (in press) Leung and Kwong (in press) have reviewed
numerous justice conflicts that are common inhave reviewed the literature on intercultural

bargaining, and they concluded that subopti- international joint ventures in China because
the Chinese and the foreign partners regard dif-mal outcomes are common in such situations.

For instance, Brett and Okumura (1998) exam- ferent human resources management practices
as fair. We know little about effective ways toined intercultural and intracultural negotia-

tionswith Japanese andAmerican participants. overcome the problems generated by cultural
differences in justice perceptions, an area thatThe intercultural dyads had less accurate mu-

tual understanding of each other’s priorities clearly will require more attention in future
and obtained lower joint value than did the work.Onepromising avenuewould be for those
intracultural dyads. involved in intercultural encounters to be pre-
Our review has highlighted a host of cultural pared to employ mediation and consultation

differences in justice perceptions that may trig- when they encounter cross-cultural problems
ger intense cultural conflict. Our view is that with perceptions of injustice.
cross-cultural understanding is the key to An additional problem compounds the diffi-
avoiding destructive intercultural conflict fu- culty in maintaining justice in culturally di-
eled by a strong sense of injustice. Although verse settings. It is well known that groups dis-
justice issues sometimes are the focus of cross- play an in-group bias, which is associated with
cultural trainingmaterials (e.g., Cushner &Bris- giving in-group members more resources and
lin, 1996), they definitely deserve more cover- more positive evaluations than out-groupmem-
age. In fact, Leung et al. (in press) argued that, bers. In an organizational setting, Tsui and
because of their lack of cross-cultural training, O’Reilly (1989) found that dissimilarity in su-
Hong Kong Chinese, Taiwanese, and Japanese perior-subordinate demographic characteris-
workers in joint ventures in mainland China tics (relational demography), including race, is
were perceived by locals as less fair than West- associated with lower effectiveness as per-
erners and other Asians despite their better cul- ceived by superiors, less personal attraction
tural knowledge of mainland China. Only toward the subordinates by superiors, and in-
through extensive training in cultural differ- creased role ambiguity experienced by subordi-
ences in conceptions of justice are people from nates. In a review of the literature on intercul-
different cultures likely to be able to avoid inad- tural helping, Crosby, Bromley, and Saxe
vertently triggering perceptions of injustice in (1980) concluded that people extended more
one another. help to members of the same ethnic group than

to members of different ethnic groups. Leung
and Morris (2001) have further argued that cul-Maintenance of Justice in a tural groups may display an ethnocentric fair-

Culturally Diverse World ness bias in that they regard their preferences
and ways of decision making as fairer. For in-Cultures are in contact for many different
stance, Arthur, Doverspike, and Fuentes (1992)reasons, and working together is probably the
found that minority group members perceivedmost prevalent form of intercultural contact.

The management of cultural diversity has been a recruitment procedure that gave preferential
treatment to an applicant from aminority groupa popular research topic (see, e.g., Chemers,

Oskamp, & Costanzo, 1995; Cox, 1993; Hender- as fairer than did majority group members.
Pepitone and L’Armand (1997) reported thatson, 1994; Jackson & Ruderman, 1995). Main-

taining fairness in such a setting is by nomeans in both the United States and India, if there
is correspondence between the valence of theeasy, and we have reviewed numerous cultural

differences in justice perceptions that make the outcome that a person receives and his or her
evaluation as a person, justice is perceived. Intask of rendering justice seem nearly impossi-

ble. For instance, members of different cultural other words, if good people receive positive
outcomes and bad people receive negative out-groups may prefer different procedures to re-

solve a conflict. Weldon, Jehn, Chen, andWang comes, justice is perceived. This so-called bal-
ancedvalencehypothesis of justice perceptions(1996) found that, in aU.S.-China joint venture,

Chinese tended to use indirect actions (e.g., go has also been confirmed in Korea (Hong, 1997).
Consistent with this argument, Lee, Pepitone,to the boss, raise the issue in a meeting) to solve

an intercultural conflict, whereas Americans and Albright (1997) found that both Chinese
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and Americans believed that good people Perceptions of injustice are most likely to
arise in organizational or work settings, butwould receivemore positive life outcomes than
they also occur in interpersonal relations andbad people. Although justice demands that
can have devastating effects on these relation-good people receive good outcomes, the in-
ships. People need to learn how to be sensitivegroup bias and the ethnocentric fairness bias
to the types of situations that evoke perceptionsmay make it difficult to see out-group members
of injustice, and they must be aware of theiras good people. The belief in balanced valence
own reactions to injustice, as well as the likelydoes not guarantee thewillingness to grant pos-
reactions of others andhow theymay be shapeditive outcomes to members of different cultural
by culture. Because of the strong reactions thatgroups.
people often have to injustice, problems of un-Recently, based on the group value model
just treatment pose some of the most explosiveof justice, Tyler, Huo, and their associates (Huo,
threats to productive intercultural relations.Smith, Tyler, & Lind, 1996; Tyler, Boeckmann,
For this reason, it may be more important toSmith, & Huo, 1997) have proposed a way out
consult knowledgeable others or to refer dis-of this predicament. They argued that the social
putes involving injustice to third parties suchcategorization process affects the extent to
as mediators or arbitrators than it is for otherwhich justice is endorsed as a regulatory mech-
types of problems in intercultural relations.anism in governing intergroup contact. If two
People who are involved in intercultural dis-groups see each other as out-groups, self-inter-
putes involving issues of justice may not beests become salient, and individuals are likely
in a position to recognize and understand theto be instrumental in the intergroup contact. In
nature and origin of the problem in the waycontrast, if two groups identify with each other,
that knowledgeable third parties can. Althoughthe fairness of interpersonal treatment plays a
there is growing literature on the use of thesemore important role in justice perceptions, and
types of techniques in the resolution of inter-justice concerns become a force that binds the
cultural disputes at the national level (e.g.,diverse group together. Their work highlights
Fisher 1990), much less attention has been paidthe importance of superordinate goals and a
to the resolution of justice-related disputes atcommon identity to the maintenance of justice
the organizational or individual level. If it hasin culturally diverse contexts.
done nothing else, this chapter has clearly dem-
onstrated the need for more attention to be de-
voted to these issues.Constructive Approaches
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20
The A, B, Cs of Acculturation

COLLEEN WARD

Developments in communication and transportation technologies have resulted in the
world becoming an increasingly smaller place than ever before. We are truly entering
a borderless era in human history in which interactions between people of vastly di-
verse cultural backgrounds are becoming as common and matter-of-fact today as they
were rare until a hundred years ago. Today, even people in seemingly faraway and
disparate lands are being thrust together with others in ways never seen before.
It is within this background of change that the cross-cultural study of the psychol-

ogy of acculturation has gained importance in the past few decades. Defined in this
chapter as the changes that occur as a result of continuous first-hand contact between
individuals of differing cultural origins, it is a topic that has enormous meaning and
implications to literally millions of people worldwide in all walks of life. It is fitting,
therefore, that we end this book with this most appropriate topic.
In this chapter, Ward provides one of the most excellent and comprehensive re-

views on this topic that exists. After defining acculturation, she distinguishes among
the different types of groups of individuals that need to deal with acculturation, such
as immigrants, refugees, and sojourners. She then discusses the adaptive outcomes of
acculturation, making the useful distinction between psychological and sociocultural
adjustment. Indeed, this distinction is particularly useful in categorizing and under-
standing the available literature on this topic.
Ward cleverly synthesizes the three major theoretical and empirical approaches

that have dominated work in the field: stress and coping, culture learning, and social
identification. She focuses on the affective, behavioral, and cognitive (A, B, C’s) differ-
ences that each perspective provides. While the reviews in each area are unique and
meaningful in their own right, it is the synthesis and integration among these views
that are truly noteworthy in Ward’s approach. For example, her first illustration is
particularly useful not only in helping readers to understand what aspect of accultura-
tion they are reviewing, but also in helping all of us to realize that we are talking
about the same, enormous construct—acculturation—from multiple angles.
Thus, while Ward discusses the current knowledge gleaned from the available liter-

ature in each section, highlighting future avenues of research in each, perhaps her
greatest contribution in this chapter is the message of integration of emerging theory
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and research—across all avenues (i.e., the A, B, C’s) to develop what she refers to as
a “truly cross-cultural perspective.” This endeavor, however, is not without its pit-
falls, both conceptually and empirically, and as Ward contends, caution must be exer-
cised in assuming universality about the process or products of acculturation. In-
stead, what is needed in the future are large-scale, systematic, comparative studies of
acculturation that integrate multiple cultural perspectives in a variety of different
types of groups in a longitudinal or quasi-longitudinal design. Indeed, this compre-
hensive, integrating, and all-encompassing perspective—one that incorporates multi-
ple designs, data collections, and theories—is a profoundly and fundamentally differ-
ent way of doing research than currently done in general. In fact, it is going to be
hard work. But, Ward’s call for this hard work is relevant not only for the topic of ac-
culturation, but also for all areas of psychology, as can be plainly seen throughout all
the chapters in this volume.

What is “culture shock,” and how does it affect rily engage in intercultural contact (e.g., immi-
grants and sojourners) may be distinguishedcross-cultural travelers? What “pushes” and
from those who are forced by necessity into“pulls” people to migrate? How does one adapt
involuntary interactions (e.g., refugees, indige-to life in a new culture? Does migration affect
nous peoples). When the voluntary-involun-cultural identity? How do expatriate business-
tary distinction is applied specifically to mi-people learn to manage in a new cultural con-
grants, voluntary migrants may be described astext? Are traditional values, norms, and cus-
having been drawn or pulled toward a newtoms retained over successive generations of
country, usually in hopes of a better lifestyle,migrants? How are premigration traumas re-
while involuntary migrants more commonlylated to postsettlement adjustment in refugee
are seen as pushed from their homeland intofamilies? Which factors promote harmonious
an alien environment.relations between immigrants and members of
Synthesizing theory and research on thesethe host society? These and related questions

acculturating groups is a difficult task. Histori-are consideredwithin the purviewof accultura-
cally, six relatively independent bodies of liter-tion theory and research.
ature have emerged, and they have been sub-Acculturation refers to changes that occur
jected in varying degrees to multidisciplinaryas a result of continuous first-hand contact be-
influences frompsychology, psychiatry, sociol-tween individuals of differing cultural origins
ogy, and anthropology. Even the psychological(Redfield, Linton, & Herskovits, 1936). Origi-
approaches have varied in terms of orienta-nally of primary interest to anthropologists and
tion (e.g., cognitive, behavioral) and contentsociologists, the termwas first used in reference
area (e.g., social, clinical). In addition, the num-to group-level phenomena. More recently, psy-
ber of empirical investigations of acculturationchologists have become interested in the pro-
has grownexponentially over the last three dec-cess and products of acculturation, and these
ades. Given the vast and diverse literature onphenomena are nowalso studied at the individ-
acculturation, in this chapter I focus on threeual level (Berry, 1997; Graves, 1967).
groups of cross-cultural travelers—sojourners,Acculturation may occur within a broad
immigrants, and refugees—and on three con-range of social, cultural, and political contexts.
temporary theoretical approaches: social identi-It also occurs among a wide variety of groups
fication, culture learning, and stress and coping.and individuals (see Table 20.1). Acculturating

groups may be distinguished on at least three
dimensions: mobility, permanence and volun-
tariness (Berry & Sam, 1997). First, people who Theoretical Approaches
have made cross-cultural relocations, such as to Acculturation
refugees and immigrants, may be distinguished
from members of sedentary groups, such as na- As the number of cross-cultural travelers has
tive peoples and established ethnocultural increased and research on acculturation has ex-
communities. Second, cross-cultural travelers panded, three broad theoretical approaches have
who resettle temporarily, such as sojourners, emerged as guiding forces in the field of psy-
differ from those, like immigrants, whose move chology. The first is associatedwith social iden-

tification theories and is concerned with theismore permanent. Finally, thosewho volunta-
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Table 20.1 Types of Acculturating Groups

Mobility Voluntariness of Contact

Voluntary Involuntary

Sedentary Ethnocultural groups Indigenous peoples

Migrant
Permanent Immigrants Refugees
Temporary Sojourners Asylum seekers

Source: From Berry and Sam, 1997, p. 295.

way people perceive and think about them- chology and has been strongly influenced by
Argyle’s (1969) work on social skills and inter-selves and others, including how they process

information about their own group (in-group) personal behaviors. This approach is based on
the assumption that cross-cultural problemsand other groups (out-groups). The second re-

flects a culture learning approach, which high- arise because sojourners, immigrants, or refu-
gees have difficultiesmanaging everyday sociallights the social psychology of the intercul-

tural encounter and the processes involved in encounters. Adaptation, therefore, comes in the
form of learning the culture-specific skills thatlearning the culture-specific skills required to

thrive and survive in a new milieu. The third are required to negotiate the new cultural mi-
lieu (Bochner, 1972, 1986). Researchers whois linked to psychological models of stress and

coping and is applied to the study of cross- have adopted a culture learning approach to
intercultural contact and change have empha-cultural transition and adaptation. The theoret-

ical underpinnings of all three approaches have sized the significance of culture-specific vari-
ables in the adaptation process. Attention isbeen “borrowed” from mainstream social and

health psychology, but are applied specifically paid to differences in intercultural communica-
tion styles, including its verbal and nonverbalto the study of acculturating individuals.

The social identity approach has been influ- components, as well as rules, conventions, and
norms, and their influences on intercultural ef-enced by contemporary theory and research in

the field of social cognition. This approach has fectiveness. More recently, researchers have
broadened this line of inquiry in attempts tooffered two complementary perspectives on in-

tercultural contact and change. The first func- build predictive models of sociocultural adap-
tation with emphasis on such factors as cul-tions at the individual level of analysis. It high-

lights selected aspects of ethnic or cultural ture-specific knowledge, intercultural training,
language fluency, previous experience abroad,identity and is concerned primarily with the

definition and measurement of acculturation contact with host nationals, cultural distance,
and cultural identity (Ward, 1996).(e.g., Cuéllar,Harris, & Jasso, 1980;Hocoy, 1996).

This approach has generally viewed accultura- The thirdmajor approach, stress and coping,
conceptualizes cross-cultural transition as a se-tion as a state, rather than a process, and is

concerned with measuring the construct at a ries of stress-provoking life changes that draw
on adjustive resources and require coping re-single point in time and identifying its relevant

predictors, correlates, and consequences. The sponses. This approach has been strongly influ-
enced by Lazarus and Folkman’s (1984) worksecond major line of inquiry is more suitable

for group-level analysis and highlights the sig- on stress, appraisal, and coping, as well as ear-
lier theory and research on life events (Holmes &nificance of intergroup perceptions and rela-

tions. This line of research examines social Rahe, 1967). The analytical framework is broad
and incorporates both characteristics of the in-interactions between members of the host com-

munity and various sojourner or immigrant dividual and characteristics of the situation
that may facilitate or impede adjustment to agroups and most frequently interprets inter-

group relations within the context of Tajfel’s new cultural milieu. Accordingly, researchers
seeking to identify the factors that affect cross-(1978, 1981) social identity theory (e.g., Kos-

mitzki, 1996; Moghaddam, Taylor, & Lalonde, cultural adjustment, particularly psychological
well-being and satisfaction, have examined1987; Ostrowska & Bochenska, 1996).

The culture learning approach, in contrast, many of the same variables as those who inves-
tigate stress and coping in other domains. Thesehas its roots in social and experimental psy-
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include life changes, cognitive appraisal of nicate effectively, and (c) ability to establish
change, coping strategies, personality, and social interpersonal relationships. Mendenhall and
support. With respect to more culture-specific Oddou (1985) discussed affective, behavioral,
variables, cultural identity andacculturation sta- and cognitive components of adaptation, in-
tus have been considered in sojourner, immi- cluding psychological well-being, functional
grant, and refugee populations (Ward, 1996). interactions with hosts, and the acceptance of
Together, these three approaches (affective, appropriate attitudes andvalues.Kealey’s (1989)

behavioral, and cognitive) constitute the A, B, empirical research highlighted both positive
C’s of acculturation. Affective components of and negative psychological outcomes, such as
acculturation are highlighted in the stress-and- life satisfaction and indicators of psychological
coping approach; behavioral elements are fea- and psychosomatic distress, in addition to cross-
tured in the culture learning approach, and cog- cultural understanding, contact variables, and
nitive variables are emphasized in the social job performance. Black and Stephens (1989)
identity approach. assumed amore explicitly behavioral approach

and identified three facets of sojourner adjust-
ment: general adjustment (managing daily ac-Intercultural Contact
tivities), interaction adjustment (relating effec-and Adaptation
tively to host nationals), and work adjustment

Despite the emerging theoretical sophistication (accomplishingwork-related objectives). A num-
and coherence in the study of cross-cultural ber of other researchers have also concentrated
transition, there is still considerable debate on domain-specific types of adaptation, such
about the appropriate criteria for the assess- as work performance and satisfaction (Lance &
ment of “cross-cultural adjustment” or “inter- Richardson, 1985), economic adaptation (Ay-
cultural adaptation” (Benson, 1978; Church, can & Berry, 1994), and academic achievement
1982; Ward, 1996). Are the features of a suc- and adjustment to school (Lese&Robbins, 1994).
cessful transition defined by good relations A common theme running through all of these
with members of the host culture, psychologi- models is the recognition that psychological
cal well-being, competent work performance, well-being and satisfaction, as well as effective
positive attitudes toward the transition, or relationships with members of the new culture,
identification with host nationals? Diverse in- are important components of adaptation fordices of adjustment have been reported in the

cross-cultural travelers.literature on immigrants, refugees, and sojourn-
This theme is reflected in work byWard anders, and research has incorporated awide range

colleagues, who have maintained that intercul-of outcomemeasures. These have included self-
tural adaptation can be broadly divided intoawareness and self-esteem (Kamal & Maruya-
two categories: psychological and sociocul-ma, 1990), mood states (Stone Feinstein &Ward,
tural (Searle & Ward, 1990; Ward & Kennedy,1990), health status (Babiker, Cox, & Miller,
1992, 1993b). Psychological adjustment, based1980), language fluency (Adler, 1975), feelings
predominantly on affective responses, refers toof acceptance and satisfaction (Brislin, 1981),
feelings of well-being or satisfaction duringthe nature and extent of interactions with hosts
cross-cultural transitions. Sociocultural adap-(Sewell & Davidsen, 1961), cultural awareness
tation, on the other hand, is in the behavioral(Martin, 1987), the acquisition of culturally ap-
domain and refers to the ability to “fit in” orpropriate behaviors (Bochner, Lin, & McLeod,
execute effective interactions in a new cultural1979), perceptual maturity (Yoshikawa, 1988),
milieu. An evolving program of research hascommunication competency (Ruben, 1976), ac-
demonstrated that psychological and sociocul-culturative stress (Berry, Kim, Minde, & Mok,
tural adaptations are conceptually related, but1987), and academic and job performance (Black
empirically distinct. They derive fromdifferent& Gregersen, 1990; Perkins, Perkins, Gugliel-
theoretical foundations, they are predicted bymino, & Reiff, 1977).
different types of variables, and they exhibitBecause researchers have relied on a combi-
different patterns of variation over time.nation of theoretical and empirical approaches
Situated in a framework of stress and coping,to describe and define adaptation, a variety of

psychological adjustment is strongly influ-analytical frameworks has emerged. Hammer,
enced by factors such as life changes, personal-Gudykunst, and Wiseman’s (1978) study of in-
ity, and social support variables (Searle &tercultural effectiveness, for example, produced
Ward, 1990; Ward & Kennedy, 1992). Evidencea three-factormodel based on (a) ability toman-

age psychological stress, (b) ability to commu- suggests that fluctuations in psychological ad-
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justment are variable over time despite the ten- tity. On the most basic level, ethnic or cultural
dency for problems to peak in the earliest stages identification involves the recognition, catego-
of transition. Sociocultural adaptation, inter- rization, or self-identification of oneself as a
preted from a culture learning perspective, is member of an ethnocultural group. Identifica-
more strongly affected by contact variables tion, however, is also seen as including a sense
such as quantity and quality of relations with of affirmation, pride, and positive evaluation
host nationals (Ward & Kennedy, 1993c; Ward of one’s group, as well as an involvement di-
& Rana-Deuba, 2000), cultural distance (Furn- mension relating to ethnocultural behaviors,
ham & Bochner, 1982; Searle & Ward, 1990), values, and traditions (Phinney, 1992). For ex-
and length of residence in the host country ample, ethnic and cultural identity scales fre-
(Ward &Kennedy, 1996b). Changes in sociocul- quently incorporate items pertaining to belong-
tural adaptation are also more predictable; ingness (howmuch one feels part of a particular
adaptation improves rapidly in the earliest group), centrality (how important one’s group
stages of transition, reaches a plateau, and then membership is for personal identity), evalua-
appears to level off (Ward & Kennedy, 1996b; tion (positive and negative perceptions of one’s
Ward, Okura, Kennedy, & Kojima, 1998). Given group), and tradition (the practice of cultural
the breadth of the theoretical constructs, their customs and the acceptance of the group’s long-
conceptual underpinnings, their empirical foun- standing traditional norms and values).
dation, and their potential for application at Three models exist for describing and ex-
the intrapersonal, interpersonal, intragroup, plaining changes in cultural identity. The first
and intergroup levels, the distinction of psy- is an assimilation model by which cross-cul-
chological and sociocultural adaptation pro- tural travelers are seen to relinquish identifica-
vides a fairly comprehensive, yet parsimoni- tion with culture of origin and “progress” to-
ous, overview of intercultural outcomes. ward identification with the culture of contact

by adopting the cultural traits, values, attitudes,
and behaviors of the host society (Olmeda,Putting It All Together:
1979). This unidimensional and unidirectionalTheory, Process, and model is embodied in a range of self-reportmea-

Outcomes surements designed for the assessment of accul-
turation. These include the Acculturation Rat-Figure 20.1 summarizes theA, B, C’s of crossing

cultures. It combines the major theoretical ap- ing Scale for Mexican Americans–I (ARMSA;
proaches—stress and coping, culture learning, Cuéllar et al., 1980); the Greek Immigrant Ac-
and social identification theories—with their culturation Scale (Madianos, 1980, cited in
varying emphases on affect, behavior, and cog- Mavreas, Bebbington, & Der, 1989); and the ac-
nition. It also features the basic components of culturation scale devised by Ghuman (1994) for
cross-cultural adaptation—psychological and Asian adolescents in Canada and the United
sociocultural—that are shared among sojourn- Kingdom. The political implications of this
ers, immigrants, and refugees. The figure posi- model should be obvious: Immigrants are re-
tions the adaptational outcomes in relation to quired to assimilate to adapt to life in a new
underlying theoretical constructs and illus- culture.
trates how the affective, behavioral, and cogni- The second model offers a bicultural per-
tive perspectives merge to describe and explain spective by which identifications with home
cross-cultural transition and adaptation. The and host cultures are seen as counterbalancing,
remainder of this chapter elaborates and syn- rather than opposing, forces in shaping the so-
thesizes this framework, with emphasis on em- cial identification of members of immigrant or
pirical research. refugee groups. Biculturalism is viewed as the

middle ground between assimilation and sepa-
ratism; however, because measurement scales
situate biculturalism at the midpoint betweenSocial Identification
identification with heritage and contact cul-
tures, the two referent identities are viewed asCultural Identity and interdependent, counteracting forces.Measure-

Acculturation ments that rely on this approach include the
Multicultural Acculturation Scale (Wong-RiegerAlthough changes occur in many areas during
& Quintana, 1987); the ARMSA-II (Cuéllar, Ar-the process of acculturation, one of the most

fundamental changes relates to cultural iden- nold, & Maldonado, 1995); the adult and youth
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versions of the Short Acculturation Scale for Various measurement techniques have been
employed in connection with categorical mod-Hispanics (Barona & Miller, 1994; Marı́n, Sa-

bogal, Marı́n, Otero-Sabogal, & Perez-Stable, els of acculturation. Some instruments allow
the independent assessment of home and host1987); the Behavioral Acculturation Scale for

Hispanics (Szapocznik, Scopetta, Kurtines, & cultural identities and the combination of the
two scales for categorical assessment.Ward andAranalde, 1978); the Suinn-Lew Asian Self-

Identity Acculturation Scale (Suinn, Rickard- Kennedy’s (1994) Acculturation Index, Felix-
Ortiz, Newcomb, and Meyers’ (1994) CulturalFigueroa, Lew,&Vigil, 1987); theAcculturation

Scale for Southeast Asians (Anderson et al., Identity Scale, and Nguyen, Messé, and Stol-
lak’s (1999)Acculturation Scale for Vietnamese1993); theAcculturationScale forAsianAmeri-

cans (Lai & Linden, 1993); and the International Adolescents are structured along those lines.
Berry and colleagues, however, have generallyRelations Scale for International Students (So-

dowsky, Lai, & Plake, 1991). This model ap- preferred the independent assessment of mar-
ginalization, assimilation, separation, and inte-pears to be an advance on the assimilationist

perspective in that biculturalism is seen as a gration with parallel scales, as found in their
work with Portuguese, Hungarian, and Koreandesirable outcome and an effective means of

managing cross-cultural change; however, there immigrants to Canada (Berry, Kim, Power,
Young, & Bujaki, 1989).is conceptual confusion about the defining fea-

tures of biculturalism as measurements fail to Berry and his colleagues have clearly dem-
onstrated that integration is the strategy mostdistinguish bicultural individuals who weakly

identity with both cultures from those who favored by newcomers in multicultural socie-
ties. Hungarian, Korean, Portuguese, and Leba-strongly identify with them. Despite this appar-

ent shortcoming, the bicultural model seems to nese immigrants, as well as Central American
refugees, in Canada display a significant prefer-be the most popular in the American psycho-

logical literature. ence for integration (Berry et al., 1989; Donà &
Berry, 1994; Sayegh & Lasry, 1993). There isThe third alternative appears to attract more

attention in the international and cross-cultural also evidence, although less consistent, that in-
tegration is preferred in culturally homogenousarenas. The definitive feature of this more so-

phisticated model is the conceptualization of settings, even bymembers of visibleminorities.
Sam (1995) reported that it is favored by immi-home and host culture identities as indepen-

dent or orthogonal domains (e.g., Cortés, Rogler, grants from developing countries who relo-
cated to Norway, and Partridge (1988) found& Malgady, 1994; Szapocznik, Kurtines, & Fer-

nandez, 1980). In some cases, these referent it popular in Japan with the expatriate wives
of Japanese men. The correlates and conse-identities are also considered in conjunction

with the categorization of acculturation strate- quences of these strategies are discussed below
in relation to psychological and socioculturalgies (e.g., Bochner, 1982; Hutnik, 1986; Lasry &

Sayegh, 1992). Berry’s (1974, 1984, 1994) work adjustment.
In addition to measurement issues, the coreon acculturation is perhaps the best known ex-

ample of the categorical approach. Berry has of research on identity and acculturation relates
to the components of identity, how identity isargued that sojourners, immigrants, and refu-

gees are faced with two basic questions relating modified over time, and the conditions associ-
ated with identity and identity change. Investi-to home and host culture identities and rela-

tions: “Is it of value to maintain my cultural gators have considered characteristics of the
individual such as age, gender, and education;heritage?” and “Is it of value to maintain rela-

tions with other groups?” If responses to these characteristics of the migrant group, such as
cultural similarity andmotivations of push ver-questions are dichotomized, four acculturation

attitudes or strategies may be distinguished: in- sus pull; and characteristics of the receiving
society, such as monoculturalism versus multi-tegration, separation, assimilation, andmargin-

alization. Those who say yes to both options culturalism and loose versus tight systems of so-
ciocultural organization. Generally, these vari-are said to be integrated; those who say no to

both are marginalized; those who say yes to ables are viewed as antecedents or correlates of
acculturation and identity change. Identity andculturalmaintenance, but no to intergroup rela-

tions, are described as separatist; and thosewho acculturation, in turn, have also been conceptu-
alized as predictors of migrant adaptation tosay yes to intergroup relations, but no to cul-

tural maintenance, are categorized as assimi- new environments, particularly psychological
and sociocultural adjustment.lated.
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Identity entails a set of dynamic, complex served as recently arrived immigrant groups
evolve into more firmly established minoritiesprocesses by which individuals define, rede-

fine, and construct their own and others’ eth- in multicultural societies. Keefe and Padilla
(1987), for example, found that cultural aware-nicity or culture. Although few have explored

these changes from an explicitly developmen- ness decreased substantially from first- to sec-
ond-generation Mexican Americans and con-tal perspective (for exceptions, see work by Ab-

oud, 1987; Phinney, 1989; Schönpflug, 1997), tinued to decline gradually; however, ethnic
loyalty showed only a slight decrement overmany have investigated identity issues cross-

sectionally to explore age and generational dif- the first two generations and then remained
fairly stable.ferences. In general, younger migrants appear

to be more malleable than older ones, and they At this point in the discussion, it seems ap-
propriate to consider the distinction betweentend to take onmore readily host culture norms

and values (Marı́n et al., 1987; Mavreas et al., cognitive and behavioral aspects of accultura-
tion. Although research has demonstrated that1989). When acculturation starts early, particu-

larly before admission to primary school, it ap- the two are interrelated (Der-Karabetian, 1980;
Ullah, 1987), they exhibit different patterns ofpears to proceed more smoothly (Beiser et al.,

1988). One possible reason is that younger mi- change over time (Cuéllar, Arnold, & González,
1995; Szapocznik et al., 1978). Immigrants andgrants tend to have better language skills and

are more easily accepted into the receiving refugees are usuallywilling to learn new behav-
iors and skills, but their attitudes and values arecountry (Liebkind, 1996).

Although the results of research on gender generally more resistant to change (Triandis,
Kashima, Shimada, & Villareal, 1986; Wong-differences in identification and acculturation

have not been completely consistent, there is Rieger & Quintana, 1987). One example of this
can be found in a study by Rosenthal, Bell,moderately strong evidence that assimilation

proceeds more rapidly in boys than girls, and Demetriou, and Efklides (1989), who compared
Greek Australians to Anglo-Australians and tothat men assimilate more quickly than women

(Ghaffarian, 1987). There is also evidence that Greeks. Although Greek Australians were more
similar to Anglo-Australians in terms of behav-women have more negative attitudes toward

assimilation and are more likely to retain a iors, theymore closely resembled native Greeks
in terms of values. Despite pragmatic behav-stronger sense of identity with culture of origin

(Harris & Verven, 1996; Liebkind, 1996; Ting- ioral responses, their core values remained
largely unchanged. This suggests that neitherToomey,1981). The traditional roles thatwomen

play have been cited as a reason for this differ- changing behaviors nor the acquisition of new
cultural skills are necessarily indications ofence. In many cases, women are more isolated

frommembers of the receiving culture, particu- cultural identification (LaFromboise, Coleman,
& Gerton, 1993). These attitude-behavior dis-larly if they are unemployed or lack requisite

language skills. In addition, women are often crepancies deserve further attention, particu-
larly in light of findings that show members ofperceived as cultural gatekeepers, teaching

their children about ethnic customs and tradi- receiving communities are largely supportive
of immigrant groups retaining their cultural tra-tions and nurturing identificationwith heritage

culture norms and values (Yee, 1990, 1992). ditions relating to food, music, or dress, but
have stronger reservations about the mainte-Research suggests that immigrants typically

display an increasingly strong orientation to- nance of traditional, potentially conflicting,
values (Lambert, Moghaddam, Sorin, & Sorin,ward the host culture over generations (Mont-

gomery, 1992). This does not mean, however, 1990).
In addition to demographic factors such asthat they necessarily relinquish identity with

their culture of origin. For example, Mavreas age and generational status, the quality and
quantity of intercultural contact also exertet al. (1989) described second-generation Greek

migrants to the United Kingdom as balancing strong influences on ethnic and cultural iden-
tity. Greater overall exposure to the host cultureboth Greek and British identities, unlike their

parents, who were more strongly and exclu- is associated with stronger assimilative re-
sponses (Mendoza, 1989). Increased length ofsively Greek. The interplay between home and

host culture identities may be affected by a residence in a new culture seems to strengthen
host, but weaken home, culture identity, andnumber of factors, and their development does

not always follow a linear or unidirectional those bornwithin the contact culture assimilate
more quickly than those born overseas (Cortéspath. A variety of identity changes may be ob-
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et al., 1994). Education and socioeconomic “adaptive” means of dealing with these de-
status also affect the experience of accultura- mands and pressures; however, it is clear that,
tion.Higher levels of educationpredict stronger for cross-cultural travelers, the relationships
host culture identification (Mavreas et al., 1989; with members of the host or dominant commu-
Suinn,Ahuna, &Khoo, 1992), and higher socio- nity are not only determined by their percep-
economic status is associated with more rapid tions and attitudes toward members of the re-
assimilation of immigrants and refugees (Ba- ceiving culture, but also by hosts’ perceptions
rona & Miller, 1994; Nicassio, 1983), at least in of the visitors. In this section, we examine is-
instances of cross-cultural movement toward sues relating to stereotyping, prejudice, and
Western industrialized countries such as the discrimination in connection with sojourning,
United States and the United Kingdom. immigrant, and refugee groups.
Patterns of intracultural contact and com- Social identity theory proposed by Tajfel

munication similarly influence social identity. (1978) offers a conceptual base for the examina-
Intraethnic interactions, including member- tion of these issues. On the process level, social
ship in ethnocultural organizations, foster main- identification rests on social categorization and
tenance of heritage identity (Altrocchi &Altroc- social comparison, that is, the recognition that
chi, 1995; Sodowsky et al., 1991), and assimila- various in-groups and out-groups exist, that
tion proceeds more slowly when immigrants they may be compared, and that favorable and
reside in intraethnic enclaves (Cuéllar & Ar- unfavorable comparisons have consequences
nold, 1988). Likewise, native language usage for self-esteem. Tajfel argued that intergroup
and preference are generally associated with bias is an inevitable consequence of social iden-
weaker assimilative responses (Berry et al., tification. The effects of this bias, especially
1989; Lanca, Alksnis, Roese, & Gardner, 1994; out-group derogation, on threatened or stigma-
Montgomery, 1992). tized groups, receive special attention in social
Finally, the characteristics and conditions identity theory, and a significant portion of Taj-

ofmigration are also important, particularly the fel’swork concerns the classification and elabo-
duration of the cross-cultural transition and the ration of compensatory reactions employed by
voluntariness of the move. Those who view disadvantaged groups. These include changing
their stay in a new culture as temporary, such in-groups, using cognitive strategies to redefine
as sojourners or short-term migrants, retain a or enhance social comparisons, and opting for
stronger identity with their culture of origin collective social action. Although Tajfel’s the-
and a weaker identity with the culture of con- ory has been one of the most influential in the
tact compared to those who plan for their resi- broad study of intergroup perceptions and rela-
dence to be more permanent (Mendoza, 1989). tions, and despite its obvious relevance to the
Even among more long term immigrants and study of acculturating groups, there has been a
refugees, however, assimilation is less likely limited number of investigations on sojourners,
to occur among those who were pushed into immigrants, and refugees. Here, we consider
relocation compared to those who were moti- key research in this domain.
vated by pull factors (Wong-Rieger & Quintana, 1. Is there evidence of in-group favoritism?
1987). Cross-cultural social psychological research on

stereotyping has provided sound evidence of
in-group favoritism by majority members of re-Intercultural Perceptions and
ceiving societies.Wibulswadi (1989), for exam-Relations: Implications for
ple, examined the intergroup perceptions of

Sojourners, Immigrants, Thais, Chinese, Hmong tribals, and Americans
and Refugees inNorthernThailand. TheAmericanswere per-

ceived more negatively than the other groupsTheprevious section considered issues pertain-
by the Thai respondents and more negativelying to cultural identity and how home and host
than the American sojourners perceived them-culture identities may be perceived as conflict-
selves. Likewise, Georgas (1998) reported thating or compatible in the selection and imple-
Greeks perceived themselves as more industri-mentation of acculturation strategies. The rela-
ous, reliable, and honest than non-Greeks, buttionship between culture of origin and culture
more interestingly, the perceptions of repatriat-of contact is indeed a complex one for both
ing Greeks fell between the Greek and non-sojourning and migrating groups; satisfactorily
Greek stereotypes. According to Tajfel, in-groupresolving associated issues seems an impor-

tant component of adaptation. There is no one favoritism can have more powerful effects
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when held by members of a majority or those community to help with social advancement,
were engaged by the others. These groups dif-with political, social, or economic power.

2. Do negative out-group stereotypes relate fered on a number of salient characteristics,
including willingness to remain in Canada andto prejudice and discrimination? Negative out-

group stereotypes have significant implications perceived necessity of liaisons with the Iranian
community. Most importantly, however, thosefor prejudice and discrimination in receiving

societies. Stephan and associates identified these who adopted collectivist strategies had a
stronger belief in the justice and fairness of thestereotypes as one of the four basic threats

(along with realistic and symbolic threats and Canadian system. Later research with Haitian,
Indian, Caribbean, Italian, and Greek migrantsintergroup anxiety) that lead to prejudice. This

was confirmed in their studies of prejudicial to Canada suggested that members of visible
minorities are more likely to prefer collectivistattitudes toward Moroccan immigrants in

Spain, Russian immigrants in Israel, and Mexi- strategies (Lalonde & Cameron, 1993; Lalonde,
Taylor, & Moghaddam, 1988).can immigrants in the United States (W. G. Ste-

phan, Ybarra, Martı́nez, Schwarzwald, & Tur- 5. Are there strategies that could be used to
reduce in-group favoritism and enhance inter-Kaspa, 1998; Ybarra & Stephan, 1994).

3. Who perceives discrimination? Percep- group perceptions and relations? Social psy-
chological theory has suggested that increasedtions of discrimination vary considerably across

individuals and groups. Malewska-Peyre (1982) contact—at least under certain conditions—
may improve intergroup perceptions and rela-found that 7 out of 10 second-generation ado-

lescent migrants in France reported feeling tions. Triandis and Vassiliou (1967) were the
first to examine this with international groupsdeeply affected by prejudice and discrimina-

tion. Girls perceived greater discrimination of sojourners. Their study was conducted in
Greece and in the United States. Greeks andthan boys, andArabs perceived greater discrim-

ination than the Spanish or Portuguese. While Americanswith low,medium, andhigh amounts
of intercultural contact completed question-cultural differences are associated with such

perceptions, even migrant groups who are lin- naires about perceptions of their own group
andperceptions of the other group. Both groupsguistically, ethnically, and culturally similar to

majority members of the host culture may feel agreed that Greeks had somewhat more nega-
tive features (e.g., lazy, rigid, suspicious) thansocially disadvantaged. Leong (1997), for exam-

ple, found that sojourners from the People’s did Americans. More significantly, however,
increased contact with Americans resulted inRepublic of China perceived at least amoderate

level of prejudice and discrimination in Singa- more favorable stereotypes for Greeks, but in-
creased contact with Greeks resulted in morepore. While it is not uncommon for sojourners

and immigrants to perceive prejudice and dis- negative stereotypes for Americans. Triandis
and Vassiliou suggested that stereotypes usu-crimination, members of disadvantaged groups

generally view discrimination as directedmore ally contain a “kernel of truth,” and that in-
creased contact provides first-hand knowledgeoften toward other members of their group than

toward themselves (Taylor, Moghaddam, & that sharpens or crystallizes intergroup percep-
tions.Bellerose, 1989; Taylor, Wright, Moghaddam &

Lalonde, 1990). Despite some supporting evidence for the
contact hypothesis (Clément, Gardner, &4.Which strategies aremost likely to be used

by members of immigrant groups in response Smythe, 1977), the influence of contact on ster-
eotyping is likely to be affected by a range ofto perceptions of discrimination? Choice of

strategy is influenced by individual, group, and personal, social, and situational variables. Amir
and Ben-Ari (1988) argue that contact may fur-societal factors (Camilleri & Malewska-Peyre,

1997). In their study of Iranians in Montreal, nish an opportunity for mutual acquaintance
and understanding; however, the prerequisitesMoghaddamet al. (1987) found that immigrants

pursued one of two acculturative responses. for positive perceptions and interactions are
equal status; pursuit of common goals; contactAn individualistic approach, concerned pri-

marily with personal social mobility rather of an intimate, rather than casual, nature; and
a broader social climate supporting intergroupthan maintenance of cultural heritage, was

adopted by one group. Collectivist strategies, contact. Some of these factors can be observed
in Kim, Cho, and Harajiri’s (1997) study of Ko-including reliance on the support of Iranian

cultural organizations and the larger Iranian reans in Seoul and in Tokyo and their percep-
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tions of the Japanese. Direct contact proved to chological and sociocultural adaptation can be
be important, but its effects were moderated by examined. If this is accomplished, it is also
linguistic and social skills. Overall, the Korean possible to investigate changes in acculturation
sojourners emphasized the more positive char- and identity over generations from a more
acteristics of the Japanese (e.g., orderly, safe, meaningful perspective.
secure, advanced) and were less likely to en- Future research on identity and accultura-
dorse traditional negative stereotypes (e.g., tion should be expanded to a wider variety of
colonialist, superior). Positive perceptions, cultural contexts. For example, a substantial
however,were associatedwith effective partici- proportion of the work in this area has been
pation in the culture; negative, more critical undertaken in the United States, where the tra-
evaluations were linked to dissatisfying experi- dition of E pluribus unum suggests a “melting
ences, including perceived discrimination. pot” approach to acculturation (despite more

recent analogies to the “salad bowl”). Issues
pertaining to identity and acculturation maySummary, Evaluation, and
be very different across the border in Canada,Future Directions
where the government has gone to great lengths

Social identity research on immigrants, so- to promote a culturally plural society. These
journers, and refugees has been concentrated issues may be very different again in a country
in two major areas. The first is concerned with such as Japan,where residents are largely ethni-
cultural identity and places particular empha- cally, culturally, and linguistically homoge-
sis on the conceptualization and measurement neous, or in Malaysia, where, under current
of acculturation. This line of theory and re- government policies, the Malays, as the “in-
search has articulated three distinct models of digenous” people of the country, are given spe-
the acculturative changes. The first is an as- cial entitlements that are not extended to the
similationist model. Although still popular in established immigrant Chinese or Indian com-
some cultural contexts, this perspective on ac- munities. These macro-sociocultural, -politi-
culturation clearly has negative social and po- cal, and -economic factors are likely to shape
litical implications for culturally plural socie- micro-psychological processes; consequently,
ties. The second model, with its emphasis on a broader selection of cultural samples can offer
bicultural identity, represents an improvement a more comprehensive overview of accultura-over the assimilationist position, but as it

tion processes.adopts a culture-relative or “balance” tech-
In addition to theory and research on cul-nique for assessing acculturation, it is still rid-

tural identity, this chapter discussed inter-dled with conceptual and measurement prob-
group perceptions and relations between hostslems. Most scales are unable to distinguish
and cross-cultural visitors. Here, Tajfel’s socialbicultural persons who strongly identify with
identity theory is used to account for in-grouptwo cultures from individuals who identify
favoritism and to explain the reactions of mem-with neither. The thirdmodel, which considers
bers of minority groups such as sojourners, im-home and host culture identities as indepen-
migrants, and refugees. The contact hypothesisdent domains, appears the most suitable for
has also been explored as a means of improvingexploring identity issues. Not only does it have
intergroup relations, although the outcomes ofstrong empirical support, it also appears to be
this line of research have been mixed. Unfortu-in keeping with the multicultural values that
nately, intercultural-intergroup research is stillare emerging in many contemporary societies.
somewhat limited. Most empirical work hasDebates about the nature and process of
been confined to studies of perceptions andidentity change and the relative merits of the
relations among members of established ethno-assimilationist, balance, and orthogonal mod-
cultural communities (e.g., Blacks and Whitesels of acculturation will continue into the mil-
in the United States, Maoris and Pakehas inlennium, and discussions are likely to include
New Zealand), rather than between hosts andthe question as to whether identification with
newcomers. An exception to this trend is recentheritage and contact cultures should be con-
work by Esses, Jackson, and Armstrong (1998),sidered in conjunction with categorical ap-
which considered attitudes toward immigrantsproaches to acculturation (Ward, 1999). It is
in Canada and the United States in terms of animperative to clarify issues pertaining to the
instrumental model of group conflict. In addi-nature, conceptualization, andmeasurement of
tion, few studies have includedmutual percep-acculturation before its relationship with psy-
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tions of recently arrived and resident groups. across cultures. Consequently, there is much
greater risk of unsuccessful, unpleasant, andKosmitzki’s (1996) study on contact and stereo-

typing in both home-based and sojourning Ger- confusing experiences in intercultural encoun-
ters. To remedy this situation, social skillsmans and Americans addresses this concern,

and there is a pressing need for more intercul- training has been recommended as part of cul-
ture learning programs (Furnham & Bochner,tural investigations of this type.

In addition to expanding research to include 1986); however, there are other avenues for
skills acquisition, including increased interac-more diverse sets of cross-cultural travelers and

hosts, there is also a need for further theory tion with members of the host culture.
development. At present, there is no single the-
ory that can account for the complexities of Social Psychology of
identity change and the processes and patterns Intercultural Encountersof intergroup relations. Although social iden-

In principle, meetings between culturally di-tity theory andacculturationmodels have guided
verse people are no different from other socialempirical research in the area, these are not the
encounters, and in both cases, troublesome in-only theories to explore identity and intergroup
terchanges can be conceptualized as failures inrelations in a cross-cultural context. Berry’s
verbal and nonverbal communication. Lan-(1984) “multicultural assumption” challenges
guage is obviously significant, but the rules,the premises of social identity theory. Turner’s
conventions, and customs of social interaction(1982) self-categorization theory and Wein-
are also salient aspects of communication. Thesereich’s (1989) identity structure analysis pro-
include activities such as the expression of feel-vide more contemporary alternatives, and both
ings, adoption of proxemic postures, display ofhave recently attracted attention in social psy-
gaze, and performance of ritualized routineschological studies of changingEuropean identi-
such as greetings, leave-takings, and the liketies (Breakwell & Lyons, 1996). Brewer’s (1996)
(Trower, Bryant, & Argyle, 1978). As these actsoptimal distinctiveness theory, which has been
carry implicit messages that define the tenor ofrecently used to explore changing identities in
relationships, it is important that they are inHong Kong, and Gaertner, Dovidio, and Bach-
accordance with cultural expectations. Indeed,man’s (1996) model of common in-group iden-
experimental research on intercultural interac-tity are also gaining popularity. It is probable
tion has shown that culturally congruent non-that these theorieswill come to exert an increas-
verbal behaviors are a more powerful predictoring influence on the study of identity and inter-
of interpersonal attraction than ethnicitygroup relations in coming years.
(Dew & Ward, 1993). The following section de-
scribes some cross-cultural differences in the
patterns of communication and explains whyCulture Learning
they are likely to give rise to difficulties in inter-
cultural encounters.The culture learning approach deals with the

behavioral aspects of culture contact that char-
acterize salient encounters between newcom- Barriers to Effective
ers andmembers of the receiving society. It also Intercultural Interactions
concentrates on the processes by which these
newcomers acquire culturally relevant skills to Cross-CulturalDifferences inNonverbal Behav-

iors Nonverbal forms of communication varysurvive and thrive in their new environments.
The approach is drawn from early work by Ar- markedly across cultures, and these variations

frequently contribute to cross-cultural misun-gyle and Kendon (1967), who were among the
first to suggest that the social behaviors of inter- derstandings. Differences in physical contact

and mutual gaze are two obvious examples.acting persons represent amutually skilled per-
formance. Interpersonal friction arises when Persons from high-contact cultures, such as

those of Latin America and Southern Europe,this performance breaks down because one (or
more) of the participants is unable to regulate have small areas of interpersonal space and

make frequent physical contact. Those fromthe social encounter skillfully. While Argyle’s
theory was formulated in the context of intra- low-contact cultures, such as East Asian socie-

ties, appear less intimate (Argyle, 1982). Whencultural research, its application to the intercul-
tural context is obvious. The language of com- persons from high- and low-contact cultures

meet, the former may be perceived as intrusive,munication and the rules, conventions, and
customs for social behaviors vary considerably even sexually predatory, while the latter are
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likely to be seen as aloof, cold, and unfriendly. inMatsumoto, 1994), for example, reported that
Differences in mutual gaze patterns also affect Poles and Hungarians display fewer negative
person perception. Arabs andmembers of Latin emotions and more positive emotions in in-
American cultures display a comparatively high groups compared to Americans, while the re-
frequency of mutual gaze, while Europeans ex- verse is true for out-group members.
hibit a lower frequency (Watson, 1970). When
intercultural interactions occur, persons from

Cross-Cultural Differences in Rules and Con-high-gaze culturesmaybe seen as disrespectful,
ventions In addition to culturally disparatethreatening, or insulting. In contrast, those from
nonverbal behaviors, the rules that govern in-low-gaze cultures are likely to be perceived as
terpersonal behavior are a major source of diffi-impolite, bored, or dishonest.
culty in intercultural interactions (Driskill &Gestures also widely vary across cultures.
Downs, 1995). Many of the differences in rulesThe Italian, French, Greeks, Spaniards, and Por-
and conventions have been associated moretuguese are very expressive in this way, while
broadly with cross-cultural variations in val-the Nordic peoples make little use of gestures
ues, particularly individualism-collectivism(Argyle, 1975, 1982). The meaning and signifi-
and power distance (Hofstede, 1980). Memberscance of gestures likewise differ across national
of individualistic cultures see the individualand cultural groups. The “thumbs up” gesture
as the basic unit of social organization, in con-used widely in the United States to indicate a
trast to members of collectivist cultures, whosign of approval is seen as an insult in Greece,
emphasize the significance of the larger group.where it is often associated with the expression
Individualists are idiocentric; they value auton-katsa pano or “Sit on this!” (Collett, 1982).
omy, uniqueness, and “standing out.” Collec-Pointing with the index finger outstretched is
tivists, on the other hand, value “fitting in,”considered rude in many Asian and some Mid-
finding and maintaining one’s proper placedle Eastern countries, as is calling someone by
among others (Triandis, 1989). Theory and re-beckoning with the index finger positioned up-
searchhave suggested that people from individ-ward and moving toward the body (Morrison,
ualist societies, such as the United States, pre-Conaway, &Borden, 1994).On themore general
fer directness, take longer and more unevenlylevel, there are cross-cultural differences in the
distributed turns in conversation, speak louder,liking of or preference for body postures. The
and are more willing to express negative emo-Japanese prefer closed postures, while the
tions in public. Because collectivists, particu-Americans tend to respond more positively to
larly people from East Asian societies, valuethose with open body postures (McGinley,
group harmony and face-saving to a greater ex-Blau, & Takai, 1984).
tent, they are less willing to engage in activitiesOne of themost powerful forms of nonverbal
that might be seen as disruptive to the largercommunication is achieved through the use of
group. Consequently, they often appear moresilence, and this is known to vary in its fre-
restrained in social interactions. Asian subtletyquency (Dale, 1986), duration (Ishii & Klopf,
and indirectness are often interpreted as inscru-1976), intentionality (N. Sano, Yamaguchi, &
tability by Westerners. This is compounded byMatsumoto, 1999), and meaning (Hall, 1976)
the fact that, in manyAsian countries, the wordacross cultures. The Japanese, for example, use
no is seldom used in response to a request, sosilencemore often thanAmericans (Lebra, 1987).
that a response of “Yes” may actually meanPolynesians are more comfortable with silence
“No” or “Maybe.”than Caucasian New Zealanders, but do not use
Cross-cultural variations in power distanceit in the same way to imply consent (Metge &

reflect differences in the prevalence of estab-Kinloch, 1978).
lished hierarchies, the preference for verticalFacial expression of emotion is subject to
versus horizontal relationships, and the impor-cross-cultural variation and related to display
tance of status. Americans prefer horizontal orrules. Friesen’s (1972) classic study demon-
equal relationships and tend to be informal instrated thatAmericans expressednegative emo-
their social interactions, including the wide-tions in reaction to a horrifying film whether
spread use of first names as a form of address.alone or with someone else, while Japanese re-
Societies that are high in power distance, suchpressed the expression of negative emotions in
as those of Mexico and India, are more likelythe presence of another person. How an audi-
to employ forms of address that reflect statusence affects the expression of emotion also var-

ies cross-culturally.Matsumoto andHearn (cited differences, including the use of titles.
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the training, although in this research, it was aBreaking Barriers: combination of behavioral modeling and the
Intercultural Training and cultural assimilator that proved most effective.
Interactions with Hosts More varied techniques have been examined

in Deshpande and Viswesvaran’s (1992) met-The previous sections provide only the briefest
analytic investigation of intercultural trainingglimpse of some cross-cultural differences in
effectiveness. In a review of more than 20 stud-communication that may contribute to prob-
ies, they documented the beneficial effects oflems in intercultural encounters.More compre-
training on interpersonal skills in interactionshensive descriptions and discussions of these
with host nationals. They also found improve-issues can be found in Hall (1976); Samovar
ments in the understanding of host values,and Porter (1996); Morrison et al. (1994); and
work performance, and self-development. De-Gudykunst and Ting-Toomey (1988). Although
spite these encouraging results, Cargile andthe examples are limited, it is obvious that
Giles (1996, p. 398), in their recent review of in-crossing cultures is a precarious journey, the
tercultural communication training, concludedsuccess of which largely depends on the acqui-
thatsition of culture-appropriate skills. One method

of skill development is through cross-cultural
training programs. Training can sometimes—albeit not al-
There are numerous training methods avail- ways—produce most immediate outcomes

able for cross-cultural preparation. These in- described: It can develop awareness [e.g.,
clude information giving, cultural sensitiza- Lefley, 1985], behavioral skills [e.g., Landis
tion, simulations, critical incident techniques, et al., 1985], and most surely knowledge
culture assimilators, and experiential learning [e.g., Bird, Heinbuch, Dunbar, & McNulty,
(Ward, Bochner, & Furnham, 2001). Despite the 1993]. Training has not, however, usually
variety, training techniques share a common shifted attitudes in the desired direction
assumption; that is, the major task facing cross- [e.g., Randolph, Landis, & Tzeng, 1977].
cultural travelers is to learn salient features of
the new culture. Programs that specifically em- Their conclusion reiterates the distinction be-
phasize training for social skills are based on tween the behavioral basis of culture-specific
behavioral approaches to learning and rely pri- skills and the cognitive roots of variables relat-
marily on procedures such as video feedback, ing to social identity. It also raises issues for
role-playing, andmodeling to simulate real-life the broader study of cross-cultural adaptation.
situations. Emphasis is placed on the manage- While there is at least qualified support
ment of interpersonal encounters and the effec- for the effectiveness of culture learning pro-
tive execution of communication skills. This grams, formal training is not the only route to
differs from programs that focus on affective acquiring culture-specific skills in a new en-
domains, such as stress management and per- vironment. Cultural participation and inter-
sonal growth, or cognitive processes, such as cultural friendships can enhance social skills
intergroup perceptions and attributions. (Schild, 1962). This has been discussed by
How effective are these programs? There is Bochner and colleagues in terms of social net-

at least some evidence that behaviorally based work theory (Bochner, McLeod, & Lin, 1977;
culture learning programs facilitate intercul- Furnham & Bochner, 1982). Specifically, Boch-
tural effectiveness. For example, Landis, Bris- ner has suggested that sojourners belong to
lin, and Hulgus (1985) compared the outcomes three social networks: a primary, monocultural
of an intercultural contact workshop, which network of sojourning compatriots; a secondary
included role-playing with target hosts, with a bicultural network of sojourners and hosts; and
variety of other training methods. Those partic- a third network of multicultural friends and
ipating in the contact workshopwere evaluated acquaintances. He argues that culture learning
more favorably by host nationals on culture- is a direct function of the number of host culture
specific behavioral tasks than were other train- friends that a sojourner possesses. This appears
ees. Harrison (1992) also documented the effec- to be borne out in the empirical literature. On

thewhole, sojourners who havemore extensivetiveness of behavioral modeling techniques in
his study of intercultural training. Those ex- contact with host nationals and those who are

satisfied with these relationships experienceposed to behavioral training learned more ma-
terial and performed better in a role play with less sociocultural adaptation problems (H. Sano,

1990; Searle & Ward, 1990).host nationals than those who did not have
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ated with increased interaction with membersSocial Skills Deficits and of the host culture (J. E. Gullahorn & Gullahorn,
Sociocultural Adaptation 1966) and a decrease in sociocultural adjust-

ment problems (Ward &Kennedy, 1993c). TheseThe culture learning approach suggests that
variables fit neatly into the culture learningskills deficits are largely responsible for inter-
model of cross-cultural adaptation becausecultural adaptation problems, and this was ex-
they provide tangible resources and facilitateplicitly examined in Furnham and Bochner’s
skills acquisition in a new cultural milieu.(1982) study of international students in the
Ward and colleagues have also extendedUnited Kingdom. Their research involved the

their work on sociocultural adaptation to in-construction of the Social Situations Question-
clude social identity variables as predictors ofnaire, a 40-item instrument that assesses the
cultural competence. When host and conationalamount of difficulty experienced in a variety
identity are examined, research reveals thatof routine social encounters. The international
host national identification is associated withstudents who participated in the research were
better sociocultural adaptation (Ward & Ken-divided into three groups, depending on cul-
nedy, 1993a, 1993b, 1993c). Conational identi-tural distance between home (country of origin)
fication sometimes impedes sociocultural ad-and host (United Kingdom) societies. These in-
justment, but this is not uniformly the casecluded the near group (northern European

countries such as France, the Netherlands, and (Ward, 1999). There is also evidence that socio-
cultural adaptation is influenced by accultura-Sweden), the intermediate group (southern Eu-

ropean and South American countries such as tion strategies. In a study of New Zealand civil
servants on overseas postings, Ward and Ken-Italy, Spain, Venezuela, and Brazil), and the

far group (Middle Eastern and Asian countries nedy (1994) found that the greatest amount of
sociocultural adaptationproblemswas encoun-such as Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Indonesia, and

Japan). The results of the study clearly indi- tered by those adopting separatist strategies,
followed by the marginalized, who in turn ex-cated that adaptation problems were a function

of cultural distance, that is, those students who perienced significantly more social difficulty
than the integrated or assimilated.came from culturally distant regions experi-

enced more social difficulty. 2.How does sociocultural adaptation change
over time? Longitudinal research reveals, notWard and colleagues have been strongly in-

fluenced by Furnham and Bochner’s work on surprisingly, that sociocultural adaptation fol-
lows a learning curve. In a study of Malaysiansocial difficulty and have similarly recognized

the contributions that culture learning theory and Singaporean students in New Zealand, so-
ciocultural adaptation markedly increased be-canmake to the understanding of cross-cultural

transition and adaptation. They have assumed tween 1 and 6 months of residence in the coun-
try and then improved only slightly over thea slightly broader perspective, however, in their

assessment of sociocultural difficulty and have next 6-month period (Ward & Kennedy, 1996b).
Researchwith Japanese students produced sim-included additional adaptive skills, such as

“dealing with the climate,” “getting used to the ilar results. Sociocultural adjustment signifi-
cantly improved over the first 4 months in Newlocal food,” and “using the local transport sys-

tem,” in the development of the Sociocultural Zealand; however, therewere no further signifi-
cant increases at 6 and 12 months (Ward,Adaptation Scale. The instrument has been sys-

tematically used in an evolving program of re- Okura, et al., 1998). These studies demonstrate
a steep increment in sociocultural adaptationsearch, and Ward and Kennedy (1999) have

recently summarized findings based on more over the first 4–6 months, then taper off up to
the end of the first year; this “learning curve”than 20 sojourner samples. Here, we examine

four specific questions about sociocultural ad- pattern is consistent with a skills deficit/acqui-
sition model of cross-cultural adaptation (Wardaptation.

1.Which factors predict sociocultural adap- & Kennedy, 1999).
3. Does sociocultural adaptation vary be-tation? At the most basic level, culture-specific

knowledge predicts sociocultural adaptation tween sojourning and resident groups? Data
indicate, as expected, that sedentary groups ex-(Ward & Searle, 1991); however, knowledge

alone cannot account for adaptive behaviors. perience less sociocultural difficulties than so-
journers. For example, New Zealand secondarySkills are also required. Language skills are

important as they affect the quality and quan- students who study abroad report more socio-
cultural difficulties than those who remain attity of intercultural reactions. Fluency is associ-
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home (Ward & Kennedy, 1993b). This is in line sociocultural adaptation is conceptually de-
with Furnham and Bochner’s (1982) point that rived from culture learning theory. Empirical
sojourners are relatively unskilled when they research elaborates this conceptual base, con-
enter new environments. firming that sociocultural adaptation is pre-
4.Does sociocultural adaptation vary across dicted by variables such as cultural distance

sojourning groups?Results suggest that cultural and amount of contact with host nationals, and
and ethnic similarity is generally associated that the pattern of sociocultural adaptation ap-
with fewer sociocultural difficulties. Mainland proximates a learning curve over time. After a
Chinese and Malaysian sojourners in Singa- decade of systematic studies on sociocultural
pore, for example, adapt more readily than An- adaptation, the construct is gaining more atten-
glo-European ones. Similarly, Malaysian stu- tion in the acculturation literature. This is evi-
dents in Singapore experience less difficulty denced by its inclusion in Berry and Sam’s
than Malaysian and Singaporean students in (1997) pictorial representation of a framework
New Zealand (Ward & Kennedy, 1999). This for acculturation research, which is presented
is in accordance with Furnham and Bochner’s in volume 3 of the Handbook of Cross-Cultural
(1982) original work on cultural distance and Psychology. More sophisticated research on so-
social difficulty in foreign students in the ciocultural adaptation, including longitudinal
United Kingdom. studies, is likely to emerge in the next decade.

There have also been recent attempts to expand
the primarily behavioral construct of sociocul-Summary, Evaluation, and
tural adaptation to cognitive-behavioral do-Future Directions
mains (see Kennedy, 1999), and this may hold

Historically influenced by theOxford tradition, promise for future research endeavors.
the culture learning approach emphasizes the Communication studies have also borrowed
significance of social skills and social interac- from culture learning theory, as evidenced by
tion. Extending work from the intracultural recentwork on intercultural interactions. In her
domain, it begins by identifying cross-cultural discussion of intercultural communication com-
differences in verbal and nonverbal communi- petence, Y. Y. Kim (1991) noted the parallels
cation that contribute to intercultural misun- between intercultural communication research
derstandings. It then sets about proposingways and cross-cultural psychology. In particular,in which confusing and dissatisfying encoun-

she highlighted the concernwith the identifica-ters can beminimized. As the approach consid-
tion of cultural differences in communicationers intercultural effectiveness as essentially no
and the long-range objective of providing in-different from other desirable activities or be-
sights tominimize failed communications acrosshavioral goals, it can be achieved through the
cultures. Also in line with the culture learningapplication of the basic principles of learning.
approach, she noted that the investigation ofConsequently, training programs and interac-
intercultural communication competence hastions with host nationals have been recognized
the “implicit or explicit goal of improving theas reliable means of acquiring and improving
quality of face-to-face communication betweenexpertise.
cultural strangers” (p. 260). In addition toKim’sNot only does the culture learning approach
work on intercultural communication compe-underpinmodels of intercultural training (Lan-
tence, the influence of culture learning theorydis, 1996), it also exerts influence on two more
is also seen on Gudykunst’s (1993) approach torecent advancements in the study of intercul-
effective communication. Gudykunst’s modeltural contact and adaptation. The first is related
includes a major skills component, with em-to psychological studies of cross-cultural tran-
phasis on the ability to gather and use appro-sition and sociocultural adaptation. The second
priate information and the ability to be adapt-is linked to emergent theory and research in
able in intercultural communication. As socialcommunication.
psychologists are becoming increasingly inter-Although a number of researchers have con-
ested in these topics, communication theorysidered intercultural interactions, social diffi-
and research are being integrated into the field.culty, and/or cultural competence, Ward and
This is seen, for example, in the communica-colleagues first proposed and subsequently re-
tion accommodation theory of Gallois and col-fined the construct of sociocultural adaptation.
leagues, which has been recently extended toMeasured in terms of the amount of difficulty
the study of intercultural interactions (Gallois,experienced by cross-cultural travelers in the

course of everyday activities and interactions, Giles, Jones, Cargile, & Ota, 1995). Given these
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trends, it is likely that the basic premises of Prediction of Psychologicalthe culture learning approach will continue to
Adjustmentinfluence studies of intercultural effectiveness

through developments in communication the- Life Changes
ory and research. The stress-and-copingperspective on the accul-

turation process conceptualizes cross-cultural
transitions as entailing a series of stress-pro-
voking life changes that tax adjustive resourcesStress and Coping
and necessitate coping responses. Consequent-
ly, the measurement of salient life events is anThe stress-and-coping framework, elaborated
important feature of this approach (Holmes &by Berry (1997) in his recent review of immi-
Rahe, 1967). Masuda, Lin, and Tazuma (1982)gration, acculturation, and adaptation, high-
studied Vietnamese refugees in the Unitedlights the significance of life changes during
States on their arrival and 1 year later. Thecross-cultural transitions, the appraisal of these
authors reported that there was a significantchanges, and the selection and implementation relationship between life changes and psycho-

of coping strategies to deal with them (see Fig- logical and psychosomatic distress at both pe-
ure 20.2). These processes, as well as their psy- riods (.27 and .15, respectively). Comparable
chological outcomes, are likely to be influenced correlations (.19–.28) were found in studies by
by both societal- and individual-level variables. Ward and colleagues in Malaysian, Singa-
On themacrolevel, characteristics of the society porean, and New Zealand students abroad
of settlement and society of origin are impor- (Searle &Ward, 1990; Ward & Kennedy, 1993b,
tant. Discriminating features of these societies 1993c).
may include social, political, and demographic It is apparent that there is a reliable, moder-
factors, such as ethnic composition, extent of ate positive correlation between life changes
cultural pluralism, and salient attitudes toward and psychological symptoms; however, these
ethnic and cultural out-groups. On the micro- changes account for only a small proportion
level, characteristics of the acculturating in- (generally less than 10%) of the variance in
dividual and situational aspects of the accul- the psychological well-being of sojourners and
turative experience exert influences on stress, refugees. One reason is that there are obvious
coping, and adaptation. Berry also distinguishes and important individual differences in the
between influences arising prior to and during cognitive appraisal of these changes. Individu-
acculturation. In the first instance, factors such als process stress-related information in a vari-
as personality or cultural distance may be im- ety of ways. In one instance, a potential stressor
portant; in the second, acculturation strategies may be evaluated as threatening; in another
or social support may be more relevant. instance, it may be perceived as challenging.
Cross-cultural researchers who have exam- Beyond these individual differences, there are

ined acculturation from a perspective of stress also cultural factors that are likely to affect the
and coping have been predominantly con- cognitive appraisal of stress.
cernedwith the prediction of psychological ad-
justment. Many have considered factors that

Cognitive Appraisal andare routinely investigated in research on stress
Coping Stylesand coping. These include life changes, cogni-

tive appraisals of stress, coping styles, person- The cognitive appraisal of potentially stressful
ality, and social support. Others have concen- demands by acculturating individuals is like-
trated on variables that are more specifically ly to be influenced by broad social and situa-
related to cross-cultural transition and adapta- tional factors, including aspects of the accultur-
tion, such as cultural identity and type of accul- ative experience. For example, Zheng andBerry
turating groups. Still others have explicitly at- (1991) examined the evaluation of a range of
tempted to forge links across the three major potential stressors by Chinese sojourners in
theoretical approaches to acculturation andhave Canada and by Chinese and non-Chinese Cana-
selected variables such as perceived discrimi- dians. Chinese sojourners tended to view lan-
nation, acculturation strategies, and sociocul- guageand communication, discrimination, home-
tural adaptation as predictors or correlates of sickness, and loneliness as more problematic
psychological adjustment. These are reviewed than either Chinese or non-Chinese Canadians.

A similar pattern was observed in Chatawaybelow.



Figure 20.2 Stress and Coping Framework for Acculturation Research. Note. From “Immigration, Acculturation and
Adaptation,” by J. Berry, 1997, Applied Psychology: An International Review, 46, pp. 1–30. Copyright 1994 by the
International Association of Applied Psychology. Reprinted with permission.
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and Berry’s (1989) research with Hong Kong In further investigations,Ward andKennedy
(in press) examined the coping strategies andChinese and French and Anglo-Canadians.
psychological adjustment of British expatriatesCognitive appraisals of stressors, as well as
in Singapore. They identified four basic cop-subsequent coping strategies and adjustive out-
ing styles: approach (planning, suppression ofcomes, may also vary due to differences in
competing activities, and active coping), avoid-migrants’ expectations. Expectations form the
ance (behavioral disengagement, denial, vent-basis of cognitive appraisals of stressful situa-
ing, and the absence of positive reinterpre-tions. They also provide the yardstick against
tation), acceptance (acceptance and restraintwhich experiences and behaviors can be mea-
coping), and social support (seeking emotionalsured. Some researchers have argued that real-
and instrumental support). The research re-istic expectations (i.e., those that match actual
vealed that approach coping was associatedexperiences) facilitate adjustment. Others have
with a decrement in depressive symptoms inbeen more concerned with the consequences
theBritish expatriates. Avoidance coping, how-of inaccurate expectations. Weissman and Furn-
ever, was related to higher levels of depressionham (1987), for example, suggested that greater
in this investigation, as it was in Berno andexpectation-experience discrepancies should
Ward’s (1998) study of international studentsbe associated with increased psychological ad-
in New Zealand and Kennedy’s (1998) researchjustment problems in a group of Americans
with Singaporean students abroad.who had relocated to the United Kingdom.
For the most part, the findings from studiesA more sophisticated approach to the study

on coping with cross-cultural transition paral-of expectation-experience discrepancies con-
lel the general literature on stress and coping.siders both the direction and extent of expecta-
Carver, Scheier, and Weintraub (1989), for ex-tion-experience mismatches. In this case, a ba-
ample, highlighted the functional aspects of di-sic distinction is made between overmet and
rect, action-oriented coping mechanisms, whileundermet expectations. The former refers to sit-
questioning the long-term effectiveness of dis-uations in which experiences are more positive
engagement strategies. This is not to suggest,than expected, while the latter refers to situa-
however, that specific coping strategies wouldtions in which experiences are more negative
be uniformly effective, or that cultural factors

than anticipated. Along these lines, Black and have no bearing on adjustment outcomes. In-
Gregersen (1990) found that overmet general deed, Cross (1995) has speculated that there
expectations of American managers about life may be cross-cultural variations in coping ef-
in Japan were associated with increased life fectiveness.
satisfaction and decreased likelihood of prema- This line of theory and research begins with
ture departure. Similar findings were reported the distinction between primary and secondary
by Kennedy (1999); Martin, Bradford, and Rohr- coping strategies. Primary strategies are direct
lich (1995); andRogers andWard (1993) in their actions; they are overt, task-oriented behaviors
studies of international students. aimed at changing noxious features of a stress-
Despite the general interest in stress and provoking environment. Secondary strategies,

coping and related research on cognitive ap- in contrast, are more cognitive than behavioral;
praisals and expectations, relatively few pub- they most commonly involve changing percep-
lished studies have actually examined coping tions and appraisals of stressful events and situ-
strategies in relation to adaptive outcomes in ations. In the simplest terms, the primary strate-
sojourners, immigrants, or refugees. The earli- gies imply changing the environment to suit
est work of this type was undertaken by Chata- the self, while the secondary strategies reflect
way and Berry (1989), who investigated coping changing the self to suit the environment. Cross
styles, satisfaction, and psychological distress (1995) speculated that primary or direct coping
in Chinese students in Canada. They reported strategies are highly valued by people in indi-
that Chinese students who engaged in positive vidualist cultures, while indirect or secondary
thinking were more satisfied with their ability mechanisms may be more adaptive for those
to cope, and those who relied on withdrawal in collectivist cultures. In her examination of
and wishful thinking were less content with stress and coping in East Asian and American
the management of their problems. However, students in the United States, Cross hypothe-
only detachment was related significantly to an sized and found that direct coping with aca-
increase in psychological and psychosomatic demic problems was associated with decre-

ments in perceived stress in theAsian students.symptoms.
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Ward and colleagues chose to explore these served in Ward, Chang, and Lopez-Nerney’s
issues in greater depth in a more collectivist (1999) recent work with Filipina domestic help-
setting in their research on stress, coping with ers in Singapore. Seipel’s (1988) study demon-
cross-cultural transition, and psychological ad- strated that lower levels of life satisfactionwere
justment in international students in Singapore related to an external locus of control in Korean
(Ward, Leong, & Kennedy, 1998). The results immigrants in the United States, as did Neto’s
indicated that secondary coping mechanisms (1995) research with second-generation Portu-
(i.e., acceptance and positive reinterpretation guese migrants to France. Studies of foreign
and growth) predicted lower levels of perceived students in the United States, New Zealand,
stress,which in turn predicted fewer symptoms and Singapore reported the same trends (Hung,
of depression. Primary strategies (i.e., active 1974; Ward & Kennedy, 1993b, 1993c).
coping and planning), in contrast, did not exert Studies of extraversion have produced less-
a direct effect on perceived stress. These find- consistent results. Research has generated posi-
ings were observed in both the East Asian and tive, negative, and nonsignificant relationships
Euro-American groups in Singapore. between extraversion and sojourner adjustment
The work by Cross (1995) and Ward and (Armes & Ward, 1989; Padilla, Wagatsuma, &

colleagues suggests the likelihood of a “cultural Lindholm, 1985; Searle &Ward, 1990; Van denfit” model of coping and adaptation; however,
Broucke, De Soete, & Bohrer, 1989). In an at-it is somewhat premature to draw such a con-
tempt to reconcile these conflicting findings,clusion. It may be the case that indirect tactics
Ward and Chang (1997) proposed the culturalare intrinsically more suitable and efficacious
fit hypothesis. They highlighted the signifi-for coping with at least some aspects of cross-
cance of the Person × Situation interaction andcultural transition. In short, cross-cultural trav-
suggested that, inmany cases, it is not personal-elers are powerless to change entire cultures,
ity per se that predicts cross-cultural adjust-and in many cases, they have limited resources
ment, but rather the cultural fit between thefor modifying the troublesome features of their
acculturating individual andhost culturenorms.new cultural milieu. In these instances, cogni-
To test this idea, a sample of Americans in Sing-tive reframing strategies may be more effective
apore was surveyed, and comparisons werein reducing stress. In any event, further re-
made between their extraversion scores on thesearch is required to clarify the relationship

among culture, coping, and psychological ad- Eysenck Personality Questionnaire and norma-
justment during cross-cultural transitions. tive Singaporean data. Although extraversion

per se did not relate to psychological well-be-
ing, those Americans whose scores were lessPersonality
discrepant from Singaporean norms experi-

Despite extensive theorizing about the effects enced lower levels of depression, giving tenta-
of authoritarianism, rigidity, and ethnocen- tive support to the cultural fit proposition.
trism on intercultural contact (e.g., Locke & Other personality factors that have been as-
Feinsod, 1982), locus of control has attracted sociated with general adjustment, psychologi-
the greatest attention in cross-cultural studies cal well-being, or life satisfaction have been
of personality and adjustment (Dyal, 1984; personal flexibility (Berno & Ward, 1998; J. T.
Kuo & Tsai, 1986; Lu, 1990). Early studies, like Gullahorn & Gullahorn, 1962; Ruben & Kealey,
more recent research, have demonstrated that 1979); tolerance of ambiguity (Cort & King,an internal locus of control facilitates cross-

1979); hardiness (Ataca, 1996); mastery (Sam,cultural adjustment; an external locus, on the
1998); self-efficacy; and self-monitoring (Har-other hand, is associated with symptoms of
rison, Chadwick, & Scales, 1996). In contrast,psychological distress. Along these lines, Kuo,
psychological adjustment problems have beenGray, and Lin (1976) found that an external
associated with authoritarianism; decrementslocus of control was a more powerful predictor
in overall satisfaction have been related to dog-of psychiatric symptoms in Chinese immi-
matism (Taft & Steinkalk, 1985); and high anxi-grants to the United States than demographic,
ety has been linked to attributional complexitysocioeconomic, or life change variables. Dyal,
(C. W. Stephan & Stephan, 1992). Attempts toRybensky, and Somers (1988), who investi-
investigate Eysenck’s personality dimensionsgated locus of control in Indo- and Euro-Cana-
of neuroticism and psychoticism have demon-dian women, reported an association among
strated, as expected, that both are associatedexternal responses, depression, and psychoso-

matic complaints. The same pattern was ob- with psychological adjustment problems dur-
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ing cross-cultural transition (Ditchburn, 1996; frustrations concerning life in a new environ-
Furukawa & Shibayama, 1993). ment (Adelman, 1988). However, cultural en-

claves can also impede willingness to engage
with the host society. In these instances, a “con-

Social Support tagion effect” may emerge by which highly
Social support has been viewed as a major re- interdependent, stressed, and threatened in-
source in the literature on stress and coping dividuals who remain insulated from the host
and as a significant factor in predicting both culture milieu are prevented from acquiring
psychological adjustment (Fontaine, 1986) and functional problem-solving skills. Continual com-
physical health (Schwarzer, Jerusalem, &Hahn, miseration among those experiencing stress un-
1994) during cross-cultural transitions. The der unstable conditionsmayplace themembers
presence of social support is negatively corre- of the support group at risk by engendering a
lated with the emergence of psychiatric symp- “sinking ship” morale. Pruitt’s (1978) study of
tomatology in immigrants and refugees (e.g., African students in the United States, which
Biegel, Naparstek, & Khan, 1980; Lin, Ta- found that overall adjustment was poorer for
zuma, & Masuda, 1979); its absence is associ- those students who had greater contact with
ated with the increased probability of physical compatriots and spent more leisure time with
and mental illness during cross-cultural so- Africans, and Richardson’s (1974) study of Brit-
journs (Hammer, 1987). ish immigrants in Australia, which found that
Social support may arise from a variety of dissatisfied immigrants had more compatriot

sources, including family, friends, and acquain- and fewer host national friends, seem to provide
tances. Some researchers have emphasized the evidence of this.
significance of the family and have concen- While expatriate enclaves can function as
trated onmarital relations as theprimary source assets or liabilities, relationships with other
of social support. Naidoo (1985), for example, groups, particularly members of the dominant
reported that immigrant Asian women in Can- or host culture, also affect adjustment outcomes.
ada experienced substantially less stress when Some researchers have concentrated on the
they had supportive husbands, and Stone Fein- quality of these relationships. Having host na-
stein and Ward (1990) found that the quality tional friends has been associated with a de-
of spousal relationship was one of the most crease in psychological problems in immi-significant predictors of psychological well-

grants (Furnham & Li, 1993), and satisfactionbeing of American women sojourning in Sing-
with host national relationships has been posi-apore. On the other hand, marital difficulties
tively related to psychological well-being in so-can increasepsychological distress.Ataca (1996)
journers (Searle & Ward, 1990; Stone Fein-observed that marital stressors were significant-
stein & Ward, 1990; Ward & Kennedy, 1993b).ly related to psychological adaptation prob-
Comfort and satisfaction with local contactlems, including anxiety, depression, psychoso-
have also been associated with greater generalmatic complaints, and general dissatisfaction,
satisfaction in foreign students, including bothin Turkish migrants to Canada. These findings
academic and nonacademic aspects of theirare not surprising as marital harmony/distress
overseas transfers (Klineberg & Hull, 1979).contribute to psychological well-being/malaise
Other researchers have emphasized the fre-in intracultural settings as well.
quency of interaction with members of the hostWhen friends and acquaintances are consid-
culture, in some cases even suggesting that ex-ered as sources of social support, the relative
tensive contact is a prerequisite for sojournermerit of conational versus host national sup-
adjustment. Several studies have confirmed aport emerges as a controversial topic. Some
relationship between amount of social contactstudies have suggested that conational relations
with host nationals and general adjustment orare the most salient and powerful source of
satisfaction in immigrants and sojournerssupport for both sojourners and immigrants
(Berry et al., 1987; J. E. Gullahorn & Gullahorn,(Berry et al., 1987; Sykes & Eden, 1987; Ward &
1966; Lysgaard, 1955; Pruitt, 1978; Selltiz,Kennedy, 1993c; Ying & Liese, 1991). Certain-
Christ, Havel, & Cook, 1963; Sewell &Davidsen,ly, “comparable others” (i.e., those undergoing
1961).similar experiences)may offer knowledge-based
All in all, it is likely that both home andresources and share information about coping

host national support affect sojourner well-be-with a new environment; theymay also provide
ing. This was confirmed by Furnham and Alib-emotional benefits, permitting, or even encour-

aging, emotional catharsis and the release of hai (1985) in their study of foreign students in
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the United Kingdom and by Ward and Rana- for by the different models and measurements
Deuba (2000) in their work with multinational of acculturationdescribedpreviously, although
aid workers in Nepal. As these results demon- some researchers have argued that the effects
strate that support may be effectively provided of acculturation are moderated by variables
by both host and conational networks, some such as age (Kaplan & Marks, 1990), gender
researchers have concerned themselves with (Mavreas & Bebbington, 1990), and religion
the adequacy, rather than the source, of social (Neffe & Hoppe, 1993). It is likely that both
support and its influence on cross-cultural ad- moderating factors and acculturation measure-
aptation. Loneliness, for example, has been com- ment error have contributed to the discrepant
monly mentioned as a negative consequence of findings.
cross-cultural relocation (Pruitt, 1978; Sam & A smaller, but substantial, number of inves-
Eide, 1991; Zheng & Berry, 1991) and has been tigations have reliedprimarily onBerry’s (1974,
linked to various forms of psychological dis- 1984, 1994) model to consider the relationship
tress, including global mood disturbance (Stone between acculturation and acculturative stress.
Feinstein & Ward, 1990; Ward & Searle, 1991), Correlational research based on early studies
decrements in life satisfaction (Neto, 1995), of native peoples and immigrants in Canada
and decreased satisfaction with coping ability documented a positive relationship among in-
(Chataway & Berry, 1989). tegration, assimilation, and adjustment. In con-

trast, separation andmarginalizationwere found
to be related to psychological maladjustmentPerceived Discrimination
and psychosomatic problems (Berry et al.,

Perceived discrimination has been associated 1987; Berry &Annis, 1974; Berry,Wintrob, Sin-
with less willingness to adopt host culture dell, & Mawhinney, 1982). More recent re-
identity (Mainous, 1989). It has also been re- search has extended the external validity of
lated to a variety of negative outcomes, includ- these findings. These studies have had the ad-
ing increased stress (Vega, Khoury, Zimmer- vantage of employing a wider variety of adjust-
man, Gil, &Warheit, 1991), antisocial behaviors ment indicators, including measurements of
such as drug use and delinquency (Vega, Gil, self-esteem, anxiety, depression, acculturative
Warheit, Zimmerman, & Apospori, 1993) and stress, clinical psychopathology, general con-
identity conflict (Leong & Ward, 2000). The as- tentment, and life satisfaction. They have also
sociation between perceived discrimination included a more diverse set of migratory sam-
and psychological adjustment problems has ples (e.g., sojourners and refugees) and a
been observed in such diverse groups as Turk- broader range of cultural settings with widely
ishmigrants inCanada (Ataca, 1996), American varying levels of cultural pluralism (Ataca,
sojourners in Singapore (Ward & Chang, 1994), 1996; Donà &Berry, 1994; Partridge, 1988; Paw-
international students inNewZealand (Berno& liuk et al., 1996; Phinney, Chavira, & William-
Ward, 1998), and Asian migrants in the United son, 1992; Sam, 2000; Sam & Berry, 1995;
Kingdom (Furnham & Shiekh, 1993). However, Sands & Berry, 1993; Ward & Kennedy, 1994;
the psychological, social, and cultural out- Ward & Rana-Deuba, 1999). A particularly in-
comes of perceived discrimination are moder- teresting example of this research was under-
ated by other factors, such as permeability of taken by Schmitz (1992), who reported that in-
group boundaries and perceived threat (e.g., tegration is associated with reduced levels of
Pelly, 1997). both neuroticism and psychoticism, and that

separation is associated with higher levels of
neuroticism, psychoticism, and anxiety in hisModes of Acculturation
study of East German migrants to West Ger-Many studies have considered the relationship
many.He also argued that assimilation is linkedbetween acculturation status andmental health
to impairment of the immune system, and thator illness; however, the results of this research
separation is related to cardiovascular prob-have not been entirely consistent. Studies have
lems and drug and alcohol addiction.shown that acculturation is related both tomore

stress (Singh, 1989) and to less stress (Padilla
et al., 1985); similarly, acculturation has been Acculturation Status and
related both to more depression (Kaplan &

Type of GroupMarks, 1990) and less depression (Ghaffarian,
While research has frequently demonstrated1987; Torres-Rivera, 1985). It is likely that

these inconsistencies can be largely accounted that sojourners, immigrants, and refugees have
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more psychological and sociocultural adapta- They also commented on the reciprocal rela-
tionship between the two domains, with socialtion problems than host nationals (Chataway &

Berry, 1989; Furnham & Bochner, 1982; Furn- inadequacy leading to isolation and psycholog-
ical disturbance, as well as psychological dis-ham & Tresize, 1981; Sam, 1994; Zheng &

Berry, 1991), there have been few systematic tress affecting behavior, including an array of
social skills and interactions.studies of psychological adjustment across dif-

ferent types of migrant groups. A major excep- Empirical research with these constructs
supports this relationship. Across a range oftion to this is Berry et al.’s (1987) research,

which compared the level of acculturative studies involving such diverse groups as for-
eign students, diplomats, aid workers, and busi-stress (i.e., psychological and psychosomatic

symptoms) in refugees, sojourners, immigrants, nesspeople, Ward and colleagues have consis-
tently found a positive relationship (.20 to .62,native peoples, and ethnocultural groups in a

multicultural society. Their results indicated with a median correlation of .32) between psy-
chological and sociocultural adaptation (Wardthat native peoples and refugees experienced

the greatest level of acculturative stress, immi- & Kennedy, 1999). They have also noted that
the magnitude of the relationship varies. Evi-grants and ethnic groups had the lowest level,

and sojourners had an intermediate level of dence suggests that the association is stronger
under conditions involving a greater level ofstress.As the experiences of refugees andnative

peoples often involve involuntary displace- social and cultural integration. For example,
the relationship between psychological and so-ment and resettlement dictated by others, it is

not surprising that their levels of acculturative ciocultural adaptation is stronger in sojourners
who are culturally similar, rather than dissimi-stress are considerably higher than those of im-

migrants, sojourners, and ethnic groups who lar, to hosts; it is greater in sedentary groups
compared to groups involved in cross-culturalvoluntarily choose to relocate and/or to pursue

intercultural contact. The finding that refugees relocation; it increases over time; and it is
stronger in those adopting integrationist anddisplay more psychological distress and dys-

function than other acculturating groups ap- assimilationist strategies of acculturation com-
pared to the separated and the marginalizedpears consistent across cultures (Pernice &

Brook, 1994; Wong-Rieger & Quintana, 1987) (Kennedy, 1999; Ward, Okura, et al., 1998;
Ward & Kennedy, 1996a, 1996b; Ward & Rana-and is in accordance with the push-pull analy-

sis of geographical movement. In 1988, U. Kim, Deuba, 1999).
for example, found that relocating personswith
greater pushmotivation experiencedmore psy- Summary, Evaluation, and
chological adaptation problems. It is also worth Future Directionsnoting that refugees experience high levels of

The stress-and-coping approach to cross-cul-premigration stress, often of a traumatic nature,
tural transition and adaptation considers inter-which may affect later adaptation (Tran, 1993).
cultural contact and change as significant life
events that are inherently stressful and requirePsychological and
coping responses to deal with life in a new and

Sociocultural Adjustment different environment. The approach is drawn
frommainstream theory and a well-establishedPsychological and sociocultural adjustment have

been described as complementary domains of body of empirical research. Expectedly, find-
ings from acculturation studies are largely inintercultural adaptation. How are these two

outcomes related? Themainstream psychologi- accordance with the wider literature. Factors
that function as assets, such as adaptive person-cal literature has long recognized the comple-

mentarity of the stress-and-coping and social ality traits or social support, assist in cross-
cultural transitions; those that act as impedi-skills analyses of human behavior. Folkman,

Schaeffer, and Lazarus (1979), working in the ments or liabilities, such as avoidant coping
styles, impair cross-cultural adaptation. Otherformer domain, emphasized that the manage-

ment of stressful circumstances includes in- factors related specifically to crossing cultures,
such as cultural identity and acculturationstrumental control of situations and themainte-

nance of personal integrity and morale. Trower strategies, also affect the psychological well-
being of immigrants, refugees, and sojourners.et al. (1978) linked the social skills domainwith

psychological adjustment by noting that certain The next decade of research on cross-cul-
tural transition and psychological adjustmentforms of adaptation difficulties can be caused

or exacerbated by lack of social competence. is likely to see more extensive research on per-
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sonality and more serious attention devoted to seewhy. The field is enormous, and aswemove
coping styles. In the first instance, it is time to toward cultural diversity bothwithin and across
examine the “Big Five” dimensions of personal- societies, the areawill only continue to expand.
ity in relation to sojourner, immigrant, and refu- Given the heterogeneity and breadth of the
gee adjustment (Costa & McCrae, 1989). On field, this chapter commences with basic defi-
the second count, researchers need to consider nitions and distinctions. First, acculturation
models of cross-cultural coping more carefully was defined as changes resulting from sus-
(e.g., problem focused vs. emotion focused, en- tained first-hand contactwithmembers of other
gagement vs. avoidance, and primary versus cultural groups. Second, distinctionsweremade
secondary control). Although these models between acculturating individuals who engage
have received considerable attention in the in cross-cultural relocation and acculturating
mainstream literature on adjustment and are at members of sedentary communities, and the
the heart of stress-and-coping approaches to review of relevant research was confined to
cross-cultural transition and adaptation (e.g., cross-cultural travelers: immigrants, sojourn-
Carver et al., 1989; Folkman & Lazarus, 1985; ers, and refugees. Third, the adaptive outcomes
Weisz, Rothbaum, & Blackburn, 1984), very lit- of acculturationwere described, with emphasis
tle has been done in the context of cultural on the definitive features of psychological and
change. In either case, the cultural fit proposi- sociocultural adjustment. Fourth, similarities
tion is expected to assume greater significance and differences in the respective affective, be-
in empirical investigations of immigration and havioral, and cognitive domains of the accul-
adaptation. Are specific personality traits uni- turative experience were discussed. The first
versally adaptive, or do they vary in relation theoretical approach, social identification, high-
to the cultural context? Do certain coping styles lighted selected elements of social identity, es-
suit sojourners, immigrants, and refugees, or is pecially identification with home and host cul-
the effectiveness of coping determined by the tures and intergroup perceptions and relations;
social, psychological, andbehavioral character- the second, culture learning, underlined the
istics of the host culture? These questions de- importance of cultural skills and introduced
serve more serious consideration in future re- the construct of sociocultural adaptation; and
search. the third, stress and coping, emphasized the
Altogether, the stress-and-coping perspec- emotional components of acculturation, partic-

tive appears to offer the broadest andmost flexi- ularly psychological adjustment during cross-
ble approach to acculturation. If one considers cultural transition. Although a broad overviewBerry’s (1997) framework, for example, it is

was presented, attempts were made to showeasy to see how both behavioral and cognitive
the interconnections across the various do-variables fit into the acculturation process. For
mains and components of acculturation and toexample, both acculturation strategies and per-
synthesize, if possible, acculturation theoryceptions of discrimination have been cited as
and research.moderating factors in the acculturation experi-
The integration of emerging theory and re-ence. Similarly, cultural distance, emphasized

search on acculturation can undoubtedly con-by those who advocate a culture learning ap-
tribute to significant developments in the field;proach to intercultural contact, is also seen to
however, a final word of caution to aspiringhave influence on adaptational outcomes. Be-
cross-cultural psychologists is warranted: Docause of these integrative features, the stress-
not assume universality in the process andand-coping approach is likely to dominate
products of acculturation. The conditions un-studies of cross-cultural adaptation. In fact,
derwhich intercultural contact occursmay rep-some of the most sophisticated research de-
resent important moderating and/or mediatingsigns, including longitudinal studies and
influences. What are the national policies re-causal modeling, appear to be evolving in this
garding race, ethnicity, and culture? Multicul-area (e.g., Kennedy, 1998).
tural societies that advocate policies of cultural
pluralism offer a wider range of acculturation
opportunities than do assimilationist societiesConcluding Comments
(Berry, 1997; Sam, 1995). Loose societies (i.e.,
those that tolerate a range of views about whatBerry and Sam (1997) have identified accultur-
constitutes correct action andmaintain flexibil-ation as one of the most complex areas of in-
ity about the extent to which individuals arequiry in cross-cultural psychology, and from

this review of theory and research, it is easy to expected to conform to conventional norms
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and values), compared to tight societies, also particularly to the family, may find it more dif-
ficult to relocate cross-culturally on their own.place fewer constraints on social identity and

the acculturation options available for immi- If there is a presence of a large conational group
in the receiving society, however, this groupgrants, sojourners, and refugees (Triandis, 1997).

How similar or dissimilar is the migrant group may offer stronger and more reliable sources of
social support than comparable groups madeto members of the receiving culture? Cultural

differences, like perceived discrimination, dis- up of members of individualist cultures. These
are only speculations about the nature of cross-courage assimilation, particularly in members

of visibleminorities (Lalonde&Cameron, 1993; cultural transition; however, these hypotheses
may be tested if researchers are able to generateRichman, Gaviria, Flaherty, Birz, & Wintrob,

1987). They also increase the probability of psy- a large cross-cultural database for systematic
comparisons.chological and sociocultural adaptation prob-

lems. It is wise to remember, then, that “cul- Alternative schemes for the analysis of cul-
tural variability and its consequences for cross-ture” in acculturation research is not confined

to intrasocietal differences. Cross-cultural vari- cultural transition and adaptation have been
provided by both Triandis and Schwartz. Likeations in both migrant groups and receiving

societies are also important. Hofstede, Triandis (1989) has recognized the
importance of individualism and collectivism;As the synthesis of existing theory and re-

search along these lines proceeds, a truly cross- however, he has also discussed differences in
simple societies versus complex societies andcultural perspective should evolve. In his early

writings, Berry (Berry et al., 1987) suggested loose cultures versus tight cultures. In the con-
text of acculturation research, some studiesthe amalgamation of emerging studies of accul-

turation into a broader program of research that have suggested that sojourners prefer postings
in developed countries (Torbiorn, 1982; Yo-includes the systematic comparisons of immi-

grants, refugees, and sojourners (Armenians, shida, Sauer, Tidwell, Skager, & Sorenson, 1997),
which would be described as more complex so-Bengalis, Chinese, . . . Zarois) in a variety of

cultural contexts (Australia, Brazil, Canada, cieties; however, larger and more varied cross-
cultural data sets would allow a more system-. . . ). This would provide an extremely rich

data set, taking into account population-level atic comparison of this dimension.
Schwartz (1994), who has also studied thefactors and including enormous cross-cultural

variability. Organizing and interpreting such a structure of human values, identified openness
to change (stimulation, self-direction), self-trans-data set would be a challenging task; however,

there are several overarching conceptual frame- cendence (universalism, benevolence), conser-
vation (security, conformity/tradition), andworks that could offer starting points for more

systematic comparisons across cultures. self-enhancement (achievement, power) as the
four core value dimensions based on his studyBased on his research in 40 countries, Hof-

stede (1980) identified and assessed four value of 44 cultures. Of particular interest to accultur-
ation researchers, Schwartz proposed that uni-domains: individualism, power distance, un-

certainty avoidance, and masculinity. As he versalism, benevolence, and stimulation are
positively related to readiness for out-groupwas able to calculate mean scores on each of

these dimensions for the participating cultures, contact, while security, tradition, and confor-
mity are negatively related. If this is the case,he has provided a major resource for the selec-

tion of samples for hypothesis testing in cross- we might expect the quality of host-immigrant
relations to be influenced by these values andcultural comparisons. For example, members

of individualist cultures may have advantages to vary across cultural contexts. Again, a large,
multicultural data set would permit more ex-inmaking cross-cultural transitions in that they

are assumed to interact more sociably with tensive testing of Schwartz’s hypotheses relat-
ing to aspects of social identity.strangers than are members of collectivist cul-

tures; however, the destination of the cross- In conclusion, theory and research on accul-
turation have grown exponentially over the lastcultural traveler is also important. If individu-

alists are traveling to collectivist cultures, three decades. More sophisticated theories have
been employed, and more robust research de-where in-group–out-group distinctions are

greater, they may find it harder to gain accep- signs, including longitudinal studies, have been
adopted. Under these conditions, empirical in-tance and experiencemore transitional difficul-

ties. On the other hand, collectivists, who are vestigations have yielded relatively consistent
findings on the A, B, C’s of acculturation. De-known to have strong in-group attachments,
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ciation for Cross-Cultural Psychology, Mon-spite these positive developments, large-scale,
treal, Canada.systematic, comparative studies have been

Aycan, Z., & Berry, J. W. (1994, July). The influ-lacking. Evaluating theory and research on ac-
ences of economic adjustment of immigrantsculturation at the turn of the century, it should
on their psychological well-being and adapta-be recognized that the contributions by cross-
tion. Paper presented at the Twelfth Interna-cultural investigators have been substantial,
tional Congress of the International Associa-but that much work remains to be done.
tion for Cross-Cultural Psychology, Pamplona,
Spain.
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21
Epilogue

DAVID MATSUMOTO

In the introduction, I offered three goals for this ences intomeaningful ways of being and living,
then this book would have achieved its goals.book. They were
I sincerely hope that this book has achieved

• To capture the current zeitgest of cross- its goals for each and every one of you. As we
cultural psychology in its evolution; look to the future of research and theory con-

• To offer readers ideas about visions of the struction in mainstream and cross-cultural
future, that is, how future theories and psychology, however, I cannot help but be re-
research will need to look if they are to minded by Triandis’s closing words in his
continue evolving from merely finding chapter:
differences to documenting the specifics

Humans are universally lazy. This is veryof culture that produce those differences,
clear from the universality of Zipf’s (1949)to the creation of universal psychological
law. Zipf determined that, in all languagestheories; that is, in its evolution from
he investigated (and he did look at a veryStage 1 through Stage 2 to Stage 3; and
large sample of languages), the shorterwords• To offer readers ideas about how to con-
are most frequent, and as a word becomesduct research in the future that will help
frequent, it becomes shorter (e.g., televisionin the achievement of that vision and aid
becomes TV). The universality of this find-in the continuing evolution of cross-cul-
ing suggests that the principle of least efforttural psychology.
is a cultural universal. For psychologists,
least effort means to complete a study andI suggested then that if the chapter authors and

I can encourage future researchers to take up then state: “What I found is an eternal verity,
applicable universally.” The principle ofthese difficult endeavors and if all students of

psychology and culture—researchers, teachers, least effort, then, leads psychologists to ig-
nore culture because culture is a complica-administrators, therapists, counselors, consul-

tants, and others—gain a deeper sense of ap- tion that makes their work more time con-
suming and difficult. However, to developpreciation for the influences of culture in all

aspects of our lives and translate those influ- the kind of universal psychology described
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above will require rejection of the principle cepts, new principles. Integration requires that
people of differing viewpoints, with differingof least effort and its consequences. Thus,
expertise, come together and talk and work to-the major question of this field may well
ward a common goal. In this day and age whenbe, Can cultural psychology develop if it is
we findourselves so busy or otherwise preoccu-against human nature to develop it? (p. 46)
pied that we cannot find the time to speak to
faculty in our own department across the hall,Triandis has a point, and it is applicable to all
it will be a major challenge to do sowith econo-psychologists—mainstream, cultural, or other- mists, political scientists, geographers, sociolo-

wise. Achieving our vision of the future of gists, anthropologists, biologists, and all the
cross-cultural psychology, therefore, by work- other people with expertise to whom we really
ing toward the institution of the suggestions need to talk if we are to achieve those universal
and advice offered by the authors of this volume psychological theories of the whole that are
in the conduct of future research will require discussed in this book.
nothing short of a massive undertaking of time, It will be perhaps the greatest contribution
effort, funds, and thought. Above all, however, of cross-cultural psychology, therefore, for all
it will require a great degree of openness and of us to develop that degree of openness and
flexibility on the part of all psychologists to flexibility. Need, duty, responsibility, science,

and morality all suggest that we do.entertain new ideas, new methods, new con-
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sex, 196, 200–201 status differentiation (SD), 185
Sex Stereotype Measure (SSM), 206 status-value approach, 398–399
sex-trait stereotypes, 17, 206–207, 210 status of women, 208–209
sexual dimorphism, 202 Story-Pictorial EFT (Embedded Figures Test),
shenjing shuairuo, 278, 296, 298 124, 129
sibling caretakers, 203 stress, acculturative, 108
See also caretaking; child care; child subdiscipline of culture and personality, 21

rearing subjective culture, 17
Silver Jubilee Congress, 12, 14 subjective well-being, 345
situated cognition, 139, 144–145 super traits, 210
situated generalization, 144 syllogistic reasoning, 140–141, 255
six cultures project, 21 syllogistic problems, 130
skill acquisition, 144 theoretical approach, 141
smile, 183 symbolic anthropology, 327
social action, 348–351 symbolic manipulation, 142
social comparison processes, 380 symbolic representations as tools, 144
social constructionism, 23, 26 symbolic systems, 142, 145
social construction of responses, 144 system-oriented view of cultural dynamics,
social cultural context of the self, 140 327–329
social dominance, 320 See also cultural, dynamics
orientation, 399 systems, 42

social harmony, 224 classification of, 126
social identity model, 341
social identity theory, 227, 348 taijin kyofusho. See social phobia

task assignment, 203social interactionist theory of aggression,
315–316 task reward, 383

technology, 60socialization, 60, 123, 198, 203–204, 207
models, 198 theory of transactional functionalism, 120

third person analysis, 55socializing boys and girls, 203–204
social learning theories, 207 tight-loose societies, 39

tightness-looseness, 43, 46–47social loafing, 230, 363–364
socially shared cognition, 139 tokenism, 398–399

top-down approach, 52social perception, 41
social phobia, 276 Transactional Analysis Ego States, 198

transaction model of causality, 57social physics, 53
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Transcultural Psychiatry, 21 U.S.-U.K. Diagnostic Project, 268–269
utilitarian approach, 27transfer-test-discover model, 18

translation equivalence, 294
validity, 46translation procedures, 89–90
construct, 44translation process, 90
convergent, 44triangulation design, 112

variform universals, 18, 207Trier Personality Inventory, 88
Vernon’s model of intelligence, 121true universals, 18
Viennese Matrices Test, 85trust, 389
violence, 312–314, 318Twenty Statement Test (TST), 338, 340, 341
Volkerpsychologie, 13, 52two-basket theory of self-representation,

340–342
Western academic scientific psychology

(WASP), 15uncertainty avoidance (UA), 38–39, 182,
Western Kraepelinian diagnostic system,

247 267–268
universal, 15, 17, 22, 24, 45–46, 52, 311 Whorfian hypothesis, 333
universal facial expressions of emotion, 173, within-subjects design, 57

175–179, 181, 186–187 Witkin’s theory of psychological differentia-
universalism, 23, 44, 331 tion, 17
universality, 91 work-related values, 17
universal psychology, 22 World Health Organization (WHO), 293–298,
unpackaging culture, defined, 184, 311 305–306

written procedures, 142upward influence, 367
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